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THE FARM AS A MANUFACTORY.

There are some fourteen different substances which enter into the composition of plants

and which must exist in an available form in the soil or the atmosphere surrounding it,

before any crop can be obtained. A knowledge of the source, nature, and properties ot

these various substances, cannot but be interesting and useful to every inquiring

agriculturist. Yet it is in looking at the farm as a manufactory of human food, and these

fourteen substances as the raw material employed, that we can hope to arrive at correct

notions of farm economy, or adopt any judicious system of rotation and general farm

management.

Taking this view of the matter, we find that while every one of these fourteen

elements enter into the composition of all our crops, yet, that they enter into them in

very different proportions, and also that the quantity of them in the soil is very

variable. Thus, in some soils we get more than a thousand times as much silica or

alumina as of potash and phosphoric acid. Sulphur and lime are in many cases equally

proportionally scarce. We have, therefore, not only to look at the amount of substances

in the plant, but also at the quantity of these raw materials at command in the soil

;

and, what is still more important, the kind and quantity of substances necessarily

removed from the farm in grain and animals raised from the soil. We cannot expect

to treat such a subject satisfactorily in a single article and shall therefore continue it in

subsequent numbers of the Farmer.

Of the fourteen elements which compose our commonly cultivated plants, ten are

called inorganic or mineral elements, and are left in the form of ashes when the plants

are^ burnt; the other four are termed organic elements, and are, in their natural unor-

ganized state, gases. These four elements form from 84 to 98 per cent, of the dry

substance of all our crops, and are dissipated by the burning process ; the change from

a solid to a gaseous form, eliminating both heat and light, as is well known to all.

The form in which these various elements enter the plant, is not by any means well

understood ; it is true we have many very plausible theories on the subject, but what is

really known— demonstrated by inductive philosophy— is very little. The four

organic elements, it is generally admitted, enter the plant as carbonic acid and ammonia,

the former containing carbon and oxygen, the latter nitrogen and hydrogen ; so that

carbonate of ammonia (smelling salts) contains all the organic elements of plants. It

is well known that plants take up all their food in solution, and it has been ascertained

by careful experiment that for every pound of organic elements organized in the plant,

or, we will say, for every pound of carbonate of ammonia taken up by the plant, 200

lbs. of water are imbibed and evaporated through the leaves, &c.; and for every pound

of the mineral elements organized, 2000 lbs, of water are imbibed. In this large
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quantity of water, most of the mineral substances of plants are soluble. It is perfectly

obvious to all that if we wish to increase the fertility of a farm, or even to mamtam it in a

normal condition, and annually export crops and animals from it, we must restore, m some

way, the elements so exported. Yet while this is so, it is not only possible, but is, m

too many instances, the case, that a soil can, by cultivation alone, be made to produce

larcre crops, without having any of the removed elements taken back as manure; and

if this is the mo^i profitable method of farming for the present generation we have but

little hope of effecting a reformation by preaching against the morality of the practice.

We however by no means think this is the case, and we believe a new era is about to

commence in our agriculture, and the New World will be as noted for her scientific

farming as she already is for her ingenuity in mechanics and m the apphcation of

scientific principles to the great arts of civilized life.

The luxuriousness of a crop depends, within certain limits, on the amount of available

food brought to the plants by the water they take up. Most soils, we may say all soils

capable of profitable cultivation, contain all the mineral elements of plants, but they are

in a dormant or latent condition, and are consequently incapable of being used as food

for plants. Cultivation, or tillage, converts these dormant, latent resources of the soil

into active available substances. The former may be considered as the farmer's capital

permanently invested ; the latter, the floating capital of the concern. The profits ot the

establishment will be in direct proportion to the amount of floating capital annually

turned, without overtaxing the permanent investment ; in other words, the crops and

profits of a farm are in proportion to the amount of available substances of plants in the

soil, without drawing too much on those lying in a dormant condition
;
that is, we shou d

keep, in an available form, food enough for thirty bushels of wheat instead of only

sufficient for fifteen; for not only do we lose money in not havmg thirty bushels to

sell, but we also, in all probability, lose a considerable vortion of available substances

from the plants being unable to take them up, from lack of others equally necessary ior

their luxurious growth. It will therefore be our object to show what substances are

most available in the soil, what are removed from the farm in a judicious system of

rotation of crops and feeding of animals, and the best means to employ not only to keep

the farm in its original latent capacity for producing food, but also how to keep

substances sufficient for a large crop each year in an available condition. That this can

be done scientifically, we have no sort of doubt ; that it can be done economically, at

present, when the farmers of the older settled States have to compete with the rich

virgin soils of the west, and consequently comparatively low prices, is a matter which

admits of some little doubt and which wc will endeavor fully to investigate
;

for we

well know that however interesting it may be to know what can be done under certain

conditions, the vital question ever must be, will it pay under existing circumstanees

This inquiry stares us in the face at every step of a scientific investigation in agricultural

economy, and in the application of scientific principles to any of the great practical arts

of life ; we will not thrust it aside, but we will have an eye to the economic, as well as

the practical and scientific, in examining our subject.

We shall probably express views that will not accord with the commonly accepted

opinions on this subject ; or, at least, that do not exactly agree, in some important

respects, with the teachings of a certain class of chemico-agricultural writers. We shall,

however, assert nothing but what we believe to have been demonstrated by a most

laborious and extensive series of chemical investigations*, connected with systematic

experimcnta on various crops and animals with which the writer has hitherto for some

time been engaged. We shall assert nothing that in any way conflicts with the cx)mmon

practice of cnlightenedp ractical agriculturists, wlio have, as we believe, taught by close

observation and long oxperiencc, adopted that very system of rotation and general farm

management which now is, or will be, indicated and explained by scientific research. , ^
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IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE.

^rp

Nothing will contribute inpre to the advancement of agriculture in this country, than

the proper use of water. It forms nearly half of the organized soHds in all plants, and

is the grand solvent of every element of their food, and the medium through which

alimentary substances are conveyed into all living systems. Experience teaches that all

cultivated plants are damaged, or destroyed, either by too little or too much water.

Irrigation is the remedy for the first named evil, and drainage the proper curative

means applicable to the last named malady.

Hitherto, neither irrigation nor drainage has received a tithe of the attention in the

United States, which it deserves. New York alone has nearly a thousand miles of

canals that might be very profitable in part for enriching all the improved lands near

them. In the water of these artificial rivers there are millions of tons of the most desi-

rable organic and inorganic elements of crops, now wasted, that might be turned to a

profitable account. In many countries, canals are constructed exclusively for purposes

of irrigation, and pay a large income from the investment. The correspondent of the

London Morning Chronicle describes one in the valley of the Rhone, in France, where
" the increase of production in the first season more than equalled the cost of the work."

He adds : " The influence of this excellent canal is prevented from being extended to

another barren plateau, by the obstinacy of two individuals, who refuse to allow the

works to be carried across their lands, although they have been ofi'ered double the estima-

ted worth of their entire estates." Farmers pay $1.30 per acre per annum to canal compa-

nies for the use of water. Irrigation pays a high profit in the moist climate of England
— giving two and three heavy crops of hay in a year, where only one was cut before

water was used for manuring as well as . moistening the earth. Manure is but the cream

of the soil extracted in grass, grain, and roots ; and all river, lake, and spring water,

holds more or less of this cream, or manure, in solution. Why then not use rivers,

lakes, canals, and springs, for manuring purposes ? Is it a lack of enterprise ? a lack of

capital ? or a lack of knowledge ?

Farms so situated that they can not be irrigated by natural streams nor canals, may
be watered in seasons of drouth nevertheless. Upon every square foot of gi'ound in the

United States there falls water and snow equal to 180 pounds on an average per annum.

So much of this invaluable element as is needed for agricultural purposes, ought to be

stored up in capacious reservoirs on elevated places where it falls, to be used, as in the

Alps, and many hilly districts in Europe, to water all thirsty fields in summer and

autumn. A farmer is not half a husbandman who has not sufficient forethought to

husband a reasonable quantity of the most indispensable food of all his growing crops,

for a few weeks or months. Providence drops down from the clouds from two to six

thousand tons of water in a year on every acre of land. The excess that falls in one

month should be kept on the farm, to make good any deficiency that may exist in

another. So valuable is artificial irrigation found to be in Great Britain, that steam

power and iron pipes are used for elevating and distributing water over hundreds of

acres. This can be done at a cost varying from $20 to $35 per acre for permanent fix-

tures. After these are constructed, the cost of irrigation is but a few shillings per acre,

as two hands irrigate by hose and jet-pipes ten acres a day— literally raining down

seven or eight hundred tons of water a day, into which all needful manure has been

thrown for solution. The water is propelled through iron pipes and gutta percha hose,

and issues from a metallic nozzle which is wide and flattened, that the continuous stream

may spread out and fall in drops like a shower. The suction and force-pump resembles

a fire engine used in cities, only it is worked by a small steam engine instead of men.

In the north of England, Mr. Kennedy irrigates 400 acres of improved land, and has

^ f
§̂
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added four-fold to its previous productiveness, by the assistance of an engine of six horse

power, which pumps all the water seventy feet before it is distributed. In no other

way can barn-yard manure be conveyed to fields so cheaply as dissolved in water and

driven by steam. Warm water or cold may be used to wash and leach fermenting

manure at pleasure ; and the strength of the liquid rained down upon the land by steam,

is regulated by an exact rule. It must be weak.

New York was the first State to set the example of using canals for commercial pur-

poses. Let her now achieve for herself greater credit, and reap a larger profit, by wisely

extending the service of her canals to fertilize her needy soil. Hitherto these public

works, in all the States where they exist, have operated to impoverish the soil by trans-

porting its elements of crops to distant markets, never to return. This ceaseless drain

must result in deep and deplorable sterility, unless discontinued. The right use of

water, whether rain, river, or from springs and canals, is an object of vast importance.

Spring water often contains salts of lime, potash, soda, and magnesia, so indispensable

to form the ash of plants, extracted from earth and rocks several hundred feet below the

surface. This is drawing valuable alkalies, and alkaline earths, which are true fertilizers,

from the deep bosom of mother earth. Spring water also contains crenic and apocrenic

acids, both of which abound in available nitrogen.

On the Duke of Portland's water meadows, (some 400 acres,) the water is distributed

in rounded ditches, so that grass grows on their bottoms and sides, which saves land,

and nearly all the expense of keeping them clear of falling earth. These meadows yield

two good crops of hay, and considerable grazing every year. They were originally a

bog swamp, and nearly worthless until drained.

Drainage^ although not everywhere advantageous, like irrigation, is desen'ing of far

more attention than it has yet received. Pipe-draining has the preference over all other

contrivances now known. Pipes are made of good clay by a machine, and burnt hard

in a kiln, like brick. They are placed end to end in a straight line, water coming in at

the joints, and covered first with a layer of straw or sods turned grass-side down, and

then with th^ earth excavated from the ditch. Ditches are now made much cheaper

than formerly, by the use of a peculiar trench-plow drawn by an extra team of horses

or oxen. Science, art,' and system, have brought the operations of draining nearly to

perfection. A good out-fall for water is the first thing to be secured. Without this,

success is not to be expected; with it, no one need fail to render the wettest ground as

dry as need be. The water that drains off from peaty land is generally unfit for imme-
diate use in irrigation, on account or the free vegetable acid it contains. If the soil to

be irrigated abounds in Kme, the presence of humic or other acid in the water can do
little or no harm. Lime is the proper corrector of all acidity in swamp muck, peat, or

marsh mud. Aqua ammonia, caustic potash or soda in solution, is the proper chemical

test of the presence of humic acid in any soil, or water that may be needed for purposes

of irrigation. Uumus or humic acid in the presence of an alkali, gives a colored solu-

tion of the humate of potash, soda, or ammonia, as the case may be. Ilumates of lime

and magnesia are nearly or quite insoluble. When water charged with organic acids

|>ercolates through a soil without lime, it impoverishes tha earth rapidly by decomposing
the silicates of potash and soda, and removing their bases. The critical study of the

organic and inorganic substances washed out of swamp lands full of muck and peat, out

of clay deposits abounding in salts of iron and alumina, and from granitic and calcare-

ous earths, has been sadly neglected in this country. Nothing is more common than

for a farmer to damage hia land to the amount of hundreds of dollars, without finding

out his error until it Ls too late to avoid the evil. By a wise use of water, and a few

a<lditional fertilizers, he may improve almost any land in the world, at a small expense.

There are one or two (and probably many more) springs in Western New York, that

contain free sulphuric acid, and form gypsum as the water comes in contact with lime.

'r=j6i
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FILTERING RAIN WATER.

From the numerous inquiries we have recently received on the subject of filtering, we
are glad to perceive that public attention is directed to the importance of having pure

water, and to the injurious effects of any impurities, however little, when constantly

taken into the system. It lias been said that some men dig their own graves with their

teeth. It is certainly true that many diseases that afflict our race, are caused by im-

proper eating and drinking— improper as to quality, quantity, and manner. And
though it is true that water is the least injurious of all liquids taken into the stomach,

and is the drink appointed by the Creator for every living thing
;

yet, we have no doubt

that disease and death are often caused by the use of impure water. It enters into every

thing we eat ; our bread, as well as our tea and coffee, are affected by it. This impurity

may be so slight, and the injury so little, as to be imperceptible for a time ; but it is the

continual dropping that wears the stone, and the continued use of impure water must

produce permanent injury to the human system. The young and tender tree may be

driven to the ground by a sudden blast ; but the genial influences of light, warmth, and

air, seconding its natural disposition, it will again recover its erect position. Let the

same tree be planted where it is subject to the prevailing and almost constant western

winds, and it will be warped by it— trunk, branches, and foliage driven to the east.

Various filters have been invented for puri-

fying water. Most of these have been too troub-

le.soine in their operation to be favorably re-

ceived by farmers. It may be well enough for a

man of leisure, whose main business is to do the
" chores" to be filtering water by the pailful ; but

the fiirmer has other duties demanding his time

and attention. The best we are acquainted with,

is the one exhibited in the engraving. It is a cis-

tern divided into two parts. G is the pipe for con-

ducting the water into the cistern ; F, pipe con-

nected with pump, for extracting the filtered water;

A, B, &c., layers of charcoal, gravel, &c. ; the black

dots are passages for the water from one part of

the cistern to the other. The engraving, with the fallowing description, is from Allen's

American Far7n Book

:

"They may be formed in various ways, and of different materials— stone, brick, or even wood;
though the two former are preferable. They should be permanently divided into two apartments,

one to receive the water, and another for a reservoir to contain such as is ready for use. Alternate

layers of gravel, sand, and charcoal at the bottom of the first, and sand and gravel in the last, are

sufficient ; the water being allowed to pass through the sevei'al layers mentioned, will be rendered

perfectly free from all impurities. Occasional cleaning may be necessary, and the substitution of new
filtering materials will at all times keep them sweet."

The best portable rain water filter we are acquainted with, is represented in the

accompanying cut. We have used one for some time, and can confidently recommend
them. It is simply an oaken tub of any required size, three inches larger at the top

than at the bottom. A hole is bored through one of the staves some four inches from

the bottom, into which a piece of one-inch lead pipe, (tea-chest lead is best,) about ten

or twelve inches long, which is pressed out by driving in a mandril to make it water

tight. A layer of prepared charcoal, some two inches thick, is first put on the bottom

and pounded down ; then a layer of washed gravel, which will fill it a little above the

horizontal pipe. A stone-ware crock, holding some three gallons, is then put mouth
down, resting on the gravel, enclosing the mouth of the pipe. Coal and gravel, equal

PILTEBINO CISTERN.
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parts, mixed thoroughly, are then pounded in around the crock, filling up the tub within

six or eight inches ; then a layer of clear gravel, with a flat stone or piece of zinc on the

top, to prevent the water from displacing the pack-

ing. In adjusting the crock, there is a hole near

the bottom, or rather the upper end, for the inser-

tion of a small lead pipe through a cork, and pass-

ing out through the top of the stave, to admit the

air. If one with this air-hole can not easily be pro-

cured, take a common crock, and let the pipe pass

down under the rim, ascending to the to)) of the

crock inside.

The filter being thus completed, place it in the

cellar on a box or platform high enough to allow a

pail to pass under the faucet ; then put in a pewter

or wooden faucet, and fill up with rain loater only.

The water for the first day will taste alkaline, and

may be thrown away. The gravel should be all

sizes up to as large as hickory nuts, and well washed.

The coal is the same as prepared and used by distil-

lers, and should be made of hard wood. They will

last from two to four years, according to the size, when they will need repackiu^v with

new materials.

These filters are made in this city, by John Kedzie, who furnishes to order three

different sizes, which can be forwarded almost any distance. Price, $5, ^7.50, and $10.

GILBERT'S FILTERING APPARATUS.

BRITISH AND AMERICAN AGRICULTURE.

(^Continued frotn Page 372.)

B. I came up to have a little more talk about Engli^Ii farming. I have been thinking a good dtal

about our last conversation, and especially on what you say respecting theturnep crop and the great

advantages the British farmers derive from it. You say that they cultivate one-fourth of their araVjl^

land with this crop and get a thoui?and bushels per acre. I should be at a decided lo&s to know what

to do with them, if I had fifty acres of nirneps or rnta bagas. Fancy 50,000 h\\. of roots on my farm!

— what could I do with them? There is no mistake about one thing, that they would winter an

immense number of sheep and cattle, and make a prodigious manure heap. How do they feed them

out in England ?

A. We must recollect, in contrasting English and American agrieulturf, that not only are iheif

summers cooler than ours, but that their winters are very much milder. There are very few days

on which the ground is covered with snow, and many farmers turn tht-ii' milch eowainto the pastures

for a few hours every -day during winter.

B. Do they keep tlielr milch cows principally on turneps duiiiig wintoi-?

A. No; they seldom give them any, for the turnef>8 impart a di«agreeal)ie flavor to the butter.

They keep thom principally on l>arley straw and on what little gBa.»3 they lind in the meadows,
giving a little hay and bran immediately before and after calving. Some fariiiera give them mangel

wurtzel and the leaves of^ turneps, which do not affect the taste of the butter.

B. What do they do with the turneps ?

A. Tiiey use them mostly for fattening cattle and sheep. The common tut aejw are lit to connuence

on about the middle of October. They draw off about one-half the turneps and feed them to oxen

and fatting cows in the barn yards or "cow housee;" the other half are consumed on the land by

fatting sheep. In addition to the tnrnep, the sheep and cattle are fed with some dry food such a.»

barley straw, clover hay, peas, oil rake.

B. When eating the turneps on the land, are the sheep turned on the whole field at once ?

-ri^f
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A. No; every farmer has a large number of "hurdlesj" as they call them, and with these, portable

fences are made and the turneps apportioned off to the sheep in small quantities. On -well managed

farms a fresh portion of land is allowed the fatting sheep each morning, and they are not forced to

eat the turneps very close, the breeding ewes, separated from the fatting sheep by hurdles, eating up

all the turneps clean.

£. I should think this a good plan ; but it must be attended with considerable labor, and in large

fields a great many of these—what you call them ?—hurdles would be required.

A. Eating them in this way, on the land, is attended with much less labor and expense than would

be incurred in drawing them to the barn yard and hauling the manure back on the land. Besides their

light sandy soils, what they call their best turnep and barley soils, are much improved and consoli-

dated by treading with sheep. It is true, as you say, a great many hurdles are required; for as they

are but seven feet long, it takes a considerable many to go across a twenty acre lot. A farmer of 200

acres cannot get along well witll less than 500 hurdles. They were perfectly astonished when I told

them we had no hurdles in America. They could not think how we managed to get along without

them, "and timber so cheap too."

B. What age are their sheep when th«y commence fatting them.

A. That depends a good deal on the breed kept. The common sheep of the country, which, like

our own, are a mongrel breed, are fattened for the butcher the winter before they are two years old.

South Down wethers are often fully matured and very fat at from ten to fifteen months old. I have

seen a large flock that would average twenty pounds a quarter at a year old ; they had, however,

been unusually well kept—I should say extravagantly so—^and, as the owner told me, "had eaten

their heads off." They had been allowed one pound of American oil-cake per day, for which $45

per ton was paid.

B. I recollect the time when I could get as much linseed oil-cake here as I wished for $10 per ton,

but now it sells readily for $22. I suppose it is the large demand for it in Europe, and the increased

facilities of transportation, that has so enhanced the price.

A. I think even at that price it is the cheapest food we can feed to cattle ; cheaper tlian corn at

60 eta. per bushel. I mix a little of it with corn meal for my horses, and they do exceeding well on

it, never better. Tlie English farmers think that pound for pound, oil-cake is worth more than any
other substance used as food ; while the manure made by the animals taking it, is of the richest and
most valuable kind. There was considerable discussion when I was there, which was best economy.

—to purchase guano to manure the land, or to purchase American oil-cake for feeding cattle and
sheep, and thus make a greater quantity of manure of a much improved quality. I cannot say which

is the cheapest, but from the increasing quantity of guano annually used, I am inclined to think that

public opinion is in favor of guano. Fancy 160,000 tons of Peruvian guano sold last year in England.

B. What crops do tliey generally use it for, and how do they apply it? I see some of tlie papere

recommend mixing it with plaster previous to sowing.

A. English farmers do not mix anything with it They break it up fine and sow it broadcast,

harrowing it in. They sow it on wheat in the fall, on clover, turneps, potatoes, mangel wurtsel, and,

in fact on almost all their crops. From 200 lbs. to 400 lbs. per acre is the usual quantity. I have

seen at least a difference of ten bushels of wheat per acre on land guanoed and unguanoed. It is a

most powerful fertilizer, but I think the price is too high for us to use. it in Westei-n New YorL
B. They use large quantities of it in Virginia, Maryland, Delaware and other Atlantic States. It

is stated to have a miraculous effect on their worn out soils, enabling the farmer to grow good crojje

of clover, wheat, and com, where before white beans would die of actual starvation. I see, too,

from the last number of the Oenesee Farmer, a gentleman near Rochester got an increase of ninety

bushels of potatoes per acre from applying 300 lbs. of guano, at a cost of $10 per acre.

A. The greatest benefit I ever saw from applying manure was in Norfolk, on ruta bagaa On part

of the field 400 lbs. of superphosphate of lime was sown, and on this part there was at least 1000 ba
per acre ; while on the part not dressed with it, there was not a hundred. They usually drill the

manure with the seed, and in places where the drill had clogged and not sown any of the manure,

the turneps were not quarter so good. I observed this in very many cases. The farmei-s who have

used it, all say that it is the greatest manure in the world for turneps, and immense quantities are

annually sold. It is now manufactured in New York, and I intend to try some of it for ruta bagfis

next summer. They charge more for it in New York than they do in ikigland, but it may be of a

snperiorquality. i p

^ ^ J^
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B. Wliat is it made from, and does it do as raucli good for wheats corn, and potatoes, as for tumeps?

A. In England it is made from what is called coprolites, or brown stones that look jast like gravel.

They are ground by machinery to a fine powder and treated with sulphuric acid, which makes the

valnable portion of them soluble, and therefore directly available for the plant. Some farmers make

the article themselves from ground bones, and it is said that made from bones is much tlie beet.

As regards its value as a manure for wheat, I took considerable pains to inquire on that point, and

from all I could learn, it has never been known to do much good on either wheat or barley. One
thing is certain,—and it is a significant fact,—it is never used as a manure for wheat, and is not

recommended for that purpose by the manufacturers.

B. I can, from your account of English farming, easily understand the cause of their superior

agriculture. The winters are not anything like so severe as ours, so that they can winter their

sheep out of doors, and by growing so many turneps keep a vast number of them ; and with the use

of oil-cake, guano, and this stone, bone, or what manure is it,—superphosphate ?—they certainly

ought to raise large crops. Besides, too, they don't pay half so much to their hired help as we do,

and money is not worth more than half as much as with us ; so that it pays better to invest money in

improvements there than it would here. But from what you say, many parts of England are most

wretchedly farmed, and an industrious, wide awake Yankee would make great improvements and do

well there.

A. I think many of the farmers pay as much for a given amount of labor as we do. It is true we
give double wages per day, but a smart, well fed Yankee wUl do as much again woi-k in a day as

some of tbc.<e English laborers who lire on notliing but beer.

B. I suppose they do drink prodigiously. I have an Euglislunan working forme that hfisjust come

over, and he complains most bitterly that we have no beer; and he is so home sick, or love sick, or

work sick, or beer sick, that I believe he would go back again if he could get money enough.

A. Before I went to Europe I was much puzzled to account for the apparent discontent and disap-

pointment of English laborers with our institutions ; but I can now readily understand how it is.

As I have said, in England they do not work so hard, or so many hours, as we do here ; in the

summer months they have long evening twilights ; it is light and delightfully pleasant for three or

four hours after the sun has gone down. They quit work at six o'clock and spend the evening in

some kind of sport or games, and appear as happy as the day is long. They think America is a

perfect paradise, where people live without work, and have as much beer, and beef, and butter, and

brandy, as they want, for little or nothing. When they come here they are of course disappointed
;

they find, as they express it, " nothing but work, work, work, from daylight to dark, with nothing

to drink but water and tea, and nothing to eat but pork, pork, pork, three times a day." It is true

they obtain much better wages, and if they are steady, saving, and industrious, they can improve

their condition and secure a competence for themselves and a good education for their children,

neither of which they can get in England. But I verily believe that if the English laborei-s thought

that American farmers did not allow their help beer, they would give us a wide berth.

B. I recollect that Horace Greeley, in one of his lettere from England, says that though every

one drinks, ladies and ministers, saints and sinners, high and low, rich and poor, there was not any

more real drunkenness than with us.

A. It is a pretty difficult m'atter to tell what is understood by drunkenness. Some think that so

long as they can manage to stand and speak at all, they are quite sober ; others, Avhen tliey see two

candles burning in the same stick, are only comfortable. If a man must be wallowing in the gutter

before he can be pronounced drunk, I will admit there is no more of such drunkenness there than

with us; for as every one drinks regulai-ly and habitually it is not a little that will upset tliem, for

they are " mighty to drink strong drink." In many parts of England the common allowance to the

men during harvest time, is six quarts of strong beer per day, and one farmer told me lie had known

his men to drink nine quarts per day, when allowed as much as they liked. Fancy! Quite as much

barley is grown in the country as wheat, and nearly all of it is made into beer and "drank on the

premises."

B. Did you see McCormick's or IIussky'b Reaping Machines at any of the trials in England. I

suppose John Bull begins to see that we Yankees are some pumpkins ; certainly the papers do not

speak of Brother Jonathan in such a supercilious, contemptuous manner now as they did a few

years ago.

A. I waa at two of the trials, and I wish you could have seen the sturdy, red-faced, self-satisfied

ibr-i-
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looking farmers, with a " you don't fool me " expression of countenance, before the macliine was put

in motion ; but the moment they saw that tlie machine would not only work, but cut the grain better

than it could be done by hand, the expression of "humbug" gave place to one of enthusiastic admi-

ration and surprise, and they gave three spontaneous hurrahs, such as none but John Bull can give.

B. I understand John Bull wishes to claim the Reaper as his invention, improved a little by Bro.

Jonathan.

A. Some of the papers have taken that view of the subject, but the great mass of the people

believe no such a tissue of nonsense. They kno,w that a Reaper had not been used or heard of in

England till this " cross between an Ashley's chariot, a flying machine, and a tread-mill," was sent to

the World's Fair, and that this American Reaper has cut the grain better than it could be done in

any other way.

JB. I will come and have another talk in a few days.

THE STRUCTURAL FORMATION OF VARIOUS BREEDS OF CATTLE.

(condensed from the north BRITISH AGRICULTURIST.)

The anatomical structure of an animal for the purposes of secreting milk, fat ami flesh, is

necessarily somewhat different from the structure of an animal whose energy is expended on

motion or draught. As A'et there is little known in the animal economy of the processes of

gestation, development and progressive growth. These are in part dependent upon organs,

fluids, and other agencies, among which electricity is believed to exercise a considerable influ-

ence.' The nmtual relations, and the peculiar definite power of the individual agencies, are,

however, almost wholly unknown. Observation and experience have, indeed given some

definite information, which science has in some points confirmed. By them, the practical

man has been taught that certain peculiarities of structure are connected with certain results,

and his knowledge of these regulates his method of breeding, rearing, and feeding animals.

The somewhat w^edged-shape cow indicates a high power of secreting the lactic fluid, while

the parallelogram-shaped animal, that of secreting fat and flesh. Indications such as these,

even apart from any scientific explanation, are now every day made practically useful, and in

the following article we will point out as many of these indications as popular opinion, or the

judgment of the best breeders confirms, occasionally introducing explanations which go to

establish the popular belief.

The first breed we will consider is the Short-horn, which stands confessedly first, as an

early maturing and flesh-producing animal. As most of our reaTlers are aware, the Short-

horn is a cross, and not a ]nire bred animal, such as the West Highlander. It is i)rincipally

to Charles Collixos that tlie Short-horns owe their fame; he having introduced the Galloway

blood with a red heifer, which was erai)loyed to give greater compactness of form to the then

known Teeswater or Short-horn, and tlie descendants of this Galloway heifer were in a short

time duly appreciated, and became tlie improvers of Collings' most celebrated stock. One

cow, Lady, at fourteen years old, sold for $1,030, and her daughter Countess, nine years old,

for $2,016. Comet, a bull, sold for $5,040. Mr. Collings' stock of forty-seven in number,

realized $34,152. . . , ,

We will first consider the distinguishing qualities of the male ; and we again wish strongly

to impress upon our readers the indispensable importance of the muscular power being fully

developed in the male of the ox, as well as of the horse. However apparently perfect in form

the male is, if he shows somewhat the points of an ox, he should be rejected, as vigor of

constitution and muscularity of form are always conjoined. It is a fact worthy of the serious

consideration of all breeders of high bred stock, that there has scarcely ever been a Short-

horn breeder who has be»n equallv successful as a breeder of males and a breeder of females;

and that the successful bulls. at Exhibitions are generally of a different blood from those

animals which are successful as prize takers in the classes of cows and heifers.^ There is

another fact connected with breeding, that few breeders long maintain their position, there

being some causes, not well understood in operation, against a high state of excellence being

long perpetuated, and that the introduction of new blood into a herd appears always to have

a most marked influence on 'the conformation of the prodnce.

There has been much controversy on the question of breeding in-and-in. The necessity

for the introduction of new blood, well selected, from a good stocJc., is, we think, now pretty

fully established. It is somewhat remarkable, that many of the most vigorous animals which

have perpetuated their distinguishing points on their progeny, and stamped their general

appearance so that good observers at once recognize the descent, had not full pedigrees. ^®
/| C-.
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give as a striking illustration, Sir Thomas Fairfax. The pedigree of tlie dam of this celebra-

ted bull was defective. There are almost always to be observed in a well selected stock, distin-

guishing features, so that judges can at once determine from what blood they are descended.

^^

SHORT-HORNED BULL.

In giving a description of the points which should distinguish the structural formation of
the Short-horn, we will take the aged bull, namely, tkree, or above three years old, giving
the appearance when viewed in difterent positions.

Viewed from behind, there should be a breadth of carcass, a levelness and squareness
above, and along the quarters and back. The ribs should appear to be in nearly a straiglit
line with the shoulders and hind quarters ; the thighs or twist should descend in nearly a
straight line ; the muscles of the thighs should be fully developed in the inside, the thighs
being united to one another well down towards the hocks. The hocks should be broadly
formed, straight and large, and the legs straight and delicately formed beneath the hock.
The wbole appearance should give a general symmetry to the frame of the animal.
Viewed sideways, the animal should appear moderately long, height and size corresponding.

The head should be rather low set, upon a strong, broad, deep, and muscular neck. The
head long, and tapering towards the muzzle, the forehead broad between the eyes, line i, with
the bones for the sockets raised, giving a concave appearance between the eyes. Tlie eyes
should be largo, lustrous, and prominent, pressed outward, with the fatty bed below. This is,

in all animals, a certain index of facility of secreting fat. The skin around the eye and muz-
zle should be of a delicate orailge tinge ; the nostrils wide ; the jaws moderately clean ; the
ears long, well set, near the crown of the head, and covered with silky hair in the inside.
The horn should be short, not too thick, , somewhat smooth, rather pointed, and tlie color
white or slightly tinged with brown, corresponding to the color of the skin. The throat
should be clean, with the skin loose down towards .the brisket. The muscles along tlie neck
should bo raised and strongly developed. If so, the muscles along the back, loins, and down
the whole extremities will almost invariably be correspondingly developed. Tlie shoulder
blades should be short, covered with muscles, the top of the shoulders broad ; and there
should be little or no perceptible hollow or depressioTi behind them. This point is very often
faulty in the Siiort-liorn. The ribs should bo well arched from the spine, and appear to bo
wide apart from one another. Towards the hookbono the bony frame should bo wide, and
the jiarts well clothed with flesh, and straight along to the top of the setting on of the tail.

Across tho loins there should be an indentation over the spine, the hookboues moderately
developed, und the space marked between the last rib and tho hookbone should bo short.
Behind the hookbone and towards the tail (tlio quarters), tho muscles should be well raised,
embedded in fatty celliihir texture, and thus leel soft, and elastic to the touch. The breadth
between the hooks, (liips,) line t, should correspond to the length between tho points of tho
hook and the point of the fat and fleshy rnuq) C, towards rumj)'. hi a full size<l hull this will
be about 2 ft. 2 in. to 2 ft. G in. The tail siiould be gracefully set on, small towards tho point
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and somewhat long. The chest should be deep, wide, and circular ; the ribs forming a circular

cone. The brisket should descend towards the knees, and protuberate before the forelegs.

The skin of the brisket loose and flexible. The forelegs should be broad and muscular above
the knee, line h. Before the point of the shoulder, gr, there should be a deposit of fat palpable

to the feel. The shoulder blades should feel to the touch as if covered with soft cellular

muscles. Over the ribs the same soft elastic touch should be felt. One of the chief points of

excellence in the male is, that there should be nowhere any patches of flesh or fat, but that

the whole frame should be evenly clothed with flesh, presenting to the touch a soft oily feel

beneath the skin. The skin should be elastic, soft, pliable, and velvety to the touch, not too

thin. When touched the resistance should be so delicate as to give pleasure to a sensitive

hand, yielding to tlie fingers. It should feel loose along the ribs, and particularly on the
neck, shoulder-blades, &c. The hair is also of the greatest importance—it should be close,

mossy, and furry. Single hairs should present to the eye not the ordinary straight line of

hairs, but something of the curl of long wool, without being absolutely curled. The waving
of the coat should also be delicately marked. The length of hair is dependent upon the sea-

son, condition, and the manner in which the animal ha.s been housed.

Color we do not deem of great importance, provided it is not black, or has not a black or
blue tinge. Some object to those colored red and white, when the patches of red or white
are large. A still better grounded objection is to those having small indistinct spots of mixed
hair about the size of a shilling to half-a-crown, along both sides of the sp^e. These are
generally understood not to be kindly feeders. But colors of deep red, dark roan, or delicate

roan, strawberry-spotted, cream color, or white, are all good. White is regarded by many,
as an indication of delicacy of constitution ; the very opposite we believe to be the fact. If

a white color is an index of delicacy of constitution, how is it to be explained that animals
'exposed to cold, such as in the arctic regions, are generally white; and what is equally

remarkable, that in the interior of Africa the domesticated ox is generally white, while the
sheep are almost always spotted with brown or black spots ?

Viewed in front, the animal should present the same level appearance, with brisket deep
and well forward. The point behind the shoulder can be here well observed, and there
should be little or no falling oft' on this point. The feet should be circular, with the hoof
strong and upright. Good hoofs are of great importance for cattle travelling. The animal,
when walking, should have a somewhat gay, elastic step.

Before determining which is the best animal, both sides should be examined, as it is not
uncommon, in some breeds, particularly the highly pampered Short-horn, to find one side

more delicate to the touch and better clothed with fat than the other side. We have heard
various reasons assigned for this somewhat strange anomaly. The most common is, that if

the animal gets the habit of lying always on one side, that side will be more clothed with fat.

We believe, however, that it is chiefly owing to a defect in the structural formation, possibly

in the nervous system. But whatever is the cause, we look upon it as a very serious objec-

tion in all animals for breeding.

The following is a scale of points in the bull :

—

1. Pedigree on the female side.

2. Pedigree on the male side.

3. Eye large, clear, and prominent.

4. Muscles of the neck full arched, but without being coarse or heavy.
5. Chest deep and circular.

6. Barrel well arched from the point of the short ribs ; circular, and rather light at the flank.

7. Touch—skin soft, velvety, and moderately thin, yielding to the touch.

8. Hair thick, soft, silky to the touch, and twisted.

9. Back straight from point of the shoulders to the setting on of the taU.

10. Point behind the shoulder, gr, fuU and level with the shoulder.

1 1

.

The whole surface of the bony structure of the body evenly clothed with cellular mus-
cle and fat.

12. Hooks broad, level, and well clothed with muscles and fat.

13. Head fine and tapering ; cheek moderately clothed with flesh.

14. Forehead broad and concave.

15. Muzzle fine ; color, orange tint.

16. Throat clean, with the skin loose down towards the brisket.

17. Brisket full, weU forward, and deep.

18. The shoulders nof coarse, but clothed with soft cellular flesh.

19. Hocks large and clean, with flesh descending down near to the joint— legs below the
hock, clean and delicately formed.

1 h 20. Well-ribbed home. j r

fe -«
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21. Legs somewhat short and squarely placed.

23. Fore-legs above the knee-joint broad, Avitli swelling mnscles, and fine below the knees.

23. Color distinct, rich without a shade of blue or black.

24. Horns moderate in size, not thick at the roots, soft-looking, grisky, /. e., not polished

looking.

25. Hoofs round, and moderate in size.

26. General appearance gay, and docile looking.

SHORT-HORNED COW.

The cow and heifer should present a somewhat different f(5rm from that of the bull, being
more tlminine aud less robust in the development of the Joints and muscles. In the females
of all animals, there is a greater tendency to deposit fatty matter between the muscles, and
also more inmiediately under the skin— this gives a greater roundness and compactness of

form. The pelvis and hind quarters should be more fully developed than in the male, and the

point called the stifle joint should be more out to allow room for the development of the
foetus. The cow, unlike the bull, should stand rather higher behind than before; and shoiild

also pre^sent a more rounded and broader appearance, particularly behind the chest, than the
bull. It is important to observe that the cow is properly formed here, as there is no other
aniinal, with the exception, perhaps, of the human species, with which there are more casu-

alties during the progress of gestation and parturition ; abortion being the most common, aud
the most serious of all the accidents that animal is sul)joct to, as a breeding animal.

The power of secreting milk, and also of laying on fat and flesh, is dependant, to a considera-

ble degree, on the development of the vascular system, and the common way of examining a milk
cow by feeling what is termed the milk veins, viz., those which pa>ss along the belly before the

udder, is a certain sign of this. The udder should be handsome, large, well formed on the belly;

the teats evenly placed, and moderate in size ; but as the property of giving milk is not one
for which the Short-horn is esteemed, the udder should not be overlarge, as it requires to be
in the Ayrshire, or other dairy breeds. The tail should be rather longer than in the niale,

and tapering towards the point. The eye should be large, soft, and expressive of docility.

The head should be fine, tapering towards tlie muzzle, and the neck should be less muscular
than in the male. The horn smaller and more turned in or upward than in the bull. The
cow sliould present a more deep, rovuided, and pimchy form than the male. The parts termed
points sliould be more distinctly marked than in tiie male. The point of the hook bone should

be raised, and present to the eye an oj)enness in the bony structure. On each side of the tail,

flank, and ])oiiit before the shoulder, tliere should be (]e|iosits of fatty matter, corresponding

to tlie state of condition in which the aninud is at the time. Also the fat on the short rihs,

and along the back, siiould be somewhat less uniform and more in |)atehes than in the male.

This grand distinction, which we have alivady alluded to, of the fat.in the female being more
on the surface than in the male, is aiipari-iilly not well understood by judges, as it is not

unconnnon to see a cow ])laced iirst, with some of the points which should distinguish the

male ; and, again, the bull well forward in the list witli some of the points which should

m
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characterize the cow or stot. Another distinction we deem of the greatest importance, viz.,

that the ball should have all the masculineness which belongs to his sex, while the cow and
heifer should have all the feminineness of the female, and none of the peculiar or masculine
appearance of the bull.

The preceding outline of a three year old Short-horn cow gives a fair representation of one
made up for exliibition. The points are marked nearly the same aa in tlie bull. The point p
is one of greater importance in the cow and heifer than in the bull. The distance between the
hooks r, 5", should correspond to the distance r, u— tins will vary from 2 ft. to 2 ft. 8 in.

The breadth between the forelegs, with the swelling out of the brisket, are fully brought out
in the cut—this, with the depth, width, and roominess of the hind-quarters, is essential with
perfection of the cow.

The following are the points of perfection arranged in the order we consider the most
essential. In the cow we reverse the order of the pedigree with that of the bull, placing the
pedigree of the bull first, as we think we are justified, from close and studied observation, in
believing that the produce of the female partakes more of the qualities of her sire than of the
female, or the sire or dam of the male ; that is, the produce of a female wiU be more like the
sire of that female, thau either the dam or sire of the male, or the parents themselves. Even,
independently of this, the influence of the dam on the character of the progeny we hold to
be greater than that of the sire ; this being, however, subject to certain influences, upon
which we cannot enter at present. ^

1. Pedigree on male side.

2. Pedigree on the female side.

3. Eye full, placid, and intelligent looking.

4. Head fine, tapering towards the muzzle ; nostrils large, with the orange tint round the
muzzle and eyes, and in the inside of the ears.

5. Touch soft, elastic, yielding to the touch as if the skin covered a fatty fluid between the
muscles and skin.

6. Chest deep, well arched, and circular.
'

7. Hooks broad, raised, and open-looking at the points.

8. Quarters long, wide, and fully developed down towards the stifle and hock joints.

9. Neck well set, straiglit, somewhat long, fine, without any appearance of coarseness.
10. Cheek small and clean.

11. Tliroat clean and well developed.
12. The points of the bone projections more or less covered with fatty matter, correspond-

ing to the state of the condition of the animal.

18. Back broad, straight from the top of the neck to the setting on of the tail, and the tail

at right angles to the back.

14. Shoulders sliort, light, and clothed with muscles and fat, the shoulders widely set at
the poiirts.

15. Point », behind the shoulders, full, and in line with the shoulders and back. If so, the
whole back will be correspondingly clothed with flesh.

16. Barrel hooped, arched and moderately deep in the cow, rather light in the heifer.

17. Well-ribbed home, space moderate between the last rib and hock.
18. Hair thick, furry, fine and silky.

19. Udder, in the cow, moderate in size. In a line with the belly, and well up behind.
Teats medium size and properly placed. In the heifer the udder loose behind, and developed
before, corresponding to condition.

20. Legs squarely placed, with full knee and hock joints broad and muscular above, and
moderately broad below the hooks and knees.

21. Horns smooth, not too thick at the base, white or tipped with light brown, correspond-
ing to color of the skin.

22. Ears moderately long, oval shaped, clothed with silky hair in the inside.

23. Color rich, dark or light roan, white and red, or white. Dark small spots on a white
skin is particularly objectionable, especially when the hair is white and the spots dark.

24. Tail well set on, thin towards the point, long, down to near the hock joints.

25. Feet sound, moderate in size, and round in shape.
2G. General appearance lively, gay, docile, and stylkh looking.

27. Growth moderate. In young animals if over-large, there will be tendency to coarseness.
We have endeavored to be as distinct and minute as space would permit in the description

of the properties of the Short-horns. Those who, with the aid of the cuts, may find difliculty

in fully understanding the description given, would be greatly assisted by going over the
points with a live animal, even of any broed— if a high bred Short-horn, of course more of
the points wiU be observed.
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The Hong Kong Fowl.—The originals of this splendid variety of fowls were brought from the

port of Hong Kong, in China, by Capt. Fuller, of the ship Vancoiiver. The accompanying engraving

is a true likeness of the pair I

have been breeding from the

present season. Their color

is buff and red, interspersed

with blue and black feathers.

The chickens generally have

smooth and dark colored legs

and black bills, and have

proved themselves to be the

descendenta of a hardy and

thrifty race. Dr. Bennett, of

Great Falls, N. H., the most

extensive fowl fancier in the

United States—having thirty

varieties of gallinaceous fowls

— says they are the "Manda-

rin Fowl of China," and " are,

all things considered, the best

fowl in America." In a letter

from him, of November 22d,

1851, he calls them "splendid

Hong Kongs," and says "they

are prime ones, and no mis-

take." Dr. Eben Wight says, in a letter to me, of January 22d, 1852, "I think them one of the very

best varieties which have come out from China, both as sizeable and laying fowls." The hen ha.s

proved herself worthy of this high commendation. Since I have owned her she has laid almost

daily, and continued to lay daily while rearing her chickens. In a letter to me from A. WmTE, Esq.,

of East Randolph, Mass., a careful and scientific fowl breeder, after having thoroughly tested the

merits of this variety, says: "They are prime layers. As to their setting qualities, they can't be

beat when they get started." They are large, compact, and symmetrical in form. I think they

possess the good qualities of many breeds of fowl combined. S.\muel McIntosu.—Canoga, N. Y.

Le.\cued Ashes as a Manuee.—Three years since I purchased a farm on which had accumulated

a large quantity of old leached ashes that were considered by the former owner of no value. They
lay in an exposed, slovenly manner, and by no means increased the good appearance or value of

the property. Wishing to ascertain whether they were of any value, I drew several wagon loads

and spread them on a light, sandy lot I was fallowing for wheat. I could not say how much 1 put

per acre, but should think ^bout 300 bushels, spreadmg them in a breadth about two rods wide,

the length of the field and riglit acrofis the lands.

Now for the result. The wheat on the whole field was about an average crop, yielding 20 bu.

per acre. On the breadth where the ashes were spread, the wheat all through the fall and sum-

mer was much stronger and of a darker green color than on the rest of the field, and at harvest

the straw was at least four inches higher, and several good judges who saw it agreed with me in

thinking that the yield on the ashed ])art was 28 bu. per acre, or about 8 bu. per acre better than

where no ashes were a])plied. I seeded down the laud with clover and timothy, and the effect of

the ashes on the clover was equally striking and beneficial as it was on the preceding wheat crop.

In the fall of 1851 1 spread a tpiantity of the same a.shes on another lot I was preparing for

wheat. The soil^was a heavy clayey loam, and yields good crops of wheat when well summer
fallowed. I could see very little benefit from the ashes. J. D.

—

Paui/ctoti, ^. Y.
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SOUTH DOWN SnEEP.

It is a fact well worthy of our serious consideration, that while our agricultural

implements and labor-saving machines, and, indeed, everything connected with the

mechanical objects of agriculture, for lightness, simplicity, efficacy, and adaptedness for

the purposes intended, are very far superior to the most advanced nations of the old

world ; our domestic animals, as a general thing, are very inferior, and will not bear

comparison with those of nations less advanced in other matters than ourselves. The

reason of this is probably to be found in the peculiar circumstances in which we are, or

at least have been placed. Ours is a new country. We have had primeval forests to

subjugate, crops to raise, cities to build, canals to dig, railroads to construct, and all the

appurtenances of civilized life, to be raised from crude elements, in just no time. It was

to be expected that ingenuity thus taxed would enable our mechanics—in devising and

constructing machines that should accomplish the various objects in the most economic

and expeditious manner—to excel all others ; but the reverse of this is true in regard to

the rearing and management of domestic animals. Our restless, enterprising, unfixed,

and changing habits, are ill-calculated to enable us to excel in this important branch of

agriculture, in which time and long continued persevering attention to the principles of

breeding can alone accomplish any great improvement, and we cjnnot but think it is

wise in our agricultural societies (although considerable objection has been raised against

the custom) to appropriate a larger sum for prizes to be awarded to improved animals

than for agricultural implements and machines, and to do all in their power to advance

this too much neglected branch of domestic economy.

We hope none of our readers will suspect us of thinking that the only valuable and

profitable breeds are the so called improved imported animals, for we do not. Those

who have read our article on " the improvement of our common sheep," in the October

number of the last volume, will see that we place our principal hope on the increased care

and attention which our farmers will bestow on their common native acclimated flocks and

herds, in accordance with correct principles of breeding, and not to the importation of im-

proved foreign breeds. But though this is our opinion, we believe it cannot but interest

our readers to have an occasional chapter on the various improved breeds, accompanied

with engravings of such as are considered the best specimens of their respective kind.

The cut on the following page represents three beautiful specimens of South Down
sheep, and affords a good illustration of what man can accomplish by judicious manage-

ment and long continued attention in moulding the plastic elements of animal nature

into a form more agreeable to his object, and to the artificial requirements of society.

It may be owing to the fact that we have had more to do with this breed than any

other breed of mutton sheep, that we hold it in such high estimation ; thinking that for

this climate, and in situations where fine, high flavored' mutton meets with that appre-

ciation which it undoubtedly deserves, the South Down is, of all the various breeds of

sheep, the best. We are aware that it is not so large as the Lincoln, Cotswold, Leicester,

&c., &c., and that it will not, in all probability, increase so rapidly, and lay on as much
fat for a given amount of food, as these large breeds

;
yet the mutton is so decidedly

superior, the wool is shorter, more compact, and heavier, enabling the sheep to stand

cold and wet weather, and an occasional scarcity of food, that for this climate, at least,

they are preferable to the large breeds, which require rich alluvial meadows, and an

abundant supply of food without having to walk much in search of it. In such situa-

tions, and where long wool and tallow, rather than superior mutton, is in demand, the

Cotswold and Leicester are doubtless the best breeds for the farmer to keep. Again,

where fine wool is required, and mutton and tallow is of little value, the Spanish and

French Merinos will be found the most profitable. '
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HOGS.—LARGE AND SMALL BREED.

I^ the December number of the Farmer we gave a portrait of three beautiful specimens

of a small breed of pigs,. as exhibited at the Smitbfield Club Cattle Show. On the pre-_

ceding page will be found a good representation of a breeding sow of a large breed. A
better specimen of the improved Yorkshire and Leicestershire breed could not be given.

The only fault we find with the sow is, she is much too fat for breeding purposes
;

for,

while we tliink that many breeding sows are kept too thin— being in many mstances

half starved when they require the most nourishment— there is such a thmg as having

a bi-eeding sow, as well as all other breeding animals, much too fat.

We are often asked which breed of hogs we think best adapted to our climate, circum-

stances and requirements. In answer we would say, it is impossible in the present defi-

cient state of our knowledge on this subject, satisfactorily to decide. We do not know

which of the various breeds produce the most pork, and the least otfal and bone, for a

given amount of food : and even if we did, we could not then decide which would be

the most economical or profitable breed; for it is not the absolute, but the circumstan-

tial value determined by taste, fashion, and demand, that makes this or that kind of

pork and pigs most sought for. Where bacon and large hams, rather than pork, are

required, the large breeds will be the most profitable. In the neighborhood of our

Atlantic cities, where fresh pork is in demand, the small breeds will doubtless be the

best; as small, delicate, fine flavored pork commands high prices.

In improving our present heterogenous acclimated breeds of pigs, all that is necessary

is judicious sefection of sows to cross with some old established valuable breed having

the particular qualities desired strongly developed. If it is desired to reduce the size of

a common breed, and at the same time to increase its early maturity and disposition to

lay on fat, with a small proportion of oftal and bone, there is no better breed, in our

opinion, than the Chinese. The valuable characteristics of this celebrated breed— early

maturity, rapidity of fattening, delicacy of flesh, fineness of bone, heavy hams, broad

shoulders, and deep, well rounded sides— have been long and permanently fixed
;
so

that they are the more purely impressed on the progeny than would be the case were

the breed of a more recent origin. The' improved English small breeds have all more

or less of Chinese blood in them, and owe their best points to this and other judicious

crossfs. Pure blooded Chinese hogs would probably be too tender and delicate in con-

stitution to stand the rigor of our northern winters, but their crosses with our acclimated

breeds are hardy ; and -it is better for us to make a good breed in this way, than to

import from England a breed which has been so produced there, and which, however

good they may be for that climate, do not, as we are informed, give very good satisfac-

tion here. This is the case with the Berkshire. A better breed, where neither a very

large or small hog is required, does not exist in Great Britain. Here, however, it is by

no^means a general favorite. The same rules will apply to the improvement of our

large breeds. Get, if possible, a boar of one of the long established improved breeds,

such as the Leicester, Lincoln, Sussex, or Yorkshire, and place him with carefully and

judiciously selected sows of the breed to be improved. The fecundity of pigs gives the

breeder a greater facility in improving his breed of hogs, than he possesses with any

other large domestic animals ; lience nothing is easier than to improve any of our breeds,

?.nd also in a short time to extend the improvement from Maine to Georgia. Our com-

mon hogs in this neighborhood are a miserable, long-legged, slab-sided, lop-eared,

bristly race, aflording abundant room for improvement. We recently saw a tram of

hogs passing down the N. Y. & Erie Railroad, that were much superior to anything, as

a whole, yye^iwa before seen. They appeared to be a cross between the Berkshire and

grass breeds, and came from Ohio.
1h ^
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CONDUCTED BY P. BAEEY.

THE AILANTUS, OR "TREE OF HEAVEN."

We well remember, some fourteen or fifteen years ago, the Ailantus mania in New
York city. Hundreds of well grown, stately horse-chestnuts, lindens, and other good
old fashioned trees of that sort, were torn from the sidewalks in the " up town " districts,

in the most unceremonious manner. No backwoodsman was ever more merciless than

were those New Yorkers. These trees had been carefully planted, nursed, and watched
through their tender youth, until they had arrived at ample, elegant, shady tree-hood.

They had converted the arid pavements into refreshing and pleasant avenues, and their

wide-spread heads had thrown cooling shadows on the walls and windows and porches

of those New Yorkers' dwellings, rendering a summer life in town far less excruciating

than it had been. Rents were raised in consequence of the increased comfort, and the

fashionable, suburban air which these trees imparted, and often was it said, " What a

paradise we have here now with these beautiful trees !" But, alas ! human admiration

and human friendship are sadly fickle. These trees oftended

—

oSqu^q^ grievously—and
that, too, in the very prime of their beauty and usefulness, when all eyes were upon
them, and their praises, like rhapsodies, upon every lip. It is all at once discovered that

they harbor insects. A lady has been startled with a caterpillar in her drawing-room
;

another lady has been very much annoyed with similar visitors ; and a third has been

tormented daily with perfect showers and swarms of insects of various kinds, blown into

the open windows upon her elegant furniture. The newspapers take up the subject, and
the insect story is told, and re-told, until it becomes so aggravated that one's flesh

crawls to read it, and the whole race of trees that occupied the sidewalks are unani-

mously pronounced a 7misance. The shade and beauty which they imparted, were all

forgotten in the general, and we might almost say foolish, outcry about insects. So go
people to extremes.

Just at that period, the Ailantus was growing into notice. It was represented as

being from China, of exceedingly rapid growth, with smooth, erect trunk, and long,

feathered foliage ; indeed, every way so noble as to be styled " The Tree of Heaven."
•Its great recommendation, however, just at that time, was its complete exemption from

insects of any and every kind. Well, the Ailantus, as every body knows, is not a slow

grower, and it was not long until it had reached the top of fame's ladder. Every one
who inquired about street trees, was told of "the magnificent Ailantus ;" " it out-grows

everything, making eight or ten feet in a year ; its leaves are four or five feet long, and
it has noble spreading branches ; but, above all, no insect will come near it." " Good

!

that is just the tree for streets," and so one street after another, old streets and new
ones, were planted with Ailantus, until " up town " had become completely orientalized

with this famous tree of the Gods, (" Gotterbanm,^^) as the Germans called it. So
popular did it become, that people were not satisfied to have it merely in the streets

and public promenades, as at first recommended, but it must be in the garden, in the

door-yard, in fact everywhere. The nurserymen exerted all proper industry in propa-

gating it ; seeds were imported by the hundred weight ; suckers were saved ; and in a

dozen years or so the country was pretty well supplied. It had become decidedly

common. The Ailantus had had its day— poor, doomed Ailantus ! With all your

good qualities, you must become an outcast, and the same voices that in former days

were wont to speak your praises, must now cry " down with you." Poor Ailantus

!

- w But the Ailantus need not complain ; it is the way of the world. i r

^^^
. ^
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A year or two ago somebody who had had an Ailantus closer to their dwelling than

it ought to be—perhaps the branches intruding into the chamber window—and whose

olfactories were quite sensitive, discovered that the blossoms emitted a disagreeable and

sickening odor. The fact was instantly communicated to the neighbors ; every body

held up their heads and snuffed at the Ailantus, and sure enough they were found to

emit a most disagreeable odor. The newspapers took it up, (as they take up everything

calculated to produce excitement,) and so the Ailantus is written and talked into an

unendurably bad odor amongst the refined portions of the community, until latterly the

cry almost universal is " down with it." Our national authorities at Washington feeling

in duty bound, as the conservators and exemplars of taste, have pronounced and execu-

ted capital punishment on all the unfortunate Ailantus found in the capital grounds.

Brave men ! Long may you live !

Now this is a much more serious thing than it would at first sight appear to be. See

how many streets and public places are every where planted with this tree. To cut

them down or dig them up, what an inconvenience !—what a loss ! And how disman-

tled those streets will look without them. We shall all be old, and perhaps dead and

forgotten, before other trees can be brought to yield such shade, and produce such an

effect as these do. We advise caution at any rate. In the streets they may be spared.

If the flowers are really offensive, have^ them cut off before they open. A pair of shears

attached to a pole will clear the largest tree of all its flowers in a few minutes. We
should say down with them in door yards ; they never had any business there. It is a

fine tree for streets, and grand in its proper place in a landscape. Among all our trees

we have none that resembles it. Our sumach is a mere shrub in comparison. Then its

rapid growth, cleanly habits, and total exemption from insects, are great recommend-

ations surelv. We have never yet said much in its favor, nor shall we now join in the

hue and cry against it. We regard it as a great acquisition to our hardy trees, one that

in the hands of those who know where to put and how to use trees, may be turned to

a great account. That people misuse a thing is no argument against it.

These remarks have been suggested by the reading of some proceedings had in regard

to this tree, by the Cincinnati llorticultural Society, which we find in the September

number of the Western Horticultural Review. We give the following extracts from

the discussion, to show the various views, opinions, and tastes, on the subject.

"'nio discussion on the alleged poisonous qualities of the Ailantus, was opened by Mr. Bucil^xan,

who held in his hand a fine branch of the female variety, with numerous panicles of seeds, cut o\\ the

crounds of Mr. Siiroeder. Mr. B. observed that he had been the first to introduce this tree to

Cincinnati ; he considered it a noble tree, and worthy of a place in ornamental groiuids. It was, in

the male variety, objectionable while in flower, on account of the smell of the pollen ; and it had

also the fault of throwinij up suckei"8 from the roots, which, in the country, would make it trouble-

some ; he had never found it poisonous.

"Mr. Ernst imported this tree early, like Mr. B., and had still the two parent trees s:rowinn;

luxuriantly on his grounds. He always considered it a beautiful tree in any situation, and eminently

\iseful as a city shade tree, from its rapid, upright growth, exemption from insect.s, and entire hardi-

ness under every state of our climate and soil. During a long ex])erienee, he had never known any
poisonous effccta to proceed from it; and, without positive evidence that it was poisonous, he would
never consent to discard it, merely to gratify some few sensitive noses during the short period of ite

flowering.

Mr. FooTE said that he had, on one oeea.sion, felt ill from having, during the evening, remained for

gome time under the Ailantus trees while in flower; and remarked that it occiu'red before the tree

was talked of as having any deleteriou.s properties.

"The President, Dr. MosiucR, said he considered the Ailantus unrivaled as an ornamental or shade

tree. The rich green and luxuriant growth of its foliage, its erect stem and palm-like head, gave an

oriental character to our scenery. It belonged to a family of plant**, (Xanthoxylacie,) which wei'c

remarkable not for poisonous, but for tonic and other medicinal qualities. lie had never known the

least ill eft'ecte to proceed from the smell of \U f1i>wcrs, except the anjioyanee to the olfactoi-io^. Ho
supposed, from analogy, that habit might make tlie smell aijrecable to some noscvi. Its wood, sea.-'tined.

was said to be extremely liard, fine grainod, and susceptible of a iiigii polish. It may be found

valuable tree for cabinet-makers, etc., and may soon be profitably grown for fire-wood.

--T^'
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"Mr Graham said he had lived much in proximity to those trees; considered the effinvia of the

flowers so great an objection that he would not plant the tree in the city ;
it was bo disrgTeeable to

ladies that tl)ey avoided the street where it was planted, while it was m flower. We had other

trees such as the Pauluwnia, of equally rapid growth, and equal beauty, whose flowers were fragrant

;

why 'not plant such ? He admired the promptitude of the authorities at Washington, m extirpating

the Ailantus trees from that city.
. .. , ^- ^ ii. u u v„„, !,» ^;i^,

" Mr. Hatcu thought it a very valuable tree for city planting, to those who could bear the odor.

It wouid grow in sit^iations where other trees would not.
_ , . , ,, , , *i, v • v

'•
R. M. Moore objected to the Bmell, and also to the manner in which the roots heave np the bnek

^^" Somebody hinted that all other trees have the same effect on brick paveraents.

"Mr Heavee— after enumerating the various qualities which entitled the AiIantuB to public

favor— stated that he had Ailantus trees surrounding his residence tor years
;
had never found them

prejudicial to liealth ; believed with Dr. Mosher, that the emell of the flowers, although unpleasant,

was rather beneficial to health than otherwise, as all his family and laborers could prove by their

appotites daring the time of flowering. He recommended the female Ailantus to those who objected

to the smell of the male, but would on no account condemn the Ailantus, as the smell was a very

^'"
Mj^Kfitli callTrattention to the now well-ascertained knowledge among scientific m«°. ^J^at the

idea of poisonous effluvia proceeding from the UpaF and other trees was a delusion. He had himself

grown the Upas tree in a hot-house, and never supposed it capable of injury except through the

absorption of its juices; had never known any poison to exist in the sap or flowers of the Ailantus;

had grown thousands of them; it never poisoned the hands of any of those who worked amongst it;

believed it harmless; found the female, to a great extent, destitute of smell, but far inferior m grace

and beauty to the male ; believed it the best shade tree in the country ; it created no dirt, as ita

leaves all 'fall at once after the first severe frost ; said that few of the plants would sucker if gro^n

from seed, and that if the fallen flowers were swept up and the trees shaken, the effects of the bad

smell would not last more than ten days.
, , . ^. ^ ^t. * -i * • i,+ i.^

" Mr Anthovv stated, as far as he was able to learn, the great objection to the Ailantus might be

found in the odor of its flowers, which was so disagreeable to many persons, and that those who were

willin-r to raise a crusade against the Ailantus did it with the same feeling, and upon the same prin-

ciple, that they would present a petition to the council for the removal of those soap and candle

factories in the norUi-western part of our city. For his part he was not partial to the smell of the

tree but that in consideration of its beauty, its rapid growth, and its useful properties, the objection

migiit be very easily overruled. And that it possesses poisonous qualities, has never yet been

autlientically j)roved.
.

"Mr Buchanan asserted that a single flower of great fragrance, as the Cape Jessamine, placed in a

room, will sometimes produce a slight sickne.^ of the stomach. He thought that there were many

persons of such peculiarly delicate organizations that they would be disagreeably aff-ected by even he

most agreeable perfume, in strong quantities; and as far as the Ailantus is concerned, he thinks the

wei-ht of evi.lence and opinion is fully in favor of retaining it. He has it in his avenue, and about

his house, and would hardly be willing to dispense with its beauty and_ usefulness for so trifling an

objection. Another quality is its hardiness-being able to stand our winters much better than the

White Mulberry and many others."

POMOLOGICAL DISCUSSIONS.

We continuo our extracts from the proceedings of the American Pomological Society.

The subjects of the following discussion are varieties of apples that attract much attention

— the Smoke-house, Melon, Hawley, Canada Red, Northern Spy, and Autumn Bough.

"Dr EsmEM^N of Pennsylvania—I propose to put on the IJst for trial, the Smoke-house apple. It

originated in I^ncaster county, and is like the Vandervere in ita general appearance I^ is^^JT

excellent for cooking, and will keep until AprU. If I were confined to one variety it should be the

Smoke-house.
" Mv Hewes, of Pennsylvania—I have known it for eleven years.

. . t
" Mr. Taylor, of Virginia—I am acquainted with it, and think it the most crooked growing tree I

^''"
mT.'piebce, of Washington, D. C—It is very crooked in growing, but has fruited very well with

me It was highly recommended to us, and I have known it for twenty years.
^ ^ ,

"Mr CoRSov! of Pennsylvania—I have known it for forty-eight years. It is a constant bearer in

the section of country where it originated, and no one should start an orchard without it.

" Mr. ISIiLLER, of Pennsylvania—So far as I have seen the Smoke-house tested on every class ot soils,

I have never seen it otherwise than a good apple. / ^
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"Mr. Spangler, of Pennsylvania—In relation to that apple, I have it growing and consider it

ansurpassed for culinary purposea.

"The question was taken, and decided in the affirmative.

" Mr. Eknst, of Ohio—I move that the Melon apple be placed on the list for trial.

"Mr. Baury, of New York—I think it should be placed on that list ; it is a good bearer.
" Mr. Saul, of New York—It is a remarkably poor grower, so far as I have seen it , otherwise I

think there is no better apple.
" Mr J. J. Thomas, of New York—Last winter, at Rochester, there was an informal vote taken on

the flavor of this apple, compared with others, and it received the largest vote.

"The motion to admit this apple on the list of those promising well was carried.

" Mr. Watts, of Rochester, N. Y.—I would propose the Hawley apple, for trial, and call on Mr.

Baery for his opinion,
" Mr. Barry, of New York—It is very highly esteemed, and I think worthy to be placed on the

list for trial. It is productive, the tree is a good grower, and the quality is very good, though per-

haps not fii-st rate.

" Mr. HovEY, of Massachusetts—From the specimens I have seen, I should class it among the very
best apples we have. It is tender and refreshing, with an agreeable mixture of acid and sweet

" Col. Hodge, of New York—I think very well of this apple, and have never heard anything
disparaging said in relation to it.

"Mr. Hooker, of New York—I have known it for some years, and there is but one opinion

expressed in our vicinity, with regard to it. It is considered first rat«.

"Mr. J. J. Thomas, of New York—I have known this apple a great many years, growing on old

and young trees, on light and heavy soils, and the fruit is uniformly good and fair.

" The vote being taken on Mr. Watts' motion, it was decided that the Hawley apple be admitted

in the list of those promising well.
" Mr. Watts, of Rochester, N. Y.—I propose the Canada Red, which is the Massachusetts None-

such, for general cultivation.
" Mr. J. J. Thomas, of New York—It has been widely cultivated, and I think it is almost worthy of

it It has proved good in Ohio, and in New York, but whether or not far south I am unable to say.

" Mr. Watts—At Rochester, it is considered one of our best western growing apples, and is partic-

ularly fine as a desert fruit (Mr. Watts here presented a painting of the apple beautifully colored.)
" Mr. Robert Parsons, of Long Island—On Long Island, we tliink it is one of the best we have.
" Mr. Barry, of New York—It has been tried a long time, and is an excellent apple.
" Mr. Walker, of Massachusetts—All I have heard has been favorable to it.

' It is very excellent,

but overbears itself.

" Mr. Goodale, of Maine—It is well known in our Markets, and it is almost uniformly spotted, and
is the last fruit we should want there.

" Mr. Downing, of New York—I am told tha-t is the case through the State of Connecticut
" Mr. Hooker, of New York—In Western New York, three-fourths of the crops have been worth-

less, but under good cultivation it is excellent.

"The motion was amended so as to read that it be recommended for general cultivation, in certain

localities, and then unanimously adopted.
" Mr. Saul, of New York—I would suggest the Northern Spy as worthy of trial.

" Col. Hodge, of New York—There is but one opinion in regard to that apple with ua We con-

sider it one of the very best winter varieties. It has been said to be spotted, but with us it is not so.

I esteem it so highly, that- for two or three years I have been planting out large orchards of it.

" Mr. Miller—It has been fruited in Pennsylvania, and has become knurly.

"Mr. Walker, of Massachusetts—It has not proved in the neighborhood of Boston what we
expected of it. When I first saw it I thought it the best apple I had ever eaten, but now I think it

suited only to certain localities. I hold it in the highest estimation, but think it wants the warm,
generous soil of Western New York.

"Mr. GooDALE, of Maine—My father has it^ and it is pretty fair.

" Dr. Jones, of Ohio—It has with us all the reputation given it in regard to quahty, though it is

not so great ji bearer as I supposed it to be.
" Mr. Watts, of Rochester, N. Y.—One day previous to my coming from home, I went ten miles

from Rochester, where there were twenty-three trees growing. I found the trees full of fruit about
half grown. It generally bears well, and is a thrifty grower. Those that do not grow on the end
of the limbs of the tree, or where the sun cannot get at them, are often inferior. About Rochester,

they are commencing to cultivate it very extensively, and orchards in the vicinity of Lockport, have
been all grafted with this fruit They have been known ten or fifteen years with us, and the price

farmers receive in market for them is two dollars and a half per bushel,—and they will sell some-

times for five dollars,—in the spring some sent to New York brought nine dollars. The reputation in

Western N. Y. is high, and if the gentleman saw it growing, they would be perfectly satisfied witli it

"It was voted that it be recommended for general cultivation in certain localities.

"Mr. Robert Parsons, Long Island—I should like to recommend for trial the Autumn Bough.

We find it one of the very bojst of applea
" Mr. Downing, of New York—I consider it one of the finest apples eaten in October.
" On motion, it was decided to place it on the list with those that promise well."
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NEW FOREIGN PEARS.

BY B. DESPORTES, OF ANGERS, FRANCE.

Poire des Chasseurs. (^The Hunter's or Sportsman''s Pear.) Fig. 1.— I am not

certain where this variety originated, but am inclined to think in Belgium. Fruit,

medium size, pyriform, contracted at about two-thirds its height. Stalk, about an inch

long, rather stout, and obliquely inserted on the surface. -Ei/e, small, placed in a wide,

shallow basin. Skin, green, sprinkled thickly with small dots and large russet patches.

Fle^h, coarse, yellowish white, melting, juicy, sugary, perfumed and agreeable. First

quality. Ripens in Sept. and Oct. The tree is vigorous, and ita form quite pyramidal.

This variety has fruited with us the first time this season.

Cauet de Vaux Pear.— I am also ignorant of the origin of this variety. It bore

here for the first time in 1851. It is an excellent winter pear, and a valuable addition

to our present list of varieties for that season. Fruit, large, turbinate, irregular, very

large toward the eye, and diminishes abruptly towards the stalk. This is short, stout,

and planted obliquely in a deep cavity. Eye, quite large, and almost on the surface.

Skin, yellow, sprinkled with patches of russet and washed on the side exposed to the

sun. Flesh, fine, melting, a little gritty around the core, yellow, buttery, juicy, sugary,

relieved with a slight acidity. Excellent, Ripe in December to February.

Note,— We insert these notices of new varieties more particularly for the benefit of nurserymen

and others who may be engaged in experimental culture. We shall continue, in future numbers of

the Farmer, descriptions of such varieties as have been tested in this country, and are adapted to

trrni
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general culture. Our advice to amateurs, aud all who desire to make their culture profitable, is to

avoid all novelties, no matter how tempting and irresistible may be their fame. We have, surely,

well tried sorts enough to suit all tastes and purposes. It is an expensive undertaking, this busi-

ness of testing new sorts. We have seen a row containing upwards of fifty new varieties, and not

more than half a dozen, if so many, have proved worthy of cultivation, or are likely to become

useful and popular.
-•^

Circular of the American Pomological Society.—The following Circular came

to hand after a large portion of the Farmer was made up. It speaks for itself, however,

and we have no doubt but that it will meet with a cordial response in all parts of the

country. Thousands will rejoice at the opportunity this will afford them of showing their

appreciation of the great services rendered the country by the much lamented Downing,

"The undersigned were appointed a Committee by the American Pomological Society, at its late

meeting in Philadelphia, (with power to add to their number,) to solicit from individuals subscrip-

tions, each of one dollar or upwards, to procure such testimonial as the Committee may deem suitable

and expedient, in memory of the lamented Andrew Jackson Downing.
" His private virtues, his great worth and important services in Horticulture, Rual Architecture,

and the various branches of terra-culture, and his numerous and valuable publications, justly

entitle him to this distinction.

" In discharge of the duty imposed upon us, we transmit to you this Circular, and earnestly

request your prompt co-operation in fulfilment of this benevolent design.

"Associations, as well as individuals, who may receive this Circular, are requested to transmit,

by mail or otherwise, their contributions to either of the subscribers who will register their names,

residence, and subscription.
" J\Iar.-^hall p. Wilder, Boston ; Robert Buist, Caleb CorE, Philadelphia ; H. W. S. Cleveland,

Burlington, N. J. ; BENjA>nN Hodge, Buffalo, N. Y. ; F. R. Elliott, Cleveland, Ohio ; Lawrence
Young, Springdale, near Louisville, Ky. ; W. II. Breckenridge, Wasliington, D. C. ; John A. Ken-
NicoTT, Northiield, 111.

"The several Vice Presidents of the American Pomological Society, and the Chairmen of the

various State Fruit Committees, are hereby constituted members of the above Committee, with

authority to appoint associates in their respective States aud Territories.

MARSHALL P. WILDER, Chairman."
— •-•-

Improve your Orchards.—If there be any reader of the Genesee Farmer whose

ground is cumbered with trees that yield indifferent or worthless fruit, we would suggest

to them now, at this leisure season, to look over the lists of choice sorts which have been

noticed in our last year's volume, procure scions of them, and have them ready when

the proper time comes to graft. In the course of three years a large tree may be

changed from a worthless into a valuable condition. Scions can be sent by mail almost

any distance, wrapped tightly in oiled silk. Covering the cut end with sealing or graft-

ing wax, is also a good precaution. The scions may be buried in sand or earth in a

cold cellar, or in a dry place in the open ground, till wanted. It is a great satisfaction

to know what one cultivates, and proper measures should, in all cases, be taken to pre-

serve the names which accompany scions, until they are set, and then a record should

be made for future reference. Labels suspended on the tree or branch ought not to be

relied upon, as without constant watching they drop off and are lost, or they girdle and

injure, if not ruin, the tree.
— ••

A GOOD OLD Apple Tree.—Mr. D. M. IIotchkiss, of Cheshire, Conn., writes us that

he has an apple tree but a few feet from liis door which is about 120 years old. It

measures, at the root, 14 ft. 6 in. in circumference; centre of the trunk, 11 ft. 4 in.;

where the limbs commence to spread, 9 ft. 4 in. The whole tree covers a surface o^ not

less than five or six rods in diameter. Three of the main limbs bear one year and pro-

duce from thirty to forty bushels ; the other five limbs bear the year after, and jiroduce

seventy to eighty bushels. Thus these three and five limbs continue to bear in alternate

years. A person who once had charge of the ftirm lias gatliered 100 bushels from

under it in one season. Can this be beaten ? Mr. IIotchkiss wishes to know. . k

3.
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THE ROCKET LARKSPUR.

The Rocket Larkspur was introduced into Eno-land,

from Switzerlan.l, 1573. It is of a compact h.ibit of

growth, and its l>lossoms appear set around the

raceme, forming a dense mass of blossom ;
and its

beauty has made it a great favorite for more than two

hundred and fifty years. It requires a rich soil to

bring it to perfection, and an addition of leaf mold

from" the woods will tell a good story when the plants

are in bloom. The seed should be sown in drills,

where the plantsare in tended to blossom, as they will

not bear transplanting. When the young plants

come up, they will require but little thinning, and

may be left standing within two inches of each other;

as from their compact habit they require but little

room, and should be seen in masses to produce a fine

eftect. These plants are of such a neat and symmet-

rical growth, that any device, such as a name, can be

well made with them. The time for sowing is in April.

Last season we presented to all our female readers

whose application reached us, a package of flower

seeds, containing from twelve to eighteen^ varieties of

the best annuals grown, which we obtained from M.Vil-

MORiN, of Paris. We have taken some pains to raise

and preserve flower seeds the past summer, and we

hope to have something new for the ladies before an-

other spring. The agent of M. Vilmorin is now at

our elbow, and soon returns to Paris, and authorizes

us to say that the seeds to be sent to us this year will

be extremely fine. With this addition to our own,

we hope to have a good assortment of the best annu-

als grown, and of which our female readers shall have

the benefit.

To the wife or daughter (and indeed we are not

very particular as to the relationship) of every sub-

scriber, who may apply before the 1st of March next,

we will send a package of these flower seeds before

the 1st of April. We are much gratified with the

success of the ladies in cultivating flowers the past

season, as expressed in the many very pretty letters

we are constantly receiving. We should be pleii^ed

to publish extracts from many of these, but have only

room for one

:

« There is a voice in the gentle, silent, and fragrant flower, that addres-

ses itsclflo our hearts in tones though dumb, yet eloquent, and awakens

a now of holv iileasure, such as is occasioned only by the communion oi

our betler nitvire with the great Fountain of Purity. I
f"'"^'f

*"^'''?^

httle links, therefore, between the earthly and "le heavenly, no only lor

the pleasure they impart to the eye, but the elevation and purity they give

to the soul."

^-
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Our January Numbee, the first for the new

year, 1852, is now before yo\i, kind reader; and

it i8 a specimen of what we intend onr Journal

shall be each month ; differing in this wise only,

that we intend to make each number better than

its predecessor. "We invite all to show this num-

ber to their friends and neighbors, and we will

supply extra numbers to those who may desire

them, and replace any that may in this way be-

come damaged.

Already we have received largely increased

clubs from many places, and our friends in all

sections of the country are doing even more, per-

haps, than we had a right to expect Without

such generous aid from the friends of Rural Pro-

gress, we could not furnish the Genesee Farmer

at such a low price ; with it, we intend to give

our readers at least one of the best agricultural

papers in the world, for the small sura of THraxy-

Seven and a Half Cents a year to clubs of eight

or more.

We often receive letters inquiring on what
conditions we send to clubs—whether all are re-

quired to be sent to the same office, Ac. The

only rule we have, is to send our Journal to clubs

in such way and manner as will best suit the con-

venience of our subscribers.

We are anxious that all should preserve the

numbers of the Farincr, to bo bound for future

reference. Those who have not convenient ac-

cess to a bindery can stitch them together in a

few minutes, so as to effectually preserve them.

We take particular pains in mailing the Farmer

so that every number should reach our subscri-

bers, but it would be strange if some among the

fiir hundred thousand papers we send every year

should not fail to reach their destination. To
those who may not have received all the num-
bers, or whose copies may have become damaged
or lost by lending to neighbors in the hope of

inducing them them to subscribe for themselves,

we shall take pleasure in 8ui)plying the numbers
necessary to complete the year, without charges.

We can at all tJraes supply back volumes and

missing numbers.
- - - > - -

We arc indebted to numerous friends for pam-

phlets containing addrossep, dc, and other favors,

whicli wo shall notice next inontL

Reaping and Mowing Machines.—A friend has

written us, asking us to state, for the benefit of

purchasers, which is the best Reaper and Mower
now offered for sale. If we really knew beyond

question which is the best, we should have no
hesitation in stating the fact for the benefit of

our readers. Justice to those who would depend
on our judgment, as well as to the manufactu-

rers, requires that there should be no doubt on
the point While witnessing the operation of

some nine or ten reaping machines at the trial at

Geneva, in the operation of several of which,

with the closest observation we could give, we
could see but little if any difference, we were
sensibly aware of the difficulty of the task under-

taken by the ccrmmittee. We have seen Hussey's

Reaper at work in the harvest field, not for trial,

but for ivork ; not under the direction of the in-

ventor, or a machinest, but a plain, practical

farmer, and its owner ; and as the grain fell be-

fore its onward motion, and the farmer related

the difficulties that attended former harvests,

and the ease and satisfaction with which it was
now done, we have been ready to exclaim, this

is a perfect reaper. Again we have seen the work
done apparently as well, and with as much case,

by McCormicVs, and Seymour <k Mon/an's ; and
we have always found that the farmer that used
either pronounced it the best machine. With
these facts in view, we have always regretted

that the manufacturers of different Reapers
should say so many bad things of each other's

machinea

We have seen excellent mowing done with

Ketchum's Mower. We once recommended a

farmer in this county, who usually cuts about

thirty acres of hay, to get one ; who, after a

season's trial, informed us he cut all his own hay
without help, and no ordinary sum would tempt
him to do without one.

By reference to an advertisement in this num-
ber, it will be seen that II. I.. Emeuy «t Co., of

Albany, are about to add another to the list of

Reapers and Mowers oflored for public favor.

Mr. Emi:ry is well known to (he public iw a skil-

ful inventor and manufacturer of agricultural

implomenls, and we have no doubt but his now
Roftper und Mower will be well worthy the

attention of farmcra A deseri])ti()n of tlio new
Reaper is promised in season for next month.
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OiTR friends ordering the Farmer will be partic-

ular in giving the name of the Post Office, County

and State ; also, in writing names plain, as by this

much perplexity may be avoided to ourselves and

subscribers.

Teems—Fifty Cents a year for single copies

;

Jive copies for $2, \)^\-ag forty cents each; and eight

copies for |8, being thirty-seven cents each, and any

greater number at the same rate.

•

Advertisement, to secure insertion in the Farm-

er, must be received as early as the 10th of the

previous month, and be of such a character as to

be of interest to farmers. We publish no other.

Terms— $2.00 foi- every hundred words, each in-

sertion, paid in advance.

Inquiries anb '^nswtts.

I have been greatly profited by reading your valuable

paper, and have admired the courtesy and patience with

wWoh you have answered the inquiries of those less ad-

vanced in the science and art of agriculture than yourselves.

Pardon rae for asking a few questions in a time of need :

Ist. I have a quantity of scraps of leather which a thought-

less shoe manufacturer carted into the street IIow can I

best decompose them, and to what purpose can I best apply
them ? Would ashe^, leached or unleached, assist in the

work ? What is the best food for Grape vines, and how
should they be planted ?

2d. I have a considerable quantity of settlings of white
lye, or undissolved black salts; in what manner can I apply
them to the soil, and to what, in the fruit or vegetable line,

will they furnish the best food ?

8d. I have a large quantity of leached ashes, also of barn-
yard manure.—How can I best apply these articles, sepa-
rately or mixed ? If I apply the ashes unmixed, shall I

leave thom on the surface or plow them in ?

4th. Have not leached ashes, when applied in considera-
ble quantities to a clay soil, a tendency to make it more
compact? W. W. W.

Ist. Unleached ashes, or caustic lime, will great-

ly facilitate the decomposition of all animal or

vegetable substances, but we doubt the policy of

using them for this purpose, for these alkalies neu-

tralize any acid that may exist or be formed du-

ring the fermentation, and the mixture is either

neutral or alkaline, so that the ammonia formed

from the nitrogenous substances, not being arrest-

ed by any fixed acid, passes through the com-

pound and is lost. That such is the case you may
satisfy yourself by mixing any highly nitrogenous

substance, such as guano, blood, fish, or liquid ex-

crements, with unloachad ashes or quick lime and

ullowiug the mixture to stand a short time in a

warm place. Ammoniacal gas will be rapidly

evolved, and the well known "hartshorn" be

perceptible. In this fact lies the difficulty of de-

composing insoluble animal substances without

much reducing their intrinsic vftlue; and they

must be decomposed before they can serve as food

for plants. A compost might be formed by mix-

ing the leather, &e., with horse manure and cov-

ering the heap with peat or clayey mold. The

ammonia generated by the horse manure would

act on the leather and assist its decomposition, and

the peat or loam would do considerable towards

retaining the gases. It is possible that the most

economical way of using them would be to soak

them some time in the liquid of the barnyard and

apply them to the soil, where they would gradu-

ally decompose and little of their fertilizing prop-

erties would be lost, though they would not have

so beneficial an effect the first year as if in a more

available form.

2d. If mixed with muck or peat, they will makf

a good compost and will be most valuable as a

manure for beans. Will do good on a worn out,

mossy meadow, or as a manure for potatoes.

3d. Plow in the manure and spread the ashes

on the surface and drag them in.

4th. Yes ! They do most good on light sandy

soils. If you have any light knolls put the leach-

ed ashes on them, as a manure for wheat.

GtiANO AS A Manttee fok Hopb.—I wish to inquire

through the pages of the J^anner, of vfhich I have been
for years a constant reader and subscriber, your opinion as

to the propriety of applying guano to our hop fields, in

the place of our barnyard manure, as we are in the habit of

using the contents of the barnyards yearly on the hop fields,

which practice makes rather a severe tax upon the resour-

ces of the farm and if persisted in cannot fail to impoverish
our land. Unless some other and better system than the

one now employed, can be adopted by hop growers, I

think every sensible man will have to abandon the business,

which we don't like to do as long as hops are worth 30 to

25 cts. per pound, and 600 to SCO lbs. can be produced to

the acre. Any information respecting the above inquiry

will be thankfully receieved. James L. Yeomans.—Part-
landville, N. Y., 1852.

Guano is used to a great extent in England as

a manure for hops. The immediate effect of its

application is very beneficial, though it is not so

lasting as rich barnyard manure. Woolen rags,

refuse leather from tanneries, horn shavings, blood,

fish, hair, and other animal substances, have all

been found by experience very valuable as a ma-

nure for hops, and in fact for all crops. The

secret of their great benefit lies in the fact that

they contain some 17 per cent, of nitrogen in dry

matter, which, by decomposition in the soil or the

compost heap, forms, by unitiug with hydrogen,

the most needed of all fertilizers and chemico-agri-

cultural agents—ammonia.

The great value of guano consists in the high

per centage of ammonia it contains in a soluble

and readily available form ; in addition to this, it

contains, comparatively, a large amount of phoe-

phoric acid, the inorganic substance of which our

soils are naturally most deficient, and of which

crops most commouly cultivated remove the great-

est quantity from the farm.

Hops are gross feeders and need high and

icpeated manuring, or the soil will be soon ex-

Yf^'
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hausted and incapable of yielding good crcJps,

however well it may be tilled, and the vinyard

managed. We have never known guano applied

to hop vinyards in America, but have little doubt

that it will be found of great benefit to the plants.

We will take up the subject in a future number,

and give some results of experiments with guano

and special manures, as obtained in England. If

any of our readers have used guano for the hop,

they will benefit many by giving the resultj pro

or con, to the public through the pages of the

Farmer. *

Barn and Cow Stable.—Noticing the requests
of Mr. Levi Paddock, in the November number,
I will endeavor to answer a few of them. The
following ground plan of a barn is 58 feet by 28
feet. If too large, you can leave out the space
No. 2, and till your barn from the outside, but it

would not be so convenient. You will want
stable doors, which are not marked in the plan,

as they should bo arranged according to the
location of the building. Stanchions are the
most convenient for cows if they are to be milk-
ed in the stable. Make your stanchions three
feet from center to center, and your cows will

have room sufficient. They may bo kept up six-

teen hours out of twenty-four, in cold weather,
with benefit

4

9 X 30

3. 5 X 30

9 X 30

2
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these out in their natural position and fill in fine-

ly pulverized surface mold among them, so that

there will be no empty crevices. The collar of

the tree should be an inch or two below the sur-

face to allow for settling. In the case of dwarf

pears on quince stocks, all the stock should be

below the ground. We would advise you to con-

sult some treatise on this subject for more ample

derail than we can give here.

" Is there any danger of putting too much soap

suds around trees ?" Certainly. There is nothing

80 good for trees but that they may have a sxir-

feit. An application of soap suds once a fortnight,

or once a month, in the growing season, will do

very well, but a dose every washing day would

be dangerous.

The CuRCULio.-^It is not a certain way to avoid

the curcialio, to plant your plums in a hog yard,

but it will greatly lessen their depredations, for

the hogs consume the fallen fruit and thus prevent

the increase of the insect ; but the trunks of the

trees must be well protected from the hogs or the

remedy will be worse than the disease.

The Easter Beurre pear is perfectly hardy here,

and we thi7ik would succed with you. Give it a

trial, especially on the quince. Princess St. Ger-

main is an excellent hardy winter pear for profit-

able culture.

The blotches on the leaves of the pear sent, is

a fungu\ and we have not before seen it in such

a highly developed form. In breaking the sur-

face of some of the larger patches we found them

quite powdery, like a common "puff-ball." The
leaves of trees, and even the fruit, are attacked

by this fungus, more in some seasons and locali-

ties than in others, as wheat is by the "rust."

We can oifer no specific remedy, but may remark

that vi-goroun, healthy trees are less liable to it

than those in a debilitated condition.

OsAGK Orange.—We are inclined to think that

it would not prove hardy enough with you to

make an efficient, successful hedge plant. You
might try it on a small scale. One or two sea-

Sons will determine the question for you satisfac-

torily. We can recommend you the Buckthorn

aa to entire hardiness.

(J. F. P., Havanna, Chemung Co.) Three best

Fall Pears on Quince, for market.—Louise Bonne
at Jersey, Whito Doyenne, and Beurre Diel.

Thrkb best Winter Pears on Quince, for market
— Vicar of Winkjield, Glout Morceau, and Easter

Beurre.

Best Quikob Stocks for the Pear.—The French

cultivators use two sorts, the Angers and the

•1 Ik Paris or Fontenay. We use both also, and con-

sider them eqally good in most respects. The
Angers is the rfiost vigorous grower when young,

but the other is the hardier and probably con-

tinues to increase in size with the pear better

than the Angers.

We find it impossible to answer questions by
letter.

(J. A. N., Mercer Co., Pa.) We cannot give

you a satisfactory reply, and have inserted the

substance of your question to call the attention

of others to it. Our opinion is that the disease

proceeds from the eifects of freezing and thawii»g

in winter. It is not uncommon in young tree^

even in the milder climates, and very cominon

in the west, for the bark to be ruptured at or

near the ground or snow surface. We observed

more of this here last winter than ever before.

" Can you or any of your correspondents explain the
cause, or give a remedy, for a disease that has attacked my
orchard apple trees in the folio-wing manner?
"Along before harvest, I discovered on examining my

trees that the bark for a foot or two above the surface of tho
ground was dying, on some trees all around, and on others
half around or in large spots. It was at first scarcely ob-
servable without cutting into the bark, but now you can
readily see a great diflereneo. The trees above and below
the affected parts are quite green and growing, while on the
dead part the trees are smaller and the bark dry and adhe-
ring to the tree or coming loosely off; The ground has been
in clover anil hog pasture for three years back. Last sea-
son I fallowed it and sowed wheat on it. I thought at first

the nibbing of the hogs might have produced the disease,
but it has appeared higher up than the hoga could reach,
and other orchards here are similarly alfected. The soil is

high and dry, with a south-east aspect" J. A. N.

—

Mercer
Co., Pa.

Will some of our correspondents look into

this ?—Ed.

Seeds.
FOTTL MEADOW GRASS SEED, Genuine ; Fine
Lawn Grass; English and Italian Ray Grass; White Clo-
ver, &c., for sale by RALPH & CO.,
Union Ag. Warehouse and Seed Store, 28 Fulton St.,

New York. [ll-2t]

Valentines,
FOR ST. VALENTINE'S DAT, Feb. 14, 1853.

D. M. DEWET, Rochester, N. Y., Wholesale and Retail
dealer in Valentines, in order to supply distant customers
by mail, and to accommodate the young ladies and gentle-

men, has put up in a case a nice variety of Valentines, Ac,
called the VALENTINE CASKET, f<n- One JJoUar,
which contains

—

1 Sentimental Valentine, 38 cts.

1 " " 25 "

1 " « 13 «

8 Sheets Lace, 18 «

4 Comic Valentines, 25 "
6 Fancy Envelopes, to match, 25 "

1 Valentine Writer, 6 "
Box and Postage, 20 "

10 Valentines—Retail Price for all, $1.70—all Tot $1.00.

Upon the receipt of $1.00 by mail, post-paid, I will mail
the Casket to any part of the United States, free of postage.
If $2.00 or $3.00 worth of Valentines are desired, I will se-

lect them and mail aa above, bo as to go safely and
promptly.
Dealers supplied, for Cash, with Cases assorted aa alwre,

containing $5, $10, or $15 worth, at a discount of 40 per
cent from the retail prices. Address

D. M. DEWET,
Arcade Hall, Rochester, N. T.

f^° The Valenline* are now ready to send.
January, 1858.

^
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NEW PATENT
MOWING AND REAPING MACHINE,

SY HORACE L. EMERY,
Albany, N. Y.

THE attention of the public is invited to a newly inven-

ted and patented Mower and Reaper recently completed

by the subscriber, and which is believed to combine as

many desirable points of excellence as any, if not all which
arc valuable in the best of those of other makers now in

use, beside many of equal or greater importance not before

attained by any of them ; while at the same time it is be-

lieveil every objectionable feature which appears more or

less in all others, is, in this, wholly avoided. It was the

intention to illustrate this machine with a sett of fine engra-

vings which have been under the hands of the artist several

weelis, but being still iuinniplete they cannot appear until

next month. It will suffioe. tlierefore, now to say it is by

far the most simple ot any in use, one internal gear and
pinion performing all the operations of the machine without

cranks and connecting rods. It is readily adjusted by the

person driving the learn, to cut high or low, by elevating or

dei)rrssing the frame work at its attachment with the center

of the main propelling wheel, and always maintaining tlie

cutters in a horizontal instead of an inclined position,

whether high or low, or can readily be thrown out of gear

when desirable in traveling about the farm. It travels en-

tirely upon its own wheels, which are so placed as to main-

tain a uniform elevation from the ground when traversing

ridges or dead furrows, and all undulations of the surface.

It is readilv moved about the farm, and is capable of turn-

ing square "corners without loss of travel or time.

In cutting grain, the raker stands erect face forward and
directly betiind the center of the platform, thereby enabling

him, with perfect ease, to deliver the grain to one side in

suitable gavels for binding, and clear from the machine in

its next bout. The cutter beam being made of thick plates

of wrought iron rolled into ribs, and so fitted tcigether as to

form a strong, stiff, and hollow beam, while it is at the same
tin^e lighter than the ordinary wood beam in use. This

hollow beam serves also to protect a shaft or axle inside,

running through its whole length, and which is connected

by a crank axle to a supporting wheel at its extreme end.

For housing it, all that is necessary is to remove the cut-

ting beam, and the whole will occupy but two feet by eight

feet on the floor and three and a half feet high.

The main propelling wheel is eight inches on the face

and thirty-nine inches In diameter, and cannot sink into

soft or wet ground, or require unnecessary power to over-

come its own resistance. "When complete the whole ma-
chine will not exceed 500 lbs. in weight, and will be fur-

nished, at Albany, for as low a price as any other, while it

is believed to be intrinsically worth 50 per cent, more to the

farmer than any other now in use. For further particulars

address HORACE L. EMERY,
Care of Emery & Co., Albany, N. T.

January, 1853.

P^

Important to Farmers.
IT IS generally eoneeded by all intelligent farmers that

cutting the food for cattle will save from 25 to 30 per cent
Berthoirs Oblique Rotary Corn Stalk, Hay and Straw Cut-

ter, is conceded by all that have used it to be tar superior to

any other, as it destroys all hard substances in the stalk

leaving it soft and easily eaten. It turns verj' easy and is

not liable to get out of order, and, with care, will last an
age. It has been awarded Four First Fremiums and a
Silver Medal, by the American Institute. Vox further par-

ticulars address (post paid) the patentee, II. W. Bekiuiolk,

Sugar Loaf, Orange Co., N. Y., or LONGETT & GRIF-
FINO, 25 Cliff St., New York, who are agents,

f^" Patent Rights for sale. [ll-St]

Premium Dahllaa.

THE subscribers offer for sale this Autumn and the ensu-
ing Spring, 10,000 Dahlia Roots, which have proved to bo
the choicest collection in the States and Canadas. [See
records of the Fairs for the last four years.]

Persons commencing the Nursery bufiness, and Ama-
teurs, will llnd it to their advantage to give us a call, or

make enquiries before purchasing elsewhere.

C. J. RYAN & CO.,
Rochester and Charlotte Plank Road Nurseries, Roches-

ter, N. Y. [11-tf]

Northern N. Y. Iilve Stock Insurance Compa-
ny, Plattsburgh, N. Y. For terms, please apply to agents
of the Company.

CONTENTS OP THIS NtJIVffiER.

The farm as a manufactory 9
Irrigation and Drainage, 11
Filtering Rain Water, 18
British and American Agriculture, 14
The Structural formation of various Breeds of Cattle,. . 17
Condensed Coeebspondencb—The Hong Eong Fowl

;

Leached Ashes as a Manure, 22
South Down Sheep, 28
Hogs—large and small breed, 26
Ladies' Department—The Rocket Larkspur, 83
Editors' Table.—Notices, &c., 84

Inquu'ies and Answers, 3fi

HORTICtJLTlTKAL DBPABTMENT.
The Ailantus or "Tree of Heaven," 27
Pomological Discussions, 29
New Foreign Pears, 81
Circular of the American Pomological Societj-,'. 32
Improve your Orchards, 32
A good okl Apple Tree, 82
Answers to Correspondents, 36

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Filtering Cistern, 13
Gilbert's Filtering Apparatus • 14
Short Horn Bull, 18
Short Horn Cow, 20
Hong Kong Fowls, 22
Group of South Down Sheep, 24
Sow and Pigs of the large breed, 26
Poire des Chasseurs, 81
Cadet de Vaux Pear, 31
Rocket Larkspur, ^
Plan of Barn and Cow Stable, 36
Feeding Box for Cattle, 36
Sheep Rack, 36

Sausage Cutters and StuflTers.

A VERY superior article, made of wood and iron, that
will cut from 70 to 100 lbs. per hour. Price $4, $5 and $8
each. For sale by L0N6ETT & GRIFFING,

[ll-3t] No. 35 Cliff St., New York.

The Practical and Scientijio Farmer s omi Paper

THK GBNKSEB FAKRIKR,
A MONTIILY JOTTRNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE,
rtttlSTEATED WITH NUMKEOUS ENGRAVINGS OP

Farm Buildings, Domestic Animals, Implements, &c.

VOLUME XIV, FOR 1853.

DANIEL LEE, JAMES VICE, Jk., & JOSEPH
HARRIS, Editok.?.

P. BARRY, Conductor of Horticultural Department

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance.
Five Copies for $2— Eight Copies for $3, and any larger

numlier at the same rate.
83?°° All subscriptions to commence with the year, and

Che entire volume supplied to all subscribers.

C^^ Post-Masters, Farmers, and all friends of improve-
ment, are respectfully solicited to obtain and forward sub-
scriptions.

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent
(jiost-paid or fVee) at the risk of the Publisher. Addre* to

OAMBL. lee:,
November, 1S52. Rochegtei; M Y.

Postage Law.—By the new Postage Law,
which took effect on tlie 1st of September last, the

postage on the Genesee Farmer for one ycjir is as

follows,—when paid quarterly in advance

:

Anywhere in the State of New York,. .3 cts.

Anywhere in the United States, 6 eta

STKEKOnrPED BT J. W. BROWN,' KOCHBSTKR, N. T.

^
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PREMIUMS FOR 1853.

During the year 1852 the editors of the GEPfESEE Farmer circulated over Eight Hundred Dollars

worth of the best Agricultural Books published in the country. These works, in addition to Forty

Thousand Comet Monthly of our own Journal, scattered all over the land, even to Oregon and Cali-

fornia, vre believe have exerted, and will continue to exert a very beneficial influence. Their influence

is not confined to those who receive them, but is felt by their children, their friends and neighboi-s.

They must increase the knowledge, and consequently the power, and the wealth of those for whose

especial benefit we labor. It is our intention to increase the cu'culation of these works. We do this

for the good they accomplish, as well as a slight compensation to our friends—the friends of Rural

Improvement—particularly Post-Masters throughout the country, who act as voluntary Agents, with-

out the expectation of pecuniary reward. Below we give our List of Premiums for 1853.

PREMIUMS TO INDIVIDUALS.

Ist. THIRTY DOLLARS in Agricultural Books, to the person who shall send us the largest

number of subscribers, at the club prices, before the 10th day of April next, so that we may an-

nounce the successful competitor in the May number.
2d. TWENTY DOLLARS in Agricultural Books, to the person who shaU send us the second

highest list, as above.

3d. TEN DOLLARS, in Agricultural Books, to the person who sends \i3 the third highest list.

In order to make the circiilation of Good Agricidtural Books More General and Beneficial,

and to reward evert one of the friends of the Genesee Farmer for their exertions in its behalf, we
will give to those not entitled to either of the above premiums, the following Books, free of postage,

or Extra Papers, as may be preferred

:

1st To every person person who sends SIXTEEN Subscribers, at our club terms of three shillings

EACH, one extra copy of the Farmer.
2i To every person sending for TWENTY-FOUR Copies, as above, any Agricultural Book valued

at 50 cents, or two extra copies of the Farmer.

Sd. To every person ordering THIRTY-TWO Copies of the Fanner, any Agricultural Book worth
75 cents, or three extra copies of the Farmer.

4th. For FORTY, any Agricultural Book valued at $1, or four extra copies of the Farmer.
5th. For FORTY-EIGHT?, any Agricultural Book worth $1,25, or five extra copies of the Farmer.

{psr" For larger numbers, Books or papers given in the same proportion. To same cost to our friends, we pre-pay
postage on all Books sent as premiums, and persons entitled will please state whether they wish Books or extra papers,
and make their selection wlian they send orders, if they desire Books ; or if they have not obtained as many subscribers

as they intend to, we will delay sending until the club is full, if so requested. We do not require that all the papers of

B club should be sent to one Post Office. If necessary for the convenience of subscribers, we are willing to send to as
many different Offices as there are members of the Club. We write the names on each paper, when a number is sent

to the same Office, if so desired, but when convenient Post-Masters would confer a Davor by having the whole number
ordered at their own ofHce, sent to their own address. „^^

COUNTY PREMIUMS.
• *

To aid as much as possible in establishing County Agricultural Libraries, we offer the following
Premiums, which we hope will aid in the more general establishment of County Libraries:

1st We will give an AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY worth FORTY DOLLARS to the County iu

which the greatest 7iumber of copies of the Genesee Farmer is taken by the 10th of April next. This
Library to be kept as a County Agricultural Library, under the care of the Agricultural Society.

2d. To the County in which the next greatest number is taken, an Agricultural Library worth
TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS, on the same conditions as above.

As the above two premiums will probably be taken in the Staie of New York, and as we wish to

give our friends in other States an equal chance in the competition, wo offer the same premiums to

COUNTIES OUT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, thus:

Ist To the County out of the State of Neu) York in wliich the gi-eatest number of copies of our
paper is taken, an Agricultural Library worth FORTY DOLLARS.

2d. To the next Coujity out of N. York, a Library worth TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS.
IC^~ As all Subscriptions commence anew with the year, places where the Farmer was never before taken will stand

en equal chance in the competition for premiums. Individuals will receive the premiums to which they may be entitled

(br their individual benefit, as a compensation for their personal exertions, and the numbers they send will be credited to

the Counties where the papers are sent, so that the premiums to individuals will not at all interfere with the County pre-
miums, or the County with individuals.
BACK VOLUMES of the Farmer will be furnished, if desired, and counted the same as new subscribers. We shall

keep a correct account of the subscribers sent by each person and county. In the May number we shall announce the
premiums. Libraries will be forwarded per order, immediately after the announcement, and persons or societies can
select their own books, or leave the selection to us. St^~ Specimen numbers, show-bills, &c., sent to all post-paid appli-
"

's. All letters must be paid or free. tSubscriptioa money, if properly enclosed, may be mailed at our risk

.
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IE HOPiTICULTlIEiST,
51 Sniimnl of lUirnl 51rt aiiii lliirnl Caste,

The melancholy death of A. J. Downing deprived the readers of the Horticulturist of the labors of

one whose essays they liad so long read with unmiugled pleasure and profit. Since that sad event

became known, the great question among the Horticulturists of the country, who have evinced a deep

interest in the matter, has been, who should succeed to this important iiost. With singular unan-

imity, it has been assigned to P. Barry, of Rochester, who has been urgently solicited iu various

ways, both publicly and privately, to take charge of the work. This, from the nature of his engage-

ments, he could not do while the Horticulturist was published at Albany. The subscriber, who has

long been connected with Mr. Barry, as one of the editors of the Genesee Farmer, has therefore pur.

chased the Horticulturist, and after the conclusion of the present volume it will be published ax

Rochester, and

EDITED BY P. BARRY,
assisted by many of the best Horticulturists of th^ country, whose conmiunicntions will materially add

to its value. The ARCHITECTURAL DEPARTMENT will be conducted by gentlemen of ability

and reputation.

To render the work accessible to a greater number, and consequently more beneficial, the price

will be reduced to Two Dollars per year, in advance, and at the same time various im]irovemeut3

made. Each number will contain a full page engraving of some new, rare, and valuable fruit or

flower, drawn from nature, and engraved in a style not excelled.

Still further to add to the value of the work, and meet the improving taste and increasing wants

of the horticultural community, we shall also publish an edition with COLORED PLATES, each

number containing a full page engraving oi some new, rare, and valuable fruit or flower, correctly

colored from nature, by the best living artists in this line. This will be a new and important

feature, in this country, and must command th^ attention and patronage of both pi-ofessional qnd

amateur Horticulturists. As the number of colored plates we can furnish will be limited, from the

care and time required in their prepiiration, those who wish the Colored Edition of the Horticulturist

for 1853, will do well to order immediately. Price with colored plates. Four Dollar.s, in advance.

All who cultivate fruit or flowers should read the Horticidturisf, as it is devoted entirely to Horti-

culture and its kindred arts Landscape Gardening and Rural Architecture, and will keep its readers

advised of everything new on the subject, either in Europe or America,

It will be our aim not only to make the Horticulturist superior both in style and matter to any

work of the character in this country, but equal to any of the Horticultural Journals of Europe

;

and we confidently ask the aid and co-operation of the Horticulturists of the country. The work

is published monthly, and contains forty-eight large pages, without advertisements, stitclied in a

beautiful and appropriate cover. The January number will be issued early in December, and

specimen numbers will be sent to all who will interest themselves in its behalf. The volume to

conmicnce on the 1st of January, 1853.

jt^~ All Agents for the Genesee Fanner, Post Masters, and our friends generally, arc invited to

act as Agents for the Horticulturist, who shall receive an extra copy of the plain edition for ten

dollars sent us according to our terms, and two copies of the plain edition or one of the colored for

twenty dollars. Tliose who prefer, may retain twenty per cent, on all subscriptions, to compensate

them for their trouble. Addreaa J. VICK, Jk, Publisher,

November, 1, 1852. Rochester, N. Y.
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THE FARM AS A MANUFACTORY.

NUMBER TWO.

The benefits derived from a judicious rotation of crops are now all but universally

admitted. The reasons assigned for the necessity or advantage of rotation are very

various. A very plausible theory advocated by De Candolle, attributed the necessity

of rotation to a supposed excretion from the rootlets of plants. These vegetable excre-

ments were said to he very injurious and even poisonous to the same kind of plant that

excreted them, but were of great fertilizing value to other plants of a different character.

Many experiments have been made to test the truth of this beautiful theory, the results

of which are adverse, and force us to believe that though some plants may excrete mat-
ter that is not suitable food for them, our commonly cultivated plants, as wheat, maize,

potatoes, maidow grasses, &c., do not thus excrete injurious matter ; but that if the land

be kept clean and the required fertilizers or constituents are supplied, these plants can

be grown amiually on the same soil as long as desired.

Another theory, advocated by many of the ablest chemists of the age, refers the

advantage of rotation to the variable amount of inorganic constituents required by the

different crops forming the rotation. The generally adopted system of rotation in tke

best farmed districts of England, and which an experience of fifty years has sanctioned

as being judicious and beneficial, is as follows : First year—wheat after clover. Second
year—turnip?-, partly eaten on the land by sheep. Third year—barley or wheat seeded

with red and other kinds of clover. Fourth year—clover, mown for hay or eaten on
the land, followed by wheat in the fail at one plowing ; and so on as before. The advo-

cates of this theory point to this well established system of rotation as practical evidence

in support of their chemical deduction, and reason thus : The ash of wheat contains

50 per cent of phosphoric acid, the ash of turnips only 11 per cent. We can not gi-ow

wheat after wheat, because the land is exhausted of available phosphoric acid ; but

turnips, requiring only a small quantity of phosphoric acid, will do well after wheat, as

experience proves.

In answer to this, we say that experiments show that an application of an ammoni-
acal salt containing not a particle of phosphoric acid, will cause the wheat plant to grow
luxuriantly and yield successive annual crops of thirty bushels per acre, while on the

same soil turnips will not grow larger than radishes, though dressed with every kind of

manure in which phosporic acid is not a constituent ; but an application of available

phosphoric acid produces annually good crops of turnips. These experiments, extending*

over nine successive annual crops, together with the fact that phosphoric acid is not

used in general practice as a manure for wheat, while it is applied to an enormous extent

and with the most beneficial results as a direct manure for turnips, are sufficient to dis-

-A^'
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prove the correctness of the above theory even though they gave no other m its place.

We conclude from these facts and others of a similar character, that the relative propor-

tion of any of the constituents of plants is in no case a certain indication of the relative

proportion in which these ingredients should exist in an available condition in the soil

or be supplied in manure. This can only be determined by inductive field experiments.

The theory we have adopted, though not so plausible as the one under discussion, is

far more in accordance with the observations and general practice of intelligent agricul-

turists, and we know of no well ascertained^ facts that throw doubt on its correctness.

It is in brief this : The principal requirement of the wheat and other cereal plants is

ammonia ; that of turnips, phosphates and carbon. Wheat destroys a large quantity

of ammonia during its growth, and collects its carbon from the atmosphere. Turnips

and clover, if supplied with available phosphates and carbon, collect their ammoniafrom

the atmosphere. The turnip crop contains a large quantity of nitrogen thus obtained

from the atmosphere. Its consumption on the land by animals destroys the greater

part of the carbon and abstracts considerable phosphoric acid, while nearly the whole ot

the nitrogen is left on the land in the excrements of the animals, and thus supplys the

following grain crop with the required ammonia as well as a large amount of potash

and other mineral constituents. The same remarks apply to the succeeding clover crop.

It collects its nitrogen from the atmosphere, and leaves it on the land m the roots ot the

plant and in the excrements of the animals consuming it, and so aflFords the indispensa-

ble ammonia for the following Avheat crop.

We have considerable doubt in respect to agricultural plants collecting, to any great

extent, ammonia and carbonic acid from the atmosphere through their leaves. We are

inclined to think that what they obtain from the air is brought to the roots in rain.

The fact that broad-leaved plants obtain a large amount of organic matter from the air

in some way, is not necessarily opposed to our view, inasmuch as these plants, having

large surfaces exposed, evaporate a proportionably large amount of water, and so take

up more and with it imbibe more organic matter, which is retained m the plant. It has

been justly supposed that if plants obtained their organic matter from the atmosphere

throuo-h their leaves, a manure that would increase the size of the leaves would_ increase

the amount of organic matter obtained by the plant from the air, and enable it to dis-

pense with the organic matter of the soil. An ammoniacal salt apphed to the turnip

crop greatly increases the quantity of leaf per acre, but it does not increase the amount

of organic matter in either leaf or bulb, which should be the case did mcreased leaves

enable the plant to collect an increased quantity of organic matter from the air. On the

other hand, an application of superphosphate of lime, which greatly increases the under

ground collecting apparatus, or lateral fibrous roots, gives a very small proportion ot

leaf and a very large quantity and high proportion of organic matter m bulb and leat.

This would indicate that the power of agricultural plants to collect their food from the

air is dependent more on the extension of roots than on an artificial extension of leaves.

What we wish to be understood, therefore, when we say that plants of certain orders

collect their nitrogen from the atmosphere, is not that they inhale it cither as nitrogen,

ammonia, or nitric acid, through their leaves, but rather that they retain that which is

brought to them from the air in the rain water which they take up and evaporate.

In our opinion, the whole theory of the English rotation of crops hangs on tl.e

destruction of ammonia during the growth of wheat and other cereals, and on the non-

destruction or retention of the ammonia by other orders of plants, such as the Cruciteroe

.and Leguminosa), and possibly of all plnnts containing but little silicic acid or starch.

If we admit the truth of this theory, and examine the effect of our too common system

of rotation—such as corn, barley, wheat, timothy, with perhaps a little clovca—we can

easily perceive that our soils would be sooner impoverished of nitrogen than of any other

element. This would not be the case if there was no destruction of ammonia during
. ,
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the growth of cereals, for the amtoonia brought to the plants by rain is probably quite

as much as that which a large crop of wheat, &c., contains. The soil under such

circumstances would be first impoverished of the mineral elements or inorganic constit-

uents of plants, and man would possess the power of utterly exhausting the soil, which

under existing laws is mercifully withheld from him. We know that he can impoverish

to an alarming extent the soil he tills, but he can not exhaust it in such a manner but

what a skillful farmer can restore it to fertility without, in most cases, the direct appli-

cation of the removed inorganic ingredients. That is to say, the cultivation of our com-

mon crops, from exhausting the soil of its organic matter and its available inorganic

ingredients, impoverishes it to that degree when crops can no longer be grown without

serious loss
;
yet at the same time there is lying latent in the soil sufficient inorganic

constituents of plants for large crops, and which a better cultivation and a more scien-

tific rotation of crops would render available and the farm productive. We admit that

were a cheap source of ammonia discovered, it would then be not only possible but

quite easy to exhaust our now fertile wheat soils, so that they could not be restored

without carrying back the mineral elements removed in the crops and animals exported

from the farm. But such a state of things does not exist, no cheap means of affording

ammonia to plants having been discovered ; and at present, in this country at least, we
know of no way of supplying our cereal crops with the required ammonia without at

the same time increasing the available inorganic constituents. Thus, if we grow clover,

turnips, beans, or peas, or purchase oilcake, bran, &c., to be consumed by cattle, we
supply ammonia, but at the same time we also supply the necessary available minerals

:

and, as we have said before, these nitrogen collecting plants require more available min-

eral matter to exist in the soil than do wheat, corn, &c. ; so that when the soil became
only partially impoverished, clover and turnips would not thrive, but little ammonia
would be supplied for the cereals, and their yield would be so small that the soil could

no longer be cultivated with profit ; and this while there was still a large amount of the

inorganic constituents existing in the soil. Hence, so long as our lands will produce

good crops of clover, peas, beans, &c., we may rest assured that there is no lack of avail-

able inorganic constituents in the soil for a very large crop of wheat. If, under such

circumstances, we obtain by good tillage not more than twenty bushels of wheat per

acre, we may safely conclude that all that is required to raise it to thirty-five or forty

bushels, is 75 or 100 lbs. of ammonia in any available form. If clover, peas, turnips,

<fec., do not thrive, the soil is probably deficient in available inorganic matter ; and in

such circumstances an application of bone dust, superphosphate of lime, unleached and

leached ashes, containing as they do the deficient substances, will be attended with much
benefit for these crops. These clover and pea crops will in their turn furnish the required

ammonia and minerals for the succeeding crops of wheat and corn ; and so, in this

indirect manner, an application of inorganic ingredients is followed by increased yields

of the cereal crops. We are aware that there are many well recorded experiments in

which ashes, lime, &c., have giren greatly increased crops of wheat and corn, yielding,

in instances that have come under our own observation, fifty bushels of wheat per acre

;

yet these instances, however numerous they may be, by no means disprove the correct-

ness of the principles here laid down ; they rather, to our view, confirm them.

It is well known that ashes, lime, &c., greatly accelerate the decomposition of organic

matter ; and that in many of our lands there is much organic matter lying latent in the

soil in such a condition that plants can not take it up. An application of lime or ashes

to such soils would give vitality to this organic matter ; the nascent gases would act on

the mineral matter of the soil, and both inorganic and organic matter would be rendered

available to the plants. In the instances mentioned where ashes and lime have yielded

fifty bushels of wheat per acre, the increase was most undoubtedly dependant, not on

the manure supplying the actual inorganic constituents of the wheat plant, but in de-



composing the organic matter of the soil, and thus supplying the required ammonia.

The o-ases eliminated by the action of the alkaline matter would in their nascent state

act on the minerals of the soil, changing their composition, rendering them soluble, and

in a proper condition for assimilation by the plants. There is nothing, therefore m the

occasional benefit derived from an application of ashes to the wheat crop, that at all

militates against our theory.

POTATO CULTURE.

The following interesting experiments were made by H. H. Eastman, of Marshall,

Oneida county, N. Y., in consequence of the premium oflered by the New lork fetate

Agricultural Society. Mr. Eastman will continue the experiment next season, and

valuable results are anticipated. The experiments are published in full detail in the

December number of the Journal of the Society, from which we extract the most

important results.
. , .„ , ^ . . i.

The potatoes were planted on the 18th of May, m hills three feet apart each way, one

. whole potato in each hill. Thirty hills were taken for each experiment. The weight

of the potatoes planted was 6 lbs. on each portion, or about 16 bushels per acre. They

were hoed twice-once on the 18th of June, and again about a fortnight afterwards.

The following are the selected results :

Description of Manure.

Hoff manure, • • • • •
•

Equal quantities of hog manure, ashes, lime, and gypsum,

Long unfermented manure,
Compost,

Quantity manure used, and how applied.

No manure,
Half shovelful in each hill,

Handful in each hill,

Two-thirds shovelful in each hill,,

do. do. do.

Fermented or rotted manure,

.

do. do.

Manure of fowls,

.

do. do. .

Ashes,
do.

Lime,

,

do. ,

Sulphate of lime (gypsum,),

do. do.

Two-thirds shovelful in e.icb hill, . .

.

do. do. on top of fliU, .

Bushels of
potatoes
obtained
per acre.

166
271
16?
20S
209

211
ISS

Large handful in each hill, .

do. on top of hill,

229
1T4

llandflU in each hill,

do. on top of hill when up,

.

Half handful in each hill,,

do. when up, . .

.

Tablespoonful in each hill,,

do. when up, . .

.

Sulphur, . .

.

No sulphur,

Saltpetre, (nitrate of potash,).

No saltpetre,

Gypsum
No gypsum,.

Teaspoonful to each hill atter potatoes up.

Teaspoonful to each hill when up,

.

Tablespoonful when up.

159
146

141
144

163
156

116
140

139
14S

156
130

^^

Hog manure applied in the hill gives the largest return— 271 bushels, or 105 b-ish-

el3 more than the unmanured lot. This is in accordance with the common opinion

among practical farmci-s, that hog manure is the best of all manures for potatoes.

A large lu.ndful of fowl manure applied in each hill gives the next best mcreasc—22»

bushels, or 03 bushels more than the no manure lot.
v + ono

Fermented or rotted manure gave 211 bushels, while unfermented gave but 1^6

bushels. We must be careful how wo reason from this result, for the same quantity



of rotted manure was used as of unfermented, whereas in fermentation the manure was
probably reduced one half; so that instead of each receiving the same amount of ma-
nure, the hills dressed with the rotted dung got twice as much as those ha\Tng the raw

manure. To make the experiment satisfactory, the hill dressed with the rotted manure
should receive no more thau what would result from the fermentation of the amount
given the hill dressed with the raw dung.

The mixture of hog manure, ashes, lime, and plaster, gives three bushels less than no

manure. Such a compound is very well as an experiment, but should on r>o consider-

ation be adopted in practice. Many farmers we know still adhere to the barbarous cus-

tom of njixing lime and unleached ashes with their barnyard manure, and by so doing

drive oft' nearly all the ammonia, thus rendering the manure nearly valueless. For

nearly all our cultivated plants ammonia is the most valuable ingredient of a manure

;

and to thus foolishly expel it, is, to say the least, supremely ridiculous.

The application of ashes, lime, sulphur, and saltpetre, is attended with no benefit.

It has been supposed from the faet that the ash -of potatoes contains a large propor-

tion of potash, that potash supplied as manure would be of great value. The above

experiments do not sustain this theory. Th^ great benefit attending the application of

Peruvian guano (which contains scarcely any potash) to potatoes, is also another fact

opposed to this idea. If further experiments corroborate these results, we must conclude,

not that potatoes do not require a large amount of potash, but that potash relatively to

other constituents is present in the soil in an available condition in suflScient quantity,

and that the increase of the potato crop depends on the application of other substances,

probably ammonia and phosphates.

dJ

DECENNIAL LIMEING.

In o\ir recent travels through Pennsylvania, we received an interesting account of a farm

in Lancaster county which has been one hundred years under cultivation, and during

the last fifty has been limed every ten years. It was much exhausted when the use of

lime was first resorted to for its renovation, but the application of ten bushels per acre

developed elements of fertility before unavailable in the growth of agricultural plants.

After the la^se of ten years, the good eftects of the lime disappeared, and a new dose of

ten bushels of caustic lime was again administered to each acre. The soil is a gravelly

loam, and now yields thirty bushels of wheat per acre. Clover is grown in rotation

with wheat, and either turned under with the plow, or the land is manured wifh dung

formed by the grass and hay consumed by domestic animals.

The fact most interesting to practical farmers, is the great benefit derived from the

average application of a bushel of lime per acre per annum for a half century, without

intermission. Explain this feet as we may, tens of thousands of the best acriculturists

in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland, periodically apply calcareous

matter to renovate their partially impoverished fields. Long and successful experience

has taught them the permanent (so far as anything relating to the soil can be perma-

nent) advantages of decennial limeing pastures, meadows, and tilled lands. Some re-

quire much more lim.e to correct all acidity, and decompose the phosphates of irftn and

alumina, which in that form are worthless to the farmer. Combined with lime, phos-

phoric acid forms the earthy part of the bones of all animals ; and as this acid very

often abounds in soils united with iron, or alumina, or both, from which lime extracts

it, forming bone-earth, we see why lime operates the same as pulverised bones. It is

true that ground bones contain considerable organic matter from which ammonia is

formed, which is exceedingly valuable ;
nevertheless, experience seems to prove that by

^^ ~~^75.̂
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growing clover and peas on limed land, the soil may be supplied with the elements of

ammonia from the atmosphere, and perhaps in sufficient quantity to produce a good

crop of wheat every other year.

How much artificial aid an acre of fair common earth really needs in the course of a

century, to maintain its fertility, if constantly under the plow, is the most important

problem in husbandry. We have always regarded with suspicion, and as of litile value,

every theory on this subject. What we contend for is the test of reliable experiments

in ordinary farming. Truths thus established will be invaluable to the great farming

interest; and, sooner or later, the cultivators of the soil will see and acknowledge the

necessity of experimental farms, to determine what amendments, and how much of each,

a farmer should use in the production of any crop. Lime is only one substance needful

in arated earth ; and what is true of it may apply with equal force to potash, magnesia,

soda, ammonia, carbon, and chlorine. The comparative cheapness of lime, however,

renders its use more general, and its merits are the best known of all mineral manures.

For fifty years its consumption for agricultural purj)oses has steadily increased in this

country, and is likely to continue so to do for a century to come.

EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

Farming near the Catttal of the United States.—Tlie District of Columbia has a climate happily

exempt from the protracted winters and cold of the North, and the uncomfortable and parching heat

of the South. It is the golden mean between extremes, and comV>ines a large share of the advanta-

ges regarded by many aa peculiar to distant latitudes. Fig trees rarely fail of bringing two crops to

full maturity in a year ; while every fruit grown in Maine, flourishes, if properly planted and culti-

vated. Near the federal metropolis, the cotton plant of the South and the timothy grass of the

North find their respective boundaries. Tlie same is true of persimmons and cranberries, apples and

fio-s, currants and peanuts, plums and sweet potatoes. In no other climate do tlie peach, pear, quince

and vine, attain a more perfect development Nature encourages the planter, the farmer, the gar-

dener, and the orchardlst, with equal bounty. The record of the rain-guage, for a half century,

shows that injurious drouths are rare indeed ; w^iile the thermometer tells of lengthened seasons

for the abundant growth of every agricultural staple, and every horticultural luxury.

If the soil were generally rich, the water would be less pure and salubrious, and the country com-

paratively unhealthy. Happily the land is not over-charged with decaying vegetation. The air,

away from stagnant streams, (which are not common,) is remarkably pure, and the water all that

can be desired of this important element of universal consumption. Although not fertile, when

compared with the soil of the West, the land near Washington is kind, easily cultivated, and very

susceptible of permanent improvement. It lacks calcareous matter, and limeing is the sine qua non

with skilful farmers, who wish to bring all their fields into the best possible condition for the appli-

cation of manure. Sand, clay, and oxides of iron, without suiiicient lime, compel the husbandman

to waste manure if ho would render such earth permanently productive, or even temporarily so.

Flint, alumina, and iron, have as strong claim to be called manure, and treated as such, as lime.

The former are staple ingredients in all soils, and so is the latter ; but calcareous matter is less

abundantly diffused in the geological strata which constitute the outer crust of the planet, than

compounds of silica, alumina, and iron. There are soils, however, in which soluble silica or flint is

deficient; and others that lack either iron or alumina, or both.

To be successful and profitable, farming near the Capital of tlie United States should be conducted

on scientific principles ; for the cheapest manure costs now $50 per ton, which is Peruvian guano.

Raw material so expensive, must bo worked up with skill and knowledge, or the producer of crops

will lose money in the operation. At present, prices are so high that one may buy manure at

almost any rate, and realize a profit. Hay is $30 per ton ; milk, 8 cts. a quart ; fresh butter, from

80 to 40 cts. a pound ; and fresh pork, $8 per 100 lbs. ITicic prices have operated to bring into

the District, and the adjacent, counties in Maryland and Virginia, more immigrants from the North

in the last twelve months, than had come in the previous five years. Congress is expending over .

^ ^J^
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,000,000 dollars on the enlargement of the Capitol; the Patent office will have cost $2,000,000
when completed; and the other public buildings at lea&t $7,000,000 more. By the Susquehannah
railroads (to be completed in a few months) both Eochester and Buffalo will be thirty miles nearer
Baltimore than New York; and only eight miles farther from Washington on tide water, than the
great commercial metropolis.

The heart of this wonderful Republic has been more neglected, in an agiicultural point of view
than any other part of it. Baltimore has a population larger by 30,000 than Boston. Washington
contains 50,000 souls, to say nothing of the old cities of Georgetown and Alexandria. The best
crop grown is hay; and by going from ten to fifteen miles from tlie city, fair grass lands may be
bought at from five to twenty dollars an acre. The dairy business is capital ; and potatoes are
seldom worth less than $1 a bushel. Nine months in the year there is a great demand for cream
in Washington, for making ice creams, and farmers get a dollar a gallon for all they can produce.
Eggs and poultry are proportionally high. Men born and reared on tobacco plantations, naturally,
and perhaps wisely, abstain from engaging in these thousand and one small matters. They under-
stand planting, and it gives them wealth and enjoyment; while the multifareous trade of the
northern farmer is to them Greek and Hebrew.
Labor is not high. The writer owns and cultivates a farm in the District, and gives a good hand

$150 a year, who boards himself, but is found a house and firewood. Men who hire by the month
or year, and are boarded, get from $75 to $125 per annum. Market gardening and fruit growing
pay remarkably well near the city. Wood sells at from $5 to $6 a cord, and many have bought
land BO that they make enough on the wood to more than clear the land of all encumbrance. Such
bargains are becoming scarce, although some, doubtless, may yet be found up the canal and river.
The Chesapeake and Ohio canal is rarely closed a day by ice, and carries a volume of water five
feet by fifty

; or it is some 60 per cent. larger than the un-enlarged Erie canal.

Oyster shells make the cheapest lime for agricultural purposes, and cost only a cent a bushel in
Washington. Stable manure is sold at a dollar a load. Night-soil ought to be all consumed as a
fertilizer, but it is scarcely used at all. Gypsum costs from $3 to $5 per ton ; it is brought as bal-
last from Boston and Nova Scotia. On land properly treated, clover grows finely. Proper treat-
ment consists in draining where it is needed, in limeing and tillage, not forgetting to manure if the
land happens to be quite poor. Good clover never grows on a soil that is really exhausted, or
naturally sterile.

Excellent crops of wheat 4ind corn have been grown in Montgomery county, north of Washington,
m Maryland, and in Fairfax county, in Virginia, during the past season. Corn pays much better
than wheat, for the forage obtained in cornstalks, blades and shucks, will sell in market for more
than the cost of making the crop. In skillful hands, no other plant is so prolific in food for man
and beast as the indigenous Indian corn. The amount of forage that may be raised on an acre is,

to the unitiated, almost incredible. Deep subsoil plowing, liberal manuring, and seeding in drills,

present an outline of the system of culture for green feed, or hay, to be consumed by dairy cows.
Mr. Charles Calvert, President of the Maryland State Agricultural Society, grows some 30,000
bushels of turnips a year for his milch kine, which are fed with cut straw, hay and corn fodder-

Mr. C. is the principal proprietor of the largest hotel in Washington, which he supplies with milk,

cream, and garden vegetables. He is the lineal descendant of the first governor of the province of
Maryland, by the name of Calvert, (a near I'elative of Lord Baltimore,) and his estate contains
nearly 3000 acres, having a beautiful mill-stream running over four miles through it. Milk and
hay are the leading products sold from this magnificent farm. The dairy consists of iniproved
Short-horns, with a sprinkling of Ayreshires and Aldorneys. "Riversdale" is on the railroad to

Baltimore, and near Bladonsburg. Mr. Calvert will give 200 acres not far from the railroad stop-

ping place, for an Agricultural College, provided there is public spirit enough in the country to
endow one institution of the kind, in a nation of farmers. Of the $50,000,000 annually paid into
the federal treasury by the American people, not over half is really needed for the wise and
economical administration of the government. The people know this, and know also that their
children greatly need a thorough education; nevertheless, they do not lift a finger to apply the
surplus in the treasury to educational purposes.

"Arlington," on the Virginia side of the Potomac, and opposite Washington, is the residence of
George Washington Park Custis, the adopted son of Gen. Washington. The farm contains 1100
acres, and its venerable proprietor is one of the Vice Presidents of the United States Agricultural
Society, the President of the Alexandria County Society, and the devoted friend of the great farm-
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Ido- interest. Mr. Feanois P. Blair has a well improved farm, as that of Mr. Rives, proprietor of

the Washinoton Globe, soon will be. We must, however, take another occasion to describe the

practice of the best farmers near the Capital of the United States. Suffice it now to say that a

spirit of industry and improvement has been awakened, which promises the most auspicious results.

Vineyards and extensive orchards are being planted, and the promising commencement of a new

order of thint^s is everywhere visible. The Metropolitan Mechanics' Institute will hold its first fair,

commencing on the 24th February and extending beyond the 4th of March, in the hall of the east

wing of the Patent Office, which is 270 feet long and 70 feet in width. The building for the steam

power is already up.

If the farmers and mechanics of the District are true to their own fame, and true to the great

classes to which they respectively belong, they will soon lay the foundation of an Industrial Uni-

versity worthy of a self governing people— worthy of the most advanced stage of human progress

— and worthy of the brilliant future of this republican empire. The United States Patent Office is

now a school of applied sciences, and not a bad one. The Smithsonian Institution offers to the

student many, and some peculiar, advantages. All the essential elements of a National University

abound in Washington and the District. Let 100 acres be highly cultivated by students, and they

may board themselves comfortably at a cost of 75 cts. a week. For such, we have 109 acres near

the city, on which are a good stone quarry, three fine and durable springs of water, and oak and

chestnut timber enough to cut from 900 to 1000 cords of wood. To overcome the expense of board

and bring learning and science near to, or upon the farm, and into the workshop, are objects

which the writer has studied and cherished from his childhood. Knowledge of a comman-ding

character, and honest manual labor, are soon to be united in this country. The hope of the world

demands the perfect union of the best physical with the best mental training or education of youth.

. From the sweat of his face man can never be wholly exempt; por is it possible for universal suf-

frage to govern wisely in ages to come, without that intellectual culture which science alone confers.

King Numbers holds his court at the federal metropolis, and there, of all places should public

opinion be in perfect harmony with the highest interests of the farmer and the mechanic.

These interests involve something more than dollars and cents, and we can never prostitute either

our pen or journal to any mere mercenary considerations. Agriculture is a means, not an end ; and

it would be well for a person to understand for what good purpose he is living. Not to know this,

is to be ignorant indeed. Are we here to scratch tlie earth a few years, consume its fruits, waste

its elements of fertility in cities and villages, and then leave it that another and more numerous

generation may do likewise? This is a narrow and unsatisfactory view of humanity. Our capa-

bilities scorn such grovelling companionship with the brute; our rising aspirations seek, and

instinctively claim, a nobler destiny ; our duty exacts not impossibilities, but an earnest and cease-

less effort to leave the world better than we found it.

BRITISH AND AMERICAN AGRICULTURE.

(Continued from Page lY.)

B. I have several times been on the eve of coming up to have a little more talk about the old

country, but it has been so remarkably mild for the season, hitherto, that I have been uncommonly

busy fixing fences, and making and hanging new gates. There is always plenty of work on a farm,

if it is kept in anytliing like decent order, and such a winter as this gives one a good opportunity

of putting tliirigs straight and lessening the amount of work necessary in the spring and busy sea-

son. I suppose this is some sucli a winter as they have in England.

A. Up to this time we have indeed liad comparatively no winter, and it is a mercy we have not,

for such was the scarcity of fodder in many places, last yeai-, that if we have a very severe winter it

would be next to impossible for the farmei-s to winter their cattle. 1 have let my slieep run out into

the meadow, Avhere tliey find some little gi-ass, sweetened by the frost, which they eat and do first

rate. This is very similar to wliat last winter was in England. Jt did not freeze hard enougli for

the water to beai-, more than three times all the while I was there, and tlien it did not last but a

few days. The English appear to be remarkably fond of skating, and make the best use of what

-1 K. little falls to their sliare. I recollect one morning while in London, when the water would bear— j r
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*f "' '^''y ^""^ ^"""^^ ^y ^^P^'-i^-^e that it did not pay to apply lessthan 150 bush, per acre
;
la.d once limed did not require it again for 20 years. Thity bushel of

^
wheat do not contain more than a pound of lime. A bushefof lime wo^uld certain / s^p^y aU



a..t « Terr la^e »»p would reqmve, so that th, be.eflt of lime »prea» to bo from other re«.o„.

"1r±rz;tr!h;rr;*r:r;:r::".«t.,,.e u o.^,., i h..e *.,. «.p„ose.

thf tie «Perio Ihent-produciu. q.u.Utios ot Wo.tem Now Vo.k l.ad. wero ow.ng o th, ta-g

^l,„t otr"..; oonLu ; .niL the re,.on why the easte™ comties ot th. State wore Bot

11 ] i,^ f^,. ^-l.Aot -irn<< because tbev contained so little lime.

"
!1It^hoaeri, "hough I ha« .o.d all tho wo.-t, ou ag.ieu.tur.l ehe,»i,to. that

Tw Jiritt'ir ho 0*:;=': l:,:; onL .„a^spoe-,a.,v the ..r^..-.^^^, a™.ah-.e a,

food ?o , antTtd therefore sav that it i, u«,le» to lime laud that ha. heon exhausted of orga,„e

food 101 pum
f ^ ^„i„,„ „,eorios are right, I do not know,

matter by long eilt"""™ °°';,
""/f," ,,„ ^„„ „. i^^ true; that hm. in itself furnishes food for

Yr::ftWH»t. ep^lLurauriofthesoU^ n"s<.of

t^i on tU'o'lMng sidphuto ot iron (green vitriol) whieh is injurious to vegetation; tie

lime decomposes this salt and renders It innoxious.
, • „, Tln^«art

;. iLd'no ideathat the reasonsfor applying lime to land were so many and van^^^^^^^

.f n^rienltural ^cieuce alone appears to be a subject for deep study and investigation, ^or my o^

tJlt^^y^^ -boJ chemistry, except .hat I read in the Genesee Far,ner and other agri-

eultur^l papers. I suppose the English l\u-mers are .veil posted up in rural science.

T As a '"eral t£ng En.H.h farmers kno. less about science than we do
;
nine-tenths of tlu^m

. . t 1. .IT ntrieultural paper at all. There are but three or four agricultural papers published

tt cotntrv aS tS; htriut a very limited circulation. The lowest price of an agriculture

paper i "fa Vear. I bfueve the Genesee Farmer has a much greater circulation than all the Eng-

K aVncdtuil papers put together, and I think it woidd pay some of our enterprising publishers

to .o1h re ana^s^^^^^ paper. England has more and abler scientific men, more

lithv edilid .entlemen^ who give their attention to rural science, and who make expenmc.

Tn? ir;.- to search out the hidden principles of agriculture, than we have but ^^ ^he nun^.e
ana cuue >

;n^„„triou= enterorisino- farmers, we are ahead of any nation I have

::ive. l7anvtUriTuffi en^ iu^portant is discovered, a Collins steamer will bring it across the

oceanin a Ht 1 ovlr a week, ^nd the electric wires will convey it from one end of tins great con^-

nent to the other In a few seconds. Our innumerable presses deal it out to their m.llions of road

^
Td t lu i i'town and acted on here before more than a few learned mdividualsai.aw.-e of the

T- rn.nt Britain This is neither imagination nor exaggerati,)n :
it is literal fact ^^ e know

affau' in Gre^t
f
"^^^"

.jff^\^^^^^^
the En^^lish know little or nothing of what is invented or

Zlt:^ I^^Zl^^t^^^ by ^e app^rance of the American Reaper in Englai^

mendatory remarks.

R TTnw ,1n tbev level down banks and throw up roads, Ac.

A l^thc wft whe lb.„ow. orlitting-ealB drawn usually with two horses tandem For a

distrt Uioslttla:: probabU better fii.n our luuiber-waggon.: but for a few rods, .t is an

Tt::/;—. ar, ^ry eon.mon there. Tbe Englishman I ha>, working ..r me was wishmg

a short time sinee, when I was drawing out some manure, that we had aomo tnghsh oait,. lie said

we could do it in half tlie time.
, , .

iroi. drawing manure, and a few other purpose, carts are doubtless better than wagons; bu

before we can Jc carts to advantage, we must have a heavier breed of farm horses, for a hght

horse cuts a sorry figure in tho thills of a large cart.



First Efforts at FAEMiNG_My Fibst Crop of Corn.-I became a subscriber to the Geneve Farmer
about eight years ago, aud from that time read with increasing interest eacli successive number unhi a sti-ong desire to engage in practical farming wa. gratified in the purchase of a small farm situa-ted two and a half miles south of the village of Middleport, Niagara Co. I moved n.y fan.ilv and
effects to the premises in April last, (1852,) and prepared to commence the practice of farmiL asa student, of course, and a boss from necessity. My help consisted of a son about sixteen yea^' of
age, and a hired man who was as green as the island he came from.
The neighbors and experienced farmers of my acquaintance, as might have been expected lookedupon the success of such an attempt at farming, under such circumstances, as extremely doubtfulAnd I confess I was haunted by misgivings as to my ability to conduct the multifarious operations

necessary to a favorable result. But having joined issue I determined to prosecute the trial to
judgment. Entirely destitute of practical experience, my dependence rested upon what theoreticalknowledge I had gleaned from the pages of the Farmer, the Cultivrtor, and a few other a<.ricultural
pubLcations. It will readily be seen, therefore, that with whatever success my effort may have been
attended, the credit is justly due to that hackneyed phrase, "book farming." I had carefully pre
served all the numbers of the Farmer, and the Caltivator, and had them bound in separate volumes.
con.stituting a fund of invaluable informataion from which I might be enabled to draw instruction
whenever embarrassed, (as I often have been,) in conducting the intricate and ever-varying
operations of the farm. •' °

Thus ch-cumstanced, I commenced my operations upon a field of three acres, which had beenseeded with clover and mown the previous year. The soil is a loam mixed slightly with clay whichhad been much exhausted by excessive cropping. Upon this I spread twenty two-horse wa^^on loads
of raw yard manure to the acre. I then proposed to invert the surface by the use of a three-horsepower attached to one of Van Brocklin's No. 10 Plows (which, by the way, I think is a very efficient instrument). But here were difficulties which had to be met and overcome -adjustinl thepower in the proper manner, guaging the plow to the desired width and depth of furrow placinc.
he wheel and attaching the coulter at its place and requisite angle. In experienced hands these are
trifles; but to a novice, somewhat formidable. However, after some little yexatious delay I wasenabled to put my power and apparatus in motion, and made a cut through the field about twelvemches wide by eight deep, and, after a few rather unsteady revolutions, I got the power and machi-nery so weU under control, tiiat in the course of about three days I succeeded in inverting the
sui-face of the whole field nearly to my satisfaction. I then made fi-ee use of the roller and drag
until the ground was in a suitable condition to receive the seed. Next, with horses and wagon \
cleared the surface stone-an operation indispensable if a corn cultivator is to be used in tilling the
crop. The field was then fur,owed three and a half feet apart, with a corn plow, and marke'd at
right angles three feet distant. The barnyard was then scraped and a shovelful of its contents depos-
ited at the angles of marks and furrows. Next, my vault of ni-ht-soil was emptied and thoroughly
incorporated with four times its bulk of dry dust from the middle of the highway, and well-roUed
chips. This dust IS a grand absorbent and a good deodorizer, and being so finely pulverized is in
first rate condition for the use of plants ; it should be secured in a dry time and at the middle of the
day. A half shovelful of this compost was deposited in the same manner and adjoinin<- the yard
scrapings. The aviary wa.s then cleared of domestic guano and composted in the same "manner as
the night soil and a half shovelful deposited at the angle adjoining. And lastly, the pig-pen contri-
bution was turned over and an equal quantity of surface loam and rotten chips added, and a shovel-
ful deposited at each angle adjoining the domestic guano compost.
Twelve-row Dutton corn was planted from 17th to 31st of May, care being taken to move the

manure m the center so as to drop the kernels to the soil, and then both corn aud manure well cov-
ered! with mellow earth. I would here observe that it took at the rate of twelve two-hoi-se wa-on
loads to the acre, where a whole shovelful was deposited at each ansle as above stated. Bein</ i-^no-
rant of the quantity required to treat each hill in this manner, I fell sliort and was enabled to
prepare only two of the three acres in this way, the third acre receiving only the raw manure
turned under.

As soon as the rows could be fairly seen, Ruggles, Nouesb k Maso.n's most exceUent corn cultivator
was run twice in a row both ways, which operation was repeated at the first and second hoeino- at
both of which the corn was slightly hilled. No further attention was given until cut, drawn^'off,
and stocked—the 13th of September. While growing, no perceptible difference was manifest upon
the two acres manured in the hill with the various kinds mentioned. In the early part of the sea-

\Q=<-



Tl^rthir^ acre treated only with raw manure, looked poorly. For fear of a failure, I planted

'2^l^t::2^l!^ L, but later it came forward, and at ^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^f'^^^^^^^

.7 fi hnsh of White beans. The two acres gave a trifle over 320 bush., or at the rate of 80 bush.

^^'l^tJntlTZe. Now I do not claim that this is an astonishing yield, but to me . .

quite satisfactory, and the operation has demonstrated to my mmd the followmg fact.:

1 That yard scrapings is a good manure for corn.

2 That either night soil or domestic guano, as compared with yard scrapings or cattle manure

bJk for bi is worth, for a like purpose, eight times as much ;
and that hog manure, compared as

above, is worth at least twice as much. And

3. Two facts made manifest, although personal, perhaps, in some measure, I wxll

^-^^t ^t^^^^

tion I have found that the yield of my neighbors' corn has not exceeded my
^-'^'^^^J^'';^''}^

Wedgeoffarminggainedfrombooksisnotwhollyuselesa. G.o.o.W.G.o.-M.Mejport, N. Y.

Mexican PoxATOES.-The Mexican wild potatoes, which have been cultivated by Mr. A. HAtE^ of

AllowT and first offered for sale last spring, have done extremely well m this region. Most of

^m we planted on light soil, without manure, but have yielded very abundantly and mamtamed

tharrar /whiteness and mealiness which make them so desirable. I do no know of a s ogle

farmer wholes not intend to plant double or three-fold the amount planted last year. I have
farmer

^^^J^^' ^ ^ .^ ^^^ l^jll, and they did not have quite as smooth skin as

Torplnted :^t:or^^^^^^^^^^ bave exhibited no signs of rot. Mr. Ho™, who lives a few

Xl soXofThis village, planted one bushel and a half, and dug fifty-seven busheIs; Mr. Gkkk

San ed one bushel, and gthered thirty-seven ; two other gentlemen planted t.o bushels and dug

t^tZle,; Mr. I..... gathered thirty bushels from

-"^'^fJ-^^^^^ :^^^

I can ascertain, they have averaged fifty bushels for every one planted. Wlien properly cookea.

Ley reseinble, in flLor and appearance, the White Carter potato, as I used lx> find .t m the moon-

tains of N. E. fifteen years ago.
_ ,i, r ^„„v

Tlic four potatoes originally planted by Mr. Hale, were about the size and length of a man s

thrmb now n.any of them are' six or seven inches long and about the same m circumference^

Shol'they do as well in other localities as they have^one here, this variety w.l prove a valuable

Sqlition'to our vegetable stock. They have the smallest vines of any po ato

J

^^^ve^-- --
A paper was read before the Academy of Science, in Pans, France, on the 3d of May, ^7 ^^

DeInbLe describing a new potato which some formers of Ain had procured rem Mexico, and

had uTt vSed for tw'o years. ^The exterior resembled Mr. IIa.e's Mexican, bu the inside was

'•intensely yellow." They were found to have an excellent flavor, and had not rotted. by.vESTKK.

—Lyons, N. Y.
, ,^^

Good Hogs -I wish you would give us more information in relation to the best breeds of hogs.

Tl^fsTa branch of the farmer's business that might be made to pay well, but it is at preset too

much nesilected.
,

.

I have for several years kept a breeding sow. In March. 1852, she had a litter of eleven p.gs, ten

of wlTeh were sold, when si'x weeks old, to ten different individuals, all

-f--, ^^^^^^^^
aire of these hogs when butchered, was eight months; their aggregate weight was 3Y97 lbs., or «45

lbs each The largest weighed 403 lbs.; the smallest, 300 lbs. I have looked in vain to find some

Btatemtt in the papers to match thi, but have not yet found any. I would now say. formers beat

this. G. W. GU.BEK1:.—Plymouth Hollow, Ct.

As you gave in the last Farmer an engraving of some beautifid hogs, I must tell you of some pigs

in my neighborhood Mr. Wuxiam Steuuins has a sow that had a litter of ten pigs on t ^e 20t of

last April. One was butchered when about six months ,dd, and weighed when dressed 110 He.,

two vvc,re killed when 7 months and 9 days old, and weighed when dressed 889 lbs.; one 8 months

old weiHied 258 lbs.; six, butchered Dec. 29th, when 8 months and 9 days old, weighed, ^vhen

dre'ssed, respectively 260, 258, 248, 244, 215, and 209 lbs. I cannot tell what breed the above p.gs

^ere, but tie sow has a small mixture of .,r... breed. The pigs were fed no grain -n^il the Is of

October. They were fed principally .n milk, and some of them did not havo enough of that

through August and September. J. B.K^DKi.u—Masonville, Del. Co., N. Y.
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Potato Disease.—Last year we determined to do our utmost to produce a crop of sound potatoes.
On examining the Farmer, we fixed upon Prof. Feeseniur's plan as our mode. The position and
quality of the grouud was not what we desired ; the soil was quite heavy, clay preponderating,
with a considerable southern inclination ; land much worn. On the 8th of May we plowed and
harrowed it three or four times. We made the furrows for rows thirty inches apart. In six of
these, we put a shovelful of rotten barnyard manure in each hill, about thirty inches apart ; the
balance of the manure was put on top of the hills as soon as planted. We planted a little over a
bushel of seed on an eighth of an acre. In each hill we put a tea-spoonful of the composition recom-
mended by the Professor, except of ashes. We took the quantity suggested by you—200 bushels to
the acre. A heavy shower washed away about one-fifth of them, which we gathered and re-planted.
Of sixteen rows, about two were wanting. We plowed, hoed, and kept them clean. Sometime in
August the potato-bug came, and we (six in number) spent two half days in stamping and crushing
them. About the 1st of September a part, that were then growing vigorously, all at once looked
as if the frost had hurt them My wife feared the rot was the cause, but I had so much confidence
in the mode prescribed by the Professor, I could not believe the rot could effect them. However,
a few days more and one-fourth were found affected. We dug them, fed the affected ones to the
hogs, and eat away as hard as we could. We now have but a few bushels left of about thirty-five.
The yield was about 260 bushels to the acre,—quite good. I do not believe any remedy can be
found for the evil New sandy land with a northern inclination, seems best adapted

; but I have
recently found three cases on which the rot, even on such localities, did injury. Bound seed, land
strongly silicious, in a dry situation, and new or fresh, with early planting and digging, seems to be
the best we can do.

We had much trouble in this section to raise corn. The last winter was so severe that it killed

the vitality of the germ. Tlie first part of the season was too wet, and about earing time, too dry ;

yet the crop was middling, and in the river bottom, good. From six acres we raised about 200 bu.,
but we had everything adverse to contend with. Never did so much work for the same quantity
of corn. The wheat was much hurt, while in the milky state, by the red insect. For this, I fear
no preventive can ever be found Abraham Baer.— West Carlisle, Cosh. Co., Ohio,

Large Pig of his Age.-At the request of my friends, I offer the following for publication in your
valuable paper

:

This pig was one of a litter farrowed on the 10th of last Marcli, and killed on the last day of
^,thc year, making him nine months and twenty-one days old. His weiglit was 432 lbs., exclusive of
18 lbs. of lard taken from the intestines; which shows, in pork and lard, an average of over H lbs.

per day. His food has been a mix-ture of corn, barley, buckwheat meal, (unfermented,) with sour
milk. I still keep the mother of our hero as a brood animal, being now in the prime of life—being
five years old the past autumn. She has had ninety pigs, at eight litters. She is a grade Berkshire^
of small bone. R K Collixs.—Morris, Otsego Co., iV. Y.

*-»-• •

Celery.—Two years since I cultivated my celery witli home made superphosphate of lime, and
the flavor was much improved, though not growing as large as I could wish. This year I cultivated
It with geia liquor, (swamp muck and ashes soaked in water— See Dr. Dana's muck manure,) and
have succeeded better than ever before. The celery has over two feet of brancli, is stocky, and of
the most delicate flavor. Let those who love this luxury try gein, and I think they will not raise
any more manure-flavored celery. Sylvester.—Lyons, iV. Y.

»-•-»

^

Vegetable Poison.-I sent you a remedy for vegetable poison, some months ago, which was con-
sidered very excellent I have discovered another, which is exceedingly valuable^nd ought to be
universally known

;
it is simply the frequent application of Sweet or Olive oil It has been of very

great service to me for a few months past. Ethan S. Fox.

—

Athens, N. Y.
•-*— .

^

A Cure for Scratches on Horses.—Take white or red lead, mix it with oil, and rub it a few
times on the part diseased, and a cure will be effected. The scurf should be washed off clean every
day with warm soap suds, and the lead thoroughly rubbed in. A couple of spoonfuls of sulphur
given to the horse twice a week, will be of service to him. I have found this to cure when every-
thing else failed. W. H. CH\TiERTON.—£eek7nantown, N. Y.

CjV-i~
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The Matchless Cow.—Believing, for a year past, that I have a cow possessing extraordinary

qualities for milk, butter, and stock, I resolved on giving a short history of her productions
:
The

cow is of the native stock, large, perfect in form, and is seven years old. On the 23d of March she

cast a pair of calves, male and female; they had all the milk of the cow for three months, except

what was wanted in the family. From that time to the present, (.January 10th,) we have made

280 lbs. of butter, besides supplying a family of four persons with buttermilk and cream, of which

no account has been kept. We make from seven to nine pounds per week at this time, besides

supplying the family. The cow has had no other food but good pasture and hay. She gave, in the

leafy month of June, from 65 to 70 lbs. of milk per day for several days in succession, from which

were made 3J lbs. of butter per day. This is the cow that produced the famous native steer,

weighing, when just two years old, 1865 lbs. The twins are large and fine, and will weigh 1150

lbs. If any one can beat this, I should like to hear from them. S. N. Frankun.

Heavy Oats.—^Tliis day I was shown oats, of which two bushels, fair measure, weighed ninety-

nine pounds. Can any Genesee Valley farmers produce oats that will beat this? N. North.—

Aneaster, 0. W.

#
U^'

THE STRUCTURAL FORMATION OF VARIOUS BREEDS OF CATTLE.

(condensed from the north BRITISH AGRICULTURIST.)

The Ayrshire Breed.—The milk-producing breeds of cattle are more -svidely diffused than

the flesh-producing ones. Much of the soil in this country (Scotland) is naturally so inferior,

or is kept in such poor condition, that the herbage is inadequate to sustain, profitably, the fat-

secreting breeds ; hence those breeds which yield a return in the form of butter and cheese,

are pret^erred to those which require richer pastures. Among the many valuable breeds for

the dairy, the Ayrshire takes a prominent place ; and, as a milk-producing breed, is inferior

only to the Alderney. By some it is considered equal— by most dairy farmers m Scotland

even superior. When the'butyraceous deposit is stopped by the cows becoming dry, they are

easily fattened. Oxen of the Avrshire breed, when well fed in youth, grow to good weiglits

at two and a half to three years" old. If crossed with the Short-horn, they are valuable ani-

mals for the grazier. The Ayrshire breed, for these qualities, is therefore more widely spread

over the country than any other.

The origin of this valuable breed can not now be traced. It would appear to be the result

of a cross^'of the West Highland with some less hardy breed. This breed has, we believe,

within these few years, slightly duteriorated, having become more delicate in constitution.

This is not willingly admitted by breeders, but we think there is no doubt of the fact. Proba-

bly this delicacy of constitution can be traced to the change of form produced by breeding

in-and-in, as many of the most esteemed herds have a close affinity with one another, and

many breeders never introduce a change into their stock. The breeding of them simply ior

their milk-secreting cjualities has produced a smaller animal, with a somewhat contracted

chest, and enlarged pelvis. The bull is selected more from being the calf of a good milker

than 'from symmetry of form, or pedigree—indeed, the last appears to be little regarded.

The qney calves of the best milkers are also reared to supply the place of their dams; hence

the milk-secreting powers are proi)agatcd more by heredit^iry qualities, than either by selec-

tion of animals frctn particular herds, or the selecting of animals of a peculiar formation.

There are, however, certain forms indicative of certain qualities, which are so far a guide in

judging of such milk-prodnciiig breeds as the Ayrshire; and these should he more carefully

studied by breeders in general.

Lately a genOcman named Francois Guexon, a Frencliman, professed to have iound by

close observatic)! that certain distinguishing marks were unfailing signs of quantity, quality

of milk, and the jtoriod a cow would retain her milk-giving qualities after calving. The sub-

ject wiJs taken up by several agricultural societies in France, and opinions pronounced highly

favorable to the theory. We'eaii not, without a series of cuts, explain the distingnishing

marks; but they are such as are commonly observed by those Avho come in close contact

with dairy stock. We have seen both keepers of cows, as well as dairymaids, point out neariy

the same signs which M. Gtexon has done, in judging the milk-giving qualities of an animal

with which they Avere not familiar.
^ • ^ e

We will, in proceeding to describe the most ])romiiient features of the best kind of cattle

---^
dSl
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for producing milk, confine ourselves to the Ayrshire, as these are the only breed in Scotland

that are reared principally for tlieir power of secreting the lactic fluid. The particular points

in the structural formation can be understood by those having a knowledge of stock, Avithout

giving cuts. To those wlio do not understand stock, we refer them to the cuts previously

given in describing the Short-horns. (See. January number, pp. 18, 20.)

The head of both male and female should be small, rather long, and tapering toward the

muzzle, which should be darlcer than the color of tlie skin. The eye large, lively, but not too

prominent. In both bull and cow the jaw-bone should be strong, and open behind, to admit

of the throat being fully developed where it passes from the head into the neck. The horns

should be small, clean, crooked, and placed at considerable distance from one another at the

setting on. The ears rather large, and orange tipped in the inside. The neck long, slender,

tapering towards the head, and having the appearance of hoUowness ; the skin and throat

loosely attached to the lower part of the neck. The point of the wither or shoulder should

be thin. The shoulder blades should be close above, with a very slight covering of muscle.

They should be developed outwards to the ])oint of the shoulders, and should appear to the

eye as detached from the structure of the cliest. The chest, fore quarters, and neck should

be liglit. The hind quarters large, and somewhat heavy. The back should be straight, grad-

ually widening from the point of the shoulders toward the hook bones. These should be

wide, raised at the points, and presenting a somewhat scraggy look. The ribs toward the

pelvis should be wide and circular. These, with the joints, should appear open. The carcass

should gradually deepen towards the hind quarters, and these should be d^p. The length of

quarters should exceed the breadth between the hocks. Dairy stock can sbarcely be too long

in the quarters. The quarters with the pelvis should be roomy—the buttocks should be

jisquare, and somewhat fleshy—the distance between the top of the tail and the hock joints

should be extreme. The hock joints should be broad, as well as the legs above and beneath

these joints. The legs should be short, somewhat delicately formed at the joints as well as at

the fetlocks, and the animal should appear short-legged. The feet should be round, some-

what large, and strong. The tail should be set on rather at a curve than at right angles. It

should be long, tapering towards the point, and the quantity of hair at the point should be

moderate. The form of the milk vessel is of paramount importance. It can scarcely be too

capacious. It should be placed well forward on the belly, and appear behind the line of the

thighs. It should have a somewhat square form, but not low, heavy, nor loose, nor fleshy.

The color of the udder is by some also deemed of great importance. It should be rather

white than brown, except the color of tlie skin be wholly brown or black. The milk veins

should be large and prominent. The teats should be placed wide apart, rather small, and

pointing outwards. Next in importance to the form of the udder, is the touch. The skin

should be thin, having the soft feel of a fine kid glove. The hair should be soft, and some-

what woolly. The color should be distinct ; dark red, or approaching to black, are both

fashionable. The colors, if two, should be arranged in blots or small patches ;
light fawns

are not uncommon, but are not deemed hardy ; some are beautifully spotted with red on a

white grcnmd. The very light colors approaching to white are objectionable. A dash of the

Alderney, as well as of the West Highlander, can sometimes be discerned, particularly in the

color of the best Ayrshires ; but the breed as a whole presents a characteristic distinctness of

colors as well as of form. The form wants tliat symmetry which distinguishes the Short-horn,

being more lengthy and less proportional. They are, as a breed, constitutionally much more

restless and excitable than the Sliort-horn, approaching more to the West Ilighlandei-. The

eye, although hvely, should be expressive of quietness and placidity of temper ;
an irritabihty

of temper being a not uncommon defect in the Ayrshire ; the bulls in some districts becommg

dangerous. This defect is believed by some to be confined to particular localities, atid con-

nected in some degree with the soil. The. animal, when walking, should^ have a gay and

somewhat jaunty appearance, and present all the signs ot a healthy constitution. This latter

point has been too much overlooked in judging of Ayrshire stock. The animals are what is

termed drawn too fine ; hence the great tendency to chest diseases in this breed.

It is perhaps unnecessary to arrange the difl"erent points as we did in the case of the Short-

horns. Pedigree is, as we previously stated, little attended to in this breed. The bull, if in

fair condition, should have an equal covering of fatty flesh all over the body, every part of it

being clothed as it were with flesh. The skin soft, with the hair silky to the touch
;
and

although he should be less feminine in appearance than a cow, he should not be too masculine

looking. The muscles of both sexes, particulaiiy the female, should be somewhat slender.

These will be best observed along the neck:

The young of both sexes should be judged of in the same manner as the matured animals.

In the "heifer, the udder should be somewhat prominently developed ; the skin of it being

loose behind, and showing a capability of stretching.
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The system followed in rearing Ayrshires is rather to stint them in growth when young,

pinching them in food, and exposing them to inclement weatlier. They are, therefore, small

in size, and the skin, from the old hair remaining till a late period of the season, has generally

a furry, mossy appearance, up till the middle of summer.
In judging of dairy stock, the first point is unquestionably the foi-m of the ndder ; the

second, the touch ; the third, the upper pointing of the hooks ; the fourth, the length of

^.

quarters ; the fifth, roominess of the pelvis ; the sixth, arching of the short ribs. The eye,

size of jaw-bone, the form of neck, color, itc, followhig the other points in sonicwliat the

same order as in tlio 8hort-horn. The medium size is usually preferred. The breed, as a

whole, is diminished in size, from the system of rearing to which we have previously alluded.

Fidl feeding the stock when young is known to injure their milk-secreting qualities, and is

tberelbre generally carefully avoided.

©: -r-ra)
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:inrtirultiiral Itjinrtintnt.

CONDUCTED BY P. BARKY.

TREE PLANTERS AND NURSERYMEN.

There is one point about nursery trees, that gives rise occasionally to considerable dis-

cussion between the buyers and sellers, and it has occurred to us that it might be well

to offer a few remarks on. it at this time. We allude to the dissatisfaction and disap-

pointment that purchasers experience on receiving from the nursery trees of a somewhat

crooked or irregular growth, or of smaller size than they had expected. We are very

•well aware that it is not a little aggravating to receive trees of four feet in height, in-

stead of six or eight, as expected ; or to get them with stems curved and twisted in half

a dozen different ways, instead of being as straight as a gun barrel. To the amateur

who intends to make but a small plantation, and desires every tree to be a model, this

is particularly provoking ; and in his trouble, unless he be as patient as Job, he re-

proaches the poor nurseryman most severely. Now we are not about to plead the case

of the nurserymen ; they must take care of themselves. They are, we know very well,

often much to blame, and deserve reproach ; but they are not unfrequently censured

without good reason ; and if those who purchase trees would study beforehand the

characters of the varieties selected, as to growth, they would not so often be disap-

pointed.

Now we will suppose, for instance, that Mr. A. orders from his nurseryman a dozen

apple trees, as follows : Early Joe, Summer Hose, American Suvimcr Fearmain, Fall

Fippin, Gravenstein, Forter, Baldwin, Fameuse, Northern Spy, Newtown Fippin,

Melon, and Fed Canada ; and that these trees are to be, we will say, three years old

from the bud or graft. We would find that the Gravenstein, Baldwin, Fall Fippin,

Fameuse, and Northern Spy, which are strong, rapid growers, are large, thrifty, beauti-

ful trees ; while the others, which are remarkably slow growers, are not more than half

as large, and will be pronounced small, scrubby, stunted things, not fit to be seen, much

less planted. A Baldwin, Gravenstein, or Northern Spg, will be larger in the same

soil and under the same culture, in three years than- a Red Canada or a Newtown Fip-

pin in five : and at any size, their stout shoots, straight trunk, and smooth clean bark,

are pleasing to the eye ; while the slender, twiggy, rough-barked trees, are just the

reverse. These considerations should be taken into account. The nurseryman is paid

no more for the slow growers than he is for the rapid growers, and it is not reasonable

to expect them so large or so vigorous looking. Then there are varieties, such as the

R. I. Greening and Fall Fippin, of irregular growth, with very seldom a straight stem,

that it is quite unreasonable to expect as symmetrical as a Baldwin or a Northern Spy.

If we turn to pears, we find these remarks equally applicable. If Mr. A. will order

from his nurseryman the Bartlett, Seckel, Buffam, Duchess d'Angouleme, Marie Louise,

and Winter Nelis, he will find a marked and perhaps to him a very disagreeable con-

trast in their size and form. The Buffam and Duchess may be eight feet high, thrifty,

and smmoth as young willows ; the Bartleit not over five feet, and the Seckel four
;

w^hile the Marie Louise and Winter Nelis will not only be small, but twisted into the

most fantastic and untree-like shapes. Looking at the Buffam and the Duchess, he will

at once say, " Now these are what I call trees— just what I wanted ; but these," turn-

ing to poor Marie Louise and Winter Nelis, ^^ these are horrible." The nurseryman,

who perhaps searched up and down every row in his nursery to get the straightest and

best ones to please Mr. A., who is very nice, is sure to get not less than two pages of a
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scold ; and not only that, he must lose a part of his bill and ever after the trade of one

whom h-e hoped would be a good customer.

Turn again to cherries, and Ave find the same sources of disappointment. Mr. A.

wants half a dozen cherry trees— tall, handsome, well-shaped trees, of uniform size and

shape ; as he intends them for ornament as well as fruit. Well, he orders Black Tar-

tarian, Yellow Spanish, Na/poleon Bigarreau, May Duke, Belle de Choisy, and Belle

Magnifique— all first rate cherries; but unfortunately, when they are received, the

Belle de Choisy and Magnifique are mere dwarfs beside the majestic Black Tartarians

and Napoleons. He then regrets he ordered them, and blames the nurseiyman for not

knowing better than to send them.

So with plums. No one need expect to get Green Gages and Jeffer'^ons of uniform

size with Imperial Gages, Smith's Orleans, or Magnum Bonuras. If tL_y do, they will

generally be disappointed.

Those who regard the size and shape of their ti'ees as of the first importance, must

not be very tenacious about varieties ; and, on the contrary, those who place quality

first, must be less difiicult to please as to size and form. The reasons are obvious.

There are certain requisites, however, which purchasers have a right to demand from

the nurseryman under all circumstances. These are— 1st, That trees be sound and

thrifty, stout in proportion to their height, and supplied with an abundance of healthy,

unmutilated roots. 2d, That the' varieties be genuiue. 3d, That they be packed and

prepared for transportation with the greatest possible care and skill. The purchaser

who fixes his mind upon mere size, forgetful of these, stands in his own light ; and will,

if he lives long enough, find out his mistake.

Would it not be well for nurserymen to indicate, or arrange in separate classes, slow

growers and those of a very irregular or crooked growth ?

We throw out these hints for the purpose of drawing attention to a matter that, as

long as we can remember, has been productive of disappointment and no little unpleas-

ant feeling that might iust as well be avoided.

[tJ),

CULTURE OF FOREIGN GRAPES IN COLD VINERIES.*

BY H. L. SUYDAM, GENEVA, N. Y.

[We commend the following article to the special attention of amateurs, as the plain,

straight forward statement of an amateur cultivator who has been eminently success-

ful in this branch of culture. We know Mr. Suydam well, and can vouch for the

honesty and accuracy of all he has said in regard to his management or its results.

It will be remembered that at our State shows he has carried ofi" the highest prizes

even from professional growers. His grapes have always been remarkably Avell colored,

excelling more particularly in this than any other point of merit. The material of the

vine border accounts for this in a great measure. Instead of dead carcasses, offal, <fec.,

Mr. Suydam has laid a thorough foundation of bones, charcoal, shells, cinders, and well

decomposed manure ; and these are the very materials to yield a healthy, firm, well

ripened wood, and sound, well colored, and finely flavored grapes. Wc hope his suc-

cess will, as he says, "induce others to try,"

—

Ed.]

In compliance with the wishes of very niany inquirers, I ujulertako to give to the

pubhc, through your columns, the plan of my vinery, and my mode of cultivating the

foreign grape under glass. I will enter upon my duty, then, at once, by saying that

I claim nothing new or original in my mode ; I have taken some from one and some

* From tlJO Qonova Courier.
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from another of the very many writers on the grape ; and as I have had very good
success thus far, I shall feel it a great pleasure if I may but make this statement so

simple as to induce others to try the same for themselves.

My vinery has a free open exposure to the south, being what is called a " lean-to"

house, built against the south side of my barn.* It is thirty feet long, twelve feet

high on the back wall and one foot in front, an eight-inch timber resting on three

brick piers in front

for the rafters to rest

upon, and fourteen feet

wide. The ends are of

l:j-inch stuff matched,

put together tight and

double, and filled in

with tan bark, to keep

the house as warm as

possible. The door

may be in either end,

there being no fire used. The sashes are in two lengths, the upper ones to slide easily

over the bottom ones, so that the house may be easily aired at any time, and made
according to Downing. (^Fruits and Fruit Trees of Amei'ica, p. 226.)

I have a hogshead sunk in one corner of the house, to catch the water from my
barn, with a small force pump and hose attached, with Avliich I can sprinkle the house

thoroughly in a very short time ; for it is of tlie utmost importance to keep the house

moist during the growing season.

The border extends over the whole of the inside of the house, and runs twelve feet

outside in front; being thirty feet by twenty-six, and two feet eight inches deep. The
dirt is first removed to the depth of two feet eight inches ; then filled up eight inches

with broken bricks, stones, and lime rubbish, so as to form a thorough drain, (for the

roots of the vine delight in a warm, rich, open soil, not too moist
;
) the soil is then

filled in two feet eight inches, to allow for settling.

In the border I am very particular. I have in my border fifty bushels of whole

bones, in which there are fifty beeve and sheep sculls ; fifty bushels of pulverized char-

coal ; twenty-five bushels oyster shells ; a quantity of leather scrapings ; twenty-five

bushels of coal and leached ashes ; twelve bushels of blacksmith cinders and iron

filings ; twelve loads of well decomposed manure ; and the rest is made up of street

scrapings, garden soil, yellow loam, and sod from an old pasture ; no dead carcasses

being used. The whole is well mixed together, and filled in on the last of March
;

and the vines are then planted on the inside of the house, eight inches from the wall,

one under each rafter, which will make the vines about three feet apart. The object

is to make the border as loose, open, and rich as possible. Avoid all walking on the

border after the vines are planted.

I have ten vines in front and eight on the back wall, of the following varieties, pro-*

cured of Parsons & Co., Flushing, L. I. : four White Muscat of Alexandria, one

Royal Muscadine, one Palestine, one Gray Tokay, one Black Prince, one Black St.

Peters, one Zinjindal, one Bed Frontignan, one Wilmoth New Black Hamburgh, six

Black Hamburgh.

I plant the vines about the first of April, taking care to spread out the roots, that

they may have a free start and not get entangled ; rub ofi' all the buds except the

strongest one at the bottom. Water the vines freely, if the weather is warm, and

keep up a humid atmosphere all the time. Never allow the vines to receive a check

* We add a sketch of " a lean-to vinery" of the proportions and style described by Mr. Suydam, in order to make
the subject better understood.

—

Ed.

^



after having once started. If it should get too warm, open the house a little at noon,

but never let the house be open after four o'clock. If you only leave one bud on the

vine, you must take great care of it, as it will rub oft" very easy, and then your vine is

gone. Water with soap suds every Monday— one pailful to a root— and on Friday

with guano. Put two quarts of guano in a barrel of water, stir well, and apply at once.

About the 20th of April the buds will begin to push. Let the temperature be

pretty high ; it will do no harm. I often find my house as warm as 100°, 110°, and

120°, Fahrenheit ; but 80° or 90°, with plenty of moisture, is the best. As the buds

begin to push out, raise them to a wire trellis about twelve inches from the glass. If

any of the other eyes push, rub them off". Give plenty of air in the middle of the day,

sprinkle frequently, and keep up a moist atmosphere.

September 1st. Discontinue watering except with the suds. Pinch off" the shoot,

which by this time will be twelve or thirteen feet long.

December 15th. Cut oft" the vine about six feet from the bottom, wash it with mild

soap suds, wrap with straw, and lay it down in front of the house. Sprinkle some

rat destroyer about, cover the border inside and out with ten or twelve inches of ma-

nure to keep the frost from the roots, and the work is done for the season, except to

examine the glass to see if it leaks, and open occasionally when the sun is too hot, and

to see that the mice do not trouble the vines.

Second Year.— Open the house as the season advances, so as to air, and that the

buds may not burst too soon. About the first of April, if the season is favorable,

uncover the vines, and let them lie down until all the eyes have pushed an inch

;

raise them by degrees, that they may all swell alike ; then fix them to the vine trellis.

From the time the house is opened, sprinkle every day, except on damp, cold days,

the same as last year.

May 1st. The eyes have now pushed a foot or more. They are now called spurs.

Many of them will show fruit. Pinch off" all the fruit except one_or two, which may
be retained to test the kind. Never let more than three clusters remain on the vine

the first year of fruiting, and never but one cluster on a spur. Discontinue the

syringing of the vine while the fruit is in blow, and keep the house more closed and

warm. As soon as the fruit is formed, pinch off" the end of each spur about an inch

above the first leaf beyond the cluster, and all the other spurs three or four eyes from

the vine. Do not allow the spurs to be closer together than eight inches ; rub off" all

that are nearer. As the eyes burst and push out, continue to pinch of the shoot,

always an inch above the next eye. This you will have to do six or eight times

durigg the season, to every spur, to keep them in check, or " at home," as it is called,

and that the light may strike the vines on the back wall, (which are not in fruit this

season— not doing as well as the front vines, that receive the full force of the light

and sun.)

When the fruit has attained the size of a pea, go through the vines with a pair of

sharp pointed scissors, and thin out the fruit full one half, always taking the smallest

berries ; and from time to time go over the vines and thin out the fruit until it begins

to color, after which time it will be of no use. This will be about the 6th of August.

Up to this time you have watered regularly with the soap-suds and guano, and syr-

inged the vines from one to three times a day, as the weather has admitted. As soon

as the fruit begins to color, discontinue the watering, and keep a current of hot dry

air passing through the house, that the wood may get thoroughly ripened and pre-

pared to do its duty next season. And if the fruit should turn soft and feel cold, cut

it off . at once
;
your vine is overcropped, and if snfi"ered to stay on, will destroy the

crop for another season and very much weaken the vine.

About the 20lh of June, sprinkle two pounds of the flour of sulphur at mid-day,

when the house is hot and dry, that some of the dust may fall on the foliage. This

s«
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will prevent the mildew. Repeat the same about the 1st of August. By the 15th of

Aucnist the Chasselas grape will be ready to cut. Keep the current of hot air passmg

through the house. Pinch off the upper end of the vine to stop the growth and

throw the sap into the lower part of the vine, and swell the buds.

September 15th. Black Hamburgh are now ready to cut. Your Black Prince and

Frontignan will hang on the vine until December, if you keep the house open and cool.

December 15th. Cut the vines back to within two feet of where you did last year,

and all the spurs to within an eighth of an inch of the vine. Don't fear for yourfruit

next season; there will h6 plenty of buds push from the base of the spur. Wash

the vines with a preparation of soap-suds and sulphur— four pounds of sulphur to

two quarts of soap-suds, mixed to the consistency of cream ;
apply with a paint brush

and be sure to touch all the parts. Some add a little tobacco. Cover the vines with

straw, and the border with manure, the same as last year.

Third Year.— As the season advances, open the house often when it is warm, to

keep the vines back so that the buds will not push too soon. Better not uncover

until the 10th of April, than have the buds push and then receive a check. When

you do start them, water the house freely and keep up a moist atmosphere, and guard

against a check. Uncover the borders, and replace with new or fresh manure irom

the barnyard, to warm the roots. Examine the drain, to see that all water is carried

off readily • for much— yes, one-half of your success depends upon keeping the roots

in a proper state; no stagnant water must on any account be allowed to remain at

the bottom of the border. Let the vine remain down on the border the same as last

year, until the buds have pushed one or two inches ;
then raise by degrees. Sev-

eral eyes will push from the base of last year's spurs ;
rub off all but one, so that

the spurs will be about six or eight inches apart on the vine. Always rub or pinch

off the spur; never cut. Water regularly the same as last year. As the fruit shows

itself, select six or eight of the finest looking clusters on each vine, and pinch oft all

the rest at once. Keep the house closed and still during the time the fruit is m blos-

som, and not touch the vine with water until the fruit has set. As soon as this is

completed, pinch off the end of the spur one inch above the next eye from the Iruit,

and all the others, except the leading shoot at the top, which you of course tie up to

a wire trellis.

June 1st, remove all the rough and loose manure from the border, and fork in th-,

remainder. June 10th, mulch the border with tan bark, about two inches thick, to

keep the roots in an equal temperature and prevent the sun from operating too pow-

erfully upon them. Care should be taken that there be at no time a sudden change

in the house; open by degrees, and close in the same manner. If the leal turns

yellow, examine the glass; there is probably a defective light of glass, which draws

the sun and scorches the vines. If the glass is defective, wash it on the inside with a

preparation of whiting and boiled oil and turpentine. Never syrmge the vines when

the sun shines upon them
;
get up the moisture by keeping the floor wet.

When you prune the old wood of a vine, (which may be done without detriment,

or dano-er of its bleeding, any time after the 1st of July,) use a very sharp prumng

knife and make one smooth, straight cut. The leading ones must be stopped soon

after they reach the top of the house; but leave two or three laterals, to keep the sap

in motion, which are to be stopped at intervals of two or three days. Pinch off all

tendrils, and keep the whole strength of the vine in as small a compass as possible
;

but never remove the leaves from the vine, or you will destroy the flavor of your fruit.

If you require more light, spread out the spur and tie it to the trellis. There shoulc

be at least one leaf between the fruit and the sun. Be sure and give plenty of air and
^

room to the clusters, that they may get perfectly ripe, or the flavor will be destroyed.
. r

^
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Black Hamburgh should be black, not red, as is frequently the case, from being kept
too close and confined, and not open to the air, as they should be.

_

In selecting your fruit, care should be taken to have it equally distributed over the
vines. This will add very much to the appearance of the house as the fruit progresses.

Tie all the spurs to the trellis as soon as the fruit has set, water regularly, sprinkle
with sulphur the same as last year. When the fruit has attained the size of a small
pea, commence to thin out, always taking the smallest berries. If you want large
berries, you must thin out severely

; take two out of five berries ; the strength will
enter those that are left, and cause these to grow beyond your expectations.

_

Then commence to shoulder or tie up the clusters, and spread them out so that the
air will pass freely through the clusters, and ease the main stem. After the fruit
begins to color, avoid all handling. If you touch the fruit, it will destroy its beauty,
and cause it to rust. If it is necessary to handle it after this stage, use a glove.

Give the vinery plenty of air, plenty of heat, and plenty of moisture. Remember
that large fruit and large clusters are the objects to be attained.

This is the manner in which I have treated my vines for the last three years, and
never have had any trouble from rot, rust, insect, shriveling, or shrinking; and in
seventeen months from the time the vines were planted, 7 took the second premium
at^ the State Fair at Rochester ; and this season the first premium at Utica, having
raised nine clusters on each vine, and exhibited grapes the weight of which was as
follows: Black Hamhirgh, 2 lbs. 12 oz.; Zinfindal, 2 lbs. 14 oz. ; Black St. Peters,
3 lbs. 2 oz.

;
and all were ripened by the 5th of September, although the season was

backward and ujifavorable.

What the vines will do another year, of course remains to be seen. I think, how-
ever, they are in good condition, the wood being well ripened ; and witli proper care,
a good crop may be expected.

It will be seen that this statement is plain and to the point ; and could I have had
these notes to refer to when I commenced, they would have saved me a great deal of
trouble. And I think that with these notes, and the help of Downing's work and a
work on the grape published by J. F. Allen, Boston, Mass., any one may raise the
foreign grape without any fear of failure. And certainly, to see the house well in
fruit one season, will go a great way toward paying for what some would call trouble.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE NORTH-WESTERN FRUIT GROWERS' ASSOCIATION, at their
second Annual Meeting, held at Dixon, III, Sept 29 and 30, 1852.

In order to place a proper estimate on the decisions of this meeting, we have looked
over the list of delegates, or members, and find that out of the whole number, 63, there
were from the State of Illinois fifty-three, from Iowa six, from Indiana one, from Ohio
one, and from Wisconsin two. In the main, therefore, we must regard this as an Illinois
association

;
and as there is at the present time a pretty general ieeling in favor of the

organization of State pomological Societies, we think it not at all unlikely that this will
assume that character. It would probably be well that it should do so. The great
State of Illinois, extending over five or six degrees of latitude, and containing some
60,000 square miles of territory, aflFords ample scope for the labors of such an Associa-
tion. Ohio has already such an organization. Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin, Iowa,
and Kentucky will no doubt very soon see the necessity of it ; as in all these States the
more intelligent and improving classes of the population are turning tlu'ir attention
earnestly and energetically to fruit culture.

It IS unnecessary for us to urge upon our western friends the advantages of such
associations

;
for they show that they are fully sensible of them, in the formation of

M^ =
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State agricultural societies. Association is one of the most efficient means of collecting

and concentrating the scattered and varied experience of individuals in every department

of labor or study or research, and no pursuit that occupies the attention of men, so much

needs it as that of fruit growing.
_

The Northwestern Association is to hold its next meetmg m Chicago, ill., on the

first Tuesday in October, 1853. The officers for the ensuing year are—
10HN A KENNICOTT, President. F. K. Phcenix, Corresponding Secretary.

Robert Avert, Arthur Bryant, W. H. Loomis, Samuel Edwards, i?.corrf*«5r Secretary.

Vice Presidents.
Arthur Bryant, Treasurer.

We shall now proceed to give a condensed sketch of the proceedings.

At the opening of the meeting a committee consisting of Dr. L. S. Pennington,

Cyrus Bryant, C. R. Overman, H. S. Finley, and A. R. Whitney, was appomted to

recommend a list of fruits for discussion and for cultivation in the West, and reported

the following

:

Early Apple. -Carolina Red June; Early Pennock; Keswick Codlin, for culinary purposes;

'^S;/SSi^P^^ Early Harvest; Sweet Bough ; Am^n Su^.^Pe^^
Autumn Apples recomrmnd^dfor general cultiMation.-2.tmho ;

Maiden's Blush, (market and cuh-

'^Il^.^:^tP^r^^^ ike West Auinr^n Strawberry; Monarch; Fall Pippin, best

fruit but bearing variable ; Sweet Nonsuch, local name) ;
Red Gi iflower.

WINTER AppLFt r commendedfor general cidtivation.-YeWov^ Bellflower ;
Rawles' Janet, in fayor-

abkSitics Willow Twig, proUfic and profitable; Fallawater, (known as Mountain Pippin);

''^^;!;;i:SJ;"S^c3S^o!!^ Talman sweet, - a baking apple ;Yanderver.

>rSrS._Detroit Red; Roxbury Russet ; Ladies' Sweeting ; Baldwin; Rhode Island

Greening; Jonathan; Hubbardston Nonsuch; Swaar, (best truit).

The Carolina Bed June, after being discussed, was passed as "beautiful, hardy, pro-

ductive, and best of its season." It was stated to be an early bearer, producmg fruit at

four years old in the nursery.

^weef /2^»e.—" Very good, early, and productive."
. , , ,

,

Uarb/ FennocL—GenevMy pronounced inferior in quahty, but valuable on account

of bearing early and most abundantly. Passed as " good, productive, and recommended

for moderate cultivation for market."
,„ o-j . 1.1+1,^

^oc/ti-n<7—Very large and productive. Passed as^^'oocf." Said to resemble the

Eambour Franc, but later, and has darker wood, and buds closer and more prominent.

Xesivick Codlin.— '' Good for limited cultivation for culinary purposes.

Early Harvest.—'' 'Best' in quality
;
poor bearer on young trees."

Sweet Bough.—Voor bearer. •

. /. 1 ,i,

American ^Summer Pearniain.—Yir^i rate in quality, good bearer, tree of slow growth.

Baldwin.—Not much known
;
poor bearer so far.

_ ^^

Rambo.—AW agreed in calling it » best and most profitable of its season.

Snow, (Fameuse.)-" Very good ; recommended for general cu tivation at the north.

Mr. Elliot, of Cleveland, said that after cultivating it seven years, he Had none but poor

specimens. We purchased some very fine specimens at Cleveland, in October, 185U,

from a boy who was selling them on the steamboat wharf

Maiden's Blush.—Good for culinary purposes, and recommended for general cultiva-

tion. Stated to be excellent for drying.

Gravenstein and Porter.—Not sufficiently known.

We shall go over the remainder of the list next month.

•»<

The annual meeting of the Genesee Valley Horticultural Society will be held in

Corinthian Hall, Law Library room, on the 5th of February. There will be an exhibi-

tion of winter fruits.

aJ)
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THE BLEEKERS MEADOW PEAR.

Whereyer tliis variety succeeds as well as it does in Western New York, we can not but
^"^ regard it as a useful and profitable or-

chard pear. The tree is remarkably-

hardy and vigorous, grows erect and rap-

idly, bearing enormous crops. The fruit,

although at best only second rate for

the table, is excellent for stewing; and
with us retains its freshness, fine color,

and flavor, all through the months of

November and December. It is a na-

tive of Pennsylvania, and said to be a

descendant of the Sechel. We would
not recommend it for the garden ; but

for the orchard, where trees are to be

treated with a very low culture, and
neglected as to pruning, it is one of the

best sorts we know of.

Fruit— medium size; on old trees,

rather small; roundish and regular.

Skin—smooth, bright yellow, sprinkled

with dark dots, and occasionally a red-

dish brown tint on the sunny side.

Stalk—stiff, stout, about three-fourths
BLEEKER'S MEADOW PEAR. ^c „„ -,,1, 1„, ,, ,

1 ' ^.1 +1 1 ri 1

ot an inch long, slightly sunk. Calyx

—open, basin shallow. Flesh—white, half melting, with a high musky flavor.

The Curculio—A Remedy.— I propose to introduce the reader to a new and dis-

tinct mode of warfare upon that mischievous insect, the curculio ; all former warfare, so

far as I know, having been predicated upon false opinions concerning its nature and

habits. It comes out of the ground about the commencement of warm weather, when
the plum tree is in blossom, or soon after. They are at this time about the size and

have nearly the appearance of a common louse, are unable to fly, and invariably crawl

up the tree during the fore part of the day, or at any time when sufficiently warm.

Here they remain, mature, and do their destructive work before they are able to fly.

I am of the opinion that all the benefits arising from whitewash of lime, is owing to

its caustic properties, in retarding their progress up the trunk of the tree, and destroying

them when quite young and tender. I propose to make a ring of tar around the body

of the tree, and by strict attention destroy them as they crawl up. Last spring (though

too late) I killed in this manner upwards of six hundred on one tree. Gathered fallen

plums every day, and destroyed them. I intend to give them special attention next

season, and report progress. Let every one who owns a plum tree do likewise.

I am well satisfied that the curculio migrates slowly ; that they increase in favorable

situations (soils) with a rapidity proportionate to the amount of fruit within their range.

That they are averse to using their wings, any one may soon convince himself by shaking

them from the tree when full grown ; in a short time they will bo seen making their

way up the trunk of the tree. By removing a tree to where no plums have ever been

grown, a phnitlful crop will bo had for two or three years. The tar should be stirred

and renewed every day. O. T. llouiis.

—

Jiaiulvlph, Pa.

^
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Transactions of the N. Y. State Agricultural

Society.—We are indebted to B. P. Joiixson, Esq.,

the able and courteous Secretary of the Society,

for the eleyenth volume of its Transactions. It

contains abo«t 1000 pages, and is filled with

matter interesting and valuable to all engaged in

the noble occupation of cultivating the soil, and

is a work which no farmer can peruse without

much benefit. It contains, as usual, the doings

of the State Society, valuable reports from the

several County Agricultural Societies, the detail-

ed management of the premium farms, prize

essays on superphosphate of lime and on the

management of soils, essays on the potato disease

and the Ayrshire breed of cattle, with other mat-

ters of interest. An appendix to the Ti'ansac-

tions, of 193 pages, contains the Secretary's report

of the Great Exhibition in London, and is a work

of great value and general interest.

We have read the "general view and agricul-

tural survey of the County of Madison" with

pleasure and profit. It is a paper of much
labor and merit. The labor and money expended

on the thirty analyses of soils given in this essay,

must alone have been considerable. When we
know more of the actual requirements of plants,

the form in which they take up* their constitu-

ents, and the relative proportions in which the

various crops require their available food to exist

in the soil, <fec., these analyses may be of great

value. At present, with our limited knowledge,

we have been able to obtain but little additional

information from their study and comparison.

Professor Comstock.—We have on hand several

communications on Professor C'omstock's wonder-

ful discoveries. In our next, we shall publish

some of these, and divulge the secret, bo far as we

have been able to learn it after patiently listening

to the Professor for four or five hours. In the

meantime we advise our readers, if they do not

wish to be humbugged, to keep their dollars and let

the Professor keep his secret.

Clubs.—Additions to clubs can be made at any

time, a-t the lowest club rates. Those who have

ordered fve can increase their clubs to eight, by

forwarding One Dollar.
4

Our Ladies' Department, which is unavoidably

omitted, will be resumed in the next number, and

continued, with illustrations.

The Horticulturist, and Journal of Rural
Art and Rural Taste.—Tlie January number of

of this journal has been one month before the

public, and the press and the people are unani-

mous in its praise. In beauty it is not excelled

by any journal in the country, and, in the opin-

ion of our contemporaries, its matter equals its

appearance. To this verdict we heartily assent.

The February number is just issued.

Published by James Vick, Jr., Rochester, K Y.

Price, $2 per year.

New York State Ag. Society.—The annual

meeting of this Society will be held at Albany on

the second Wednesday (9th,) of February. Tlie

The exhibition of Fat Cattle, Grain, Seeds, Dairy

products, <fcc, will be held at Wolford's, Bull's

Head, on the 8th, 9th, and 10th of February.

—

The exhibition of Fruits and Field crops, at the

Society's rooms, old State House.

Our friends ordering the Farmer will be partic-

ular in giving the name of the Post Ofiice, County

and State ; also, in writing names plain, as by this

much pei-plexity may be avoided to ourselves and

subscribers.

Terms—Fifty Cents a year for single copies;

five copies for $2, being/or<^ cents each ; and eight

copies for $3, being thirty-seven cents each, and any

greater number at the same rate.

Advertisements, to secure insertion in the Farm-

er, must be received as early as the 10th of the

previous month, and be of such a character as to

be of interest to farmers. We publish no other.

Terms— $2.00 for every hundred words, each in-

sertion, paid in advance.

Inquiries anlr ^Tlnsuicrg.

(John Slittenbaugo, Leesbnrgh, Pa.) Plaster

ox Wiie.\t.—^There is much difference of opinion

on this subject; some. think that plaster sown on

wheat in the fall strengthens materially the young

plant and enables it better to stand the winter.

It is said, too, that plaster sown on wheat in the

spring causes too luxuriant a growth of straw, to

the damage of the crop, which is not the case

when sown in the fall. Many good fai-mers prefer

to sow it in the spring. Aside from practice, theory

would indicate the fall as the best time for sowing

plaster on wheat.

^'" ^
v6
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(James W. Gamble, Hillsboro, Ohio.) We like

much your proposed plan of discussing with your

neiglibors the various articles of the Farmer. We
should like to hear how far they accord with your

experience, &c.

We do not know whether yoii can raise enough

carrots from an acre to purchase twice the amount

of corn the "Squire" can raise on an acre, with

only oae-third extra cost, but we do know, how-

ever, that you can raise a crop of carrots at much

less cost of the valuable ingredients of the soil,

than in raising a large crop of corn, from the fact

that corn destroys ammonia during its growth

while carrots do not.

Of the relative value of turnips, carrots, and

beets, we have not experimental means of know-

ing; theory, however, indicates that 100 lbs. of

hay are equal to 885 lbs. of turnips, 38S lbs. of

carrots, and 669 lbs. of white Silesian beet.

Mr. G. wishes to know the best method of rais-

ing parsnips. Will some of our experienced cul-

tivators give us their views.

(J. M. Ceosier, Little Prairie, Wis.) Thorn

Hedges.—Place your seed in a " rot pit," or in a

hole in the ground ; mix them with a little soil

and let them lay there till the spring of 1854;

then sow in drills, &c. They will not germinate

the first year.

(Nathan Veatch, Bladensburg, Ohio.) Woeks
ON Ageicultueal Chemistry.—There are several

good works for you. Norton's Elements would

perhaps please you best ; it is plain and practical,

and applies chemit'al principles to American agri-

culture. It should be in the hands of every

farmer. Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry is a

most valuable work
;
perhaps the most thorough

we have on the subject. BoussingaulCs Rural

Economy is the best work extant. It embodies the

results of some thiry years laborious experiment-

ing on a large farm devoted to this especial

object, and is deserving of much more attention

than it has hitherto received. lAchixJs Agricul-

tural Chemistry is an interesting and most popu-

lar work. It has perhaps done more good in

calling the attention of chemists to agriculture,

and agriculturists to the value of chemistry—in

leading farmers to experiment in the field in con-

junction with the chemist in his laboratory—than

all other works on the subject.

Ltquid Manurk Tank.—Wliich is tho best and cbeapest
meansof oatoirmfj \'u\\\u\ manuro, in a vat or cist'Tii? How
largo shoulil it hv to liold tlio liquid of 16 (•o\vs during win-
ter, and what would it cost? Stei'Uen Landon.—Ene
Center, Erie Co., N. Y.

Will some of our readers be kind enough to

answer the above.

Fatting Cattle.—I should like to hear, through the
columns of the Farmer, the best mode of fatting cattle

—

how much exercise, if any V—what quantity of drink on dry
feed, or on roots ? Yourself, or some practical farmer, can
g-ive us some information respecting it. J. T. Eobbins.—
MayciUe, Cliaut. Co., N. Y.

In fatting animals, the less exercise permitted

the better. Exercise is doubtless necessary to

insure the health of all animals; but we must

recollect that fatting is, in itself, an abnormal

condition, that all animals, rapidly accumiilating

fat, are more or less diseased. The celebrated

breeder, Bakewell, understood this fact, and was

in the habit of turning his sheep into marshy

meadows for the purpose of getting them diseased.

In such a condition they matured earlier and laid

on fat with surprising rapidity.

Salt is good for all animals, and probably is, in

some form or other, necessary to health ; but we
know that salt is not good for fatting animals, and

should never be given if the object be the accu-

mulation of fat. Experiment agrees with theory

on tliis point. We recollect when conducting

some extensive experiments on sheep, a practical

friend urged us to give them salt, assuring us that

his sheej) did much better with than without salt

The sheep on which we were experimenting were

doing well at the time, averaging about 2 lbs. in-

crease each per week. To please our friend, we
gave the sheep salt, of which they partook freely,

but in the fortnight during which they were

allowed salt, every sheep lost weight. We would

give them as much water as they would drink

;

if fed roots, they will require, and will drink less.

In fatting animals, perhaps, the most import-

ant point is to obtain such as are well calculated,

from breed, disposition, and symmetry, to mature

early and fatten rapidly ; then keep them warm,

(be careful they are not too warm and that they

do not perspire) quiet, ^and clean. Feed them

regularly and let their food be highly nitrogenous,

with sufiieient available non-nitrogenous matter

united with the required bulk. See December

number, page 334.

Sun Flower Sked.—Are sun flower seeds good for poul-
try V and at what times, and in what quantities, are they
good for fattening in the coop? Would I heir use prove
injurious in any way ? J. W. N.

—

Eurtal, Pa.

HORTICULTURAL.

(n. S., Meredith, N. Y.) J3jtsh Alpine Straw-

berries may be propagated by division of tiie

plants, but (he better way is to raise tlicm from

seed.

Walnuts tuny be ])rofitubly grown where sap-

lings sell so well, and are likely to increase in



value, for hoop poles. The nuts should either be

sown in the fall, or kept among earth all winter

and sown in the spring. They should be put in

good clean soil, and be a-s carefully attended, for

the first year, as a hill of corn. They m-ay be

sown thickly in a seed-bed and afterwards trans-

planted, or at a foot apart and let them remain

until ready for cutting.

(L. W. C, Marion, Oregon.) The lower tier of

branches on dwarf or pyramidal pear trees should

not, as a general thing, be more than a foot from

the ground. They need shortening (the young

wood) annually, not to keep them from growing

too large, but to keep them vigorous and well

supplied with fruit spurs on all parts. You
should peruse the "Fruit Garden" on the culti-

vation and training of pears. We are glad to

learn that fruit growing already occupies so much
attention in Oregon.

(C. A., Paris, C. W.) The Syrian grape can be

had at any of the nurseries where foreign grapes

are cultivated.

The Prince Albert grape has not the reputation

of being superior to the Black Hamburgh, and we
believe is inferior in size and productiveness.

We are not aware of the British Queen straw-

berry being liable to change its sexual character.

The Fabiana is easily propagated from cuttings

of the young wood ; in light, sandy earth, cover-

ed with a bell-glass, they root more certainly and

quickly.

Hedges.—For a "thief-proof" hedge, in 44 deg.

north latitude, we would choose the Cockspur

native thorn, or any native thorn with sharp,

powerful spines, or the Honey Locust. The latter,

if well managed at first to thicken it^ makes an

excellent hedge.

GENEVA TKIAL OF IMPLEMENTS.
Bevimoo/the recent Trials ofHorse Pcnoers and Thresli-
ing Machines, mid the Report of the sctme, by the Coni-
mittee of the Neio York State Agricultural Society, at
Geneva and Utica, under whose sitpei'visum it was
held.

If anything were wanting to prove the great superiority
of the Kntlless Chain Horse Power, patented by Horace L.
Emery, over all others of its class—or if to prove the superi-
ority and utility of endless chain powers over all sweep
powers—it lias at length been furnished by the report of the
committee (;f the State Ag. Society, on the trial of machine-
ry at Geneva in July last.

The trial was one the largest ever had in this country, and
probably in the world. It continued nearly two weeks, and
was attended with a vast amount of labor and expense to all

concerned, and seemingly every competitor returned to his

home perfectly eatisflecLwith the experiments to which their
machines had been subjected.

Although the award for the best Horse Power was given
the malcer of the above Emery power, it is of not half the im-
portance as is the report of the several severe tests to which
all were subjected, as will be seen by reference to the report.

Among other things, it says of the Emery power

:

" The platform rolls over reels, furnished with clutches so

disposed that its action is nearly in a tangent to the circle,
and therefore acts to the best advantage. This arrangement
seems less liable to wear than any other, and the entire ton-
trivance and perfection of the work, gives to it a marked
superiority." ^

It may hero be proper to state, on the authority of two of
the comihittee, Mr. Howard and Mr. Holmes, (after publi-
cation of the report) " that in course of consultation upon
the relative merits of the several other powers, it was con-
sidered in committee that this one had one-third advantage
in utility, over the best of the others ;" but it is nevertheless
true that its relative utility was not over-estimated, as will
hereinafter appear.
One of the tirst and simplest experiments tried with the

several powers in this class, was to ascertain the relative
amount of friction, or in other words how much force was
absorbed in friction by the powers when not attached to
any machinery, and running at the velocity required for
practical purposes.

It was as f<illows: "Each Two-horse Power was placed
at an angle of 13 deg., and two men placed upon the plat-
fonn, and their gravity, (269 lbs.) allowed to move them as
nearly as possible to the required velocity for threshing.
As their weight was too great and the velocity too rapid, a
spring balance or steelyards was attached to the frame
work at the fore end, and held by the men on the platform
—and by this means the motion was retarded sufficiently
for the experiment. As the position of the steelyards was
the same on each power, and in a horizontal position, it

was reckoned that whatever the draft in retarding the mo-
tion might be, the steelyards must show it, as they did

;

and it was assumed that whatever of the propelling force
derived from 269 lbs., must bo shown upon the steelyards—
or in other words, what was nofupon the steelyards was
absorbed. The result of this experiment was as follows,
after getting up and maintaining a uniform velocity with
each machine.

Emery's—Velocity of platform required for threshing, 169
feet per minute ; velocity in experiment, 292 feet per min-
ute ; steelyards showed 27 lbs.; absorbed by friction, 35 lbs.

Badger's—Velocity of platform required for threshing,
222 feet per minute; velocity in experiment, 2no feet per min-
ute; steelyards showed 11 lbs.; absorbed by friction, 51 lbs.

Westinghouse—Velocity of platform required for threshing
1.35 feet per minute ; velocity in experiment, 152 feet per min-
ute ; steelyards showed 13 lbs.; absorbed by friction 49 lbs.

Thus showing, that while the Emery power did move
nearly 75 per cent, faster than required, the friction was
but 35 lbs.—while had it been more retarded, the friction

would have been considerably reduced below even 35 lbs.,

or about 25 lbs.

Badger's power, which was awarded the 2d premium, ab-
sorbed 51 lbs. while running at about its requisite sjseed for

threshing, or 46 per cent, more than Emery's power—and
probably this difference would have been 75 or KiO per cent,

had the velocity of Emery's been reduced to its usual rate.

This experiment was also applied to the One-horse Pow-
er, with the following resuls : with one man, weight 150 lbs.,

producing a power on platform of about 34 lbs.

Emery's power in experiment, 192 ft. per minute ; 10 lbs.

on steelyards ; amount absorbed by friction, 24 lbs.

Badger's power in experiment, 146 ft. per minute; 4"'^ lbs.

on steelyards; amount absorbed by friction, 29 ';i lbs.

Showing again, while Emery's jjower absorbed but 24 lbs.

while moving about 14 per cent, too fast, the Badges power
absorbed 29>4 lbs., about its regular velocity, or 24 per cent,

more friction than Emery's.
These experiments, which were taken with the utmost

care and precision, and repeatedly corroborated by others

succeding them, are wholly left out of the report, while oth-

ers of less pointed results have been recorded.

One of which was to attach the same threshing cylinder

alternately to each power, with Iho samo band and by pla-

cing five men in the Two-horse I'owers, to note the distance

their Weight would cause them to travel per minute, as also

the number of revolutions of the cylinder produced in the
same time. The weight of the five men was 714 lbs., pro-
ducing a force of about 161 lbs.

Experiment with the Two-horse Poicers.

Emery's distance travelled, per minute, 218 ft.; revolutions

of cylinder, 1,996.

Badger's distant travelled, per minute, 800 ft.; revolu-

tions of cyli^er, 2,160.

Westinghouse'8 distance travelled, per minute, 130 ft.; re-

volutions of cylinder, 1,390.

As this experiment combines an attachment to machine-
ry, and as the relative velocity of the cylinder to each foot,

or the whole distance travelled, varies according to the
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internal gearing of the powers themselves, it becomes neces-

sary to take that difference into our calculations, -which we
find as follows: The cylindi-r when attached to Emery's

power, revolves 9.15 times per each foot of platform—with

Badger's, it revolve<ir.l5 to each foot—and Westinghouse's

revolutions 10.67 times. Thus showing that Badger's pow-

er geared 27 per cent slower than Emery's, and 48 per cent,

slower than Westinghouse's, and should produce results

bearing a relative proportion of increase over them.

Emery's, therefore, as compared with Badger's should

house's, should have produced 2,061 revolutions, while he

did more by about 9 per cent.

These minutes are copied from the report, but the deduc-

tions are not. They are themselves, self-evident, notwith-

Btanding the report to the contrary, which reads

:

"From the foregoing table, (alluding to velocities and

distances) it is obvious Badger's power works with the least

friction, or that gravity gives to bis machine a greater

amount of useful power than to either of tlie others on trial

being 3 per cent, more than Emery's, and 55 per cent, more

than Westinghouse's."

It further says

:

" Badger's power is well made, and in this respect de-

serves much credit
;
yet in this excellence it is exceeded by

Emery's." .

•' Badger's is a rack and pinion power, the legs being

connected by strong iron links, and the rack though straight,

is provided with teeth increasing in depth as they approach

the exterior edges of the plates into which it is divided

;

and each plate is perforated in the center, to accommodate

the convexity of the pinion while passing over it. This

perforation weakens the pieces, and increase their liability

to fracture. A rubbing action seems to be inevitable, caus-

ing rapid wear."

Justice to the Emery power in this last experiment re-

quires the statement of the fact, that it was made at Utica

some two months subsequent to the Geneva trial, and not

with the understanding with the competitors, that it was to

be made a part of the report; and while this power was
transported from Geneva to Albany, and back to Utica by

railroad, it became filled in all its gearings with coal and

cinders from the locomotive, being on an open car. It be-

came necessary to take its every part to pieces, and was
cleaned as well as could be done under the circumstances

—while both the others were different powers than used at

Geneva—one being brought by wagon, with great care, to

Utica, and the other in a box car by railroad. This is nam-
ed to show the cause of the relative difference in the trials

of friction at the two places. This fact was made known at

the time to the committee, but it is not noticed by them.

The One-horse Powers, which were transported in tight

cars, suffered no inconvenience from coal and dust, and the

results were as follows

:

Emery's, with two men, travelled 104 feet, and produced

950 revolutions per minute.

Badger's, with two men, travelled 87^^ feet, and produc-

ed 630 revolutions per minute.

According to the gearing, as before. Badger's should have
produced about 1,2.'50 revolutions to have equ.alk-d Emery's

—Irat came nearly 50 per cent, short of this stan<lard.

Where has the report, as published, noticed this discrep-

ancy in the One-horse Powers? No where. It simply

gives the number of revolutions, without a comment. Is it

such a report as the statistics justify, or is it not?
Another experiment was made with each set of powers

connected with threshers as in use, and six men placed on
the several platforms, weighing 925 lbs., and the velocity

allowed to equ.ilizo the power or weight on the platform,

and this velocity noted for one minute, as follow.s—(rather

an ambiguous method of reporting, to say nothing of tho

errors)

:

Badger's power, 150 revolutions of wheel, 10 in. of plat-

form to each revolution =197 ft. gaining perpendicular of
44.32 ft., for 282 lbs., while it should read-
Badger's power, 1.50 rev., 10 in. each for platform=125 ft,

equal to raising 925 lbs. 28.11 ft. perpendicular besides its

own friction.

Emery's power, 140 rev., 10,';; in. each for platform,=207 ft.

equal to raising 925 lbs. 46.56 ft. perpendicular, besides its

own friction.

Westinghouse's 256 rev., 7?^ in. each for platform,=152 fl.,

equal' to raising 925 lbs. 34.19 ft. perpendicular, besides its

own friction.

If this shows anythirtg, it is that the Emery power and
thresher combined, runs much more easUy than either of the

others.

Another experiment was, to place two men upon the

platforms of the Two-horso Powers without threshers or

steelyards, and allow the velocity and power (232 lbs. on
platform) to equalize each other, and note the distance Ira-

velled—with the lollowing result

:

"Badger's power 218 rev., 10 in. each,=286 ft. of platform,

perpendicular elevation of 45.69 ft, for 52.25 lbs.

Supposing the 286 ft. to be correct, (which should be 190
ft.) the elevation would be 64.68 ft.—while it should read
thu.s

—

Name.
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From the above, it will be seen that the report charges
each of the Endless Chain Horse Powers, with five men in

attendance, while in no instance were more than three men
engaged in these threshing experiments—and further, three

men can as well manage either of them, as six or seven can
the larger machines; while they are charged with only
that number. With the endless chain, the necessity of a
driver is avoided, as the feeder of the thresher not only at-

tends his own team, but has the whole under his control,

and can check or stop the whole instantly, by means of

brakes and lever.

It is also observable that the yield is little better than half
a crop, while it is mixed with much weeds and grass, re-

quiring about the same power and labor as it would to pro-

duce results double what we have before us. As the ratio

of wheat to straw bears a very uniform proportion, these ex-
periments form good data from which to make the following
deductions

:

The Emery power required the team to travel but 1.9

miles per hour, and with the force of gravity alone, threshed
of this grain at the rate of 161 bu. per day, of cleaned wheat
at an actual cost, with the three men, of less than 2X cts.

per bushel, which, cleaned from the fine chaff with fan mill,

will add somewhat to that sum, making say three cents per
bu. over boarding, and calculating the board of three men
and two horses at 37X cts. each per day, will cost 4 cts. and
1 6-10 mills per bushel, or in a good yield, about half that sura.

Badger's power requires over 2X miles travel of team per
hour, and threshed but 89 bushels of cleaned wheat per day,
costing for three men and two horses, 4 cts. 4 6-10 mills per
bushel, or cleared up at 4 cts. 9 S-10 mills, over board, or
including board of men and team, 7 cLs. 8-lOthsof a millper
bushel—or in gijod yield about half that sum.
Westinghouse's power required less travel of team, Keing

about 1.6 miles per hour, threshing 148 bu. per day, costing
with three men and two horses, 2 cts. 7.7 mills per bu. over
board, or cleaned up, 3 cts. 2.9 mills per bu., or including
board, 4 cts. 5.8 mills per bu.—or in good yield about half
that sum, thus showing at a glance, that while Badger's
team travelled 30 per cent, faster, he threshed 45 per cent,

slower, costing 70 per cent, more per bushel than with Em-
ery's power ; and that with Westinghouse's the team travel-

led 19 per cent slower—threshed 9 per cent, slower—cost-

ing 10 per cent, more per bu. than with Emery's.
It is proper to remark here, that Westinghouse was at one

time the agent for selling the Emery power, and but recently
has made the kind used at these trials, which, excepting an
alteration in increasing the gearing, (to its disadvantage in

strength and durability,) is in all other respects essentially

the same as the Emery power, and is claimed to be a bare-
faced infringement of his letters patent, and legal proceed-
ings have been directed against him therefor—thus estab-
lishing beyond cavil the superiority of the Emery's Endless
Chain Power over all others, and particularly the rack and
pinion.
The writer would willingly stop here but for the reason

that an unfair, equally erroneous and unjust comparison is

made in said report, "between the two premium machines
in the different classes, which is wholly foreign to the sub-
ject, and drawn from prejudice or the want of a proper un-
derstanding of the long series of experiments accompanying
the same, and is not deducible from anything connected
with the reports of the experiments.
Notwithstanding the report says—"These different clas-

ses cannot be compared with each other, your committee
has viewed them as unconnected," in the very next para-
graph it says, " The table shows Emery's machine requires
twice the time to perform the same work that Pitt's machine
will accomplish," then goes on with an ingenious calcula-
tion, and carries it through, showing thereby that grain can
be threshed by Pitt's machine just 3 7-10 mills less than
with Emery's, and that, "This difference will pay the extra
interest on the cost of the larger machine, the expense of
keeping it in repair, and the cost of an elevator to remove
the straw to the stack-yard." Again it says, " These advan-
tages belong alike to all the machines of the class of which
Pitt's is the representative," while Hall's, in the same trial,

of the same class, and the next best, came, by the same rule,
more than 44 per cent, short of Pitt's, while ths public well
know the relative merits of the two are barely discernible.
And again it says, " An earnest endeavor has been used to
ascertain and record facts in relation to each machine, with
the nearest approach to mathematical accuracy, and from
such premises to determine merits and excellences," and in
the next line it says, " It would mislead the farmers of the
State, and do injustice to the inventors, if the results exhib-
ited in the above table are allowed to stand as a correct
exhibit of the ability of the several machines to separate
wheat from straw."

Next it assumes, " 360 lbs. of grain as a fair yield from 100
sheaves, and that 4,500 sheaves is a day's work for Pitt's
machine, making 270 bu. per day with 7 mcn=f7 ; 8 horses
at $4—$11=4 cts. T-lOths of a mill per bu.
The next assumption is, that as it takes Pitt's 53^ minutes

and Emery's lOX minutes at Geneva, and that if 270 bush-
els is a day's work for Pitt's, then half that, or 135 bushels
is a day's work with Emery's ; and the calculation includes
five men for even this small day's work, instead of three,
costing, per report, 4 cts. 4 4-lOth mills per bush.
Now as the whole quantity threshed at Geneva averaged

but 171 lbs. per hundred sheaves, in the above calculations
the yield is more than double that at Geneva, and accord-
ing to the same rate as actually threshed by Pitt's there, he
would have obtained 74.3 bush, in ten hours, or just 2%
times more than is reckoned a fair days work in this " com-
parison ;" or in other words, that Pitt's was working 1%
times faster than could be kept up through the whole day,
which is readily accounted for by those who witnessed it,

as the fiitigue of the team, after threshing 5 min. 30 sec, was
greater than was caused by the whole threshing done on all

the Endless Chain Powers which were operated by the same
team in quick succession, requiring in one, and the last case,

17X minutes, and in all 41% minutes.
Now, where is the justice of reducing the quantity in good

grain to 135 bush., while 161 bush, was actually the rate of
threshing poor grain, a deduction of over 16 percent., while
the Pitt's power, which has been shown to have been work-
ed 2^^ times faster than in the comparison, is made the
standard, aild its time alone considered as the index of its

capacity.
To show the fallacy of this, let us reduce the trial at Gen-

eva from 5 min. 30 sec. to what it should have been, cj- 2%
times=15 min. 1}4 sec, which, compared with the correct
time of Emory's threshing, which is 10 min. 30 sec, shows
that instead of requiring more time, Emery's worked the
fastest by 4 min. 23 sec. or 40 per cent, faster than Pitt's, or
equal in good grain to 378 bush, per day, instead of 135 bu.
This is good logic, and based upon the materials in the re-
port and " comparison" there made.

If to these estimates be added to Pitt's the boarding of
men and horses, the cost would come up to C cts. l><f mills
per bush., while if the board of three men and two horses
be added, (being all the force used unless the owneis of the
team are counted, who, being fearful for the safety of their
horses, no harness being allowed, attended and held them
during each experiment, it being the first time they had
been on a power,) the cost with Emery's power would be
but 4 cts. 8 4-1 0th mills per bu., making a difference in favor
of Emery's machine of 1 ct. 8 1-lOth mills per bush., or 30
per cent, less cost, instead of 9 per cent, more than with
Pitt's, as the " comparison " would have it.

Although 270 bush, is more than an average day's
work for Pitt's machine, with any number of men and
horses, and especially with 6 and 7 men and 8 horses—it is

not unusual that 250 bush., and in very many instances 300
bush., have been threshed per day with the same tcarn and
four and five men all told, with the Emery power. While
these numbers are not published as an average capacity
for the Endle-ss Chain Powers of Emery's Patent, two
hundred bushels of wheat, of average yield, is their war-
ranted capacity with horses weighing 1000 lbs. each, and
four men to attend it.

So much for this " comparison." If the relative capac-
ity, utility, portability, and cost, both of machines, as well
as running the same, is not established in favor of the
Endless Chain Power of Emery's Patent, not only over all

others of its class, but over the best of the larger kinds of
Lever Powers, by at least 33 per cent., then such trials

and experience cannot establish anything.

As to the philosophical remarks in the report, concern-
ing the momenta of cylinders, as also their construction
as whole or open, or the use of various contrivances for
reducing friction and proper lubrication of machinery, as
also the simplicity of the construction of the premium
thresher, with its teeth 3 inches long, (while the report
says IX is better,) &c, I must omit, or lerve the subject
for another notice, or for those who are sufficiently quali-
fied to comprehend so great a subject.

Having consulted several members of the committee,
both before and since the publication of the report, and
pointed out these errors, and learned from them that, hav-
ing made their calculation.s, based on what they considered
correct principles, they still adhered to the report, with a
conviction they had done justice to the subject and all con-
cerned. I would not in any manner wish to impeach their
motives, while I do question the results at which they ar-
rive. H. L. EMEKT.
Albany, January 1, 1851,
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Patent Mammoth Premium Corn-Stalk,
Hay, and Straw Cutters & Grlnrters.

CAPABLE of preparing 100 bushels of Corn-stalks, or One
Ton of Hay or Straw, per hour, and reducing the Largest

Corn-stalks to the consistency of Cut Straw, avoiding the

necessity of steaming or soaking, and saving SO per cent,

over the common way of feeding fodder. Horses and Cat-

tle will do as well on fodder prepared this way, as on the

best hay. The First Premiums have been awarded at

every exhibition whore they have been exhibited for com-
petition. It can bo worked by hand or power, without ad-
ditional cost The inventor will forfeit $50, after an impar-
tial trial, when this Machine is used in preparing good
fodder, if it does 7iot prove to save SO per cent, over the
common way of feeding fodder, and it may be fed in the
same condition as the machine leaves it, without meal or

soaking. Cows fed on fodder produce sweeter butter. Over
900 of these Machines have been sold. Price^$3.5.
|:W° State and County Eights for sale.

Gilbert's Excelsior Thresher and Cleaner,

Accomplishing more, wiOi the same power, than any other
Machine. It can be driven with two horses.

Price—.$200 and upwards, according to size. Horse Power
fncluded. Apply post paid to J. G. GILBERT,

[2-tf] 216 Pearl St., New York.

Freiicli Zinc Paint.
THIS new and beautiful article of Paint is now offered to

the trade and public, ground in prepared linseed oil, for the
first time in this country. It has been u-sed sftccessfully in

France for the last five years, where it has superseded white
Lead as a paint.

The French Zinc when properly prepared and used,
makes the most brilliant and durable white in use, and is

entirely free from all poisonous qualities.

The French Zinc is not more expensive than white lead,

and is prepared in such a manner that it requires no far-

ther preparation for use, than to thin it with Turpenfme or
raw Oil to the consistency of white lead paint.

Th§ French Zinc is very much whiter, and has a better

body, than the Now Jersey Zinc.

The French Zinc is offered dry, and prepared as above,
in quantities to suit purchasers, at the Manufacturer's De-
pot, No. IT Buffalo St., Rochester, N. Y.

July, 185U, M. F. REYNOLDS.
Important to Farmers.

IT IS generally conceded by,all intelligent farmers that

cutting the food fur cattle will save from '25 to 30 per cent,

Bcrdiolfs Obli(|U(^ Kdtary Corn Stalk, Ilay and Straw Cut-
ter, is conceded liy all that have used it to be tar superior to

any other, as it destroys all hard substances in the stalk

leaving it soft and easily eaten. It turns very easy and is

not liable to get out of order, and, with care, will last an
age. It has been awarded Four First Premiums and a
Silver Medal, by the American Institute. For further par-
ticulars address (postpaid) ihe patentee, II. W. Bektholf,
Sugar Loaf, Orange Co., N. Y., or LONGKTT & GRIF-
FING, 25 Cliff St., New York, who are agents.

tW Patent Righla for sale. [11-31]

Preintuni Dahlias.
THE subscribers offer for sale this Autumn and the ensu-
ing Spring, 10,0(»0 Dahlia Roots, which have proved to be
the choicest collection in the States and Canadas. [See
records of the Fairs for the last four years.]

Persons commencing the Nursery business, and Ama-
teurs, will find it to their advantage to give us a call, or
make enquiries before purchasing elsewhere.

C. J. RYAN & CO.,
Rochester and Charlotte Plank Road Nurseries, Roches-

ter,N. Y. [11-tf]

Emery & Co.'s Improved Horso Po'wers,
Tliresliers, and Seperators.

THE undersigned have been appointed sole agents for the

sale of Emery's new Patent lniprove<l Horse-Powers,
Threshers, and Sci)arators, in the city of New York. 'I'lio

State Agricultural Warehouse is the only dej)ot where this

superior Power can be had.
LONGETT & GRIFFINO,

7-tf. State Ag. Warehouse, 25 Cliff s^iNw York\_

Farmers' Club.
THE ofHcLal report of the Farmers' Club of the American
Institute, is published in the American Artimn. This
Club does as nmch as any in the country to disseminate
useful, practical, and scientific information among agricul-

turists. Send Two Dollars for a year's subscription, to

JOHN BULLOCK, No. 9 Spruce St., New York.

NURSERY NOTICE.
A Rare Citance for Beginners.

THE .subscribers, being desirous of clearing the land for

other pvirposcs, offer for sale the coming spring, at very low
rates, and in lots to suit purchasers,

15,000 Apple trees, 2 years from graft.

25,000 "
1 year •

2,000 Pears on Quince, 1 year from bud.
5,000 Standard Cherries, 1 year from bud.
2,000 Peaches, 2 years from bud.

Also, 10,000 yearling Cherry Seedlings, root-pruned.
The trees are well grown, in good condition, and may be

relied on ; and for beginners this is a rare chance, not only
for obtaining a marketable stock sooner and cheaper than
the usual mode, but also for securing as good an assortment
as can be desired, comprising the principal varieties of
merit now cultivated in our country.

All communications, &c., should be sent in as early as
possible, to prevent disapgointment or delay.

Catalogues furnished to all post-paid applicants enclosing
one postage stamp. Adilress

SHEPPARD, CHERRY, & CO.,
Feb'y, 1S53. River Bank Nursery, Rochester, N. Y.

IMPROVED SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,
and C Ueburg's No. 1. SupcrpbospUate of Lime.
IN the December number of the Working Farmer, the un-
dersigned is charged with selling superjihosphate of lime
made by a different manufacturer than Prof. J. J. Mapes,
and recommending the same to be of better quality than his
superphosphate of lime. We, in answer, do say that we
.sold upward of one hundred tons of C. Deburg's No. 1 Su-
perphosphate of Lime. We also have and do now recom-
mend it as a better article than that made by Prof. J. J.
Mapes, as we had both analyzed by one of the best chem-
ists in this country, and found that made by C. Deburg a
superior article. It is made of bone coal dissolved in sul-
phuric acid, after which a largoquantity of Peruvian guano
is added, likewise the residue of ammonia chambers, which
of ifself is an extraordinary fertilizer. W'e do recommend
to every purchaser to request analyses from the vender of
the so-called Improved, also of C. Deburg's No. 1 Super-
phosphate of Lime, and purchase subjec't to such analyses.

LONGETT .t (;KIFFIK(;,
February, 1853.—It. 25 Cliff street, New Yorti.

Farm for Sale.
THE subscriber offers for sale his fiirm in the village of
Attica, N. Y., conlainlng 1:'.7 acres of land, with convenient
and comfortable dwelling house, three grain and hay bams,
horse barn, and other out buildings.

It is well adapted for a stock or grazing farm, and being
located in the village, can be profitably used for pasturing,
if desired.

For terms, &c., apply to the subscriber, bv letter or other-
wise. "

S. MASON.
Attica, Wyoming Co., N. Y., Feb"y> l^^'S-—U*

Superphosphate of Lime.
THE genuine article, manufactured by C. Duburg, in
bags of 150 lbs. each. The subscribers have made a con-
tract for a large quantity. We are now prep.ired to supply
any quantity that may be ordered. Farmers and garden-
ers would do well to call on usbefure purchasing elsewhere,
as we are now able to sell for a less piire Ihan heretofore
offered. Every bag is branded -'C. Hulini-". I'.xir.i. No. ]."

LONGETT & GI:IFF1N(!,
State Agricultural Warehouse, No. 25 cliff Street, New

York. [ll-tf]

The Ever-green Sweet Corn.
A FEW BUSHELS of this new an. I valuable variety of
corn, from seed raised by Prof. Mapes, for sale. Per bush-
el, $10 ; per half peck, if2; per ijuart, $1. Sent by express
to any part of the United States on receii)t of the money by
mail. Seedsmen supi)lied. This is beyond all doubt the
most prolific variety of sweet corn ever grown. No farmer
should bo without it. Address

ALFRED E. BEACH,
Feb., 1S53.— It* White Plain.s, Westchester co., N. Y.

Farm Implements for California.
BURRALL'S Prize Reapers, Mowers. Threshers, and
Separators; ('loiU'rusliers, Field l.'ollers, I'ullivators, Horse
Powers, Ac., Ac; all warranted of the best material and
workmanship,—strong, simple, and rf liable,—expressly for
that market. Made, and sold cheap for cash, by

THOMAS D. BUKUALL,
[2-8t] Geneva, Ontario Co., N. Y.
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Bmery's Patent First Premium, 1853,
railroad horsr power,

threshuntg machines, separators, &c..

Western New Yo»k Agency.
E. D. Ilailock, Agricultural Warelionse,

No. 50. State St., Eochestee, N. Y.

THE Subscriber, late from the Albany Agricultural Works,
Warehouse, and Seed Store, where he has been engaged
for the past six years, has secured the sole Agency for the

Bale of Emery's Patent Railroad Horse Power for Rochester
and vicinity, so widely and favorably known throughout
the country, and which has, without exception, taken every
highest premium awarded in the States of Ohio, Michigan,
and in New York, for the best Railroad Horse Powers, in

1850, 1851, and again in 1852, also at the Provincial Fair of
Canada, recently held at Toronto, was awarded a Diploma
and £2, of which the judges highly commend the principle
and workmanship of this Power, now offer them at manu-
facturer's prices, with the transportation added, and subject
to the warrantee as follows

:

" To work to the satisfaction of the purchasers as repre-
sented in Circulars and Catalogues, or to be returned with-
in three months and full purchase money to be refunded."
For further particulars see Circulars and Catalogues,

which are furnished gratis on application to the subscriber.
The attention of the Farming public is solicited, and a

careful investigation into the construction of this Power,
and its comparative merits, as well as price, is requested
before purchasing elsewhere.
The Wheeler Power is also offered ten dollars cheaper

than heretofore by any other agency, and subject to same
warrantee as given by others for the same kinds. Samples
will be kept constantly on hand, and to insure promptness
and avoid disappointments in supplying them, farmers are
requested to send in their orders at as early a date as pos-
sible.

Ue will keep for sale, Emery's Seed Planters, the best in

use; Circular and Cross Cut Saw Mills, Feed Mills, Corn
Stalk and Hay Cutters, Corn Shcllers, Churning fixtures,

&c., adapted to the Power.
Also, Reapers, Mowing Machines, Grain Drills, Plows,

Harrows, Cultivators, Corn Shellers, Hay Cutters, Fan
Mills, and agricultural and horticultural implements gene-
rally. He will be prepared to furnish dealers with Dunn
and Taylor's well known Scythes ; also, Manure, Straw, and
Hay Forks, Snaths, Rifles, and other haying tools, at manu-
facturers' prices, wholesale and retail.

Particular attention is called to A NEW PLOW, which
is believed to be the best cast-iron Plow ever offered, and
which is warranted to do better work, with less expense of
team than any plow heretofore sold in this vicinity, while the
price is less than for any other equally well finished.
The " uniform one-price, cash system" will be adopted,

with the prices as low as the cost of articles and just com-
pensation for labor and time will allow. Farmers and
others are invited to call and examine the stock of Ma-
chines and Implements,—and are assured no effort shall be
wanting to meet promptly the wants of a discriminating
public. [11-lf] E. D. HALLOCK.

D. S. MANLEY & BROTHER,
BUFFAIvO NURSERY,

Buffalo, N. Y.
HAVING purchased this well established Nursery of its

original proprietor, Col. B. Hodge, we take pleasure in of-
fering for sale an unusually fine assortment of

FRUITAND ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBSAND
PLANTS.

Our Fruit Department is supplied with fine healthy trees
on their own stocks, of all the desirable varieties now in
cultivation, together with Cherries and Pears dwarfed on
superior stocks.

The Ornamental Department includes aU the best varie-
ties of Evergreen and Deciduous trees.

Rosea.—One of the finest collections in this country, com-
prising all that are new and rare.

DaJilias.—An unrivalled selection of Dahlias, which has
been procured at great cost.

Reonian.—We call particular attention to our stock of
Peonias, both herbaceous and tree varieties.

The stock o{ Shrubs is unusually extensive and was col-
tected by the late proprietors with peculiar care.

Of Currants, Gooseberries, Raspberries, Grapes, and
Strawberries, we have vigorous plants of the best varieties.

It will please us to furnish all applicants with our Cata-
logue.

NEW, RARE AND VALUABLE SEEDS.
NEW VARIETY OF SWEET CORN.

Hovey & Co., No. 7, Merchants' Row, Boston,
WOULD respectfully inform their friends and the public,
that they have purchased the entire stock of the Old Colony
Sweet Corn, raised by the Rev. A. R. Pope, and described
by him in the Magazine of Horticulture, Vol. 16, page 529.

It is a true hybrid, and the most remarkable variety ever
produced. It was raised iu 1847, from the Southern White
Corn, impregnated with the early Sweet Corn of New Eng-
land. The ears are of a remarkable size, containing Six-
teen, Eighteen or Twenty, and sometimes Twenty-Four
rows each. In its productiveness it is unsurpassed, a single
stock planted after the middle of June producing six ears.
It is the richest, sweetest, and most delicious corn known.
An analysis of it, and several other sorts, by Dr. T. C. Jack-
son, shows that it is more abundant in saccharine matter
than any other variety, its composition being dextrine, su-
gar and phosphates, while the common varieties contain
considerable oil and gluten.

It has been exhibited before the Massachusetts Horticul-
tural Society for three years, and has not only received the
commendation of the Society, but has been awarded the
following prizes

:

1850. For a new variety of Sweet Com, $2 00
1851. For a new variety of Sweet Corn, called the

Old Colony, 8 00
For superior specimens of the Old Colony

Sweet Corn, Silver Medal, 5 00
1852. For fine specimens Old Colony Sweet Corn, 2 00
The Committee on Vegetables, of the Massachusetts Hor-

ticultural Society, in their report for 1852, remark " That the
Old Colony Sweet Corn, raised by Mr. Pope, we recommend
as worthy of cultivation by all."

The Old Colony Sweet Corn, though not as early as the
Common Sweet, is sufficiently so to produce a perfect crop
in New England. Two sowings, one in May the other in
June, will supply the table from July until frost. All who
have eaten it, pronounce it the most luscious variety, and
an invaluable addition to our esculent vegetables.

(I^~ Single cars 25 cts. each. The trade supplied on
reasonable terms.

Splendid Annual from Mexico !

NEW ORANGE GLOBE AMARANTHUS.
noVEY & CO. have the pleasure of offering to their friends
and amateur cultivators of beautiful flowers, one of the most
splendid novelties introduced for many years, viz.:

A New Orange-Colored Globe AmaranthuB.
In size, the heads are nearly one-half larger than the

common Globe ; in color, of a deep, rich, glowing orange,
with conspicuous yellow stigmas. The plants are also ex-
ceedingly vigorous, with liitcar foliage, and strong, tall

stems nearly a foot long, elevating the heads of the blos-
soms, which literally cover the plants. It is a native of
Mexico, and has been in their sole possession three years,
during which time it has been the admiration of all who
have seen it.

Seeds are now offered for sale the first time, and Messrs.
H. & Co. can recommend it as worthy the attention of tie
trade, and all lovers of elegant annual-s.
The flowers of this new Globe were exhibited before the

Massachusetts Horticultural Society the past year, and were
awarded the Silver Medal.
The trade supplied by the ounce or larger quantity. Sin-

gle package of seeds, 25 cents. [2-1 1]

Culture of Cranberry Vines.
THE variety cultivated mostly in New England are hardy
and prolific. They can be raised on upland on rather moist
loam, but do the best on low, damp or moist meadow land,
with a little sand put arouml the plant. They may be
planted out \}4 to 2 feet apart each way.
Two feet apart, it will take lO.doO plants to the acre. If

on low ground, it should be pared, plowed, or burnt over,
to take out the grass or weeds, and cultivated for one or
two years, until they cover the ground. The yield after
that is from 150 to 200 bushels per acre.
Good bearing vines can be furnished in any quantity,

and packed so as to be safely carried to any part of the
Urflted States. For sale by F. TROWBRIDGE,
At his Tree, Plant, Seed, and Periodical Agency, 55

Union street. New Haven. Conn. [2-lt]

Pfortliern N. Y. Iilve Stock Insurance Compa-
ny, Plattsburgh, N. Y. For terms, please apply to agents
of the Company.

h^'-
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Stocks for Nurserymen.

WE can supply a few thousand Mazzard Cherry seedlings

and Plum seedlings of one year's growth, if applied for soon.

Green House and Bedding Plants.

A complete collection, embracing the newest and best va-

rieties of Fusehias, I'ompone Chrysanthemums, Double

Dahlias Verbenas, Petunias, Phloxes. Scarlet Pelargoni-

ums, and all the most popular bedding plants, of whigh a

descriptive catalogue will be issued in February.

The following catalogues will be sent gratis and pre-paid

to all who enclose a postage stamp :

1. A Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits. ^^ v
2. A Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,

Roses, &c., &c. ^ , ,. , , . r,

3. Annual Spring Catalogue of Dahlias, and select tireen

House and Bedding Plants.

4. A Wholesale Catalogue, or Trade List.

Evergreen Trees and Shmbs.

The following Evergreens can be supplied by the quan-

tity, at low prices

:

Norway Spruce, from 6 inches to 2 feet.

American White Spruce, 2 to 3 feet

Balsam Fir, 2 to 4 feet.

Austrian Pine, 1 to -3 feet.

Scotch Fir, 1 to 3 feet.

Red Cedar, l)<f to 2 feet

American Arbor Vitae, 1 to 2 feet

Chinese Arbor Vitas, 2 to 3 feet

Deodar Cedar, 1 to IX feet

Chili Pine, (Auracaria imbricata,) 12 to 18 inches.

Japan Cedar, (Cryptomeria Japonica,) 1 to 5 feet

Lofty or Bhotan Pine, (Pinus excelsa,) 1 foot

Himalayan Spruce, (Abies morindn,) 6 to 12 inches.

And many other rare species and varieties, forming one of

the most complete assortments of Conifers in the United

States. ELLWANGEK & BARRY,
Feb. 1, 1853. Mt. Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. T.

Prult Scions* for 1S53.

THE subscriber will furnish Scions for this season's graft-

ing, of the celebrated fruits of Western New Yorlc

:

Northern, Spy,
Norton's MeUm,
Wa^ener^
St. Lawrence,
Canada Red,
Sicaar,
Baldwin^
jPamtne Gri.se,

Soek-ivo-f iu-ther.

Hertfordshire Pearmmn,
Fameiise,
Boitrassa,
Trceiity Ounce Apple.,

nav:ley, or Dowse,
(fravenMein,
Bailey Sweeiing.

IHb.fton.e Pippin,
Sammer Bone,
Ra mho,
K.-:opu.s Spitzenhurgh,
Ytlhnc Bi'llpxywer,

Roj'Inrry ifassett,

Ji'ir/y Jfiirvest,

Eariy Stratoherry,
Autumn Strawberry,
Ji'iirli/ Joe,

Fall'Pippin,
IfollitiKl Pippin,
Rhode Miinil Greening,
Talmnn Sweeting,
Green Sweeting,
Porter,

Virgnlieiu,

Seckel,
Swan's Orange, or Onon-
daga,

riiARS.
Bartlett^

Omcego Bewrre,
Brown Beurre,
OnhaivPs Sanvnier,

P^

and most of the Foreign varieties.

Apple Scions .$1.00 per loO, and Pear Scions Three Shil-

lings per dozen. They will bo carefully packed and sent

by lOxprcss or by Mail. A discount on apple scions will be

made to nurserymen.
Early orders are requested, to insure a supply. Address

me (i.ost-paid) at Rochester, Monroe C<,.j^Nc^v ^ork^^^^

N. P..—In all cases where it is possible, I will send sam-

ples of the " Northern Spy" apple. Rcforenco can be made
to Mr. VioK, of the "Farmer."

Rochester, Jan., 1852.

10,000 Isabella Grape Cuttings for Sale.

THE subscriber will fill all orders he may receive during

the month ot Febni.iry, enclosing one-third of tlu^ pric<f of

the quantity ordered, the balance to bo remitted when they

arc sent, in the spring, at $1 per 100, or .$6 per 1000. These

cuttings are well ripened, and contain three buds each.

No charge for packing and starting them by express.

E. A. McKAY,
[2-*l] Naples Vineyards, Ontario Co., N. Y.
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HOW LITTLE LIME IN A SOIL WILL SUFFICE
PURPOSES ?

FOR ALL USEFUL

There IS no question m agriculture more important than the one placed at the head ofthis article. Many years ago the writer analyzed a large number of calcatous so fs forhe express purpose of satisfying his own mind what fs the maximum amount of imem land beyond which its presence does no good whatever ? These researches led to theconclusion that two per cent, of the carbonate is as good as fourrs^ "^t ten otw nty, for all agricultural purposes. Indeed, the instances are rare where one per centof lime exists, that the addition of mo,e is beneficial, or pays the cost of the appl ca otRa n water in passing through a stratum of earth which contains from U to
2^
p cent'offreecarbonate of hme, becomes so charged with dissolved lime, (held in soluHon byc^bonic acid derived partly from the atmosphere and partly from' tie decayhrve'table ma ter m the sod through which the water has percdated,) that tufa is form^ed whenhe water emerges from the earth in springs. Tufa is a simple minial, aiTprecipkated carbonate oflime. The precipitation results from the iscape of the carbonTc^acid

fromt:;^^;?'?/'^-^' '^f
H. carbonate of Hme in soluLn, as tl^ wate^ nl^loni a .pnng. A case in point may be seen on the farm of Gen. Harmon, in Wheat-land, Monroe county. The tufa, or marl, is there being formed at this t me as itt

xceZt It^r?- ':fl
'"' the adjoining towns. ^N. never found aToil in thexcellent wheat district that contained over two per cent, of lime; nor does the use ofhme increase the crops on Gen. H.rmon's farm. For many yeas ^yps^m hiTeenused to advantage by nearly all the farmers of Monroe and Uh" toTcoumies Th"

Srufat"
in WJieatland in beds, but is not generally dimrsertirugrthe loi

the cht,'i 1

^^"^tantly being formed, as is sulphuric acid, (one of its constituents,) by

formed by the union of oxygen with sulphur, as the latter exists in combination with

All ;„.] '^
'"'" '^•'"'°' ''' ^'^''^' '^""^>^ ^^^°^« ^^^ter is charged with sulphuric acid.

sand lTihT7 V-"'"''
^^?^ ^'^'' "^"^' ^''"^ Sypsum. Now, thel-e are thou-sands of soils that abound in iron, alumina, (the basis of all clay,) and sulphur or sul-

Pho LT'JS "l 'ir 1

^%'°'' ^'"^ '-^^^ ^^^"^^"^^ '' -i'« t^^t abound in the

rem h^ldt f I
'\' V^os^l^^te of alumina, which lack the calcareous elementrequired to form bone-earth, or phosphate of lime.

Appreciating the value of gypsum and bones as fertilizers, the reader is prepared to

rai::f:i th^"^"^''-
""f "^^

\^ ^" '^"-^^"^^ '^^''- ^J- ^-^^ ^^--t-ty th^t^ill neu-tralize all the organic and mineral acids that may be developed in the soil, and have asmall excess of the alkaline earth, is the dose of marl or ime needed t^ secure thehighest possible benefit from its application. A soil may have one-tenth or nrtLth: '
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of tlie lime required to fulfil all the functions of this mineral ; and therefore the dose to

be administered varies indefinitely. Of all chemical manipulations, that of separating

carbonate of lime from a soil is the most simple and satisfactory ; but a vast number of

analyses must precede any trust-worthy generalizations in answer to the question, " How
little lime in a soil will suffice for all useful purposes ?"

Thousands of cases might be cited where the limeing of meadows, pastures and

tilled lands has operated beneficially ; but, unfortunately, no one knows or ever knew,

the quantity of lime in these soils at the time more was applied to them. To remedy

this defect, we intend to analyze to the extent of ascertaining the amount of lime in a

cubic foot of the soil, a large number of samples from the districts where marling and

limeing are most extensively practiced. One farmer in the State of Delaware who uses

over seventy tons of Peruvian guano a year, at a cost of some $3,500, told us a few

days since, that about a million bushels of lime a year are bought and used by the

farmers of that little State of three small counties. Whatever elements of grain, grass,

and roots, air and water do not supply, the cultivators of the poor soils of that State are

compelled to furnish. This is bringing tillage and husbandry up from an empirical

or imitative art, like squirrels gathering into their holes the nuts that nature produces,

to the dignity of a study, and a learned profession. How much of the substance of the

soil is consumed in growing an acre of wheat yielding twenty-five bushels, or one of

corn, producing fifty bushels ? What part of these and other crops will air and water

supply ?

Some of the farmers of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia,

are beginning to investigate these interesting problems. The readers of this journal for

the last ten years need not be told that the writer studied them at an earlier date.

These problems are inseparably blended with the action of lime in the soil, as the most

successful improvers of poor lands in the States named, have found out by i*epeated ex-

periments in marling and limeing. Such improvements, including the purchase of bone

dust, super-phosphates, gypsum, poudrette, guano, and stable manure, are expensive

;

and whether too mu.ch or too little lime is used may decide the important question

whether a loss or a^^rq^^, is realized in the operation. The right use of manures of all

kinds, is a matter yet to be decided by experiments conducted with great care and on

true scientific principles. One thing, however, may be regarded as settled, and that

is, the fact that any given quantity of the dung of animals, whether of birds, cattle,

sheep, horses or swine, will produce more grass and gi-ain on a calcareous than on a

non-calcareous soil. If any one doubts this, Ave respectfully invite every agricultural

society iu the United States to investigate the causes why limestone lands are richer than

others ; and why so many millions of tons of lime, since the conquest of Spain, France,

and Britain by the Romans, have been used as amendments ,to arated fields. Lime
alone never formed the thousandth part of a grain of wheat. There is usually twice

as much magnesia, and five or six times more potash in a bushel of wheat, than lime.

It is then an exceedingly interesting question, how little is enough to secure the highest

fertility to all improved lands. No society, or legislature ever aftbrded us the least

assistance in prosecuting researches connected with the critical study of soils ; and as we
have no peculiar -interest in agricultural science, and not the means to labor fur nothing,

we are compelled to wait for public opinion to ripen, however unpleasant the long delay.

The time approaches when capital to the extent of indefinite millions, will be invested

in making American lands precisely what they ought to be, to yield their maximum of

all desirable and appropriate crops. In this great agricultural labor, lime will play a

conspicuous part. If one were to separate all the lime in an acre of the best wheat

lands in Western New York, to the depth of ten inches, he would have from ten to

twenty tons. Assuming that an average of five tons per acre are needed on fMir-fifths

of the improved farms in the Union, we discover at once a market for' 500,000,000 tons

e;=



of lime. It can hardly be burnt, transported to the fields, where it is to be used, and
spread, at less than two dollars per ton, on an average, so that the limeing of 100,000,000
acres involves an outlay of one thousand million dollars.

These suggestions are made to show the vast importance of more knowledge than
we now possess, of soils and their products. This country throws away one hundred
million dollars a year in misapplied labor and capital, rather than expend a few dollars

for the careful and systematic investigation of the laws of nature, in their application to

all farming operations. If ignorance were wealth, how rich we should all be !

There is not a single element of fruitfiilness that has been thoroughly studied in this

gi-eat republic. Its citizens are content with the idle repetition of scientific terms and
phrases, without increasing in wisdom. Hence it is, that in all America there is not

one agricultural school to lead the minds of youth from the few things known about
the principles of agriculture, to the more than Californian wealth which exists in the

unknown, but within the reach of all. How much longer shall we cling to that igno-

rance which is nothing but weakness, and turn our backs upon that knowledge whicb
is power ?

ICLJ

THE PROPER MANAGEMENT OF SANDY SOILS.

A MUCH esteemed friend has requested us to write an article on the proper management
of sandy soils, especially in regard to those which have been " hard run," or much im-

poverished by successive cultivation of wheat and corn. The subject is one of great

importance, and merits a much fuller investigation than the crowded state of our col-

umns this month permits. We regret this the less in the hope that some of our able,

experienced correspondents, will take up the matter and fully discuss it.

Soils containing a large proportion of clay and lime, or such as are naturally good
wheat soils, stand cultivation and the removal of large quantities of grain much better

than light, sandy soils. Various reasons are assigned for this. It is said that these

heavy soils contain originally more of the organic and inorganic constituents of plants

than light ones. Their compact nature by excluding the air, prevents decomposition,

and so the matter locked up in them remains without loss till by plowing and cultiva-

tion the air is admitted, and these latent elements become active, soluble, and available

as food for plants. Again, it is probable that when these soils are under-drained and
properly tilled, they retain the greater portion of the ammonia brought to them in rain

water. Sand has not this power to retain ammonia at all, and sandy soils possess it to

a small degree only.

The manner in which clays retain ammonia is a matter of dispute. It has been sup-

posed that tbey held it mechanically ; but the recent investigations of Mr. Way indicate

that the ammonia enters into chemical combination with the double salt of silicate of

alumina and soda, decomposing it and forming a double salt of silicate of alumina and

silicate of ammonia ; and that the large amount of silicic acid which the straw of wheat

contains, is taken up by the plant as silicate of ammonia. This double salt of alumina

and soda is found not only to retain the ammonia of rain water, but also to attract it

from the atmosphere when brought in immediate contact with, its particles. Hence the

value of summer fallows on heavy soils. Not only is the decomposition of the soil

facilitated by the admission of air, but this air actually carries with it the very fertilzer

most needed by our wheat crops—ammonia.

But here there is a wide and most important difference between clays and sands.

Sandy soils contain but little of this double salt, to attract ammonia from the atmos-

phere, or retain that brought to it in rain. Summer fallows, or frequent plowings and

harrowings on such soils, are of no use except to destroy weeds. What is to be done ? In

^ ^
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the heavy soils the day retains the ammonia of the vain and air. In sandy soils we have

not this retaining substance to any extent, and must therefore supply one. We are

privately informed that Mr. Way is very sanguine in regard to manufacturing tliis

double salt we have spoken of, and that he is now experimenting on the subject. We
hope he may succeed, and that the method of composting it will be such as every

farmer can practice on his.own farm; otherwise the weight of the article will prevent its

extensive use. Carting marls on to sandy soils has been practiced in England and this

country, to great advantage ; but if wo could pick out the particular ingredient of value

in these marls, and apply it easily to light soils, the advantage would be obvious, and
such as to secure its universal adoption. In the mean time, we must grow plants that

retain this ammonia of rain and air. Wheat, corn, barley, oats, buckwheat and tim-

othy, destroy ammonia during tftieir growth. Clover, turnips, peas, beans, lentils and
vetches, retain the ammonia brought to them in rain ; and wh«u consumed on the land,

or plowed under, furnish the required ammonia for the following wheat or corn crop.

The proper management of sandy soils is here indicated. Grow fewer wheat, corn,

barley, and timothy crops ; and more clover, pons, and roots, and let these all bo con-

sumed on the farm. Under ordinary circumstances, never sow wheat without 'seeding

the land down with twelve pounds of red clover in the spring. Do not let it lie in

grass more than two years, for as clover is a biennial plant, the third year you will get

very little but cereal grasses. Turnips may be sown with corn after the last hoeing,

and though you get little but leaves, these will help to increase the amount of available

ammonia on the ftirm, and so do good service.

As long as good crops of clover can be obtained, we may rest assured that there is

no deficiency of mineral matter in the soil. But the time will come, and that soon, on

sandy soils, when good clover crops can no longer be grown. To prevent this, apply

all the leached and unleached ashes, bones, and lime at your disposal, on the clover

crops, and they will do good service. On no consideration let them be wasted. They
will be needed sooner or later to restore the phosphates and potash removed in the

grain and bones of animals sold otf the farm.

Superphosphate of lime, drilled with the seed, will be found the best of all manures

for ruta baga and other turnip crops. It is on sandy soils that turnips succeed best;

and it is these soils that are most improved by the growth of turnips and clover. The
light, blowing sands of Norfolk, England, which fifty years ago were barely worth culti-

vating, have been made by turnip culture and sheep husbandry the most valuable and
productive land of Great Britain. Sandy soils, or " turnip soils," are now far more
valuable than the heavy, or " wheat soils." If we might believe English protectionists,

the heavy wheat soils cannot now, with free trade prices, be cultivated with wheat with-

out serious loss, and must be laid down to permanent meadow.
With the increase of ])opulation and manufactures, wo shall obtain higher prices for

meat. Its production, and the growth of turnips, clover, and other cattle food, will be

attended with more direct profit than at present. More turnips and clover will be

raised as food for cattle, and our average yield of wheat and corn will be greatly in-

creased. Sandy soils will be benefited by such a change more than our heavy, good

wheat lands.

On sandy soils there is often accumulations of muck or peat rich in nitrogen, contain-

ing from one to two per cent, of this valuable fertilizer. (Ordinary barnyard manure
contains only one-half of one per cent, of nitrogen.) It will be seen that this muck, if

dried and decomposed, will bo a most valuable manure for sandy soils. It is necessary

to decompose the muck before its constituents can be taken up by plants. Ashes and

lime readily decon)pose it, and are often used for this purpose by first rate farmers ; but

we should no more think of mixing lime or ashes with muck than we should with farm-

yard manure. Their tendency in both cases is to drive olf the ammonia, and to render

CL
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the mixture of comparatively little value. We would compost the dry muck with horse
manure, and with any animal or rapidly fermenting matter we could obtain. We would
also use the dried muck as an absorber of the liquid excrements of the stable and hoff
pens. Any means the flirmer can adopt to accumulate ammonia, especially on sandy
soils, will be attended with direct advantage in increased crops.

TERRA CULTURE.

"It contains much sir both of what is new and what is true; but, unfoi-tunately, what h new isnot true, and what is true is not nev^."—Sheridan. ^

Mr. J S. Woodward, of Wilson, Niagara county, N. Y., and several other coiTcspond-
ents, have requested information in regard to Rdssel Comstock's discovery of "a
universal law in vegetation," and on his system based thereon, called "terra culture-"
and whether we would recommend a young farmer to attend his lecture. We have also
received several communications from individuals who have heard the disclosures, all of
which we should like to publish did our sj^ace admit.
We have hitherto considered the "discoverer" unworthy of an extended notice- but

as the subject appears to be creating considerable interest, we will freely express our
opinions. Before giving them, however, we shall endeavor to tell what this wonderful
secret ,s, if indeed we are able to do so ; for, after listening to Mr. Comstock for several
hours, we had to ask him, in good faith, what there was in all the long and incoherent
array of words we had been listening to, that he considered Ms secret, and a law of
nature discovered by him, for the divulging of which we had paid the dollar. But some
of our_ readers may be ready to ask if an obligation of secrecy was not imposed, and if
It is fair and honorable to make public the information promised to be kept secret To
this we reply

:
If this pledge was made under false representations— if we have been

wilitiilly deceived by this pretended discover of a new natural law— if his wonderful
secret is all a humbug, kept up for the purpose of robbing farmers of their dollars and
ah that is of any real value in these disclosures is to be found in books accessible to all— then It IS not only riffht, but it becomes our duty as conductors of an agricultural
journal, to expose this whole matter, and if possible prevent this gross imposition But

.

If this does not satisfy Mr. Comstock of our right to make public his impositions, he has
the satisfaction of knowing that he was the first to violate the bargain, and thus released
us from all obligation.

We observed that wo had difficulty in ascertaining what Mr. Comstock claimed as
his secret, even after we had listened to his lecture for several hours ; and yet Mr C
in his petition to Congress for an appropriation, says "the reality of his discovery and
Its application to the whole vegetable kingdom is demonstrated in ^m thmt thirty
words. It was perhaps unfortunate for us that we were so dull as not to more readily
comprehend the Professors teachings; but we have the consolation of knowino- that all
otliers we conversed with were as ignorant as ourselves. But, for the secret. The point
of union between the roots and the trunk or stem of a tree or plant, and which f^arden-
ers call the collar, the Professor declares he has discovered to be the seat of Ufe and
that in all trees and plants this collar, or seat of life, should be just even with the sur-
face of the ground. This is all there is of this wonderful discoVery of a new natural
law, to learn which the farmers are called upon to pay out their dollars, for the discoi^erv
of which he petitioned Congress to vote him about a million of dollars, using the follow-
ing pathetic lang-uago

:

I'For the honor of the Republic, for the honor of the age, and for the interest and comfort of thehving, as well as the unborn, let not that discovery wluch may cause two seeds to ripTwhere one

(fB
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now doe?, which prevents the premature death of all cultivated trees, which has been searched for

in vain during the history of all civilized society, die with the discoverer for want of the action of

the United States Congress."
'

Now wLat there is new or secret in tliis, except a name, we can not perceive. The

injurious effects of planting trees deeper than the collar, have been proclaimed by good

gardeners for these many years. In an excellent article on Deep and Shallow Planting,

and their effects on Trees and Plants, in the Annals of Horticulture (London) for 1848,

we find the following remarks :

"Among the conditions imposed on the planter should be that of supporting, by some means, all

shrubs and trees above a certain height, and also that of planting nothing lower in the ground than
will luring the eo//ar of the rooi level with the general surface. * * * * In no case can a tree

or plant (except those of the nature wc have mentioned) flourish if the collar be lower, that is,

materisilly lower, than the surface. * * * * jrirgt, on no account plant anything deeper in

the earth than it has been before ; let the collar of the root be level with the general surface,

or above it, for if the roots do not like to be so shallow, they will of themselves go down lower.*•»** If j^ny of ^]ie doubtful will take the trouble to plant two young fir-trees, one six or

eight inches below the collar, and the other exactly the depth of the collar, they will convince

themseves in one season of the necessity of attending to these few hints. * * * * With the

exception of the vine, and some few that strike root at every joint, it is as important to keep the

collar well up to the surface, and the roots spread, as it is to plant them at all."

In Bridgman^s Young Gardener''s Assistant, published in 1845, Ave find the following:

"In transplanting fruit trees, let the collar, or that part from which emanate the main root-a, be

near the siu'faee. * * * * With a view to illustrate the evil of deep planting, I would observe

farther, that when cabbage plants are transplanted in ju'oper season and on good fresh soil, they
generally prove uniformly good; whereas, if it should happen, as it sometimes does for want of

suitable weather, that the plants cannot be transplanted imtil they get crooked and overgrown, so

as to require deep planting to support them in the soil, such j^lants, hke diseased peach trees, decay
first in the bark, betwaeu eartli and air, and then, from being deprived of a natural circulation of

the vegetable juices, die, and discharge their putrid matter in the earth, to the destruction of such

other plants as may be inserted in their stead. I have frequently known a land of cabbage plants

filled up half a dozen times, and the crop at last scarcely worth gathering, whereas, could the plants

have been set out while dwarfish, and inserted tlieir proper depth in the ground, the cultivator

would have been rewarded a hundred fold. I dislike tautology, but cannot aA'oid repeating my
humble opinion, that deq) planting and injudicious culture are the causes of most of the diseases and
failures of fruit trees."

LiNDLEY, iu his Theory of Horticulture, when speaking of transplanting trees, and

more particularly of forest trees, says :

" Place them as nearly as possible in the same condition, with regard to the soil, that they were
in before removed."

From these extracts it will be seen that this great secret lias been known to writers on

horticulture and vegetable physiology for these many years, and the proper C5t)urse

urgently recommended. Professor Comstock recommends the same course, only chang-

ing words and calling what gardeners call the collar, the seat of life.

" Strange such a difference there should bo
'Twixt tweedle dum and tweedle dee."

The bad effects of too deep planting Mr. Comstock says is to cause the tree to throw

out roots above the natural seat of life, and thus the scat of life is removed higher up,

and the old roots die, as well as the stem or branches, and a new shoot is thrown up

from the new roots, which the Professor calls a sucker. Now we think the Professor

would find it difficult to make many of our fruit trees throw out roots above the natural

collar. Some plants, (grape vines, for instance,) will freelythrow out roots from every

joint, and these are seldom injured by deep planting. We have planted vines raised

from layers, having a fine mass of roots at two joints, and after five years of fine growth

and fruitfulness, having occasion to remove the vine, found the lower roots healthy and

vigorous. A little experience we should think would teach Mr. Comstock his error in

this respect.



From the many communications received we select the following, and leave the sub-
ject for the present

:

"Interesting instances of the growth of Trees, Grain, and Vegetable?, contrary to 'Terra or
bKiN-JjEEP Culture. —1st. A peach tree standing near where I wished to dio- a cellar a bank of
rich dirt eighteen inches or two feet high was tlii'own around it, and the result was, not the death
o; the tree, Mr. Comstock, [he asked me if it did not kill the tree,] but an abundance of fruit whichripened nearly a month earlier than the year before, and so much better that you would not suu-

and^ruitful
^''''^ "''

'''"''*'
^''''^' ^^'^ ^""^ "''"'^ "''' ^^''''' "''"''''' ''''^ ^^^ ^'"'^ '^ ^^'^^ flourishing

" 2-. A" oljl, favorite cherry tree, at my father's, twenty years since, treated in precisely the sameway, IS still living and thrifty.
f j

"S. A little east of the culvert where the Irondequoit passes under the great embankment anorchard was buried in some places quite to the limbs of the trees, by a break in the canal sometwenty years since. I believe that not a solitary tree has died in consequence, and the wholeappear as thrifty as other orchards in the vicinity.
"4. A tamarack tree, around which the ground was raised some eighteen inches, in dio-o-inff mvtish pond, has grown rapidly ever since— five or six years.

' »& b j
"5. Two fine asparagus roots were accidentally covered, I do not know how deep, with richmold scraped out ot a ditch. This was in the fall. A year from the next spring, rathln- late some

stalks ot asparagus, nearly as large as hoe handles, came up near the bank of the ditch • while mvother asparagus that happened to be terra-cultured, bore little sjnndling stalks. The shoots fromthe other louud their way out of the bottom of a liole which I dug to set a barrel in, as a reservoirlor a water ram. , ^^^.y un

"Before the invention of gang-plows and drills, we used to ]ilow in our wheat by gua-^in^ theplow so as to cut a furrow four or five inches deep. The result was not spindling stalks alid apoor yield, but wheat as stout and thick aa it could grow, often yielding forty or fiftV bushels peracre on good land.
o ^ j ^^ »

"Now, Messrs. Editors, it will probably be obvious to you, and others who have been admitted
to tlie mysteries of Mr. Comstock's system of terra culture, that what took place in relation to those
trees and garden plants which I have mentioned, would have proved fatal to them bv removin..he seat oi vitality from-I am not permitted to tell where. So of grain : he says that by covering

\l!^'?' P/V^^''"*-;; l^^""' ^'^'fy ^^ '^"* ^^^" '""^ ""^'' y^'^ "^^y ^^^P on mv toes,J the point of vitaf
ity, o seat of life, will be injured, and long-jointed stalks and a light crop will be the consequence.

Mr. C. says that liis system is according to nature, if I understand him. Well, after all, dameJNature is not so difnciilt and capricious as some people imagine. We will suppose two or three

rf,r''f i '"''"'', >"/e?'''?S oft" his land, leaves here a nice hickory, there a butternut, and a
little further a maple, for fruit or shade. These are in a state of nature, or something like 'terra
culture. Fretty soon three or four yoke of oxen are tearing the plow among the roots of these

uf PIt"^!', ""'i^
y.""^^' '''/*'*' y^''^^ *^^^ V^o<^^^& of cultivating and scarifying goes on. What is the

result i Not the death or decay of the saplings ; but instead, the large, thrifty, symmetrical ornaments
whic-h adorn our fields, with grains nearly an inch thick, as we find when we cut them for timberihe asparagus is said to have been originally a sea-plant, but accommodates itself on terra-nrma, and with plenty of its original seasoning furnishes us with one of the best dishes which ourgardens proauce In fact she seems to smile approviti-ly on all right efforts which we make toimprove her productions. By thorough culture (not "terra culture") she gives us beautiful flowersand truits in place of those which were ordinary and worthless. Ever recuperative and vigorous,
11 in cultivating among our trees, we break a root, she immediately sends out numberless smaller
nores and the growing process goes on as well, and perhaps better, than before, Mr. C.'s little dry
sticks to the contrary notwithstanding. "^

'' But there is one thing she does not like, and that is to be robbed of the food which she needs toDring her productions to perfection
; and what the Genesee i^armer has been urging for years in

.legard to this robbery, we shall find to be true by and by.
''Mr. C. says bis system will do away with the potato disease. Was his system followed thirty

or loriy years ago when this disease was unknown. His substitute of , instead of deep andtnorough cultivation among corn and potatoes, might answer in a four foot bed in the garden, butm a twen.y or htty acre lot it would be impracticable and wasteful. Manure on the surface of thegtound loses one-half or two-thirds its value by evaporation.
'Wg\\ Mr. Editor, perhaps I have said enough ; I don't know as I have made out much, but haveine vanicy to t iink that the reason is, there was not much against which to work ; and I have

iroin my own observation and experience, come to the conclusion that "terra culture" is a humbuc/
that 13 not worth the dollar. P. Parks.— Victor, iV. Y."

Mr. P. will not be understood as recommending deep planting, but thorough culture,
which CoMSTocK says is labor worse than wasted. Mr. C. stated that any tree covered
above the ''seat of life" would certainly die, this being a natural laiv, and to it there
was no exception.
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HINTS.

The present is the last winter montli, and a few reflections at this time may be useful.

As this has been, in almost all parts of the country, an " open " winter, it aftbrded a

good opportunity to repair fences and gates and do other out-door work, which we will

suppose has been attended to ; if not, improve the time the present month. Are the

implements all in order ? The blacksmith is now at leisure, and will do any repair-

ing you need without hurry, and consequently well. It will be very annoying if you

leave such things until you have to lose half a day's work running to the blacksmith's

shop, and when you get there perhaps find him so busy that he can scarcely attend to

your wants. If you want anything new, now is the time to take a jaunt to the city or

village and make your purchases. Some men are always ^^ bothered,''^ and half the time

out of temper because they neglect such things until work "drives" them. It is always

better to " drive " work, than to be " driven " by it.

Now, too, is the time to make arrangements about the disposition of your lands.

You have time to think, and thinking is what distinguishes the farmer from his ox.

Consult your intelligent neighbors ; consult your agricultural papers and find out what

others have done under similar circumstances, and with what results. Weigh the opin-

ions of all carefully, make up your mind with caution, have your plans well matured,

and when the season is right to strike the blow, you are ready. You have no need to

halt or hesitate.

In the fall you probably noticed some seed that you thought at the time you would

like to try another season. Get it now if you can, for when you get busy you will for-

get it; or, if you think of it, will not find time to procure it. Think this matter over a

little, and after you have concluded what change of seed you ought to make, or what
new crop you will introduce, do it up at once ; have all ready, and you will not have to

say, at the close of the next season, that you have left undone many things that you
intended to do. Every man that observes and thinks, learns a little by experience every

season that he cultivates a crop. Some things prosper under some circumstances and

fail under others. This is generally noticed at the time, but too often forgotten because

no memorandum is made of the circumstance that can be referred to at leisure. Think

over the results of the past, and gain knowledge for the future.

In your reading the present winter you have noticed some things which looked

very plausible and which you mentally resolved, at the time, you would test for

yourself. This is right; but unless you have it very firmly fixed in your mind,

or have it in your memorandum book in black and white, ten chances to one but you
will forget it just at the time you intended to put it in practice. Whatever experi-

ments you make, try carefully so that you be not deceived yourself nor deceive others.

Never guess at weights or measures, or quantity of land. It always looks bad for one

to say, when giving the result of any experiment, the quantity of land was "afiou^," and

the yield ^'abouV so much. If you test any special manure to ascertain its value, it ia

best to try part of the same field with barnyard manure and part without any. If this

was done, it would not be as easy for manufacturers of manure nostrums to get certifi-

cates of its value. IIow few know which is the most profitable crop the}'^ raise, or how
much is expended in manure and labor in raising any crop. It is well to keep an

account with the different crops and fields, so as to ascertain what pays the best for labor

and expense. This is the way business men do, and why not farmers ?

Have you tried root crops—carrots, ruta bagas, &c., for feeding stock ? If not, perhaps

the present season is just the time to test the matter on a small scale. Perhaps some
persons in your neighborhood can give their experience ; if not, you can find the testi-

mony of many in the agricultural papers.
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BRITISH AND AMERICAN AGRICULTURE.

{^Continued from Page 17.)

B. I see from the newspapers that the winter ia England and France has been as unusually mild
as with us.

A. So it would appear; yet, as a general rule, the weather in Europe is reverse of what it is

here. Last winter, in England, was remarkably open, while here it was very severe. Last fall,

in England, was one of tlie wettest experienced for a long time, so much bo that a very large pro-

portion of the land intended and prepared for wheat, could not be sown. If, however, the winter

has been as warm as asserted, I have no doubt much of this land has been sown. Wheat is often

sown as late as December, and does well.

B. What is considered the best time to sow wheat there, and how much do they sow to the

acre ?

A. The last week of September and the first of October is considered the best by most good
farmers. The quantity of seed sown, varies exceedingly in different districts ; from one peck to

three and a half bushels. Some of the " new lights," such as Davis, Mechi, Huxtable, and SiurrH,

have advocated very thin sowing, and they have undoubtedly obtained very large crops from not

more than a peck of seed per acre. Their writings, example, and results, have had some influence

in reducing the quantity of seed sown per acre. Many farmers I met with who, twenty years ago,

thought three and a half bushels of wheat none too much seed per acre, now think two and a
quarter amply sufficient. Tiiey have, however, failed to convince practical farmers of the economy
of sowing only a peck or even a bushel of wheat per acre. They find that while in many instances

thin sowing produces excellent crops, those who adopt the system on a large farm have invariably

more or less laud that is much too thin, and either has to be plowed under and sown to spring

grain, or yield a very indifferent crop. The loss on these few acres more than counterbalances the

gain by sowing thin.

B. I suppose they always drill in their wheat and horse or hand hoe it in the sprint.

A. Most of the wheat is now drilled in. It is commonly estimated that the di-ill saves half a
bushel of seed per acre, and gives, at the same time, a larger crop. It is generally drilled about

six inches apart, .and is not hoed. Those who hoe their wheat, drill it about a foot wide ; but the

practice of hoeing is anything but common.

B. In the last volume of the Genesee Farmer there was a cut of a horse-hoe for wheat that

appeared to me to be well calculated to perform the operation with economy and speed. I have

often wished we had some such an implement here. Our lands are now pretty clear, and I think

it would do good service on our Western New York lands.

A. I have seen the wheat-hoc you speak of at work. It is a good thing, but like all the English

implements, it ia too heavy and complex. Unless the rows of wheat are drilled as straight as an
arrow, you are sure to cut up as much wheat as weeds ; and, in any case, it requires a strong man
with a steady hand to guide the hoe straight.

B. I should think some of our implement makers could lighten, simplify, and cheapen this hoe,

improve it, or make a new one that would do good service and come into general use. Labor is so

much higher with us than in England, that the difference in favor of horse-hoeing is much greater

here than there. Don't you think it would pay to hoe our wheat if it could be done cheaply.

A. I think it would, but I doubt very much whether the practice can ever generally prevail

here. The land would not be dry enough to hoe much before the first of May, when the wheat is

growing so rapidly that it would be difficult to hoe a considerable breadth before the plant would
be so far advanced as to be injured by it..

B. It appears to me that you think there is but little in the best system of British agriculture

that we can adopt here with advantage.

A. If we understood the principles of their agriculture better, we might draw our own deduc-

tions from them and modify their practices and adopt new ones suited to our peculiar cireumstances.

It is in this way that we can profit by the experience of European farmers, and only in this way.

Tlie farmer who, by empirical experience, discovers the best way of cultivating the various crops

on his own farm, is worthy of much praise and greatly benefits the farmers of his immediate dis-

trict, who profit by his example
; but he who searches after and discovers the principles on which

^^ (k
s
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a judicious system of agriculture is based goes far beyond this, and benefits not only his immediate

neighborhood, but the intelligent farmers of the whole world. I wish, for our own benefit and

national credit, that we had some institution set apart for discovering new principles in agriculture.

As I have before said, we have in this country better means in operation for diffusing agricultural

knowledge, than any other nation in the world ; and yet what does all this immense machinery

create in the way of knowledge? Our scores of agricultural papers, our State and County socities,

the empirical experiments of hundreds of farmers, carried on as they are at vast expense, positively

generate not one single principle of agricultm'al science that can be universally applied in general

practice.

B. You are getting quite warm on the subject. Did I not know to the contrai-y, I should suppose

you underrated the value of our agricultural papers, societies, exhibitions, &e. I kuow you do not^

for I have often heard you say that these papers and societies were of incalculable value to the

farmer. The papers give us the experience of others, and often contain suggestions for cultivating

crops and for performing all the multifarious labors of farm management to the best advantage,

such as we should never have thought of ourselves. Our exhibitions of farm products, the test of

skill in plowing, &c., stimulates us to exertion and renewed strife after improvement, which must

be productive of much good.

A. That is all very true. The societies and papers ai'e good and indispensable as a superstructure;

but to accomplish their greatest good to agriculture, it is absolutely necessary that they rest on a

firm, well-demonstrated, experimental basis of science. At present we have the superstructure

without such a foundation. The baneful consequences to agricultural science are too apparent to

be disputed. "What paper or society has ever told us practical farmers the reason why plowing in

a crop of clover benefits the following wheat crop, while a crop of buckwheat does not. Scientific

experiments have demonstrated the reason; and now it is as clear as noonday. What we want is

similar experiments in our own country, on our commonly cultivated crops.

B. You think, then, that we can derive no benefit from an intimate acquaintance with the vari-

ous modes of British husbandry, but that we must demonstrate principles for ourselves, and trust

to our own ingenuity for applying them to the art of agriculture.

A. I will not exactly say that. I think 1 have learned considerable by my visit to Europe,

though I cannot point out the particular parts of tillage in which we might profit by English prac-

tice. Their system of under-draining is reduced to a science, and no one can personally examine

the different modes of draining there without deriving much valuable knowledge, such as would

cost him many years of dear bought experience to acquire here.

B. I must have a little more conversation on the matter of draining next time we meet. I

intend, like yourself, to under-drain one of my fields this year, and shall be glad of any hints and

directions.

A. It will give me great pleasure to assist you all I can. I believe nothing will so much improve

our national agriculture as under-draining, and I am pleased that so many are going into it Hith-

erto we have had to pay exhorbitant prices for draining tiles in this neighborhood, but I am told

that parties are now making ai-rangements for their manufacture in Rochester, and that we shall

obtain them at a much cheaper rate.

B. Bye the bye, I have just been reading an account of the Smithfield Club Cattle Show. It

appears that the tenant farmers have carried off most of the prizes, beating the Earl Ducie, .Duke

of Richmond, and his Royal Highness Prince Albert, and other noble competitors. The fact is a

significant one. These amateurs breeders, that spare no expense in purchasing the best stock, and

do not care even if they loose considerable money in keeping it, have been beaten by common prac-

tical farmers who adopt the business as a means of making money. Time, care, judicious selection,

and personal attention in stock raising, must ever triumph over mere theorists and amateurs.

A. The Karl Ducie and Duke of Richmond, however, arc by no means "mere theorists." I believe

there is not a better judge of cattle in Great Britain than Earl Ducie.

B. So much the more credit then to the farmers who boat him. The weight of the piize sheep at

the last Smithfield show, as given in the papers, is hardly to be creditod. One in the "long-wooled''

class, weighed, when dressed, 556 lbs., and had besides 49 lbs. rough fat. In the "cross breeds,"

one gave 524 lbs. carcass and 57 lbs. rough fat, with a "hide" of 76 lbs. In the "short wools," the

heaviest carcass was 489 lbs. The first prize "Devon steer" yielded 948 lbs. beef, 145 lbs. rougli

|v fat, and 08 lbs. of hide. a i
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RuTA Baga—What is a maximum ckop?—Last year I received the first premium at our County
Fair, for my crop of ruta baga, yielding at the rate of sixteen luuidrcd and sixty-six bushels per acre

—the largest crop ever reported in this country. My report of this crop has been extensively copied,

and ha.s been received by some with distrust. An attempt to sustain that report seems to be justi-

fied by the importance of the subject, and demanded in self-defence.

It is objected that so large a crop has never been produced even in England, and it is inferred

that therefore I must have been mistaken.

Now, in the first place, I protest against this inference ; it is a non sequitur. Why may I not

raise a larger crop than England ? England has no svperior 7iatural advantages. The only advan-

tage claimed is that of climate ; and that is u mere assumption, and has not been proved. Our
climate has been unjustly condemned without a trial. All the advantages were on my side. By
beginning where England left off, I had the full benefit of her experience. Iler crops are cultivated

by the ignorant. Intellect and science may plan and direct, but do not plow or lioe. Her laborers

do not reason; they only work. My crop was cultivated entirely by myself, and not a blow struck

without a reason. My motive was an inflexible purpose to advance the agricultural art, while

theirs was to secure their dinner and their rent. In competition with such human machines, ought
not I to excel? The soil of England has been worn for two thousand years ; mine was new. Hers
almost entirely artificial ; mine as formed by the laws of nature ; in it God has been collecting and
garnering up the elements of fertility for six thousand years. To believe it inferior to the man-
made soil of England, is absurd. We ought, then, to produce better crops than Eno-land.

This objection, then, proves nothing, if it were true; but it is not. Larger crops than mine have
been raised in England. My crop would probably weigh forty tons; but the Woi-Jcing Farmer for

1851, page 176, alludes to an experiment producing forty tons six hundred weight; and ao-ain, in

the volume for 1850, page 148, it is stated that Mr. Nesbit, in the Farmers' Club in London, alluded

to a crop of his own, weighing 44 tons, and another crop of his neighbor, still krger. A book so

common as Johnstons Agricultural Chemistry publishes, App., p. 46, a crop of small white turnips,

tlie largest weighing only from 5 to 8 lbs., yielding 39 tons 15 cwt. This is equivalent to at least

50 tons of ruta baga. The same author, page 48'7, quotes from the secx)nd report of the Royal Ag-
ricultural Improvement Society of Ireland, j)age 51, a crop of turnips weighing 56 tons, and inclu-

ding tops, 76 tons. "An acre in our island," saj-s the same autlior, "has been known to produce
sixty tons of turnips, and perhaps that is not the maximum"!

" But," says the correspondent of the Germantown Telegraph, " I can not imagine how forty tons

of turnips can possibly stand on an acre." This question is not one of imagination, but of arithme-

tic. The maximum weight of the ruta baga is twenty pounds each. The largest of mine weighed

fourteen. My neighbors had some weighing twenty. J. Mecih, London, says : " Plenty of mine

weighed seventeen pounds. Turnips are planted in rows two feet apart, and from eight to twelve

inches in the rows ; the most liberal allowance being two feet surface to each root An acre is

43,560 feet, and of course will sustain 21,780 plants. Multiply tliis number by one-half the max-

imum weight of roots, that is ten pounds, and we have the weight of what ought to be a medium
crop— 217,800 pounds, or more than 100 tons. Surely, then, a crop of 40 tons is not incredible.

I wish to say to farmers who may notice this statement—
1. Our cattle always suffer more or less from the violent change from the green grass of summer

to the dry hay of winter.

2. Roots ai-e in their composition, like green grass, and may be kept all winter in their green

state ;
and a portion of root feed is the most economical policy.

3. In this climate there is no substitute for roots for cattle.

4. They cost only from two to five cents per bushel.

5. A larger quantity of root food may be fed from a given quantity of land, than of any other kini
6. The larger the yield per acre, the lower the cost per bushel.

The plowing should be deep, manuring high, and hoeing frequent and thorough. J. T. Andrew.
— West Cornwall, Conn.

It will be recollected that in the April number of the Farmer for 1852, we gave an

abstract of Mr. Andrevf's method and success in cultivating ruta baga, saying that his

results " gave encouraging evidence of the successful application of skill and science to

m
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farm husbandry ;" and knowing that it was very generally supposed that this climate

was not so well adapted to the profitable culture of root crops as Great Britain, we haz-

zarded the following assertion : " We speak advisedly when we pronounce 41^ tons a

greater crop than has ever been raised in Great Britain. 25 tons is there considered a

first rate crop, and is seldom exceeded." We said this, not in the least to intimate a

doubt that Mr. Andrew's crop was not 41^ tons per acre, but as practical proof that

our climate and soil would produce better roots than England. When we made the

above assertion, we were aware that there were many published accounts of 40, 50, CO,

and even 70 tons of turnips per acre, reported by men of undoubted veracity. Upon
investiga-ting these statements, however, we generally found that the methods of ad-

measurement were of anything but an unexceptionable and satisfactory character. In

some cases a few yards of a single row only had been weighed, and with the weight

thus obtained as the basis of calculation, the acreage yield had been determined and

published. Others would " stride off" an acre, and count the number of " cart loads,"

estimating the cart to contain a certain number of bushels, and the turnips to weigh so

many pounds per bushel ; and in this way calculate the weight per acre. Any one can

see that it is easy in this way— especially if you think you have a large crop, and wish

others to think so too— to make a crop yield 50 or 60 tons per acre.

Last fall, a friend of ours who had an excellent crop of potatoes, wished to ascertain

the probable yield per acre. Accordingly he dug half a dozen hills, weighed the pota-

toes, and found to his delight that his croj) would yield 1,275 bushels per acre. Even

Prof Comstock's terra cultured potatoes did not beat this. However, Avhen the pota-

toes were all dug, the yield was found to have decreased to somewhere about 250 bushels

per acre. So we believe would have been the case with these immense ruta baga crops,

if correctly weighed. We do not say it is impossible to grow such crops ; still, we
believe 50 tons of turnips have never been grown on a single acre. We have had

unusually favorable opportunities of seeing and judging the weight of the best turnip

crops of England, and have accurately weighed some of the largest crops of Scurvin's

ruta baga we ever saw, and never found one to exceed 27 tons per acre.

No one can set a higher value on root crops in agriculture than ourselves, and we
would use every means in our power to extend their culture. Exaggerated accounts of

large crops, however, we think rather calculated to retard ultimately the desired object

than to hasten it ; for a farmer who expects 50 or 60 tons per acre, will certainly be

disappointed, and consider the whole aftair a humbug.

Why does the Sap rise in Trees?—This interesting question is the caption of a long arliclo to

be found in the August number of 1852 of the Workhig Fa^nner. I have rc*ad many essays intended

to elucidate this phenomenon, but the one referred to is the rarest specimen of scientific literature I

have ever met with. The author begins by attributing to the whole family of vegetable physiolo-

gists a want of accurate knowledge of cause and effect, and of seeking shelter behind an unmeaning

shadow, by them styled vital principle. After having thus modestly disposed of the common herd,

he goes on and says: "We are willing to admit that some of the causes for the rising of sap in

trees and other plants, may neither be known nor understood ; but so many arc known, and their

operations have been so minutely considered, that we see no objection to attributing the whole

phenomena to such natural laws as we are acquainted with, provided they seem to be sufficient to

render the whole fact clearly understandable."

lie proceeds and gives no less than eight propelling powers, to which ho attributes the rising of

the sap. I would always prefer to liavo one well authenticated reason, than so many, lest they all

should fail. But let us see if any of the reasons assigned will bear examination. He does not

single out any one of them, but attributes it to the joint operation of them all.

The first ])ropelling power enumerated is capillarii attraction. Cajiillary attraction exerts but a

very feeble jwwer when it is exerted in straight tubes, but water may be absorbed by jioroua

bodies to a considerable elevation above its level. But such absorption never assumes the form of
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a cause to an effect, we should well consider the effect. The sap rises in the spring, before the

leaves are out ; consequently they are not needed to draw it up. Capillary attraction fails; because

the sap does not rise at all times when the earth is wet. The sap is not drawn up ; because it will

overflow, and it will continue to run if the tree is cut off at the ground. It is not pushed up

;

because if we cut a tree just above the ground, when the sap is running up, and immerse the trunk

in colored water, it will rise and color the texture of the wood.

When we have discovered the principle that gives motion to the heart of man, then we will be

able to answer the question, but I doubt if before.

The conclusion of the article is the only part of it to which I can subscribe: " "With such facts

before us so simple, and so readily to be understood, we fll-e disinclined to attribute the whole action

of, to the words vital principle." I have no difficulty in believing that the author is so simple, and

easily understood, that he has attributed the rising of the sap to any power but the vital principle. B.

.-•-»

Impeovkmknt of Roads.—Nothing adds more to the beauty of a landscape or rural scenery, and

nothing is a surer indication of the enterprise and prosperity of its inhabitants, than to see hand-

some, straight, and well constructed roads, well fenced with boards, hedge, or wire, and sku'ted

with ornamental or useful trees.

Many persons pursue a very slovenly practice of throwing along the road-side stones, old stumps,

or orchard brush, which they take from their fields, thus obstructing the way so that two teams can

barely pass, and the pedestrian who is compelled by necessity to use the only means of locomotion

which nature has provided, or the individual who chooses to avail himself of the healtliful and invig-

orating exercise of walking a few miles, is obliged in many instances to plod through the mud up to

his ancles or betake himself to the neighboring fields.

Another great source of annoyance is the practice of letting their long-snouted quadrupeds run at

large, without rings in their noses, who root up the ground along the fenc^fS, leaving them rough

and imsightly, and causing Canada thistles and other noxious weeds to spring up in place of the

beautiful grass-sward which has been upturned by those voracious grunters.

I would here remark that I have entirely eradicated several patches of Canada thistles along the

road-side, by cutting oft' every plant even with the surface of the ground as often as they made their

appearance, as I passed to and from my daily avocation.

An error is committed by many of our path-masters in working the roads too wide, which neces-

sarily renders them flat, thus causing the water to stand on the surface, when the tread of animals

and the wheels of carriages soon make them very muddy. They plow close up to the fences on

each side, leaving no chance for a foot passenger to get along. A good side-walk should be left on

each side, at least six feet wide. The width of the road from the deepest part of the ditches may
be 32 feet, and the two side-walks six feet each ; making in all 44 feet clear of the fences, or about

two and a half rods, which is enough for any road except some great thoroughfai'e. Trees may be

planted along the road-side, especially on the south side of an east and west road, as their shadows

will be cast into the road, and will do little or no injury to the growing crops. The trees may be

cut away as soon as they attain a size sufficiently large for fence posts, and their places supplied by

setting out new ones in the intermediate spaces, or by letting a shoot grow up from the old stump

to form a new tree. New trees may be set in the spaces some years before cutting the old ones.

In this way the farmer can furnish himself with considerable timber and fuel with little expense,

beside adding beauty to his farm and the surrounding scenery. If all the road work were faithfully

and judiciously laid out, we sliould soon see a decided improvement in our roads ; and especially as

the practice of building plankroada has become so common, which throws more labor on the cross

roads.

I would again call the attention of your readers to the law which requires the path-master in

each road district, the superintendents of canals, and the corporations of railroads, turnpikes, and

plankroads, to cause Canada thistles and other noxious weeds to be cut at least twice a year— once

between the 15th of June and the 1st of July, and once between the 15th of August and the 1st of

September in each year. Jason SMmi.

—

Tyre, JV. Y.

^̂:
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emery's mower and reaper.

r^^/)/./'«

VIEW OF THE MACHINE AS ARRANGED FOR MOWING.

As will readily be seen, it is provided with a driver's seat and wheels, independent of

fhe machine itLlf, but attached by hinges in such a manner as to allow an easy action

and adjustment, while this method does away entn-ely with all the side draft.
_

The inachine itself is provided with a large main wheel, being about ^ovtj inches m

diameter and ei<rht inches face, with the necessary projections on its surface ihis

tl e t c St with an internal gearing at one side of the spokes, f^eeth of which are

protected from dirt and strengthened by a deep flange of nearly three ^«^1';^- Th

fllte is represented by that irart of the cut bearing the words ^^Mower -nd Reaper

ComMneciy The main frame is suspended from this wheel by means of ac^ustable

pinion boxes, the boxes being hung inside of hangers attached to the frame itselt. By

a lyino- a kind of wrench To the box, (which projects far_ enough beyond the hanga-
,

a made square,) it may be turned ; thus by the action of its teeth on the corres-

pondhig teethL the hanger, the frame itself is raised or lowered to any desired point,

where it is confined by a simple iron key.

-^AJ



A small pinion is placed inside of this large wheel at the forward part, and its shaft
confined to the under side of the frame itself, this shaft extending far enough outside to
receive an eccentric close up to the frame.

The motion of the cutters is obtained by eccentric straps and connecting rod, passing
along the outside of the frame to the fore end, where it connects

-P^^ ^uj^ ^^*^ ^° ^^^0^ o^' ^"ee iron, as shown at A, in fig. 1. This elbow
(S^^ ^ • extends its other end through to the front of the main frame, as

\(|z=^05C ^'^^^ ^^ ^' ^"^^ ^^ confined in position by a heavy, substantial bed-
® ^ Pl^-ite of iron. The end of the cutter bar itself, connectino- with

the elbow at B, has its motion simply and directly from the main wheel, all parts work-
ing constantly in line, giving a stroke of eight inches by the eccentric, and each end of
the elbow being eight inches from its centre of motion, causes on either end a deflection
of but five-eights of an inch beyond a straight center line. At the same time, the cut-
ters have as much velocity as the best reapers and mowers in use. They make but
half the reverses or vibrations, and require les« than half the weight of cutter bar and
connections of either of them, while it is equally strono-.

This cut represents a transverse section of the wrought-iron cutter beam, with a sec-
tion of the cutter bar, cutters, and dividers. B represents
the cutter bar, to which the steel blades are attached on its

under side, the bevel of the blades being upon the upper
side and sickle edge. These blades also extend back to
the cutter bar, but not to a point as forward. The edges
of this rear part are same as forward the cutter bar, and
serve to cut and clear all the " clog" or fibre which may
possibly escape the forward cut and get drawn into the
dividers. D represents a section of the crank axle, which
extends through the hollow beam, and supports its outer
end. C represents the double plate hollow beam, with

attachments. A represents the divider, showing the openings and guides through which
the cutters pass. This divider is made very true, with sharp corners, over which the
cutters pass, forming a perfect shears-cutting action. These dividers are wider than on
most other machines, thus protecting the cutters from being injured by stones o-ettin-r
between them, (the space being but two inches,) and compressing the grass or grai'n
into a more dense body while being cut.

These cutters and dividers are not dissimilar to those used by the first premium
mowing machine at the late trial by the State So-
ciety, with the exception that tlie divider is made
to fit round the under side of the wrought iron
cutter beam, the beam itself .being made of two

.

\>\&i(i?, of wrought iron rolled into a sort of trough
with their concave faces placed together, and then firmly riveted, thus forming a hollow
beam. An enlarged but imperfect representation of the divider is shown in fig. 3.

Through this hollow beam a shaft is passed, and at its extreme end this shaft is turned
at right angles to the rear of the beam about two feet, and a wheel attached to its rear
end, to support the outer end of the beam. At the inner end of this shaft is attached
a sort of c-rank or lever about two feet long, extending forward towards the driver's seat,
with a leather strap or chain attached to it. This straj), j)assing upwards and over a
slueve, extends along the large lever to the driver's seat,- and passing another shieve and
IS then attached to the foot board of the driver. This main lever, which is seen passino-
the driver's seat, is made permanent to the machine itself, and is kept in its desired
position or elevation, by means of an upright post beside the seat, with a series of



catches and latch, operated by the driver's foot, so that while the person is raisino- fT..lever w,th h.s hand with his foot he.loosens or confines it where he' desirel
' '''"

rZTir' 7A\ ?
'"'''' '^•^''''' ^'^''"« ^y '' '^'^ '''^' «f ^l^e machine directly inrear of Mmself the strap or chain is drawn over the shieves, and the end of t^e wrJnch

^"' "
^®^?^ '^ ^^^^ed sufficiently to turn the crank shaft
which extends through the cutter beam, and by this
bemg turned, the wheel at the outer end becoming a
fulcrum on. the gfound, the beam itself must be raised
at Its outer end so as to maintain a uniform elevation
of Its whole cutting front from the ground.
The apron itself is shown with its fixtures in Her. 2

detached. It is made of a strong frame work Ind
hght covering of wood and tin. The T standard at
Its back IS a breast-work to protect and support the
raker, who stands erect, face forward, directly behind
It. The delivery is at one side, and has a slight ele-

,•„ T. J .
elevation above the cutters, about one and a Inlfnches and is over four feet .wide. A reel may be used at pleasure, and s a^vls slid^vlth the machme. The reel is driven by a pulley on the main wh el shaft-the bandpassing below the apron to the front side, where it passes upward to and over a pulleyon the reel shaft. The band and pulley have been omitted by the eno-rave7althoulh

in his sketch made from the machine.
^»i,r^vei, aimough

BuRRALL's Convertible Reaper. -The accompanying engraving represents Bur

\:lt'fZZr tr'^^'
thefirst pi.eof 850 Jt^TL ofImpLen'rat GenevI,

judges, in their re- /
'"''

^'^'^

't' .... .;#
port, say : " T. D.
Burrall's Machine
performed its work in

the most admirable
manner; the gavels
were well laid ; the

workmanship and
materials were excel-

lent. The circular

apron for side deliv-

ery, the balance
wheel, and an ar-

rangement to elevate

the exterior edge of the apron, are valuable features "

by HoTardI r^^''!??"' nl' i
•

^'""' ' ^'''^^P'^^- ^'^ ^^-'^^^-"^'^' ^^owin, Machine,

of .ndw^n .1

'
1

°- ^.^ '^''' ^""^-'''"^ ''' ^-^^ ''^y >^ '« the best Mower we kno^on and well worthy the attention of those who have a larr>e quantity of grass to culWe have recommended this machine both in our journal and in answers to^ muil byetter, and have received several communications from farmers who purchased on ourrecommendation warmly thanking us for the service we had thus rendered thlihe subject ot mowing and reaping machines is now creating considerable attentionand we desire to give our readers the best information we can get on the subject Manywho have written us expecting to receive answers by letter, will find their inn rS answ^ed m this and other articles treating of the subjects on which they desire Mo m2n



iinrtiraltiirnl itprtratttt.

CONDUCTED BY P. BAEBY.

T.V Kitchen Garden we must recommend to the special attention of our readers and
The K TCHEN I.ARDEN

^ preparations be made for a

we ^vish to do I no V n ^^a^a tha* p J ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^.^^^ ^.^ ^^^^^_

thorougli season s cul uie. We ^"^^^
^^ ^^^^ ^ j ^^^^ J^ ^ith ample requisites of

'-''' '^^^tZn!;:^:^^^^^^ !:;;Sly of Poony ^ownlcments,
every kind, should conteni urn

hard-workin<r mechanic or merchant m

r"'""T"!arl>Tl: l^p'SrJ ten ; twelve hour-, a day. can by means

else, is your neaita
_ ^^ ^^ ^^ .^^^^^^ ^^^^1^ 1^^^,^^^

will say you cannot ^^^^ ^^/^^^
/^^^^^^^^^ f^^^^^ ^f /i,^', ^^^e such as it ought to be, you

Znir;nprtie:;T:\r<;;r;tr

vfl volumes of he Farmer we have given .ome hints on this pomt, as well as ,n the

™;f„Pthe.a„n..ea^^^^^^^^

taimers ^^^s^n i 6
^^ subsequent to planting be very favor-

'rt;^ n'o sutt If th'ey had the.^ at ho4 they would lo- no 'i- -

o kingl them, they could go out on a damp morn.ng or evenmg -d ^^^^ihem

"p^r.r^i'oflu'solrry be performed now. For instructions in this work we must

re£:pre:Lt™lumes.i=:wlL.,h.e..atedH

put in perfect working order.
•

n -i i „ foir offset to last^
The winter, over the whole country, has been unusually ^jl^^-'^

f^^^f;'^'^^^^^^^^
winter. The prospect for a fruit crop is now good ; but there has jet to come the most

critical time, so we must not be too sanguine.



the earlier varieties oriokated by Vak ^0^' ''"'T .

^^' f'''''' ^''^ "^ ^^^g
been a popular variety iuht coantr. n

'
'''^' ^'''^ "' ^^^^ ^^"''^ ^g^' ^^ has

considerably dissemh (t S • bufeTJ ^ ^mong pear growers for several years, and is

sively propLteTrd took its r>l..
7''^ ^^'^^^ '^ ^'"^ ^'''' '^^' ^' ^^^ exten-

quince Stocks, its qualirbasWnLoT V ^f''i^^g-^^^t ;

but since it has borne on
on pear and quince maHn'lon'.fT T^^'"^^^,

^"'- ^' '' ^ ^^^P^^^ grower both

andabundanVrrnd tlela^Lr^^ '"'''''-
'' ^^^ y^^^S

December. W beiievl ou fS tt 3 '^'^ ""^^"^^ ^^^'^"S^ ^^« ^^o^e month o^f

fine trees of this sorfWl .^ ," '

^°''^°''' ^''^•' ^^ ^rockport, who has some
later. To hive TeL keel ^ /" ^'^i

''"'''"" '^^^ ^^"'^ '^^ ''' '' ^^^^'^y ^-^^ ^^
"«

to fall, or nlriy wr'ecomZ^^^^^ ""' '' ^^'^ ^'^ *'^ ^^^^^ '^' ^^^^ ---^7any so. We^ommend this variety to be grown exclusively on the quince

BEURRE DIEL. BEURRE d'anjOIT.

Abroad the Buerre Diel is known varimiQltr qo p„. d 7 «
Bnerre IncomparMe, &c. Mr. Hov.; d S^^at^ it r" folfflu^''

^"^'^"'^
the word," and so it is.

^ noble/rmt m every sense of
The Beurre d^Anjou is of comparatively recent introduction. We have invariably

25^-
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received it from France as "M plus meuris^ The variety cultivated under the atter

n'net England is a very late-keeping winter variety The ^M.;o. is, we believe

the finest airtumn variety imported or introduced within the past twenty years. It was

fct frSt<S by Col. Wildek"some seven years ago, and ever since it has been gaining

! Ld in ^^^^^^^^^ of Ihe Boston cultivators, until now they cannot use language

L ^itnVfor its praise. We have fruited it three years at Rochester, and can say that

t is a pear of surpassing excellence. The tree is very vigorous, erect and haiulsome in

is Iro vth with large, luxuriant, wavy folded leaves, on long petioles giving the tree a

dtthic aspect amoit others. It bears young an<l moderately ;
the fruit on the ends of

t b aXVel ally, and very regularly distributed. Fruit-large, long, obova^,
the biancnes gene, y, -^

J', j marked with russet dots, and usually

h^i: : :S lZ;'t^ Itn e;;:!: 'the sun. The tlesh is finer, and flavor

richer and m^re highly perfumed than the B. Bid, but the latter woukl be more profit-

able for extensive cidture. Season about the same as B. Diel-irom October to Jan.

Thte afe tw^^ varieties of which we think no one need be afraid to plant too many.

Five hundred bearing trees of each would be a snug fortune.

-•-•

^ WINTER SHOW OF FRUIT AT ALBANY.

The display of fruit was not large, but very fine-the greater part from Western New

York The committee of arrangements for this department, Messrs. McIntyke, Dokk,

Ind GooLD of Albany, had made ample and comfortable preparations both for exhib-

tors and v sitors ; and those who were present seemed to enjoy the occasion wel .

^'The MesS. hIvwakos, of Brighton, made their usually superb^^f^ (

varieties,) besides two dishes of grapes in first rate order in appearance and fla^ or M

R. H. Bkown, of Greece, made a fine display of 20 varieties of ^PPl^^^f^^";^^^^

mens eclipsing all the others in size and beauty. Messrs Ellwanger & Barry ofteied

Tvar eties of pears, many of which were in tasting cond-tion, -^ g-^ ^^^ J^^f
very interestin-and instructive gossip on winter pears. Mr. John S. Goold, of Alban)

™ted a i?h of Inconnue Van Mans pear in nice condition -pronounced good,

£ I^lri^'zi. pear and finely preserved IsaMla and
^«f^'^;.

f^P^ ^1}^";™^

of the other contributors will be found in the following report, which we take fiom one

of the newspapers

:

. , ,

S^v'-rcScS LTh "".rThc gS' wit o„ »HWao„ c.„,« f,-o» th« wcstcn, part of the

State, and but little from this section.
„,„„.„^f v.,ri<>tv of Winter Pears, numbering 40 dif-

Isaac MERU.rr, Tenlield, Monroe County, 3 varieties of Apples.

F W. Lav, Greece, Monroe County, 11 varieties _ot Apples.

ROBEUT Brown, Greece, Monroe County, 20 var.clics ot Apples.

A. Frost, Genesee Valley iNur^ery, '21 varieties of Apples.

Judge BuKL, Rochester, 5 varieties of Apples.

^^•i^n;i;:ts;;^:SX:y^w^- - ^^- -^ y^^'^^^ ^« ^° '' "^^^ "^^"^^ "^

nSeiety did not oO^r any valuable Vr^f^^^^l^^ j^t^^SrwKa^SX^^SS
that tlic Kxecutivc Committee might be induced to give a tc^v

^i'JdV''^^ ^j,, j^.

zeal in g.-tting together the greatest variety and choicest lands of Winter i-iuiu

The following iiremiums were awarded: ,r , i

p,,„iTS.—iVars—Ki-iAVANGER & Barry, large bilver Medal.

=^



Apples.—Er^wANGKR A Barky, Diploma, copy of Downing's Fruits ; T. G. Yeojians, copy Barry's
Fruit Garden ;

J- H. .Watts, Roeliestcr, copy Thomas on Fruit; A. Fuost, Rochester, copy Downing's
Fruits ; John B. Goold, Albany, copy Barry's Fruit Garden ; E. 8. ITaywaud, Bi'igliton, Monroe Oo.,

Diploma and Downing s; Isaac Merritt, Pcnfield, copy Thomas; F. W. Lay, Greece, copy Down-
ing ; Robert Brown, Greece, Diploma and Downing ; J. J. Thomas, Macedon, Wayne Co., Diploma
and Barry's Fi'uit.

Grapes.—N. C. Hayward, Greece, copy Barry's Fruit Garden.
Carrot-s.—N. & K- !^- IIayward, Brigliton, Monroe Co., 600 bushels on 55-100 acres, $8.

Clover Seed.—Frederick N. ToBEY,'East Bloomfield, 30 22-60 bushels on 6 acres and 100 rods, $5.

Field Crops.— \Vintcr Wheat—Ira Apthorp,. Riga, 53 9-60 bushels per acre, $20.

Wq hope the Society will hereafter encourage these winter exhibitions, as the late

one has afforded a very satisfactory demonstration of their utility.

Annual Meeting of the Genesee Valley Horticultural Society.—This meeting

was held on the 5th February. The following officers were chosen for the ensuing year:

President—5. J. THOMAS, Macedon.
Vice Fresidmfs.—L. Wetiiereli, Rochester; II. P. Norton, Brockport; R. G. Pardee, Geneva;

Mr. Jeffry, Canandaigua ; Samuel Siiadbolt, Wheatland.
Recording Seerefari/.—Jas. Vick, Jr., Rochester.

Oorrespondinff Secretary-—II E. Hooker, Rochester.

Treasurer.—James H. Wattp, Rochester.

Committees.— On Fruits—P. Barry, II. E. Hooker, John Donellan, J. W. Seward, R S. Hayward,
L. A. Ward, J. W. Bis-ell, H. K. Langworthy, L. B. Langworthy, Zera Burr, Geo. Ellwanger,
Alonzo Frost.

On Trees and Shrubs.—W. A. Reynolds, Win. Webstei-, R. Donellan, W. King, Joseph Frost, C.

F. Van Doom.
On Entomology.— L. Wethi'i'clj, J. W. Seward.
On Vegetables.—John DoneHan, James Vick, iv., Horace Hooker, .James Buchan.
On Botany.—L. Wetherel!, Francis Trentraan, Moses Long, Chester Dewey, G. H. Smith, P.

Cooney. _
On Finance.—:io\\v\ J. Thomas, L. Wetherell, J. Vick, Jr., J. H. Watts.

Executive Committee.—J. S. Thomas, L. Wetherell, P. Barry, W. A. Reynolds.

There was a very nice display of winter apples and pears, and some of the best pre-

served Isabella grapes we have seen were presented by Mrs. M. Jewell, of Rochester.

Among the apples we saw none so remarkable as Nciotown Pippins, the largest and
fairest we have seen shown, by Mr. R. H. Brown, of Greece. The Committee report as

follows

:

Report of Fruit Commmittee—Winter Exhibition.—Messrs. Ellwanger <fe Barry, Mt Hope
Nurseries, exhibited 33 varieties of Pears and 24 of Apples.

Jas. H. Watts, Rofhester, Northern Spy Apples.

R. H. Brown, Greece, 22 varieties Apples.
Messrs. A. Frost & Co,, Genesee Valley Nurseries, 18 varieties Apples.
H. White, Rochester, 8 varieties of Apples. ' «

S. Miller, Rochester, St. Jcrmain Pears.

Mrs. M. Jewell, Rochester, Isabella Grapes in a most beautiful state of preservation.

Messrs. Bissell & Hooker presented a new and promising variety of Apple—name unknown to

the Committee. •
Pears and Prices.—Wo learn from the best authority, that sales of pears have been actually

made at Philadelphia this season at prices calculated to give an impetus to their culture beyond any

former example. One remarkable specimen of Duchess d' Angouleme pear was sold at Isaac New-
ton's Fruit and lee Cream store, in Chestunt street, Philadelphia, for One Dollar I and many speci-

mens not quite so large, but very respectable in size, produced seventy-five cents each as soon as

they were displayed in the window. Now this is very encouraging, certainly, to a man who can

purchase a tree for from twenty-five to fifty cents, and sell the produce at even half or quarter the

above prices. In addition, we are as.sured that Mr. Newton was selling a stock of Vicar of Wink-

field pears, on Decomber 2, 1852, at seventy-five cents a dozen, to eager buyers! Our correspondent

says he immediately sat down and ordered pear trees for all the vacant spots he could find in his

garden. We only add that we think him a sensible man.

^A^
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The Ageicultural Press.—We know of nothing fair to be

more encouraging in the signs of the times than papers,

the great demand for all kinds of literature that

in any way appertains to rural affairs, or pro-

fesses to instruct in agriculture and kindred pur-

suits. Demand always creates a supply—so, at

least, is the ease in this instance. We have now

on our exchange list something like sixty agricul-

tural papers, probably more than are publishd in

all tlie other countries of the world piit together.

We feel grateful that our lot is cast amid such

a reading, thinking nation of working farmers.

To notice separately, as they deserve, such a

host of contemporaries, would fill completely our

humble sheet.

Boston, "the Athens of America," pours forth

weekly four clear, vivifying streams of agricultu-

ral knowledge, running east, west, north and

south, enliglitening the mind and fertilizing the

soil of thousands of happy readers. The Boston

Cultivator, we believe has much the largest circu-

lation of any weekly agricultural paper in the

world. It-* leading articles are sound, seasonable,

scientific and practical. The New England Far-

mer, Massachusetts Plowjliman, and Nexo England

Oultivator, are also good papers.

From New York, we get, weekly. The Agricul-

tor, American Artisan, and Scientijic American

;

monthly, The Plough, the Loom, and the Anvil,

and Working Farmer.

Baltimore furnishes us one of our best monthly

exchanges, Tlie American Farmer.

Pennsylvania sends us two montldies. The

Agriculturist has just hailed us, from Mercer. It

is an unpretending sheet, and will doubtless im-

prove if well sustained. , The Pennsylvania Farm

Journal has recently changed its location from

Lancaster to West Chester. We consider it " A,

No. 1."

Cleveland, Ohio, has the honor of issuing a first

rate weekly agricultural paper, The Ohio Farmer.

The semi-monthly visits of the Ohio Cultivator,

from Columbus, generally afford us both profit

and pleasure.

Michigan has now two montlily papers to look

after her agricxiltural interests, both hailing from

Detroit. "Competition ia the spirit of trade."

Tlie new pajjcr, The Farmer's Cwnpanion, appears

to have waked up the old, slovenly Michigan

Farmer, till it is now really quite a decent^ respec-

table looking Jo\irnal. Its youthful rival bids

of otir first dass agricultural

The Prairie Farmer, Chica&o, comes out in a

new dress and is much improved in appearance.

J. A. Wright has again taken its editorial charge,

assisted by Dr. J. A KENXiCQrr in the Horticultu-

ral department. Tlie Farmier now ranks among

the best.

Tlie Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer is a valuable

western journal. Publislied monthly at Janes-

ville, Wisconsin.

TJiC Western Plow Boy, Fort Wayne, Indiana,

is a semi-monthly just commenced. Its appear-

ance is much in its favoi*. We wish it a long

career of usefulness. It showed good sense in

copying our article on "the improvement of our

common sheep;" it forgot, however, to give credit.

We do not blame the ''Boy" ; this kind of steal-

ing is so common among the "old folks," that he

doubtless thought it no harm to follow their ex-

ample.

We have not space to go farther west or south

or our list might be greatly enlarged.

Comiug home again, we have the Wool Grow-

er and Stock Register, formerly published at Buf-

falo, now removed to Rochester, N. Y., and pub-

lished by D. D. T. Moore, the indefatigable

publisher of the Rural New Yorker, one of the

best weekly agricviltnral and family papers ex-

tant.

The weekly New York Farmer, Rome, N. Y., is

a iiseful paper.

The Northern Fanner, Uticsi, N. Y., monthly, is

great on bees and chickens, and is down on agri-

cultural science aud other kindred "humbugs."

The Country Gentleman, Albany, N. Y., is &

new weekly, conducted with much spirit and

talent.

We have not alluded to lialf the agricultural

journals on our list, but we tiiink the above will

be sufiicicnt to show our Trans-Atlantic friends

and subscribers that we are some in agricultural

literature in this new Avorld.

The Michigan Farmer.—The editor of the

Michigan Farmer has a bad habit of telling fibs

about his neighbors. We had hoped that a voy-

age to Europe and a good fit of sca-siekness

would have cured him of this evil jiropensity;

but it seems we are disappointed, as he returns

"like a doff to his vomit." We were rather

--^
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fearful, when we read his notes from England,
that this would be the result, as we know that
6uch scenes and such characters as he describes
are only to be found in the very worst society.

Removed from the restraining influence of society

at home, we fear our western editor was so un-
fortunate as to get into bad company, and thus
our hopes of his improvement were blasted. One
of our female subscribers in Michigan, calls our
attention to the following paragraph in the Feb-
ruary number :

" There are probably now about eight thousand subscri-
bera to agricultnral pa])crs in Michigan, viz., six thousand
to tlie Mic/ii(;an Farmer, say one thousand to tlie Gewsee
Fanner, TwQAnmdmd to the Albaiv/- Cultivator, ani five
hundred to all otliers. When we took the MivMgun Far-
mer, five years ago, it Iiad about a thoxistAmXf/Hj-ceni sub-
scribers, having been published six vears previously, and
the Genesee Fanner twenty-fiyc hundred."

Now, the truth is, five years since we had but
705 subscribers in Michigan ; last year, 2,409.

The present year we can not say what the num-
ber will be, as we are every day receiving orders
from that State, but have every reason to believe

it will be much higher, having already entered

on our books forty new offices, with good clubs,

where the Genesee Farmer was never before

taken. We hope the editor will make a good
Michigan Farmer, and we shall ever rejoice at

his prosj^erity.
>

Advertisements, to secure insertion in the Farm-
er, must be received as early as the 10th of the

previous month, and be of such a character as to

be of interest to' farmers. We publish no other.

Terms— $2.00 for every hundred words, each in-

sertion, paid in advance.

ca.se. the increase is dependent on tlie ammonia
of the guano: while in the latter, much benefit
Js also derived from the phosphates.

, On corn,
tl)e exact increase caused by 100 lbs. of guano[
has not, to our knowledge, been determined. Our
own opinion is, that it will not pay to apply guano
to corn, when shelled corn sells for only 50 cents
a bushel. We intend experimenting with it this
spring and shall then be able to speak with more
confidence. Any of our readers who have used it,

will confer a favor by communicating the result

Inquiries anb ^nsiDcrs.

(Edward R. Coke.) Middlesex Hogs.—There
are but few Middlesex hogs in the country. We
believe Mr. JortN C. Jackson, Newtown, Long
Island, has imported some fine specimens of this

valuable breed ; and that Col. J. M. Sherwood,
Auburn, N. Y., and Lewis R Allen, Black Rock,
N. Y., have obtained some of them from ]\Ii-.

Jackson.

(J. W, Ward, Louisvile, Ky.) Guano is a most
excellent manure for Indian corn ; that is, it will

very much increase its growth. The economy of
using it, however, depends on the amount of in-

crease produced by its application, and on the
value of the corn. On good average wheat soils,

or such that will produce from 15 to 20 bushels
of wheat without the aid of manure, 100 lbs. of
good Peruvian guano will produce three extra
bushels of wheat On very poor soils, we should
expect a much greater increase ; for in the former

v.^.
^'^''''";''''' "^ ANiMALS.-Will not you, or some ofour correspondents, give the readers of \he FamiZ Itable, or rule of raeasurement, by which individuals mayascert.-xm the weight, and consequently the value of their

''Ir"'.,^'!.™''"Vr'!"°"' '^"^'"S to -depend upon the•'say so ' of the butcher. J. Wokk, JT^.-Meadville.

We believe there is no rule for determining the
weight of beef by measuring the live animal, that
even approximates to correctness in all cases. We
have not sufficient data from which to deduce
even a general rule, and we should be glad if any
of our readers who have had experience in the
matter, would give us their results and conclu-
sions. The following, from Stephens' Book of the
Farm, is to the point:

"Assistance may be afforded you in ascertain-
ing the weight of your cattle until you are bet-
ter taught by experience, and this consists in
measuring their bulk, or in wcir/hinrj their live-
iveight. The live-weight of cattle is'easijy ascer-
tained by placing the animals upon a steel-yard.
The rule to determine the quantity of beef by
the hve-wcight is to mu]ti])ly the gross weiglit
by .605 of a decimal, if the ox is ripe fat; but if
not so, by. 5 of a decimal: that is to sa}^ that the
offal of an ox in ordinary condition we'ighs about
as much as its beef and bones. An ox should not
be weighed immediately after it has fed, as it
will weigh too heavy, but after it has che\ved
the cud, and is ready again to feed. Ascertain-
ing the weight by measurement is a more conve-
nient method than by weighing; and when the
measurement is properly taken, and the ox of an
ordinary size, it is about as accurate; though
every person can not measure an ox, that process
requiring judgment to do it properly and accu-

rately. Suppos the annexeed figure to represent
an ox whose weigth, sinking otfal, is desired to
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be ascertained by measurement. The mode is,

measure with a tape-line from tlic top of tlie

shoulder a to the tail-head c, and mark this for

length ; then measure round the body at _/;
im-

mediately behind the shoulder, and mark tliis for

the girtJb ; and on consulting the tables calculated

for the purpose of atfordiog the results, the

weight of beef will be found. Upon what prin-

ciple this rule for measurement is founded I can

not s.ay, and suspect that it is entirely empirical.

The rules by which the tables are calculated seem
to be these two, namely : multiply the square of

the girth in inches by the length in inches, and
divide the product by 7344, and the quotient is

the weight in imperial stones [14 lbs.] Or,

square the girth in feet and multiply it by the

length in feet, and multiply again by the decimal

.238, and the sum is the weight in imperial stones.

For Example : Suppose the girth is 7 feet^ or 84

inches, and the length 5 feet, or 60 inches ; the

weight of beef in imperial stones, according to

Strachan's Tables, which are the most recent, is

57 sts. 10 lbs. by the former rule, and by the lat-

ter it is 56 sts. 4 lb.s. These results show that

there is no fixed principle upon which either rule

is founded.

" This seems a very simple process, and so it

would always be, were the form of the ox always

perfect, which is very seldom the case, the fore

and hind-quarters, instead of being equal, being

more frequently otherwise ; and were the condi-

tion always the same. Therefore, the judgment

is called into exercise to make allowance for those

diiferenecs. When the fore-quarter seems the

heavier of the two, the line should be stretched

nearer the head than a, the exact top of the

shoulder; and so in like manner, when the hind-

quarter seems heavier than the fore, the line

should be stretched beyond c. In regard to the

girth, it is no uncommon fault in an ox to have

the carcass gripped small behind the shoulder, so

that the exact girth of such a t-houlder would be

below the truth. It is very rare to find the girth

too much filled out. You thus see that judgment

is required to apply the tape-line to an ox; and

as an illustration of the practical effects of mis-

applying the tape-line, I may state that one inch

only added to the girth and length given in the

above example, makes a difference in the above

weight of upwards of 2 sts. The addition of one

inch in the length is a mistake which may easily

be made by the ox merely standing with his head

down and back up ; and a similar position may
as easily cause an error in the girth. Experience

alone can make you proficient in measuring. I

knew a steward in Berwickshire who had so

much practice in measuring and so frequent op-

portunities of verifying his measurements, that

ho measured any ordinary sized ox, whether fat

or half lean, from one stone to half a stone of its

true weight.

"To an ox from 40 to 70 stones the rule of

measurement applies pretty near, if it is applied

with judgment, and it is but fair to the principle

that it should l)e so applied ; but in weights both

below and above these figures the rule is usually

at fault."

Turnips.—I am rather a green farmer at best, and want
to know many things which most meu, I presume, are well

informed about. 1 wish to know more about the turnip

crop and its relation to wlicat growing. I have thought
some on the subject, read all I could get, and eaperimented
a little, but still I find I have advanced but little in that

practical knowledge I need. I had thought of preparing a
small piece of ground, and early, say first of May, sowing it

to turnips, and then turn them under. Now will' you please

give me your opinion on this course. If it is all moonshine
say so, and tell me how you would manage. Wm. P. Cusu-
MAy.—Jiic/iJi'eld, OMq.

We like the ideas contained in this letter. When
we see farmers wishing to understand the position

one crop bears to another in a system of rotation,

we feel encouraged to hope a brighter day is

dawning on our national agriculture. The posi-

tion of the turnip crop, in agriculture, is a subject

too extended and too important to be investigated

in this place, and we shall recur to the matter

elsewhere in the couree of this volume.

Turnips, when plowed in aa a green crop, are

an admirable manure for wheat; but we doubt

the economy of so disposing of them. Better feed

them to cattle and convey the manure made by

the animals eating them back to the soil. The

manure thus made will do nearly as much good

as if the turnips were plowed under.

May is rather too early, in this climate, to sow

turnips. There would be danger of them running

to seed. The first week in June is the proper

time to sow ruta baga. The common turnip

should not be sown till July, and often does well

after wheat—sown in August.

Please give us the experiments you speak of.

They would no doubt be interesting to ns and our

readers.
:

Oilcake and LrNSEED.—As linseed oil cake is so very
valuable in fattening various animals, would not the seed
itself do better? And if so, how could it be best prepared
from the unground seed ? It is fur p;\sier for me to grow
the seed, than to get either oilcake or the f\eed ground into

meal. A Subscriber.—Ftdler^s Point, III.

Linseed is not more valuable for fattening ani-

mals than oilcake ; it is, however, a most valua-

ble and nutritious food. For rearing calves, lin-

seed boiled into a "tea" or "soup" is second only

to nature's food— the milk of the mother. In

England, "linseed tea" is used to a great extent

in conjunction with skimmed milk, as ft food for

rearing calves. It is also made into a jelly,

mixed with bran, cut hay, <te., and fed to cattle,

forming a most nutritious food. The method of

preparing this "jelly," is to soak the seed in cold

water for 48 hours
;
place it in a cauldron witli

about seven quarts of cold water to one quart of

seed ; boil the whole gently for two hours, stir-

ring it to prevent burning at the bottom. Two
quarts of the jelly is the usual quantity given to

fattening cattle.

If it is so easy for you to grow liusced, would

^ ^M.
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it not pay you to grow it for the fiax, -which is

transported to the eastern cities for so small a

per centage of its value ?

SowTNO Clover and Timotht, &c.—A subscriber wishes
to have a few hints on gardening, during the present year.
Also, to know the best time for sov/ing clover and gnoss
seed—how much, &c. He also wishes to inquire respecting
worms boring in apple trees—how to prevent, &c. A. Mak-
Tur, P. 'iA.—Nankm, Mich.

We will endeavor to comply with the request

respecting "hints on gardening," in our next

number. Should be glad to have a few " hints"

ourselves, on this or any kindred rural subject,

from our many esteemed correspondents.

Clover should invariably be sown in the spring,

8 to 12 lbs. clean seed per acre. Timothy is

sometimes sown in the fall, and does well ; but

in ordinary cases, the spring is in our opinion

the best time. A better crop of timothy hay is

obtained the first year by sowing in the fall, but

we have known instances in which timothy sown
in the fall has seriously injured the wheat crop

with which it was sown. Eight pounds of clover

and eight quarts of timothy seed is the usual

quantity sown in this neighborhood. If timothy

alone is sown, from half a bushel to a bushel of

seed per acre is necessary, according to the qual-

ity of the land. Cl.iys require more seed than

rich mellow loams.

Peas and Buckwheat on new Land.—"Will pens do
well on new land, and what is a good yield ?

Also, does buckwheat succeed well on new land, and will
it give hogs the itch, or kill them, if turned into the crop?
Wm. CU.VHBEE8.

—

Kenton, Ohio.

We can see no reason wliy peas, or buckwheat,

fihould not do first rate on newly cleared land, if

well ])iit in. The great difficulty of pea culture,

is the pea bug ; but as the bug docs little damage

till late in the fall, if the peas are fed out early

to hogs, they are the most profitable crop a far-

mer can raise, taking into account the little injury

they do the land. Twenty bushels per acre is a

fair crop.

Buckwheat will certainly not kill the hogs.

Its heating nature produces great irritation of the

skin, so that the hogs will rub all the hair off

them and exhibit other symptoms of itch. Wheth-

er they actually have the disease or not, in moet

caies, we do not know. Will some of our expe-

rienced readers give us their views on this matter.

-1 K DOi

Work on Horses.—Wlilch is the best book published
treating on the rearing and management of horses? Where
can it be had and at what price, sent to a distance ?

Why should colts not bo curried tiil they are upwards of
two years old ? A Subbcp.ibek.

"YouATT on the Horse," is perhaps the best

book published on this subject We can send it

you, anywhere in the United States, for §1.25,

postage paid.

There is no positive reason Avhy colts should

not be curried or cleaned. The only reason w«
ever heard offered is a negative one— they do as

well without as with the cleaning. In the Jmir-

nal of tlic United States Agricultural Society there

is an admirable essay on the "Mismanagement of

Horses," which we commend to your notice.

$2 a year makes you a member of the Society, and
entitles you to the quarterly journal, seeds, &c.

GiTANO.—I should be very thankful to get information
how those who have tried guano on fruit trees have applied
it. I have a mind to try it on ground intended for 15,000
appl^ gcafts, this spring, and I should like to apply it in the
best wafc if I knew how. I have asked you how to apply
it to corn and oat ground, and am delaying plowing the
oat ground until I get an answer. Felix Sengee.—x«c«j/
Springs, Va.

Sift all the lumps from the guano and break
them. For oats, sow broadcast, about 200 lbs.

per acre, after the land is plowed, and drag it in

immediately. You need not mix plaster with it,

unless you wish to sow plaster ; and in this case,

we should prefer to sow them separately. If you
plant your corn three feet apart each way, 300
lbs. per acre would be about one ounce to a hill.

Let this be spread where you intend the hill to

be ; cover it with a little soil and plant the corn

above it Be careful not to let the guano touch
the seed, as it will injure or kill it.

-Should oyster shells, for manure, be
H. H. Blakely.—£ast Aurora, N. Y.

Otstek SmjLLS.-
gronnd or burned.

If we employ oyster shells for the nitrogen they

contain, they should, of course, be ground, as the

burning process would drive off all the organic

matter. Estimated by the nitrogen theory, 125

lbs. of oyster shells are equal to 100 lbs. of barn-

yard manure. But the principle value of oyster

shells, in our opinion, is the great amount of lime

they contain in the form of a carbonate. By
burning, we convert this carbonate of lime into

caustic or quick lime, in which state it acts on

the organic matter of the soil, and is most valua-

ble in other respects. Burning is much the most

economic way of pulverizing them.

Stalls for Cattle.—In anwer to Levi Pad-
dock's inquiry, I would say that I am opposed to

the common way of confining cattle, either by
stancheons, chains, or ropes, because cattle are
frequently put up by careless or awkward hands,
I often hear of cattle getting loose and injuring

each other in their stalls, and the best may some-
times miss their intentions. Therefore, I should
recommend a stable to be divided into stalls, said

stalls to be about four feet deep from the manger.
At the edge of each division there should be a
gate to swing to a post or stud in the rear ; then

{



fasten them with a hook or pin. The gates should

all open towards the door, four or five feet being

sufficient for a cow. The stable should be ten or

twelve feet deep. My stalile is built in this way
and I find no ineonTcnicncc, I winter from two
to six head. My wife or little boj^ as often put
up the cows as myself, and they like the plan.

My gates are made as follows : I took a 3 by 4
pine scantling long enough to reach to the bars

above, making mortices to receive an incli board
up to the height of four feet

;
put in the board

and confine tlie joints in like manner, but with
shorter scantling. j\Iade round tenons at the top

and bottom of the longest scantling to fit a two-
inch hole in the floor and above. John Johnson.—Perry, Ven. Co., Pa.

Barn and Cow Stable.—One of your corres-

pondents in the November number, wishes for a

plan of a hay barn a»d cow stable. I send you
a rough sketch of one I have used for twelve

years past, which answers my purposes tolerably

well.

The barn is 33 ft. by 44 ft There is stabling

and cellar under the whole, and also a manure
cellar under the stabling.

Plan A.— Upper Floor.— 1, Barn floor. 2,

Bays for hay. 3, Spaces 3 ft. wide and 3 ft. high,

with a lean-to roof partly under the bays for

shoving hay into the mangers. 4, Stairs that

lead to stables.

;^A^

Plan B.—Lower Floor.— 5, Cows stables. 6,

Mangers. 7, Planks 9 in. wide covering a space

7 in. wide running the entire length of tlic sta-

ble ; they turn up on hinges for shoving the

manure into the cellar below. 8, Stable for

calves, with small stanchions. 9, Stables for

oxen. 10, Stables for horses. 11, Cellar for roots,

(fee. 12, Doors. 13, Windows for ventilation.

14, Doorway under the stable, 10 ft. wide, for

hauling manure from the cellar.

For a barn of this description, it is necessary
to have a side hill or ground somewhat descend-
ing. It need not be very steep, as we can rise

some to get to the barn floor, and we can
also rise in getting out of the manure cellar.

The manure cellar and stabling are built of stone,

making the Avails 14 ft. high, on which the barn
is set.

In answer to your correspondent's considera-

tions, I would say

:

1. It is somewhat difficult to say how large a

barn should be to stable twenty cows and con-

tain their food. It would depend somewhat on
the kind of hay used.

ti. I do not know of any more convenient mode
of storing the hay. Barns of the width of mine
should have middle or upper plates to support
the roof, and tliere should be posts on each side

of the barn floor going up to the \ipper plates.

The great beam sliould go near the top of the

posts or into the upper plates. This makes it

convenient in pitching off the hay.

3. The cellar you can make larger or smaller,

so as to take in what roots, apples, pumpkins,
&c., you may wish to store.

4. Tills is the most convenient way of feeding

cattle I know of Tlie hay is shoved off one side

the floor without the trouble of lifting. It falls

into a double manger and fodders twenty head
in the time it would take to feed ten any other

way. In the above plan forty head may be fed

from the barn floor. In- a double manger, cattle

eat coarse hay, straw, »te., much better than in

single mangers.

5. The niftnure cellar is a good method of sav-

ing the liquid and solid excrements in one heap
without the extra expense of making tanks, &.C.

6. I think stanchions are best for confining

cows. They should be at least three feet apart

7. We have one barn half a mile from home.
Here tlie cows are turned out and watered night

and morning. The stables arc cleaned out in the

interval. The cows are kept shut up 22 out of

the 24 hours. We think they do as well and
better at this barn than where they lie out long-

er in the wind and on the snow. We shut up
our cows at all times when we milk them. IIou-

ACE lIuMi'miEY.— Wincliealer Centre, Ct.

Plantino riEDGns.—In rog;ard to planting llcdfccs for

fence, I wish to inquiro, tlinniKli tlie Farmer, if it would
not bo advisable, cs|)ooially in fencing; luts containing tenor
Hflf en acres, to prepare a bed and sow the seed where it is

wauled fur llie hediro? And if so, what kind would you
prefer tci plant on dry sandy loam, to enclose say ten acres

intended for an orcha'rd V What time would be required?

And what would bo the probable cost? James D. liuSTUD.

Savannah, N. Y.

SiiERP Disease.—Can you, or any of your valuable cor-

respondents, inform me wliclher there is such a disease

among sheep as Streicltes, and if so, a roiiicdy. 11. Nei;son.

— WdukesiM, Wis, ^
^M,
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Heavbs.—There is an inquiry often made, but never sat-
isfactorily answered, and wliieli I now wisli you or some of
your eastern correspondent* to reply to. It is in regard to
a disease among liorses known as " heaves"— a disease so
common in many places at the east, that to see a horse ten
or twelve years old free from it, is regarded as rather re-
markable. There is no suoh disease known among horses
reared here ; and even liorses brought here, having it very
bad, in nearly every instance recover from it in a short time,
and (Uwat/s are so fiir relieved as to render it scarcely per-
ceptihlc. This is a very important matter— one worthy of
oonsidt-ration and investigation.

In addition torthat has been said in regard to "heaves,"
it is also a well established fact that our horses are much
more healthy than eastern horses, rarely being attacked
with the ordinary diseases to which horses are subject, en-
during more lalx)r and greater exposure, and living to a
much more advanced age. Further, if I mistake not,
mares do not eommonly^hreed at the east after they are
twelve years old. Not so here ; they breed very well until
twenty, and often until twenty-flve years old.
What reason can be assigned for the difference in favor

of the health, longevity, &c., of our horses, as compared
with those raised in an eastern climate, wliich is commonly
regarded as much more healthy than a western?

iTie inquiry I started out to make in regard to the cajtse
of "heaves," I perc-civc has taken a rather wide range-
but I see nothing to take back. I. D. G. Nelsok.—^'tot
Park, Ind.

Ckanbereies.—I desire information about raising cran-
berries, from sowing tlio berries broadcast over "prairie
adapted to their gi-owih. Do you know how they succeed
when sowii in this way. and will you give us your views in
relation to the best manner of setting a field with them ?Wo are trying them broadcast this winter, and my intention
is to get the cranberry sod from the marshes, where they
grow spontaneously, and set them about six feet apart, on
low prairie adapted to their growth, unless you can tell us
a better plan. Cuakles Bkackett.—^oc/tf^^tir, Ind.

« ,

—

Wheat Bltgut in Illinois.—For a number of yearsow spring wheat, more particularly, has been diseased by
what is termed blight ; that is, when it begins to ripen, the
head, or a pjirt of it,—sometimes bat .-i few kernels, and
from that to the whole head,—will turn black and rot on
the stalk, whilst other kernels will bci plump and bright •

so that a fine growth of straw will yield but from 6 to 10 bu.,
and that of the poorest quality. Now, can you tell us any-
thing about the cause, and remedy. If so, you wiH confer
a great favor. J. D. T-B.\vv.—Belvidere, lU,

^ ._

CiDEn Mill.—Will you please give me, in your excellent
paper, a plan of the eider mill now in use, (more particu-
larly the grinding part.) for using one horse, the length of
the sweep not to exceed ten feet ; how fast it will grind, and
Ita probable cost. W. Ainswortu.— O/i^e Vincent.

Farm Implements for California.
BTJRRALL'S Prize Ecapers, Mowers, Threshers, and
Separators

; Clod Crushers, Field Rollers, Cultivators, Horse
Powers, &c., &c,; all warranted of the best material and

.^ workmanship,—strong, simple, and reliable.—expressly for
that market. Made, and sold cheap for cash, by

THOMAS D. BUBRALL,
L-^-Jt] Geneva, Ontario Co., N. Y.

Nortli River Ag. Warcliowsc and Seed Store.
53 CORTLAXD ST., NEW YORK.

GEOROB H. EARR & Co. invite the attention of Far-
mers, Planters, and others, to their Vix^a and varied assort-
ment of Agrieiiltural Implements, Seeds, Manures, &o, &c
all of which will be furnished at the lowest prices. Their
assortment includes
Plows—Ail the improved kinds by the most approved

makers. ^

HoR.SE Powers—pf all kinds and sizes, with and without
Threshers, &c.
Corn Bhelleks—All the approved kinds, and some of

recent introduction.
Straw Cutters—Of aU sizes, and kinds, for hand and

horse power.-
Corn and Cob CRirsirERg—Of all kinds and sizes.
Fanning Mills, Cultivators. Uarkows. Churns of all

the approved kinds.
Rakes Hoes, Forks, and a general assortment of Hor-

Ucultural and Garden tools.

Fruit and Ornamental Treea.
FOR sale, as usual, at our old location on East Avenue

.
BISSELL & HOOKER,

Lo-JtJ Commerci.ll Nurseries, Rochester, N. T.

Emery & Co.'s Isiiprovetl Koise Powers,
TSiiesiier.i, and Sejjcrators.

THE undersigned have been appointed solo agents for the
^ile of Emerj's new Patent Improved Horse-Powers,
Threshers, and Sep.ar.ators, in the city ofNew York The
State Agricultural Warehouse is the only depot where this
superior Power can be had.

., „ „ LONGETT & GRIFFING,
7-tf. State Ag. Warehouse, 25 Cliff St., New York.

New Pension Laws.
REVOLTTTIONAEY, Indian Wars, War of 1812, Florida
and Mexican Wars. Claims for Pensions allowed the
widows of those who died in service, prosecuted by

F. E. HASSLER,
_^ .

Washington aty, D. 0.!^^ All letters must be pre-paid.
Refers to Hon. Lynn Boyd, Speaker, H. R. Hon. J D

Doty, H. R. March, 1853.

New Yorit Ag. Wssxehouse and Scetl Store.
THE .subscriber has constantly on hand the most exten-
sive assortment of the best and latest improved Agricultural
and Horticultural Implements, and Field and Garden Seeds,
ever offered for sale in the United States, embracin<^ every
Implement, Machine, or Seed desirable for the pUanter
farmer, or gardener. Also, Guano, Bono Dust, Poudrette
Plaster of Paris, and Superphosphate of Lime.

R. L. ALLEN,
March, 185S.—St. 189 & 191 Water St., New York.

Superphosphate of Lime.
THE genuine article, manufactured by C. Duburg, in
bags of 150 lbs. each. The subscribers have made a con-
tract for a large quantity. We are now jirepared to supjily
any quantity that may be ordered. Farmers and garden-
ers would do well to call on us before purchasing elsewhere,
as we are now able to sell for a less price than heretofore
offered. Every bag is branded •' C. Duburg, Extra, No. 1."

LONGETT & GRIFFING,
State Agricultural Warehouse, No. 25 Cliff Street, New

York. [ii-tf]

Osage Orange.
IT has now been demoiistnated that this plant will make
a better hedge than anything heretofore used for that pur-
pose, and that It is perfectly adapted to this climate. Soma
of its adv.antages are as follows

:

Animals of every kind are fearful of it, for it has a* manr
strong, sharp tliorns as there leaves upon the plant.
No animal will browse it, not even to eat a single leaf.
It gi-ows rapidly and will make a perfect hedge against

man or beast in four or five years.
It is perfectly hardy, as has now been well proved on our

owri_^15remises.

We offer for sale 25,000 fine plants. Price $10 per
BISSELL & HOOKER,

Commercial Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

1000.

[8-2t]

Samuel Moulson,
OFFERS, at the old Rochester Nursery, a very select and
extensive assortment of Standard and Dwarf Pear Apple,
and Cherry Trees, and a limited assortment of Peach and
Plum of small size.

Among the Apples are 20,000 large Northern Spys.
The Pears consist of over 40,000 of all the leading and

well established sorts.

10,000 Giant Rhubarb producing large petioles of flrst

quality, that bear carriage for market purposes better than
any other sort. $Gi) per thousand eyes, or $10 per hundred.
Osage Orange, 1 year eld, $t> per thousand ; 2 years old,

$10 per thousand.
Also, a large assortment of Ornament.al items. Pricelist,

and an inventory of the stock, with the height of each vari-
ety, sent to all pre-paying applicants forwarding a one cent
stamp.

Also, will be published eariy in March, Hint.9 on Planting
Orchards and Culture of Fruits, Descriptive lists of best
sorts, and a Synopsis of M. D'AIberl's mode of forming Pyr-
amidal Trees—translated from the French. Will be sent
by post on 27cts. being remitted in a prepaid envelope.
1^= Office 30 Front Street, Rochester, N. Y.
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MOUNT HOPE NTJESEREES.
FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES.

ELLWANGER & BARRY desire to call the attention of
nurserymen, dealers, and planters, to the immense stock of
trees now on their grounds, embracing Fruit Trees of every
description, viz

:

Standard Apples, Pears, Plumb, Cherries, Peaches,
&c., on free stocks, (or orchards, vi{];orous and Well formed.
Dw'arp and Pyramidal Pear Trees, on quince stocks.

About 50,000, embracing every fine variety that can be
worked, two year old trees, low branched, vigorous and
beautiful.

Dwarf and Pyramidal Ciieeries, on Mahaleb stocks.
Fine one, two and three years old trees, well branched and
finely formed.
Dwarf Apple Trees, on Paradise and Doncain stocks.

J?eautiful two year old trees, with heads, for immediate
bearing—besides vigorous yearlings.

Gooseberries.—Large Lancashire sorts. Strong plants
for immediate bearing.
Currants.—Including the Cherry, Victoria, White Grape

and many other new and fine sorls. See our Catalogue.
Raspberries.—The new Large fruited Monthly, FastolfT,

&c. &c. A complete colIection"of all desirable varieties.
Grapes.—Hardy, native sorts—Isabella, Catawba, Clin-

ton, &c.—strong 5 and 3 year old vines. Thirty varieties of
Foreign Grapes, for vineries—strong, thrifty plants, in pots.
STBAwiiERRiES of all dcsirablc varieties, and all other

fruits cultivated.

RnuiiAP.B.—Genuine Myatt's Victoria, Myatt's Llnnreus,
Mitcheirs Royal Albert, Downing's Collossal, and hybrids
of the above, of our own raising from seed, quite equal to
any of them.
The entire fruit department is under our own personal

supervision. The best quality of stocks is used, and the
most scrupulous attention given to insure accuracy. Wc
flatter ourselves that no nursery collection can offer a strong-
er guarantee to purchasers, in this respect. The stock is all
grown on new, fresh soil, and is healthy, well matured, and
bardy. We ask purchasers to examine it.

Ornamental.—Large trees, for streets, parks, Ac, such
as Horse Chestnuts, Silver Maples, Susrar Maples, Snowy
Abeles, Mountain Ash, Elms, and Tulip Trees, in large
quantities, cheap.
Rare Ornamental Lawn Trees—embracing the most

novel, remarkable, and beautiful trees and shrubs, both
deciduous and evergreen, that can be grown in our climate.
For particulars we must refer to the descriptive catalogue.
Roses.—One of the richest collections in the country, in-

cluding the newest and best European varieties, selected by
us in i)erson, last summer.
RuLBOus Roots-imported annually from Holland.
Dahlias.—The new English and French prize sorts of

1861 and 1S52, besides fine older ones.
All articles packed in the best manner, and forwarded to

any part of the United States, Canada, or California.
Orders strictly complied with in every particular.
The following catalogues are sent gratis to all who apply

and enelose stamps to cover postage, which must be pre-
paid :

No. 1. A Descriptive Cataloge of Fruits.
No. 2. A Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees,

Shrubs, &c.
No. .3. A Catalogue of Dahlias, Fuchsias, Chrysanthe-

mums, and bedding plants.
No. 4. A Wholesale Catalogue, for nurserymen and oth-

ers who wish to purchase largely.
Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.. March. 1853.

Evergreen Trees and Shrubs.
The following Evergreens c.in be supplied by the quan-
tity, at low prices

:

Norway Spruce, from G inches to 2 fee*.

American White Spruce, 2 to 3 feeL
Balsam Fir, 2 to 4 feet.

Austrian Pine, 1 to 3 feet
Scotch Fir. 1 to 3 fecU
Red Cedar, 1^ to 2 feet,

American Arbor Vitte, 1 to 2 feet
Chinese Arbor VltiU, 2 to 3 feet
Deodar Cedar, 1 to 1^ feet.

Chili Pine, (Auraeari.ni imbricatn,)12 to 18 inches.
Japan Ccdur, (Crvptomeria -Taponica,) 1 to 5 feel.
Lofly or lUiolan Pine, (I'inus cvcclsa,) 1 foot.
Himalayan Sjiriicc, (Abiis inoriiida.) •; to 12 inches.

And many olhcr rare sixcics and varieties, forming one of
the most complete Jissorlincnts of CVmifers in the United
States. la.LWANGKR & BARRY,

Feb. 1, 1&')3. Mt. Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

HIGHLAND NURSEEIES, NEWEUEGH, N. Y.
A. SAUL & CO

,
in inviting the attention of their patrons

and the public in general to their very extensive collection of

FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, &c.,
would respectfully inform them that the stock which they
ofier for sale the coming spring Is unusually fine, both as
regards quality of trees, variety of kinds, Sec, &e.
The soil and climate of the Hudson Highlands have ren-

dered proverbial the success of the trees sent from here to
all parts of the Union, and the accuracy and precision so
indispensable in the propagation of fruit trees for which
this establishment has long been celebrated, render errors
in nomenclature of rare occurrence.
They have propagated in large quantities all the leading

standard varieties which are proved best adapted for gen-
eral cultivation, especially those recommended by the
American Pomologieal Society, as well as all novelties both
of native and foreign origin.
To particularize within the limits of an advertisement

would be impossible; they refer to their General Catalogue,
a copy of which will be sent to all post-paid applicants, on
enclosing a Post OflSee stamp.
The following comprises a portion of their stock, and are

all of fin» growth, viz

:

Pears in over 400 varieties, both standards on thoir own*
stock for orchard culture, and on the quince for dwarfs,
pyramids, and quenoueile, for garden culture.
Apples in over 300 varieties, both standards and dwarfe.
Cherries, both standards and dwarfs.
Plum, Apricot., Peach, Nectarine, and Quince trees,

in every variety.

Grape Vines, both native and foreign for vineries. Also,
Gooseberries, {nO best Lancashire varieties.) Currants,

Raspberry, and Strawberry plants, of all leading and
known kinds, together with
Sea Kale, Asparagus, and Rhubarb roots.
Ornamental Trees. Shrubs, and Vines, both deciduous

and evergreen, suitable for street and lawn planting, em-
bracing all the new and rare Conifers, weeping trees, and
shrubs of recent Introduction.
Roses in every variety, includlnc Hybrid Perpetual, Hy-

brid Bourbon, Hybrid China, Hybrid Damask, Prairie,
Boursault, Ayrshire, and other hardy climbing and garden
varieties, as well as the more tender Tea, China, Bengal,
Bourbon, and Noisette varieties.
Herbaceous Plants. — A large collection of Pieonies,

Phloxes, Campanula, Penstemon, Oiiiothera, &c., &e.
Dahlias and Bedding Plants, for the parterre and

fiower garden, in large quantities and variety.
Hedoe Plants.—100,000 Buckthorn and Osage Orange

plams, two years growth ; Arbor Vlta^ for screens, Ac., &c-
Dealers and Planters of trees on a large scale will be

dealt with on the most liberal tiirms.

Newburgh, March, 1853.—2t.

C. J. RYAN, & Co.,
PROPRIETORS OF THE ROCHESTER AND CHAR-

LOTTE PLANK ROAD NURSERIES,
Office 68 State Street, Rochester, N. Y.,

TAKE this method of returning thanks to the citizens of
Rochester and the public for the very liberal patronage
they have received Mhich enables them to extend their
business both in the glass and out door departments.
I^?" They oflTer for sale at low prices a general nursery

stock of fibrous rooted Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,
Plants, Bulbs, I'.oota, and Hedge Stufi' of every description,
A few hundred Roots left of our Superb Dahlias. The

following awards speak for their superiority :

///f/Vvi IWmium at the Monroe County and Gene«;e
Valley KxhibitlDiis of 1S50 and ,1S52.

Il/ghcst rn'iiiiiun nHhc Now York State Fair held In
Rochester In 1S51.

irighext Prt^nium at the Provincial Agricultural Societies
of the Canadas held in Brockville in 1S61, and in Toronto
in 1852.

Our flowers have obtained the highest awards wherever
exhibited.
A select collection of Grecn-houso plants and Roses

for sale, a largo stock of plants for bedding out approved
varieties kept in pots will be sold low.
March, 1S5S—It

Basket Willow.
CUTTINGS of the best kind of ba.sket willow (with di-
reclums for planting) for sale at $5 a thousand by

WM. H. DKNNINC,
March, 1853—21*. FLshklll Landing, Dutchess Co.
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FRtriT TREES, &c.

A. Frost & Co., Genesee Valley Nurseries,
Uochtster, N. Y.

OFFER for sale tlie following at low prices, which com-
prises a piirt of their large stocic, that thev will forward to
any part of the country. Parties can depend that no second
rate articles will be sent out, and that they will prove to be
true to description. The packing is done in the most secure
manner, that plants may reach their destination in perfect
safety.

'

Apple Trees.—Standards of fifty best leading varieties of
apples. Dwarf and Pyramidal bushes, 1 and 2 years old for
gardens.
Pear Trees.—Standards, on pear stock, 2 and 3 vears

old, comprismg all the fine sorts. Pyramidal and Dwarf
worked on imported Quinee, 2 and 3 years old. Pyramidal
extra size, with fruit buds.
Cherry Trees.—Standards, a large collection cmbracino'

48 best sorts. Dwarf and Pyramidal, 2 years old, for or"
chards and gardens. I

Peach Trees.—All the desirable varieties.
Plum, Nectarine and Apricot Trees. '

Quince Bushes.—Portugal, and the Apple or Orange.
GuAPE Vines.—Native—Catawba, Clinton, and Isabella.

* oreign, in pots, suitable for planting at once : cmbracino-
18 of the finest sorts.

"

CupjBANTS.—White and Red Grape, Cherry, May's Vic-
toria, White and Eed Dutch, Black Naples," English, and
8 other kinds. ^ >

o
>

Gooseberries.-A large stock of 40 Prize Lancashire
varieties, best suited for cultivation in this climate.
Raspberries. — Yellow, or White, and Ked Antwerp,

iastolf, Franconia, Largo Fruited Monthly (Rivers,) and
the Red Antwerp which is so extensively cultivated on the
Hudson for the New York market.
Strawberries.—12 of the best sorts.
Esculent Roots.—Asparagus, 2 years ; Rhubarb of all

sorts
;
Sea Kale, &c The Asparagus wUl be sold very low,

if a large qnantity is taken.
Hedges.-Privet, 2 years ; Buckthorn and Osage Oranae,

1 year. " '

THE ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT
IS very extensive, and they refer parties to their catalogue
for the varieties they cultivate, but will notice the following •

Salix Pendula.—a new Weeping WiUow. It is one of
tJie most beautiful and graceful trees, for lawns, &c., in cul-
tivation.

Roses.—An extensive stock on hand, comprising more
than 300 of the varieties. 150 of the sorts are Remontant
or Hybrid Perpetuais, many of which that arc now oflTered
by them are presented to the public for the first time in this
country.

Bulbs.—Of those that are suitable for planting in the
spring, they have strong flowering ones of Jaiian Lilies
which will produce from one to five blooms each, as fol-
lows: Laneifohum album and rubrum, Lancifoliuni punc-
tatum. '

Bedding Plants.—Their stock of Dahlias, Verbenas,
jsc.,»tc., lor extensive and choice varieties of the respective

?,w?',.^''."x"r'''
''° excelled, if equ.iUed, in the United States.m),m Norway Spruce Firs, and other hardy evergreens.

»^'^?''^^. ^'S^- ^'''°'' ^''y 'ow by the quantity?

r P^ following Descriptive Catalogue, lately pub-
nshed, and containing the prices, will be mailed/>'e(?, upon
application, when one cent postage stamp is enclosed for
each Catalogue wanted, to any part of the country.

ISO. 1 A Descriptive Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental
Trees, Shrubs, &c., &c.

^°"i' \ l^escriptive Catalogue of Dahlias, Verbenas,and other bedding plants.
No. 3. A Wholesale Catalogue or Trade List, for nursery-men and others who wish to buy in quanties.
March, 1853.

Gooseberries, Fastolf Raspberries, &c.

sal.v''^
SACJL, Washington, D. C, ofifers the following for

4,000 Lancashire Gooseberries, comprising all the leading
varieties, such as Crown Bob, Roaring Lion^ Red Warrincr-
ton, Champagne, Leigh's Rifleman, Parkinson's Greeli
Laurel, Woodward's Whitesmith, &c. The plants are veryvigorous and thrifty, and true to name.

^

genuine variely.^'^'^'''''"''''
'""""^ *^^°*' warranted the

800 Raby Castle or Victoria Red Currant,—the lam-est

^t^B^'SiS^i:-^^
^-'^ ''^- soowhitVK'

^^ The above at very reasonable prices.
March, 1853—21.

' D. S. MANLEY & BROTHER
BUFFALO NURSERY,

BulTuio, N. Y.
HAVING purchased this well established Nursery of it,original proprietor, Col. B. Hodge, we take pleS ?n i?fenng for sale an unusually fine assortment of

^'^'

FRUITAND ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBSAND
PLANTS

:?:;arkf"^^^ ^^'"^ ^''-'- -^ ^^^^^^^^^
jl'he Ornamental Department includes all the best varie-ties of Evergreen and Deciduous trees
^o,se,s.-One of the finest collections in this country com-prising all that are new and rare.

'
^""""^y> coni-

^I)ahUa8.~Xn unrivalled selection of Dahlias, which hasbeen procured at great cost.
' ^^^

reonias.--yVe call particular attention to our stock ofPeonias, both herbaceous and tree varieties.
llie stock of ShruOs is unusually extensive and w-w <«ollected by the late proprietors with peculiar care

<?».„
.^"T'^rits, Gooseberries, Ra.spberrios, Grapes andStrawberries, we have vigorous plants of the bes varieties

logue!
P'^^^''"^to furnish all applicants with our CaL:

NURSERY NOTICE.A Rare Chance for Beginners.THE subscribers, being desirous of clearing the land forother purposes, ofl-er for sale the coming spring, aUcAr lowra es, and in lots to suit purchasers, "' ^
lo,000 Apple trees, 2 years from graft.
2o,000 "

1 year

Tflnn
^^'^^^ °" Quince, 1 year from bud.

5,000 Standard Cherries, 1 year from bud.
AOOO Peaches, 2 years from bud.A so 10,000 yearling Cherry Seedlings, root-pruned

rell d'nn'''.^?/'*',"
^'°^'"' '" go°^l colidition, anfmky be

foMt '•
"'^•^"'' '^g'^'iers this is a rare chance, not onlyfoi obtaining a marketable stock sooner and cheknerth'inthe usua mode, but also for securing as good an assdrtaen^as can be desired, comprising thi prineipaT valSofmerit now cultivated in our country ^ >arietiC3 of

on^po&'rr A'dffl'^'-P'^'^
'^PP''-"'^ «-'--g

V K. -0..0
SHEPPARD, CHERRY, & CO.,_teb

y

, 1853. River Bank Nursery, Rochester, N. Y.

Norway Spruce, Silver Fir, &c.
JOHN SAUL, Washington, D. C, offers the foUowing for

Qnll'nnlJ
Norway Spruce, 4 to 6 inches.

300,000 « " 6to8 "
15,000 « « 9 to 12 «
8,000 " « 2 to 3 feet.

10,000 Silver Fir, 4 to 5 inches
30,000 " " 5to6 "
10,000 « « 6 tar «
1,000 " « 12 to 18 «
1,000 « « 2 to 3 feet.
3,000 Larch (Europ'n) 2 to 3 "

rnl'^'^.f",?""*'!^ °^ Nurserymen and Planters generally, isrespectfully called to the above extensive collection, which
m ic ^u\^ '^\ ''Y^

'""' P'"'<=''^- Persons taking large quan-

«hK,h '!,''''
"^^i'

'^'"^ iihonxlly. The wholo'are remark-aoiy inritty and fine.

March, 1853-2t.

Premium Dalxlias.
THE subscribers offer for sale this Autumn and the ensu-
ing Spring, 10,000 Dahlia Roots, which have proved to be
the choicest collection in the States and Canadas rSee
records of the Fairs for the last four years.]
Persons commencing the Nursery business, and Ama-

teurs, will find It to their advantage to give us a call ormake enquiries before purchasing elsewhere
'

„ ,
C. J. RYAN & CO.,

Rochester and Charlotte Plank Road Nurseries' Eoches-
tg*"' N. Y. [ii.tf]

Prouty and Mear's Plows.
^, large assortment of these celebrated Plows can be found
at the North River Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store.
53 Cortland St., New York. GEO. H. BARR & CO
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KETCHUM'S PATEFT MOWING MACHINE.
Howard & Co., Proprietors «S4 Manufacturers,

BUFFALO, JV. F.

THIS justly celebrated m.-xchine has been steadily advan-

cin" in public fovor, for its simplicity durability and cf-

flci^iiey—and it has settled the question beyond a doubt

that grass can be cut by Horse Power ; for during last sea-

son, Ave hundred of these machines were sold by us, and

universally approved of by those who used them. F.armers

were daily in the habit of cutting from ten to fifteen acres

per day, with ordinary driving. It leaves the grass uni-

formly spread over the ground, requiring no turning to

cure properly. In the Report of the Committee who s<^rved

at the Trial of Mowing and Kcaping Machines, held at

Geneva in July last, they show fully and conclusively this

to home heen tlie only machine in the field wMchmd lis

allotted itco acres tnthotit clogging or any interruption,

doing its work admirably, and in far better manner than

can be done by manual labor with a scythe. Our knives

are not sickle-edged, consequently do not clog at every lit-

tle hummock or bog they may happen to come m contact

with. The Committee also shov/ that there is an actual

saving, by the use of this machine over hand labor, of

$13 per (lav. We have only to refer thosC who want a

perfect Mowing Machine to examine the Heport and judge

for themselves. This machine took the first premium as

a mower, at the trial in Springfield, Ohio ; a gold medal at

the Fair of the American Institute, N. T., also, first pre-

mium at the Provincial Fair at Toronto, C. W.
They are so very compact that one of them can be easily

carried in an ordinarj- one-horse wflgon, and so very simple

that it requires no machinist to put it together, as there are

but two bolts (beside the pole bolts) to be secured to have

the machine ready for use, and which does not require

over ten minutes tune. They weigh about 750 lbs., and

can be worked by any boy who can manage a team. Wc
have made all the improvements suggested by experience

in the way of strength, durability, &c., and sell them under

the following warranty: That said machines are capable of

ciitting and spreading, with one span of horses and driver,

from ten to fifteen acres per day, of any l-ind of grass,

heavv or light, wet or dry, and do it as well as is done with

a scythe by the best of mowers. They are equally capable

of cutting barley, buckwheat, millet, &c.- It is much less

trouble to keep the knives in order than a scy-the, as they

have fre(iuently been known to cut from ten to fifteen acres

witlumt sharpening, which can be done on an ordinary

grind-stone in a few minutes. We can give any reference

required, for the full performance of our machine, as above

stated.
, „ , ^

Orders should bo sent in early, as wc shall manufacture

but a limited number. The priw of our machine, inclu-

ding two sets of knives, extra knife blades, wrench, &c„ is

$11(1, ca.^li, in r.uffalo, the machine to be delivered on board

of boat (ir cars free of charge.
, -.r ,

Ofiice and nbop, corner of Chicago street and Hamburgh
canal, near Eastern 11. K. Depot, Buffalo.

March, l&53-tf. ___ HOWAED i CO.

\iW J. EAPAT^JE & Co., are sole agents for the sale of

the above inachine in Eochesler, which they will sell at

manufacturers' prices.

EMERY'S MOWER AND EEAPEE.

THE subscriber, not onlv having made himself practically

acquainted with the construction and working of all the

successful machines of this class, but having made and

successfullv introduced several valuable improvements in

some classes of agricultural machinery, which have already

•rained favorable and world-wide reputation and adoption,

flatters himself that he has also made an improvement in

the construction of a Mower and PvCaper of equal if not

greater merit, than any of his former improvements.

It will suflSce to say, that while this is the most compact,

rt"-ht, simple, cheap, "durable, easy working machine, it is

afthe same time the most perfectly adjustable, and easily

convertible into a Mower or Keaper, working as perfectly

in cither form as those of the best other kinds, whether

simple or combined. The frame itself is so suspended

upon the axis of the main wheel, as to be elevated and

depressed at pleasure, so as to secure a horizontal or in-

clined (forward or back) position of the whole machine, at

whatever elevation used, thus always having the cutting

works in proper positson.

In reaping, a reel is used, and the raker stands erect, face

forward and directly behind the platform, with a support

about him ; the movable platform being on the same plane

with the frame-work at the side of the discharge, and at

the same time about two inches above the stubble. W^ith

the above introduction, and the diagrams to follow, together

with those in this number of the Genesee Farmer, the

public will have before them several machines from which

to make a selection before purchasing for the coming sea-

son, and at the same time know what they are purchasing,

much better than to be guided alone by impracticably

written and published roportsof committees of public tfials,

and be enabled to purchase only such articles as have their

practical as well as theoretical merits plainly pointed out,

or if not so pointed, to purchase only of responsible man-
ufacturers, who are willing to back their machines by their

reputation and capital.

For further particulars concerning the Reaper and Mow-
er above described, address

HORACE L. EMERY, Albany, N. Y.

March, 1S53.

Manures.
FERTILIZERS of all kinds for .sale by the subscribers.

Improved Sup'TplMisiiliatc of J.ime, Superi)lio.sphate of

Lime— liotli tlie almvo made after the recipe ol Prof. M.ipes.

Pcniviaii CiMino, Suliihuric Acid, Bone-dust, Potash

Rnarlings, J'oudrctte, Plaatcr of Paris, &.<: &c.

GEO. n. BAini ife CO.
53 CorUand 6t, New York.

fSf" E. T). IIALLOCK, No. 50 State street, Rochester, is

agent for Western New York, and will have one put up iu

running order in his store. Those in his vicinity wishing to

obtain a Reaper and Mower, are requested to call and ex-

amine the merits of the above machine before purchasing

elsewhere.

SuperpliospKate of Lime.

THIS extraordinary fertilizer, the effects of which as a

manure and general assistant to soils, has proved itself in-

valuable to the agriculturist This most important constit-

uent of the soil 18 being daily removed and taken up in

solution by plants, and unless such substance be returned

fertility must decrease and the land become poor, it* jiro-

moting and pushing power of growth giving strength to

young plants while in their tender state and fortifying thpin

for early maturity, excels over all other mantirrs. It is

some ten years since its introduction in Kngland, where,

from its pronounced ?;i.fff7!'' <'ffects,\is introducer received a

patent right from the English government.

The progressive high repute of its properties has caused

the demand to increase each year. At the present time

some thousand tonsxro annually sold to tlie farmers.

The subscriber has had much experionco in the peculiar

manufacture of this manure in Europe, which leads

him to suppose that lie stands unequalled by any com-

petitor. Some considerable quantity was sold last season

and tried on various crops, the beneticia! results of which

has caused orders f,>r forward delivery in the coming spring

to a large extent. Being in a powder, it is easy in hand-

lin"-, nniy bo drilled in with seed, sown, &c.

To prevent deception boinc; practiced, all packages will

henceforward be branded with the maker's name. For

s.iie at the following Agricultural warehouses:

LONGETT & GRIFKING,
25 Cniir St., New York,

E. L. ALLEN, (late A. B. Ai.i.r.N it Co..)

1S9 Water St., New York,

where purchaser^ may be sure of obtaining a chemically

pure and genuiue'article.
. xt -, c t i .IW Enquire for C. B. PeBuro's No. 1 Superphosphate

of Lime. ['^''^^

Northern N. Y. litve Stocte Insurance Compa-
ny, PlatLsburgh, N. Y. For terms, please apply to agents

of tho Company.

'^^



PALMER AND WILLAMS' SELF-RAKING REAPER.
THIS machine was patented July 1st, ,1851, and has been
thoroughly tested the two past years. It is very simple in

construction, having only one entire cog wheel and one
pinion in the whole machine. The driving wheel is about
four feet, and the ground wheel thirty inches in diameter,
and are so arranged as entirely to obviate the side draft,

and hence a single team can manage it with speed and
ease. The knife or sickle is scolloped, and cannot be clog-

ged in any kind of grain. The grain is raked off so as to

be out of the way of the team in repassing, and is in good
shape for binding. The size of the sheaf is perfectly under
the control of the driver. By a simple movement of his

foot, he can throw the rake in and out of gear. If, however,
he pays no attention to it, then the raking off will be done
at regular intervals. In backing, the entire machine is

thrown out of gear, and ceases to operate. We are the
exclusive manufacturers of this Reaper for the harvest of
1853, and have been extensively engaged for several years
in the manufacture of agricultural implements, and have
examined the working of several Iteapers, and received
proposals for building others, but consider this far superior
to them all. Such is our confidence in its superiority that

we now have 07M hundred of them in course of manufac-
ture, and shall be ready to deliver them on orders by the

1st of June next. We warrant the Reaper well made of
good materials, durable with i)roper care, and capable of
cutting better than by ordinary cradling, from 15 to 20 acres
of standing grain per day, laying it in gavels for binding.
Appended are a few certificates of its operations

:

Janhsvillb, Wisconsin, Jan. 13, IS.iS.

Messks. Palmer & Williams, Gents :—Atl«r receiving
your Reaper I Iai(f mine aside, and finished my harvest
with yours, (4U acres.) It is a perfect self-raker, it cuts the
grain perfectly in all conditions, and rakes it off out of the
way of the team in repassing. It runs lighter than any
reaper I have ever used, two horses managing it with ease.
Farmers can now rely upon a Self-Raking Reaper, that will
work to their satisfaction. jS. P. CULVER.

BatAVIA, Oct. 6, 1852.
Mr. Palmee, Sir :—I have cut 70 acres of wheat with

the Reaper I purchased of you. Much of it was heavy and
lodged. It cut it in the neatest manner and raked it off

tetter than it could have been done by hand, leaving the
grain ready to bind. I only used one span of horses and
cut nine acres and a half in 3 hours and 55 minutes. I cut
nineteen and a half asres per day. I believe I can tut
with one good team, 25 acres per day. I have used other
kinds of Reapers, but consider yours vastly superior to all

others ; in a word, it is easy for a team, does the work well,
and is a very great saving of labor and grain.

Yours, &c., C. R. BRINKEPJIOOF.

Batavia, N. Y., Oct. 25, 1852.
MESI3K3. Williams & Palmer, Gents.:—We, the under-

signed, saw the Reaper (known as " Williams & Palmer's
Self-Kaking Reaper,"') in fidl work in C. R. Brinkerhoof 's

wheat field, in the last hsirvest, in tliis town and we are gl d
of the op oru nity to express our entire approba'ion in h •

work done, both in cutting the grain and raking it off the
machine. We were surprised with its sunplicity, and could

not but admire the ease with which the raking part la con-
trolled. H. U. SOPHER, II. H. CORBIN,

JOSEPH GATES, M. U. SOPIIER,
JOHN DORMAN, E. HOWELL,
H. BOSTWICK, Rev. A. STEEL,
CHESTER SCOTT, E. FERRON.

Sweden, Jan. 1, 1853.

Messes. J. Gansok & Co.:—I have examined the Self-

Raking Reaping Machine now being built by you. I have
had a good deal of experience in harvesting grain with a
Reaper, usually cutting my own grain, from lot) to 15:)

acres per year, and am free to say that I consider Palm.er
ifc Williams' Self-Kaking Machine the best Reaper I have
ever seen. F. P. ROOT.

Brockport, Jan. 1, 1853.
Messrs. J. Ganson & Co., Sirs :—I cut with the Self-

Raking Machine I had of Palmer & Williams, in the last

harvest, about 80 acres of wheat ; some of it was badly
lodged. I have tried several reapers, but consider yours
vastly superior to any I have ever used. The raking off

was well done. It drops the grain in good shape" for bind-
ing, without leaving a trail. The cutting is done without
clogging and the draft I think full one-third easier for a
team than the ordinary reaper. ISAAC PALMER.

Springfield, Ohio, July 2, 1852.

Mr.. Palmer :—This certifies that we were the binders of
the grain on the final trial of Reapers, by the Ohio State
Agricultural Society, and that it is our opmion that Palmer
& Williams' Self-Raking Reaper left the grain in the best
manner for binding of any Reaper on the ground, and that
it done all Its work equal to any of them.

SAMUEL PATTEN, JOHN MANGAN,
WM. A. REID, JOHN FARREL,
TIMOTHY MANGAN, MICHAEL HARD,
WM. FOSTER, Owner of the Land.

AGENTS—J. Rapalje & Co., Rochester; W. K. Marvin,
Lockport; C. E. Brinckerhoof, Batavia; N. U. Tracy,
Penn Yan.

PrtncU Zinc Paint.
THIS new and beautiful article of Paint is now offered to

the trade and public, ground in prepared linseed oil, for the
first time in this country. It has been used successfully in

France for the last five years, where it has superseded white
Lead as a paint.

The French Zinc when properly prepared and used,
makes the most brilliant antl durable white in use, and is

entirely free from all poisonous qualities.

The French Zinc is not more exi)ensive than white lead,

and is prepared in such a manner that it requires no far-

ther preparation for use, than to thin it with Turpentine or
raw Oil to the consistency of white lead paint.

The French Zinc is very much whiter, and has a better

body, than the New Jersey Zinc.

The French Zine is offered dry, and prepared as above,
in quantities to suit purcha-sers, at the Manufacturer's De-
pot, No. IT Buffalo St., Eochester, N. Y.

July, 1852, M. F. REYNOLDS.
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Emery's Patent First Premiam, ,1852,
KAILUOAD HORSK POWER,

THRESHIN3 MACHINES, SEPARATORS, &c.,

Western New York Agency.
E. D. Hallocls, Agricultural Warelioiise,

No. 50. State St., Rc)cnESTER, N. T.

THE Subscriber, late from the Albany Agricultural Works,
Warehouse, and Seed Store, where he has been engaged
for the past six years, has secured the sole Agency for the
sale of Emery's Patent Railroad Horse Power for Rochester
and vicinity, so widely and favorably known throughout
the country, and which has, without exception, taken every
highest premium awarded in the States of Ohio, Michigan,
and in Nev/ York, for the best Railroad Horse Powers, in

1850, 1S51, and again in 1853, also at the Provincial Fair of
Canada, reeently'held at Toronto, was awarded a Diploma
and £2, of which the judges highly commend the principle
and workmanship of this Power, now offer them at manu-
facturer's prices, with the transportation added, and subject
to the warrantee as follows

:

"To v.'ork to the satisfaction of the purchasers as repre-
sented in Circulars and Catalogues, or to be returned with-
in three months and fbll purcha.se money to be refunded."
For further particulars see Circulars and Catalogues,

which are furnished gratis on application to the subscriber.
The attention of the Ji'arming public is solicitt^d, and a

careful investigation into the construction of this Power,
and its comparative merits, as well as price, is requested
before purchasing elsewhere;.
The Wheeler Power is also offered ten dollars cheaper

than heretofore by any other agency, and subject to same
warrantee as given by others for the same kinds. Samplers
will be kept constantly on hand, and to insure promptness
and avoid disappointments in supplying them, farmers are
requested to send in their orders at as early a date as pos-
sible.

He will keep for sale, Emery's Seed Planters, the best in

use; Circular and Cross Cut Saw Mills, Feed Mills, Corn
Stalk and Hay Cutters, CH)rn Shelters, Churning fixtures,

&.C., adapted to the Power.
Also, Reapers, Mowing Machines, Grain Prills, Plow.<i,

Harrows, Cultivalors, Corn Shellers, Hay C!utters, Fan
Mills, and agricultural and horticullural implements gone-
rally. He v,iH be prepared to furiiisli dealers with fJunn
and Tayinr'.s well known Scythe.s ; also, Mau\]re, Straw, and
Hay Forks, Snaths, Killes, and other haying tiMfls, at manu-
facturers' prices, wliolesale and retail.

I'articular attention is called to A NEW PLOW, which
Is believed to be the best c.i.st-iron Plow ever offered, and
which is warnuitecl to do betler work, with less expen.<e of
team than any plmv licretofnre sold in this vicinily, while the
price is less tlian for any other equally well linished.
The "uniform one-price, cash system" will be adopted,

with the prices as low as the cost of articles and just com-
pensation for labor and time will allow. Farmers and
others are invited to call niid examine the stock of Ma-
chines anil Imiilenunt.s,—and are a.ssured no elVort shall be
wanting to meet promptly the wants of a discriminating
public. Lll-t^] E. D. HALLOCK.

THE HORTICULTURIST,
And Journal of Rural Art and Rural Taste.

THIS is a Monthly Journal of 4? pages, beautilully printed
on the finest paper, and elegantly illustrated, making one
of the most beautiful Monthly Magazines published in the
world. It is devoted to Horticulture, in its v.arious depart-
ments, Rural Architecture, and to all that concerns Rural
Life, and to the cultivation of Rural Taste.

It is edited by P. BARKY, so long known and esteemed
as the Horticultural Editor of the Genesee Farmer, and
published at the low price of $2 per year. A discount of 20
per cent, allowed to agents. JAMES VICK, Jr.,

Publisher, Rochester, N. Y.

LIWNiEAN GARDEN AND NURSERIES,
FLUSUING, N. Y.

VTM. R. PRINCE & Co. intend selling off the trees (i-om
fifty acres of their Nurseries the present spring, the ground
being wanted for buildings. The collection is unrivalled,
and Nurserymen that desire assortments of the very best
articles will never meet a more faTorable op])ortunity. as
they will be sold low for cash, or at credits suitable to the
purchasers where payment is sure. Priced Catalogues sent
t<i post-paid applicants who enclose stamps; also, a Whole-
sale Catalogue for Nurseries.
Those who desire large quantities or special assortments,

can send their lists to us to be priced.

N. B.—Scions of the six finest Em'opean Osiers at $20 per
thousand. March. 185-3.—It.

Patent Mammoth Premium Corn-Stalk,
Hay, and Straw Ciittcra & Grinderii.

CAPABLE of preparing lOO bushels of Corn-stalks, or One
Ton of Hay or Straw, per hour, and reducing the largest
Corn-stalks to the consistency of Cut Straw, avoiding the
necessity of steaming or soaking, and saving SO per cent
over the common way of feeding fodder. Horses and Cat-
tle will do as well on fodder prepared this way, as on the
best hay. The First Premiums have been awarded at
every exhibition where they have been exhibited for eora-
])etition. It can be worked by hand or power, without ad-
ditional cost. The inventor will forfeit $50, after an impar-
tial trial, when this Machine is used in preparing good
fodder, if it does not prove to save bit per cent, over the
common way of feeding fodder, and it may be fed in ihe
same condition as the machine leaves it, without meal or
soaking. Cows fed on fodder produce sweeter butter. Over
900 of these Machines have been sold. Price— .$;35.

^^ State and County Rights for sale.

Gilbert's Excelsior Thresher and Cleaner,

Accomplishing more, with the same power, than any other
Machine. It can be driven with two horses.

Price—$200 and upwards, according to size. Horse Power
included. Apply post paid to J. G. GILBERT,

[2-tf] 216 Pearl st.. New York.

The Practical aiid Scientific Farmer's oton Paper.

THE G£2NESEE FARMER,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE,
ILLUSTRATED WITU NUMEROUS ENOKAVINGS OF

Farm Buildings, Domestic Animals, Implements, &c.

VOLUME XIV", FOR 1853.

DANIEL LEE, JAMES VICK, Jr., A JOSEPH
HARRIS, Editors.

P. BARRY, Conductor of Ilorticnltural Department.

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance.
Five Copies for $2— Eight Copies for $8, and any ItJgit

number at the same rate.

^^ All subscriptions to commence with the year, and
the entire volume snpj>Iied to all subscribers.

{^"Post-Mastichs, FvnMKr.s, and all friends of im])rove-
meut, arc re-speotfully solicited to obtiiin and foi'ward sub-
scri[)tions.

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent
(post-paid or free) at the'Xisk of tho Publisher. Afldress to

DANIEL. liEE,
November, 1852. liochenier, N. Y.
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DAIRY HUSBANDRY IN NEW YORK.

About forty years ago tlie dairy business was commenced as a distinct branch of

husbandry, in the State of New York, under favorable auspices. It had a slow gi'owth

for twenty years, during which several millions of acres of native forests were cleared

and brought under the jjIow, and paid a larger immediate profit in grain culture, than

could be realized from milk, butter, and cheese.- As the virgin soil parted with its ele-

ments of crops by tillage, and failed to produce remunerating harvests, farmers extended

theh pastures and meadows, and diminished their grain fields, until New York has

become the largest stock growing_,and dairy State in the Union. It has about sixty

per cent, more capital invested in live stock than either Ohio or Pennsylvania, according

to the census of 1850. The returns are respectively as follows: New York, $73,570,-

499; Ohio, $44,121,741; Pennsylvania, $41,500,053. The six New England States

contained live stock worth $49,867,721. These figures reveal the interesting fact that

New York contains more live stock by $23,702,777 than all New England. The latter

contained in June 1850, 618,237 milch cows ; New York, 931,324 ; being fifty per cent.

more than the six New England States.

New York reported at the last census, 49,741,413 pounds of cheese, and 79,766,094

pounds of butter. The six New England States reported 27,128,778 pounds of cheese,

and 43,637,477 pounds of butter. If we divide the number of pounds of butter made
in New England, by the number of cows, the average is a fraction over seventy pounds

a head. In New York the average is eighty-five pounds ten ounces to each cow. Of
cheese the average in New York is fifty pounds five ounces ; in New England it is forty-

three pounds thhteen ounces. These figures show that the cows of New York produce

some twenty per cent, more butter, and twelve per cent, more cheese than the cows of

New England. Do the former yield any more milk each on an average than the latter ?

We think that they do ; not alone from the facts above stated in reference to butter

and cheese, but because the population of New York in 1850 exceeded that of New
England, by 363,174. New York contained 3,090,022 ; New England, 2,726,848

inhabitants. There is no good reason for believing that the people of New York con-

sume less milk per capita, than the people of New England, before it is used for making

butter or cheese; and if they do not, then a larger population by 363,174 should leave

a less quantity of milk for dairy purposes. Hence we infer that the dairy cows of New
York are superior as a whole, to those of New England ; and we will now add that

they are not only better than those of any other State in tliis country, but better than

any which exist in Ireland, England, or Scotland, or on the continent of Europe, taken

as a whole.

To do full justice to the dairy husbandry of New York in comparbon with that of

CU^ ^ik



Great Britain, Ireland, and other nations, as ^vell as with the several States of this

Republic would require the space of a volume, and nauch more labor than we can

bestow upon the subject. There ai-e some State statistics, however, bearing ^on the

improvement of the dairv stock in New York, to which we invite particular attention,

as deserving of far more'consideration than they have hitherto received. In drawmg

up the bill and schedules for the collection of the agricultural statistics of New \ork

in 1845 (as chairman of the committee on agriculture,) the writer was caa'eful to have

all the cows milked in the State counted. This was done, and resulted m a total ot

999,490; and now showing a falling off in 1850 of 68,006. Large as this decrease

appears, it is really larger than the figures indicate. .

There was a difficulty in stating in the census of 1850, the number of cows actually

milked in each State, because in some States most of the cows giving milk rear their

calves by their sides, and are never milked by hand at all. Hence the schedule calls

for "milch cows," in which dry cows are returned as belonging to this division of neat

stock, rather than to "other cattle," or "working oxen." In New York, one cow m

twenty, (perhaps one in fifteen,) gives no milk. Deducting the former number, or fave

per cent, from the 931,324 returned in 1850 for dry cows, and the number milked

would be 874,158. These figures show that the number milked in 1850 was 124,732

less than in 1845. Possibly this estimate of the reduction may a little exceed the

truth ; 'but the aggregate falling off in five years of the neat stock in the State, was

194 691 • or nearly ^200,000 head. Of this diminution, it is safe to say that one-halt

werecows;indicatingafallingoff of about ten per cent, in five years

We come now to the interesting and exceedingly instructive fact, that nine hundred

thousand cows (in round numbers,) yielded more milk, butter, and cheese, (being better

milkers and better kept,) in 1850, than a million did in 1845. The cheese »;fturned in

1845 was 36 747 976 pound.. These figures are less than the returns of 18o0, by

1^991437 pounds. The pounds of butter in 1845 were 79,501,733, showmg an

increase in five years of 264,361 pounds. These figures are the more note-worthy from

the fact that while nine cows actually yielded more cheese and butter than ten did, the

population to consume milk every day in the year, before it was made into cheese or

butter, w,as 494,323 larger in the State in 1850, than in 1845. Ot course it is impos-

sible to say how much milk this increase of population would consume; but ui 1845

there was a fraction over five persons to two cows in the State. At this ratio of increase,

the number of cows in 1850 should be neariy 1,200,000 instead of 931,324. No one,,

wetru.t will understand us as intimating that all the cows in New York are good

milkers, or are properiy kept. We desire simply to do justice to the intelligent dairymen

and farmers, who, during the last forty years have rendered their country an invaluable

service These are the men who sustain our State and County agricultural societies,

and the aoricultural press, and with whom it is an honor to co-operate for the advance-

ment of the arts and sciences which belong to the several branches of rural aftairs.

Dairy husbandry has a deeper philosophy than many suppose; nor can it be compre-

hended without considerable close thinking and study. Let the pastures and meadows

of a dairyman represent a thousand tons of grass per annum exclusive of the water

which the forage may contain. This forage is to be fed to cows for the most economical

production of mUk, butter and cheese. Would it not be cheaper in the long run for

hiui to pay «^50 a head for first rate milkers than to take poor ones as a free gift i We

believe that poor cows do not pay the cost of their keep, or the value ol their food

twelve months in that length of time ; therefore the more of such animals there^is in a

County or State, the i)Oorer it is m agricultural wealth and income. In the State ot

New York, a mean animal is a tax upon its owner and the community, and should be

so regarded by all. As the natural resources of the soil become exhausted, farmers can

lass artbrd to keep inferior animals of any kind ;
for the first cost of grain, hay, grass,
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roota, and straw, increases with the increase of manure needed to produce good crops.

In 1845, New York contained 6,443,865 sheep; in 1850 the number was reduced to

3,453,241 ; decrease in five years 2,990,624. The number of sheep slaughtered in the
five years named, was much larger than the difference between the larger and smaller

sums, otherwise the natural increase would have prevented so great a reduction. It was
necessity that cut their throats. To replace three millions of sheep by dairy stock, at

least four hundred thousand cows would be required. We shall take another occasion

to demonstrate beyond all dispute, that not less than eight and a half of the twelve and
a half million acres of land under improvement in New York is suffering deterioration

at the rate of three dollars a year by parting with its elements of fertility. What we
desire at this time is to call attention to the science of transforming the proper food of

cows into milk, so that any given quantity of forage shall yield the maximum of dairy

products.

The elements of this science are both anatomical and physiological ; they relate to

the digestive, respiratory, assimilative, and milk-secreting organs of the cow. Improper
feeding will result in a far greater loss of milk from any given amount of food con-

sumed even by a good cow, than would be likely to occur from a poor cow, if properly

fed. In the first place, each and every lactiferous animal is compelled to support the

natural warmth of her body by respiration, which never ceases, and literally burns up
nearly, if not quite two-thirds of the aliment which passes through the walls of the

intestines into the blood vessels; and from whose blood milk is separated. Not only

does breathing take priority of milk-makiug in the economy of nature, but the daily

and indispensable repair of every muscle, bone, membrane, ner^e, and other organ, also

claims priority to the full secretion of milk. In a word, the blood of a cow takes care

of her system first, before it yields more than a trifle to feed her offspring, for whose
benefit milk is elaborated.

Milk being the natural surplus of food in the blood vessels, over and above what the

ever pressing calls of respiration and nutrition demand, we trust that it is not difficult

for the reader to comprehend the fact that a given amount of aliment thrown into the

stomachs of four cows, may yield twice the surplus, after supplying all the wants of

their systems, to be transformed into milk, which could be obtained if the aliment had
five systems to warm and support instead of four. In the case assumed, there is nutri-

ment enough to keep four cows in sound and vigorous health, and allow each to have a

surplus in her blood, equal to the formation of four or five gallons of milk in twenty-

four hours. Divide this mass of food or aliment into five parts instead of four, and the

breathing and other vital functions of the fifth cow, (we care not how excellent a milker

she may be,) will consume and substantially waste full one-half of what might have

been milk in the lacteal glands of four cows.

It is not enough to have first rate cows ; the dairyman should know so much of their

anatomy and physiology, as to be able to use the living machines in his possession to

the best advantage. A good machine of any kind in the hands of an ignorant unskill-

ful operator, uniformly turns out bad work. That is, the net profit is much less than it

ought to be. Without entering into any explanation of the science of dairy physiology,

the reader may make this induction from our remarks ; The dairyman should keep no

poor cows, and as few good ones as will consume the food to be converted into milk. If

he intends to feed high, let the transition from low to high feeding be gradual ; all

sudden changes are injurious, whether upward or downward in their course. Provide,

by the aid of corn grown for forage, by manurino- pastures and meadows, and by root

culture, a plenty of food for whatever cows are kept for dairy purposes. Have yards

and stables so arranged and littered with strav/, muck, forest leaves, or some other

absorbent, as to preserve from waste or loss all the droppings of domestic animals.

After the writer came to Washington in 1849, to take charge of the agi'icultural

(^
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department of the Patent office, lie went immediately to the office of the Census Board,

to get the agricultural schedule changed so far as to enumerate all the cows in the

United States. This was done, and the number retunied by the marshalls was six

million three hundred and ninety-one thousand nine hundred and forty-six. For what

useful purpose was this separation of milch kine from other neat stock ? This is a

question which eveiy farmer ought to study. A general and most valuable improve-

ment of the bovine race was contemplated by the mover in this matter, who had long

felt the necessity of reliable agricultural statistics. The six and a half million cows

in the United States now yield less than a moiety of the milk which the food consumed

is capable of producing. Now, if we had an experimental dairy farm, with the needful

appliances, we would soon demonstrate the truth of this statement in the most satis-

factory manner. But public opinion is not yet ripe for the application of science to

American husbandry ; and therefore no truly scientific experiments, like those of Botjs-

siNGAULT and Thompson, are hkely to be made in this country during the life of the

present generation. According to the experiments of M. Perrault and Pabst, a cow

giving a full flow of milk, needs six and a quarter pounds of good hay or its equivalent

in grass or roots for every 220 pounds live weight.

We will take an early occasion to resume the consideration of this subject, and

endeavor to point out what part of the food consumed is voided by the bowels ; what

part by the kidneys ; what by the lungs ; what by sensible and insensible perspiration,

and what through the udder as milk, in a good cow, properly fed and otherwise cared

for. It is not too much to say that one hundred million dollars a year may be added

to the income of the country by the judicious improvement of dairy stock, which implies

equal improvement in their management and keep.

MAPES' IMPROVED SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

It will be recollected that in the December number of the Farmer we made a few

comments on some statements by the editor of the Workhu/ Farmer, respecting the

manufacture and value of " Mapes' Improved Superphosphate of Lime." What we
particularly called attention to, was the assertion of the editor that his improved super-

phosphate of lime could not be made in England for $100 per ton. Now it would

appear to be of little consequence to us whether it could or could not be there manu-

factured for this sum ; but, judging from the frequent reiteration of this assertion, the

editor is of a different opinion. lie knows that super] )hosph ate of lime has been ex-

tensively used in England for the last ten years; British farmers therefore have had

ample time to ascertain its comparative value, and to what particular crops it is best ap-

plied, lie also knows that about seven million dollars worth of guano is used per

annum in Great Britain. Now the editor wishes to have it understood that his im-

proved superphosphate of lime is much more valuable than the best Peruvian guano

;

and to reconcile this assertion with the fact that such immense quantities of guano are

used in England, where the value of superphosphate has been fully tested, the editor

would have his readers believe that his imj)roved superphosphate of lime cannot be

made in England for twice what it sells for in this country. He says if it could be

made in England for $100 per ton, .it would sell readily, and would soon, to his certain

knowledge, take precedence of all other fertilizers. If this is so, how cheap a manure

this must be to us American farmers at only |50 per ton.

The editor objects to our publishing the analysis of his manure by Dr. Antisell, on

the ground that it was not a fair sample of the article. He publishes another analysis

of Dr. Antisell, of a sample sent by Mai'es' manufacturer, Avhich is of course as good
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as the average. This sample appears to have been free from the lumps and undecom-

posed animal charcoal, which composed more than half the sample sent us. This

analysis does not show whether the article is or is not a good superphosphate. It does

not give us the per centage of ammonia, or of soluble bi-phos2yh(ite of lime,—the two

ino-redients of most value in any manure. It is said to have contained free ammonia.

We are at a loss to know how a good s?iper-phosphate mixture could contain /ree am-

monia. But let that pass.

There is an analysis of " Mapes' improved superphosphate of lime," in the Country

Gentleman, of March 3d, by Prof. S. W. Johnson, of Yale College, which is far more

satisfactory, and clearly sets forth the true value of the manure. The thanks of the

agricultural community are due Prof. Johnson, for these critical and valuable analyses.

According to this analysis, 100 lbs. of "Mapes' improved superphosphate of lime" is

composed of sulphate of lime, (plaster) 37 lbs.; insoluble phosphate, 21 lbs.; soluble

superphosphate of lime, 15 lbs.; free sulphuric acid, 5 lbs.; ammonia, 2^ lbs. The

non-nitrogenous organic matter, water, and sand, which compose the other 20 lbs., are

of course of but little valu# This, then, is the manure that is far superior to Peruvian

guano, and which cannot be duplicated in England for $100 per ton.

Now, the fact is, that several thousand tons of superphosphate of lime, or as it is

generally called " turnip manure," are annually sold in England, warranted to contain

\S per cent, of soluble superphosphate of lime, (Mapes' containing only 15,) and in every

other respect equal to Mapes' improved article, for $28,22 per ton, wholesale. Comment
on these facts (which we are prepared to prove) is unnecessary. We would not be un-

derstood as saying that Prof. Mapes' manure is of little value. On the contrary, if it

contains 15 per cent, of bi-phosphate of lime, it is one of the best manures that can be

used for ruta baga, lettuce, radish, and other garden crops ; and we recommend all our

readers who intend sowing ruta baga and other turnip crops, to drill in with the seed

about 300 lbs., of this manure, per acre, believing that it will pay them to do so, even

at the high prices charged for it. As a manure for wheat, maize, barley, oats, timothy,

and potatoes, we again assert, and we have had considerable experience in the use of

both manures, that Peruvian guano will be found much more valuable than this im-

proved, or any other superphosphate of lime ; and even for turnips, if both are sown

broadcast^ we should j^refer guano to superphosphate of lime.

SPRING WORK.

I

April has at length arrived, ushering in the farmers' busy season. All that could be

done in winter to facilitate spring work has, we trust, been accomplished. Everything is

in readiness—plows, drags, roller, whiffltrees, devices, all are fixed for action
;
seed

barley, oats, peas, corn, clover, timothy, potatoes, carrots, beets, &c., &c., are all ob-

tained. The farmer has long concluded where he will sow this or that particular crop
;

he only waits for fine weather and a dry soil to commence operations. You need not

wait, there is plenty to be done. We hope you have a large quantity of well prepared

barn-yard manure, composts, &c. These can be drawn out on the soil and spread, ready

to commence plowing. But, says a scientific objector, that is not right, a good deal of

the most valuable part of the manure will fly off and be lost if spread and allowed to

remain exposed for a week or two. This is certainly an objection, and were it not for

the gi-eat convenience of drawing out manure previous to commencing plowing, we

should not recommend it. There is doubtless some loss, but if the manure has been

well prepared, and is not in an active state of fermentation, it is not so great as many

suppose. To what crop is manure most profitably applied ? We cannot satisfactorily

a]) J^
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answer this question to our own mind. Will some of our experienced correspondents

give us their views on this point ? We would premise that it depends somewhat on the

relative prices of the various crops.

Barley is usually sown after corn. It seldom doeS well on a recently inverted sod.

It delights in a gravelly, light, warm soil ; requires fine tilth and early sowing— the

earlier the better. Two bushels seeds per acre is none too much. If the soil has been

well worked the past year with corn and is free from weeds, we would seed it down with

clover. Barley is often followed by good wheat crops, but strong fertile land is required,

or such a course of cropping will soon impoverish it.

Oats should be sown as soon after the barley as possible. Two bushels per acre is

the usual quantity sown in Western New York. A little more seed would be better

on most soils. Oats do better on heavy soil than barley or corn. It is a general opinion

here, that wheat does not do so well after oats as after barley. We are by no means
satisfied that such is a fact. Let us have your experience on this point ? If such is the

case, it is probably owing to oats yielding a much large^ crop than barley. Thus 60 to

80 bushels of oats per acre is a not uncommon crop, while 20 to 30 bushels of barley

is a first rate average yield. We cannot see how the production of 100 bushels of oats

should impoverish the soil any more than the production of 100 bushels of barley.

Don't sow clover with oats if you can possibly avoid it. The oats grow so thick at the

bottom that the clover seldom does well.

Peas.—On all wheat forms, well established theory commands us to sow several acres

with peas. Except clover and turnips, no crop removes so little of the substance speci-

ally required for the production of wheat as peas. We told a friend this last year, and
induced him to sow eight acres of peas—four acres Scotch grey, and four acres the

common Avhite pea. He had a first rate crop—twenty-five to thirty bushels per acre.

They were harvested in fine order. Our friend was pleased with his " experiment," and

began to think that we did know a little about practical farming, even though we talked

about phosphate of lime and ammonia, and edited a paper. The peas were threshed in

February, and alas for our scientific credit, nearly every pea was destroyed by bugs.

But we will not give up our theo7y yet. It will pay to sow peas if they are good for

nothing but to plow under for manure for wheat. But they are. The bug damages
them but little till November or December, and ere this they may be all fed out to hogs,

producing at least as much pork as the same quantity of corn, and leaving a large

quantity of manure that is far superior to that made from corn, while the peas have

been produced at comparatively no injury to the soil. Some farmers who sowed peas

last year as late as the last of May, obtained good crops
;
yet the earlier you sow tliem

after getting in barley and oats, the better. They need to be sown early in order to be

otf the land in season for sowing wheat in the fell. Two bushels per acre sown broad-

cast is the common way. It is far better to drill them in rows twelve inches apart and

hoe them. The increase of the crop will pay the extra expense, while the land is left as

clean as if it had been summer fallowed.

Clover.—On wheat, clover seed is often sown on the snow and does very well. We
like to sow about twelve pounds per acre on wheat, as soon as the land will do to roll.

The rolling not only covers the seed, but is of great advantage to the wheat. On heavy

wheat soil we prefer to harrow in the clover seed. The benefit to the wheat will aston-

ish all who who have never tried harrowing their wheat in the spring. You cannot sow
too many acres with clover. We admit the direct profit is small, but the indirect gain is

very considerable. At least one-fo»rtli of the arable land should be seeded with clover

each year.

Carrots.—The value of carrots as an auxilliary food for horses and milch cows is very

great. No crop that we know of pays so well in this neighborhood. • No farmer should

be without them. For the best method of cultivation see Mr. E.S. Hayward's valuable

'"^V
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communincation page 116. We would add that good Peruvian guano, sown broadcast,

at the rate of 300 lbs., per acre, will be found a valuable and economic manure for this

crop. One great advantage in using guano for the carrot crop is the absence of weeds.

An advantage which all who have grown carrots will readily appreciate.

Potatoes.—The cause of and remedy for the potato disease are yet to be discovered.

We are at this moment as much in the dark respecting it as ever. Early planting on a

well under-drained, light, sandy loam, using potatoes obtained from seedling, or as re-

cent a variety as can be readily obtained, appear to be the best means of obtaining

sound palatable potatoes.

P-S""

cows AND CALVES.

In some districts it may be best economy to cut the throats of calves as soon as they

are born, the milk being more valuable converted into cheese and butter tlian into veal.

Such however is not the case when veal sells as it does here, at from five to eight cents

per pound, unless fresh butter commands an unusually high price. The relative prices

of the veal and butter determine the advantage of one or the other of the courses, and
any intelligent farmer can easily calculate which is best economy for him.

In fatting calves for the butcher, they should be suckled regularly, have as much milk

as they can take, after they are ten days old ; they should be tied up in a dark, clean

stable, and have a little fresh, clean straw given them every day. Much depends on

their being kept clean and quiet. If they are kept clean they will not be troubled with

lice. If they should be, give them a little sulphur, it will both purify the blood and rid

them of the lice. In suckling them, let the strap remain round their necks and take

them away from the cow as soon as they have had their fill, and do not let them run
about. The rate of increase of a calf depends a good deal on the breed, and on the

food of the mother ; when a calf is more than six weeks old it seldom gets as much
milk as it would take, unless the cow be very well kept. As a general thing, therefore,

it is not profitable to keep fatting calves after they are six weeks old.

For rearing calves, of course, a different treatment is necessary. You must have an

eye to health, and the development of muscle, and not, as in the other case, to the accu-

mulation of fat. They should be allowed more light and exercise. If fed by hand, after

the first two or three weeks a little fresh skim milk and linseed tea might economically

be substituted for a part of the fresh milk. A dairyman will be paid for a little extra feed

and c;u'e to his cows in the spring. It often happens that cows are very costive a week
or two preceding and following parturition. A feed of mangel wurtzel, or two pounds
of oil-cake per day, will be found of great advantage in such a case. Tlje increase of

milk will pay for the oil-cake, while the increased health and strength of the cow ynW
be pure gain and will tell well in the milk pail during summer.
We need scarcely say that it is very important that a cow be milked clean at all

times, but especially immediately after calving. As soon as the cow has calved, we like

to take all the milk out of the udder we can get, previous to letting the calf suck, and if

the udder gets hard or is inflamed, as is often the case, ruh it well with cold soft water or

buttermilk, and take out the milk before the calf is to suck. The calf will then draw it

clear and bunt it well, speedily effecting a cure. An eminent writer has said, " For my
part I never see a man milking a cow Avithout being impressed with the idea that he is

usurping an ofiice which does not befit him." Certainly there are few men that are fit

to milk, or have anything at all to do with a cow. We have known cows that would
not suffer a man to milk them without their legs were tied, yet they would be as quiet

as a lamb while a woman with her soft hands, kind words, and pacifying manners, per-

formed the operation. However unruly and ugly a cow may be, never beat or kick her

;

harsh treatment only makes the temper worse, while kindness will tame s, tartar.

m
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BRITISH AND AMERICAN AGRICULTURE.

(Continued from Page 82.)

B. You promised to give me any iuformation I might desire on under-draining. From all I can

learn on the subject, it appears to me there can be but little doubt that it will amply pay to undcr-

drain, even though it does cost $30 per acre. Mr. Johnston, of Seneca county, saj's the increaaed

yield on the drained land in two years pays the entire cost of the drains. I intend to underdrain

a few acres, this spring and sunimcr, on the clover lot that 1 shall summer fallow for wheat. It is

good, strong, heavy soil, and though it brings but little at present, I think by under-draining it may
be made to produce very heavy wheat crops. I intend cutting a ditch three feet deep through the

low land in the lot adjoining it, and shall therefore have a good discharge for the water.

A. I should cut the ditch at least five feet deep. In all our attempts at draining we miss it in

nothing so much as cutting shallow ditches. If we have a quantity of low land to drain, we cut a

ditch two feet deep, and think forsooth, that that will be sufBcient to drain perfectly all the land

within a hundred rods of it. It will do no such thing. It may drain the land a little better than

if there was no ditch at all, and the water was allowed to find the lowest land, and so pass off

naturally ; but as for its draining the land perfectly, there cannot be a greater mistake. What is

wanted is not swrfrtce-draining, but under-draining ; or, so to speak, sub-soil draining. We want

the land dry three feet deep. A ditch two feet deep carries off a good deal of the surface water,

especially if furrows from the adjoining lands are run into it ; but at the same time the soil six or

eight inches deep is as full of water as it will hold, and needs under-draining just as much as ever.

Cut the ditch you speak of five feet deep, and you will then and not till then, have accomplished

the first step in under-draining your farm. In England I do not recollect a single farm, except

those resting on chalk, on which there was not ditches, or, as they call them, water courses, some

five or six feet deep. These are cleansed at least once a year, and kept free from all impediments,

for they have found by experience that it is impossible to dr^in land so long as there is stagnant

water in the open ditches.

B. Enough ; I will do as you say. So, having cut the ditch five feet deep, what shall I do next!

A. I should cut a main drain some four feet deep from the ditch right along the lowest part oj"

the field to be drained. This main drain should be laid with large tile, say four inches in diameter.

I should then cut drains from this main drain, up and down, or lengthwise of the natural slope of

the land. In the field you mention, I would not have them further apart than forty feet. The

deeper the drains, within certain limits, the further apart you may make them. It is important

that the drain may be made with a gradual fall, and not have some places deeper than others, for

thoucrh if the mouth of the drain be lower than the summit, the water will run off, yet it is found

by experience that if in any part of the drain the tiles are full of water, the land in the immediate

neighborhood is not drained at all. I had this fact pointed out to me several times while in

En<i-land. If the drains are made in the spring or fall, there will be plenty of water in the drain

at the time of throwing out the last inch or two of soil, so that nothing is easier than to make the

di-ain so that the water will just run from you, and will not lie in any place.

B. Wliat is the cost of digging these drains, say three feet deep? I have some thoughts of let-

ting the job.

A. In England, the nverago price paid per rod for digging a drain, laying the tilo, and filling in,

all complete, is eiriht cenis per rod But as we pay our help just twice as much per day as do Eng-

lish farmers, it will probably cost you at least sixteen cents per rod, exclusive of tile.

B. Which kind of tile do you prefer, the round pipe or the horse-shoe tile?

A. In England there is much difference of opinion on this subject. The "new lights," as they

ai-o derisively called, think and prove that the 1 i inch pipe is just as good as the horse-shoo tile,

while they cost much less, and the drains from being narrowed are dug with much less labor. The

old farmers, however, are slowcoaches; they stick, with a pertinacity truly refreshing in these

days of change, to tlie good old horse-shoe tiles, laid, not lengthwise of the fall, but across it. They

maintain, in spite of theory and demonstration, that this is the best method of draining. They cer-

tainly, many of them, drain land well in this way ; but I think the pipes altogether the best, consid-

ering their relative cost.

B. I see accounts in some of the papers of a new machine that cuts the drains and deposits the I

pipe at the proper depth without removing any of tlie soU. J

^^ '
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A. Yes ; I saw the machine at work when in England. It did the work well, and is certainly

ingeaious ; but I doubt if it will come into general use. You understand the principle of the ma-
chine. A borer, to which is attached the drain pipes linked together, is drawn at the required

depth through tlie soil, dragging the pipes after it in a string. Any one can see that when the

string of pipes is long, great force is required to draw them tlirough the soil. I was surprised that

it worked so well as it did.

B. They have a stationai-y horse-power at one end of the field, and by this means two horses

easily draw the apparatus slowly through the soil. I hope it will answer, any how. It would be

a glorious thing for this country, where labor is so high, if some cheap means of under-di-aining

could be discovered. I think if we had under-drained as much land here as they have in England,

we should ere this have had a machine to dig our drains by horse-power. I see no real difficulties

in the way.

A. Cheap labor is a great curse to a country. If wages had been as high in England as they

are here, I have no doubt, with you, that they would have had many more labor-saving machine^

than they have. But a brighter day is dawning on the land of our forefathers; the price of labor

is gradually rising while the prices of necessaries have been greatly red^ieed. Free trade has mor-

tally wounded the landed ai-istocratic Jiarty. State Church, and the law of primogeniture, will in

a few yeai-s be done away with ; the great estates will be divided up, and a new order of tilings

adopted founded on just priuciplea.

Agriculture in California.—The following extracts from a letter of one of our

California correspondqjits, a Western New Yorker, will be read with interest. Great

improvements in agriculture are rapidly progressing. There is a great demand for

agricultural reading. Mr. Sanford alone takes one hundred copies of the Farmer. We
have large lists in several other places in California and Oregon. All our corres-

pondents speak highly of the agricultural capabilities of the soil, and of the prospects of

acquiring wealth by farming.

"Since I last addressed you the weather has been excecdii;gly fine. I notice our wild strawberry

is in bloom, and the blossom buds of the peach have begun to unfold their petals. The verdant hill

sides seem to smile with great beauty. Soon they will be bedecked with the loveliest of flowers.

"As soon as farmers can obtain good titles to their lands, you will hear of improvements in farm-

ing to an extent that will astonish the agriculturists of the east.

" Messrs Clakk and Cuktis, of Solano Co., have furnished me with a brief statement of their fann-

ing the past season—this being their commencement

:

"They own 40,000 acres of land, and broke 1700 acres, requiring four yoke of oxen to the plow.

They sowed 1000 acres to barley and oats, which crops yielded an average of 40 bushels to the acre;

100 acres were sown to wheat, yielding only 10 bushels to the acre; and seed being 12^ cts. per lb.,

600 acres were not sown. They cut and pressed ITOO tons of (wild oats) hay. They have a stock ot 500

horses and 1000 cattle, and are investing largely in swine. They commenced sowing wheat the 25th

January. They sowed barley all the month of January, and oats all of February. The crojjs were

all sowed from one to two months too late, and therefore only half the usual crop was harvested.

" Quite unlike the lands of old Wayne and Monroe, the first crop of cereals grown on high lands

are not a fair test, and never equal to the second and third.

"They are selling their hay at $50 to $80 per ton—average, §65 ;
barley at 3+, oats at 4i-, and

wheat at 10 cts. per lb.; and at said prices, these crops will amount to $185,620. The increase of

stock, and value of vegetables grown, will swell the amount to $200,000. They employ twenty

men on the average, at $60 per month including board. They purchased their farm, in December,

1851, for $10,000, and could now sell it for $20,000." J. L. Santokd.—San Francisco, C'al., Feb. 1.

Stable.—I think of building a stable in the following manner : I will have an addition on tlie side

of the bai'n at one end of the barn floor, the floor of which I will hare elevated about six feet above

t|ie old sill, the cattle to enter by an inclined plain under or at one side. My floor plank I will

have come to within about a foot of the back sill, having a plank running the other way so fixed

that it may be turned up, making it very easy to clean the stable and house the maniu'c, thus

. ')<^ saving it all without the expense of tanks. D. A. R.

—

Attica, N. T. .
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Sandy Soils.—I was pleased with your remarks "on the proper management of sandy soils." In

fact the editorial matter of the Genesee Farmer has of late united theory with practice bo ably and

well advisedly with the best agricultural improvements, and scientific discoveries of this progressive

age, that I have felt " Othello's occupation gone ;" hence any contribution from my pen would only

be a trespass on your columns. But apropos of sandy versus clay loam. For many years I had been

in the habit of growing Indian corn and vegetables on a heavy clay loam ; being tired of the uni-

versal cry, that a sandy loam was the soil for a garden. I once bought an aci'e of dry, sandy loam,

drained by a quick descent to the south. As its nitrogen had been exhausted by cropping, I applied

to it about thirty two-horse loads of strong stable manure, with nearly the same weight of leached

ashes. Vegetation came forward earlier and progressed faster through the month of June and July,

than on the clay loam ; but in a drouth in August, vegetation came to a dead stand—the corn

leaves curled, and the tops of the ruta bagas dried and withered ; stirring the soil between the rows

was of no other benefit than killing the weeds, no moisture by capillary attraction, no union of the

oxyo-en of the air with the hydrogen in the manured soil took place to form water ; the corn leaves

did not expand in the dews of evening, the ears did not fill to the end of the cob ; the crop was

short On the other hand I never had a greater yield from my old clay garden. Slow to advance in

the early part of the season, vegetation seemed to luxuriate in the drouth of August ; the corn leaves

curled in the middle of the day, but in the dewy morn they were the open ready conductors of the

rich, watery treasure to their roots ; stirring the alluminous surface of the soil let in atmospheric

influence to the forming of artificial moisture. The carrots and beets grew apace, the latter far

outstripping in size the ruta bagas on the sandy lot.

The next year I tried the*Bame experiment over, giving to the sandy lot twice as much stable

manure to the square rod, as to the clay loam. But the final result was the same ; the organic mat-

ter in the sandy loom seemed to be exhausted and gone, while the clay loam needed manure only

to ameliorate its close mechanical structure.

But I have since got a new wrinkle in the management of sandy soils. In that desert waste of

sand, exhausted of every element inorganic and combustible, two miles north of Providence, R.

I., is a farm now an oasis in the desert. Some years ago a rich merchant of New Bedford, who

owned it, employed an experienced farmer friend to bring up this farm to the highest point of fer-

tility. He began by applying 250 bushels of leached ashes to the acre ; this alone enabled him to

get a crop of millet and clover. This he plowed into the soil to supply the indispensable nitrogen.

He now built stables for forty milch cows, employed Irishmen to dig muck and peat from a swamp,

which when dried was placed in the cow stalls for bedding. These cows were soiled, early in the

season with green rye, hen clover, then Indian corn, sown in drills for fodder only. All the

saturated peat and manure was saved intact under the sheds which flanked the stables. I

never saw better crops on any soil, potatoes perhaps excepted. Tliis is a case in point to confirm the

truth of your theory in favor of dried peat and swamp muck composted with animal excreta, as

the best amendment for loose sandy soils. The leached ashes were only necessary from the complete

exhaustion of inorganic matter in the soil ; the after process of manuring with peat, &c., will not

fail to supply mineral as well as organic matter for all coming crops.

Turnip culture is undoubtedly suited to the climate of England ; but on all aluminous soils in

this country the crop is small, and always injured by insects ; beets are a more certain crop on ma-

nured soil ; blood turnip beets require little more tillage than turnips ; they bear close planting,

have no insect enemies, and grow to a large size. As a green crop to plow under for its nitrogen, I

ajiprehend that no plant can compare with clover, if required as an intrinsic amendment to a hun-

gry sandy loam.

Why is not guano an economical manure for sandy soils, if applied in small doses ns the growing

plants require it ? The fault of a sandy soil is, its incapacity to hold organic matter until it is

wanted by the growing cro[) ; hence it strikes me tliat small and frequent applications, as the plants

require, is the most economical mode of treating sandy soils. S. W.— Waterloo, N. Y., Ilarch 1853.

We once tested the above suggestion witli potatoos on a black sandy soil. Tliree liiin-

dred pounds of Peruvian guano were sown on an acre at the time of planting, and on

another acre l)y the side of it wo sowed one lunidred and lifty pounds at the time of

planting, and one hundred and fifty pounds more just previous to the last lioeing. lioth

acres yielded good crops, (350 bushels per acre,) but there was no difference m favor of
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either of the two modes of application. This is the only experiment on sandij soils we

ever made. in reference to this matter, and we confess it is anything but conclusive to our

own mind. On heavy loams we know for certain that there is nothing gained by applying

ammoniacal salts or guano in small doses at short intervals during the growing season.

This has been tried repeatedly without any advantage. The economic application of

guano and other ammoniacal compounds is occupying the attention of several eminent

scientific men at present. We have many theories on the subject, but very little practi-

cal experience. Any of our readers who have experience, bearing on this point, will

much advance the cause of agriculture by making them public.

., ^
WiKB Fexce. A3 it is now the time of year when the farmers have the least to do, and the time

that they read most, and form their plans for the work of the next seasou, perhaps it will be well to

put something more before them on the subject of Wire Fencing.

What has been written on this subject, and the plans that have been submitted for its construc-

tion have induced the building of many miles of wire fence ; but the most of it has proved to be of

little value to the farmer, and it is to be feared that they have about abandoned the idea of using it

as common fencing material ; therefore what I have to say as to the practicability of using wire to

construct cheap, strong, and durable fences, is said with diffidence. Still, with your permission, I

will tell my story, and give my plan ; for, like a great many others in the world, I do think that

my story will be instructive, and that my plan will be the best yet published for the construction of

wire fences, for the farmer's use.

In the year 1850, by a combination of circumstances, it became necessary for me to build two

hundred rods'of fence in a short, time, and as I had not made preparation for any other kind, I

concluded to try wire fence. I obtained from New York a quantity of No. 10 annealed wire, and

had posts made from hemlock scantling, three inches by four inches square, and six feet in length,

which were nicely sharpened. Having these materials on the ground, I proceeded to draw a cord

on the line where the fence was to be, which being well drawn, and straight, was to be my guide

in makino- holes for the posts. Using an iron bar, I made holes about eighteen inches deep once in

every rod throughout the whole line. The posts were then placed upright in these holes and

driven with a sledge hammer until they stood just four feet cut of the ground, appearing as straight

and trim as a company of soldiers. Fine holes were then made through each of them with a "bit"'

three-eio-hths of an inch in diameter. These holes were six inches apart, and the upper one three

inches from the top of the posts. As the fence was to confine only horses and cattle, I supposed five

wires would be enough. The wires were then drawn into these holes. Whenever splicing was

necessary, it was done by binding the ends to be connected like staples, hooking them together and

then twisting the short legs around the long ones several times. This is the best way of splicing

wires that I have tried, and if it is well done they will rarely give out at the connection.

At one end of the sections, the wires were passed through the post^ and then brought around and

tied strono-ly ; at the opposite end, they were tightened by a little machine, consisting of two pieces

of iron which I will describe as well as I can without drawings. An iron roUer is made four inches

long, and three-fourths of an inch in diameter, having a hole large enough to admit the wire,

punched through it an inch and a half from one end, and the other end squared an inch in length.

To this square end is fitted a washer four inches long, an eighth of an inch thick, and an inch and a

half wide with two small nail holes punched through one end— one of them near the end, and

the other two inches from it The square mortice to receive the roller is made at the opposite end.

These machines will cost one shilling each, and will last indefinitely. The manner in which the

wires were stretched is as follows :—A wire passed through the post and into the roller—the washer

bein" on a wrench is applied, and the roller turned round until the wire is well tightened, when

the washer is nailed to the post, by nails passing through the small holes.

"When each wire was thus stretched and confined, I had a fence that appeared very neat and

strono-. Eighty rods of it enclosed a lane along which the dairy cows passed twice each day— so

the fence was used. During the first year I found that this fence was a good barrier against most

all my horses and cows, &c,—which means bulls and oxen— but that some of them would not be

confined by it. Some cows would get down on then- knees and crawl under it, and others would

f k put their heads between the wires, and by pressing heavily on the wire next under their necks

i)) _# ^^ClJ
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would bi'eak it, and so get through. It not being perfectly satisfactory, I the next spring had it all

taken down, and rebuilt in a manner which made it a perfect fence against all cattle, horses, calves

and sheep. And now, from this last experiment, I will give a plan for a cheap and durable fence,

which in most localities, will be the cheapest that can be built equally serviceable.

The posts should be six and a half feet long, three inches by four inches square, and well sharp-

ened, and of cedar wood ; they should stand in the ground two and a half feet, and be ten feet

apart. The sections should be twenty rods long, and the posts at the ends of them should be

four inches square, and well braced by scantlings bearing against their top ends, and the bottoms of

the posts next to them. The wires should be eight in number, of No. 10 annealed, and be drawn
in and stretched in the manner before described. The first wire should be three inches from the

tops of the posts, and Jill six inches apart. The last passed summer, thirty rods of fence constructed

after this plan, divided a field of grain from a pasture in which a large dairy stock ranged daily,

and it fulfilled its office perfectly.

With the posts and rollers and wire prepared, two men can easily build fifty rods of it in a day,

and it can be taken down in one half the time. A person of ordinary ingenuity will soon learn to

handle the wires, so as to facilitate the work much. The tools required after the posts are made,

are an iron bar, a sledge hammer, a strong pair of pincers, a bit-stock and bit, a line, and a wrench,

which is best made of a piece of strong iron about a foot in length.

Every spring the fence should be looked ^o, and the wires tightened, for the frosts of winter will

loosen them. A little attention given promptly when it is needed, keeps such a fence in order

cheaply. Among the good qualities of such a fence are these:—The space it occupies is the least

that a fence can occupy ; it harbors no weeds, mice, or snakes ; it does not cause snow banks ; the

wind never breaks it down ; it confines the most unruly animals ; it can be put down or taken up

easier than any other, and whenever by great force it is broken it can be mended in a few moments.

There are many places in snowy countries, where this fence would be serviceable indeed ; as, along

the roadsides, to prevent the banking of onow.

Hoping that many will be induced to try my plan, I will leave the subjeci W. R. Manlet.—
Bvffalo, JSr. Y.

•»-o-«

Culture of Carrots.—This important part of agriculture has been very much neglected by far.

mers generally. Very few know the value of a good crop of carrots till they have raised and fed

them to their stock during winter, or know little of the profits of an acre till they have had the

opportunity of turning a crop into money. There is no crop the farmer can raise that pays so well,

or yields so much good feed for stock. The tops may all be fed to cattle at harvesting, and the roots

stored in the cellar for winter«use. For M cattle they are the very best roots that can be fed. For

milch cows they are almost invaluable. They keep the cows in good condition, and the milk is

rich and the butter is of good color and flavor, entirely free from that disagreeable taste caused by

feeding ruta bagas, turnips, &e. Horses are very fond of them and will work well when fed on

carrots and keep in good flesh without any grain. Some wrltei-s say tliey are equal to oats for

horses ; I put them at half the value and make good profit raising them at that. Store hogs winter

first rate on them and water alone, and will show- good keeping in the spring. I feed tliein whole

to horses and hogs, and cut them for cattle. Fat hogs will eat them when they have plenty of corn,

and I think them beneficial, for the reason tliat hogs shut np in a close pen require something green

to satisfy nature. A yellow chestnut loam well manured, say 20 to 40 loads of rotten yard manure

per acre, makes a first rate soil for carrots, but they will grow on any deep rich soil, and produce

well. The soil should be thorougldy pulverized with the cultivator and harrow on the top before

plowing after the manure is spread. Then plow deep and follow with rakes and rake the top of

the furrow and the manure, if there is any left in sight, to the bottom of the furrow, and continue

in this way till tlie piece is prepared, which leaves the ground level and clean on the surface. Four

hands will foHow and rake as fast as a team will plow. The subsoil plow I think could be used to

great advantage. I never have tried it, but intend doing so tlie coming season. The ground should

be sown while moist, soon after it is fitted, in rows 12 or 14 inches apart an<l lialf an inoli deep.

The soil should be pressed on the seed by ti-eading or rolling, to ensure its vegetation. If sown by

hand tlie usual quantity of seed is four pounds per acre; if witli a machine, two pounds is sufficient.

The seed should be soaked in warm water forty-eight liours or more before sowing, then mix with

-1 K plaster till tlie seed will separate. Sow as early in May as the season will allow. The ground may \ r
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be marked out with a marker made for the purpose and the seed covered with a rake. If the

weather is favorable they will be up and ready for the first hoeing in about three weeks. The hoe

should then be passed lightly througli, between the rows to kill the weeds and help the growth of

nxe carrots. In t«n days hoe again, weed and thin, leaving one plant in a place
;
in two weeks hoe

deep weed and thin, leaving the plants four or five inches apart in the rows, and the work will be

completed for the season. If weeds grow after the last hoeing, weed them out, for weeds and car-

rots cannot grow on the same ground at a good advantage. A good crop is eight or nine hundred

bushels per acre; and is worth at least Is. 6c?. per bushel amounting to onb hundred and fifty dol-

lai-s p'^r acre The cost of cultivating, manure, seed, storing, and interest on land, wiU not vary

much from fifty dollars; leaving for the nett profit the sum of one hundred dollars from one acre

of land What farmer will say that this is not good profit. Then who will not raise an acre or

more The greatest difiiculty in raising a crop is bad seed, bad weather after sowing, and neglect-

ia- to thin them in the right time. The seedsman is often blamed, and unjustly too for sellmg bad

seed when the fact is the seed is good but badly managed by the cultivator of the crop._ If the

weather is'very dry and dry seed sown, or if cold and wet it will be a long time in vegetating, and

nine times in ten the weeds will have much the start, so you may look very close to find the poor

weakly plants and perhaps only find a few scattering ones, and without further thought or investi-

gation the laud is plowed again, and the seedsman must bear all the blame for bad weather, and

bad management I usuaUy raise my own seed, but sometimes run out, and have bought from

the Genes'ee Seed Store, and never had bad seed, and always had a fair ci-op. E. N. Hayward,

Rochester. ^^ .

Plowing iv Greex Crops.-I am becoming every day more satisfied that the science of farming

must look "upwards;" that the air we breathe is the great fountain that sustains animal as well as

ve-etable life-' and that the great primitive source of all the richness in our soil is from the air

No^thino- is destroyed. No sooner does the animal and vegetable die, than it commences its round

of chance until it returns to its original elements, and is prepared to be remodeled into new anmials

and vesTetables Let man do his woi-.t, and he cannot destroy one jot or tittle of substance
;
neither

can he impoverish the earth so that skillful agriculture cannot restore. My neighbor, an intelhgent

man has collected all the barn-yard manure he could buy, and has mingled with it eausfc lime,

and has made an immense heap which is now a perfect crater almost on fire. Think you if he

could see the wheat, corn, and grass, that is continually ascendmg from that heap, he would con-

tinue the fire? Far from it. He can smell at a great distance, the ammonia and enriching gase^

avi4u- of coiu-se Now, if. as I have said, we could see the enriching gases arise, and knew their

value" the world would have been convinced long ago; for " to see is to believe."

Well I hear you say, what a destruction. Not so ; not a particle is destroyed
;

it floats off in the

air ove; your farm, and any farm, ready to be brought into the harness by the skillful former, who

LL Ler and other ammonia-absorbing plant, in his broad fields ready to catch and devour it.

T hnl 1 that air above is and has been for all time charged with all the organic properties of plants,

on 1 thnt It is a fountain that will never fail,* ever ready to respond to the demands of science. 1 et,

^e ™r. oVcous properly cultivate the soil. I believe fully in T.l.'s theory. If I had the means

Tf i^^fnin. all the ammonia and invisible noarbhment for plants that is foolish y expelled from my

nei^iW's Lm, I am satisfied that I should have^the lion's share. C. ^.-Lalce Grove.

Yu-a.s.K LVNDS.-I have received, probably, in the last few months, Ae thousand letters, mostly

fromTour State making inquiries about lands in Eastern Virginia, but mostly making their require-

ZliZl^T^^-- answer would be useless. A farm of 150 or 200 acres near a village, well appor-

ZilTu o .uowing, pasturing, and woodlands, is not ealily found fo.r $4 or |5 per acre, forthe

f^l owing reasons: fiU those villages are very rare; second, not more than one farmer in a

hundred makes any point of cutting hay, and as Uttle for pasturage. Cat le get some coarseW
1;: or tire xnonths ] sheep none, yet do exceedingly well Good ewes will probably net $2.50 to

^^r:::!:-;:: ::!:: llXlooking anything Uke the lands in Western New York, wiH

surdy be disappointed and had better stay at home or go West. As to cro^^ our very poores
,

surely be u IP
^^^^ j^^ ^^1 ^^^^.^^^ ^2 bushels, at least.

T::1^ Henel-ally I stan'd of clo^verfor 15 to 25 bushel, of.or. Very little attention ^
rd
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is paid to fruits, but they grow well enough with a little attention. Wild fruits are in profusion.

Lands near piiblic works, are rising in value at least 10 per cent, per annum, yet many good loca-

tions can be bought on railroads, or near them, 10 to 50 miles from good markets, for $4 to $10 per

acre. The places advertised some months since in the Genesee Farmer are sold, with the exception,

of one of 390 acres. The present cash price is $2000, until the Ist March ; afterwards, not in the

market for anything like that sum. Taxes, State and County, 20 cts. on each $100 valuation.

As to the health of the country, from tide water up there is no healthier region ; on the rivers

and at tide water, it is rather billious a few montlis in the year.

Tlie prices of produce at present are, wheat, white, $1.15 ; red, 80 c. a $1.05; corn, 65 a 70 c;

oats, $1 a $1.50 per cwt. in sheaf; hay, $1 a $1.50 per cwt; butter, 20 a 31 c; cheese, 10 a 14 c.;

pork, $8 per 100 lbs.; eggs, chickens, turkeys, Ac, out of sight. S. Clarke, Je.—Proctor'.% Creek, Va.

TuK VALTTE OF A Gardkn.—^Though not a farmei- by profession, yet I have taken your pdper since

1845, and have read it with much interest, and, I trust, profit. I have but three-fourths of an acre.

My house, barn, fruit trees, and ornamental shrubbery, occupy one-fourth of an acre, leaving me
one-half of an acre for a garden. My fruit trees are just coming into bearing condition, and last

fall I gathered, as their first fruits, seven bushels of excellent winter apples, besides an encouraging

supply of other luxuries. My garden, previous to ray occupying it, four years since, was impover-

ished. But it has gi-adually become more fertile, and last season yielded me $100 worth of vegeta-

bles. From 20 rows I had 60 bu. of potatoes; from 8 rows I had 35 bu. of carrots; and cabbages,

beets, turnips, ruta bagas, onions, corn, beans, tomatoes, and all the variety of a kitchen garden>

about in proportion. But for whatever of taste displayed, or of comfort enjoyed in my little home,

I am indebted much to the Genesee Farmer. From this I have learned to manage ray hot-bed, and

cultivate my yard and garden, and, I think, with some degree of success. The exercise thus obtained

has given me health and cheerfulness, and I have been enabled to keep up with the spirit of the

times and set an example to the people with which I am surrounded and to whom I minister. E.

O. WAB.v.—J)undaff, Pa.

Shanghae Fowls.—I bought last summer a pair of Shanghae cliickens for $5 ; my neighbors called

me a fool, but I bided my time. In October my pullet began to lay very large eggs, and laid all

winter. I kept no account of them until the 15th day of Januaiy; the egg laid on that day I

marked No. 1, and every egg laid afterwards I marked with its number, iintil September ; I then

let the hen set on some of her own eggs. Up to that time she had laid, from January 15th, 113

eggs. Had I kept the account from her first laying, in October, I have no doubt the round figure

would have been 150. I have realized $18 from her, and have stock that I would not take $25 for.

Of course I set her eggs under other hens. She weighed, when she first began to lay, 5f lbs., and
the stag (or rooster) "if lbs. Jno. Howe.—Darien, N. Y.

«-««

Illinois Farming.—The following extracts from a valuable communication on the

"future prospects of Illinois," will be read with interest:

" AJl kinds of farm produce now sell well throughout the State. Wood for fuel is tolerably

plenty by hauling eight or ten miles. Horses, cattle, and mules arc liigh ; cveiything is in a pros-

perous condition. Good water is everywhere easily obtained ; wo seldom have to dig more than

sixteen feet. Cattle do well on the prairies frora the middle of April to the end of October. All

kinds of grass seeds do well on our prairie soil. Osage Orange is coming into general use ; it does

well and makes a good hedge in four or five years. Black locust grows very fost on our upland

prairies, but doe? not answer on tiie low land. Walnut grows thrifty and soon makes good timber.

Apple and other fruit trees grow with aetonisliiug rapidity, bearing at from four to seven years of

age. Our soil is very rich ; it is very muddy in wet weather, but drys rapidly with the sun and

wind. The past winter h:i8 been very disagreeable and wet Our oldest inhabitants never remem-

ber 60 rainy and muddy a winter. Our prospects for largo crops are good, though the wlieat has

been somewhat injured. Fruit is not hurt ; we shall have fine crops. We have very good orchai'ds

in this counti-y, as also some very fine hogs, horses, cattle, mules, and sheep. The land is good for

sheep ; wolves seldom trouble us, but dogs are a terrible scourge. D. J. Gonnklt.—Paris, Edgar
County, nt.
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hogs. James II. Arnett.—^onomy, Wayne Co., Ind.

Fattivg Calvks-Pot.to CoLTUKE.-If I beat my neighbors in any branch of agriculture, perhaps

iifsrittbtcaveB. Idonotallow them to run about and play at all. Perhaps a veryJitt

e4r s^^^ u^^ benefit if they did not generally get bo crazy for a frcd.c, and ne^ect hei

food to hive a spree. If allowed to run about much, they fatvery slow and the meat is tough.

with a large, harrow, straddling the row with the team, and ^^^^^^ening the teeth if it tears^^^^^

many We don't usually tear up more than ten or fifteen to an acre. When I hoe I use the cultx

vator, and do not makeihe hiUs high, or they dry up badly. N. IS.-HanmM.

--
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her physical condition, deponent knoweth not. Abel (^. J^mmit.
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HEEEFORD CATTLE.

-^

The Herefords, as grazers, are unequalled. They are larger than the Devon, mature
quite as early, and their beef is finely grained and mottled. For workino- oxen there is

none better. They are more powerful than the Devons, though perhaps not quite so
active. They are better milkers than the improved Short-horn, though, we think, not
quite equal to the Devon—certainly not equal, in this respect, to the Ayrshire. We are
not aware that there has ever been any conclusive or satisfactory practical test of the rela-
tive feeding qualities of the Durham and Hereford. It is, however, the general opinion
that the Durham will lay on fat more rapidly than the Hereford or any other breed.

nEEEEOED BULL TEOMP.

THE PROPERTY OF ALLEX ATKAULT, GENESEO, M. Y., WINNER OF THE FIRST PRIZE, $25,

AT TIIE NEW YORK STATE FAIR, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Marshall gives the following description: "The countenance pleasant, cheerful,

open ; the forehead broad ; eye full and lively ; horns l)i-ight, taper, and spreading

;

head small ; chap lean ; neck long and tapering ; chest deep ; bosom broad, and pro-

jecting forward; shoulder-bone thin, flat, no way protuberant in bone, but full and

mellow in flesh ; chest full ; loin broad ; hips standing wide, and level with the chine
;

quarters long, and wide at the neck ; rump even with the level of the back, and not

drooping, nor standing high and sharp above the quarters; tail slender, and neatly

haired; barrel round and roomy; the carcass throughout deep and well spread ; ribs

broad, standing flat and close on the outer surface, forming a smooth, even barrel, the

hindmost large and full of length; round-bone small, snug, and not prominent; thigh

clean, and regularly tapering ; legs upright and short ; bono below the knee and hock

small ; feet of middle size ; flank large ; flesh everywhere mellow, soft, and yielding

pleasantly to the touch, especially on the chine, the shoulder, and the ribs ; hide mellow,

supple, of a middle thickness, and loose on the neck and buckle ; coat neatly haired,

bright and silky ; color a middle rod, with a bald face characteristic of the true Here-

fordsliire breed."

CU^:
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^gnrtintltnrnl Stpartoiit.

CONDUCTED BY P. BAKET.

HEADING IN TREES AT THE TBIE OF TRANSPLANTING.

Perhaps there is nothing connected with transplanting trees more important to the

success of the operation than pruning the tops, or, as it is usually termed, " headmg them

in
" We are very sure, that notwithstanding all that has been written upon the subject

within a few years, thousands of trees annually die outright from the want of a judicious

prunino- when transplanted, and thousands of others grow so feebly that they too might

as welf have died. Some people are ignorant of the necessity of such an operation,

others are too busy when their trees are planted, and they have no time to do it. Others

ao-ain are aware that it has been recommended, but they are loth to spoil the trees by

deprivin<r them of their branches, or they are not much accustomed to handle the pruning

knife, and are afraid if they should attempt to prune they would do more harm than

good.' We have heard all these excuses made, and many more, time and again.

If a tree could be removed from its place in the nursery to its permanent situation

with every root and fibre entire and uninjured either by digging, packing, carriage or

exposure, there would be comparatively little necessity for heading m because the

natural balance that existed between the roots and branches would not be destroyed
;

but how seldom is it that such trees are found in this state !
Rarely ever, as we know

by ample experience. The transplanting season is always a hurried one with

the nurseryman ; his customers are pressing him for the trees, the season is bounding

forward, the buds are swelling rapidly, or winter is threatening an embargo, and the

work must be done. Raw, untrained laborers, who know just as much about roots

or their importance as they do about Euclid, are turned in to dig and pull
;
and

dio- and puU they do with a vengeance. The roots are cut and bruised and mangled

un°til they look as though they had been taken out with a grub hoe. This is not

always the case, we admit; there are careful nurserymen who take up their trees as

thouo-h they knew what trees were, and intended they should live and prosper but even

at best there are injuries inflicted that break up the nice harmony that existed between

the different parts of the tree, and for this a remedy must be applied.

Now the theory on which the practice of heading in rests, is that the roots are the

principal nourishers or feeding organs of the tree, and must be adequate to provide a

sufficient supply for the buds or leaves, which are the consumers. If the roots be so

injured as to be unable to fulfil their ordinary functi^Dus while the demand of buds and

leaves continues the same, the tree will not only be unable to grow, but will in a very

short time become exhausted and die. Hence the necessity of reducing the number ot

buds or leaves, and thus cutting off a portion of the demand upon the roots. J^y tins

heading in we economise the nutriment stored up within the tree, and it is then sufficient

to sustain the process of vegetation until the tree has formed new roots to collect

nourishment and is once more at home. It is sometimes objected to heading m at the

time of transplanting, because the tree is not in a condition to throw up vigorous shoots

that will make a new and handsome head ; and it is recommended to defer the heading

in until the second year, when the tree is well rooted and will have sufficient force to

make vicrorous and thrifty shoots. This would do very well we admit, and we prefer

it whcH the tree has not a large head and the roots are all safe and sound
;
but as

general thin-, such a svstem would be like "locking the stable door after the hoi-se was

stolen." The heading' in must always be proportioned to the condition of the roots

^
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and the amount of top. If tlie roots are much dried and injured, it may be necessary

to cut in every branch to within two or three buds of the base. If the tree be young

and all perfect, a slight pruning only is necessary. Peach trees particularly require close

heading always. In fact it is well to cut in every shoot to a bud or two at the base.

In the March number of Hoveifs Magazine, we find this subject touched upon in a

report of some discussions by the members of the Massachusetts Hort. Society :

" Tde President. Some remarks have been called for in regard to lieading in pear trees. So far

,as his experience was concerned, he thought it best to head in. Trees newly set should be headed
in, say one-half to two-thirds the previous year's growth. Trees set out in the streets of Paris, he
was told, were headed in to nearly bare poles."

"Mr. Brjsck said he had remarked that trees headed in had done better than those not pruned.

He had noticed this in street ti-ees, where they had been ])rnned to bear poles and had done welL
'

Pear trees might do better in light soil, such as Mr. Fi-iENcn had alluded to at Plymoutli, than in a

heavier one ; but he thought some persons might make a mistake, if they should plant their trees

in any sandy soil without knowing of what it is composed. It would not answer in all light soils.''

"Mr. C. M. HovEY objected to the general system of heading in trees indiscriminately, as waa a

common practice, without regard to the state of the roots and other conditions of the tree, and
should take occasion to enlarge upon the subject, if gentlemen contended that the practice should
apply to all transplanted trees.

"In the discussions now before the members, he presumed we were assuming that we were talk-

ing to practical men, or, at least, to gentlemen who had some information upon the subject; and
that we also assumed that the system he or any one else advocated, was that which should be pm*-

sued with a healthy, properly grown tree. This being understood, he was entirely opposed to

heading in newly transplanted trees. He had not done so for many years, and, after careful obser-

vation, he had become convinced that trees removed and not headed in the satne year, had done far

better than those that were.

"His practice was to ti'ansplant trees in the fall, if possible; but if not then, in spring, rather

than lose a year. Such trees were not shortened in, unless merely some straggling branch, to shape
the tree a little. The following year, however, they were cut in rather short. This gave the young
shoots a vigorous start, and the h'ees formed fine heads, much better than those pruned in the first

year.

"If, however, trees had been imported, or out of the ground many weeks, these, of course, he
would head in to keep up the equilibrium between the roots and branches ; the former evidently

being more or less injured by drouth, exposure, decay, or other causes, not to mention the los-s of

many of them by removal, wiiich would materially change their natural condition. He therefore,

as a general rule, always advised shortening in one-third or one-half of the previous year's wood, for

the reason, as a general thing, trees were badly cut or mangled in removal and transportation. He
condemned the plan of heading in forest trees to bare poles, as generally practised."

" Mr. Cabot said he agreed with Mr. Hovey, that young trees taken from the nursery did not per-

haps require cutting in so severely as older ones. In the removal of large trees, he thought it wiis

necessary to shorten in, to keep up the equilibrium between the branches and the roots. He took
up two very large pear trees last year, and did not shorten them in ; but he found they did poorly,

—one died, the other did pretty well. His experience was that large trees required considerable
heading in."

" Mr. Walker. Some remarks had been made relative to heading in forest trees ; he should con-
fine his to the pear. Ho had removed many trees; he had taken them up in April or May and cut

them in,—and had taken up others and not headed them in ; those not pruned were much the best

trees at the end of the second year. His, opinion was that a good tree should not be pruned the

Jirst year. It then had time to recover itself; and properly headed in the second spring, it made
vigorous branches and a good top. Imported trees he thought it would be best to prune when set

out. He quite agreed with Mr. Hovey ; his whole experience quite concurred with his."

NORTH "WESTERN FRUIT GROWER'S ASSOCIATION.

In the February number, page 92, wo gave some account of the proceedings of this

association. We now proceed to notice the discussion on qualities of fruits :

DiscufisioN ON Apples.—The Autumn Straxoherry was recommended for further

trial in the west.

"Cykus Bkyant has fruited it several years; a fair grower, and abundant bearer, alternate years

—

- K ripe about first of September
;
juicy, with a very slight astringency. j r

#„ ^m
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Mr. PnffiNix has fruited it several yeai-s, esteems it highly—yery productive—would plant it in a

collection of six varieties in his locality.
, . n ^ , -n * •*. n *.

Mr. McWnoRTER—It« flavor is exceedingly delicate, of tender texture. Esteems it an excellent

fruit. Passed as recommended by Committee."

With US the Autumn Strawberry is a crisp, juicy, high flavored fruit, uniformly fine.

We think it bids fair to be worthy of very general culture. We are glad to hear such

favorable reports of it from the west.
, . i. ,

Siveet Nonsuch, (local name.)—From the general tenor of remarks made by several

cultivators, this seems to be a hardy, vigorous, productive, sweet baking apple.

Monarch.—^Q received this apple several years ago from Mr. J. A. Lazell, of Co-

lumbus, Ohio, and it has borne regular abundant crops of large, very beautiful and

and " good" fruit. The following remarks were made concerning it:

"Dr Pennington has fruited it several years ; tree a rapid grower, good, though not a prolific

bearer," has been, with him, profitable—knows no early apple of its season superior—would recom-

mend to bud or 'stock-graft, tender root-grafted.
t. • r vi \. -a a „ 1,0 =

Mr Bellangee received it from Oliio as Monarch Sweet. It is of an agreeable sub-acid flavor, has

ripened last of August, in use through September. A beautiful fruit, sells readily at good prices in

market.
. ,/ • r > d; i.

Mr. Avert considers it far superior to Maidens mush.

Mr. S. M. CoE has proved it an early bearer."

Fall Pijypin.—WQ have been anxious to know how this famous apple would adapt

itself to the soil and climate of the west. The following remarks give unfavorable in-

dications :

"President had it bear plentifully; soil with considerable clay.

Mr. Finley's experience ditto ; soil alluvial.
, , 1 •

-i „i„„
Cyrus Bryant—Trees planted in 1837, have never borne a dozen apples in a season

;
soil, clay

loam ; hopes Hawley may supersede it.

Mr. McWhorter has seen a few trees bearing well.
^ r. a

Mr WiLLiAMS-Where stock budded or grafted, has seen it bear well has several trees root-grafted

12 years old, have never borne but little. Believes the different modes of propagation a subject of

orAt imnortance to fruit cultivators in the "West.
„ , ., ,

^
Mr ZmT-^Tt bears profusely in Northern Indiana, generally root-grafted ;

soil oak opening,

Mr Avery has five trees planted in 1840 ; had first good crop this year say five bushe s in all

;

soil -ood prairie. Would value one tree of Kamho or Rawles' Janet worth seven of Fall Pippin

Belmont also superior, and Fall Wine is generally preferred to it."

The difference between the success of Mr. Loomis, in Indiana, and that of the other

gentleman in Illinois, is vwy striking and worth further inquiry.

"
Red 6^i/;i/oi(;er.—Recommended for further trial in the west.

Yellow Bellflower.—Recommended for general cultivation, by a vote of 12 to 11,

(other members not voting,) "to be budded or stock-grafted," instead of root-grafted
;

the general impression being that it does not succeed well root-grafted.

Dominie.—AW spoke well of its quality and productiveness, and it was passed as

" very good for general cultivation."
t r a

Rawles' /ancL—Generally considered productive, and varying in quality from good

to very good according to locality, exposure, &c. We apprehend that like om Spy it

needs a full exposure to the sun to bring out its excellence. Nothing said of the best

mode of propagating it.
. -, • ^ ^

Winesap.—Only alluded to by two speakers, and they pronounce it productive and good.

Willow Tt^i^.—Passed without discussion. This is one of the best long keepers of

Vl^^awflier.—Known also in the west as Mountain Pippin, Tulpehocken and Pound

apple. Highly recommended by three speakers, and passed as good for general cultiva-

Wliite Winter Pmrmaw.—Unanimously pronounced valuable and productive.—

Passed as best and recommended for general cultivation.

rt)

[)
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Belmont.—This is a beautiful and excellent fruit, but quite variable. We find it suc-

ceeds well in Western New York. It is particularly so in Northern Ohio, and in certain

soils and localities in Illinois. The fruit is somewhat liable to drop prematurely. Mr.

Elliot advises to cultivate it on dry, elevated soils, and to gather early. Recommended
for limited cultiv^ation.

Vandervere.—Pronounced variable. Mr. McWhorter has seen it bear full crops on

a clay soil,—"hickory barrens," similar to the "oak openings" of Michigan. Mr.

LooMis of Northern Indiana, has had it do well in all respects on a clay loam. It needs

good culture. Recommended for limited culture.

Talman Sweet.—" Recommended for general cultivation, for baking and stock."

Detroit Red.—Passed as not suflSciently known, being confounded with Black Pipinn

and Black apple.

M. I. Greeninrj.—From the testimony of eight or nine speakers the cultivation of this

famous fruit has not been successful so- far in the west, and more especially when root-

grafted. One speaker (Mr. Brayton,) goes so tar as to doubt whether it would ever

bear when so worked. This is very remarkable. The finest trees of this sort, and in-

deed the best orchards in Western New York—and the world could not produce more

healthy or productive trees,—are all root-grafted ; but we intend to say something on

this particular point soon. " Passed as not sufficiently known to be recommended."

This strikes us as a strange decision after several members having expressed decided

opinions based upon the experience of 15 or 16 years cultivation.

Roxhury Russet.—The experience of Illinois cultivators is unfavorable ; in some
cases not keeping well, in others the fruit spongy. Blossom buds injured, and fre-

quently injured in the winter near the ground surface. Considered generally as being

much better budded than root-grafted. Mr. Loomis, of Indiana, said with him "It had
no competition in June; thinks more money can be made from it than from any other

variety. His trees are root-grafted. Has never noticed any difference in the product-

iveness of root-grafted and stock worked trees."

Jonathav.—Recommended for further trial. Highly spoken of by Mr. Bryant of

Illinois, and Mr. Loomis of Indiana.

Ladles Sweeting.—Not sufficiently known.

Hubhardson Nonsuch.—For further trial.

Baldwin.—Generally a failure in Illinois. Mr. Loomis said it bore well in Indiana.

Swaar.—Recommended unanimously for general cultivation, "when worked standai'd

high on thrifty seedling stocks." ^
Red Astrackan and Hawthornden.—Favorably mentioned.

Pryor Red.—Spoken of as a tardy and shy bearer.

The association adopted a resolution to petition the legislature of Illinois to make
fruit stealing larceny. Also, appropriate resolutions on the death of A. J. Downing,
and another recommending the Western norticnltural Revietv as worthy the patronnge

and cordial support of every horticulturist in the West, being particularly adai')t(,Hl to

that soil and climate. We are glad to see the Review thus recommended, first, because

it deserves it, and second because the information it imparts is much needed. It strikes

us that the western cultivator stands ]ieculiarly in wiint of minute and varied informa-

tion on account of the innumerable difficulties of the climate.

'iD

FiujiTS IN Michigan.—T send you a descrijition of the Gravcnstein apple grown with

us from trees brought from your garden and other gardens in Western New York.

The tree is a great grower, forms a large spreading top, with extremely long-jdiiittHl

boughs. Leaves very large, and much serrate<I. The bark of the young wood is dark

red, and has an uncommon bright and shining appe:ir;uico. Fruit very large, oblong,



How TO Destroy the Aphis in the Orchard and Nursery.—Having seen several

inquiries iu different publications, asking information as to some means of destroying

the small green insects called Aphis, which are very injurious to the young shoots of

apple trees, especially of young grafts, nearly destroying them, and having found by

fair experiment a sure and safe remedy, I take the trouble for the benefit of othei-s, to

forward it to you for publication, if you deem it worthy of a place in your columns.

Take a convenient vessel, put into it a quantity of white lead, and add water to bring

it to the consistence of whitewash. Apply it to the young growing scions with a soft

brush, or by dipping them into it. Several applications may be necessary in the course

of the season. J. Morse.— Granville, Bradford Co., Pa.
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and well shaped, often ranging from twelve ounces to a pound, striped with dull red

over a yellowish green ground. The skin is uneven, very much resembling the Twenty

Ounce red streak. Calyx closed, in an even round basin of medium depth
; stem long,

and rather slender for so large a fruit. Flesh coarse, and no better than the Tiuenty

Ounce in quality, of a greenish color. Ripens in October, and continues but a short

time. Can this be the Gravemtein apple ? There are several trees in difterent gardens

among us, and they are all uniformly the same tree and same fruit. [We think so, but

it is greatly superior to the Twenty Ounce in flavor.

—

Ed.]

My Northern Sjjys have fruited the past season. The fruit is very fair, and nearly

the size of the Fall Pippin. I think our warm and deep soils in this section will be

favorable for that apple. I think we raise the best Neivtown Pippins in the world, at

least. Long Island cannot come up to us in size or flavor. Spitzenbergs and Swaars

are also very fine ; Baldwins and Greenings are only middling. Bussets are not worth

cultivating ; they are large in size, but coarse, dry, flavorless things, more than one half

of them rot before spring. If the Pomological Congressmen had stricken out the

Dearhorn^s Seedling from the list of pears, we would have been entirely ruined in this

quarter for a good August pear after the Bloodgood, but thanks to Seedling^s friends, I

should mourn to see it turned out of the door. The Flemish Beauty, GanscVs Ber-

gamot, Duchesse d'Angouleme, come up to the highest standard of perfection with us

on standard trees. Pear on the quince has never amounted to a hill of beans with us

yet ; it is doubtful whether they will, for the quince itself does poorly, and with the best

care is short lived, although in some locations they are fine, but sucb are rare. Geo.

Ketchum, 2d.

—

Mai'shall, Mich.

[The varieties of pears you inquire about can be had at tlie nurseries here.

—

Ed.]

The Curculio.—It would have done you good had you seen my Jeffersons, Wash-

ingtons, Huling'^s Superhs, Green Gages, Colurnhias, Goldendrops, apricots, nectarines,

last year, all bending under a tremendous load of the finest fruits ever beheld in the

neighborhood of Port Dalhousie, saved as follows :—Placed two or three well made
wind mills in the head of each tree, with a clapper attached to each which struck upon

a piece of sheet iron, and when the wind blew kept up a terrible jingling noise ; one and

a half yards of white muslin tied up so as to float nicely in the air as close to the tree

as possible without touching it ; and lastly, Avhen dinner was over each day, I would

catch up a sheet made for the purpose, and say, " Come, boys, hold the sheet," and I would

jar the tree and kill all that fell upon it. Operations to commence as soon as the blos-

soms have fallen, and continued until the stone becomes hard in the fruit, after which

the curculio cannot make it drop, though some half or one-sided fruit will appear by his

work, but the quantity will be small and not missed. W. H. Read.—Port Dalhousie,

Canada West.
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(l&itnr's Cable.

m

Fair of the Metropolitan Institute.—The Me-

tropolitan Institute, of WashingtoB, D. C, altho'

only six months old, has held one of the most

successful exhibitions ever witnessed in the United

States. Tliree steam enginca were in operation,

one of which, outside the building, drove Page's

Saw Mill. This is a recent invention, or improve-

ment, having tv?o circular saws, one above and

the other below the saw-log, and each cutting to

its center as the log passes between them. A
cheap and good saw mill which is portable, is a

machine greatly needed in many farming districts.

Mr. P. i« a resident of Baltimore.

The Conical Burr Mill of Mr. Chas. Ross, of

Rochester, N. Y., attracts much attention, and

has been honored with some fifty premiums at

previous exhibitions.

In the Fruit line, nothing could well exceed in

beauty and truthfulness ilr. T. Glover's artificial

fruits, of almost every kind grown in the North-

ern States. His display of pears, apples, plums,

cherries, and strawberries, deserves especial com-

mendation. Mr. G. resides at Fishkill, N. Y., and

is constantly adding to liis collection, which we

hope to see purchased and placed in some agri-

cultural museum to which the public may have

constant access for study and improvement. The

insects injurious to fruit trees and fruits, are true

to the life ; and the plan is equally applicable to

Jill the larger insects that attack the plants and

animals owned by man.

The Marbleized Cast Iron Mantels, manufac-

tured in New York by Sir. E. Deming, are dis-

tinguisbed for beauty, cheapness and durability.

Mr. S. C. Mendeniiall, of Richmond, la., ha.s in

operation a recently invented Hand Loom which

is destined to supersede and drive out of use

everything of the kind now to be found in fami-

lies that still weave fabrics for home consumption.

Both the throwing of the shuttle and working of

the treadles are dispensed with as pedal and man-

ual efforts. The weaver does nothing but move

tlie lay backwards and forwards with one hand;

and this simple motion drives the shuttle and

treadle?, and enables one to weave two or three

times f:ust<?r than he can on a connnon loom. It

will doubtless supersede common power-looms in

factories, being less complicated, much cheai)er,

and little subject to disarrangeinent.

Marble Slab Coffins, manufactured by John

McF. Lyetii, of Baltimore, are impervious to air

and water; and where tombs and vaults are used

instead of graves, for depositorit* of the dead,

these stone coffins possess many advantages. Tliey

neither rot like wood, nor oxidize like metals;

and covered with earth in graves, they will last

for indefinite centuries.

The above refers to but a very few of the new

and useful inventions practically illustrated and

exhibited in the magnificent hall of the east wing

of the Patent Office. This Hall is itself no mean

curiosity in this country ; it being 270 feet in

length by 70 feet in width. Both the floor and

walls overhead are of solid masonry, supported

by marble columns. The Hall is soon to be filled

with Patent Office models, put up in iron and

glass cases, at great expense, that all may be fire

proof.

Private Correspondence.—We receive many
letters containing inquiries which are not of suf-

ficient general interest to warrant their insertion

in the Farmer, Some of these we answer pri-

vately, but during the winter months such is the

press of business consequent on the renewal of

subscribers, <fec., that we find it absolutely impos-

sible to keep even with our correspondents. Any

who have written us and received no answer

shall be attended to if they will only pardon our

negligence, and write us again during the present

leisure season.-

A correspondent writes that he has a three

year old sow of the Native and Leicestershire

breed, that brought sixty-four pigs at three litters

in the course of fifteeen month?, forty-seven of

wh-leh were sold when four weeks old for $64.

Three that were fatted, weighed, when six

months old, 200 lbs. each. He adds in a post-

script tliat she has just made another report of

twenty little ouos all alive and well. This

makes eighty-four pigs in twenty-one mouths.

Col. Sherwood's Sale-^U will be seen by our

advertizing pages, that Col. Sherwood will sell

part of his stock of Short Horns, at his farm in

Auburn, in June next. Col. S. has spared no

expense necessary to enable him to avail himself

of the best stock to be procured eitlier at home

or abroad, and the present sale will be one pos-

sessing great attraction to breeders.

^
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Ohsmical Field Lectdties fok AGRieui-TaEiSTS. By Dr.
J. A. Stookuaiuit, Professor in tlio Koyal Academy of
Agriculture at Tharand. Translated from the German.
Edited, with NotfS, by James E. Tbsouxmaciier. Pub-
lished by JouN Baktlett, Cambridge, Mass.

This i3 one of the best little works on agricul-

tural chemistry extant It is eminently practical

and scientific. Though written more especially

for Gei'raan readers, it is a book "which no intel-

ligent American agriculturist can read without

much profit. It embodies many of the more

recent developments of science, and judiciously

applies them to Hie details of farm husbandry.

It contains some few theories which do not accord

with our experience, and which we have good

reason to believe erroneous; but as a whole, these

"chemical field lectures" contain more science

and sound common sense than any other work

we have read on agricultural chemistry.

Oregon.—On one day of the present month,

we received six letters from Oregon, each con-

taining orders for clubs of the Farmer. Already

we have more subscribers in Oregon than in any
Southern State, except Kentucky. Large ship-

ments of fruit trees have been made from this

section to Oregon, and we have sent by mail

more agricultural and horticultural books than to

any State in the Union. This speaks well for

the enterprise and intelligence of the farmer on

the shores of the Pacific.

From a letter from John Minto, of Salem,

(Jan'y 5th) we make the following extract

:

" Ton have an Oregonian's thanks for the compliment in

the September number of the Farmer. But there is one
item in the said number, methinks, neither flattering nor
tnie, viz : the amount of wool that a sheep is said to yield.

It is ver) questionable whether half the amount of wool was
given in to the census taker, as there was no pains taken to

save it, there beins; no*' market for it. The writer himself
keeps a small lot of sheep, of which the following is an ac-

count for 1S5'2 : 21 head, 1 year old and upward, yieMed S7
lbs.—washed on the sheep; 14 ewes brought 24 lambs and
raised 21 ; sold washed wool at 40 cts. per lb.; lambs, nine
months old, $8 per head ; grown sheep commands from JHIO

to $12 per head. As a general thing, sheep do well with-
out any otJier attention than penning up at night, which is

amply paid for by the manure they make.
' This winter has been an exception, as we have had

snow on the ground two weeks ; it is all gone now, how-
ever.

" To conclude, I beg leave to predict that Oregon will yet
be one of the first countries in the world for wool and
mutton."

Inquiries anlr ^natBers.
(H., Valley Farm, N. H.) Guano would give

you good crops of rye and corn. "We do not

know whether 'it would pay you to use it on
these crops when they sell at $1 per bushel, but
should think it would. Can you not get the same
amount of fertilizing matter in barn-yard maniu-e,

composts, &c., for a less cost than in guano ? If

you cannot, Peruvian guano is far the cheapest

artificial manure in the market. Tiy a few

himdred weight and let us hear the result. Soiv

it broadcast for lye, and in the hill for corn, being
careful, however, that the seed does not touch

the guano. 300 lbs. per acre is the usual quan-

tity.

(A J. Hinds, Grand Eapids, Mich.) There is

no foul meadow-grass seed in the seed stores in

this city.

(Jesse Osborn, Paoli, Ind.) The earlier you

plant potatoes after the land is in good working

condition, the better. They ripen earlier in the

fall and so stand a better chance of escaping the

disease. "Whole potatoes planted in hills 2^ feet

apart, is attended with less labor than cutting

and planting them in rows, though the latter

probably gives the largest yield per acre. "We

prefer planting in hills. "Well rotted hog manure

is considered best for potatoes.

(E. "Ware, Jr., Hancock, K H.) "We do not

think it would be profitable to mix salt at 50 cts.

per bushel, or plaster at |10 per ton, with guano,

previous to sowing on spring wheat. "We have

had no exj^erience in composting it with meadow
muck. "We should think, however, that it would

be advantageotis to use it in this way. Salt is

not, to our knowledge, used by New York farm-

ers in stacking wheat. It is used to great advan-

tage on hay.

Multicaul Rye is a winter grain.

Back numbers of the Genesee Farmer are not

subject to a higher rate of postage than when
mailed at the regular time of publication.

•

Beet Stjgaj!.—I have noticed various accounts for years

fast relating to the manufacture of Beet Sugar, and I think
have seen statements of the expense of an establishment

upon a small scale—the whole process of manufacturing

—

but I do not know where to look for the account. A num-
ber of subscribers seem to feel interested in the matter, and
would be plfased to understand the whole plan. IIeevey
Johnson.—//bWa?»c?.

Much haa been said and written on the produc-

tion of beet-root sugar in this country, but so far

as we know little has been satisfactorily done.

AVe are still destitute of that practical and pecu-

niary information which farmers most desire.

Any of our readers who have experience on this

subject, will do us a favor by expressing their

views in the Farmer.

Baen-Yard MANLfRE.—Plcase notice in the Farmer the
best method of treating bnrn-y.")rd manure that is made du-
ring the wint<>r—I mean in the yard. Whether it should be
applied in the spring, or otherwise ; and whore it is intend-
ed to be preserved "for tlie following spring crop, how it

should be preserved to the best advantage? "VV. J. Colb-
gbove, H'onoich,, Pa.

The above questions are of great practical im-

portance, and we trust they will call out the

opinions of our experienced correspondents. For

om- opinions on the proper management of manure

UA^
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during winter, see last December number. If the

manure has been properly prepared during win-

ter, and is sufficiently decomposed, we should

decidedly prefer to use it for spring crops rather

than let it lie over for wheat. It is, perhaps,

better applied to corn than any other spring

grain crop. It is, however, sometimes veiy con-

venient and advantageous to plow it in eai-ly for

baj'lej. For root crops, manure should be thor-

ouglily decomposed.
—

Will not four qnarta of lime if heaped against peach trees

Injure tliem? (1.)

'We use soft soap robced ivith an equal quantity of water,

in tills part, as a wash for fruit trees, and think it is much
BuiKTior to any other, an eacli rain dissolves some of the

wiap and malves It appear as if freshly washed. Now would

this runninir down of the soap prevent the boror in apple

and peach trees ? (2.) „ ,n^
Which do vou consider the best treatise on poultry i (.i.)

Which asrficultural chemistry is considered the best?

(4.) D. M. '^Ls.E.—Ancusier. C. W.

(1.) No.

(2.) It might to a slight degree.

(3.) Dixon & Kerr's Domestic Poultry.

(4.) Boussingault's Eural Economy, Johnston's!

Agricultural Chemistry, or Norton's Elements.

Sw.uirp Land.—I am the unfortunate possessor of some

swamp lands, respecting which I wi^^h to make some inqui-

ries of you, or, through vour paper, of some one who can

give the desired informa'tion. The swamp contains about

15<) acres, and in its composition appears to be purely vege-

table, being of a reddish bro^vn when first thrown up, but

becoming black by exposure to the atmosphere. It is of

unknown deptli, being easilv probed with a pole to the

df|ilh of twenty feet. Now what I want to know is, wheth-

er if it was made dry it would be likely to be gcod farming

land. I can get it niade dry for !jl,(H"t()—too much money to

throw awav. but a good investment if it will make farming

land, or even bring good crops of cultivated grass. Any
information wU be thankfully received. J. K. Tatloe.

We cannot tell whether it would pay to im-

prove such a swamp, unless we had a sample of

the soil and submitted it to a thorough chemical

examination.

Cow Stable, <fec.—In reply to Mr. Lkti Pad-

dock, I send you the following plan :

C Li

MX 30

5 X 36

U^

PLAN FOR A COW STABLE.

The stable is 30 feet wide, 86 feet long, with a

bay 14 feet W 80 feet. The stable should be C

feet 6 inches hi;;!) in clear, with floor descending

back 1 to 25 or 30 inches, with a gutter 2 inches

(lec)) behind the cows and the back end of the

floor plank to lie on the top of tlic gutter ; the

manger to be 2 feet 6 inches wide at the top, 2

feet at the bottom, 1 foot 8 inches deep in front,

4 feet deep next the feed room, and set up from
the floor 4 inches. The floor should be on the

ground, so as to admit of no air under it. Make
the stalls 2 feet back from the manger by setting

boards on end, and divide the manger at each
stall, in order that each cow may get her allotted

food, meal, &c. The cellar, I think, is not neces-

sary at all, but if it is wanted to keep vegetables

for the cows, let it be under the bay with a win-

dow east and west; dig it 4 feet below the stable

and raise it 2 feet above the ground and bank it

up with earth. I have six steps t^go down cel-

lar and three to go up into the bay. The cows
should be fastened by a strap around the neck
(not on the horns) and a half-uich rope tied to the

center of the front part of the manger. To save
tlie liqui<l manure, put an inch thickness of tan-

bark in the gutter, in order to absorb it, and all

may be put out together ; old tan-bark is the

best, but sand or any dry earth will do. Cut the

stable doors in two a little above the center, to

open the top, and light and ventilate the stable.

The stalls are 3^ feet wide, to give room to milk
and card the cows.

I liave a number of objections to putting a

cow's head in stanchions. One is, she is in mis-

ery from the time she lies down till she gets up.

You will see a cow at liberty, when lying down,
swing her head toward her feet to balance her-

self. It being an old habit does not argue that it

is a good one. Nazro Park.—Bridgewater, Pa.

Su\ Flower Seed.—I take the liberty to an-

swer "J. W. N.'s" inquiry in the last Genesee

Far-mer in relation to sun-flower seed. I have fed

it to poultry for the last two winters, and found
it valuable. It being oily supplies the place of

meat—a bushel of seed yielding a galon of oil.

I find one-third sun-flower seed, and two-thirds

oats and wheat, mixed together, the best propor-

tion. However, corn might be Used for a change
in place of the two latter. The hens should liave

plenty of lime near them. Have boxes made
eigkt inches deep, with bars aerocs the top wide
enough apart to admit a hen's head, which will

prevent wastage of grain ; fill the boxes in tlie

morning, so that they may be supplied through
the day. Hens not beinn; acquainted with sun-

flower seed, may not eat it at first, but soon will.

IJy so doing, yo\i will be supplied with eggs

tlirough tlie winter, bef^ide the fowls fatting fjist.

If you wi^h them to lay, have plenty of gravel

near tliem. Sim-flower seed is not in the least

injurious. IL C. Adgate.—East Bethany, Gen.

Co., K Y.

Ciup JIanvue.—I notice some iivjuiries alwut
chip manure. I will say what T do with mine.

1 put it in my hog pen in tlie fall when my hogs
are fatting. I take about two Mheel-bairow
loads at a time and let it remain till tliorouglily

stjred up by the hogs ; I then throw it cnit and
wheel in some Tuore ; and in the sprinir 1 have a

fine pile ready to put under corn. L. Fitcu Hub-
bell.—BmTn'ujtoii Flats, Ots. Co., N. Y.
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Stretches.—In tho March number of yonr

paper tlie Inquiry is made whether there is such

a disease among sheep as "stretches." I answer

yes, it is cured by takino; the sheep by the hind

feet, and as he springs forward yon pull back.

Jerk back so half a dozen times, if you please.

It will effect a cure. I have never lost one serv-

ed in this way. L. N.

—

Augusta.

Root Cfi-titee.
—

"Will yon do me the favor to inform me
at vour earliest eonvcnionce, the best method of raisins; tho
rata baga carrots and sugar boot. Uow the soil should bo
prepared, the time of planting, the space of planting—in

short, I wish you would give such information as you may
deem profitable, as the raising of these valuable roots is not

much attended to in this country. C. Long.—J/i!. Carroll,

lU.
^

nORTICULTURAL.

(J. S., Brookfield, Wis.) How to Save, and

WHEN TO Plant, Raspberry and Blackberry

Seed.—Take the largest and finest well-ripened

berries, press the juice out of the pulp, dry it a

little, and sow immediately in a mixture of light,

sandy loam and leaf mold, either in the open

border or in pots or boxes.

(R. L. G.) The weeping willow succeeds quite

well on "dry upland." The best specimens we
know are on dry soils.

(S.) "We have no faith whatever in your the-

ory of the production of "sweet and sour" apples,

"We know the apple well which you send, and

have it bearing on our own grounds ; but .it has

not been produced by "bisecting buds,"—that is

mere moonshine.

(J. L. H., Steubenville, Ohio.) "We know of no

monthly bearing strawberry the size and shape

of yours. It may be a valuable variety. "We

would be glad to get a few plants for trial.

(A, M., Oherlin, Ohio.) ^our orange and lem-

on trees should be grafted or budded. It may be

done any time.

(J. S. P., New Holland, Ind.) Osage Orange

seed is sold at the seed stores for about $1 per

quart. Two or three quarts will give .you plants

enough for 100 rode of hedge.

(N". C. Y., "West Creek, la.) Tou can get Osage

Orange seed of N. G. Mann & Co , Louisville, Ky,

at $20 per bushel. Probably you can get it in

Cincinnati.

(J. "W. G., Ball's Pond, Conn,) "We do not know
that the Baldimn will be suitable for shipping.

—

Its flavor and texture will not please the better

class of foreign purchasers as well as the Newtown

Pippin. They prefer crisp, high flavored fruits,

(A, G. B,, Merrillville, la,) It is better to grow

the Osage Orange plants in a seed bed or drills,

and then transplant to the hedge-row. "We have

directed another correspondent where to obtain

seeds.

(J. H., Chippewa.) You can obtain the pears

in any of the nurseries here. See advertise-

ments,

(J. K B,, Yellow Creek, Ohio.) "We will thank

yon for a few scions of three or four of your best

seedling apples—long keepers.

(R. P. "W., Picton.) Bone dust is valuable for

trees. Either mix with the earth at the time of

planting, or spade in lightly around the treea

The old lime may be applied in the same way.

Peach trees, on the south side of a building,

will be too much subjected to freezing and thaw-

ing. They will do better on the north side.

Crawford's Early is a hardy variety for September.

(H. M,, Bodega, California,) Easterly winds

are not injurious to our fruit crops here. Our

most destructive winds are the west and north-

west, generally.

Fruit buds are larger, rounder, and more

prominent, than leaf buds, generally. The differ-

ences are pointed out and illustrated in the Fruit

Garden.

(J. D. R, Rough and Ready, Ky,) The sheep

skin, with wool, placed around the trees might

prevent the ascent of ante, but the eurculio can

fly, and no mistake
;
you can't draw the wool

over his eyes.

A correspondent asks:

"Will cranberries succeed profitably on wettish creek

bottom land -which overflows three or four times in the

ciiiirsp of the season? This land is never overflowed longer

than two days at a time,
" >\'ould they do well on the margin of a pond ?"

Superphosphate of Lime,
IN BAGS and Barrels, made by C. B, De Burg, with full

directions for use,—warranted a pure and genuine .irticle

—

for sale by GEO. DAVENPORT.
No. .') Commercial, comer of Chatham street, Boston, Agent
for tho manufacturer.

Also, for sale. Ground Bone, Bone Dust, Burnt Bone,

Guano, and Grass Seeds, of reliable quality, [4-tf
]

Farm Implements for California,

BURRALL'S I'rize Koapers, Mowers, Threshers, and
Separators ; Clod Crushers, Field Itollors, Cultivators, llorfe

Powers, &c,, &c,; all warranted of the best material and
workmanship,—strong, simple, and reliable.—expressly for

that market. Made, and sold cheap for cash, by
THOMAS D, BUr.RALL,

'
[2.,3t] Geneva. Ontario Co,. N, Y,

Emery & Co.'s Improved Horse Po-wers,
TiiresHevs, aistl Scpcrators.

THT! undersigned have been appointed sole agents for the

sale of Emery's new Pan-nt Improved Ilorse-Powers,

Threshers, and" Separators, in the city of New York. The
State Agricultural Warehouse is the only depot where this

supejior Power can be had.
LONGETT & GEIFFING,

7-tf. State Ag. Warehouse, 25 Clifl" St., New York.

New Pension Laws.
REVOLUTIONARY, Indian Wars, War of 1812. Florida,

and Mexican Wars, Claims for Pensions allowed the

widows of those who died in service, prosecuted by
F. E. IIASSLER,

Washingttm cnty, D, C.

f^" All letters must be pre-paid.

Refers to Hon. Lyim Boyd, Speaker, H. R, Hon. .T. D.

Doty, H. K March, 1863.

T iO
%
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Fruit and Ornamental Trees.

FOE sale, as usual at our old location on East Avenue
BISSELL & HOOKER,

[3-2t] Commercial Nurseries, Kochester, N. T.

PrQuty and Mear's Plows.

A large assortment of these eeletjrated Plows can be found

at the North Kiver Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,

68 OorUand St., New York. GEO. II. BAER & CO.

Basket Willow.
CUTTINGS of the best kind of basket willow (with di-

rections for planting) for sale at $5 a thousand by
WM. n. DENNING,

March, 1S5.3—2t*. Fighkill Landing, Dutchess Co.

Hong Kongs!
THE subscriber offers for sale the present season, Eggs of

the famous Hong Kong Fowl. Address, post-paid,

SAM'L Mcintosh.
Apri], 1853. Canoga, Seneca Co., N. Y.

Eggs for Hatching.
THE subscriber offers for sale during the coming season,

Brahma Pootra, Shanghae, and Black Spanisli eggs far

hatching, from as good stock as can bo found in America.
THOMAS WIUGHT.

[4-2t] Utica, N. T.

Eggs of Chinese Fowls for Sale.

I HAVE a fine collection of all tlie improved varieties of

fowls, and will sell eggs the present season of the following
Tanetics

:

White Shanghae, Black Shanghae, and Red Shanghae,
at $3 per dozen, nicely packed and forwarded as directed.

Also, Royal Cochin China and Brama Pootra, at $4 per
dozen. All fresh and fit for setting.

Address WM. VICK,
April, 1S53. Rochester, N. Y.

Cochin China Eggs for Sale.

THE subscriber has the best collection of Cochin China
fowls in tlie State, and, perhaps, in the eoimtry—so stated

by those who have seen them. They obtained the first pre-

mium at the Moiu'oe County Agricultural Fair last fall. My
stock was obtained from J. Yiok, Jr., one of the editors of
the Farmer, and are pure and exceedingly fine.

I win sell eggs from these fowls, nicely packed, and for-

ward by express, or in any way directed, for .$4 per dozen.
MILES DECKER,

April, 1853. Rochester, N. Y.

Clarke's Excelsior Chnm!
FROM present indications 100 to 500 of these improved
and most valuable (Jhurns are needed, and can be sold in

every dairying county of the Union. Warranted superior
to any oilier kind !

Price—two sizes—delivered on the railroad at Utica, .$7

and $10 each.
County rights for sale. Apply to

GEO. B. CLARKE, Patentee,
[4-1 1]

Leonardsville, Madison Co., N. Y.

Plows and Cultivators.
PRODTT & MEARS' Patent Center Draft Plows—all

sizes—and castings for the same.
MiMOB & Hokton's New Improved, fitted up in the most

sul)stanlial manner.
Ririi's Iron lieam Plows, of all sizes.

Universal Cultivntor.s wiUi Sc«raflers; Expanding do.;
anil Hand Garden Cultivators and i'lows.

For sale by L0M(;ETT & ORIFFING.
[4-lt] No. 25 Cliff street. New York.

American Eloquence for the Million.
NOW PUBLISHED, /lain.l WH>^ter'fi three Greatest
Orations, and llie SpriH-li iji i;oi>ly to llayue.—The volume
contains the iMilogy on Adams and .Teflerson ; First Settle-
ment of New England : the Bunker Hill Monument; and
the Reply to Hayne. The work is embellished with a fin(>

find accurate portrait on steel, of the great statesman and
orator.

Price—Single copies, ZIX cts., in paper; in muslin bind-
ing, 50 cLs. It can be nuiiled to any part of the world.
Three copies for .^il.

Address all order.s to

WILBUR M. IIAWARD, Publisher,
* ?"'• ^3:1. Rochester, N. Y.

Charles Moulson
OFFERS for sale at his nursery, .situated on North Union
street, a few rods north of New Main street, a general as-
sortment of Fruit Trees, consisting of the best varieties of
Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches, Apricots,. Dwarf Apples
and Pears on Paradise and Quince stocks. Also Currants,
Gooseberries, Raspberries, Strawberries, Grape vines. Rhu-
barb, and Asparagus planus. Also, 10,000 Ajiple seedlings,
for stocks.

All orders will receive prompt attention, and when requi-
site, trees will be packed suitable for transportation.

Rochester, April 1, 1853.

Manures

!

Superphosphate of Lime, (Deburgh's), 23^ to 2>^ cts. per lb.

Penivian Guano 2,i^ to 2>^ " «
Bone Dust, Sawings, or Meal, $2.50 per bbl.

Turnings, and Fine Crushed, 2.25 "
Potash, 3K to 4 cts. per lb.

Charcoal, pulverized, $1 per bbl.
Sulphuric Acid, 23-^ to 2X cts. per lb.

Pliister of Paris, $1 to 1.25 per bbl.
For sale at the State Agricultur.al Warehouse,

LONGETT & GRIPPING,
[4-2t] No. 25 Chff street, New York.

REMOVAL :

HALLOOK'S AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE haa
been removed from No. 50 Slate street, to

No. S4; KxcUange St., RocUester,
in the Store formerly occupied by J. E. Cheney as a Store
Store. The new store is well supplied with Implements,
Seeds, &o., comprising a larger and more complete assort-

ment than heretofore. Former customers and fanners gen-
erally are invited to call at the new establisment and ex-
amine for themselves. E. D. HALLOCK,

April, 1853. 24 Exchange St., Rochester, N. Y.

Improved SuperiiUospIiate of litnic.

AND C. B. Dehurg's No. 1 Sitp/^rphosphate of Lime.—
The subscribers have been appointed sole agents for the sale

of C. B. Deburg's No. 1 Superphosphate of Lime, and do
.hereby agree to warrant the above article sold by us, with

our names on the bags, to be equal to the analysis made by
Prof. Johnson, of Yale College, of the so-called Improved
Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured under the direction

of Prof. Majies. And any person who may have the'Vaid

C. B. Deburg's No. 1 analyzed, if not equal to that analysis,

we will pay the cost of such, not to exceed >J5, and will re-

fund the money to the purchaser upon the return of the

Superphosphate.
rw° Price $45 per ton.

LONGETT & GEIFFING.
State Agricultural Warehouse, 25 Cliff St. near Fulton,

New York. [4-11]

Imported Horse, "Consternation."

THIS thoroughbred horse has been so often exhibited at

the Fairs of the New York State Agricultural Society, and
always without a rival, that it is unnecessary either to de-

scribe or praise hiui. Six or seven of his colts, of various

ages, were shown with him at Utica last fall. Two of them
received first preuiiunis, and all of them were greatly admir-

ed. Many of them, now four .and five years old, are owned
in Oneida eouiity. Any person may be convinced of their

great superiorily by iiujuiring of almost any farmer or horse-

man in ihc towiisof Rome, Lee, or Western, lliscolts and
fillies arc already in demand for breeding. Several have
been sol.l during Uio past winter, at handsome prices, to go
out otth.' Slate.

His pciliirrer will bo found complete in Derby & Miller's

(Mlitiou .f Viiii:;tl. and is confinned in every parlicul.ar by
breeder's oerlilicatcs and copies of the Fiigli.^li llacing Cal-

endar, and luiglish Stud Book, now in possession of the

subserilier.

He will slund the coming season at the farm of the sub-

criber. two miles west of Syracuse and adjoining the town
of Ge<ldea.
Terms.-$10 for the season, and $15 to insure; the money

to be paid in advance in all cn.se.s. When a mare is insured
and lefl at the farm of the subscriber or regul;irly returned
to the horse until the groom is satisfied slio is in foal, a re-

ceipt will be given promising to refund the money if the

m.are wjis not got in foal. Pasturage nirnished at three

shillings per week. Marps to be at the risk of owners in all

respects, . J. B. BURNiriT.
[4-31] . Syracuse, N. Y,
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THORBURN'S SEED STORE.
THE Subscribers, wholesale and retail dealers in Vege-
TABLB, Floweb, P'ield, Feuit and Teee Seeds, offer, all

of last year'a growth, the largest and most complete assort-

ment to be found in the United States, all pure and of un-

surjjassed qualities, derived from first sources in Europe or

raised expressly for them in this country.

M.VP.KET Garden-ers, and others requiring large quan-
tities of Seeds for their own planting, may rely on obtaining

Beets, Cabbages, Carrots, Brocoli, Cauliflower, Onions. Early

and Late Peas, Beans, Radishes, and other leading articles,

raised from the same unrivalled stocks, which have given

such general satisfaction heretofore in all parts of the

Union.
Agriculturists are offered White French and Yellow

German Sugar Beet, Long Ked and Yellow Globe Mangel
Wurtzel, Purple Top and Skirving's Improred Euta Baga,
all at 50 cents per pound. Long Orange, Altringham and
"White Field Carrots, $1 per pound ; with all other varieties

of Agricultural seeds. Clovers, Grasses, Vetches, &c.,at cor-

responding fair prices, and of qualities to be depended on.

Retailers and Country Merchants supplied on the

most favorable terms.

Catalogues furnished to post-paid applicants.

Flower Seeds can be forwarded expeditiously by mail
at trifling cost.

Particular attention given to the careful packing of seeds

for long voyages, and Uie smallest order by mail promptly
attended to. J. M. THORBURN & CO.

15 John street. New York.
pW" Just Publishbd—Thorbum's annual catalogue of

Native and Exotic Tree, Shrub, &c. Seeds.

April, ISM—2t

HallocVa Hand Seed Drill.

THIS Drill is adapted to sowing carrot, turnip, beet, onion,
and other sm.all seeds in drills, with perfect regularity, and
without regard to their weight or shape. The seeds are

forced out by a circular bnish, which revolves against a
perforated tin plata inserted in the bottom of the ho]>per.

A series of these plates accompany each drill, with holes of

different sizes for regulating the quantity and kinds sown.
It is a light, compact, and durable machine, and not liable

to get out of order. They can be forwarded to any part of

the country by railroad or 8tao;e. Remittances by mail at

my risk. All orders (which should give fldl directions for

forwarding.) promptly attended to. Price, $5.

Address E. D. IIALLOCK,
April, 1S53. Rochester, N. Y.

Patent Mammoth Premium Corn-Stalk,
Hay, and Straw Cutters Si Grinders.

CAPABLE of preparing 100 bushels of Corn-stalks, or One
Ton of Hay or Straw, per hour, and reducing the largest
Corn-stalks to the consistency of Cut Straw, avoiding the
necessity of steaming or soaking, and saving SO per cent.
over the common way of feeding fodder. Horses and Cat-
tle will do as well on fodder prepared this way, as on the
best hay. The First Premiums have been awarded at

every exhibition where they have been exhibited for com-
petition. It can be worked by hand or power, without ad-
ditional cost The inventor will forfeit J.W, after an impar-
tial trial, when this Machine is used iu preparing good
fodder, if it does not prove to save 80 per cent over the
common way of feeding fodder, and it may be fed in the
same condition as the machine leaves it, without meal or
soaking. Cows fed on fodder produce sweeter butter. Over
eOO of lliese Machines have been sold. Price—$85.|W State and County Rights for sale.

G-ilbei-t's Excelsior Thresher and Cleaner,
Accomplishing more, with the same power, than any other
Machine. It can be driven with two horses.

Price—$200 and upwards, according to size. Horse Power
tacluded. Apply poit paid to J. G. GILBERT,

[2-tf] 216 Peart »t, New York.

H. li. fernery's Newly Invented Double,
Toggle-Jointed, Horizontal, Progressive
Lever Hay and Cotton Press.

PROBABLY no one thing has been more wanted,
and less improvements ma'de upon it of late years,

than the Hay Press. Notwithstanding this was completed
quite late the past season, a large number were made and
put into successful operation. As seen in the cut it is closed

up and about midway in process of compressing a bundle
of Hay. When fully pressed home, the ends of the levers,

which are seen at each end extending above the box, are

brought down by the chains or ropes and shelves, until the

levers themselves become horizontal with the floor. The
Press is provided with two followers, both working from the

ends towards the center and each other. The chains or

ropes from the levers are connected together by passing one
of them under the machine and both joining in a larger

chain or rope—this larger one being connected with a caj)-

stan or blocks and ropes, as most convenient
When the Press is driven home, the hay becomes pressed

into a bundle standing on its end. The side doors are

thrown open while the'bands are passed round the bundle
and secured, when the top doors are loosened and the bun-
dle thrown out For operation, the levers are raised, the

followers drawn back, and the top doors opened from the

center to each end by unbuttoning the middle cross bar, as

seen in the cut The opening on the top for receiving hay,

is 2 feet wide and 8 feet long. The Press stands upon the

floor or ground when in use, which makes it both conveni-

ent and capacious for filling and treading in the hay.

The whole Press measures 14 feet long, 2 ft. 10 in. wide,

4 ft 10 in. high, outside measurement, and weighs, complete,

from 1200 to"l500 lbs., and is capable of compressing 260 lbs.

of Timothy Hay into 16 cubic feet (being 2x2x4 ft.) at the

rate of five bundles per hour, with two men and one horse,

and heavier bales in proportion as to size and time re-

quired.

For transportation, the inside work is readily removed
and boxed up, while the sides are packed together making
solid cubic measurement of the whole thing.

Price complete, with chains and capstans, $135, and war-

ranted to work as represented, to the satisfaction of the pur-

chaser.

I will, in a future number, give a further notice In

detail, with more cuts illuslrating its several parts detached.

For further particulars addross H. L. EMERY,
April, 1S53. Albany, N. Y.

Pliospiioric Plaster,

FOE FARM & GARDEH USE.—This pla.ster as ana-

lyzed by Prof. J. P. Norton, of Yale College, contains the

following ingredients : Silicia, ^Magnesia, Alumnia, oxide

of Iron,"Lime, Phosphoric Ac'd, and Phosphate of Lime.

From the most thorough tria' of its properties in the

growth of grains and other vegetable matters, this plaster

has been proved to be the best adapted to all kinds ef land

of any that has been heretofore brought into use.

Manufactured at Clymer, Chaut. Co., N., by
[4-1*] EMANUEL BEAEDSLEY
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GEO. A. PRINCE & Co., MANUFACTURERS, 200 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

WHOLESALE DEPOT, 87 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

For the conyenienee of Music TyEALERS in all parts of the ITnited States, we hare made an arrangement with
the following firms, wlio will supply the Trade at our regular Factory prices :

GEO. P. REED & CO., 17 Tremont Row, Boston, Mass. COLBURN & FIELD. 154 Main St., Cincinnati, O.
BALMER & WEBER, 58 Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.

Qeiiernl Agent for New York City,

WTJI. HAIili «Si SON, - - No. 339 Broadway, opposite Uie Park.

The subscribers take this method of calling the attention

of the public to a new Musical Instrument, as yet but little

known to the musical world, viz: Prince and Co.'s Im-
proved Patent Melodoon.

It is now about five years since these instnnnents were
first oiTered for sale, and" during that time the increased de-

mand for them has been unparalleled. One hundred and
fifty worlcmen are constantly employed in the manufacture
and finishing from 75 to 80 instruments per week,
and as yet ihey have not been able to supply the
demands pnimptly.
For the beiietil of tliose residing at a distance, and

consequently unable to inspect the Melodeon before
purchasing, we will endeavor to give a short descrip-
tion of the instrument.
The cases arc made of Rosewood, and are as

handsomely finished as any piano forte. The key-
board is precisely the same as the piano or organ,
and the tone (which is very beautiful) closely resem-
bles that of the Flute Stop of the Organ—the notes
speak the instant the keys are touched, and will ad-
mit of the performance of as rapid passages as the
Piano. The Pedal on the left is intended for a swell,

and with which the most beautiful eff"ects can be pro-
duced. The Pedal on the right supplies the wind,
and works so easily that a child can manage it with-
out any exertion. Tho Bellows, (which is something
entirely new, and for which a Patent was granted in

December, 1S4G,) is a reversed or exhaustion Bellows,
and it is this, in a measure, which produces the pecu-
liar tone. The instrument can be inunediately made
portable without detaching any part, the bellows re-

ceding into the body of the instrument, and the legs

folding under and springing to their places, leaves
the whole in a compact ibrm. Each instrument has
a jiacUing case secured by lock and key.

The v(jlume of tone is equal t<i that of a small organ,

and by means of the swell may be increased or di-

minished at the pleasure of the performer; it is suffi-

ciently loud for small churches, and is well calculated

for a parlor instrument. Hundreds have examined them,
and all have been loud in their praise ; and the best

evidence of their merit is their rajiid sale. But it is a new
instrument—a new invention, and is yet but little known in

the musical world, and it is for this reason that we call to it

the attention of all lovers of Music, believing that there are

Uiousands who would lose no time in securing one, were
they aware of the existance of such an inslrumeut, and the

low price at which it could be obtained.

The following letter from Lowell Mason, Boston, to G. P.

Eccd, we are pormitted to use

:

Mr. Oro. P. Eeko, No. 17 Tremont Row, Boston, Mass.
J>f<irSir—M vour riM|ucst ! have examined one of the

^lelodeons maiiufaclurt'd by Messrs. Oeo. A. Prince & Co.,

of Butfalo. I think thfc instfumeut in all respects equal, and

in .some respects superior, to any others of similar kind
which I have seen, and in particular with respect to quality
of tone and promptness of touch, or action of the reeds, by
which quick passages may be performed with certain and
distiuct articulation of tones. An instrument of this kind is

the best substitute for an Organ in Church Music with
which I am acquainted. LOWELL MASON.
Boston, Mass., Sept. 26, 1S49.

Five Octave—Portable. Price, $75.

PRICES.
FOUR OCTAVE MELODEON, extending from
CtoC, . $45 00

FOUR AND A HALF OCTAVE MELODEON,
extending from C to F, C5 00

FIVE OCTAVE l^IELODEON, extending from
F to F, 75 00

LARGE FIVE OCTAVE MELODEON— Piano
style, 100 00

LARGE FIVE OCTAVE MELODEON— Piano
style with two sets of reeds, tuned in octaves, 150 CO

t^" Just published, " Prince's Complete iNSTKurTOii

FOK TUB iMi'UovEn Mklodkon ; to which is added favorite

Airs, Volunt-aries. and Chants, arranged expressly for thia

Instrument. Price 75 Cents.

CAUTION,—In consequence of the great success which has attended the introduction of Prince & Co.'s Melodeons,

numerous imitators have spnmg up in difl"ercnt parts of tho country—ofTerUig instruments under the same name, and in

outwanl appearance resembling them. "V\'e would there fore caution the public to be on their guard, and examine tho.se

made by Prince & Cx). before purchasing. Many imi)rovcment.s api>lied (;/v fjrcliis-ireli/ our own, and being the original

manufacturers, our exi)erience has enabled us to produce Instruments which a discerning public have unanimously

I^onounced superior to any thing of the kind hitherto manufactured. *any of the most eminent Musiciaiia of the

cities of New York and Boston have voluntarUy given testimonials as to the high character of our Instruments, which

can be seen on application.

'1// ordfTsfrom a distance icili he prcmptly attended to, and a icritten guaranty ofthoir duraliliiti irin he giren

if reqmrtd. GEO. A. PRINCE & CO,

'"^a!
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FRUIT TREES, &c.

A. Frost & Co., Genesee Valley Niii-serles,

Rocliestcr, IV. Y.
OFFER for sale the foUowincr at low prices, which com-

prises a liart of their large stoclt, that they will forward to

any part of the country. Partira can depend that no second

rate articles will be sent out, and that they will prove to be

true to description. The paokint; is done in the most secure

manner, that plants may reach their destination in perlect

^'^Ap^ple Theks.—Standards of fifty best leading yarieties of

apples. Dwarf and Pyramidal buslies, 1 and 2 years old, lor

'''pe^.r'Trem.—standards, on pear stock, 2 and 3 years

old, comprising all the fine sorts. Pyramidal and D>yar ,

worked on imp. .rted Quince, 2 and 3 years old. Pyramidal,

extra size, witli fruit buds.
,. v •„

CiiEP.uY Trees.—Standards, a large collection emhracmg

4S best 8urt.s. Dwarf and Pyramidal, 2 years old, for or-

chards and gardens.
. .

PEA.cn Trees.—AH the desirable vaneties.

Plum, NErxARiiNE and Apricot Trees.

Quince Bushes.—Portugal, and the Apple or Orange.

Gr^pe Vines.—Native—Catawba, Clinton, and Isabella.

Foreign, in pots, suitable for planting at once ;
embracmg

IS of the finest sorts. „
CCRRVNTS.-White and Eed Grape, Cherry, Maj s Vic-

toria, Wliite and Eed Dutch, Black Naples, English, and

^
Gooseberries.-A large stock of 40 Prize Lancashire

varieties, best suited for cultivation in this climate.

Kaspberriks. -Yellow, or White, an-i, l^^d Antwerp,

Fastolf, Franconia, Large Fruited Monthly ^Kivers) and

the Eed Antwerp which is so extensively cultivated on the

Hudson for the New Tork market.

Strawberries.—12 of the best sorts.

Esculent EooTS.-Asparagus, 2 years ;Ehiibarb of all

sorts ; Sea Kale, &c The Asparagus will be sold vtry low

,

if a largo qnantity is taken. k, rx,„„„«
nEDGES.-Privet, 2 years ;

Buckthorn and Osage Orange,

^^'""^''tHE ORNAMENTAL DEPAET^IENT
is very extensive, and they refer parties to their catalogue

for the varieties they cultivate, but will notice the toUo^v ing

.

Salix Pendula.-a new Weeping ^V illow. It is one, ot

the most beautiful and graceful trees, for lawns, &c., m cui-

'^EosES.—An extensive stock on hand, comprising more

than 31)0 of the varieties. 160 of the sorts are Eemontan

or Hvbrid Perpctuals, manv of which that are now oiterui

by them are presented to the public for the first time in this

*"bulu9.—Of those that are suitable for planting in the

spring, they have strong flowering ones ot Japan Lilies,

which will produce from one to five blooms each, as fol-

lows: Lancifolium album and rubrum, Lancifolmm punc-

^
Bedding Plants.—Their stock of Dahlias, Verbenas,

&c., &c., for extensive and choice varieties of the respecii\e

kinds, cannot be excelled, if equalled, In the Lnited States.

100 000 Norway Spruce Firs, and other hardy evergreens.

4 to 1.5 inches high. Price very low by the quantity.

r#"The following Descriptive Catalogue, lately puD-

lished. and containing the prices, will be mailed/r^-?, upon

application, when one cent postage stamp is enclosed lor

each Catalogue wanted, to any part of the country.

No. 1. A Descriptive Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental

Trees, Shrubs, &c., &c.

No. 2. A Descriptive Catalogue of Dahlias, Verbenas,

and other bedding plants.

No. 3. A "Wholesale Catalogue or Trade List, for nursery-

men and others who wish to 'buy in quanties.

March, 1S53.

Gooseberries, Fastolf Raspberries, &c.

JOHN SAUL, Washington, D. C, offers the following for

4 lioo Lancashire Gooseberries, comprising all the leading

varieties, such as Crown Bob, Soaring Lion, Eed Warring-

ton Champagne, Leigh's Eifleman, Parkinson's Green

Laurel, Wiiod'ward's Whitesmith, &c. The plants are very

vigorous and thrifty, and true to name.

4,OuO Fastolf Easpbcrries, strong canes, warranted the

genuine variety. _ „ ,, , .

8(J0 Raby Castle or Victoria Eed Currant.—the largest

and best. 300 Wilmot's large Eed do. 500 White Dutch

do. 30O Black Naples do.

^^° The above at very reasonable prices.

March, 18.53—21.

D. S. MANLET & BEOTHER,
BUFFALO NURSERY,

BnlTalo, N. Y.

HAVINO- purchased this well established Nursery of its

original proprietor, Col. B. Hodge, we take pleasure in of-

fering for sale an unusually fine assortment of

FRUITAND ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBSAND
PLANTS.

Our Fruit Department is supplier! with fine healthy trees

on their own stocks, of all the desirable varieties now in

cultivation, together with Cherries and Pears dwartfed on

superior stocks.

The Ornamental Department includes all the best varie-

ties of Evergreen and Deciduous trees.

^os<^.5._One of the finest collections in this country, com-
prising all that are new and rare.

DahUas.—Xn unrivalled selection of Dahlias, which has

been procured at great cost.

Peonias.—We call particular attention to our stock of

Peonias, both herbaceous and tree varieties.

The stock oT Shrubs is unusually extensive and was col-

lected by the late proprietors with peculiar care.

Of Currants, Gooseberries, Easpberries, Grapes, and
Strawberries, we have vigorous plants of the be.st varieties.

It will please us to furnish all applicants witti our Cata-

logue^^

Norway Spruce, Silver Fir, &c.

JOHN SAUL, Washington, D. C, offers the following for

sale

:

300,000 Norway Spruce, 4 to 6 inches.

300,000 " " 6 to 8 "

15,000 " " 9 to 12 "

8,000 « « , 2 to 3 feet.

10,000 Silver Fir, 4 to 5 inches.

30,000 " " 5 to 6 "
10.000 « « 6 to T "
llOOO " " 12 to IS "

1,000 " " 2 to 3 feet.

3,000 Larch (Europ'n) 2 to 3 "

The attention of Nurserymen and Planters generally, is

respectfully called to the above extensive collection, which

will be sold at verv low prices. Persons faking large quan-

tities will be dealt'wilh liberally. The whole are remark-

ablv thrifty and fine.

March, 1853—2t.

Osage Orange.

IT has now been demonstrated that this plant will make
a better hedge than anvthing heretofore used for that pur-

pose, and that it is perfectly "adapted to this climate. Some

of its advantages are as follows

:

Animals of every kind are fearful of it, for it has as many
strong, sharp thorns as there leaves upon the plant.

No'aniraal will browse it, not even to eat a single leaf.

It grows rapidly and will make a perfect hedge against

man or beast in four or five years.

II is perfectly hardy, as has now been well proved on our

own premises. ^ . ._tW We offer for sale 25,000 fine plants. Price $10 per

lOooT BISSELL & UOOKEE,
[3-2t] Commercial Nurseries, Eochester, N. Y.

Premium Dahlias.

THE subscribers offer for sale this Autumn and the ensu-

in" Sprino- 10,000 Dahlia Eoots, which have proved to b»

the choicest collection in the States and Canadas. [bco

records of the Fairs for the last fimr years.]

Persons commencing the Nursery business, and Ama-

teurs will find it to their advantage to give us a call, or

make enquiries before purchasing e^«^^;[^''"^

^^
Eochester and Charlotte Plank Eoad* Nurseries, Eoches-

ter, N. Y. t^l-tf.]

Superphosphate of Lime.

THE genuine article, manufactured by C. Duburg, in

ba^s of 150 lbs. each. The subscribers have made a con-

tract for a larco quantity. We are now prepared to supply

anv quantity that may be ordered. Farmers and garden-

ers would do well to call on us before purchasing elsewlKTe,

as, we are now able to sell for a less price than hereto l()re

offered Every bag is branded ' C. Duburg. Extra, No. 1.
ollerea. i^vt j k

j^^^j^g^ ^ GEIFFING,
State Agricultural Warehouse, No. 25 CUff Street, New

Tork. Lll-W]

^
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MOUNT HOPE NTJESEEIES. i

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES.

ELLWANGER & BARRY tlesire to call the attention of

nurseryuieii, dealers, and planters, to the immense stock ot

trees now on their grounds, embracing 1 rmt Trees ot every

description, viz

:

T>„.^m,D
St-^xdakd Apples, Pears, Pltims, Ciierkies, Peacites,

&c., on free stocks, for orchards, vigorous and well formed.

l)w VKF AND Pyramidal Pear Teeis, on qumce stocks.

About 50,(100, embracing every fine variety that can be

worked, two year old trees, low branched, vigorous and

iSwAKF AND Pyramidal Cherries, on Mahaleb stocks.

Fine one, two and three years old trees, weU branched and

finely formed. , ^ . . i

Dw \rf Apple Trees, on Paradise and Doucain stocks.

Beautiful two year old trees, with heads, for immediate

bearing—besides vigorous yearlings.

Gooseberries.—Large Lancashire sorts. Strong plants

for immediate bearing. . ._... „ ^

Currants.—Including the Cherry, Victoria, White Grape

and manv other new and fine sorts. Sej! our Catalogue.

Raspberries.—The new Large fruit«d Monthly, I'astolff,

&c. &o. A complete collection of all desirable varieties

Grapes.—Hardy, native sorts-Isabella, Catawba, tlin-

ton, &c.—strong 5 and 3 year old vines. Thirty varieties of

Foreign Grapes, for vineries—strong, thrifty plants, in pots.

Strawberries of all desirable varieties, and aU other

fruits cultivated. ,, ^^. ^.
KnuBARB.—Geniiinc Myatt's Victoria, MyattsLinnreus,

Mitchell's Iloyal Albert, Downing's CoHossal, and liybnds

of the above, of our own raising from seed, quite equal to

any of them. , ,

The entire fruit department is imder our owii personal

supervision. The best quality of stocks is used, and the

most scrupidous attention given to insure accuracy. \V e

fiatter ourselves that no nursery collection can offer a strong-

er guarantee to purchasers, in this respect. The stock is all

grown on new, fresh soil, and is healthy, well matured, and

hardy. We ask purchasers to examine it

Orvamental.—Large trees, for streets, parks, &c., such

as Horse Chestnuts, Silver Maples, Sugar Maples, Snowy

Abeles, Mountain Ash, Ehns, and Tulip Trees, in large

quantities, cheap. , . .. ,

Kare Orn \mextal Lawn Trees—embracing the most

novel, remarkable, and beautiful trees and shrubs, both

deciduous and evergreen, that can be grown in our climate.

For particulars we must refer to the descriptive catalogue.

KosES.—One of the richest collections in the country, in-

cluding the newest and best European varieties, selected by

us in person, last summer.
BuLKOL's Hoots-imported annually from Holland.

Dahlias.—The new English and French prize sorts of

1851 and 1>V2. besides fine older onea.

All articles packed in the best manner, and forwarded to

any part of the United States, Canada, or California.

Orders strictly complied with in every particular.

The following catalogues are sent gratis to all who apply

and enclose stamps to cover postage, which must be pre-

paid : . T, -i

No. 1. A Descriptive Cataloge of Fruits.

No. 2. A Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees,

Shrubs, &c. „ , . ^ ,i.

No. 3. A Catalogue of Dahlias, Fuchsias, Cnrysanthe-

mums, and bedding plants.

. No. 4. A Wholejialo Catalogue, for nurserymen and oth-

ers who wish to purchase largely. ^ .., , ,„KO
Mount Hope Nurseries. Kochester, N. Y., March. 1S,53.

Evergreen Trees and Slirubs.

Tlie following Evergreens can be supplied by the quan-

tity, at low prices

:

Norway Spruce, from 6 inches to 2 feet.

American White Sprue©, 2 to S feet

H;ils;nn Kir, 2 to 4 feet.

Austrian Pine, 1 to 3 feet.

Hci.trli Kir, 1 to 8 feet.

Kc.l C.-dar, 1,'^ to 2 feet.

Aiiurican Arbor Vita;, 1 to 2 feet.

ChiiH'sc, Arbor Vitre, 2 to.3 feet

Dciwbir Odar, 1 to 13^ feet

Chili I'inc, (Auracaria imbricata,) 12 to 18 inches.

,lap;iii Cc'lar. (Crvptomeria Japonic.!,') 1 to 5 feet

Lofiy or lihotan Pine. (Pinus exeelsa.") 1 foot

Himalavan Spruce, (Abies morinda.) fi to 12 Inches.

And many oilier rare species an<l varieties, forming one of

the most complete ass(jrlinenl.s of C^mifera in the United

gUt*8. ELLWANGKU A P.AP.RY,

Feb. 1, 18I<8. Mt Hope NursericB, Kochcater, N. T.

HIGHLAND NTJESEEIES, NEWBTJEGH, N. Y.

A SAUL & CO, in inviting the attention of their patrons

and the public in general to their very extensive collection of

FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, &c.,

would respectfully inform them that the stock which they

offer for sale the coming spring is unusually fine, both as

regards qualitv of trees, variety of kinds, .fcc, &c.

The soil and climate of the Hudson Highlands have ren-

dered proverbial the success of the trees sent from here to

all parts of the Union, and the accuracy and precision so

indispensable in the propagation of fruit trees for whicli

this establishment lias long been celebrated, render errors

in nomenclature of rare occurrence.

They have propagated in large quantities all the leading

standard varieties which are proved best adapted for gen-

eral cultivation, especially those recommended by the

American Pomological Society, as well as all novelties both

of native and foreign origin. ... .

To particularize' within the limits of an advertisement

would be impossible ; they refer to their General Catalogue,

a copy of which will be Sent to aU post-paid applicants, on

enclosing a Post Office stamp.

The following comprises a portion of their stock, and are

all of fine growth, viz:
.

Pears in over 4iX) varieties, both standards on their own

stock for orchard culture, and on the quince for dwarfs,

pyramids, and quenoueile, for garden culture.

Apples in over 300 varieties, both standards and dwarfs.

Cherries, both standards and dwarfs.

Plum, Apricot, Peach, Nectaelse, and QuracE trees,

in every variety.
. .

Grape VinSs, both native and foreign for vineries. Also,

Gooseberries, (50 best Lancashire varieties,) Cubeants,

Raspberry, and Straw^beery plants, of all leading and

known kinds, together with
Sea Kale, Asparagfs, and Ehfbakb roots.

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, and Vines, both deciduons

and evergreen, suitable for street and lawn planting, em-

bracing all the new and rare Conifers, weeping trees, and

shrubs of recent introduction.

Roses in every variety, including Hybrid Perpetual, Hy-

brid Bourbon, Hybrid China, Hybrid Damask, Prairie,

Boursault, Ayrshire, and other hardy climbing and garden

varieties, as well as the more tender Te.a, China, Bengal,

Bourbon, and Noisette v.irieties.

Herbaceous Plants. — A Karge collection of Paeonies,

Phloxes, Campanula, Penstemon, (Enothera, &c., <fec.

Dahlias and Bedding Plants, for the parterre and

flower garden, in large qu.antities and variety.

Hedge Plants.—100,000 Buckthorn and Osage Orange

plants, two vears growth ; Arbor Vitae for screens, &e., &.e.

Dealers .and Planters of trees on a large scale will be

dealt with on the most liberal terms.

Newburgh, March, 1S53.—2t. «

Nortb Klver Ag. Warehouse and Seed Store.

53 CORTLAND ST., NEW YORK.

GEORGE H. BAER & Co. invite the attention of Far-

mers, PLanters, and others, to their large and varied aseort-

ment of Agricultural Implements, Seeds, Manures, &c., &c.,

all of which will be furnished at the lowest prices. Their

assortment includes

Plows—AU the improved kinds by tho most approved

Horse Powers—Of .all kinds and sizes, with .and without

Threshers, &c.
Corn Suellers—All tlie approved kinds, and some ol

recent introduction. , , j j
Straw Cuitees—Of all sizes, and kinds, for hand and

horse power.
.

CoEN AND Cob Ceushep.s—Of all kinds and sizes.

Fanning Mills, Cultivators, Uareows, Churns of all

the approved kinds.

Rakks, lI(iE.-i, Forks, and a general assortment of Hor-

ticultural and Garden tools.

Nc-w YorU Ag. Warehouse and Seed Store.

THE subscriber has constantlv on hand the moat exten-

sive as.«ortmeiit of the best and latest improved Agricultural

and Horticultural ImplenK^nt.s.and Field and Oardeii Seeds,

ever offered for sale in tho United States, enibr.icing every

Implement, Machine, or Seed .lesirable for the planter,

farmer, or gardener. Also, Guano, Bone Dust, Poudrettc,

l'la«ter of Paris, and Superphosphate of Lime.

March, 1S53.—8t 189 fc 191 Water St, New Twk.

—^A-



THE GENESEE FARMER.

KETCHUM'S PATENT MOWING MACHINE.
Howard & Co., Proprietors & Manufacturers,

BUFFALO, N. T.

THIS justly celebrated machine has been steadily advan-
cing in pubHc favor, for its simplicity durability and ef-

fleiency—and it has settled the question beyond a doubt
that grass can be cut by Horse Power ; for during last sea-

son, five hundred of these machines were sold by us, and
universally approved of by those who used them. Farmers
were daily in Uie habit of cutting from ten to fifteen acres

per day, with ordinary driving. It leaves the grass uni-

formly spread over the ground, requiring no turning to

cure properly. In the Report of the Committee who served
at the Trial of Mowing and Reaping Machines, held at

Geneva in July last, they show fully and conclusively thifi

to have been th-e only macJdne in ttie fiekl whleh cut its

allotted two acres icithoui clogging or any i-nicm/.ptio?},

doing its work admirably, and in far better manner than
can be done by manual labor with a scythe. Our knives
are not sickle-edged, consequently do not clog at every lit-

tle hummock or bog they may happen to come in contact

with. The Committee also show that there is an actual

saving, by the use of this machine over hand labor, of

$13 per day. We have only to refer those who want a
perfect Mowing Machine to examine the Report and judge
for themselves. This machine took the first premium as

a mower, at the trial in Springfield, Ohio : a gold medal at

the Fair of the American Institute, N. T., :Uso, first pre-
mium at the Provincial Fair at Toronto, C. W.
They are so very compact that one of them can ho easily

carried in an ordinary one-horse wagon, and so ver>' simple
that it requires no machinist to put it together, as there arc
but two bolts (beside the pole bolts) to be secured to have
the machine ready for use, and which does not require
over ten minutes time. They weigh about 7o') lbs., and
can be worked by-any boy who can manage a team. We
have made all the improvements suggested by experience
in the way of strength, durability, &c., and sell them under
the following warranty : That said machines are capable of
cutting and spreading, with one span of horses and driver,

from ten to fifteen acres per day, of any kind of grasn,

heavy or light, wet or dry, and do "it as well as is done with
a scythe by the best of mowers. They are equally capable
of cutting barley, buckwheat, millet, &c. It is much less

trouble to keep "the knives in order than a scythe, as they
have frequently been known to cut from ten to fifteen acres
without sharpening, which can be done on an ordinary
grind-stone in a few minutes. We can give any reference
required, for the full performance of our machine, as above
stated.

Orders should be sent in early, as we shall manufacture
but a limited number. The price of our machine, inclu-
ding two sets of knives, extra knife blades, wrench, &c„ is

$110, cash, in Buffalo, the machine to be delivered on board
of boat or cars free of charge.

Oftice and shop, comer of Chicago street and Hamburgh
canal, near Eastern R. R. Depot, Bufialo.
March, 1S53—tf. HOWARD & CO.

^W J. RAPALJE & Co., are sole agents for the sale of

the above machine in Rochester, which they will BeU at

manufacturers' prices.

Mantixes.
FERTILIZERS of all kinds for sale by the subscribers.

Improved Superphosphate of Lime, "Suporphosphato of
Lime—boUi the above made after the recipe of Prof. Mapes.

Penivian Guano, Sulphuric Acid, Bone-dust, Potash
SDarlingi, Pouirettc, Plaster of Paris, &c. &c.

GEO. H. BARR & CO.
63 Cortland St., New York.

EMERY'S MOWER AND REAPER.
THE subscriber, not only having made himself practically
acquainted with the constnielion and working of all the
successful machines of this class, but having made and
successfully introduced several valuable improvements in
some classes of agricultural machinery, which have already
gained favorable'and world-wide reputation and adoption,
flatters himself that he has also made an improvement in
the construction of a Mower and Reaper of equal if not
greater merit, than any of his former improvements.

It will sufilce to say, that while this is the most comp.act,
light, simple, cheap, durable, easy working machine, it is

at the same time the most perfectly adjustable, and ea.sily

convertible into a Mower or Reaper, working as perfectly
in either fonn as those of the best other kinds, whether
simple or combined. The frame itself is so suspended
upon the axis of the main wheel, as to be elevated and
depressed at pleasure, so as to secure a horizontal or in-
clined (forward or back) position of the whole machine, at
whatever elevation used, thus always having the cutting
works in proper posit-son.

In reaping, a reel is used, and the raker stands erect, face
forward and directly behind the platform, with a support
about him ; the movable platform being on the same plane
with the frame-work at the sid^; of the discharge, and at
the same time about two inches above the stubble. With
the above introduction, and the diagrams to follow, together
with those in this number of the Genesee Farmer, the
public will have before them several machines from which
to make a selection before purchasing for the coming sea-
son, and at the same time know what they are purchasing,
much better than to be guided alone by impracticably
written and published reports of committees of public trials,

and be enabled to purchase only such articles as have their
practical as well as theoretical merits plainly pointed out,
or if not so pointed, to purchase only of responsible man-
ufacturers, who are willing to back tlieir machines by their
reputation and capital.

For further particulars concerning the Reaper and Mow-
er above described, address

HORACE L. EMERY, Albany, N. Y.
March, 1S53.

^r° E. D. HALLOCK, No. 50 State street, Rochester, is

agent for Western New York, and will have one put up in
running order in his store. Those in his vicinity wishing to
obtain a Reaper and Mower, are requested to call and ex-
amine the merits of the above machine before purchasing
elsewhere.

Superphospliate of I>iiue.

THIS extraordinary fertilizer, the effects of which as a
manure and general assistant to soils, has proved itself in-
valuable to the agriculturist. This most important cfmstit-

uent of the soil is being daily removed and taken up in
solution by plants, and unless such substance be returned
ttrtility must decrease and the land become poor, iLs pro-
moting and pushing power of growth giving strength to

young plants while in their tender state and fortifying them
for early maturity, excels over all other inanures. It is

some ten years since its introduction in England, where,
from its pronounced magic effects, its introducer received a
patent right from the English government.
The progressive high repute of its properties has caused

the demand to increase each year. At the present time
some thousand ions are annually sold to the farmers.

The subscriber has had much experience in the peculiar
manufacture of this manure in Europe, which leads
him to suppose that ho stands unequalled by any cfim-

petitor. Some considerable quantity was sold last season
and tried on various crops, the beneficial results of which
has caused orders for forward delivery in the coming spring
to a large extent. Being in a powder, it is easy in hand-
ling, may be drilled in with seed, sown, &c.
To prevent deception being practiced, all packages will

henceforward bo branded with the maker's name. For
sale at the followins Agricultural warehouses

:

LONGETT & GRIPPING,
25 Cliff St., New York,

E. L. ALLEN, (late A. B. Allen & Co.,)

1S9 Water St., New York,
where purchasers may be sure of obtaining a chemically
pure and genuine article.

^^ Enquire for C. B. DkBtjrg's No. 1 Superphosphate
of Lime. [3-3t]

Nortliern N. Y. Live Stock Insurance Compa-
ny, Plattsburgh, N. Y. For terms, please apply to agents
of the Company.



THE HORTICULTURIST,

And Joamal of Rural Art and Rnral Taste.

THIS is a Monthly Journal of 4S pages, beautihiUy printed

on the finest paper, and elegantly illustrated, making one

of the most beautiful! Monthly Magazines published m the

worid. It is devoted to IlorticuJtiu-e, in its various depart-

ments, Kural Architecture, and to all that concerns Kural

Life, and to the cultivation of Rural Taste.

It is edited by P. BARUY, so long kno^vn and esteemed

as the Horticultural Editor of the GenesM Farvi^r, and

published at the low price of $2 per year,

per cent, allowed to agents.

A discount of 20

JAME9 VICK, Je.,

Publisher, Rochester, N. T.

NEW YOItK AGR1CUX.TOR,
AND FARM AJID GARDEN. -PREMIUMS FOR
SUBSCRIBERS 620 PRIZES, AMOUNTING TO
$5,385.—While we are anxious to have our friends interest

themselves in extending the circulation of our periodicals,

we do not desire that they should labor without compensa-

tion. We, therefore, have made out the following premi-

ums to those who wUl act as our Agents.

To the person sending us the largest number of subcn-

bers, (and not less than 500,) |5u0

2d highest, (and not less than
250,J

2o0

3d highest, (and not less than 100,S 100

4th highest, (and not less than 75,) lO

5th highest, (and not less than 60,) 60

6th highest, (and not less than 50,) 50

5 ne^xt highest, (not less than 40) $40 each 200

10 next highest, (not iess than 30) $30 each 300

15 next highest (not less Uian 20,) $20 each 800

80 next highest, (not less than 15,> $15 each, 450

60 next highest, (not less than 10,) $10 each, 600

500 next highest, (not less than 5,) 2,500

626 prizes, amounting to • 5,3S5

Subscriptions to the Agricultor to be at $2 a year, and to

the Farm and Garden at $1 a year. Two subscribers to

the latter to be equivalent to one to the former. Subscribers

for a shorter period to be counted proportionably, and the

money in all cases to accompany the subscriptions.
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THE TRANSFORMATION OF VEGETABLES INTO MILK AND FLESH.

Agricultural physiology in its application to the production of milk and meat, has

received very little attention in this country ; nor has it been possible during the last

thirty years to introduce the study of this branch of rural economy into any educational

institution in the United States. Hence very few facts exist to form the basis of any

argument which we may offer, drawn from experience on this side of the Atlantic ; and

we are constrained to go to Europe for our data and collateral evidence.

When a cow is in full flow of milk, what is the relation that subsists between the

amount of food consumed and the matter voided as dung, estimating both free from

water ?

Under the patronage of government, Dr. Thompson, of Glasgow, experimented on

two cows, both near six years of age ; one a speckled Ayrshire, and the other a fair

brown native of Scotland. His first experiments commenced June 10th, and continued

^^teen days. The Ayrshire weighed 994 lbs.— the brown cow 967^; and to each

wf#'fed 1426 lbs. 12 oz. of green rye grass, which was consumed, being a small fraction

less than 102 lbs. a day by each. Seventy-five per cent, of this grass was wat6r; so

that 356^ lbs. of dry matter entered the stomach of each cow in 14 days. As voided,

the dung of the brown cow weighed 1049 lbs. 2 oz. 2 drs. ; and that of the white cow

(Ayrshire) 1000 lbs. 7 oz. 9 drs. Thoroughly dried, that of the brown cow weighed 147

lbs.; and that of the white cow 140 lbs. The.se facts show that a half pound of solids

taken into the stomach of the Ayrshire cow passed through the walls of the intestines

into the blood vessels every 24 hours more than, took place in the system of the brown

cow. In round numbers, each cow eat 2^ lbs. of dq-^-fouagei^n 24 hou];s; from which

one extracted, by superior digestive and absorptive power, 12|- per cent, more aliment

which passed into the circulation of her blood, than the other.» ajhis» g^ih in nutritive

matter in the Ayrshire appeared not in an increased flow of milk, as one might not

unreasonably expect, but in flesh ; for she added 40 lbs. to her weight in 14 days, it

being nearly 4 lbs. a day, and 1 lb. live weight gain to 6^ lbs. dry food consumed. In

addition to this gain in flesh, the white cow yielded 304 lbs. 13 oz. 2 drs, of milk;

from which 8 lbs. 2 oz. of butter were separated in 14 days. The brown cow gave 342

lbs. 14 oz. 1 dr. of milk, and gained 18|- lbs. in weight. From her milk was extracted

11 lbs. 4 oz. 4 drs. of butter. It will be seen that while the brown cow yielded 3 lbs.

2 oz. more butter than the white cow, the latter gained 314- lbs. more flesh than the

former.

It is idle to attempt to separate the flesh-forming from the milk-forming functions of

dairy stock, as a practical and economical question. That stock is most valuable whose

digestive and assimilative powers give the largest return for the food consumed, whether

^
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in milk or beef. Boussingault's cow, being larger than Dr. Thompson's, consumed 28

lbs. 1 oz. 1 dr. (dry weight) of' aftermath liay and potatoes, every 24 hours, and voided

10 lbs. 8 oz. 12 drs. (dry weight) as excrements. Tliese experiments prove that con-

siderably more than half of the matter taken into the system as food passes into the

general circulation, and is not voided by the bowels. Whether a large or a small cow,

other things being equal, will separate the greater amount of aliment from any given

quantity of food, has often been debated. Boussingault believes that large cows,

properly fed, yield a better return than small ones ; the subject, however, need= further

investigation. On scant pastures, all concede that small cows pay best.

It is interesting to inquire how the matter that escapes as dung compares in its

chemical elements with that which was consumed as food. Each of the cows kept by

Dr. Thompson consumed 161f lbs. of carbon in grass in 14 days. In the dung of the

brown cow there was fmmd 67 lbs. ; and in that of the white cow 64 lbs. These figures

show an absorption by the lacteals which surround the intestines, and convey aliment

to the heart, of 94f lbs. of carbon in the white cow, and 9 If in the brown cow.

Of nitrogen each cow consumed 6^ lbs. ; and while the dung of the Ayrshire con-

tained 2^, that of the brown cow contained 2 7-10 lbs.

Of oxygen, the food consumed contained 148 lbs. ; the dung 54^ in the brown cow,

and 52 in the white cow; showing that in the former 93-|- lbs. entered into the blood

vessels ; and in the latter 96 lbs.

Of incombustible mineral, (ash) ISf lbs. Avere consumed by each cow; of which the

dung of the brown cow exhibited 14^ lbs., and that of the white cow 13f lbs.

Of water, the dung of the brown cow contained 902^ lbs., and that of the white cow
860 lbs. Cows, especially when giving milk, are large consumers of water. Bous-
singault's cow while subsisting on potatoes and hay, drank 132 lbs. in 24 hours. In

the potatoes there were 23 lbs. 12 oz. of water; and 2 lbs. 9 oz. in the hay. Of the

158 lbs. 5 oz. of water daily consumed, 53 lbs. 10 oz. escaped in dung; 15 lbs. 14 oz.

in urine; 16 lbs. 3 oz. in milk; and 72 lbs. 10 oz. by the lungs and cutaneous ti-ans-

piration. One can obtain some idea of the freedom with which water passes through

the aperatures in the walls of all cells, as well as along the tubes of all vessels, whether

lacteals, lymphatics, veins, or arteries, when he is told that lean meat is three-fourlhs

water.

To aid nature in dissolving the solids taken into the digestive apparatus, is a point

of great importance to the stock-grower and dairyman; but instead of being at the

expense of grinding corn and other grain for cows, fatting cattle and swine, we have

found reason to believe tli;itj4jooking:^\^liout grinding pays better, especially where

grain is cheap'.' Probably 100 lbs. of corn boiled soft will yield three or four per cent,

less nutriuigntto^ .tli4. blood than the same corn made into meal and then cooked and

fed as mush , [)ut it will cost the farmer, generally, a little more than four per cent, of

his corn to get it ground ready for use. It is good economy to steep in boiling water,

hay, cornstalks, and other dry forage, unless both meat and food are very cheap. After

one has provided a full su])ply of the raw material to be transformed into milk and

flesh, including fat, and taken due pains for its solution in the gastric juices and other

liquids in the alimentary canal, he should carefully study every organ and its function

in the animal system, that ho may trace the course of the nutrient atoms to their final

destination, a.s they pass from the intestines into the lacteal tubes and thence into every

tissue. In healthy animals, the kidneys operate very successfully to purify the blood,

and free it of surj)!us salts and urea. rers|flration and resjn'ration are functions of equal

importance to the health of animals. Boussingault found 8 oz. 7 drs. of carbon in

the urine of a cow voided in 24 hours; and 1 lb. 6 oz. of salts. Plight pounds three

ounces of carbon entered the blood vessels in 24 hours fnnn the organs of digestion in

lioLssiNOAULT's cxperinients ; of which 1 lb. 3 oz. 3 drs. appeared in milk, and, as

^ "'7^
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above stated, 8 ©z. 7 drs. in urine. These figures indicate that 6 lbs. 2 oz. 6 drs. of

carbon escape in the form of carbonic acid from the lungs, less by the small amount
that passes off through the skin. As the quantity of carbon taken into the system was

12 lbs. 10 oz. 13 drs., it will be seen that one-half of all that enters the stomach is

literally burnt up to keep the body warm ; and of that taken up by the lacteals, tliree-

fourths are so consumed. To supply eight or ten pounds of soluble organized carbon

a day in the food of a cow, ox or horse, demands the best lights of organic chemistry.

If different animals give very unlike results, when fed in every respect alike, difterent

alimentary substances are still more varient in their nutritive powers and value, and

equally deserve close investigation. Anatomy, physiology and chemistry are dry sub-

jects to the uninitiated, but become interesting as one advances in them, and sees their

direct bearing on skillful husbandry.

dj'

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

We had supposed our readers would ere this have been tired of the very name of super-

phosphate of lime, but from the many inquiries we have recently received respecting its

manufacture, its real value, the crops which it most benefits, and the best manner of

application, we perceive that it is engaging the attention of some of our most intelligent

farmers, and that much ignorance and uncertainty prevails respecting it.

Phosphate of lime is composed of phosphoric acid and lime. Phosphoric acid enters

into the composition of every plant that is grown for food ; it composes one-half of the

ash of wheat, maize, timothy seed, &c., &c. In conjunction with lime, it forms greater

part of the bones of men and animals. It will therefore be seen that phosphoric acid is

an element of great importance in an agricultural point of view ; and when it is remem-
bered that soils, though of the most fertile character, contain but a relatively small pro-

portion of phosphoric acid, its manurial value will be clearly understood.

Phosphate of lime, as it exists in bones or in any of the mineral compounds, is insol-

uble in water. As plants take up all their food in solution, it is necessary to convert,

by decomposition or otherwise, this insoluble phosphate into a soluble one. Bi-phos-

phate of lime is soluble in water. That is to say^ a compound containing two atoms of

phosphoric acid united with one of lime, is soluble in water ; while phosphate of lime,

or a compound having but one atom of phosphoric acid united with an atom of lime, is

insoluble. The question then is, how shall we convert the phosphate into a bi or super-

phosphate of lime ? In the laboratory the change can be eflected by adding phosphoric

acid to phosphate of lime ; but this is too expensive a process to be applied to agricul-

ture. Another method, and the one adopted by the manufacturers of superphosj^hate

of lime, is to take away a portion of the lime of the phosphate of lime, setting free the

phosphoric acid combined with it. This free phosphoric acid unites with the remaining

phosphate of lime, and forms the required bi-posphate of lime. This is accomplished

by adding sulphuric acid to burnt bones or any phosphate of lime substance. Sulphuric,

being a stronger acid than phosphoric, takes away the lime and sets the phosiihoric

acid free, which, as we have said, unites with the remaining phosphate of lime, forming

the soluble phosphate required.

Phosphate of lime is worth about seven mills per pound, as it can be purchased at

that price in most of o-ur principal cities in the form of animal charcoal. Bi-phosphate

of lime is worth about eight cents per pound. We do not say that farmers can

purchase it for that price, but they can manufacture it themselves for a little less

than that, and eight cents per pound is the estimated value in England, where it is

extensively used.

dli
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We have so repeatedly -within the last three years given our views respecting the

efficacy of this manure, that our correspondents must excuse us for stating them in as

few words as possible, and without giving the reasons on which our opinion is founded.

We think, then, that under no circumstances is it good economy to purchase super-

phosphate of lime as a manure for wheat, barley, oats, potatoes, timothy, or old meadow

grasses. If your soil is deficient of phosphoric acid, supply the deficiency with phos-

phate of lime at seven mills per pound, and not with bi-phosphate at eight cents ; for

though phosphate of lime is insoluble, yet by decomposition, &c., it is gradually ren-

dered available for the plants. The only crop for which we can confidently and con-

scienciously recommend a farmer to purchase superphosphate of lime, is the turnij) crop.

On turnips, (ruta baga, mangels, beets, &c.,) this manure, when drilled with the seed,

has a most magical efiect— in many instances which we have seen, increasing the crop

ten-fold. On clover, peas, &c., it does much good ; but we think it will not jyay on

these crops. For Indian corn we cannot speak experimentally, but, reasoning deduct-

ively, we most confidently believe it will do little good, and certainly will not pay to use.

As a manure for turnips, we consider— in fact, we know— that any addition of sul-

phate of ammonia, guano, or anything that will injure the germinating principle of the

seed when drilled with it, is a manifest detriment to the article ; and we are sorry that

those parties who at first manufactured plain superphosphate of lime, have been induced

to follow the so-called improvements of other manufacturers, however influential. We
would say to these gentlemen, manufacture a good superphosphate from finely ground

animal charcoal, and sell it as low as you can afford ; recommend it only as a manure

for turnips, pumpkins, squashes, lettuce, young trees, &c. ; and you will be entitled to the

thanks of the agricultural community. But do not attempt improvements, nor recom-

mend it for wheat, corn, &c. ; for after you have done all, you can not make it equal,

for these crops, to good Peruvian guano.

An easy method to determine the value of superphosphate of lime, is to take 100

parts, rub it well with distilled water added in successve quantities till everything

soluble in water is dissolved, filter, and evaporate the clear liquid to one-third its bulk,

add a little chloride of calcium, then precipitate by adding ammonia. This precipitate

heated to redness should weigh 18 to 20 per cent, of a good superphosphate; if much

less than this, it is an inferior or adulterated article.

SPRING WORK.

Indian Corn.— Perhaps there is no crop that an American farmer cultivates about

which so little is know as that of Maize. It is indigenous to the New World. It grows

on the poores-t sands, on the most tenacious clays, on granite rocks and rich alluvial

bottoms. In some of tlve Southern States of the Union it is planted in January, and

m the Northern ones in June. In every clime— on every soil, in this vast continent,

Indian corn grows, as it were, spontaneously without tlie culture, care and attention of

the planter. The ease ivith which it is 2^rodnced is 2)robably one of the jyrijicipal reasons

why we have neglected to study its peculiar reqnirements. Its importance all admit.

Its seed is the most nutritious of all the cereals, while its stalks are of incalculable value

as food for cattle during our long winters. Experience has taught us a few things

respecting the physical requirements of the maize plant. It does not require so tenacious

or compact a soil as the wheat plant demands. It delights in a loose, friable, warm,

porous, deep soil, abounding in rich nitrogenous organic matter. It does well on all

good wheat soils
;
yet it often does best on soils that will not produce good wheat.

If we furnish the wheat plant with all its manurial elements in the greatest profusion,
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we cannot average more than fifty bushels of wheat per acre. By giving the maize

plant all the fertilizing food it could assimilate, it is probable that we might average one

hundred and ten bushels of shelled corn per acre. We can easily make a soil too rich

for wheat. It would, be rather difficult to give corn too much food, provided it is of the

proper kind. How far it might be profitable to manure highly for corn with guano is

yet a matter of uncertainty. There cannot be a doubt, however, that it is the interest

of every farmer to make and apply all the fertilizing matter he can. Many of our

Western farmers will tell us that it does not pay them to apply manure to corn. It

perhaps does not the first crop, but in the long run he who makes most manure, will

make most money. This is universal experience. We like to turn mider a good sod

fourteen inches deep in the fall for corn. If plowed in the spring the sod should be

well buried, so as not to interfere with the necessary hoeing, &c. As a general rule,

subsoiling answers better for spring crops than deep plowing. Many intelligent farmers

do not plow their corn land till just before planting ; they have thus considerable grass

to turn under, and the soil is in first-rate working order. It is also said-that the worm
will feast on this recently buried vegetable matter, and will not attack the corn plant

till it is well started, and so large as to receive little or no injury.

Plant early—the earlier the better, if the weather is warm and the soil in good order.

More corn is injured from late ripening and early fall frosts than any other cause.

It is possible to plant corn too thick. We have seen crops materially injured in this

way, more especially in not ripening in proper time. Three feet apart each way, and

four plants in a hill is the usual practice. It is better to plant too much seed in the

hills than too little, as it is easy to thin them to the proper number the first hoeing.

In preparing the seed it is common in this neighborhood to smear the corn with tar and

dry it with plaster; this is said to prevent the crows from injuring it. Last year a

friend of ours who feared injury from worms, smeared his seed corn with tar, and then

put a half pound of flowers of sulphur, instead of plaster, to each peck of corn. The
worms, though the lot was full of them, did not injure it in the least, and he had an

excellent yield. Be careful not to cover the seed too deep ; the shallower all seed is

buried, so that light is excluded, the better. Mark out the lot both waysj so as to

insure straight rows ; the corn lot not only looks much better when the rows are straight

in all directions, but you can horse-hoe much closer without risk of cutting up the hills.

You, of course, have saved a sufficient quantity of your own pumpkin seeds, selected

from the best pumpkin-s. Do not spare it. Mix, at least, a quart of pumpkin seed with

each peck of seed corn, and thin out if you think them too thick. Plant the corn in

four feet rows, rather than not have a good crop of pumpkins— if for nothing else, it

would pay to grow them to rot on the land for manui'e, but they are excellent food for

hogs and cows in the fall. If plaster is obtaiu,able for five dollars per ton it will pay

to scatter a table-spoonful on each hill, when the corn is just through the soil. The
beneficial eff'ects are often times astonishing.

Will our intelligent practical correspondents give us their views in time for publica-

tion next month on the relative advantages of hilling up corn, or letting it remain as

planted, merely keeping it clear by horse and hand-hoeing?

Mangel Wurzel deserve far greater attention from American farmers than they have

yet received ; they are as well adapted to the climate as any other root crop ; they are

not injured by insects or wcu'ms ; they require no hand-weeding ; and more nutritious

food can be obtained from an acre of mangel wurzel than any other crop we are

acquainted with. They should be planted in rows 30 inches apart, and from 12 to 15

inches in the rows. The seed can be dropped and covered with a hoe just as in planting

corn. It is advisable to drop four or five seeds in a hill, so as to insure one good plant.

Do not, on any account, be tempted to leave them too thick; have the rows, at least,

two feet a part, and only one plant each 12 or 15 inches in the rows. Like ladian
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corn, mangels are gross feeders, and it is almost impossible to liave the soil too rich for

them. Let the soil be well manured with well rotted dung or compost, and then if you

can drop a pinch of superphosphate of lime in the hill vnth the seed it will give them

a first rate start, and you may expect a good crop of thirty tons of bulbs per acre. Sow

from the middle to the end of May.

Ruta Baga.—First and last, much has been written and said for and against nita

bao-a culture in this country. Many have condemned them untried, or at least with an

imperfect trial ; others think they will answer well in this climate, but that labor is so

high it will not pay to grow them. We hope yet to see them and mangel wurzel as

extensively cultivated here as in Great Britain, believing that the production of good

crops of wheat and corn is intimately connected with the amount of roots, clover and

peas grown and consumed on the farm. Ruta baga can be sown in June in the same

Avay as recommended for mangel wurzel. Be careful not to cover the seed too deeply

;

more seed is lost in this way than in any other. By using superphosphate with the seed

you may be sure of a crop.

Potatoes.—As soon as you can distinctly see the rows, run the horse-hoe through

them, but do not go too close the first time. Nothing like taking weeds in hand in good

season— not half the labor is required to kill them when young as when allowed to

grow strong and cover>the ground. Unless the soil is very light and sandy it is

impossible to stir it too much. The idea that a good loamy soil looses ammonia or any

valuable gases, or in fact any thing excei:)t water, is undoubtedly unsustained by fact.

Whether soil has the power, to any great degree, of attracting fertilizing gases from the

atmosphere, is yet a matter of uncertainty. One thing, however, is certain, that if

stirring and exposing the soil to the atmosphere does not absolutely increase its

ammonia, &c., yet they greatly assist disintegration and decomposition, and thus greatly

increase the available organic and inorganic food of plants. Nothing can be more

erroneous than the idea that weeds shade the ground and keep it moist in a dry time.

It has been proved by experiment that an acre of clover throws oft" daily 8,600 lbs.

of water. Every one knows how much sooner a bed covered with strawberry plants* wnll

be reduced to a dry powder than one not cultivated. Weeds act in the same way
— instead of keeping the ground moist, they pump up the water and evaporate it wth
great rapidity.

U^'

GREEN CROPS FOR BARN USE IN SUMMER.

It is the great number of cattle that a British farmer keeps on his farm which by fur-

nishing so much good manure enables him to raise such good crops. The turnip crop,

occupying one-fourth his farm, furnishes him the grand means of keeping so lai-ge a

stock during the winter months; and the practice of soiling his liorses and cattle,

enables him to keep more animals than he otherwise could during summer.

By soiling is meant the system of feeding cattle in sheds and stables on green food

grown for the purpose, instead of allowing them to graze the fields at pleasure. That

more food can in this way be obtained per acre, few will question. That we can adopt

soiling, except in some few cases near large cities, admits of some doubt. One of the

great objections to the practice is the greater amount of labor required in mowing and

carrying to the barn the green food, than in letting the cattle cut it themselves. An-

other objection is that our climate is not so Avell adapted for the production of succulent

summer food as the cool moist climate of the British isles. Yet, as we have often said,

we obtain heavier crops of red clover than do British farmers, and red clover is there

considered one of the best crops for soiling purposes ; and could it be grown with as



mvxk certainty and in such quantity as in Western New York, it would be much more

extensively used.

We believe it would pay every farmer to take an acre or two of clover, as contiguous

to the barn as possible, and manure it highly in the fall or spring. It would be found

of great advantage to cut and feed to the horses in the stable at noon, and for an hour

or so before turning them into the field in the evening. A few acres so manured and

cut early would afterwards yield a splendid crop of clover seed ; or it might be mown
twice, as green food for the horses and cattle.

We do not know what Italian rye grass will do for soiling purposes in our climate

;

it is certainly worthy a trial. If any of our readers have had any experience with it,

they would greatly oblige by giving us their views.

Indian corn is perhaps the best food that we can grow for green food in summer. It

stands drouth better than any other crop ; and if the soil be rich, an immense amount

of nutritious food can be obtained per acre— certainly more than from any other

summer crop. For this crop the soil should be either naturally very rich or be well

manured. Let it be j^repared as you would your other corn land. The deeper it is

plowed, and the mellower it is made, the better. Four bushels of seed should be sown

broadcast per acre, as soon after corn planting as possible. If the soil is moist and in

good, fine order, soak the seed corn for twenty-four hours previous to sowing. In this

way it will be up in two or three days, and will get the start of the weeds; and if the

corn is sown thick, and grows well, it will smother them all, and leave the land in good

condition for the following wheat crop. Perhaps, however, it would be best to sow the

corn in rows twelve or fifteen inches apart, and hoe it once or twice; the cornVould

grow more rapidly, and the soil would be cleaner.

Lucerne ansv^'ers well for soiling purposes, but its cultivation is attended with consid-

erable labor in keeping the soil free from weeds. It is a perennial plant, and does not

reach its full growth till the third year. On a rich, sandy loam, well under-drained,

plowed, and subsoiled, immense crops of lucerne can be grown. Guano is a splendid

manure for this crop, and possesses the advantage of being free from weeds. Lucerne

is sown early in the spring, in rows from one to two feet apart ; eight or ten pounds of

seed per acre. It must be frequently hoed and kept free from weeds, and should be

cut but once the first year; in after years it will afford three or four crops in a season.

Ley

EmiORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

Farming near Washington.—We learn from the National Iutelligen^:er tliat Mr. Charles B.

Calvert has been offered $50,000 for two hundred acres of his farm, and refused to take the

money. Two hundred and fifty dollars an acre is a high price for forming lands, and it is only in

consideration of valuable buildings and other improvements that one would be justified in paying

any such sum. Pdverdale, (as Mr. Calvert's estate is called,) contains but little less than tln-ee

thousand acres, and lies north east of Bladensburg, extending from the village between three and

four miles up a beautiful valley, watered by a fine mill-stream. The father of the present pro-

prietor was a large tobacco grower, and most of this plantation has been much worn by this

scourging crop, when often repeated on the same field. At present, the farm is mainly devoted to

dairy purposes, producing milk and cream for the largest hotel in Washington, and a surplus for the

market Tlie cows kept are the Short Horns, Ayrshires, Alderneys, and their ci'osses with the best

native milkers. Hay is too valuable in the Metropolis to feed to cows in winter, as Mr. C. believes,

although milk sells at eight cents a quart. Turnips, shorts, cut straw and cornstalks are more

economical food, so that most of the hay grown at Riversdale is sold off the farm. It is a little

remarkable how few understand the art of growing large crops of grass and hay in the United

States. The quite unexpected and prodigious decrease in the number of sheep, cows, working oxen

Q^-
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and horses in the State of New York from 1845 to 1850, can only be accounted for by conceding

the inability of the land to keep them, without more skill than has been applied to that pnrpose.

Mr. Calvert's does not come np to our ideal of what a grazing farm ought to be made. He, how-

ever, is soon to introduce extensive irrigation by steam power, and should iiis life be spared to

three score years and ten, a model farm may be seen in Prince George's county, Maryland. A new

octagon barn one hundred feet in diameter has recently been erected by him, having a skylight in

the center, with ample storage for turnips and forage over the first story, which is devoted entirely

to stalls for cows. These stand in two rows quite round the building, leaving an open center-?pace

of thirty-two feet in diameter. Mr. C. prefei-s the ground to plank floors for cattle to stand upon,

which is kept clean and smooth, and generally bedded. A horse and cart rnaj- be driven round

behind all the cows in the stable for taking up manure ; and so much of the urine as is not absorbed

by the straw and other litter, runs into tanks. From thirty to foi-ty thousand bushels of turnips

are fed in a year, which are sliced with turnip-cutters. Cows graze in the field in the summer

season ; although it is believed that soiling is more economical where good land is dear and labor

cheap. After the steam engine is made to convey all the manure from the stables to the fields in

a liquid state and properly diluted for distribution, soiling will be still more profitable ; for a good

crop of grass may bo cut every four weeks during seven or eight months, in the climate of Wash-

ington, with proper irrigation and manuring.

The writer has now seen the opening of four springs in the District of Columbia, and watched

the capabilities of the soils and seasons of this region with lively interest. It possesses agricultural

resourees of a high order, which science and capital are bound to develop at no distant day. Hun-

dreds of imigrants from the Northern States are purchasing farms, or vacant old fields to make

them, much to their advantage ; and southern markets already experience the benefits of the new
imp^iilse given to horticulture, tillage and husbandry, by the new comers. So great has been the

demand for timothy and clover seed that the former has sold at $4, and the latter at ^Y.SO a bushel

this spring in Washington. Acres of cabbage plants set out in December, are now nearly large

enough to gather for market. Clover is as forward at the 10th of April as it is in Western New
^ork by the 10th of May. Lime, plaster, bone dust, and guano, are the amendments purchased by

thriving farmers ; and the effects of these are generally very satisfactory.

Good cows sell at from $30 to $50; oxen at from $50 to $150 a yoke. Beef, pork, mutton,

lambs, veal and poultry, pay the producer a good jjrofit. Eggs have been 15 cents a dozen, and

butter 40 cents a pound ; but both are now much cheaper. We have bought our seed potatoes in

the country (AVbite Mercers) at 50 cents a bushel, which i-s 50 per cent, cheaper than we have

known them in four years. Corn has also been sold as low as 50 cents a bushel in the Distilct by

the quantity.

For making chopped feed, straw, husks, cornstalks an-d blades sell much higher, relatively, than

corn. The increase of population in the District, aided by the more rapid increase of wealth,

horses and cows, keeps the demand for forage in advance of the supply. Hence meadows and

pastures are objects of great importance ; and we think that faymers every M'here neglect them too

much for their own interest They yield the much needed manure, and should be improved by all.

BRITISH AND AMERICAN AGRICULTURE.

(Continued froin Par/e 113.)

B. I thought a few days since that we were going to have spring on us before we were ready

for it, but the last few days have worn a more wintry a<?pect, and have greatly retarded vegeta-

tion. On the whole, however, we have had a remarkaljly mild winter throughout the United

States, and the prospects for fruit and all agricultural and horticultural products was never more

.cheering. Had we not had a temperate winter, the cattle, in many districts, must have suffered

much from "short commons," as the hay crop last year was very poor in some places. In seeding

.land down for permanent meadows, what grass seed would you sow ?

A. In Western New York I know of nothing that answers so well for all purposes as timothy

and clover.
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B. I thought, perhaps, yoa might ha-ve picked up something ia your travels in Europe that

would be better for permanent meadows than our own grasses.

A. The English sow a vast varrety of grasses on land they intend laying down for gra2dng

purposes, and it is possible that some of these might prove of advantage here, but there is none

that, without trial, I would recommend to you. The climate and the natm-e of farm operations are

60 different in England to what ihcj are or ever can be with us, that any grass that is of great value

to the British farmer woiild probably be useless here. Thus, vetches ;ire the best crop a British

fai'mer can grow for succulent summer food for "soiling" his horses, milch cows, <fcc. Imnaense

crops of them can be grown, and they are very nutritious; horses and cattle are exceeding fond of

them, and, best of all, they are a good substitute for a summer fallow on heavy land— smothering

all weeds, exhausting the soil but little, and leaving the land in first rate condition for the following

wheat crop : yet Scotch and English farm«-s have repeatedly attempted to grow vetches here, but

viithout succesa. Italian rye grass is worthy a trial, especially in the Southern States. I think it

would succeed well there, but I doubt if it would be of much service here. It is principally prized

in England as an early food for ewes and lambs in sp-iing, affording good feed three weeks or a

mauth earlier than clover. It is a good substitute for rye, which formely was extensively grown

for this purpose. When Italian rye grass is once in the ground, it will last for many years. It is

destroyed only with great ditticidty, and hence should not be sown except for permanent meadow
or grazing land.

B. I think hay, when it sells as it has for the past year or two in Eochester for $12 to $15 per

ton, is about as profitable a crop as wheat, and is attended with less labor and expense. I heard

you say some time since, that you were going to sow guano on your b:-g meadow this spring ; do

you think it will pay ? If it will, I would like to get a ton aad sow on my ten acre naeadow.

A. I cannot tell, but intend trying it. I think it Avill pay better on grass than on either wheat

or corn— inasmuch as hay sells for a proportionally higher price. In England they use large

quantities on their permanent me-adows, and when I was there hay was only worth §15 per ton

gross ; so that if pays them at that price, I think it must pay us.

B. What is guano worth now, and how would you sow it?

A. It is in great demand at present, but I believe they have not raised the price which is $45 to

$50 per ton for the genuine Peruvian, and I should have no other. Saldana Bay and other cheap

kinds are generally as dear as they are cheap. The best way of using it, I should thin'k, would be

to make it into a compost with peat or some good loam, and let it lie all winter, spreading it on

the meadow early in the spring. This year, however, I cannot do this, and shall sow it broadcast

250 lbs. per acre, in as showery weather as we may chance to have. I have seen where part of a

grass field had been sown with guano, and a part not, the cattle would eat the grass an the part

guanoed quite close, while there was a good bite untouched on the unguanoed portion. This was

probably owing— not as has been supposed, from the guanoed grass being more nutritious, but

because it was younger, more succulent and tender, growing with greater fresnness and rapidity

than the otlier grass.

B. I once observed the same thing on some grass on which I had spread quite a quantity of old

leached ashes; the moss disappeared, the grass assumed a rich, dark color, and the cows eat it

closer than on the part not so dressed.

A. From the Gardener's Chronicle I should judge that the Rev. Mr. Smith was the great agricul-

tiu'al lion in England just now. Ho has revived the old Tullian system of planting and hoeing

wheat, &e., and grows immense crops of wheat on the same land each year without manure,

simply by forking the land eighteen inches deep, and frequently hoeing it during spring and

summer. He is said to have raised eighty bushels of wheat per acre in this way. He finds this

method of fertilizing the soil, by forking and hoeing, far more economical than purchasing guano, &c.

B. I saw some accounts of it in the December number of the Genesee Farmer. The editor

embraced the opportunity to give us a good lecture on the advantages of clean culture and thorough

pidverizati>on of the soil, but he did not endorse the statement that these large crops could be grown

for any length of time without manure, simply by forking and hoeing the soil.

A. No ; Dr. Lee has too long contested the abused idea that we can annually remove from a

soil the elements of crops without impoverishing it to endorse such opinions. He has always said

of the soil, as poor Richard said cf the meal tub, " always taking out, and never j^utting in, soon

comes to the bottom." It appears to me there must be some exaggeration iri these statements.



"When I was in England, Mr. Smith's experiments received but little attention, and would probably

have received but little now had not Prof. Way called attention to them— stating that he saw

nothing improbable in them, or any thing contrary to what he believed to be true scientific princi-

ples. He thought that by constantly and repeatedly exposing the double silicates of alumina and

soda existing in clay soils they would attract ammonia sufficient for large crops from the atmos-

phere; Ijence Mr. Smith's success. Now, to my mind, these experiments show nothing of the kind.

Admitting that eighty bushels of wheat have been grown per acre according to this method, it does

not follow that the ammonia necessary to grow such a crop was all obtained from the air. Many

soils contain very large quantities of the raw materials of plants in a latent condition— nitrogen

(capabie by decomposition of furnishing ammania), among the number. If a soil contains only a

tenth of one per cent., as small a proportion as chemists can accurately determine, an acre ten inches

deep would contain a ton of nitrogen. Now, by constantly stirring such a soil, admitting in light

and air, decomposition would be greatly accelerated—this latent nitrogen would be converted into

ammonia, and the plants would flourish accordingly ; so that the fact of Mr. SMrrn having produced

such large crops does not prove that the atmosphere is capable of supplying all the ammonia that

plants require. I had a letter from a gentleman in England some time since who had been induced

to try half an acre of wheat on Mr. Smith's plan. His is a first rate wheat soil—as good as our

"Western New York wheat land—resting on chalk. He obtained no more than an ordinary yield

—

not half as much as obtained annually by Mr. Smith. This same soil by an application of ammonia-

cal salts alone yields very large wheat crops, and hence contains all the mineral elements necessary

for a large crop ; so that I see nothing in these facts at all inconsistent with the assertion of the

Genesee Farmer that though a soil contains great abundance of all the inorganic elements of plants^

yet the atmosphere is not capable of supplying ammonia for more than eighteen bushels per acre

annually.

B. How is it that summer fallows on good clays so increase the wheat crop ? I have frequently

obtained thirty-five to forty bushels of wheat per acre on a good summer fallow plowed early in

the spring and twice afterwards, with the necessary dragging, tfec, and yet on the same soil, if I

sow wheat after wheat, I obtain but a small yield.

A. The reason is very evident. There falls suflaeient ammonia on an acre of, land in a year to

suffice for the production of eighteen bushels of wheat. Now, if your soil is destitute of nitrogen

and contains a sufficiency of minerals, you can annually grow eighteen bushels of wheat per acre

—but no more unless ammonia is artificially supplied. But supposing you summer fallow a good

stiff clay, the silicates of alumina, (fee, would retain the ammonia of the rain which falls during ilie

year it lies fallowed, and so the next year, instead of having sufficient ammonia for eighteen bushels

of wheat, you get sufficient for thiity-six bushels. This, however, would not be the case if the

soil did not contain the alumina and soda; hence it is fo-lly to sunuuer fallow sandy so-ils.

B. Yes ; I would never fallow a sandy soil if I could help it ; I would grow good crops ef clover

and then turn them under— sowing the wheat at once plowing and twice cultivating. I think a

summer fallow is unnecessary on such soils, if great pains are taken to clean the soil well when it

is in corn ; it should bo horse and hand-hoed till there was not a weed in the fie-ld. The corn is

greatly improved by the hoeings, and the land is left clean and in fine condition for the next crop.

A. Tliey have had one of the wettest wheat-sowing seasons in England ever remembered. The

gentleman I spoke of just now says he waited from the 10th October to the 'i'id of March for a good

day to sow a field of wheat, and having got it in on the 22d it was covered eiglit inches deep with

snow on the 23d. But little wheat has been sown in some di?ti-ict-*, and the ju-obabilify is that we

shall be called upon to sup])ly a larger quantity of wheat for tlie use of John Bull's numerous

family than usual. An increased demand will, of course, n.ot lower the price ; how far it Mill tend

to enhance it remains to be seen. There is also unusual activity in the wool market in P^nghuid

;

prices this last month have gone up ten per cent. Manufactures were never more brisk and pros-

perous, and from the unprccodentedly low state of the stocks on Iwmd it is certain that ju-esent prices

will be fully maintained, and it is probable tiiat tlu-y will be much exceeded. Under such cireunK-tances

I fully expect a high ])rice for our next clip of fine wool—for though we do not export wool, a rise

- I in the British markets always increases the i)ricc here. • i r
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Does Pastueage Impoverish the Soil?—In your remarks below my communication on page 252,

Vol. 12 of Farmer, you say: "But let them beware lest the few precious atoms in their soil which
form the banes of their cattle anJ otlier stock, are not all extracted and either sold or lost before

they dream (A such a, misfortune. The things that really make beef, cheese, wool, and horse flesh,

are not,6o abundant in the surface of the earth, even in the fields of luxuriant clover and timothy

of Hornby, as to be perfectly inexhaustible." Now, friend Lee, I had formed the idea from what I

had seen, that pasturing land enriched instead cf impoverishing its soil. "We have many large fields

that have grown mo-re and more fertile for the last twenty-five years, and constantly pastured.

The application of one bushel of plaster per acre is all the manure aside from what is dropped, that

any of our pa-stures receive, and that they are growing sterile I can hardly believe. What tliink you
of the prairies of the west, the pampas of South America, and the steppes of Asia— are they not

growing more and more fertile ?—and yet they have been constantly pastured for ages, and not one

whole acre in five thousand has ever received a direct application of manure, other than its own
decayed vegetable growth. I don't hardly believe yet tha-t the removal of a few hundred pounds
of bones, flesh, wool, Ac, from fifty acres of pasture will ever impoverish the soiL Hope to hear

a little more from you on tliis subject. "V7m. II. Gardener.—Hornby, N. Y.

We thaiik our correspondent for calling our attention to an interesting brancL. of

husbandry. In speaking of the exhaustion of pastures on the farms of Hornby, we
had no reference to permanent grazing lands, like wild prairies in Illinois, Brazil, or the

steppes of Central Asia, In all cases where all the excrements formed by the food con-

sumed are restored to the soil that produced the food, an-d also the bones of the animal
at its death, (which is Nature's plan for preserving the fertility of land,) no deterioration

occurs. But the pastures on which the million of cows in the State of New York
graze, are not, as a general thing, treated in the manner indicated. Cows come out of

pastures at night with their digestive organs full of grass, and their udders distended

with milk, the product of herbage. In the morning they return to their grazing walks
with empty stomachs, and minus several gallons of milk. This operation long continued

differs very 'little from cutting with a scythe an equal quantity of herbage, whether
clover or timothy, and carrying it out of the field on a wagon or cart, instead of in the

body of a cow. '"^^ur Hornby friend, however, should know that there is this difference

against the depasturing process as compared with what is called the soiling of cows and
other stock. The roots of forest trees, apple trees, clover, and other plants, grow in

weight and volume somewhat in proportion to their stems, branches, and leaves. Hence
it has been found quite injurious to the full development of the roots of clover, to permit

cattle, horses or sheep to cut it close with their teeth and jaws. In other words, this

severe pruning checks the growth of the plant, so that in the six best grazing months,
only about half so much clover stems and leaves above ground, and half the quantity

of roots below ground, are produced as there would be if no such severe pruning had
been performed. This is a substantial argument both in favor of soiling and never turn-

ing stock into clover fields or common pastures when the herbage is small and yo-ung.

We have not now room to discuss this subject further, but will resume it an early da3^

Wool Growing in tiie West.—I have for several years been dissatisfied with the profits ar.'sing

from keeping fine wooled sheep. My experience is, that it does cot pay to keep sheep for their

wool alone, without mutton or lambs. Some three or four years ago considei-ablo attention was
paid to purchasing and raising sheep, but from the depressed state of tlie avooI market it is decidedly

falling off. Farmers in the Western States h-ave also learned that growing wool is not the profitable

business that it was represented to be by those who bred slieep to sell at three times their value.

The demand e^ist for good horses, cattle and swine, is much more urgent than for wool ; hence they

command high price?. Good swine in decent order are worth in this State $5 per hundred for tlie

eastern markets. A drove of seven hundred swine passed through Ypsilaiiti the other day bound
for Boston. If western fiu-mers will turn their attention to breeding good horses, cattle and hogs,

the eastern drover will be after them and pay good prices. The supply is not equal to the demand,
and prices will continue to rise. W. Anderson.—Michigan.

^
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Extermination of the "Wire "Worm and Canada Thistle!—For several years I had plowed my
land and sown wheat, and got but little, it being destroyed by the worms. I became almost dis-

couraged, and at last concluded to try an experiment, which was as follows:

I had a field of four acres very unpromising for wheat, containing several patches of Canada

thistles, and the sod being nearly eaten up by worms. I plowed the field and sowed it to buck-

wheat. The i|ext season I put three horses to a plow that cut sixteen inches deep, and turned it

over the last of May ; then dragged it down and covered with barn-yard manure, and plowed it in.

After plowing it in lands four paces, the first week in September I sowed it to wheat, which yielded

twenty bushels per acre, and entirely destroyed every thistle. The next season I followed the same

course with another piece of three and a half acres, except that I sowed it the last week in August.

Last summer I harvested thirty-four bushels and nine quarts to the acre, beside considerable being

shelled and destroyed by a hail storm during harvest. I also destroyed every Canada thistle on

that piece. Last season, three of my neighbors tried the same process in preparing pround for

v/heat, which looks promising.

I would here say that no one need think of destroying Canada thistles by plowing as I have 8e?ii

it done— only thre« or four inches deep, and the surfoce not more than half broken, leaving many
here and there to go to seed. The land should every inch be broken. Take time, and do it welL

If a stone throw the plow out, back up and start again.

I find that very deep plowing is not good for spring crops ; ten or twelve inches is sufiicient only

on land that is summer fallowed. C. B. Gilbert.—Pultney, N. Y.

Maximum Ruta Bagas.—I beg you will allow me one more " last word" on the turnip crops of

Eno-land. My reasons for believing that over forty tons have been raised there, are these : Numer-

ous crops of this weight have been reported ; that the English farmer is more thorough in determin-

ing the amount of his crop than we are ; that the rent of land is sometimes paid in this article,

requiring ita true weight to be known; that careful experiments in feeding are made wit!h the

turnip, requiring .also the true weight ; and, finally, these great crops are oifered at faii-s for large

premiums in competition so close as to secure accurate measurement. Your explanation that all

these super-forty-ton crops are the result of careless measure and exaggerated estimates will apply

to sonae, perhaps to many, but to suppose it will account for all seems to me inconsistent with a

proper estimate of testimony. But enough of this.

Your estimate of the jjretensions of Prof Comstock agrees with my own. He lives near me, and,

of course, we have the advantage of the direct rays and full effulgence of this new luminary. I

Ihave been exactly iu your dilemma, for the first time I met the unfortunate lie talked to and at me
unmercifully for more than an hour, when, at last, out of breath, I had a chance to inquire whether

he was trying to convey to my mind one idea or several ! Human credulity is stnpeudouss ! John

T. Andrew.— West Cornwell, Ct.

Wire Worms.—The wire worm has been the bane of farmers in this vicinity for a number of

years, and numerous experiments have been made to stop their ravages, but generally without

effect. Three years ago, in planting a field with corn where several crops had been destroyed by

the wire worm, I soaked the seed in copperas water forty-eight hours—then applied one pound of

sul])hur to ea.ch bushel of seed—the sulphur adhearing to the grain—and planted it. The result

was, the worm did not make its appearance. The crows pulled up the corn in a few hills, but left

the grain untouched, and did not visit the field again. I have used it with equally good success

the last two years. Last year I tried the sulphur on my seed wheat, and the worms did not touch

it, where two years before they had destroyed my whole crop. I dampened the seed with water,

and then mixed the sulphur through it, putting twenty pounds of sulphur to one hundred bushels

of seed. I use a drill, and think the sulphur cannot be applied where the grain is sown by hand.

Gilbert Baker.—Milo, Yates Co.
»«

Experiment with Guano.—In July, 1850, I sowed a field of 23- acres with buckwheat. Of this,

two acres were sown with guano, about 90 lbs. to the acre; the remaining f of an acre had no

manure of any kind. We harvested and thrct^hed in October, and from the two acres sowed with

guano we had 51 bushels of good jdumj) grain; and from Wm f of an acre not guanoed, we had

K '2f bushels of poor, shrunk, good-for-nothing.

—

Fcnn. Farm Journal.
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Small Farms and thorough Cultivation.—The celebrated Mr. Robert Bakewell, of Dishley,

Leicestershire, aad the founder of the New Leicestershire sheep, used to tell an anecdote with
exceeding high glee of a farmer not only of the olden school, but of the golden times. This
farmer, who owned and occupied one thousand acres of land, had three daughters. When his

eldest daughter married, he gave her one-quarter of his land for her portion, but no money; and
he found, by a little more speed, and a little better management, the produce of his farm did

not decrease. When his second daughter married, he gave her one-third of the remaining land
for her portion, but no money. lie then set to work, and begun to grub up his furze and fern,

and plowed up v.iiat he called his poor dry furze, covering in some places nearly half the land.

Afler giving half his land away to two of his daughters, to his great surprise he found that the

product increased; he made more money because his new broken up furze land brought exces-

sive crops, and at the same time he farmed the whole of his land better, for he employed three

times more laborers upon it; he rose two hours sooner in the morning, had no more dead fallows

once iu three years; instead of which he got two green crops in one year and ate them upon the

land. A garden never requires a dead fallow. But the' great advantage was, that he had got the

same money to manage five hundred acres as he had to manage a thousand acres; therefore he
laid out double the money upon the land. When the third and last daughter married, he gave
her two hundred and titty acres, or half which i-emained, for her portion, and no money. He
then found that he had the same money to farm one-quarter of the land as he had at first to farm
the whole. He began to ask himself a few questions, and set liis wits to work to see how he
was to make as much of two hundred and fifty acres as he had of a thousand. He then paid off^

his bailiff, who weighed twenty stone ! rose with the lark in the long days, and went to bed with
tlie lamb ; he got twice as much work done for his money ; he made his servants and laborers, and
horses, move faster; broke them from their snail's pace; and found that the eye of the master
quickened the pace of his servant. He saw the beginning and ending of every thing ; and to his

servants and laborers, instead of saying, " go and do it," he said to them, "let us go, my boys, and
do it." Between come and go he soon found out a great difference. He grubbed up the whole of

liis furze and ferns, and then ]dowed up the whole of his poor grass land, and converted a great
deal of corn into meat for sake o-f the manure, and he preserved his black water (the essence of

manure); .cut his hedges down, which had not been plashed for 40 to 50 yeai's ; straightened his

zig-zag fences; cut his water c;>urses straight, and gained a deal of land by doing so ; made dams
and sluices, and irrigated all the land he could ; he grubbed up manj^ of his hedges and borders
covered with bushes, in some places from 10 to 14 yards in width, some more in his small closes,

some not wider than streets, and threw three, four, five and six closes into one. He found out that,

instead of growing whitethorn hedges and haws to feed foreign birds in the winter, he could grow
food for man instead of migratory birds. After all this improvement he grew more and made more
of 250 acres than he diil frtun 1000 ; at the same time he found out that lialf of England was not
cultivated at that time for want of means to cultivate it with. I let him rams and sold him long-

horned bulls, (said Mr. Bakewell,) and told him the real value of labor, both in doors and out, and
what ought to be done with a certain number of men, oxen, and horses, within a given time. I

taught him to sow less and plow better; that there were limits and measures to all things ; and that

the husbandman ought to be stronger than the farm. I told him how to make hot land colder, and
cold land hotter, light land stiffor, and stiff land lighter. I soon caused him to shake off his old

deep-rooted prejudices, and I grafted new ones in their places. I told him not to breed inferior

cattle, sheep, or horses, but the best of each kind, for the best consumed no more than the worst.

My friend became a new man in his old age.

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

Time to Cut Timber.—From tradition, I had cut hoop-poles in the autumn and fencing stuff in the
winter, perhaps for the convenience of moving rails, es.pecially by sledding, and because the draught
on the labor of men and team is less pressing than in summer ; but I found that posts would rot

off at the surface of the ground, if sandy, in a few years, and the sap of rails become defective,

and worms, and wet, accelerate decay. It was therefore a great tax to support several hundred
rods of post and rail fence on pine plain. In a few instances, posts were morticed at the butt, and
the tip end set in the ground, and th.ese were sound when the others failed ! I read of a ship car-

]>enter, who cut the timber for a vessel iu Fedruary, and built it ; but being short of a few plank,
ho cut and sawed them in the summer, and he lived to see the plank all a dead rot under the paint,

except the few cut last, which had tm appearance of decay !

In 1840, I designed to make posts of several large oak trees, and it was quite an object to peel
them, for tanners' bark, so I waited till the snmmea* solstice, cut and peeled and made them into

Eosts, which stand well to this day. At the same time, I split some staves and cut some poles as
oops for a pork barrel, which was made, and though the bark peeled from the hoops the firet

year, they are now as somid and tight as ever, while I have formerly lost much by their failure in
damp cellars, sometimes in a single year. I have been thus particular to convince the skeptical,
by assigning my experience of the profit of cutting and peeling when all the saccharine portion of
the sap is in the full le.af, when the peeled surface dries and becomes hard and impervious to Avater
—and also, the reason why I set the tops of post downward. In addition to this, if lime-mortar is

put round posts, I reckon that the man will not live to see them need resetting.

—

Cor. Boston Cult.

¥^ -
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Sowing Corn for Foddkr.—In answer to an inquiry the Coiintry Gentleman says :

AVe bave cultivated corn for fodder for many years, and find it, all things considered, the most
profitable crop we can raise. It may be sown during the comparative season of leisure just after

corn-planting, and secured at the next season of leisure just after haying and harvesting. After

repeatedly cropping the same ground, we are satisfied that it rather enriches than impoverishes the

laui], no grain being formed, and a vast bed of roots remaining. Nothing is equal to it for reducing

rough, turfy, weedy land, to a state of cleanliness and good tilth. We believe it the best fallow

crop in the world, to precede wheat.

It should never be sown broadcast. The imperfections of this mode are the chief reasons that the

crop has not become more generally introduced. It requires more seed, and leaves the ground in a

fouler condition than when sown in plowed drills. We have tried both ways to our entire satisfac-

tion as to the comparative value of each. Tlie following is the best mode for sowing, cultivating,

and securing the crop:

Plow and harrow the ground as for any other crop ; furrow it with a onediorse plow, three feet

apart ; let a man pass along one of these drills with a half-bushel basket on his left arm containing
shelled corn, and strew the seed in the furrow at the rate of about 40 or 50 grains to a foot, which
will be about 2^ oi 8 bushels ])er acre. lie will do this evenly, witli a little practice, as fast as he
can walk. If sowed thiner, the crop will be smaller. We have found hy accurately weighing and
measuring, that 20 grains to the foot yielded only two-thirds the crop afforded by 40 grains to the

foot. Immediately after the sower, follows a man with a one-horse harrow or cultivator, or with
a two-horse harrow, lengthwise with the furrow, and covers the seed. Two men will thus plant six

or seven acres in a day.

When the corn is six inches to a foot high, run a one horse-cultivator between the rows. This is all

the dressing tlie crop needs. No hoeing is necessary, for the dense growth soon smothers down all

else ; and in the autumn, when the crop is cut off, the earth is left as clean as a newly plowed field.

It is to be harvested about the first of autumn. If the crop is very heavy or much "lodged," it

is cut by reaping. If straight and even, a common scythe will answer the purpose, a little practice

enabling the operator to throw it smoothly with the heads in one direction. After partly drying,

for a day or two, the best way is to tie it in bundles and put it up in large shocks, although raking
by a horse into winrows for cocks, might answer well for large fields. It must dry some weeks.
It can never be safely put into large stacks. The most perfect way would be to place it in small

stacks or long upright row.s, under a large shed. Even if the stalks aj^pear perfectly cured after

several weeks exposure, tliey will certainly heat and spoil if stacked in the ordinary wa}'. Hence,
the stacks must be quite small, freely salted, and well ventilated by means of them or four poles

placed upright in the center. AVe have found the stalk to retain a good condition when left in

Ja!-ge, well made shocks on the field, till wanted in winter. Curing is the only ditficulty with this

crop, and this ceases when understood. ,

Land th-at will yield thirty bushels of corn to the acre, will afi'ord nhowt five tons of dried fodder.

Moist land is better than very dry, as it is more affected by drouth than ordinary corn crops. We
have not found the cost, including interest on the land, to exceed ^1,50 per ton for the dried fodder.

For soiling, or feeding green, corn fodder often proves of the highest value, when pastures are

burnt by drouth. For this purpose, it may be sown at ditlercnt periods till mid-summer.

M^'

Fall Plowing.—I have been a practical farmer for some time, and a constant reader of agricul'

tural works, and yet can I never adopt tlie popular ]>lan of plowing my corn ground in the fall'

I have frequently conversed with the advocates of fall plowing, and the princii>al reasons urged
are: a preventive against the cut-worm, advance with their spring work, and that their teams are
in a better condition to do work in the fall tlian in the spring. The first of these reasons may, in

a measure, be an inducement to some for fall plowing ; but to me it is not, for I never have had much
trouble with the grub. My mode of management is, to plant deeji with the hoe, and not too early

in the season. Tlic advantage I find in jdanting deep is, that if the worm cut off the stalk, it still

grows on without injury, and if planted shallow,' the worm takes it so close to the grain that
it must die. As to t!ie the two other reasons, I think they sliould have little weight, for in

my opinion, teams well wintered, are better able to perform hard wai'k in the spring than they are
in the fall, after a wliole summer's hard work.
My own experience, too, has taught me that ground plowed in the fall, and subjected to the action

of the frosts, lu^avy rains and snows of our wintc>r, will bepome hard and unmanageable the following
spring, and then will require as much labor to get it ]U'o|)erly pulveri/.fd as another plowing; and
tlien my imjiression is, it will not retain moisture as well as spring plowing. Another reason for

spring plowing is, that it can be better done than in the fall, the ground being always in better
order for plowing. I have seen plowing done in the fall that I would not have thanked a man to

have done for nothing, on my farm, in consequence of the ground bein too hard.

To prove my jiosition, I hnd, in referring to agricultural worlds, that where there has been an
extraordinary yield, it always has been the product of spring j)luwing. In looking over the Feb-
ruary number of the Farm Journal I find, for raising the premium crop of IGQ bushels per acre,

Mr. Walker plowed in the beginning of May, and planted the last of May.' In the same number
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of the Joicrnal I find, for the next premium crop, Mr. McCrea has given his time for plowing as

some time in March, and tliat very little after culture was necessary to keep down the weeds.

In I he January number of tlie Priarie Fanner of 1847, I find an article signed A. L., which
spealjs t hus of fall plowing for corn : ^'In the place where I live, fall plowing for corn, after repeated
tri iLs, has mostly been abandoned on old land, especielly early fall plowing. I have succeeded best

with t!ie corn crop—taking into account labor and yield—where the planting followed the plowing
as soDi) as possible."

I Rh.tU here say that I fully concur with A. L. in saying that taking into account labor and yiV.ld

he is in favor of spring plowing. I have always found the yield better in spring plowing, and
labor much less in keeping weeds and grass d.owxv.—'-Samuel Munima, in Penn. Farm Journal.

Small vs. Lauge Horses.—The arguments may all be in favor of great size, but the facts are all

tlie other way. Large horses are more liable to stumble, and to be lame, than those of middle size.

They are elumsey, and cannot fill themselves so quick.

Overgrown animak, of all descriptions, are less useful in most kinds of business, and lefs hardy
than those of a smaller size. If theory is to be resorted to in order to determine such questions, we
suggest to the lovers of overgrown animals, the following: Tlie largest of any class is an unnatural
growl }i. They have risen above the usual mark, and it costs more to keep them in that position,

than it would were they more on a level witli their species.

" FoHow nature," is a rule nut to be forgotten by farmers. Large men are not the best for busi-

ness. Large cows are not the best for milk. Large oxen are not the best for traveling. Large
hogs are not the hogs that fatten best, and large hens are not the hens to lay eggs.

Extremes are to be avoided. We want well formed animals, rather than such as have heavy large
bouLS. Odd as- it may seem to the theorist, short legged animals invariably prove to be better
travelers than any. Short leg'jrcd soldiei's are better on a march, and the officers say they endure
hard8hi;j8 longer than those of longer limbs.

Oil choosing a horse, take cire by all means that his hind legs are short If they are long, and
sp'i^ apart like a pair of dividers, never inquire the price of the horse dealer; run for you life, and
make no offer lest you be taken up.

Horses that are snug built are not always fast travelers. It is no easy matter to select a horse thn.t

is perfect in all points. Snug and tough horses are not fast on the road. The fastest trotters are
not always made for very hard services.

—

New England Farmer.

Broom Corn.—From the tenth to the twentieth of May is the right time for planting this crop.

Select the piece of ground most free from weeds, and prq^»are it as for Indian Corn ; that is, plow
it deep and mellow, and harrow smooth. The best soil is a true loam. The best manure, a rich

compost, ]ilowed or harrowed in.

Mark off tlie rows three and a half feet apart with a chain, or some other contrivance that v. ill

only make a mark on the surface, as the seed should not be buried deep, or placed in tlie bottom
of a furrow.

Pfparing the. seed.—It is the practice with the best broora corn growers, to pound the seed with

a club until the hulls are broken off, when the chaff is winnowed out.

Proving the seed.—By putting a handful in moist earth, kept warm, until it sprouts, is a very good
plan. If it all sprouts, be careful in planting not to get too much in the drill.

The stalks should stand about four or five inches apart. Some prefer it in hills, of four to six

stalks, twenty inches apart. If too much seed is planted, you will have a task to thin it out. As
soon as the rows can be seen, run the cultivator between, so as to cut very close to the corn, as it

is important to keep down the grass. Tlie great task is in the first hoeing.

—

Kew York^Agricultor.

Buggy Peas.—^In this and many other sections of the State, we are troubled with buggy peas. A
few years ago, I sowed a field of peas, in part with seed of the previous year, and in part with
seed two years old. They were of the same kind, and sown the same day, and were sown along side

of each other. The product of the new peas was very buggy, while in that from the old I scarcely

found a bug. The next year, I h-id no old seed, and used seed of the previous year. The resujt

was, a crop of buggy peas. I kept some of the seed over the second winter, and sowed it the third

year. Tlie result a good crop, almost entirely free from bugs, while fresh seed the same season,

produced very buggy peas as before.

—

0. F. Marshall, in Country Gentleman.

iV

Sowing Oats among Corn for Cut "Worms.—T have seen it stated in agricultural papers, perhaps
more than once, that sowing oats on sod ground, just before planting it in corn, would prevent the

worm-i from cutting it, as they would feed on the oats, leaving the corn unmolested. Last spring I

tried the experiment, and the result was, that the corn was nearly all eat up, and the oats left,

sei'mingly, hardly cut at all. The truth i^ the troublesome gentlemen ))refer corn to any thing else,

and will have it when they can find it. I also found it quite difficult to eradicate the oati from
among the little corn which was left.

—

R. T. Reed, in ImUana Farmer.
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CARRIAGE-HOUSE AND STABLE.

One of oiu' correspondents suggests that as we have given various ground plans for

barns and stables, that we should give a plan for a stable and carriage-house— one

that shall be an ornament to the grounds, instead of an eye-sore, and at the same time

answer well the purposes for which such a building is needed. We therefore copy an

article from the Horticulturist^ with illustrations, which will perhaps come as near what

our correspondent wishes as anything we could give

:

" This stable is intended to produce a picturesque effect externally, and to contain

internally all the convenience demanded in a building of this class. The central por-

tion contains the car- o s o lo
I 1 1 FFPT

riage-house, with space

for four vehicles, and a

harness-room at the

end of it. On one side

of this is the stable—
the stalls b\ feet wide,

with racks supplied

with hay through wells,

over each rack, in the

floor of the hay-loft

above. A flight of

stairs leads from the

end of the stable to

the hay-loft. above, and
is placed here, (and

not in the carriage-

house, as we frequent-

ly see it,) in order to

prevent any dust from ouound i-lax.

the hay-loft from finding its way into the carriage-house. Ou the other side of the

carriage-house are a tool-house and a work-shop

tT~l"
^

'•^A
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All the doors in this stable slide upon iron rollers running upon a piece of plain bar

iron above the door. These iron rollers are attached firmly to the door by iron straps

;

and the door, being thus suspended, not only runs much more easily and freely than if

the track were at the bottom, as is usually the case, but the track is not liable to get

clogged by dust or other matters falling upon the floor. Besides this, a sliding door in

a stable, when opened, gives the largest possible egress in a given space, and can never

stand in the way to the injury of horses or carriages

passing in or out on either side.

The high roof of this building gives a good deal

of room in the hay loft, and the ventilation on the

top keeps this space cool and airy at all seasons.

The whole is built of wood, the vertical boarding

battened in the ordinary manner."

The plan is excellent for the place for Avhich it

was designed— a suburban residence— though the

farmer may think it altogether too limited and too

expensive for his purpose.

We have just received plans of fi barn to be

erected at Great Barrington, Mass., for Daviu

Leavitt, Esq. It is to be called " Cascade Barn^''

and was designed by J. Wilkinson, late principal

of the Mount Airy Agricultural Institute, Penn.

The estimated cost is $10,000. The material of

the building is to be wood, except the lower story

on both sides and the second story on one side,

which is to be stone. There is a mill stream run-

ning through the farm, and the buildings will be so

arranged that all the machinery can be worked by

an over-shot water wheel of twenty horse-power,

placed in the basement. Being on a side-hill, the

building is so arranged that there is a carriage

drive into each of the three stories.

African Wheat.—We have received from Mr.

Adam S. Killman, Pelham, C. W., sixty-nine heads

of African wheat, said to have been all produced

from one grain. The ears are rather small, but

well filled. The accompanying engraving, taken

from one of the sixty-nine ears sent us, will give an

idea of the distinctive character of this variety.

We are not sufliciently acquainted with the wheat

to recommend it to our readers as a superior article.

We believe that it is grown to some extent in the

township of Pelham, and gives great satisfaction.

Mr. PtOBERT G. Killman obtained the first prize for

the best two bushels of clean wheat, at the Pelham
show ; it was African wheat, and weighed 654- lbs.

per bushel. Mr. Killman has experimented con-

siderably in raising new varieties of wheat. He
once obtained ninety-six bushels of white wheat

from one head in three years. He thinks the

African wheat the best he ever saw. ArRICAN WHEAT.

CU^ ^^,
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CONDUCTED BY P. BAKRY.
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* MANAGEMENT OF ORCHARDS.

The management of orchards is a matter of no trivial importance to this country at

the present time. Thousands of acres of the best land are planted with fruit trees, and

a large amount of capital has been expended in their purchase and planting, and whether

this land has been rightly appropriated, -and this money judiciously expended, depends

entirely upon future management. Many people have embarked in this as in o-ther

pursuits, with spirit and enthusiasm. They prepare their ground, plant their trees, take

good care of them probably for a year or two, until their enthusiasm begins to cool,

when some new hobby i* taken up, and the orchard is lost sight of, probably "seeded

down," and left to take care of itself with the occasional assistance of cattle, sheep, or

hogs, that may be turned in to pasture among them. Thus "seeded down," and crop-

ped, and bruised, and barked by animals, starved for the want of suitable and sufficient

nutriment, the trees become stunted, mossy, covered with insects, and, in short, a

nuisance.

This is the actual history of many an orchard we know of this day, and thousands

and tens of thousands of dollars have been lost to hard-working, economical farmers,

and to the countr}^, by this very system, if we may so call it. Gardens are managed

not unfrequently in the same way. A great many impulsive sort of people rush into

fruit culture and gardening this season with all the enthusiasm of devotees—one would

suppose, to hear them talk, that gardening would occupy their attention largely to the

end of their lives; but next season we will find- them with not a thought of gardening,

all the improvements and expenditures of last year neglected and lost. Need we caution

people against such folly ? We fear we need, and yet every year we can see a

greater degree of prudence manifested in the matter—plans better matured and having

more the appearance of reality and permanence. These spasmodic efibrts will gradually

disappear as people become better informed and enter upon improvements with more

correct views and prospects.

But to return to orchards, to which we propose to confine our present remarks We
must beg of cultivators not to entertain for a single moment the ruinous practice of

"seeding down." If you think you cannot afford it, or that it will not pay to give your

orchards good clean culture until they have at least attained a full bearing condition,

dig them up and burn them, and convert your land at once and completely into corn

fields or pastures, as it may seem fit. You may rely upon it, that you cannot have a

more unprofitable or discreditable piece of property than a starved, neglected fruit tree.

Uow is it possible that a young tree can thrive in a pasture or tough sod ? The young

roots near the surface of the ground that are really the most important as furnishing

the better portion of the food of the tree, are robbed by the grass and weeds, and die

out, leaving the tree to find its entire support through the deep roots that are bedded

in the poor, cold subsoil. In such a situation, a tree immediately looses its vigor. It

begins to look feeble, old and knarly, fungi and insects take possession of it, and there

it ends.

It is surprizing to people who have not observed very closely the results of various

modes of culture upon trees, how soon young trees show the intluence of plants growing

around or near their roots. A few years ago, in an economical mood, we sowed carrots

between some rows of young apple trees. The rows were 3^ feet apart, and we sowed . I
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only one row of carrots in the space—the ground, too, was kept clean all summer, and
yet we lost the season's growth of the trees, and got a poor crop of carrots. Other

trees of the same age, in the same soil, without caiTots, were twice as large in the

autumn. That ended our carrot culture among trees. When an orchard is cropped,

the greatest care should be taken to give the tree ample room. If the nutriment be

drained from around the roots by the rapid growth of annual crops, or if the tops be

excluded from the free circulation of the air and Mfcj^A&ed to the sun, the result will be

a feeble, sickly growth.

A multitude of planters do not seem to appreciate the value of a tree. We know
men who raise fine field crops, who would, indeed, be ashamed of a poor one, and who
would no more be seen riding behind a lean, long haired, filthy horse, than they would

be caught picking pockets, and yet their trees are as disgraceful to them as the leanest

horse would be. A tree is a living body, requiring food and care as much as an animal,

and even more, for it has not the advantage of locomotion. It is confined to a narrow

spot, and if its food is not found, then it cannot seek it elsewhere, and it must perish.

We have at hand a very sensible communication touching this subject, which we append

to these remarks, and we beg the special attention of tree planters to its contents :

"Permit me to say a few words iipon a subject in relation to -which farmers, in general, seem to be
either strangely careless or willfully ignorant and blind : I allude to the very common practice of
" scedinr/ down" orcliards to clover.

My attention was first called to this subject by an experienced farmer and orchardist, some twenty
years since, while examining the defects of my own orchard, on a farm then recently pnrcliased in

Genesee county. Tlie orchard, thougli young and grafted, was at the time exhibiting strong symptoms
of decay. Tlie trees had been " set out" some eight or ten years previously, on a strong loamy soil

—had been manured some two or tlii'ce times from the barnyard, and by the process of grafting nfier

setting had been pretty well trimmed
;
yet the trunks and limbs of the trees bad nearly all become

very rough and scabby, and nearly encased in a covering of " tree lice ;" the leaves were small and
yellow, and constantly falling during all tlie summer, and there were scarcely apples enough even at

that time grown, to furnish a sample to each tree ; and all that were grown, were much under size,

knotty and scabby, and quite deficient in flavor.

On inquiring the cause, I was told by my friend, that beyond a doubt, all these defects had been
the result of " seeding" the orchard down to clover, which had been done by my predecessor some
few years previous ; the roots of the clover plants striking deep into the earth, having deprived the

trees of that nutriment which they required to promote a healthy and vigorous growth.

The " remedy" pi'escribed was, to plow the ground thoroughly, though not deep, manure and till

the soil constantly, and under the tops and spreading branches to throw a liberal dressincf every

year or two of leached ashes, lime and chips, or dooryard manure—then scraping and scouring the

trunks and branches asfiir as practicable, and washing with a strong lye of wood ashes, and then adding

a good coat of whitewash, composed of lime and wood ashes, laid on either with brush or broom, or

by any other convenient method.
This process then, and subsequently practiced in many other cases under my own personal direc-

tion and observation, produced a result entirely satisfactory and highly gratifying—restoring the

trees to a healthy, vigorous growth, full, and, generally, to uniform bcarinq of perfect fruit ; and
my most sanguine desires in relation to this subject will have been fully gratified if those, or a por-

tion only, possessing fruit orchards, will but put this theoiy to a practical test by but one well con-

ducted experiment.

Did time and space permit, while upon this subject, I would gladly call the attention of every

man possessing energj' and enterprise to set out a single fruit tree, to the importance of a liberal -use

of lime as a manure or stimulant, when applied directly to the roots of 7nosl kinds of the apple (near,

though not in immediate contact with the body—say two feet distant,) and well worked into the

soil, either by the hoe or light plowing, thereby producing not only larger and much more peifeet

fruit, but in many instances, (contrary to the apparently natural habits of the variety,) inducing

uniform annual bearing.

A renewal of the dressing of lime once in four to six years, and from four to eight quarts of lime

to each tree, will probably be found sufficient in most cases, especially on light and warm soils.

A HoosiER."

A Pbacticai, Treatise ok the CtrLTirEE and TREATMEira of tiie Gkapb Vine. By J. Fisk Allen.

The third edition of this work, enlarged and revised, has just been issued by 0. M. Saxton,

of New York, the well known, enterprising agricultural book publisher. It is a useful and

much needed book, and especially at this time, when Grape culture is attracting so mmch

g^=
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attention and inquiry. Mr. Allen is a practical and eminently suocessful Grape grower

himself, and therefore well fitted to prepare a work on the subject on which people may
rely with safety. The construction of graperies, the preparation of borders, the propagation

and management of vines at all seasons and under all circumstances, the selection of vari-

eties, and the treatment of diseases, are all discussed with great care and minuteness. We
are given not only the experience of the author, but of the most successful growers of

Grapes both at home and abroad. If the book be at all faulty, it is in its profuseness

of extracts; but these are subjects on which we cannot know too much.

This edition does not differ materially from the previous one, except in its appearance,

which we regret to say ia not so good. The new matter consists principally of a chapter

on the Culture of the Grape in Florida, by Hon. A. G. Semmes ; a chapter from Dr. Under-

niLL, on the Vineyard Culture of the Isabella ; and notices of some new varieties of Grapes,

the most important of which are some hybrids produced by Mr. Amos "W. Stetson, of East

Braintree, Mass., and our correspondent. Dr. "W. W. Valk, of Flushing, L. I. We observe,

too, that some alterations are made in the special lists of varieties, and especially that for a

retarding house. This, difterence will be seen by comparing the foUoAving lists

:

5 Vines Black Hamburg, in-

cluding Wilmot's new Black
Hamburg.

2 Muscat of Alexandria.

2 Ziiifindal.

p Black Lombardy.
2 Charlesworth Tokey.

3 Wortley Hall Seedling.

6 Vines Black Hamburg, in-

cluding New Black Ham-
burg, Victoria Black, and
No. 16 Black Hamburg.

2 Muscat of Alexandria.

1 Zinfindal.

6 Black Lombardy.
3 Wortley Hall Seedling.

SECOND EDITION.

2 Poi-tien Noir.

3 Tottenham Park Muscat.

1 Syrian.

1 Red Chasselas.

1 Black Prince.

5 Old St. Peters.

1 Black Frontignan.

THIRD EDITION.

3 Portien Noir.

1 Tottenham Park
3 Syrian.

1 Black Damascus.
1 Black Prince.

1 Old Black St. Peters.

1 Common Hall Muscat.

1 Wliite Hamburcr.

1 Common Hall Muscat.

1 Bordelairs.

1 Eschplata Muscat.

1 White Nice.

1 Red Lombardy.
1 Queen of Nice.

1 Josling's St. Albans.*

1 Eseholata ^Muscat.

1 White Nice.

1 Red Lomliardy.

1 Queen of Nice.

1 Bowker.
1 Bishop.

1 Black Portugal, or Farrar.

1 Prince Albert.

m
(if

a Concise and Direct Treatise on the Cultivatl.-,n of
By WiLUAja Choelton, Gardener to J. C. Green,

Tins Cold Gkapep.t: From direct American Practice. Bcinc

the Exotic Grape Vine under Glass, -without Artificial Heat.

Esq., Staten Island, N. Y.

In another place we notice the issue of a new edition of Allen's Treatise on the Grape^

and here we have another touching the same subject. Mr. Chorlton's, however, differs

from Mr. Allen's in this, that instead of treating of Grape Culture in general, it is devoted

exclusively to the Cold Grapery. He makes this a "speciality," and what he has written

is based upon his own very successful practice. The Avhole subject—construction of houses,

preparation of borders, planting, selection of varieties, pruning, training, &c.—is treated in

a plain, simple manner, giving a great amount of information at a small expense both of

money and reading. We commend the perusal of this treatise to all Avho desire informa-

tion on this subject.

Mr. Barry : At the last exhibition of fruit by the Genesee A^alloy Horticultural Society, I

witnessed a most barefaced imposition. There was a display of apples made by certain

individuals wlio have not an apple tree bearing fruit on their premises. Now, if I understand

])lain English, I read in the rules and regulations, "All articles entered for competition iinist

be grown by the competitor, and bear his own name." The above has happened more than
once, and passed unnoticed. A Fruit Grower.—liochcster, V. Y.

[It is very true what our correspondent "Fruit Grower" says. The rule alluded to does

exist, and is a very proper and necessary one. We hope, hereafter, when persons cxlubit

fruits not of their own growth, they will so designate them. The fruit committee must look

to it.—Ed.]
* This proves sjTionyinoug with C^Kiamlds Mmqute.

€^- f3̂
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Altar's €Mt.

LiEBiG's Complete Wouks on Chemistet. Published by

T. B. Peterson : PhUadelphia.

The complete works of the great Liebig!—

What a treasure ! A library of chemistry in them-

selves ! Every intelligent farmer's son must de-

sire to possess them. Here they are, then, bound

neatly in one volune for $1,50.

There is, however, in the publication of this

volume a species of charlatanry that we feel

bound to mention. They profess to be "from

the last London edition, much improved," and

in carrying out this idea the publisher has seen

fit to alter the dates of the author's introduc-

tion and the English editor's preface. Thus

the introduction to "Chemistry in its application

to Phvsiology and Pathology" is dated Giessen,

Sept. 1. 1852, and the preface is dated Primrose,

Nov. 22, 1852. They are both precisely the

same as 'those dated in the old editions, Giessen,

Sept. 1, 1840, and Primrose, Nov. 22, 1841. And

so it is in all the other works, the month and the

day of the month are the same as in the old

stereotyped editions, but the year is changed in

every case to 1852.

The familiar letters are dated August, 1852. On

examining them, we found that they were the

old celebrated sixteen letters, published some ten

years ago. The last edition of these letters, pub-

lished in Louden in 1851, contains nine additional

letters, with many other alterations, corrections,

<frc., embodying "the results of Liebig's re-

searches during the last few years in agricultural

and physiological chemistry."

ments : yet it contains much that is new to the

great mass of agriculturists, and which it would

be to their interest to know. For this reason we

«i&h the Progressive Farmer an extensive circula-

Dn, feeling assured that he will do much good,

even though he should teach a little that is doubt-

ful in science and heteradox in practice.

The Peogkessive Farsieb. By J. A. Nash, Principal of

Mount Pleasant Institute, Instructor of Agriculture m
Amherst CoUege. &c. Published by C. M. Saxton : New
York: 1853

A scientific treatise on agricultural chemistry,

the geology of agriculture, on plants, animals,

manures, and soils, applied to practical agricul-

ture, of 254 pages, cannot be expected to go very

profoundly into each subject. Such a work, how-

ever, might give us some of the most important

facts in each of the series, and their relation to

practical agriculture. The author of the Pro-

gressive Farmer has attempted the task, and so far

as we can judge from a brief examination, he has

happily succeeded.

One feature of the work is eminently charac-

teristic of this book-making age—it contains little,

if anything, that is new. It embodies no new

facts, nor details the results of recent experi-

Peinciples ok Botant, as Exemplified in the Cryptogamia.

By Harland Coultas.

The subject of this little manual is well indica-

ted by its title, and the author we think has

successfully illustrated the laws of vegetable

growth and reproduction, by tracing these phe-

nomena in the lowest orders of the vegetable

kingdom. Published by Lindsay & Blakiston>

Philadelphia. For sale by D. M. Dewey, Roch-

ester, N. Y.
^

The New York State Fair will be held w
Saratoga Springs September 20, 21, 22 and 23,

1853. "We are indebted to the Secretary, B. P.

Johnson, Esq., for a list of premiums, regulations,

(fee. One of the requirements from poultry ex-

hibitors we donot fully understand

:

"The lot of poultry from which that on exhibition is

taken, must consist of not less than one hundred."

Is it intended that each competitor for the pre-

mium on Dorking, Spanish, Shanghffi, Bantams,

tfec, (fee, must have at home a lot of not less than

one hundred of each particular breed from which

the lot was taken? Or does it mean that the ag-

gregate number of all the different breeds together

must be at least one hundred ? Or can a gentle-

man, having but one rooster and two hens of the

improved breeds, receive a premium for them if

he has one hundi-ed of the ccmmion breed at

home?
* •

CoL. Sherwood's Sale of Short-horned cattle,

&c., will take place at Auburn, N. Y., on the 8th

of June next. See advertisement^ which was ac-

cidentally omitted in our April number. Mr.

Sherwood's farm is about one mile from the rail-

way station. The sale wiU commence at 10

o'clock A. M.

The New York "World's Fair."—Vfe under-

stand that the Agricultural Department of this

Fair is to be under the supervision of B. P. John-

son, Esq., of Albany, and that the Mechanical

Department is to be entrusted to Mr. Joseph E.

Holmes, of South Hadley, Mass.

a
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Flower Seeds.—Our imported flower seed has

only jusi arrived, having made an extraordinary

long passage. We were, therefore, unable to send

out our packages as early as we desired. All ap-

plicants will receive them within a few days after

the receipt of this number. We shall resume our

articles on annuals and their cultivation, in our

next i

Lengto of Clover Roots.—Caleb K. Hobbie,

Esq., of Irondequoit, N. Y., has just shown us a

root of red clover (probably of the small variety,)

that was 5 feet 10 inches long. It was taken

from a sandy loam, and grew perpendicularly in

the ground. Friend IIobbie objects to the asser-

tion in our article on the management of sandy

soils in March number, "But the time will come,

and that soon, on sandy soils, when good crops

of clover can no longer be grown." He tliinks

that by using plaster we shall always be able to

raise good crops of clover. Mr. H. is a very in-

telligent, observing farmer, and it would give us

nrWh pleasure to receive an article on this sub-

ject from lus pen.

Mules and Jacks.—Mr. Wm. T). Osburn, of Port

Byron, N. Y., and his neighbors, wish to purchase

eight or ten teams of mules, and also a first rate

jack. They desire to learn the price of this kind

of stock. Any readers in Ohio, Kentucky, or

Tennessee, who deal in mules, will be likely to

find Mr. 0. a good customer, and can address him

on the subject.

Thomas Gnn'-FiTn, West Newton, Allen Co.,

Ohio, writes us that a good wagon maker could

not fail to make himself Avealthy, at West New-
ton, in a few years.

ASSAFCETIDA A PREVENTIVE OF THE SxRIPED YeL-

Low Bug.—For the benefit of your numerous

readers, I say put a piece of Assafcetida about the

size of a pea in each hill of cucumbers, and they

will not be troubled Avith the Striped Yellow

Bug. So says one who has tried it effectually.

L.—Logansport.

Back Volumes.—Owing to the great demand
for back volumes, we have run completely out.

We are, however, having deficient numbers re-

printed, and shall soon have them bound. Many
of our friends who have remitted the money for

them are doubtless anxious to get them. Wo
trust to exercise their patience but a short time

longer. Tlie jiostage on the bound volumes, pre-

paid, is 20 cents ; not pre-paid, 40 cents.

inquiries anii ^nsuicr0.

Sheep Eating Wool.—A subscriber wishes to

know the reason why some Merino sheep pull

out their wool with their teeth. The irritation

of ticks, or any cutaneous affection, may cause

sheep to bite and pull their wool ; and from sheer

^abit, tliey sometimes pull the wool from each

"ther ; or they act from the impulse that impels

neat cattle to lick one another. Whatever will

cure the scab and destroy insects, will be likely

to prevent the evil. Feed your slieep pounded

roll brimstone, or sixlphur, with their salt, and it

will drive off all ticks and lice, and probably cure

tlie rnalady.

(Richard McCurdy.) We know of no thorough

bred Leicester or Byfield hogs in this neighbor-

hood. You forgot to give your place of residence.

(D. S. Umberuouse.) It is not necessary to soak

Osage Orange seed all winter previous to plant-

ing.

In some situations Lucerne would be more

profitable than Timothy. It could not, however,

be substituted for Timothy on avated farms, as it

does not attain its full growth till the third year.

Clover, and the natural meadow grasses, are

often cut three times for hay in England, especi-

ally when irrigated. We see no reason why you

could not obtain as large a produce under similai

circumstances.

(Stephen' Landon, Eden Center, N. Y.) The

weight of the Farmer necessarily varies consider-

ably. Sometimes it weighs over one and a half

ounces, yet the average weight, when dried, is not

one and a half ounces, so that the postage in New
York State should be only three cents per an-

num ; and to any part of the United States, six

cents per annum.

(E. T., Jr., Wilmington, Del.) Palmer & Wil-

liams' Self-Raking Reaper is manufactured by J.

Ganson &, Co., Brockport, N. Y.

Mr. T. J. F., of Tecumseh, Mich., is informed

that Dr. Lee is no longer the Corresponding Sec-

retary of the U. S. Agiicultural Society, and tliat

none other than the first number of its journal

lias, to his knowledge, been published. Dr. L.

labored two years and wrote more than 800 let-

ters with his own pen in favor of a truly national

organization for the promotion of agriculture, be-

fore the Society in question was established. But

no sooner had he issued the first number of tiic

journal than a successful combination was formed

to take it out of his hands and supervision. Had
our judgdment been consulted in the matter,

every nmnber of the contemplated work would

have been promj^tly and regularly issued, as new

^:
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type was purchased expressly to print it, (and

purchased not at the expense of the Society,) and

an arrangement was also made to stereotype each

number of the journal and print it, for which the

Society has abundant means. What direction

its affairs will take hereafter we know not.

Oil Cake.—Does the manner of preparing lin8ee<i for fat-

tening (Mttle, as given in the March number of the i'^i/r-

tner, apply to the oil cake or moal, as well as to the seed.

How sliould the meal be prepared for feeding youii;: calves,

and what should be their daily allowance V E. W. W.

—

Iluron, Ohio.

In feeding oil cake to sheep it should not be

ground fine, but merely broken in half inch

lumps, as sheep like something hard to nibble,

and oftentimes will not eat the meal. One pound

per day is a liberal allowance for fattening sheep

;

for fattening cattle it is often only roughly bro-

ken, as recommended for sheep, but it is prefera-

ble to reduce it to a fine meal and mix it with

cut hay or straw moistened so that it will adhere

to it. Four pounds per day with cut hay, or

seven to nine pounds with cut coiui-stalks or

straw, is a good allowance.

We have often used oil cake for rearing calves,

with advantage, but do not recollect the quantity

given per day. The oil cake meal should be gently

boiled in water till it will gelatinise on cooling.

A little of the jelly should be added to the warm
skim milk fed to the calves. A quantity of jelly

corresponding to about three ounces of meal, and

increased with the age of the calf, we should

think would be sufficient per diem.

Lead Pipe—Plastke in Winter.—I contemplate conduct-
ing water from a well about ten feet in depth about fifteen

rods, in order to have a permanent supply in my barn-yard.
There is sufficient descent, though quite gradual, and I am
somewhat at a loss to decide what pipe to use. My prefer-

ence would be to use lead^ipe laid in syphon form, and
thus save the labor of digging a ditch ; but have some mis-
givings on account of a want of any definite knowledge on
the subject I solicit information, through the columns of

your excellent journal, whether, for practical permanent
purposes, I shall use half inch lead pipe (as larger is quite
expensive) in syphon form, or sink the ditch to about the
depth of the well and use cement pipe or pump logs.

Would we get the same benefit from our plaster if we
should strew it upon the land in winter as we do if sown in

the spring V S. Ooffin.—Nimda, N. Y.

If the supply of water from the well is certain

to equal all that can run in the lead pipe in the

dryest times, the syphon plan is safe and cheap-

est ; but if the pipe should draw air ir>stead of

water, (as it would when the well failed to meet

the demand upon it,) the apparatus would be

worthless for the time being. It might be charged

anew and made to operate so long as there was

no lack of water. The volume of the stream that

runs into the well or spring should a little ex-

ceed that to be delivered by the pipe.

It is a little better to sow plaster as the grass

begins to grow, than at an earlier period, because

a fraction of it will often be washed into ditches,

or rills, or dissolved in surface water, if applied

in the winter on snow.

Pea Straw.—Many of your readers in this v icinity are
anxious to hear from you again respecting the utility of pea
straw as a feed for cattle. They are not satisfied that it can
contain so much nourlsdment as set forth in the September
inumber, I think. M. OAMrBELL.

—

Kirkwall, O. W.

On reference to our article on "Peas, and Pork

making," in September number, we could find

nothing in reference to pea straw, and do not

recollect having written anything about its nutri-

tious qualities. We would here say, however,

that pea straw contains more nutritious matter

than either wheat oi" oat straw. The reason it is

so seldom turned to good use in feeding cattle is,

that it is somewhat difficult to cure properly. It

is usually full of dust and mouldy, and is so shat-

tered in threshing that cattle will scarcely eat it.

Nevertheless, if properly cured, pea straw makes

first rate fodder.

Applytng Manitre.—I have a meadow somewhat worn
with plowing which I want to manure. Would it be best

to put the manure on green this spring, or let it rot in the

heap until fall? The manure is the droppings of eight

cows, twelve sheep, one horse, and forty-five hens, mixed
promiscuously. The meadow is a dry gravelly loam.

Makcellus Palmer.—Centremlle, N. Y.

We should prefer to apply it very early in the

spring to any other time. We should ]
refer the

fall rather than late in the spring, with the risk

of dry weather setting in.

JIiLK OP Native and other Breeds op Catti.b, &c.—
Will you, or some of your numemus correspondents, state

what is the average quantity of milk our native cows give

in a year, say five, ten, fifteen or twenty ; also, the Short-

horn Durham, or any other breed of cows. A great many
people believe that the native cows, on an average, give as

much milk as the Short-horns.
Also, which produces the most butter and cheese from the

same quantity of milk ?

What kind of hay is the best for milch cows in the winter,

Clover, Timothy, or Red Top ?

As the season is approaching for farmers to lay up their

hay for whiter, this last question I wish you would answer,

if neither of the others. J. G. Fanning.—^ato«, Ohio.

Will our correspondents favor us with their

views on these subjects?

Swamp Land.—As I have been a subscriber to

the Genesee Farmer for many years, I, for the

first time, write you in answer to J. K. Taylor's

inquiry in the April number, respecting swamp
lands. I have had some experience, I think, with

the same kind of soil he mentions. If he has got

sterile soil near by, and $1,000 to expend, after

draining, to lay out in hauling the swamp to the

sterile soil, and the sterile soil to the swamp, he

can make good land of both. I have hauled it

on the garden and found beneficial results, and

made soiue satisfactory experiments that it can-

not be made good fanning land. A good crop is

very uncertain after the first. If you could suc-

ceed in burning the soil over every year, you

--^
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raiglit grow winter rye, buckwheat and oats.

I have also ?een a good growth of straw but no
oats ; wheat a total failure ; also difficult to seed

with grass, and, if obtained, only good for one
year. Plow and sow one season, and the next
burn over, is a part of my experience. S. Y.

—

i:ssex Co., N. Y.

MusTAED Seed.—I am anxious to know how I shall go to

work to raise Mustard Seed for table use—the common
brown—as I think it ii profitable crop to engage in, especi-
ally when it will command $4.00 per bushel. I know
nothing about raising it, whether to sow in the spring or
fall, to scatter broadcast or plant in rows. I wish to know
how mucli seed I want per acre, and what kind of soil is

best adapted for its cultivation? I have plenty of clay and
muck land. David Leck.—Plattsburgli, Clin. Co., 'H. Y.

HORTICULTURAL.

(R. T., Taylor, 111.) Osage Okange Hedges.—
Soak the seed twenty-four hours in warm water.

Sow like peas, but thicker, in light, loamy soil.

At the end of the first year the plants will be

eight to twelve inches high, and may be planted

in hedge row.s. Have the soil well prepared and

plant a double row, or two rows a foot apart, and

the plants six inches apart in the rows, the plants

in one row being opposite the spaces in the other.

Keep the ground clean and mellow for the first

two or three years, and shear the hedge twice a

year to make it thick at the bottom.

(D. A., Oneco, 111.) Quince Stocks.—You can

procure them at any of the nurseries here. A
small parcel can best be sent by express.

(P. B., Sennett.) Osage Orange and Buckthorn

seeds should be sowed immediately ; any time in

the month of May will do. Soak a day in warm
water before planting. The Osage Orange in

particidar needs this.

(Mrs. F. B., Canandaigua.) You can get the

Rose-colored Wcigclia at the nurseries hei-e. Price

three or four shillings each.

The Mallow can soon be eradicated. Hoe and

destroy as fast as they appear, and if in a place

where no crop is growing, sprinkle freely with

salt or brine.

(C. B., Rochester, la.) "VVe are much obliged

for the information respecting the Bcnoni Hose

pear. Will be glad to see the fruit, if to be liad

this coming season.

(J. II. A.) The Northern Spy will no doubt

succeed well grafted on seedlings si.x or eight

feet higli, if this mode be necessary. Here we

prefer low working.

C. J. M., Frankfort, la., wishes to know the

most effectual mode of guarding against rabbits

in orchards. "We have heard of a wash made of

milk and soot, put on the tree two feet or so from

the ground, being effectual ; but a little thorny

Webrush tied on answers, a good purpose,

should prefer it to " straw bandages."

(A Subscriber.) We would not advise the use

of plum suckers for stocks, and especially if in

any degree affected with the black knot. This

disease seems to pervade the whole system.

Bending Branches to produce Fruitfulness.—
Do it at any time. A branch must be bent du-

ring all of one growing season to make it become

fruitful. It is not safe .to bend lower branches

much to form pyramids, as it weakens them.

Fire Blight.—We can not say that pears on

quince are less liable to it than standards. Wo
kmjw of no reason why it should be so.

"Where I cut grafts from my young trees in the orchard,
in March last, and then trimmed them smooth to the body,
the sap oozed out all summer causing the bark of the trees
to all turn black. Can you tell me the cause of it ? I had
laid it to trimming too smooth at the wrong season; but I

noticed in the last number of the Farmer^s Companion,
that tliey recommended pruning this month and paring
smooth. My short experience proves that smooth pruning
in this month, is injurious. Please give your views in the
next number of the Genesee Farmer. Wm. J. B.

—

Grand
Ilupids, Mich.

We have never observed anything of the kind.

It might occur from pruning, in the case of stone

fruits. These should not be pi'uned at the moment
when the buds are swelling, but rather earlier,

or later, when the leaves have expanded.

Apple Trees injured in Winter.—I will reply

in a word to J. A. N., Mercer Co., Pa., page 37.

My young trees last winter, and especially in the

nursery rows, where I did not take the precati-

tion to remove the cause, suffered much in the

same way. I think it is caused by snow falling,

then rain, and then a severe freeze, which neces-

sarily contracts the bark of the young trees ; then

there being so much weight accumulated on the

surface that the snow below settles, and as it set-

tles the ice around the tree sometimes produces

a rupture upon the surface of the bark. I took

the trouble last winter to break the crust in some
I)arts of my nursery with good effect. A light

coat of grafting wax applied in season to the

wound is of great service to keep the tree from
drying up till the sap begins to circulate; but if

you had no crust, or if your trees are large and
old, it is probably tho result of some other cause.

J. D. C—Locke, N. Y.

Osage Orange.—I have of late seen some in-

quires made about Osage Orange, as to its liardi-

ness and growth in our climate, in reference to

its being used for hedges. L will give you my
experience in as few words ns may be.

In the spring of 1819 I planted a small lot of

tlie seed, and being rather "green" in the matter,

but very few of them come up; those tliat did,

grew aliout twelve inches; and in the fall, lest

tlu'y should be injured by the frost, I covered

the roots with dry leaves, covering them slightly

^
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with earth to prevent them from being blo-wn

about by the wind. The next season they grew
four feet, (the young wood died down to where
it was covered). The next that I planted I soak-

ed in warm water nine days ; I then mixed them
with a small quantity of rich earth, and kept

them in a moderately warm and shady place un-

till about the 20th of May, and almost every seed

came up. In the fall I did not cover them up,

and the next season they grew only about two

feet—only half as much as those that were pro-

tected the season previous, though planted on the

same ground as those of the year bc-forc. Those

that were two years old were not injured at all

by the frost, though exposed to the hardest win-

ter we have had in fifteen years. There is no
need of protecting them, though I thing a good
hedge can be obtained sooner with than without

it I have one planted, a mixture of Orange and
Honey Locust, which, when in full leaf, is beauti-

ful, and will be proof against any thing that has

not wings. It does the best on high ground,

though it will grow on any ground. Isaac H.
Clock.—Darien Depot, Fairfield county. Conn.

Hofag Kongs

!

THE subscriber offers for sale the present season, Eggs of
the famous Ilong Koilg Fowl. Address, post-paid,

SAM'L McINTOSH,
April, 1S58. Canoga, Seneca Co., N. T.

Eggs for Hatching.
THE subscriber offers for sale during the coming season,
Brahma Pootra, Shanghae, and Black Spanish eggs for

hatching, from as good stock as can be found in America.
THOMAS WEIGHT.

[4-2t] Utica, N. T.

Cochin China Eggs for Sale.
THE subscriber has the best collection of Cochin China
fowls in the State, and, perhaps, in the country—so stated

by tliose who have seen them. They obtained the first pre-
mium at the Monroe County Agricultural Fair last fall. My
stock was obtained from J. Vick, Jr., one of the editors of
the Furmer, and are pure and exceedingly tine.

I will sell eggs from these fowls, nicely packed, and for-

ward by express, or in any way directed, for $4 per dozen.
MILES DECKER,

April, 1853. Rochester, N. Y.

Superphosphate of Lime,
IN BAGS and Barrels, made by C. B. De Burg, with full

directions for use,—warranted a pure and genuine article

—

for sale by GEO. DAVENPORT,
No. 5 Commercial, comer of Chatham street, Boston, Agent
for the manufacturer.

Also, for sale. Ground Bone, Bone Dust, Burnt Bone,
Guano, and Grass Seeds, of reliable quality. [^tf ]

Corn! Corn!

I

SIXTY distinct varieties, including all the kinds exhibited
at the last Fair of tlie American Institute, with names, time
of ripening, mode of culture, &c., &c. ; 8 kernels of each,
making 4SU kernels, will be sent to anv part on the receipt
of One Dollar. Apply to WM. WKDON,

A. Smith's Seed Store, No. 388 Broadway, New York.
May 1. 1853.—It*

Manures

!

Superphosphate of Lime, (Deburgh's), 2J^ to 1% cts. per lb.

Peruvian Guano, 2>^ to 2^^ " «

Bone Dust, Sawings, or Meal, $2.50 per bbl.

Turnings, and i ine Crushed, 2.25 "

Potash, 8K to 4 cts. per lb.

Charcoal, pulverized, $1 per bbl.

Sulphuric Acid, 2 ij^ to 2^ cts. per lb.

Plaster of Paris $1 to 1.25 per bbl.

For sale at the State Agricultural "Warehouse,
LONGETT & GRIFPING,

[4-2t] No. 25 Cliff street. New York.

Clarke's Excelsior Chum!
IS, beyond all (luestion, the best Churn for large dairies.
The two favorjte sizes .ire $7 and $10 each. The latter size
is suitable for from ten to thirty cows—indeed, for any large
dair}-, as 100 lbs. of first rate butter can be produced in it at
three ehurnings, in less than one hour.
Ever}/ Chum sent out is warranted to please.
This new and saleable Churn presents great inducements

to capitalists and manufacturing companies to purchase
State and t'ounty rights.

For full description, recommendations, &c., apply, at any
time, to GEO. B. CLARKE, Patentee,

j^5-*l] LeonardsviUe, Madison Co., N. Y.

Garden and Field Seeds,

FROM the new establishment of VANZANDT & BOW-
DISH, No. 114 State street, Rochester, N. Y., can be pur-
chased of the merchants generally throughout the country,
in papers or packages, on reasonable terms. Also, at the
Agricultural Warehouse of E. D. Hallock, No. 24 Exchange
street, Rochester, N. Y.
The Seed* from this establishment can be relied on as

being of the best quality. They are mostly imported, or
grown for us by the Eastern Shakers, and are warranted
good and true. Full directions for cultivation printed on
each paper and package.

YANZANDT & BOWDISH.
Rochester, May 1, 1853.

Sale of Short Horned Cattle.

I WILL sell by Auction, at my residence, on Wednesday,
8th June next, at 1 o'clock, P. M., about Thirty Thorough
Bred Short Homed Cattle. About twenty of them are
Cows and Heifers, the remainder young Bulls. Nearly
every animal is the produce of the imported Bull " Yokk-
sniREMAu" and 3d " Duke op Cambridge," bred by the
late Thomas Bates, Esq., of Kirkleavington, England, and
" Earl of Seaham" and " Vane Tempest," bred by John
Stephenson, Esq., of Durham, England, and are of his
famous Princess family.

The upset prices of these animals wiU be from $150 to

$300, as to age, &c., &c.
I will also'offer the above named imported Bull, "Vane

Tempest:" his upset price is $1U00.
Terms.—Cash, or satisfactory notes at three months, pay-

able at the Bank of Auburn, with interest
I will also offer for sale at that time a few South Down

Lambs and Suffolk Pigs.

Catalogues are now ready, and may be found with
A. B. Allen, Esq., 89 Water-street, New York.
Sanford Howard, Esq., Cultivator olHce, Boston.
Luther Tucker, Esq., and ) . „
B. P. Johnson, Esq.,

^Albany.

L. F. Allen, Esq., Blade Rock.
M. B. Bateham, Esq., Columbus, Ohio.
W. T. Dennis, Esq., Richmond, Indiana, and with the

subscriber, J. M. SHERWOOD.
Aubum, N. Y., May, 1853—It.

Employment for Young Men.—Book Agency.

D. M. DEWEY, Arcade Hall, Rochester, has, during the
past nine years, empUiyed several hundred young men in
the sale of books, and is now more extensively than ever
engaged in the sale of good and valuable books by travel-

ing agents. The following are a few of the books now
offered

:

Uncle Tom's Cabin, in paper, retail, 38
Sequel to Uncle Tom's Cabin, in paper, retail, 25
Key to Uncle Tom's Cabin, " " 60
Youatt on the Horse, the best work on the Horse, $1 50
Barry's Fruit Garden, the best work on Fruits, 1 25
Life of the Empress Josephine, by Headley, 1 25
Dick Wilson, a new Temperance work, 1 25
The Australian Captain, a book of facts, 1 25
Chemical Field Lectures—Agriculture, 7.5

Bibles, New Travels, Histories, Biographies, Agricultural

Books, Novels, Pamphlets, &c., &c., all of which are put to

agents at the lowest cash prices—and agents are indemni-
fied against loss, A small cash capital of from $15 t;) $30
will be required, and the agent can earn from .$1 to $5 a
dav, depending upon his adaptation to the business.

JJ. B.—Orders for any Book wanted, with the price of the
book enclosed, will be promptly answered by mail, and
the book sent free of postage.

Subscriptions received for all American and Foreign
Periodicils. Address D. M. DEAVEY.
May, 1853. Arcade Hall, Rochester, N. Y.

^
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NEW YOBK STATE AGEICTTLTTJRAL WORKS,
^1' WHEELER, MELICK & CO., ALBANY.. iV. 1'.

IN prcsentiii!; our annual business card to the Farming
Public, we take tlie occasion to express our thanks to for-

mer customers for an increased patronage, which has made
a further extension •f our mauufacturmg facilities neces-

sary.

We are making, for the trade of 1S53, a much larger num-
ber of all articles in our line than we have in any previous

year, and have made several improvements, which will raise

them stUl higher in the public estimation.

As ihe liuiits of an advertisement will not admit of an

explanation of all the advantages of our Machines, and as

most of them are so well known as to need no commenda-
tion, we will make this statement brief, and for more de-

tailed information we refer to our printed Catalogue, which
will be sent by mail, postage free, when requested.

As we give our entire attention to the improving and
manufacturing of Horse Powers, Threshing Machines, and
a few other articles, we feel warranted iji assuring the pub-

lic that they will find each of the following Machines un-

surpassed.

WHEELER'S PATENT RATL WAT CHAIN HORSE
POWERS.

These Powers (represented in the above cut,) are unri-

valled for driving all kinds of Farmers', Planters' and
other Machinery, which admits of being driven by Horse
Power. They are made for either one or two horses, and
their superior merits, in point oi durability, strength and
ease of rnnning, are fuUy established ; while their compact-
ness and simplicity, lightness, and greater length and width
of Treading Floor and Stall, give them advantages over

other Powers, which are highly appreciated by those who
have tried them. Several ''thousands of them are in use,

some of which (made 12 years ago,) have threshed over

100,000 bushels, and though our present Powers are much
improved over the old ones of the same kind, yet the latter

are still good. About 950 of thetn were sold by us and our
agents, the pa.st season, (a larger number than in any pre-

vious year,) thus pro\ing their increasing popularity.

WEELER'S PATENT COMBINED THRESHER AND
WINN'NOWER.

This Machine (also rciircs. nl<d in the out,) is a new in-

vention. It was got out two yciirs ago, after a long series

of experimentH rcsiilling in a macliine wliich perfuniis the

thre« opertitiou.s cf Thr<:'<hiini. Si jiiir<ititig and Winnow.
ing, wilh as imiih ilispatch, and as few liands and h'irscs

as are required t.i lliresli and Mpuriitc 'iily, willi other inn-

chineR, and although designed for so loiu'plicalcd work, it

is a modi^l of simplicity aiid compactness. The entire run-
ning parts are driven" liy the main bells, and one small

band. We have no dcnibt it is the mo-st perfect maehine in

use for Tlireshing and Winnowing. Driven by two hor.ies,

they thresh and cK^an from 150 to 200 bu.shels of wheat, or

twice that quantity of oats per day. We give below letters

from gentlemen, who have the machines in use, showing
the estimation in which they are held, premising that these

two are about an average of over lOU similar letters, which
we can show.

Letter from E. S^i^arthmit, Esq., dated Exeter, Liieerne
county, Pa., March lid, 1353.

Messrs. WnEiaisii, Melick & Co.—Gentlemen : I am
happy to say your Thresher and Winnower far exceeds my
expectation's— it cannot be beat in this section. 1 have
threshed 43 bushels of wheat in 60 minutes by the watch.
It was good clean wheat and short straw, and was taken
to market from the maehine as fast as threshed ; and so it

has been with most of the wheat I have threshed. All that

is free from chess and cockle I can make fit for market as

it comes from the machine. I have threshed 9li bushels of

oats in an hour. I think, on tlie average, of Wheat, 25 to

30, and Oats. 60 to 70 bushels per hour. I have threshed
between 5u00 and 6000 bushels in all since I got the ma-
chine, which was not till the middle of December, and so

late I feared the 4 horse powers and S horse cleaners had
got all the work done, but I soon had plenty. The work-
manship of the machine is the best I over saw.

Yours, &c., £. SwAKxnouT.

Letter from W. C. Nortkrup, Esq., MomUiis, Onondaga
coxwii/ii, N. Y.

Respected Gei^ts : Having tried your Winnower to onr
satisfaction, we are glad to say we like it much. We first

tried it on Soules wheat,, and it worked to a charm ; cleaned
it as well as any Fanning Mill the first time, and threshing
from 20 to 25 busliels jier hour. We then set up at anotlier

barn for oats, and threshed from 50 to CO bushels per hour.
Oats were gooil. It works to a charm in barley ; threshes

as fast as we can put it through the Machine, but have not
tried '\Kper hour. It works well in buckwheat, when dry,

and in timothy. Your Machine is much liked in this place,

both for threshing and sariiig grain, it takes the prefer-

ence of the Eiglit Horse Machines.
Yours, very respectfully, W. C. NoRTiutup.

WHeAeR'S OVERSHOT THRESHER AND SEPA-
RATOR.

This Machine is also our own invention, and has been in

use 13 or 14 years, and its many advantages are apprecia-

ted by otherMan ufiu-tnrern, as well as the Farming Pub-
lic. i)riven by our Double Power, it threshes and separ.-ites

from the straw from 150 to 200 bushels of Wheat, or twice

as much Oats, per day. For the Single or One Horse
Power we make a smaller Thresher and Separator, which
threshes from 75 to llK) bushels of Wheat per day. The
small Maehine is adapted to moderate sized farms, an<i as

the Singh! Power is .sufficient for sawing wood, chuniing,

cutting stidks, straw, &c., and driving almost every kind of

Machine used by Farmers, and is capable, by changing
horses and elevating the Power properly, of threshing

much fasli-r than we stated above, it is a very poi)ular Ma-
chine in some sections.

•^A^



THE GENESEE FARMER,

p^" All our Machines are War^rcMited to give entire

satisfaction, or they may be returned at the expiration of a
reasonable time for trial.

PRICES

:

For Double, or Two Ilorsc Power, Thresher and
Separator, including belts, wrenehea, oil-cans,

complete, $150 00

Double Power alone, including belt, 115 00

Do. withdut belt, 110 00

Double Thresher and Separator, alone, 37 50
Single, or One Horse Power, Thresher and Separa-

tor, including belts, oLl-cans, and wrenches com-
plete, 123 00

Single Power, alone, including belt, S8 00
Do. without belt, 83 00

Single Thresher and Sep;u'ator, alone, 35 00
Clover Hullers, 80 00
Straw and Stalk Cutters, lor Horse Power, 30 00
Circular Saw Mill, with '2-1 inch Saw, 35 00

One Horse Power, without band wheel, 78 00
Churn Gearing, 12 00
Band Wheel, 5 00
Band for Power, 5 00
Double Power, with C<»mbined Thresher and Win-
nower, including belts, wrenches, &c., 285 00

Combined Thresher and Winnower, alone, 120 00

Orders are solicited, and will be prom)5tIy filled. Ad-
dress, WHEELER, MELICK & CO.,

May, 1853. Albany, ^T. Y.

The Subscribers have obtained fVom Messrs. Wheeler'
Melick & Co., of Albany, the exclusive sale in Rochester
and vicinity, and general agency in Western New York,
of their celebrated Agricultural Machines, which we will

sell at their Albany prices, adding transportation.

J. RAPAL.TE & Co.

The Stowell Ever Green Sweet Corn.

A QUANTITY of this new and valuable variety, from
seed raised by Professor J. J. Mapes, LL.D., for sale. Per
bushel, $16; peck, $b; half peck, .$3; quart, $1; sent by
express or mail to any part of the country, on receipt <)f

the money by post. This is beyond all doubt the best and
most prolific kind of Sweet Corn ever grown. No farmer
should be without it. With ordinary care it will repay cost

a hundred times over the first season.

Directions.—A quart of seed wdl plant one-tenth of an
acre, four to fire kernels to the hill. Prepare ground well.

Cultivate like common corn. It may be planted any time
before the middle of -June ; earlier the better.

[From the Working Farmer.]
" We have long been convinced that sweet com would

prove superior as green fodder to any other ; and the only
objection urged against its use has been the smaller yield
per acre compared with other kinds. We are now prepar-
ed to recommend the use of Stowell's evergreen sweet corn
for this purpose. The stalks arc nearly as sweet as those
of sugar-cane, and douhle the quantitx/ can be grown to
the acre, to' that resulting from ordinary sweet corn."'

Another advantage claimed for this corn by Prof. Mapes,
though the subscriber does not endorse it. is, that when de-
sireif, it may be kept green and fi-enh all the year round.

[Professor JIapes, in the " Working Farmer," gives the
following directions for preserving the Stowell Eveir-green
Sweet Corn :]

"The ears should be gathered when fully ripe, and the
husk should be tied at the nose (silk end), to prevent dry-
ing, when it ^cill keep soft: whits and plump for more
than a year, if in a dry and cool place. At the dinner of
the Managers of the Fair of the American Institute, last

year, we presented them with this corn of two successive
years' growth, boiled, and there was no perceptible differ-

ence between the two. This year we sent to the Fair one
stalk containing eight full and fair ears, and could have
sent many hundred stalks of six ears each."
Many other recommendatory notices might be given.
All orders promptly supplied. Address, post-paid, AL-

FRED E. BEACH, White Plains, Westchester Co., N. Y.
May, 1S53.—2t. __^

Superpliosphate of Iitme.

OF the best qu.ility, and various other Fertilizers, for sale
at the lowest prices.

Plows, and all other Farming and Gardening Tools, and
a large assortment of Field and Garden Seeds, of the best
quahty. R. L. ALLEN,
May, 1853—2t. 189 and 191 Water-st., New York.

Albany Agricultural Works, Warehouse & Seedstore.

EMERY & COMPANY, Proprietors,

SOLE manufacturers of the celebrated PEEJiruM " Eutert's

Patent Changeable Railroad Hokse Powek," Threshing
Machines and Separators, &e.,&c., for one and two horses

—

designed for Farm, Plantation or Shop use. Its construc-

tion is such, that it can be applied to the driving of all

kinds of machinery, without additional expense for geering,
&c.. &c. It will be recollected that this Power is the one
which took the first prize at the great trial of the New
yik State Agricultural Society, held at Geneva in July last.

T^ving to the great advance in the price of Iron, we have
found it necessary to advance the prices, to enable us to

manufacture a Power equally good with past seasons,

rather than to use a cheaper material in their construction.

OUR PRICES WILL BE FOK THE SEASON 1853;
"Emery's Patent Changeable Horse Power,"
Thresher, Separator, Bands, &c., for two horses, $153 00

Emerj's Patent Changeable Horse Power, Thresh-
er, Separator, Bands, &c., for one horse 125 00

Common Rack and Pinion Power Thresher, Sepa-
rator,' &c., two horses 140 00

Common Rack and Puiion Power Thresher, Sepa-
rator, one horse, 115 00

Emery's Patent two horse Power alone, 116 00
" " one horse " " S3 00

Common Rack and Pinion, two horse, 105 00
" " " one horse, 75 00

Threshing Machine with Separator and fixtures,

26 inch cvlinder, 37 00
24 inch cylinder, 35 00

Sett of bands for Machine, with extras, &c 5 00
Fanning Mills, fitted for Power $26, 28, 80, 82 00
Portable Circular Saw Mills, with 24 inch circular

saw, filed and set in running order, for wood cut-

ting, kc, 85 00
Extra table and saw for slitting boards and fencing

stuff, and general shop use 7 00
Upright or Felloe Saw, for Wheelrighfs use, 40 00
Cross Cut Saw, arrangements greatly improved to

attach to Power for'cutting logs into any desired

length, in the yard or forest,
.

" 20 00
Churn attachments to Power, for one or more
chums 12 00

Feed Mills, with iron plates 40 00
French Burr Stone Mills, for farm or mill use, $120 to 300 00
Power Corn Sheller, 40 to 55 00
Clover HuUer, from 30 to 100 00

Thanking the public for their past liberal patronage, we
pledge ourselves anew to them, to give them a good article

at a fair price.

Terms—Cash or approved notes or acceptances, with in-

terest, payable within four months, in Albany, New-York,
Boston, Philadelphia or Baltimore, as may best suit the
purchaser.

All articles warranted made of good material, and to ope-
rate as represented, or may be returned within three months
at the expense of the manufacturer for home transporta-

tion, and purchase money refunded. The purchaser being
his own judge in each "case. For further particulars ad-
dress the "subscribers. Liberal deduction to dealers. Local
asents wanted to %v\\ and put the above in operation, &c.
Catalogues, giving full descriplions, furnished on applica-

tion. EMERY & Co..

869,. 371 and 373 Broadwav, Albany, N. Y.
Mav, 1853—It.

Standai'd Pears.

PARSONS & OO., Flushing, near New York, offer for

sale a large assortment of Pear trees upon Pear stock, of

various sizes, including the finest varieties.

Their general Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

Roses, &c. forwarded on application by mail. [4-2t]
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AGKCUITUBAL IMPLEMENT MANTJFACTOEY,
COKNEK OP CAROLINE & THIRD STREET,

JiLFFALO, .V i.

PIttV Patent «<« ptiratoi—Iinn»o\ttl l>""l>Ii Pin-

ion Ilorsi Pot% ei—Pitts' t orn «>» ( ob U131^, &c.

I HEREBY siivt^ II. 'till- tli.at s.ii.o U,o cxlciiMon nf the

patent ritcUt on mv M:ii-linu' for Throshing and Clean mi^

Grain, I liave renKlved to liufTalo, N. Y.. where I have p.r-

manlly located, and erected a lar^e estalMishment for the

future"manul"aeture of the above Machines.

The Separator has been enlarged, improved, and ren-

dered more permanent and durable in all its parts, white

the Horse Power for strength, ease, durability aiA cheap-

ness of repair is not surpassed by any in the United States.

This Power is warranted to stand the full strength of eight

horses—also to give as much effective or useful power when

driven by one or two horses as any other Horse Power,

whether constructed on the endless chain or lever principle.

It was put on trial at the great exhibition of Horse Powers

and Threshing Machines "at Geneva, July last, 1852, where

it received the New York State Agricultural -Society's t irst

Premium "for the best Horse Power for general purposes."

The Separator, at the same trial, also received the Society's

First rremiiim.
My Machiiii>s will thre.sh and clean from three to five

hundred bu.shels of wheat per day, and other grain In pro-

portion. , , . ,,

Two hundred of the above Machines are for sale at the

Anricullural Works of the suliseriber in this city, aD war-

ranted to be a better article than can be purchased at any

other shop, and if thev do not prove on trial to be so, I will

take them off the hands of the purchasers at the price they

may pav me for them.

I further notify all persons who are pnrchasmg Horse

Powers and Separtxtors to be used in California or Oregon,

that I will hold them accountable for any infringmants of

the rights secured to me by letters patent in the above Ma-
chines, as I am manuAicturing a Horse Power and Sepa-

rator expresslv designed for that section.

All orders for the above Machines hereafter addressed to

JOHN A. PITTS, Buffalo, N. Y., will receive prompt at-

tention. JOHN A. PITTS,
May, 1S53—tf. Buffalo, N. Y.

Imported Horse, "Consternation."

THIS thoroughbred horse has been so often exhibited at

the Fairs of tile Now York State Agricultural Society, and

alwavs without a rival, that it is unnecessary either to de-

scribe or praise him. Six or seven of his colts, of various

ages, were shown with him at Utica last fall. Two of them

received first premiums, and all of them were greatly admir-

ed. Many of them, now four and five years old, arc owned

in Oneida county. Any periion may be convinced of their

great superiority bv inquiring of almost any farmer or horse-

man in the towns of Rome, Lee, or Western. His colts and

fillies an- already in demand for bre<^ding. Several have

been sold during the past winter, at handsome prices, to go

out .if the Stale.
. ^ , , ,,.„ .

His p.dignc will be found complete m Derby & Millers

edition of Youatt, and is cmnrmed in every partieul.ir by

brei'.k-r's c.Tliflcalcs ami coiiics of the English Racing Cal-

endar, and English Stud Book, now in possession of the

subscriber.

He will stflnd the coming season at the farm of the sub-

criber, two miles west of Syracuse and adjoining the town
ofGe.lile.s.

Terms.—$10 for the season, and fl5 to in.sure; the money
to he pai.l in advance in all case.s. When a m.are is insured

anil left at the farm of the sulwcriber, or regularly returi\e.l

to the horse uiilil the groom is satisfle<l she is in foal, a n^
ceipt will be given promising to refund the money if the

maro was not got in foal. Pasturage furnishe.l at three

shillings per week. Mares to be at the risk .>f owners in uU

rcspect-s. J. B. BURNl.;i'T,

D. S. MANLET & BROTHER,
BUFFALO NURSERY,

BntTalo, JV. Y.

HAVING purchased this well established Nursery of its

original i)roprietor. Col. B. Hodge, we take pleasure in of-

fering for sale an unusually fine assortment of

FRUITAXD ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBSAND
PLANTS.

Our Fruit Department is supplied with fine healthy trees

on their own stocks, of all the desirable varieties now in

cultivation, together with Cherries and Pears dwartbd on
superior stocks.

The Ornamental Department includes all the best varie-

ties of Evergreen and Deciduous trees.

7?rwi .-i.—One of the finest collections in^his country, com-
prising all that are new and rare.

DaJdiai*.—An unrivalled selection of Dahlias, which has
been procured at great cost.

Reaniii'i.—We call particular attention to our stock of
Peoniiis, both herbaceous and free varieties.

The stock o( Shrubs is unusually extensive and was col-

lected by the late proprietor with peculiar care.

Of Currants, Gooseberries, Raspberries, Grapes, and
Strawberries, we have vigorous plants of the best varieties.

It will please us to furnish all applicants with our Cata-
logue.

Evergreen Trees and Slirubs.

The following Evergreejis can be supplied by the quan-
tity, at low prices

:

Norway Spruce, from 6 inches to 2 feet.

American White Spruce, 2 to 3 feel.

Balsam Fir, 2 to 4 feet.

Austrian Pine, 1 to 3 feet
Scotch Fir, 1 to 3 feet.

Red Cedar, IX to 2 feet.

American Arbor Vit<E, 1 to 2 feet.

Chinese Arbor Vitse, 2 to 3 feet.

Deodar Cedar, 1 to l;<r feet.

Chili Pine, (Auracaria imbricata,) 12 to IS inches.
Japan Ce.lar, (Cryptomeria Japonica.) 1 to 5 feet.

Lofty or Bhotan Pine, (Pinus excelsa,") 1 foot.

Himalayan Spruce, (Abies morinda,) 6 to 12 inches.

And many other rare species and varieties, forming one of
the most complete assortments of Conifers in the" United
States. ELLWANGER & BARRY,
Feb. 1, 1S53. Mt. Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. T.

[4-3t] Syracuse, N. Y.

Nortli River Ag. Wareliouse and Seed Store.

53 CORTLAND ST., NEW YORK.
GEORG-E H. BARR & Co. invite the attention of Far-
mers, I'lanters, and others, to their large and varied assort-

ment of Agricultural Implements, Seeds, Manures, &c., ifcc,

all of which- will be furnished at the lowest prices. Their
assortment includes

Plows—All the improved kinds by the most approved
makers.
Horse Powees—Of all kinds and sizes, with and without

Threshers, itc.

CoKx SnET.LERS—All the approved kinds, and some of

recent iutr.iduction.

Stkaw CcTTEr.s—Of all sizes, and kinds, for hand and
horse power.
Corn and Cob CRirsnERS—Of all kinds and sizes.

Fanning Mills, Cultivators, Hakeows, Churns of all

the ai)prove<l kinds.
Rakks, Hoes, Forks, and a general assortment of Hor-

ticultural and Garden tools.

REMOVAL I

HALLOOK'S AGRICITLTURAL WAREHOUSE hos
been removed ttQxa No. 50 State street, to

No. 94 Exchange St., Rochester,

in the St<ire formeriy occupied by J. E. CirnNKV as a Stove

Store. The new st.Ve is well sviiiplied -nith Implements,
Seeds, &c., comprising a larger and more compU'li> assort-

ment than heretofore. Former customers and fanners gen-

erally are invited to call at the new estnblisinent and ex-

amine for themselves. E. D. ILVLLCH'K,
Ajiril, iN'jS. 24 Exchange St., Rochester, N. Y.

Pronty and Mear's Plows.

A largo a-ssortmcnt of these oelobrated Plows can be found

at the North River Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store.

53 CorUand St.. Now York. GEO. H. BAER & CO. ft

"rjS^SA
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THORBURN'S SEED STORE.
THE Subscribers, wholfsale anrl retail dealers in Vege-
TAiii.K, Flower, Field, Fkuit and Tree Seeds, offer, all

of last year's growth, the lartrest and nio^t complete assort

menl to he found in the ITnitcd States, all pure and of un
surpassed qualities, derived from first sources in Europe or

raised expressly for them in this country.

M.vuKKT GAitDEXKF.s, and others requiring large quan-
tities of Seeds for their own plahtinji, may rely on obtaining

Beets, Cal)bages, Carrots, Brocoli, Cauliflower, Onions. Early

and Late Peas, Beans, Itadishes, and other leading articles

raised from the same unrivalled stocks, which have given

such general satisfaction heretofore in all parts of the

Union.
Ar,iartTLT0P.isTS are offered White French and Yellow

German Sugar Beet, Long Red and Yellow Globe Mangel
Wurtzel, Purple Top and Skirving's Improved Kuta Bagi
all at oO ccnU per poimd. Long Orange, Altringh.im an i

Wliite Field Carrots, $1 per pound ; with all other varieties

of .\gricuilnral se^^ds, Clovers, Grasses, Vetches, &c., at cor-

responding fair prices, and of qualities to be depended on
Rktaileos and Countky Mekciiants supplied on the

most favorable terms.

Catalogiie,s furnished to post-paid applicants.

Flower Seeds can be forwarded expeditiously by mail
at trifling cost.

Particular attention given to the careful packing of seeds

for long voyages, and the smallest order by maifprompUy
attended to.

^
J. M. TIIOKBURN & CO.

1.5 John street. New York.
j:5?~ JrsT PtTBLTsnED—Tliorbum's annual catalogue of

Native and Exotic Tree, Shrub, &c. Seeds.

April, 18.5:1—2t.

Hallocli's Haiul Seed Drill.

THIS Drill is adapted to .sowing carrot, turnip, beet, onion,

and other small seeds in drills, with perfect regularity, and
without regard to their weight or shape. The seeds are

forci-d out by a circular brush, whieh revolves against a
perforated tin plate inserted in the bottom of the hopper.
A series of these plates accompany each drill, with holes of

different sizes for regulating the quantity and kinds sown.
It is a light, compact, and durable machine, and not liable

to get out of order. They can be forwarded to any part of

the country by railroad or stage. Remittances by mail at

my risk. AH onlers (which should give full directions for

forwarding.) promptlv attended to. Price, $.5.

Address E. D. IFALLOCK,
April, 1S53. Rochester, N. Y.

Patent Mammoth Premium Corn-Stalk,
Hay, and Straw Cutters & Grinders^.

CAPABLE of preparing 100 bushels of Corn-stalks, or One
Ton of Hay or Straw, per hour, and reducing the largest

Corn-stalks to the consistency of Cut Straw, avoiding the

necessity of steaming or soaking, and saving 80 per cent,

over the common way of feeding fodder. Horses and Cat-
tle will do as well on fodder prepared this way, jis on the
best hay. The First Premiums have been awarded at

every exhibition where they have been exhibited for com-
petition. It can be worked by hand or power, without ad-
ditional cost The inventor will forfeit $50, after an impar-
tial trial, when this Machine is used in preparing good
fodder, if it does not prove to save 80 per cent, over the
common way of feeding fodder, and it may tie fed in the
same condition as the machine leaves it, without meal or
soaking. Cows fed on fodder produce sweeter butter. Over
900 of these Machines have been sold. Price—$.35.

g^W" State and County Rights for sale.

Gilbert's Excelsior Thresher and Cleaner,

Accomplishing more, with the same power, than any other
Machine. It can be driven with two horses.

Price—$200 and upwards, according to size. Horse Power
Included. Apply post paid to J. G. GILBERT,

[2-tfJ 216 Pearl st., New York.

HQFFMA,r\

H. L. Emery's Newly Invented Double,
Toggle-Jointed, Horizontal, Progressire
Lever Hay and Cotton Press.

PROBABLY no one thing has been more wanted,
and less improvements made upon it of late years,
than the Hay Press. Notwithstanding this was completed
quite late the past season, a large number were made and
put into successful operation. As seen in the cut it is closed
u]) and about midway in process of compressing a bundle
of ll.ay. When fully pressed home, the ends of the levers,

which are seen at each end extending above the box, are
brought down by the chains or ropes and shelves, until the
levers themselves become horizontal with the floor. The
Press is provided with two followers, both working from the
ends towards the center and each other. The chains or
ropes from the levers are connected together by passing one
of them under the machine and both joining in a larger
chain or rope—this larger one being connected with a cap-
stan or blocks and ropes, as most convenient.
When the Press is driven home, the hay becomes pressed

into a bundle standing on its end. The side doors are
thrown open while the bands are passed round the bundle
and secured, when the top doors are loosened and the bun-
dle thrown out. For operation, the levers are raised, the
followers drawn back, and the top doors opened from the
center to each end by unbuttoning the middle cross bar, as
seen in the cut. The opening on the top for receiving hay,
is 2 feet wide and 8 feet long. The Press stands upon the
floor or ground when in use, which makes it both conveni-
ent and capacions for filling and treading in the hay.
The whole Press measures 14 feet long, 2 ft. 10 in. wide,

4 ft, 10 in. high, outside measurement, and weighs, complete,
from 12nO to 1500 lbs., and is capable of compressing 250 lbs.

of Timothy Hay into 16 cubic feet, (being 2x2x4 ft.) at the
rate of five bundles per hour, with two men and one horse,

and heavier bales in proportion as to size and time re-

quired.

For transportation, the inside work is readily removed
and boxed up, while the sides are packed together making
solid cubic measurement of the whole thing.

Price complete, with chains and capstans, $135, and war-
ranted to work as represented, to the satislaction of the pur-
chaser.

I will, in a future number, give a further notice in

detail, with more cuts illustrating its several parts detached.

For further particulars address H. L. EMERY,
April, 1S53. Albany, N. Y.

Premium Dahlias.

THE subscribers oSer for sale this Autumn and the ensu-
ing Spring, 1(»,00<) Dahlia Roots, which have proved to bo
the choicest collection in the States and Canadas. [See
records of the Fairs for the last four years.]

Persons commencing the Nursery business, and Ama-
teurs, wiU find it t<i their advantage to give us a call, or
make enquiries before purchasing elsewhere.

C. J. RYAN & CO.,
Rochester and Charlotte Plank Road Nurseries, Roches-

ter, N. Y. [11-tf ]
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I^TCHUM'S PATENT MOWING MACHINE.
Howard iii Co., Pi-oprli-tors «Sj Manufacturers,

BUFFALO, iv; y.

THIS justly celebrated machine has been steadily advan-
cing in public favor, for its simplicity durability and ef-

ficiency—and it has settled the question beyond a doubt
that grass can be cut by Horse Power ; for during last sea-

son, five hundred of these machines were sold by us, and
universally approved of by those who used them. Farmers
were daily in tlie habit of cutting from ten to fifteen acres

per day, with ordinary driving. It leaves the gra.ss uni-

formly spread over. the ground, rec)uiriiig no turning to

cure properly. In the Keport of the Committee who served

at the Trial of Mowing and Keaping Machines, held at

Geneva in July last, they show fully and conclusively tt/.v

to }utve been 'th« onh/ machine in the field. v:hieh eiit its

aZlMed two acres icUhout dogging or any inicrrwption,

doing its work admirably, and in far better manner than

can be done by manual labor with a scythe. Our knives

are not fsiekle-edged, consequently do not clog at every lit-

tle hummock or bog they may happen to come in contact

with. The Committee also show that there is an actual

saving, by the use of this machine over hand labor, of

$13 per day. We have only to refer those who want a

perfect Mowing Machine to examine the Report and judge
for themselves. This machine took the first premium as

a mower, at the trial in Springfield, Ohio ; a gold medal at

the Fair of the American Institute, N. Y., also, first pre-

mium at the Provincial Fair at Toronto, C. W.
They are so very compact that one of them can lie easily

carried in an ordinary one-horse wagon, and so very simple

that it requires no machinist to put It t<:)gether, as there are

but two bolts (beside the pole bolts) to be secured to have
the machine ready for use, and which does not require

over ten minutes time. They weigh about 750 lbs., and
can be worked by any boy who can manage a team. We
have made all the improvements suggested by exi)crience

in the way of strength, durability, &c., and self them under
the following warranty: That said machines are capable of

cutting and "spreading, with one span of horses and driver,

from ten to fifteen acres per day, of «h2/ kind of graitx,

heavy or light, wet or dry, and do it as well as is done with

a scythe by the best of mowers. They are equally capable
of cutting barley, buckwheat, millet, &c. It is much less

trouble to keep the knives in order than a scythe, as they

have frequently been known to cut from ten to fifteen acres

without shart)ening, which can be done on an ordinary
grind-stone in a few minutes. We can give any reference

required, for the full performance of our machine, as above
staled.

Orders should be sent in early, as we shall manufacture
but a limited imniber. The price of our machine, iuehi-

ding two sets of knives, extra knife blades, wrench, &.c„ is

%\ in, cash, in HufTalo, the machine to be delivered on board
of boat or cars free of charge.

Office and .shop, corner of Chicago street and Hamburgh
canal, near Kaslern E. K. Depot, BuH"alo.

March, lS5a-tf. HOWARD & CO.

^W~ J. PiAP.\L.TE & Co., are solo agents for the sale of

the above machine in Kochester, which they will sell at

manufacturers' prices.

Manures.
FERTILIZERS of nil kinds for sale by the subscribers.

Improved Sui)er|)hos]ihato of Lime, Superi)hos|ihate of

Limc--boU\ the aliove n>ado after the rccijieot Prof. J^Iapes.

Peruvian (iiiano. Sulphuric Acid, Bone-dust, Potash

Snaxlings, Poudrette, Plaster of Paris, &c. <tc.

GKO. H. IJAPvK k CO.
68 Cortland St, New Tork.

EMERY'S MOWER AND REAPER.
THE subscriber, not only having made himself practically

acquainted with the conslniction and working of all the
successful machines of this class, but having'made and
successfnily introduced several valuable improvements in

some clashes of agricultural machinery, which have ab'eady
gaineil fa^ orable and world-wide reputation and adoption,

flatters himself that he has also made an improvement in

the construction of a Mower and Reaper of equal if not
greater merit, than any of his former inijjrovements.

It wiU sufliiee to say," that while this is the most compact,
light, simple, cheap, durable, easy working machine, it is

at tlie same time the most perfectly adjusiable, and ea.sily

convertible into a Mower or Reaper, working as perfectly

in either form as those of the best other kinds, whether
simple or combined. The frame itself is so suspended
ujion the axis of the main wheel, as to- be elevated and
depressed at pleasure, so as to secure a horizontal or in-

clined (forward or back) position of the whole machine, at

wliatever elevation used, thus always having the cutting
works in proper positson.

In reaping, a reel is usetl, and the raker stands erect, face
forward and directly behind the platform, with a support
about him ; the movable platform being on the same plane
with the frame-work at the side of the discharge, and at

the same time about twr> inches above the stubblo. With
the above introduction, and the diagrams to follow, together
with those in this number of the Genesee Farmer, the
public will have before them several machines from which
to make a selection bef^ire purchasing for the coming sea-

son, and at the same time know what they are purchasing,
much better than to be guided alone by impracticably
written and published reportsof committees of public trials,

and be enabled to purchase only such articles as have their

practical as well as theoretical merita plainly pointed out,

or if not so pointed, to purchase only of responsible man-
ufacturers, who are willing to back their machines by their
reputation and capital.

For further particulars concerning the Reaper and Mow-
er above described, address

HORACE L. EMERY, Albanv, N. Y.
March, 1S53.

5^= E. D. IIALLOOK, No. 50 State street, Rochester, is

agent for Western New York, and will have one put up in
running order in his store. Those in his vicinity wishing to

obtain a Reaper and Mower, are requested to call and ex-
amine the merits of tlie above machine before purchasing
elsewhere.

Supcrp!»osp5iate of Lime.
THIS extraordinary fertilizer, the eflfects of which as a
manure and geueral assistant to soils, has proved itself in-

valuable to the agriculturist. This most imixirtan; ci iislit-

uent of the soil is lieing daily removed and taken \\\> in

solution by plants, and unless such sub.stjince be rctunied
fertility must decrease and the land become poor, its |>ro-

moting and pushing power of growth giving strongih to

young plants while in their tender state and fortifying them
for early maturity, excels over all other manurt.C It is

some ti.'n years since its introduction in Fng'land. where,
from its ])ronounced magic t-ffecta^Ws introducer received a
patent right tVoin the English government.
The progressive high repute of its properties has cjiU.sed

the demand to incri'<ise each year. At the present lime
some thousand tonnurt: annually sold to the fMrmers.

The subscriber ha.s had much experien(:>e in the peculiar
manufacture of this manure in Kurope, which leads
him to suppose that ho stands unequalled by any com-
petitor. Some considerable quantity was sold last season
and tried on various crops, the beneficial results of which
has caused orders for forward delivery in the coming spring
to a large extent. Being in a powder, it is easy in hand-
ling, may be drilled in with seed, sown, Ac.
To prevent deception being jiracliced, all packages will

henceforward lie branded with the maker's name. For
sale at tlie following Agricultural warehouses:

LONGETT & GKIFFINO.
i!5 Cliff St.. New York,

R. L. ALLEN, (late A. B. Ai.i.kn A- Co.,>

ISl) Water St., New Vnrk.

where purchasers may be sure of obtiuning a chemically

pure and genuine article.

t*y" Enquire for C. B. DkBukg's No. 1 Superphosphate
of Lime. P-:?IJ

Norllurn N. Y. IJve Stock Insurniicf. Compa-
ny, I'lattsburgh, N. Y. For terms, please apply to agents

of the Company.

i-J^̂
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GEO. A. PKINCE & Co., MANUFACTURERS, 200 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

WHOLESALE DEPOT, - ... 87 FTJLTON STREET, NEW YORK.

For the convenience of Music Dealers in all parts of the United States, we hare made an arrangement with
the following Arms, who will supply the Trade at our regular Factory prices

:

GEO. P. REED & 00., 17 Tremont Row, Boston, Mass. OOLBURN & FIELD, 154 Main St., Cincinnati, O.
BALMER & WEBER, 58 Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.

General Agent for New York City,

\V»*. HAIili & SON, - - No. 339 Broadway, opposite the Park.

The subscribers take this method of calling the attention
of the public to a new Musical Instrument, as yet but little

known to the musical world, viz: Prince and Co.'s Im-
proved Patent Melodeon.

It is now about five years since these instruments were
first otTered for sale, and during that time the increased de-
mand fur them has bi'en unparaUeled. One hundred and
fitly workmen are constantly employed in the manufacture
and finisliing from fS to Si) instruments per week,
and as yet ihey have not been able to supply the
demands promptly.
For the liencfit of those residing at a distance, and

consequeiilly unable to in.spect the Melodeon before
purchasing, we will endeavor to give a short descrip-
tion of the instrument.
The cases are made of Rosewood, and are as

handsomely finished aa any piano forte. The key-
board is precisely the same as the jjiano or organ,
and the tone (which is very beautiful) closely resem-
bles that of the Flute Stop of the Organ—the notes
speak the instaiit the keys are touched, and will ad-
mit of the pi'rformanco of as rapid passages as the
Piano. The Pedal on the left is intended for a swell,
and with which the most beautiful etfects can be pro-
duced. The Pedal on the right supplies the wind,
and works so easily that a child can manage it with-
out any exertion. Thp Bellows, (which is something
entirely new, and for which a Patent was granted in

December, 184(5,) is a reversed or exhaustion Bellows,
and it is this, in a measure, which produces the pecu-
liar tone. The instrument can be immediately made
portable without detaching any part, the bellows re-

ceding into the body of the instrument, and the legs
folding under and springing to their places, leaves
the whole in a compact form. Each instrument has
a packing case secured by lock and key.
The volume of tone is equal to that of a small organ,

and by means of the swell may be increased or di-

minished at the pleasure of the performer; it is sufl3-

cieiitly loud for small churches, and is well calculated
for a parlor instrument. Hundreds have examined them,
and all have been loud in their praise; and the best
evidence of their merit is their rapid .sale. But it is a new
instrument—a new invention, and is yet but little known in

the musical world, and it is for this reason that we call to it

the attention of all lovers of Music, believing that there are
thousands who would lose no time in securing one, were
they aware of the existance of such an instrument, and the
low price at which it could be obtained.
The following letter from Lowell Mason, Boston, to G. P.

Reed, we are permitted to use:
^

Mr. Geo. P. Reed, No. 17 Tremont Row, Boston, Mass.
Dear Sir—At your request I have examined one of the

Mflodeona manufactured by Messrs. Geo. A. Prince & Co.,

of Buffalo. I think the instrument in all respects equal, and

in some respects superior, to any others of similar kind
which I have seen, and in particular with respect to quality
of tone and promptness of touch, or action of the reeds, by
which quick passages may be pertbrmed with certain and
distinct articulation of tones. An instnmient of this kind is

the best substitute for an Organ in Church Music with
which I am acquainted. LOWELL MASON.
Boston, Mass., Sept 26, 1S49.

Five Octave—Portable. Price,

PRICES.
FOUR OCTAVE MELODEON, extending from
CtoC, ; $45 00

FOUR AND A HALF OCTAVE MELODEON,
extending from C to F, 65 00

FIVE OCTAVE MELODEON, extending from
F to P, 75 eo

LARGE FIVE OCTAVE MELODEON— Piano
style, 100 00

LARGE FIVE OCTAVE MELODEON— Piano
style with two sets of reeds, tuned in octaves, 150 00

p^° Just published, " Prince's Complete Instihtctor
FOR THE Improved Melodeon; to which is added favorite

Airs, Voluntaries, and Chants, arranged expressly for this

Instrument. Price 75 Cents.

CAUTION.—In consequence of the great gnccess which has attended the introduction of Prince & Co.'s Melodeons,

numerous imitators have sprung up in different parts of the country—oflering instruments under the same name, and in

outward appearance resembling them. We would therefore caution the public to be on their guard, and examine those

made by Prince & Co. before purchasing. Many improvements applied are exchmvely our owj), and being thewiginal

manufacturers, our experience has enabled us to produce Instruments which a discerning public have unanimously

pronounced superior to any thing of the kind hitherto manufactured. Many of the most eminent Musicians of the

cities of New York and Boston have voluntarily given testimonials as to the high character ot our Instruments, which

can be seen on application.

JU orders from a distance xoiU be promptly attended to, and a written guaranty of their dwability toill he given

if required, GEO. A. PRINCE & CO.
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THE KORTICtTLiTtlRlA,

And Journal of Bural Art and Rural Taste.

THIS is a Monthly .Touraal of 4b pasres, beautitull.v printed

on tlie finest p.ipen .ind elegantly iilustrat4<l, making one
of the most beautiful Monthly ^tairazines published in the

world. It is devoted to Uort'ieultiire, in its various depart-

ments, Rural Architecture, and to all tliat coueerns liural

Life, and to the cultivation of Rural Taste.

It is edited by P. HAKUV, so long known and esteemed
as the Horticultural Editor of the Genasee Farmer, and
published at the low price of $2 per year. A discount of 20

per cent, allowed to agents. .JAMES VICK, -li:.,

Publisher, Rochester, N. Y.

fivw York Ag. Warj-lioust; find Sect! Store,

OCOUPTmG THREE LARGE WARE IIOU.SES.—
The suJiscriber has constantly on hand the most exten-
sive assorttncTit of the Itest and latest improved Agricultural

and Horticultural Implements, and Field and Garden Seeds,

ever offt'red for sale in the LTnited States, embracing every
Implement, Machine, or Seed desirable for the planter,

farmer, or gardener. Also, Guano, Bone Dust, Poudrett*,
Plaster of Paris, aad Suporjihosphate of Lime.
A Machine shop is also attached to my establishment,

where I employ upwards of one hundred hands, who are

all exclusively engaged in making a portion of the Agri-
cultural Implements sold at the ware house.

R. L. ALLEN,
May, ISr.a—tf. 1S9 & 191 "Water St., New York.

Entrepot Agricultural at Magasin de Graines de
Kew York,

NOUS avons constam-
ment en main I'assorti-

ment le plus complet dcs
meilleures et des plus
reeentcs inventions pour
tout ce qui eoneerne I'ag-

ricnltnre et Thorticulture, ainsi que les graines de champs
et de jardin, qui ait jamais ete mis en vente dans les Etafs-

LTnis ; eomprenant tons les outils, machines, semences, etc.,

utilis aux planteurs, fermiers ou jardiniers. Nons avons
aussi en veute du guano, de la poudre d'os, de la poudrette.

du platre de Paris, et du superphosphate de cliaux. Des
cleves en bestiaux et moutons, des meilleures races de Dur-
ham et autres.

R. L. ALLEN, ci-devant A. P.. ALLEN et CIE,
Mai, 1S.');3— tf. 1^9 et 191 Water-street, N. Y.

AGRICULTURAL..

EVERY FARMER SHOULD OWN
Cofe's Ame?'ican Vftrinarian : A Treatise on the

Diseases of Dom&stic Animals. By S. W. Cole. In
one volume, 18 mo., with plates, sheep. Price, 50

The best work of the kind ever issued from the Amer-
ican Press. &4:,000 copies have been published.

Goya Aniericoin Fruit Book. By S. W. Cole, author
of the American Vetrinarian. In one volume, 18

mo., numenius plates, full sheep. Price, 50

This is undoubtedly one of the most valuable works
on tlie subject ever published In this country. 18,000

copies published.

ScJutiick'a Kitchen Garden er^g Text Book : Contain-

ing full and practical dirt'Ctions for the formation

and man.agemcnt nfihe Kitchen Garden. By Peter
A. SciiExcK. In one volume, IS mo., numerous
plates, sheep. Price, 50

Breck'n Book of Fl<yicerfi. A thorough work, -nitli

full directions fur the cultivation of a Flower Gar-

den, in which is alsod<-scril>rd all the various Trees,

Shrubs, and Plants f^r oniamental purposes. By
JosEi'ii Breck, Seedsman and Florist In one vol-

ume, 12 mo., clotli. Price, 75

Trfaliae o^i tM OtmMncctuyn, ITeaUng, and Vmtila-

Uon of Hut ITvruses. By R. B. Leuohars, Scotch

Garden Architect. 8 vo., with a large number of

Engravings, Plans, Drawings, Elevations, &c., <£-e.,

ch.Ui. Price, 1 00

3itie only work on this subject ever published in

VAmerlca. It Is highly recommended by Prof. SiUi-

man, and other scientific gentlemen.

The Americiin Ford Breeder. I'rice, 25

PubUshed by .TOIIN P. J1':WETT & CO.,

Nos. 17 and 19 C«rnhill. Boston.

|^~ For sale by all booksellers. [fi-It]
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Eggs of Chinese Fowls for Sale.

I HAVE a fine collection of all the im]iroved varieties of

fowls, and will sell eggs the present season of the following
varieties :

White Shanghae, Black Shanghae, and Red Shanghae,
at %% per dozen, nicely packe<l and forwarded as directed.

Also, Royal Cochin China and Brahma Pootra, at $4 per
dozen. All flrcsh and fit for setting.

Address WM. VICK,
April, 1853. Rochester. N. T.

The Practical and Scientific Farmer''s oivn Paper.

THE GKNESEG FAKMKR,
A MONTHLT JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AXD IIORTICL^LTURE,
ILLUSTRATED WITO NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS OF

Farm Buildings, Domestic Animals, Implements, &c.

VOLUME XIV, FOR 1853.

DANIEL LEE, JAMES VICK, Jr., & JOSEPH
HARRIS, Editors.

P. BARRY, Conductor of Horticultural Department

Fifty Ceiita a Year, In Advance.
Five Copies for $2— Eight Copies for $3, and any krger

number at the same rate.

5^" All subscriptions to commence witli the year, and
the entire volume supplied to all subscribers.

J^g?" Post-M asters. Farmers, and all friends of improve-
ment arc respectfully solicited to obtain and forward sub-
scriptions.

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent
(post-paid or free) at the risk of the I'ublisher. Address to

DAMEL. LEE,
November, 1S52. Iiochf.$ier, A^ i".

PosTAGK Law.—By the new Postage Law,

wliich took effect on the let of September la.st, the

postaj^e on the Genesee Farmer for one year is as

follows,—when paid quarterly in advance

:

Anywhere in the State of New York, . . 3 cts.

Anywhere in the United States, 6 cts.

STKEEOTYPED BV J. W. BBOWN, BOCIUSTEK, N. Y.
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ON THE MISMANAGEMENT OF PASTURES.

Pastures are more neglected than meadows, and meadows are generally more neglected

than fields devoted to grain culture and hoed crops. To obtain a clear idea of the

growth of grass, clover, and other herbage for grazing purposes, one needs to study the

development of the roots, leaves, and stems, of these forage plants. The first and most
important consideration is to have good land on which grass is expected to grow ; and
if the soil be defective in any particular, the remedy of such defect is the thing to be

done in order to make the pasture more profitable to its owner. But instead of cor-

recting existing errors in th* management of grazing lands, and enriching them by the

application of manure, lime, ashes, and other fertilizers, and by draining where neces-

sary, they are generally about half or a quarter seeded, and then fed so closely that it is

literally impossible for the roots of herbage plants to grow to any size, multiply, fill and
cover the whole ground. Hence, common pastures present numerous naked spots, and
are in the poorest possible condition to withstand the scorching, parching, dry weather

of summer and autumn. It is by sheer mismanagement that the grazing lands of the

United States yield so little good feed per acre, and are constantly becoming less pro-

ductive. By comparing the stock kept in Kentucky and Tennessee in 1840, with that

returned at the census of 1S50, we find a very considerable falling off in quantity,

although there are many million acres of fresh lands yet to be subdued which might be

used for grazing purposes, in the States named. When we carefully study the statis-

tics of any section of this great Republic, the same sad efiects of mismanagement of

so-called improved lands meets the eye of the investigator. In 1845, New York con-

tained 11,T37,2Y6 acres of improved land; and in 1850, 12,408,968 acres ; increase in

five yeai's, 671,092. These figures show an average increase per annum of nearly

120,000 acres, giving facilities for keeping a proportionably increased amount of stock,

provided the soil was not deteriorated. The number of neat cattle in the State in 1845

was 2,072,330; the number in 1850 was 1,877,639; decrease in five years, 194,691.

Why should an increase of nearly 700,000 acres of improved land in the State be

attended by a decrease of neat stock of nearly 200,000 head? Is it the "increase of

horses in the numerous cities and villages ? We thought that possibly this might be

the case, for horses have largely increased in these places by their rapid increase of

population ; but when we turn to the tables which show the aggregates, we find that

formers were unable to keep so many horses (we will name the counties at another time)

in 1850 as they did in 1845. Notwithstanding the increase in the cities of New York,

Brooklyn, Rochester, Buffalo, and other places, the number of horses decreased in the

State from 505,155 in 1845, to 447,014 in 1850. This falling off" in the rural districts

is a remarkable fact, and can only be explained by the sad mismanagement of the pas-
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tures and meadows of this great commonwealth. We were indig-nan-t when the legisla-

ture of 1844 refused to ascertain the number of acres, respectively, in pastures and

meadows at the State census of 1845 ; as we were at the stupid Secretary of the Census

Board in Washington, when he thought that it was more important to give the pounds

of beeswax produced in Georgia and Alabama, than the number of acres planted in

cotton or corn. Two-penny lawyers, who have so long controlled the legislation of tliis

country, and administered its laws, have inflicted on the farming interest a great and

deplorable injury. Almost every thing in the line of state and national statistics, which

which goes to show the changes in American soil, whether for the worse or the better,

has been either neglected or concealed. In 1845, New York produced 2,897,062

pounds of flax ; in 1850 only 940,577 pounds. Here is a prodigious falling ofi' of two-

thirds of an important crop. The clip of wool in 1845 was 13,864,828 pounds; in

1850 it was only 10,071,301 pounds; showing a diminution of betwe'en thirty and

and forty per cent, in five years. The decrease in the number of hogs is quite as extra-

ordinary. In 1845 they numbered 1,584,344; in 1850 this number was reduced to

1,018,252 ; decrease in five years, 566,092. The number of sheep in 1845, in the State,

was 6,443,855; in 1850 the number was reduced to 3,453,241 ; decrease in five years,

2,990,614.

Any failure in grass lands to yield a feir return, whether in pastures or meadows,
must tell at once against the cattle, sheep, horses, and swine, mainly dependent on such

lands for subsistence ; and we have shown from ofiicial and trust-worthy statistics, that

while nearly 700,000 more acres have been enclosed and improved, every kind of stock

kept in New York has largely diminished in quantity. We have often said, and still

believe, that about one-fourth of the eleven and a half million acres now under cultiva-

tion in New York, is being made moi'e productive, or at least not deteriorated ; while

eight and a half million acres are damaged to the extent of three dollars per acre per

annum by mismanagement. This involves an annual loss to fehe State of some tivcnty-

five 7nillion dollars. At jfi'esent prices of horse flesh, mules, beef, mutton, wool, butter,

and cheese, it is no difficult matter, by impoverishing land, to make an acre of pasture

or meadow yield three dollars worth of grass a year less than it might produce. Com-
paratively few farmers are willing to admit the fact that they do impair the natural

fruitfulness of their pastures, meadows and tilled land ; but when we take a considerable

district of such farmers together, and liberally concede that one-fourth of "their number
make adequate restitution to every field, the other three-fourths will be found to have

managed so badly as to be compelled to diminish the domestic animals kept in the

county. It may be said that instead of feeding so many sheep, cattle, horses, and swine

as they formerly did, the cultivators and owners of the soil in New York now have

between three and four millions of people to feed.. There is some force in this remark,

and the idea is suggested to raise the question, whether it is possible to support three or

four millions of large two legged animals, and return little of their manure to the

land whence their food is extracted, and not seriously impoverish the soil. New York
contains a large population in its numerous cities and villages ; and wo should like to

have every man see as we do, that these cities and villages are fast destroying the natural

fertility of the land that both feeds and clothes their inhabitants. The United States

census for 1840 and 1850, and other official returns made for purposes of State taxation,

prove that the pastures of Kentucky and Tennessee have suffered only a little less than

those of New York. Ohio and Indiana, Michigan and Illinois, are pursuing the same
exhausting jiractice, but the evidence is not quite so ripe as it is in the older States

named, fur statistical demonstration. There is a physical impossibility of extracting

unlimited quantities' of bone earth and potash in grass, to be wasted, and not ruin the

land. The last time we passed through the State of Ohio on the railroad from Sandusky
to Cincinnati, we saw many tons of hay purchased north of Springfield at three dollars
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a ton on its way to New Orleans, Mobile, Texas, and the West Indies. Railroads are

aiding powerfully to deplete American pastures and meadows which yield both hay and
stock of all kinds in such immense qnantities. When will these iron ways beo-in to

carry back from cities and the ocean into the country the essential elements of grass

and grain, wool and cotton, to recuperate the long injured farms of the interior ? Those
that dwell in cities have not the power to annihilate a single atom of matter, and may,
if they will, give back a full equivalent for what they consume. But as we do not

expect that the idea of restoring the elements of grass to pastures will be adopted by
formers in our time, we shall best promote their immediate interests by showing how
close feeding in spring and the early part of summer diminishes the growth of grass

one-half, taking the season together.

Close feeding of pastures is nothing more than severe pruning; and it matters little

whether one cuts off all the limbs of a tree, or all of its roots-^either greatly retards its

growth, as may be seen in dwarf hedges, formed simply by close clipping. Estimated
in pounds of roots, trunks, limbs, and leaves, this severe pruning diminishes the growth
two-tliirds or three-fourths. Permit cattle, sheep, and horses to prune forage plants by
biting them close at the ground, and all such mutilated plants are stunted for a time

;

and if the severe pruning is often repeated, the growth of both roots and stems will be
reduced to one-fourth of what the land without any manure is capable of producing.

By all means allow grass to cover the ground well and get up nearly into blossom,

especially if clover, before stock is permitted to feed it severely. In nine cases out of

ten, close feeding is unwise; for unless one can irrigate or is favored with genial rains,

much time must elapse before the grass can recover and afford good pasturage. Lime,

ashes, gypsum, salt, and bone dust all pay well, as a general thing, when applied to

pastures as a top dressing in the spring, or fore part of summer. Many pastures and
meadows need more grass seed as well as manure. To scarify the surface with a sharp

harrow when fertilizers are applied is a capital operation. Make the ground rich, culti-

vate thoroughly, and no other crop will pay better than gostd pastures and meadows.

di

SHEEP BREEDING.

The Boston Cultivator of April 16th and 23d, contiiins an elaborate criticism of an

article on " Sheep Breeding," written by P. A. Browne, L. L. D., of Philadelphia, and

published in the agricultural part of the Patent Office Report for 1851, which, from the

importance of the subject discussed, deserves some notice at our hands.

Our Boston friend commences his " review" by remarking that " the main object of

the writer [Dr. Brov/ne] appears. to have been to introduce a new classification of sheep

in regard to their natural affinities. He divides the common sheep into two species,

which he designates as "the hairy sheep, and the woolly sheep.'

Whatever may have been the object of the author of the essay on " Sheep Breeding,"

in the Patent Office Report, the following comments of the reviewer strike us as

singularly irrelevant

:

"The inquiry may be made why we have devoted so much space to the refutation of such wild
nolioiis (and we have noticed but a tithe of them) as are contained in Mr. Browne's essay. We
reply, the source through which they appear, gives them intliicnce. Tlie gfivernment of the United
States assumes to give the people valuable intelligence through the medium of the Patent Office

Repbrt". It employs an agent, styled an Agricultural Clerk, to collect and prepare this information.

But if the character of these Reports is not what is assumed— if instead of truth they propagate

pernicious error—they are an injury to the people and a disgrace to the government. PoUticians

talk of reform, progress and improvement, and captivate the credulous with these attractive words.

Agriculture, the most important of all national interests, ought to receive tlie first efforts for advance-

ment from the servants of the people. But when the sanction of a government functionary is given
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to such ahsurditie9 as are pnt forth in the essay we have been considering, instead of effecting improye-
nient, it encourages miserable humbuggerj.

"If any further excuse is necessary to justify the space we haA-e occupied in this rcTiew, we might
say that the essay in question has ah'eady received notices of commendation from papers devoted to

agriculture. It is so noticed in the Southern Cultivator ioT May, 1852, in an article headed, 'The
Science of Improving Domestic Animals, by Daniel Lee, M, D.' (It is not improper to mention thai

the Report of the Patent Office which contains this essay, was published while Dr. Lee was Agri-

cultui'al Clerk in that department.) l\Ir. Buowxe's views have also, we are so.iry to say, been highly

spoken of by T. C. Peteks, Esq., editor of the Wool Grower. (See January number, current vol.,

of that papei'."

The legitiinate inference from the above vrould seem to be, that Dr. Lee ought to

have excluded a communication on an important branch of husbandry, because there

might be a reasonable doubt whether a natural line can be drawn between .sheep on

which wool predominates and those on which hair predominates. Such a rule, rigidly

carried out, would prevent the making of any agricultural report whatever, or any agri-

cultural paper; for men of intelligence enough to ha-ve their own opinions on rural

affairs, neither think alike, nor write alike ; and they cannot at any agi-icultural meeting,

be forced to talk alike. One man's wisdom is to another folly in the extreme ; and

without toleration and forbearance, all popular discussion is impracticable.

In the Patent Office Report for 1850, Mr, Mark K. Cockri.ll, of Nashvifle, Tenn.,

who has some $200,000 invested in sheep and land to keep them on, says :
" I have

studied this subject thirty-five years [the breeding of sheep] with diligence and devotion,

and thought I had come to correct conclusions : but the commissioner, Hon. E. Burke,

decided that 1 was wrong and most decidedly mistaken in the whole matter." Mr. C.

speaks of Mr. Browne as a gentleman of science, " who has devoted years to the study

of wool and hair;" and, after quoting his microscopic measurements of sixty-five

samples of wool, eighteen of which camo from Europe, and were furnished by Mr.

Fleischman, he adds : " Mr. Browne deserves from our wool-growers a service of plate

and a suit of clothes from the fleece of 2186, for his investigations on this important

subject."

Mr. B. was endorsed not only by the veteran editor and founder of the PIoiv, Zoom
and Anvil and the Hon. R. R. Reed, a large wool-gi'ower and member of Congress from

Pennsylvania, but by a number of the most intelligent farmers in Virginia, Maryland,

and Delaware. The editor of the Boston Cultivator is too j^f'ovincial in his views as to

what men may be allowed to say on a purely scientific subject, the physiology of sheep

breeding, in a national work on American Agriculture. Agricultural writers in Penn-

sylvania and Tennessee have as good a right to be heard in a Patent Office Report

printed by Congress as any in Massachusetts or New England. Why not?

Mr. Browne may be in error; we, certainly, have never "endorsed" his peculiar

theory in reference to hair on sheep, or wool on the heads of negroes. What we sakl

in the Southern Cultivator m treating of the " Science of Improving Domestic Animals,"

in which the views of Dr. Browne were incidentally referred to, was in condemnation

of the too common practice of uniting the extremes of dificrent breeds and species of

animals. The mammoth New Oxfordshire or Leicester sheep may be descended from the

same original race, as the smallest Saxons or Merinoes ; and so may the large cart-horse

of London and the Shetland pony ; but such extremes are too great for a direct and

successful cross between them. Some of the very large Durham stock imported by Mr.

Clay found its way down to Georgia, and was crossed on the small native cattle of the

latter State. The issue was anything but satisfactory. Piney woods pastures the year

round were sorry ranges for animals whose progenitors had been pampered for many
generations on the richest feed in Kentucky and England.

No matter what animals a farmer breeds, he should make good keeping an indispensi-

ble element in his system, and aim to realize a steady improvement by small but sure

- », changes for the better. The value of crosses is' often over-estimated. We have heard .r
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the largest sbeep breeder in the State of New York say, that he had seriously injured

his flocks of fine Meriuoes by an infusion of Saxon blood of different families ; but the

way is to, keep it as pure as possible, and thus ever breed upward. Probably no man in

this countr}^ has been more successful in sheep breeding than Mr. Cockrill, who believes

in the theory so vehemently condemned by the Boston Cultivator. The letter of Mr. C.
will be found in the Patent Office Report for 1850, commencing on page 253. All who
believe that the writers for Patent Office documents are incompetent to the task, will

best serve the farming interest by inditing better communications, and forwarding them
to the Commissioner of Patents, which is the true way to improve the professional

character of the reports.

NATIONAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

Speaking a common language, living under a common constitution which is the supreme
law of the land, and having a common destiny, what is there to prevent our establishing,

on the principle of voluntary arid cordial co-operation, a wise system of National Educa-
tion which shall benefit alike the indefinite millions to be educated in common schools,

and the indefinite thousands to be instructed in all the higher seminaries of learning?

All appreciate the advantages of the most extensive association of political corporations

organized as townships, parishes, counties, districts, towns, cities, territories, and states,

under the federal government. Churches and religious societies prosper by the joint

labors and happy union of vast numbers who often reside thousands of miles from each

other, and yet avail themselves of the great American idea which unites the strength and
force of millions for the elevation and protection of the humblest citizen of the republic.

This principle of national union may be successfully adopted at once by the one hundred
thousand intelligent educators in the United States for the improvement of their not-

sufliciently esteemed profession. Professors and teachers of every grade have only

themselves to blame, if the popular mind regards their services and calling with less

favor and consideration than the important interests involved would lead us to expect.

The whole art and science of education must be brought before the people in |^ conspic-

uous national theatre, like the acts of our leading politicians and statesmen, before the

profession of an educator can take rank with that of a general or captain in the army,

or a lieutenant in the navy. Men that bury their talents in the ground, court obscurity,

and conceal the statistics of popular education in several States, so that it is with the

utmost difficulty that the truth can be learned out of their precints, can reasonably

expect nothing bettei' than universal neglect and apparent disrespect.

Feeling a deep interest in the multiplication of common schools and libraries, and

their improvement in the States where w^e know they are few in number and poor in

quality, we have tried for years to obtain reliable statistical information on this subject,

to publish in the Patent Office reports prepared by the writer, in which the facts would

have "a wide circulation. It is now three years since the U. S. census was taken, and

we have yet to see the first table in print relating to the educational institutions of the

nation. Those that refer to manufactures, agriculture, commerce, and population, have

been given to the public more or less perfect and complete.

Of all the great interests of the American people, that of education is most neglected

by national statesmen. Is this condition of things to continue to the end of the present

century ? We think not. A United States Journal of Education, collecting reliable

statistics from all the States and Territories, and carrying the best thoughts and sugges-

tions of the wisest educators in the world into every school, academy, and college in the

Union, must ere long be one of the many rich fruits of our progressive mail facilities, and

^
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Still more proGrressive knowledge. The teachers .and pupils in Mair>e, California, Missis-

sippi, and Wisconsin, should hold a regular professional correspondence, so far as to

learn the progress of education in each State, the text-books used, the system practiced

—its success, advantages, and disadvantages, as developed by experience. Let a united,

national effort be made to improve the schools and elevate the masses in every county

and district throughout the republic, and an incalculable amount of good may be achieved

and lasting honors won. Our country already enjoys a high reputation in Europe for its

excellent schools. The Loudon Chronicle remarks :

" When we consiiJcr what has fietnally been dore in transatlantic England :n the can?e of educa-

tion, and compare it with what one of tlie most advanced of o-iir practical statesmen only dubiou'sly

proposed to do in our own England—it is impossible not to be impressed by a deep feeling of the

contract. Let the truth be told. It is not only Lord John Russell who fall beneath the height of this

great argument, but the English public in who-e name he proposes to legislate. There is no subject

on wiuch public opinion has made so little progress as on this. The British mind cannot act freely

in this matter. The mist of old prejudice still settles heavily on her. The idol spcciis hover in this

twilight. False fears—superstitious .ilarins—baseless visrons of evil—overcast some of our clearest

intelligences, and shake some of our firmest minds, whenever the practical problem is proposed.

How shall we educate the millions of our people?"

A new spirit has come over the dream of John Bull. The United States are no longer

ridiculed and treated with contumely by the leading London journals. They begin to

talk familiar of "trans-atlantic England ;" they are "impressed by a deep feeling of the

contrast" bet-ween the deplorable lack of popular education in rich and densly populated

England, and in comparatively poor and sparsely settled America. The following para-

graph is copied from Dicken's Household Words

:

" It has been calculated that there are in England and Wales 6,000,000 persons that can neither

read nor write—that is to say, about ot>e third the population, including of course infants ; but of all

the children between five and fourteen, more than one-half attend no place of public instruttion.

These statements—compiled by Mr. Kay from official and otlier authentic sources, for his work on
the social condition and education of the poor in England and Europe—would be hard to believe if

we had not to encounter in our every-day life degrees of illiteracy which would be startling if we
were not thoroughly used to it. Wherever we turn, ignorance, not always allied to poverty, stares

us in the face. If we look in the Gazette at the list of partnerships dissolved, not a month passes

but some unhappy man, rolling i^erhajis in wealth, but wallowing in ignorance, is put to the expcri-

mentuni crucis of 'his mark.' The number of petty jurors, in rural districts especially, who can only

sign witl^ cross is enormous. It is not unusual to see parish documents of great local importance
defaced wth the sam-e humiliating symbol by persons whose office not only shows them to be 'men
of mark,' but men of substance. We have printed already specimens of the partial ignorance which
passes under the pen of post office authorities, and we may venture to as.^ert that such specimens of

penmanship and orthography are not to be matched in any other country in Europe."

There is a greater lack of common school education in the Middle, Southern, and

Western Stat-es than a New Yorker or New Englander would believe, if he were not

personally conversant with the facts of the case. We allude to them only for the pur-

pose of exciting a common and earnest effort to remedy the evil. We look upon all the

States as a unit, and wherever schools are wanting or defective, there we would labor to

raise the standard of popular education, and invite its friends—not in that district alone,

but everywhere in the republic—to support it with dignity and success. The strong are

morally and legally bound to support and defend the weak when an enemy invades their

territory. Our government supports a small army and has provided a powerful militia

force of citizen soldiers for this purpose. Military aid is not the only assistance due
from one good citizen to another. Good citizens now liave a thousand million acres of

public lands, and an immense federal income. Shall little or none of this vast public

treasure go to benefit the common schools of the several States, as the distribution of the

United States Surplus, in 1837, benefitted the common schools of New York ?
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THE NEAT CATTLE OF
EUROPE. — FROM WHAT

THE UNITED STATES AND WESTERN
PARENT STOCK HAVE THEY DESCENDED?

It is easy to trace the neat cattle and other domesticated quadrupeds of the United

States, to their first importation from Europe by early emigrants to this continent. But

naturalists are not entirely agreed as to the origin of the ox family described by

Tacitcs as constituting' the herds of the primitive (Jermans, and the neat stock found

in the possession of the ancient Britons when their island was invaded and conquered

by the Romans. Long before the creation of man, Great Britain, in its mild, humid
climate, possessed peculiar grass-growing capabilities, and was by nature the parent land

of numerous graminivorous animals. So early as the newer pliocene formations, in

drifts and fresb water formations, "short-horned cattle of an inferior size," as well as

the shaggy Bi.«on and mighty Urus (^Bos jjrimiffenius, Bojan), left their remains mingled

with those of the mammoth and rhinoceros. Caesar describes an ox almost equaling

the elephant in bulk, which Prof. Owen, in his work on the " British Fossil Animals,"

regards as belonging to the hssil fdxnilj, Bos primigenius ; and according to some it

was the progenitor of our present domesticated cattle. It is more probable, however,

that the' "small Short-horned Ox," whose bones are found in fresh water formations,

which Mr. Owen calls Bos longifrons (long-sculled ox) is the true parent of British

cattle. In an interesting paper on the " extinct and existing Bovine Animals of Scan-

dinavia," Prof. NiLssoN, of Lund, thus describes the Short-horn Ox of Prof. Owen :

"As far as we yet know it is the smallest of the ox tribe that had lived wild in our

portion of the globe ; the Avhole length from the muzzle to the end of the rump bone,

he supposes to have been about six feet eight inches ; and, from the slender make of its

bones, it had rather resembled a deer than an ox. The forehead upwards over the eyes

is flattened, with an edge going along the frontal seam, which is most prominent

upwards, and ends with a rounded indentation backwards. Between the eyes is a more

or less considerable depression, above which there is often a rising, and beneath which

lies an incision for the i^asal bones, which go right uj) to the line drawn between the

lower borders of the orbits. (Thus the frontal bones are not longer in this species than

they are in the Taurus or Urus.) The horn cores are small, cylindrical, short,' curved

only in one direction forwards; sometimes, though seldom, downwards, in the plane of

the forehead. The form of the temporal cavity is, behind, transverse— obtuse; before,

oblique— pointed; its hinder part, to the angle above the joint of the underjaw, only

one-fourth part broader than the fore part. The anterior palatine apertures lancet-

shaped, at the back oblique inward-pointed ; the ba,ck ones lie between the palate bones
;

the nape transverse, upwards with a vertical indenting; downwards with a vertical edge

over the circular foramen of the nape. The skull of this species varies considerably in

size, and even something in form, according to its age and sex. The species, however,

is always known by a protuberance uj^on the upper part of the forehead in front, and

an indenting backwards."

This description is somewhat too professional to interest most readers ; but we are of

the number who believe that the stock-grower and comparative anatomist should unite

their knowledge and labors for the advancement of an important public interest ; and

this has been done in Great Britain for many years with distinguished success. Between

the mammoth Bos primigenius and Bos longifrons, there is another fossil ox, which

Prof. NiLssoN denominates Bos frontosus, whose bones are found in Sweden, From
this species, we suspect the hornless Galloway cattle, (some good specimens of which

may be seen in Augusta, Charlestown, and Washington,) are descended. The following

briefly indicates the distinguishing features of the, Bos frontosus. The ridge of the

occiput rises high m the center convex ; the horns, which rest on longer pedicles than

among any known species of ox, are short, and directed outward, backward, and
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downward, and then bent forward. The size of the skulls denote an animal which,

although much less than the enormous and savage Urus,* {^Bos primigenius) it is yet

considerably larger than the B. longifrons.

Some have supposed that hornless cattle were called into existence by cutting out for

many generations the young horns of calves, imtil this osseous protuberance ceased to

grow on the skull ; and this explanation appears not improbable. It is a great mistake

to suppose that neat cattle have been changed by domestication, mainly within the last

thousand years ; although hornless bulls and cows are doubtless of recent origin, say

within two or two and a half centuries. At the commencement of his operations in

England, Caesar tells us in his Commentaries that " the country was well peopled," and

that they possessed ''pecorus magnus numerus^'' (lib. v. 12) numerous herds of cattle;

for ^;eci(6> refers often to cattle as well as sheep. He adds that the natives of the interior

seldom trouble themselves with the tillage of the ground, but live on milk and fresh

meat, and clothe themselves with skins. For ought that is known to the contrary, the

people of Great Britain and Germany were pastoral in their habits before the time of

Abraham, and in no respect inferior to Jacob in the art of making " ring-streaked and

speckled" cattle. We have no doubt that the famous "Wild White Cattle of Chilling-

worth" Avere a purely artificial breed produced in an early age, and then during pro-

tracted civil wars allowed to become wild in the extensive forests of princes and noblemen.

Prof Bell, in his valuable work on "British Quadrupeds," says : " It appears the eare

are more liable to retain color in animals which become Avhite by domestication than

any other parts. This is the case as we have seen with the Guinea pig, and it is no
less true of the ox and sorhe others." Prof. Fleming remarks that he never saw an

entirely white ox, but that the ears always remained of a different color. In the Chil-

lingworth white cattle this peculiarity still exists. Nilsson alludes to the fact that no
strictly wild white oxen are known to naturalists. As these " wild white cattle" are the

oKlest known fancy stock in Europe, some notice of them before we attempt to trace

the origin of the Short Horns, Devons, Herefords, Ayrshires, Galloways, Alderneys,

and others, is due to the dignity of the subject. _
Early modern history found these white cattle in the " Great Caledonia Forest" which

formerly covered the country from Stirling to Athol. In a history written by Bcethifs,

and ptiblished in Paris in 1526, entitled, ''Scotorum Historia a Prima Gcntis Origine,^''

these cattle are described as ''boves candissimos informane Iconis juham fercntes ;'''' per-

fectly white, and having maues like lions. Their tlesh is said to have been tough and

cartilaginous, and their tempers exceedingly ferocious, and quite untaraeable. That

these white wild cattle of the 15th century descended from a domesticated race, appears

from the following historical allusions of an earlier date. In Leges Wallicre, of " Howell

Dda," the Welsh laws of King Howell the Good, which date from about A. D. 942, or

before the middle of the tenth century, we find an account of the payment of a fine or

forfeiture to the crown, in which a handrcd white cows with red ears were demanded,

and a hundred and fifty black, spotted or red ones, considered as an equivalent. Besides

the hundred white cows, the oftending party was required to furnish " M«i<»i taurus

aurihus rujis^'' (ouG, bull with red ears.)

Mr. YouATT supplies us with an liistorical fact which proves that the ancient white

cattle of England were domesticated and highly prized. " Speed tells us that Maud de

Breos, in order to appease King John, whom her husband offended, sent to his queen

a present from Brecknockshire of four hundred cows and a hull, all white with red ears.^'

Neither the roast beef of old England, nor the breeding of fine cattle there is a

modern invention. It has been suggested that the Romans introduced their superior

* Ppcakint' of tin- Fms, a n.itivo of Eritiiin, CAiar says: "Groat is its strength, and eroat its speed ; and it spares
neitlicr man nnr buMst wliieh it catehes sigtit of; and thul the man wlio killo<t lUo frrealest number of them even by the
pilfall, brings llieir lioriis as an evidence of his prowess, and is liiiihly upphiudcd by his countryuicn ; and so savage is

hie nature, that thougli taken never so young, it cannot be tamed."



stock into Great Britain ; but there is reason to believe that the natives had better

cattle than Italy or the South of Europe could boast, before Julius C^sar was born.

Like most of the States in this Republic, the British Islands and Germany are naturally

adapted to all pastoral operations. The live stock of this country, so recently intro-

duced from Europe, is now woith very nearly six million dollars ; and if we can induce

the American people to study the natural laws by which all domesticated animals are

g-overned, their value may soon be doubled. More attention must be paid to grazing

binds and winter forage, and greater care is necessary in propagating only from the best

families and races. By rearing none but good animals, and always kee})iug them in

prime condition, a most auspicious change in the neat stock of the United States mioht
be realized in a few years. On the other hand, if no attention is paid to the daily

supply of food and water, and none to the principles of breeding, deterioration is inevi-

table. Our native cattle have in no respect been fairly dealt by ; and we insist on the

public duty to give them a " fair chance" to win the highest honors as milkers,

working oxen, and meat for the table. It does not detract from the just merits of the

Devons, or Short Horns, Herefords, 'or Ayrshires, to maintain the necessity of treating

all other neat cattle with equal care and skill for the benefit of the whole community.
Speaking, in round numbers, the food annually consumed by twenty million head of

cattle in this country is capable of yielding in milk and beef a net gain of one hundred
million dollars, over and above what is now realized. These living machines, kept mainly

to convert grass, grain, and roots into milk and meat, can never be understood and used

to the best advantage until they are carefully studied.

THE WANTS OF THE SOIL.

Under the above heading the Connecticut Valle?j Farmer and Meehanie contains some
sensible remarks prefixed to an extract from a memorial to Congress in favor of appro-

priating a part of the public lands for educational purposes, and especially to found a

National Normal School, which was drawn and presented by the proprietor of the Gen-

esee Farmer. As this memorial has never been noticed, we believe, in this journal, the

extract is copied from the Farmer and Mechanic below :

"At present, not far from three-fourths of the entire labor and capital of the United

States are employed, either directly or indirectly, in the great work of robbing the soil

of the few things that God placed in it for the support of vegetable and animal hfe,

without making, or pretending to make, any adequate restitution. All tillage is a most
unnatural operation, and the matter removed in crops by no means indicates the whole

of the loss of the elements of fertility that arated fields sustain. An intelligent wheat-

grower in Wisconsin writes to the agricultural department of the patent ofiiee, that

lands which have been cultivated twelve years, in that nayv State, now yield but half the

annual harvests that they did when first tilled and seeded. An extensive corn grower

, in Indiana informs your memorialist, that the rich river bottoms of that State now yield

only thirty-five bushels per acre, which once produced, with an equal amount of tillage,

seventy bushels per acre. Maize being by far the most important crop grown in this

country, much pains have been taken to learn the commercial value of the raw material

necessarily consumed to form a bushel of that grain ; of which over six hundred million

bushels are annually extracted from American soil.

" A gentleman in Connecticut writes, that his farm, of some two hundred and fifty

acres, has been cultivated two centuries, and consequently has reached what may be

regarded as.the normal condition of long-tilled earth. He finds it necessary to apply

ten cords of compost manure to an acre, to raise forty bushels. The manure costs him
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a dollar a cord, and twenty-five cents per bushel of his crop. A corn grower in Virginia

has tried many experiments with guano, and finds that one hundred pounds which cost

two dollars and fifty cents, will generally add ten bushek to his harvest. The manure,

like that used in Connecticut, costs a quarter of a dollar for enough to produce a bushel

of corn. Many letters from practical men, of close observation, and large experience,

have been received at the agricultural department of the Patent Office, going to show
that if one draws not upon the natural fertility of land to form his corn plants, the raw
material to make a bushel of eoi-n can rarely be obtained for a less sura than twenty-

five cents. There is collateral evidence worth naming, that corroborates this estimate.

Long experience in France and Belgium establishes the fact, tliat the excreta, from an

adult person are worth five dollars a year for agricultural purposes. The night soil

obtained from the human species is equal to the production of twenty bushels of corn

to each inhabitant; and for the obvious reason, that no animal has the power to annihi-

late a single atom consumed in its daily food, nor to create one, if needed to prevent

starvation. Field laborers at the South consume about thirteen bushels of corn meal,

and as much bacon as from ten to thirteen bushels of corn M'ill make, as the yearly

allowance to each. Children consume loss, but often waste more, than adults. Taking
our entire population of 25,000,000 at this time into account, and each consumes, in

one form and another, fertilizing atoms drawn from the bosom of the earth, equal to

those contained in twenty bushels of maize ; showing an aggregate annual consumption

of 600,000,000 bushels, which the soil loses as eflectually as it would if that amount of

grain were cast into the sea every year."

r.RITISH AND AMERICAN AGRICULTURE.

(^Continued fro77i Page 146.)

A. You were asking the other day respecting Engli.-b cheese making, and Ih? difi'erenee between
tlifii- pi-oeess and o'jp own. Tlie Gloucester dairy di-tiiet? I did not visit, but in the equally celebrated

"Cheshire cheese " district I spent consideralile time. I would here say that many gi-oeers told me
that the American cheese was gi-eatly preferred among the poorer classes (or those that eat cheese

not as a luxuiy, but as their princijial food) to the best Cheshire cheese. The prices obtained at

retail when I was there, were Cliesliire cheese, 12 cts. per lb.; American cheese, 13 cts. per lb. I

was also jileased to find tli'.it the storehouses of many grocers I visited were filled with Ameiican
bacon, obtained principally from Ohio. The sides were large and very fat and when in good condi-

tion were of a deligiiti'ul flavor and much preferred to English bacon. But it was not always in

good condition, and for tliis reason the dealei's were a little afiaid of large orders. The grocers

were strong free-traders and seemed to prefer to sell Ameiican cheese and bacon, to that of "domes-

tic manufacture."

B. That argues little for their patriotism, but I suppose they consider themselves as having been

grossly injured by the aristocratic land-owners, and now that they begin to feel their power they

are not over-scrupulous as to the means employed to retaliate.

A. That is so. But we will not talk of free-trade, I am tired of it. In England you cannot talk

for .five minutes on any subject but what free-trade is dragged in. Thus in the matter of cheese

makin.g, I was desirous to make myself acquainted with their process in all its details, but in most

eases they m'xed up their accounts with descriptions of the good times under "pi'otection" and the

miseries they were now suffering under "free-trade," that I could make nothing of them. For

iurtuice I would ask, how much do you realize per annum from each cow? They would tell me
t' a tl.'<y formerly made £15 ($75) per head, but now tliey ^(^vq Jcshig mo7ieij. "Free-trade be

ruining tlie farmer," is the universal wail from Land's End to John o' Groat's.

B. Do you siq-ipose they ever made $75 per cow a year?

A. No douljt aliout it One of the most intelligent farmers I met with informed mo that he

averaged $75 each from tliii'ty cows for many years, and even then, under free-trade, he told me

—

,-bT-i-
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having taken me into tlie middle of a large field, and whispering lest any one should hear and tell his

landlord—that last year he made $60 per cow. He thought dairying by far the most profitable

part of farm husbandry. Cheese then sold for 10 cts., and butter for 25 cts. per lb.

B. Does their system of cheese mating ditTer from our own materially ?

A. The farmer that I have just me|itioned as making $60 per head from his 30 cows, adopted,

in general, this plan :
—

^The cows were milked very regularly at 5 o'clock in tha morning and 5

o'clock in the evening. Uusually there were four milkers—tlie lady of the house, her two maid
servants, and one man—with another man to carry in the milk in a large tin kept for the purpose.

The evening milk was placed in the dairy, or cellar as it really was, and remained in deep lead

vessels constructed somewhat similar to a hopper, with a hole at the bottom so that the milk could

be taken out without ladling. The cream was skimmed off next morning, and then the milk was
placed in the cheese tub and, together with the morning's milk, was made into cheese. The cream

was churned once a week. In this way he obtained from 60 lbs. to 100 lbs. of butter per week. I

think I have told you that they make " whey butter." Instead of throwing_the whey into the ho*
cistern at once, it is placed in a large old cheese tub for 48 hours. In this time a considerable

quantity of cream rises to the surface and is skimmed off and churned once a week. This farmer

often had 20 lbs. of whey butter per week. It sold for about half the price of the good butter, or

about 10 cts. per lb.

B. That is a good price for such an article. It might do very well to sell, but I should not wish

to eat it. It seems to me it must be a mean kind of butter. Did you like it ?

A. I did not; and yet it is not so bad as you would iraaginal It has a peculiar sweet taste

from the large quantity of sugar of milk which it contains. It also contains more curd than common
butter, and this gives it a cheesy taste ; so what witli cheese and sugar it is not of the best quality

imaginable.

B. I recollect Dr. M. M. Rogeus saying in one of his letters from Europe, in the Rnral New
Yorker, that it was next to impossible to obtain good butter in England, in fact that their butter

vk^as white, lard-looking stuff, rancid, full of hairs, and, altogether, an unpalateablc grease.

A. Tliat is not so. As a general thing their butter is far superior to ours. Dr. Rogers must

have been very unfortunate in his choice of hotels, <te., to have met with such butter. Warren
IsiUM, of the Michigan Farmer, judging from his letters, was also equally unfortunate. I like our

cheese better than theirs, and some of our butter is as good as theirs, but we have large quantities

of it that are very inferior to Irish, Scotch, and English butter, and even to that imported from the

continent.

B. At what temperature do they churn their butter and set cheese?

A. About 55" Fahr. when the cream is placed in the churn gives the best quality of butter,

though somewhat more labor is required to churn it than if it were a little warmer. They never

like their butter to come in less than 40 minutes. The whey butter is longer in coming, for they

arc particularly careful to churn slowly- when the butter is come, and when all that is required is

to gather it into lumps. The rennet is usually added to the milk when it is 95° Fahr. Tliis is

warmer than is common with our best dairymen, but as they do not scald their curd, as we do here,

it may not be too warm. Tlie cooler the milk when "set," the tenderer and sweeter is the cheese.

Skim milk, too, should be colder "set" than fresh milk. When the curd is come it is finely broken

with, an iustrument made for the purpose. It is simply a circular tin rim about half an inch wide,

interlaced with wire, leaving spaces about an inch square It is attached to a woodtn handle and

breaks the curd very effectually in a few minutes. After this is done the curd is allowed to stand

for some time, till it again becomes one mass. The whey is then removed, the curd cut into squares,

placed in a strong cloth and pressed to force as much of the whey out of it as possible previous to

salting. Afterwards it is broken up as finely as possible and salted. The curd is then placed in a

vat of the size the cheese is required. It has several holes at the bottom and sides to allow the

whey to run off readily. A large cloth placed in the vat is then filled with the curd. A fillet of

tin three to six inches wide is placed in the vat an inch or so, and the cloth is drawn up straight;

the curd is then added, and in this way stands several inches above the wooden vat. The cloth is

then lapped over the top ; a smooth board is placed on tliis and the whole is then placed in the

press. There it is allowed to remain for a few hoiu-s when it is taken out; a clean cloth is yilaced

around it and the cheese is perforated with a skewer and again pressed. The cloths are changed

several times, and great care is taken to press out all the whey. The cheeses are ke[)t in the cool,



damp cellar-dairy house for a week or ten days. They are then taken to a dry, dark, airy room,

where for some time they require turning every day to prevent their molding on the side next

the floor.

B. The practice very generally prevailing in Western Xew York of making butter only, must he
anything but econoTnical.

A. It is a shameful waste. The milk from which we get 100 lbs. of butter contains at least 75
lbs. of casein and 75 lbs. of sugar of milk. I do not know from actual experiment, but I think we
should get twice the weight of chee.=e that we now do of butter. The whey of course is not so

good for hogs as the sour milk, but it is nevertheless good food from the large quantity of sugar and
lactates it contains.

B. I think we might do as you say the English farmers do—^take off the cream that would rise

in 12 hours, and then make cheese from tlie skimmed milk. In this way we should get superior

butter and tolerable cheese that would bring five or six cents per lb.

-•••

The Ruta Baga.—A Pkofitaele Crop.—As the season of planting has come, the question is to

agriculturists timely and important, whether the cultivation of roots is not worthy of increased

attention. With the hope of directing the attention of my brother farmera to this subject, I will

present the result of my experiment last season with the Euta Baga.

The land selected— one-fourth of an acre— was adjoining that on which I had raised in the pre-

ceding year sixteen hundred and sixty-six bushels per acre. Geologically it is primitive, rocks

principally granite, and natural limber oak and maple. The soil is somewhat heavy, but free fi'ora

Btan<ling water; it was an old meadow, and had become unproductive; in the preceding year it

had been broken iip and planted to potatoes. It was cultivated for the Paita Baga crop by removing

all rocks and stones, well manured and plowed as deep as possible with a common plow. After a

few weeks it was manured again, and plowed one-half as deep as before, and thoroughly harrowed-

Previous to the fifth of June it was plowed and harrowed the third and fourth times. Furrows

were then drawn two feet apart, into which were drilled four loads of the richest composition of

barnj'ard manure. The furrow was then replaced with the plow, and on the top of the ridge a

slight channel was made with the hoe. In this channel and directly over the manure tlie seed was

deposited by hand some half dozen in a place ten inches apart and covered with a rake. When
the plants appeared, all but the best ones were removed. They were carefully hoed at intervals of

a week four times, when they became too large to work among without injury. The manure used

was sheltered barnyard. They were planted June 20, and gathered early in November. The

expense was

—

To removing stone, ^ $1.50
Plowing and harrowins; four times 4.00

Sixteen lonils of manure, .^S, lialf charged, 4.00

Forming riilLces, rtiUing, and planting, 1.25

Weeding and thinning, 1.50

Hoeing i'uur times, 8.00

Harvesting 2.t)0

Kent of land 50 cts., seed Vi}^ cts., G2;^

I had a largo qttantity of tops worth $2, and over three hundred bushels of roots at the low price

of 16c—$48—making an income from one-fourth acre $50; leaving a profit of $82.12^. The cost

per bushel was five centa John T. Andrew.— West Cornwall, Conn.

Corn.—Flat vs. Hill Culture.—In your last number under the head of " Spring Work," you

express a desire to be informed as to tlie "relative advantages of hilling up corn, or letting it

remain as planted, merely keeping it clean by liorse and hand hoeing." After experimenting both

ways for some time past, I iiave not the slightest doubt as to which mode is preferable. The

planting being in rows at right angles, I simply use the Corn Cultivator crosswise, and thus leave

the field mellow and level. This may be done as often as necessary ; but, as it is easily done, I

do it three times, and at each time let a man follow up with a hoe to repair injuries, which is done

in a short time, and also to destroy the suckers at the last time. A ten acre lot can thus be easily

and thoroughly dressed very soon, compared with the tedious hoeing and hilling system. It is

obvious that this method d(;cidedly economises both trine and labor, as the horse and driver do nino-

teuths of it on a walk. But this is not all. The stalk, having but one set of roots (whieli are long



and strong), shoots up vigorously and well supported, and consequently is not much affected by
strong winds ; the growth being steady and strong, the yield is more productive ; there bein" no
furrows, lidges, or hills, but all on even surface, it is quite; natural that this is the true way to resist

a drouth. This was abundantly demonstrated the last season, so unusually dry, with my yield.

If it be desirable to seed the field with clover and timothy, or either, it can successfully be done

at the last cultivating in July, for pasture or meadow the next season. If this be done, the stalks

should be cut off close to the ground in the fall. It is surprising to see the happy effect of this way
and time of seeding. I can show a field treated thus the last season, having grass six inches high

and looking as rich as an old meadow of two or three years husbandry.

Persuaded that the cultivator ought to be adopted, instead of the old fashion hoeing and hilling

system, I am prepared to believe that it will not be long before farmers will have but one opinion

on the subject. To become fully satisfied, I think they need but one trial in a fair field. The
result will readily establish this way of managing corn, for vigorous growth and yield, for security

against the gale, for resisting a drouth, for facility of seeding to grass, and above all, for economy

of time and labor. P. J. Wagner.—Fort Plain, N. Y.

—-*-

Analyses of Clam and Oyster Shells.—The following is from The Plough, the

L<x>m^ and the Anvil, and clearly illustrates why shell lime is found practically to be more
valuable for many soils than stone lime.

"Messrs. EDrrons:—in your January number of the Plough, Loom, and Anvil, is a brief notice of
the application of oyster shells as a manure far fruit trees. That those who use them may know
what they are adding to their soil when they apply them, I here send you for piAlication their
analysis, together with the analysis of the clam shell.

'
"In the vicinity of the sea-coast, and in the neighborhood of large towns, the corrTmon clam an^

oyster shells are quite extensively used by farmers as a manure. They are sometimes thrown upon
the land whole, sometimes previously broken into fragments, and often burned. As a general rule,

the latter method may be considered preferable to either of the others.
" Soils, however, containing already a sufficient quantity of lime for present demands, and where

the object is merely to compensate for tlie gradual waste, shells unburned may answeiiquite as 4!;ood

a jnirpose as those which have been burned. When used before burnin?, owing to their compact
texture, they are acted upon but slowly by the ordinary agents to which they are sxibjected, and
hsnce it requires a ranch larger quantity of them tlian of burned shells to exert, in a given time, the
same degree of influence upon the soil. Unburned, their eft'ects are not materially different—throw-
ing aside the small quantity of animal matter and soluble salts they contain—from ordinary lime
stones broken equally fine and disposed of in a similar manner.

"Before burning—omitting the moisture—they are made up principally of carbonates, with a
SRi.dl quantity of organic matter, phosphates, sulphates, and chloridea The process of burning
expels nearly ail of the carbonic acid and organic matter, with seme of the chlorine, leaving the
phosphates, sulphates, and a small amount of chlorides and carbonates. The rest, lime, which makes
up nearly the whole, is in a caustic state.

"As the composition of these* shells, both before and after burning, may be of some interest, I here
give them

:

"The common clam' shell {Vemis mercenaria)—100 parts of the dry imburned shell gave of

Silica, none
Pliosphates of lime, iron, and magnesia, 1.250
Carbonate of lime, 69.204
Bulpliate of lime, 0.815
Lime, probably combined with organic matter, 13.907
Mairnesia, 1.400
Potassa, 1.847
Chloride of Sodium, ' 6.101

Organic matter, 6.050

100.574

"The same shell, burned till the organic matter and carbonic acid were nearly aU expelled—100
parts gave of

SUica, none
Phosphatog of iron, lime, and magnesia, 1.856
Lime, 78.610
Sulphate of Hme, 1.210
Magnesia, 2.078
Potassa, 2.S16
Soda and chloride of sodium, 10.886
Carbonic acid, 3.043
Organic matter, trace

99.999



"Shell of the common oyster {Ostrca borealis)—100 parts of the fresh shell, deprived of water,
gave of

Phosphates of iron, lime, and magnesia, . . . .• 0.842
Carbonate of lime, , 86.203
Sulphate of liino, 2.061
Lime, probably eombined with organic matter, 6.035
Magnesia 0.3;J8
Totassa, 0.101
Soda and cliloride of sodium, 0.690
Organic matter 3.61.3

99.973

"The same shell, burned till nearly all the carbonic acid and organic matter were expelled—100
parts gave of

Phospliates of iron, lime, and magnesia, O.SOO
Lime, 91.918
Magnesia, 0.560
Potassa, 0.316
Soda and chloride of sodium, 1.144
Sulphuric acid, 2.011
Carbonic acid 2.060
Orj^anic matter, trace

98.799

" From these analyscB it will be seen that tlie shells of the clam contain a mnch larger per centage
of phosphates, magnesia, pi)tas<a, and soda, than tlio.<e of the oyster; while the latter are mueli the
richest in lime and su]j)liurie acid. Yours, truly, J. II. Salisbury, State Chemist.
"Old State Hall, Albany, Feb. 14, 1853."

Soluble Silica.—The following important item is from the Transactions of the

Monthly Council of the Royal Agricultural Society for March :

•"Professor Way, the Consulting* Cliemist to the Society, reported to the Council the recent
discovei-y, assisted by Sir. Maixwarixg Paine, lie had made on tliat gentleman's pro))ei'ly in Surrey,
ot a natural source of silica, in the state known to chemists as "sohible silica." This depo-it was
situated, in the lower beds of the challc formation, immediately above the upper green sand, in

quantities that would prove inexhaustible; and it was found in many instances to contain no less

than To per cerft. of the soluble silica in question. This substance so unexpectedly found leadymade
to liand in nature, would be invaluable in a variety of ways in the manufacture of manure; and he
desired an early day for a lecture, if it met with the concurrence of the Council, in order tliat this

discoveiy might in the first instance, and at once, be laid before the Society, as a link in that chain
of investigations wliich had been originated and' carried on under its own direction and at its own
charge, in order that by such early announcement its advantages might be secured, free from
monopoly, to its members and the agricultural community. The Council thanked Professor Way for

this important eonmiunication, and decided that his leetu're on this subject should be delivered to the
members of the Society in the Council Koom on the second Wednesday in March, at 12 o'clock
at noon."

•«

Under-draining.—At a late meeting of the New York Farmei-s' Club, Mr. J. N.
Blakeslee, of Watertown, Conn., gave the following testimony to the great value of

thorough drainage

:

"I have doubled the crops of my whole fttrm by drainage. One drain eighty rods long, made
of stones jncked oft' of two acres, cost $30, counting the work at a dollar a day, including six rods
of lead pipe to bring the water into my barnyai'd. I have now got water in all but two fields by
my drains. I had some dry knolls, situated lower tiian the land I drained, wiiich were iinprnduc-
tive. Upon these I managed to empty the water of the drains, and now get first rate crops by that
mode of irrigation. 1 put WO rods of drain into lOO acres. 1 had M acr(>s that would not pa.-^lure

60 sheep. The land was covered with bitter brakes; when drained, I sowed southei'n clover seed,

and then cattle and sheep eat clover and young brakes till they killed out all the brakes, and now
I get great crops of English hay. I dig ditches two or three feet down to a hard pan and lay a jiipe

of stones and fill it with small stones. This is far better tlian open ditches."

FERTii.rrf OK Nile Mud—Tlie celebrated microscopic jihilosophor, EuKEXnnRG, has examined this

mud, and finds its great fertility to be owing, not so much to any peculiar mineral contribution, or
to the presence of vegetable matter, as it is to the vast accmnulation of extremely minute formg of
microscopic animals, which by their decomposition enrich the soil.

—

Keui York Farmers' Club.

The animal matter thus furni.shod contains a large percentage of nitrogen, and w (Uild

by decomposition suj)ply that invaluable fertilizer for all cereal crops— ammonia.
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Agricultural Mechanics.—Mechanical science and arts are doing more for the ad-

vancement of agriculture in the United States than all other agencies combined, so far as

immediate results are attained. Ultimately, chemistry, physiology, meteorology, geology,

and other departments of the natural sciences, will confer benefits on all industrial

pursuits far transcending any mere mechanical advantages. Indeed, the most valuable

mechanical powel's, even now, are more the fruits of intellectual culture than of original

gi-nius ; and the successful study of natural phenomena precedes nearly all important

inventions and discoveries. Operations that have been practiced thousands of years,

like those of plowing, weaving, grinding grain, and pumping or lifting water by

wind, are seen from an entirely new point of view by the man of science; and he is

able to suggest improvements that never could have occurred to a mind not illumi-

nated by the numerous and briUiant lights kindled by modern researches into the

laws of matter.

We have been led into this train of thought and remark by perusing in the Horti-

cultarist the valuable article on the " Application of Wind as a Power for Raising

Water," from the pen of Prof. Kirtland, of Cleveland, to which the readers attention is

invited in this number. There is a wind-mill which has been in successful operation in

the federal metropolis during the last six years ; and for what we can see to the contrary,

may continue to work well so long as a wind shall blow up and down the valley of the

Potumac. The wheel we should judge to be between thirty and forty feet in diameter,

and it is all made of iron. One only four feet in diameter would be too small except

for pumping a short distance ; from six to eight feet would be a cheaper power, all things

considered. We should make the flanges of the wheel of galvanised sheet iron or of

zinc, and set them permanently at the proper angle to be acted on to advantage by the

current of air. By keeping the wheel always in the direct current, if it had any force,

the flanges would catch it, and turn the wheel, as a current water-wheel is turned in the

Mississippi and elsewhere. Such a wheel with the necessary shaft and crank may be

made of iron for a few dollars ; and everyone can understand from the^ illustrations

furnished by Prof. Kirtland, that this simple apparatus will work successfully whenever

the atmosphere has any active motion. These current wheels (they are in no sense

milla) and pumps, if manufactured in a large way, might be sold at prices which would

enable every farmer to have a score of them for irrigation, and for the^listribution of

liquified manure, if he saw fit to make the mechanical power of the winds create

wealth for himself and mankind.

With durable and cheap machinery, vast quantities of water may be elevated to any

desirable height on every farm, for agricultural purposes ; and the thanks of the farming

community are due Prof. Kirtland for his very intelligible illustration of a simple and

useful wheel and crank to be put in motion by wind. The water that falls upon every

square foot of ground in a field is equal, on an average, in this country, to 200 lbs. a

year ; and so much of this as descends deep into the earth and re-appears in wells and

springs, always contains both the vegetable and mineral food of plants (dissolved out of

the soil in passing through it) in greater or smaller quantities. In rare instances such

water is poisoned by an excess of acids, or acid sAlts.

On the construction and working of pumps we have a word to say : It is not neces-

sary to use two pum.ps nor a force pump in order to raise water forty or fifty feet, as

Prof K. seems to suppose. Let the stem of the pump stand twenty-five feet above the

water, and be connected with it by an iron pipe with a valve at the top of it. Just

above this the piston rod descends and works in the usual way of pumping. By
creating a vacuum above the twenty-five feet of iron pipe, the water is forced up twenty-

seven or twenty-eight feet by the weight of surrounding atmosphere, and two feet above

the valve in the piston rod. This rod will, of course, Hft.the column of water twenty-

five feet without difficulty, provided due power is applied to the lever or other geering

pS
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that puts it in motion. The same mechanical power that will force up water twenty-

five or fifty feet by a vis a tergo action, as in a common forcing pump, will lift it by
applying the power on the upper side of the metallic or wooden body that raises the

column of water. The motion of the body that really lifts the water is the same in

either case.

"Application of Wind as a Power fok Raising "Water.—A garden engine, manufactured by
Downs & Co., Seneca Falls, State of Xew York, enabled me to preserve many vakiable plants, shrubs,

and trees, during the severe drouth of last season. It was equally important as an implement of

wai'fare in a contest I waged with the cherry and pear slugs, and some other depredating insects.

The force with which it throws tobaccu water, and otlier medicated washes, is sure to reach those

enemies, however securely they may be concealed. Its principles are simple, and the workmanship
excellent. No gardener can well dispense with its use.

"To pump from a well the requisite supplies of water was a work of no small labor. It led to

the investigation of a metliod of working a pump by means of the wind. The praetieabilty of the
plan I am about to suggest, does not remain to be
tested by experiment. During former years, a small
wind-mill was in successful operation upon the farm
of Mr. Anderson, five miles west of Asldand, Ohio,
on the road leading to ilansfield. It worked a pump
that amply furnished a large stock of cattle, which
otherwise could obtain no water. Two days only
did it cease to perform its duties during more than
two years, and that intei'uption was occasioned by
the meddling of mischievious boj-s. It is still in

operation for ought I know. The cost of this simple
machine, including pump, did not exceed fifteen

dollars.

" By reference to Plate I, the principles on which
it was conetrueted will be at once comprehended.
The direct application of the power, without the
intervention of any geering or machinery, obviates

much friction, hence a small amount only of power
is required. The diameter of the wheel should not
exceed four feet, a few inches less is preferable. It

is firmly fixed by its hub on an iron axle formed
of a square inch bar. The sails or buckets are

secured, at their outward ends, to a wooden rim,

like that of a lai-ge spinning wheel. An inch and a

half crank is raised on the axle at B, which, at that

point, is cylindrical, and upon wliieh is adjusted the

upper ends of the piston-rod of tlie pump C. This,

when in motion, of course commands a play of

three inches.
" The hodij of the Mill.—A piece of pine plank, D,

is suspended from the cross-girt of a frame, E, by
an iron bolt, F, ftu-nished at its lower end with a

large head, G, and a wa-^her, and secured by a key,

H, at the ujiper end, admitting of an easy circular

motion of D around the bolt. This motion is

coincident with that of a swivel on the piston-rod,

I. The rudder, or vane, will necessarily throw the

wheel, at all times, into the wind. The axle. A, is

PLATE I. suspended from the body by two strajis of ii-on,

throi>gh which it passes at L, L, where it is cylindrical without regard to jDerspective and propor-
tion, but will perhaps illustrate the subject sufficiently.

" A breeze which merely agitates the leaves of the trees will set the machinery in operation. A
reservoir of some six or eight hogsheads was kept nearly filled, and when, in windy weather, a

suri)lus of water was raised, it was returned to the well by a waste ))iiic, M. In the hands of an
ingenious mechanic it might, no doubt, be greatly improved. Iron, in some of its parts might bo
substituted for wood.

"A well, suitably located, will furnish water enough for an ordinary garden, and without labor,

by aid of this mill. IIow much it would Improve our flowers, fruits and esculent vegetables, cannot
be estimated, but would surely effect a revolution in our present modes of gardening hero in tlie

West, where we sullVr much every season from droutli. Ptiblie tanks, inns, tanneries, and thousands

of prairie farms, require its aid. Downs <fe Co., or some other active firm, would render the com-.
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munitv essential service if they would manufacture a supply of these mills and .adapt them to some

of their improved pumps.
" In all this, gentle reader, there is no Quixotism. Its feasibility has been amply tested. "We

mav, however, trespass on the peculiar province of the Don, and, like him, get our heads -bruised

when we give play to our imaginations ou this subject. We will venture on the movement:
" Attempts are every where making to ornament and improve country and suburban residences.

Few localities arc natxirally furnished with the means of supplving a jet tf em(, yet it is one of the

most important ornamental additions art can supply to such filaces. One of nioderatesize can be

constructed at anv point where a well with permanent and abundant springs can be obtaineii witliin

twenty-eight feet of tlie surface of the ground. Practieallj', beyond that depth, this mill will not

raise water with much success. It is obvious that the same wind operating on one mill, and raising

a given quantity of water twenty-eight feet, would, by acting on a second mill, raise the 6ame water

an additional twenty-eight feet.

Suppose an architect should sketch a barn, or other out-building, with two spires or towers of

suitable height and dimensions, giving them an air of taste and beauty. The outline I have

attempted to suppjly in Plate II, but not the finish.

A, represents a well, either under or contiguous to one of the spires. B, first wind-mill, working

pump, C, placed on the center of a wooden cistern, D, of thirty or forty hogsheads capacity, whose

bottom is perforated with pump stem, E, E, extending down into the water in the well. F, second

wind-mill, working pump, G, and filling reservoir, II, of similar capacity, from reservoir, D, through

a tube I, I. J, J, conducting tube. 0, the hydropathic mermaid, cascading dolphin, or any other

monster fancy may create. I, stop-cock to let the water ou the jet. IST, stop-cock to let the water

directly into the basin, and not through the jet. The waste water is finally dircharged into the

well, A, by tube, M. The pressure on tiie tube, J, J, might be too heavy while the water was- not

discharging at the basin ; stop-cock P would relieve it. The waste water from cistern, H, when
full, may be discharged through tube R, into the conducting tube, J, J.

" By these arrangements, sixty or eighty hogsheads of water would always be at command, and at

an elevation at which it might be conducted over the dwelling house, lawn, garden, trees, &c.

During calm weather it would keep a jet of moderate dimensions in play for several hours, aud in

windy weather tlie su]iply would be constant. On the shores of Lake Erie no day passes without

furnishing wind enough to keep the reservoirs replenished. In case of fire they would be equal to

an ordinary fire engine.

"Is this Quixotism?" J. P. Kiktland.— dleveland Ohio.
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CONDUCTED BY P. BAKRT.

HINTS ON THINNING FRUIT.

The prospects of an abundant fruit crop throughout most of the fruit growing regions of

this country, have scarcely ever been better, according to the best information we can

obtain, than they are the present season. The winter was of more than an average

mildness ; and the spring, 'hough early, has been cool, without any violent changes

likely to' affect the fruit buds. At the present moment (May 14th) Peaches, Cherries,

and Pears, show a remarkable profusion of blossoms. The temperature is lower than

we could wish it to be, and for several nights there has been here a light frost, but owing

to the dryness of the atmosphere, it has not, as far as we are able to judge, done any

serious injury. Everything looks promising. Last season the crop was very light

generally—in many localities si total tailure ; and this will contribute much to the abun-

dance of this season's crop.

Now we wish tq offer a few hints in regard to certain precautions, which the circum-

stances call for ; that is, provided the crop will be as heavy as we have reason to

anticipate. It is very well known that in favorable seasons, after a failure especially,

trees bear too much. It is very common too see them so loaded with fruit as not only

to cease growing" entirely, but to bend and break down under its weight. This should

be guarded against. Trees are in a multitude of cases enfeebled, Iwoken, contract

diseases, and are, in short, ruined by excessive bearing; and every man who appreciates

the value of a full grown bearing fruit tree, worth from $100 to $500 as the case may
be, should guard against such a i-esult as carefull34 as he would his ox or his horse against

excessive labor that would be certain to injure or kill them.

Trees, like animals, have constitutions that can, by proper treatment, be kept sound

for a great length of time, or by neglect, or bad treatment, broken down. Our opinion

is that the feeble, diseased, and short-lived condition of the peach tree in New Jersey is

due, in a great measure, to a greedy or careless system of over-cropping. W« know
how races of men and horses degenerate, from hard labor and bad treatment—how they

dwindle down in size, loose their proportion, symmetry, and intelligence—in short, wear

out, to use a very common but expressive term. Trees " wear out," too. How many
we have all seen that in their youth, even before they had arrived at a full bearing age

and size, began to look old—the branches twisted and knarly, the bark rough and mossy

and all covered with small, feeble, ill-formed buds and fruit spurs, loaded perhaps with

small, worthless fruit, not worth picking up.

Now those who desire to guard their trees against wearing out, must not be too

greedy of a great crop. They must master that natural reluctance we all feel to pick off

a portion of the fruit. They must thin them out so as to leave them evenh' distributed

over the tree, and only so many as can be brought to full and perfect maturity without

injury or death to the tree. But we shall be asked, "How are we to know how many
we ought to leave or how many to take?" AVell, we confess it takes some little skill

and experience to thin a crop judiciously, but he who goes about it in earnest will find

some indications to aid him. It will not do to thin in all cases alike, because the

vigorous tree, in a generous soil, will carry a large crop without injury, and one that

wt)uld be almost certain death to a delicate or feeble tree having limited resources in the

way of/oocZ, just as a' healthy, robust, well fed man can perform a day's work with ease

^ that a weakly, ill fed man dare not attempt. The growth of a tree, the appearance of

r^HA-J
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its foliage, the length and thickness of its young shoots, afford a very reliable guide as to

the vigor of a tree and its ability to bear a heavy crop. Some varieties are naturally

moderate and constant bearers, and if kept under good culture might never require

thinning, while others bear enormously some years, the fruit actually covering every

part of the tree and requiring props and supports to keep it from being torn to pieces.

Such trees cannot bear so in successive years, nor can they long remain healthy. Then
beside thinning the fruits, good culture must be givep them in their fruitful years, and

top-dressings of composts in a well decayed state. • Garden trees may have liquid manure
and mulching instead of top-dressing. Such care as this, not costing much, will not

only sustain the vigor and health of trees, but produce large, handsome, marketable

fruits. When a tree is loaded to breaking down, one-half "or three-fourths of the fruit is

Avorthless, and all the advantage of a large crop is lost.

We consider this subject of much importance to the fruit grower. We know by
ample experience that it is. We crop our own trees heavily, perhaps too heavily ; but

every season we have to perform a thinning process, and we should consider the neglect

of it nothing' less than the wilful destruction of our trees.

GARDEN AND ORCHARD HINTS FOR JUNE.

Garden crops w"ill now be getting forward rapidly and require clean, thorough culture*

An occasional application from the liquid manure tank will be of great service. It

should always be applied in the evening. Strawberry beds and dwarf garden fruit trees

in full bearing may be greatly benefitted by the same treatment ; so may roses, or any
other flowering plants in poor soils. Buds and grafts will need looking to, and all

shoots from the stock below them rubbed. Tying up may be necess£^ry in some cases.

Young trees being teiined into particular forms, require frequent attention in the way of

pinching to regulate the growth and remove misplaced or irregular shoots.

The first of this month is a good time to turn out bedding plants, such as Verbenas,

Petunias, Salvias, Heliotropes, Cupbeas, Lantanas,Veronicas, &c., &c. All these plants

produce the finest effects when planted in groups or masses, in figures cut in the lawn.

The soil should be mellow and rich, and the plants turned out of pots so as not to disturb

the roots, and they will go on and blossom immediately.

Dahlias may be put out now and through the Avhole month.

Lawns, to be worthy of the name, require to be mowed every two or three weeks at

least. No matter how good the foundation in the way of soil and gi-ass, without frequent

and very close mowing, and an occasional rolling, a lawn is nothing better than a com-

mon cattle pasture, in fact not so sightly.

Climbing Ornamental Plants of all sorts require constant care in the way of tying up.

The shoots should be neatly and tastefully arranged on the wall or trellis.

Insects, in all departments, should have an unceasing warfare waged against them.

If they once get the upper hand, it is no easy matter to subdue them.

The Curculio.—We hope among the thousand and one experiments being made to

discover a su7~e and easy way of combatting this indomitable foe to fruits, some one will

be successful. Shake them down and kill them is the most effectual way we know of

to-day.

We wish to collect information in regard to the ripening of fruits in different latitudes

and localities. Will our friends aid us ? Make rough notes of fruits as they ripen, and
send them to us.

(i^-
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THE CLINTON GRAPE.

I HAVE now before me (January 25tli) a bunch of the above desirable, long-keeping

Variety, as fresh and perfect as it came from the vine. It has been cultivated in the

vicinity of Rochester for the last twenty or

twenty-five years*; yet it is still but little

known, although well worthy of a more gen-

eral cultivation on account of its hardiness

and productiveness. It is the grape for the

North, where no other variety ripens. Even
with us, (latitude 42°,) in backward seasons

this is the only variety that attains complete

maturity. I wouId<»2^^J'ticularly recommend
it to wine-makers as worthy of trial. My
opinion is, that before many years it will be

extensively cultivated as a wine grape.

—

Judging from the character of its juice, the

wine will require a longer time to ripen than

that of Isabella and Cdtaivba, and will keep

much longer than either. It succeeds well

in all dry situations, and is entirely free from

rot, to which the Catawba is particularly

subject.

It is a matter of surprise that the wine-

makers of the West, some of whom have

been making such active search for native

grapes, have not turned, their attention to

this variety. I have not seen it mentioned

in any of their reports. I am informed, how-

ever, that it is now in the course of being-

tested there, and that a quantity of the

grapes have been sent from this place to an

eminent wine maker, to be tested as to their

Avine-producing qualities. "We may therefore

expect a report soon.

The vine grows rapidly, and is propagated

easily, striking more readily from cuttings

than any other variety I know in the whole

catalogue of popular native and foreign sorts.

The shoots are slender and wirey, ripening so

well as to acquire great firmness, and hence

it is so hardy that the severe cold of a northern winter never aftects even the softest parts

of the young shoots.

Wood—grayish brown, and short-jointed. Leaves—small and thin, sharply serrated,

and unlike Isabella and Cataioba, which are usually turned backwards, they have more

of a concave form. Bunches—small and compact, resembling much the Black Cluster.

Berries—small to medium, black, juicy, with considerable pulp, rather acid when first

gathered even though ripe. They improve by keeping, just as winter pears will by

house-ripening. It is a prodigious bearer, and ripens in equal situations two or three

weeks before the Isabella.— G. E.^ in Horticulturist.

CLINTON GEAIE.

g?; '^M.
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ANNUALS, AND THEIR CULTIVATION.

We again resume our descriptions of flowers, and during the season we slial] give draw-

ings of such as we may deem worthy. Our pages have thus far been so crowded
with answers to numerous inquiries, and other matters that required immediate attention

to be of any value the present season, that we have rather neglected the flowers. We
shall endeavor to make up for this neglect by especial attention to this department
during the season of sunshine and flowers.

The first work is the selection of the ground and its preparation. A warm and
sheltered position should be chosen, if possible, as on the south side of a fence ; but

care must be taken to select a place on which water will not stand. The ground

should be deeply dug and well pulverized. If not rich, well rotted manure should

be dug in. H the ground is clayey, and liable to become hard by the beating of the

rain and the drying sun, some light mold from the woods should be added, or some
sandy loam, or mold from an old pasture ; one of which can be procured in almost any
neighborhood. After the ground is prepared the seed may be sown ; but, a little cau-

tion is necessary not to sow seed too thick, as beginners generally make this error. As
there is some difBculty in sowing the finer seed evenly, they may be mixed with three or

four times the quantity of sand or ashes. They may be then lightly covered with fine

mold, sifted over them— the smaller the seed, the lighter the covering. It is better to

cover too lightly than too heavily.

The Balsam—Balsamina Hortensis.— The Balsam, or Lady's Slipper, as it is some-

times called, is well known, occupying a place in almost every garden. It is a native

of the East Indies, China, and Japan. It has succulent steins, and beautiful showy
flowers. Too much of the seed sold in our seed stores is carelessly saved from improp-

erly grown plants, and the results to the planter is poor single flowers, and sore disap-

pointment. The flowers to be considered good should be large, round, and double.

The plant should branch down to the surface of the ground, the flowers completely

encircling the stem' on all sides. Last season we obtained seed from Vilmorin, of

Paris, and we were not only satisfied but delighted with the result. Mons. V. has a

variety which he names the Camellia Balsam, exceedingly double and fine in every

respect. It is from one of these our engraving is taken (fig. 1). Much, however,

depends on cultivation.

The Balsam requires a deep, rich, warm soil. Seed may be planted in this latitude

about the 15th of May in the open ground; but to secure early flowers, it is better to

plant in a hot-bed of moderate heat, or in a /;old frame, merely making a box and

covering with glass. Seed in this way may be planted about the 1st of April, and by

the 1st of May will be ready to transplant into the open ground.

The China Aster— Aster Ckinensis.— China Asters were first sent from China to

Paris in 1730, and have since been carried to all civilized countries. At their first

introduction they were single, and of only two colors, red and white. The Germans
have taken great pains to improve this flower, and the better sorts are usually called

German Aster. The French are particularly fond of Asters, and grow them in the

greatest perfection. The flower from which our plate was taken (fig. 2) was gtown from

French seed, and is called Pceony Aster. We were unable to make them ripen their

seed, and have since learned that in France the seed can only be ripened under glass.

The culture of the Aster is similar to that of the Balsam. They generally flower

better if transplanted than if allowed to remain where the seed was sown

ibr-



1. BALSAM. 2. P.KONY ASTEK. 8. POUTULACOA.

The Portulacca (fig. 3) rs a succulent, spreading plant, that loves the hottest and

dryest weather. There are four varieties, the scarlet, crimson, yellow, and white. They

grow almost as readily as weeds, and may be sown very early in the spring. We know
of few more beautiful objects in the lloral world than a bed of the l*ortulacca.
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An Agricultural College in' New York.—
After an effort of thirty-one years to obtain a

charier for an agricultural college from the Leg-

islature of New York, the favor has at last been

reluctantly grante<i. What amount of money is

appropriated to endow the institution, or what

particular plan of education is contemplated, we

know not ; but we trust that something creditable

to New York will be the fruit of so long a delay.

The trustees of the college are John Delafield,

Henry Wager, William Kelly, John A. King, N.

B. Kidder, Joel W. Bacon, William Buell, Tall-

MADGE Delafield, Robert J. Swan, and such oth-

ers as may be associated with them. Perhaps a

better selection as a whole could not be made

;

and we feel confident that whatever can bo done,

under existing circumstance?, to command success

and realize tlie hopes of the devoted friends of

agricultural education, will be accomplished.

—

Many difficulties are to be encountered and over

come before well qualified professors, good text-

books, proper anatomical and jihysiological muse-

ums, and a truly scientific and practical school

can be seen in this or any other State of the

Union. Few men have fairly considered the

obstacles which have hithei'to prevented the pro-

duction of any creditable works in the sevoial

departments of agricultural science by Ameri-

cans; and the gentlemen most interested iii this

last movement in behalf of rural litcj-ature and

science, in connection with tillage and husbandry,

should turn their attention at once to the produc-

tion of the needful text-books for the use of pupil."

and teachers. What would a medical college be

without good books on anatomy, physiology,

materia medica, chemistry, surgery, obstetrics,

theory and practice of physic, and other branches

of the healing art? No school can prosper with-

out the daily use of suitable books, and such can-

not be made in a month or a year by raw hands.

A new profession is to be built up from scattered

and rudimental elements; and the labor of gath-

ering at one place all the necessary material to

form a large and flourishing institution, which
shall, do honor to a commonwealth that contains

a half million of enlightened and independent

farmers, is a work of no ordinary character. The
farm and grounds are to consist of not less than

three hundred acres, and the college buildings

should be sufficient to accommodate an equal

number of students.

W^e shall watch and chronicle the movements
of this industrial school with lively interest, for

the idea of uniting a liberal measure of intellec-

tual and moral culture with a reasonable amount
of agricultural and mechanical labor, we have

fondly cherished from our boyhood. It is the

hope cf the masses, the high promise of their

freedom and honest toil. But without an earnest,

steady, and systematic effort, the people to be

benefitted by this agricultural college are doomed
to experience another disappointment. They will,

however, hold the men who have the matter in

charge to a strict accountability. Impossibilities

will not be expected, nor asked ; but whatever

wisdom, industry, and. money can accomp]i?h,

should be done to place agricultural education on

the most favorable footiuEr.

The United States AcRiruLTgRAL Society.—The first

idea of the organization of this Society orieinated with the
Massachusetts Board of Agriculture.' in January, ISol.

—

Farmers' Companion and Jlorticaliural Gazette, Mav,
1853.

Statements similar to the above, giving the

Massachusetts Board of Agriculture credit for

originating the idea of the organization of the

existing United States Agiicultuial Society, have
frequently been made and not hitherto contra-

dicted. It is due to the truthfulness of history

that the error be corrected while the parties are

living who know the facts as they occiiired. Mr.

Delafield, late President of the N. Y. State Agri-

cultural Society, Mr. Johnson, its present Secre-

tary, Mr. Calvert, President of the Maryland

State Agricultural Society, Mr. Holcomb, of Dela-

ware, author of the Constitution of the United

States Society, Mr. F. G. Skinner, editor of the

Ploicgh, Loom, and Anvil, Senator Rusk, of Texas,

and many others, know that the proprietor of

this journal labored to establish the present U. S.

Agricultural Society before January, 1851 ; nor

will the distinguished President of the Society,

who, as President of the Massachusetts Board of

Agriculture, oft'ered the resoluton in favor of a

National Society, which was adopted in January,

1851, deny our previous correspondence with

him to secure his powerful aid and leadership in

the matter. It would be easy to let this corres-

pondence speak for itself, for there is nothing in

it but sentiments which reflect the highest credit

on Col. Wilder.

It is now thii'ty-three years since we wrote our

first article for the press in favor of an agricid

j-^vST^
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tiiral college in the State of New York, and we
have lived to see the Legislature charter snch an

institution. A bill to cliarter the U. S. Agricul-

tural Society is before Congress, drawn by the

writer, and considerable progress has been made

in behalf of a National University worthy of the

rejmblic. AVe wanted a thorough organization

of the men of true pi'ogress in all the States as a

means to enlighten public opinion, educate, and

elevate the industrial classes. Once properly

organized, nothing would be easier than to estab-

li.-^li at least a thousand agricultural and mechani-

cal Schools, with superior professional liljraries,

teachers, and all needful apparatus to promote the

acquisition of knowledge. To attain this national

object, an Industrial University at Washington,

uniting the highest grade of science with the most

advanced practice in the arts of tillage, husbandry,

horticulture, manufacturing, mining, and civil

engineering, for the education of educators, is

indispensable. The University at Berlin ha3 one

huiadred and twenty professors ; and yet Prussia

is a small nation in comparison with this repub-

lican empire. How long is it to be cursed with

personal and sectional jealousies to the universal

n&gleet of education, its highest and most endur-

ing interest?

Saxox Merino axd Cross Breed Sheep.—The

Executive CommiHee of the N. Y. State Agricul-

tural Society have adopted the following regula-

tions in regard to fine woolcd sheep, iai hopes that

greater justice will be done to exhibitors than

heretofore, and the true merits of the sheep exhib-

ted be more satisfactorily ascertained:

Reqv4remenis.—The number of Ewes to be exhibited for

premiums U) be fivp, and they must each have suckled a
iiunb tlie present season.

1. The tieeces must be sent to the Secretary, at the AjrH-
cultural Kooms, Albany, immediately after shearing, with
the i)rivate marlt of the owner, and a mark placed upon
each sheep corresponding with that sent to the Scerelary,

and a lock of wool left on each sheep. Tlio Se<retary io

reeord these marks in a book provided for the pui-pose, and
to be sliown to no person until the fleeces are produced at

the Fair.

2. A statement must also be sent, containing the age of

each sheep; how they have been kept; the" dat<! wlien
shorn, and that the fleece was but one year's growth ; ttie

lenglli fif tiuie after washing when the fleece was shorn ;

and that each Ewe had suckled a lamb up to the time of
shearing.

3. The Middlesex MiU standard for assorting the fleeces to

be adopted. The Secretary is to send each fleece to llie

assorter, marked l)y liini, to be weighed, examined, and
noted as to its various qualities.

4. 'J'he fleeces to be carefully cleansed, dried, .ind weighed
and eacli fleece to be put up separate and returned to tlie

Secretary witli the assorter's rci)ort.

,

5. The sheep to be exhibited at the Fair, and to be exam-
ined liy llie judges.

(i. After tlic judges have examined the sheep, the fleeces

are to lie siil>inill..Ml t., Iheni, M'ilh the report of the assorler.

and witli llic private marks sent to the Secretary, when the
judges will make their av.iinls.

Each exhil>ilor must present an affidavit to the Secretflry
for the use of the judges, tliat tll(^ shtiep exhil)ite<l are tlie

saiue that Iho floeces were taken from which were sent to

the Secretary for being assorted and examined, and that the
statement furnished by him to the Secretary is in all respects
correct.

Bucks.—The same ndesas to shearing and marking, and
statements as to age, feeding, &c., will be required—to be
verified in like manner.

Improvement of Horses.
—"We learn that L. G.

Morris, Esq., President of the New York State

Agricultural Society, and Mr. Fr.\n"Cis Morris, of

Westchester, purchased at the sale of Mr. Gibbons

the celebrated race mare "Fashion," with a foal

at her foot by "Mariner," for $1,550. Fashion

will be bred to Mr. Bithnet's celebrated imported

horse " Consternation" this season. No other

branch of stock-rearing pays so well as that of

producing first rate horses ; and we are happy to

know that gentlemen of the skill, judgment, and
means of the Messrs. Morris are giving to the

business a share of their attention.

Sale of Blood Horses.—The large stock of

blood horses belonging to the estate of the late

Wm. Gibbons, was sold at auction on the 8d inst.,

at Madison, N. J. Among the number sold was

the celebrated racer "Fashion," now 17 years old,

bought by Mr. Morris, of Morrisiania, for $1,550.

"Bonnets o' Blue," mother of "Fasliion," 26 years

old, brought ^100. "Patsey Anthony," 13 yea«rs

old, S'280. "Mariner," 17 years old, $270; and

others of lesser note at prices varying from $70

up to $620. This sale attracted a large concourse

of people from Newark, New York, and other

places.
•

The Connecticut Valley Farmer &. Mechanic.—
AVe have received the first number of a monthly

journal with the above title, published at Spring-

field, Mass., at fifty cents per annum, by S.\muel

Bowles & Co., and edited by Wm. B. Calhoun,

who is well qualified to make & valuable paper.

Inquiries anlr C^nsivcrs.
EoTTBK PoT.\.TOi« NOT ALWAYS LosT.—TMiriug thc har-

vest of ls^51, I was looking over an oat field belonging to a
friend, in AVaukeslia Co., Wis., and saw a most remarkable
ditTerenee on one part of the fleld in thc color, strength and
(|ualily of the oats. Upon inquiry, I ascertaine<l that pota-
toes had grown there the previoiis summer. A part were
<lug before they were ripe; in the other part of the fleld

tiny liecanie diseased an<l roUed on the ground. Where
the latter was the case, more than a double crop of oats was
thc result the next year.
The -soil is a black sand mixed with some little muck or

marl. The season that summer (ISol) Iwd been rather dry.

Please exiilairi this in some futiu'c number. M-uuc Seavku.
— Waterloo, Jvff. Co., Wis.

Tiie reason why the diseased potatoes so much

increased the oat crop is very evident : the un-

ripe potatoes that were di;g and licmoved from

the field, carried with them a large quantity of

organic and inorganic matter which tliey had

obtained from the soil. Their removal, therefore,

to some extent impoverished the soil of the food

br-i

§j
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of plants ; hence the following oat crop was light.

On the other hand, the part of the field on which

the potatoes rotted received an additional quan-

tity of available organic and inorganic matter ; in

other words, the rotted potatoes were a good

manure, and hence the oat crop was much in-

creased.

We have several times witnessed similar results

to the above, where a part of a field of turnips

have been allowed to rot on the land and the

other part carried off. We would not, however,

be understood as recommending growing potatoes

and turnips and then allowing them to I'ot on the

land for manure. We believe that if the pota-

toes, turnips, <tc.> are fed to hogs or cattle, and

their manure returned to the soil, the benefit to

the succeeding crop would be nearly as great as

though they had rotted on the laud.

TiTE Valite of Milk.—Beans.—Please inform me through
your valuable journal, whether it would pay to Imy milk at

two cents per quart, churn it, and give the milk to hogs V

Would I realize any profit by so doing?
Can beans be used, profitably, in any way for hogs? and

if so, what way would be best? \Vm. Bakkett.—Beclford
Slatimi, W68t, Co., M Y.

The first question involves a number of others

affected by a vai-iety of circuraBtances. What is

butter worth with you?—if half a dollar per

pound, it could scarcely fail to pay you well.

Then again, much depends on the quality of the

milk, and this is afl^ected by numerous circum-

stances—^such as the distance from the time of

calving, the quality of the food, the age and

breed of the cows, and the time and frequency

of milking. If a cow is milked thrice a day you

will obtain more milk, but it will be of a poorer

quality than when milked only twice ; much
more is this the case when only milked once in

twenty-four hours. The influence of breed alone

upon the quality of the milk is well illustrated

by the result of a series of trials made at Bradley

Hall, in Derbyshire. During the height of the

season, and when fed upon the same pasture, cows

of four different breeds gave per day

—

Sret^d.
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is an object of great importance, which may be

done with such organic substances as straw,

forest leaves, tan-baik, and muck ; and also by

dry loam and clay.

Stpetcftes in Sheep.—Seeing an inqniry in the

Inst number of tlie Geneare Farmer asking if there

was sncli a disease as the stretches in sheep, I

answer, tliere is. We have had several cases of

it' An old friend of fother's told him the disease

was oocnsioned by their inwards knotting togeth-

er. When yon first see them stand, stretching,

catch them and take tliera up by their hind legs,

raising tliem their full length from the ground ;

then give them three or four smart jerks up and

down ; the)i give them some salt, and in ten min-

utes give them some tar, and if they will not lick

it themselves put some in their moutli and hold it

in till it is dissolved. I know this to be a good
remedy, for we have tried it and they always got

well in two or three hours.

I am not quite fifteen years old, but I thought

this remedv so useful that I would send it. Jas.

PuKDiE.

—

Colvmhus, Chen. Co., N. Y.

HORTICULTURAL.

The Applk Tree Bahk-Lousk.—Piimmpr tiofor*' last I

notieed a Inrffe nymber of hnss, nhoiit tlie shape of the

common lishlninsc bus, only three times as large, upon my
young apple trees : since then

nmnv of the trees are covered

with' a small thin?, in form

of e£:gs, as in the specimen I

inclose. I send it to you in

hope that you may reeognise

the hHint. a'nrl be able to anve

the antidote to his ravases.

It seems to blisht all the trees

npon whieh it appe.-^rs. arfi

almost entirely prevent their

growth. If you will be so

kind as to advise me in rcfi r-

cnee to this matter, you will

confer a great favor.—Albekt
Van Voast.— Schsneetady,

A': Y.

This is the troublesome

insect called the Apple

Tree Bark-Louse. We
annex a sketch of it, and

quote the following from

Harius' excellent Treatise

on Insects:

"Young ap]de trees,

and the extremities of

tlie liiabs of older trees

are very much subject

to the attacks of a small

Pl)ecie8 of bark-louse. The limbs and smooth

jiarts of the trunks are sometimes comph'tely

covered wilh these insects, and j)resent u very

singulaily wrinkled and rough aj'pearance from

the bodies which arc crowded closely together.

In the winter these insects are torpid, and ap-

parently dead. They measure about one-tenth

of a inch in h'ngth, are of an ol)hHig oval shape,

graduidly decicasiug to a point at one end, and

are of a brownish color, very near to that of the

bark of the tree. These insects resemble in shape
one which was, described by Reaumur* in 1738,
who found it on the Elm in France, aud Geoff-
rot named the insect Coccus arbonmi linearis,

while Gmelin called it conchifonnis. This, or one
much like it, is very abundant upon apple trees

in England, as we learn from Dr. ISnAwf and Mr.
Kirby;:}; and Mr. Rennie§ states that he found
it in great plenty on currant bushes. It is highly
probable that we have received tliis insect from
Europe, but it is somewhat doubtful whether
our ap])le tree bark louse be identical with the

species found by Reau:mur on the Elm- and the

doubt seems to be justified by the difference in

the trees and in the habits of the insects, our
species being gregarious, and that of the Elm
nearly solitary. It is true that on some of our
indigenous forest trees bark lice of nearly the

same form and appearance have been observed

;

but it is by no means clear that they are of tlie

same species as those on the apple tree. Tlie

first account that we have of the occurrence of

bark lice on apple trees, in this country, is a

communication by Mr. Enoch Pebley, of Bridge-

town, Maine, written in 1794, and published
among the early a]ipers of the Massachusetts

Agficultural Society.
||

These insects have now
heeome extremely common, and infest our nur-

seiii's and young trees to a very great extent.

—

In the spring the egtcs are readily to be seen on
raising the little muscle-shaped scales beneath
which they are concealed. These eggs are of a

white color, and in shape nearly like those of

snakes. Every shell contains from thirty to forty

of them, imbedded in a small quantity of whitish

friable down. They begin to hatch about tlie

'25t!i of May, and finish about the lOth of June,

according to Mr. Pert-ey. The young, on their

first appearance, are nearly white, very minute,

and nearly oval in form. In about ten days they

become stationary, aud early in June throw out

a quantity of bluish white down, soon after

which their transformations are completed, and
the females become fertile, and dep(jsil their eggs.

These, it seems, are hatched in the course of the

summer, and the young come to their growth
and ])rovide for a new brood before the ensuing

winter.

Among the natural means which are provided

to check the increase of these bark lice, are birds,

many of which, especially those of the genera

Partis and Rcgulus, contain-ing the chickadee and
our wrens, devour great quantities of these lice.

I have also found that these iusecls are preyed

u])on by internal parasites, minute ieiincumon

flies, and the holes (wliich are as small as if

made with a fine needle), through which these

little insects come forth, may be seen on tlie

backs of a great many of the lice which have

been destroyed by their intestine foes. The best

application for the destruction of the lice is a

wash made of two parts of soft soap and eight of

water, with which is mixed lime enough to bring

* Memoirea, Vol. IV., p. 69, plate 5, figs. S. 6, 7.

+ General Zoology, Vol. VI., J'art 1.. p. Itl6.

t Intfodiietion to Kntomology, Vol. 1., p. aul.

§ Insect Transformations, p. 92,

li
Sec papers for nS^C, p. ii.
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it to the consistence of thick wliitewa^h. This is

to be put upon the trunks and limbs of the trees

with a brush, and as high as practicable, so as to

cover the whole surface, and fill all the cracks in

the bark. The proper time for washing over the

trees is in the early part of June, when the in-

sects are young and tender. These insects may
also be killed by using in the same way a solu-

tion of two pounds of potash in seven quarts of

water, or a pickle consisting of a quart of com-
mon salt in two gallons of water."

I have some seed of the Kcd Cedar which I wish to put
in this spring, and having carefully examined the bacli

volunms of the Genesee Fanner, " Downing's Fruits and
Fruit trees of America," and your " Fruit Garden," and
finding nothing in regard to raising Ked Cedar friira tlie

seed, you will confer a favor by giving instructions in the
next number ot the Genesee Farmer. Lewb B. Wyant.
£onus, HI.

If seeds of last year, bury in earth for one

year, and then sow in light, dry, loamy soU.

My husband would lilce to linow how to save, and when
to plant or sow, strawberry and blackberry seed. Julia

Spears.—Bruol-JieM, Wis.

Take ripe berries, press the juice out of them,

dry the pulp, and sow it immediately in pots or

boxes of very light, sandy earth, or in an open

border of such composition ; cover lightly.

Roanoke.
THE Short-Horn Bull, " Koanoke," bred by John S. Clark,

of Mentz, and purchased of John M. Sherwood, of Auburn,
will be kept the present season on the farm of Henry Fel-
lows, three-quarters of a mile north of Sennett village, N. Y.

Said Bull is pure Short-Horn. His pedigree eanbe seen
by applying to the owner.
TEUMS—$5 a Cow.

ALSO, FOK SALE, a Yearling Bull, color Eed and
White, sired by " Old Splendor " This Bull wiU serve
Cows, if desired, while kept on the premises.

June, 1S53—It* HENRY FELLOWS.

HARVEST IMfEiEMENTS.
MOWING- and Reaping Machines of different patterns,

and of the best kinds in market.
Scythes, Snalhs. Cradles, and large Hand-rakes, made

expressly for raking after the cart; also. Horse ilay Rakes.
I'itchforks, very superior, of elastic steel.

Threshing Machines and Fan Mills, combined or single.

Horse Powers of the most approved kintls, such as ihe
Endless-chain or Railway, Circular, Cast Iron. ifcc.

Ruta Baga, Turnips, "Cabbages, and all other sorts of
field and garden see(ls. R. L. ALLEN,

1S9 and 191 Water street, New York, Ag'l Warehouse.
June 1, 1853.

JfrtncU Zinc Paint.
THIS new and beautiful article of Paint is now offered to

the trade and pnl)lio, ground in prepared linseed oil, for the

first time in this country. It has been used successfully in

France for the last five years, where it has superseded white
Lead as a paint.

The French Zinc when properly prepared and used,
makes the most brilliant and durable white in use, and is

entirely free from all poisonous qualities.

The French Zinc is not more expensive than white lead,

and is prepared in such a manner that it requires no far-

ther preparation for use, than to thin it with Turpentine or
raw Oil to the consistency of white lead paint.

The French Zinc is very much whiter, and has a better

body, than the New Jersey Zinc.

The French Zinc is offered dry, and prepared as above,
in quantities to suit purchasers, at the Manufacturer's De-
pot, No. IT Buffalo St., Rochester, N. Y.

July, 1852, M. F. REYNOLDS.

McCORBIICK'S REAPING AND MOWING
MACHINE FOR 1853.

FROM the well known reputation of mv Reaper in the
hands of more than Till) farmers, and that it has maintained
its high superiority wherever it has been fairly tested—hav-
ing again, after a nine days' trial with Hus-Jcy's in England
at the last harvest on the Royal Agricnltural farm, which
was the most extensive trial ever made with Reapers in
any country, been declared by the able jury of English
farmers as decidedly the best machine in every respect,
and recommended to the farmer's of England as one on
which they may safely rely to cut their harvest, and which
since that time has been greatly improved, and its capabil-
ities as a mower thoroughly tested, and which I am now pre-
pared to warrant superior to any other, both as a Reaper
and as a Mower—further testimonials of its superiority can
hardly be necessary.

That Seymour & Morgan, Manna, and others, are
making and selling my madiine, altered, much to its pre-
judice, with the hope of avoiding the responsibility of in-
fringing my patent, is the best evidence of the superiority
of my own. They will be held responsible, and arreste<i in
their course as soon as the law which is sure can reach
them. Those purchasing and using their machines become
liable with them.

To convince any responsible farmer (who is in douht
which is the best machine) of my confidence of the superi-
ority of my own, I will permit "them to take one of mine
with one of Husscy's or Burrall's on trial, to keep the one
preferred ; and am ready to submit to the same test such
points in other machines, claimed as improvements, that
are not my own.

The new improved Reaper and Mower will be forwarded
to any part of the State or Canada, if ordered before the
stock on hand is exhausted, of THOS. J. PATERSON,
Rochester, Office No. 6 Burn's Building. Price .$111) cash,
or .$3(1 on delivery and .$S5 on time, and ?25 cash extra for
mowing attachment, or $30 on 'time. Subject to freight
from Buffalo.

Some few reapers of last year, an excellent article, can be
had at $100 cash and $105 on time.

For further particulars see handbills,

Rochester, May 20, 1853.

CAUTION :

Ketchum's Patent Mowing Maohine.
THE public will take notice, that in 1S4T, Letters Patent
were granted to Wm. ¥. Ketchum for improvements in
Grain and Gi'ass Harvesters, and re-issued on the 26th
day of April, 1S53, (for claims, a copy of which is given be-
low.) That the undersigned are owners of said Patent right
for the whole United States, except Wisconsin, and will
cause legal proceedings to be instituted against all persons
who shall make, sell, or use, machines in violation of said
Patent. The public will further t<ake notice, that no privi-

lege to use these improvements have been granted to any
one except the right to use them—for the purpose of cutting
grain only—in the Reaping Machines known as the New
York Reaper, manufactured by ilessrs. Seymour, Morgan
& Co., of Brockport, N. Y.

The attention of the public is particularly called to the
Machines manufactured by E. B. Forbush & Co., of Buffalo,

and John A<lrianee, of Poughkcepsie, N. Y. These Ma-
chines are a direct and palpable infringment of our Patent,

therefore any person making, selling, or using said Machine
in any of the" United States,"except"Wisconsin, must expect
to be dealt with to the full extent oJ the law.

HOWARD & CO.
CLAIMS.

First. Placing the cutter bar and cutters lower than the

frame of the Machine, and opposite the side of the plane of
the wheel, in such a manner as to leave unobstructed spac*
below the frame, and also between the wheel and the cutter,

with their supports to allow the machine to pass freely and
without clogging over the cut grass or grain, as set forth.

Second. Placing the cutters lower than the frame and axle

and in or nearly in the same vertical plane with the axle, on
which the frame hangs and vibrates, and parallel or nearly

so, to said axle, so that the vibrations of the frame, on un-

even ground, shall not materially elevate or depress the cut-

ters, as set forth.

Third. The endless chain of cutters in combination with

the guard teeth, as described.

Buffalo, June 1, 1853.—It,
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HALLOCK'S Ag'l Warehowse and Seed Store.
2io. 24, Exchangi street, Rochester, N. Y.

[Emery's Com Planter and Seed Drill.!

THE subscriber, late from the estr.blishment of Emery &
Cii., manutUoturers at Albany, where he has been engaged
for the jiust six years, has been appointed their Sole Aoknt
in Kochester and Wejieru JIcw York, for tho sale of

JS/iifiri/'s ceUhraiecl liailroad Horse I'oicers and ThfesJi^

iii(/' JLic/iines ; OirciiUir mid Crnss-cnt &iw Mills,

i\'<>d MlUs, Corn-slock and Jlay-Oatters, <&c.

adopted to the Power, and now offers Iheni at mannfac-
tiinr's iirices, with the transportation added, and subject to

tile \v;irniritee, as follows: "To work to the satisfaction of
parcliasiTH as represented in circulars and catalogues, or to

be returned within three months, and full purchase money
to be refunded." The attention of farmers is solicited, and
a careful investigation into the construction of this Power
and its comparative mi-rit-s, as well as price requested, be-

fore piu'chasing elsewhere. lie is also agent for their

COMBINED KEAPER AND MOWER,
and keeps constantly on hand Plows, llay-Cutters, Coi-n

ShelUrs, ."^eed Planters, &c., &c., comprising a complete
and extensive stock of Agricultural and Horticultural Im-
plements generally, together witli a full assortment of Field
and Garden Seeds, of the best Imported and Shaker
growth.
He is also agent for the sale of Seymour's Grain Drills

and Eroadcast" Sowers, Wheel Cultivators, Cang Plows,
CUover Huilers, Cider j\Iills, Clover Gatherers, Horse Rakes,
Scythes and Snaths, Hand Rakes, Grind Stones, &e.
He M'iU be prepared to furnish dealers with Drum and

T/iylors's well known Scythes; also Manure, Straw, and
Hay Forks, Snaths, Rifles, and other haying tools at manu-
laciurers's prices, wholesale and retail.

Particular attention is called to a New Plow, which is

believed to be the liest east iron Plow ever offered, and
wliich is warranted to do better work, with less expense of

team, than auy otiier Plow heretofore sold in Rochester

—

while the price is less than any other equally well finished.

The " uniform one-price cash system" will be adopted,
with prices as low as the cost of articles, and just compen-
sation for labor and time, will allow.

Farmers .-md others are invited to call and examine the
stock of Machines and Implements, and are assured that
no effort shall be wanting to meet promi^tly the wants af a
diroriminating public.

fST" Circulars and Catalogues furnished gratis on ap-
plication porson.ally or by mad. E. D. IIALLOCK,
June 1, 1S.>3—tf No. 24, Exchange street, Rochester.

Garden and Field Seeds,

FROM the new establishment of VANZANDT & BOW-
DISH, No. 114 State street, Rochester, N. Y., can be pur-

chased of the merchants generally throughout the country,

in papers or packages, on reasonable terms. Also, at the

Agricultural WarrliouseofE. D. HALLOCii,iS(0.24 Exchange
street, Rodici^tiT, N. Y.
The Seeds from this establishment can be relied on as

being of the bt^t qnality. They are mostly imported, or
grown for us by the Eiiniern S/iaters, and are warranted
good and true. Full directions for culti\ation printed on
each paper and package.

VANZANDT & BOWDISH.
Rochester, May 1, IS.'S.

Cochin China Eggs for Sale.

THE .subscriber has the best collection of Cochin China
fowls in the State, and, perhaps, ii» Die cniuitry—so stated

by those who have seen them. They obtriined llie first pre-

mium at the Monroe County Agrieulluml Fair lawt fall. Wy
slock w;lh ()l.itainc(l from J. VicK, .Ir., one of the editors of
the Fiiriiw); and are pure and exceedingly fine.

I will sell i;igs I'rom these fowls, nicely packed, and fir-

ward by express, or iii any way directed, fir ^4 jut ilozen.

MILKS DKCKKU,
April, 1858. Rochester, N. Y.

The Stowell Ever Green Sweet Com.
A QUANTITY of this new and valuable variety, from
seed raised by ProlV^scir J. J. Mapes, LE.D., (br sale. Per
bushel, $10; peck, $.5; half peck, $3; quart, $1; sent by
express or mail to any jiart of the country, on receipt of
the money by post. This is beyond all doubt the best and
most proliflo kind of Sweet Corn ever grown. No farmer
should be without it. With ordinary care it will repay cost
a hundred times over the first season.

DiKECTiciNS.—A quart of seed will plant one-tenth of an
acre, four t<i five kernels to the hill. Prepare ground wcU.
Cultivate like common corn. It may be planted any time
before the middle of June; earlier the better.

[From the Working Farmer.]
" We have long been convinced that sweet com would

prove superior as"green fodder to any other ; and the only
objection urged against its use has been the smaller yield

l)er acre compared with other kinds. We are now prepar-
ed to recommend the use of Stowell's evergreen sweet com
for this purpose. The stalks are nearly as sweet as those
of sugar-cane, and do^Me the quantity can be gro'wii to

the acre, to that resulting from ordinary sweet corn."
Anotlier advantage claimed for this edrn by Prof. Mapes,

though the subscriber does not endorse it, is, tJiat when de-
sirect, it may be kept green and frenh all ths year rmmd.

[Professor Mapes, in the " Working Farmer," gives the
following directions for preserving the Stowell Ever-green
Sweet Corn

:]
'• The ears shoukl be gathered when fully ripe, and the

husk should be tied at the nose (silk end), to prevent dry-
ing, when it will keep soft, white and plump for more
tha-ih a year, if in a dry and cool place. At the dinner of
the Managers of the i air of the American Institute, last

year, we presented them with this corn of two successive
years' growth, boiled, and there was no perceptible differ-

ence between the two. This year we sent to the Fair one
stalk containing eight full and fair ears, and could have
sent many hundred stalks of six ears each."
Many other recommendatory notices might be given.
All orders prompt! v supplied. Address, post-paid, AL-

FR1:d E. PEACH, White Plains, Westchester Co., N. Y.
May, 1^53.—2t.

EraplojTnent for Young Men.—Book Agency.

D. M. DEWEY, Arcade Hall, Rochester, has, during tho
past nine years, employed several hundred young men in

the sale of books, and is now more extensively than ever
engaged in tho sale of good and valiiable books by travel-

iuir agents. The following are a few of the books now
offered

:

Uncle Tom's Cabin, in paper, retail, 33
Sequel to Uncle Tom's Cabin, in paper, retail, 25
Key to Uncle Tom's Cabin, " " 50
Youatt on the Horse, the best work on the Horse, $1 50
Harry's Fruit Garden, the best work on Fruits, 1 25
Life of the Empress Josephine, by Headley, 1 25
Dick Wilson, a new Temperance work, 1 25
The Australian Captain, a book of facts, 1 25
Chemical Field Lectures—Agriculture, 75
Bibles, New Travels, Histories, Biographies, Agricultural

Books, Novels, Pamphlets, &c., &c., all of which "are put to

agents at the lowest cash prices—and agents are indemni-
fied against loss, A small cash capitarof from $15 to $30
will be required, and the agent can earn from $1 to $5 a
day, depending upon his adaptiition to the business.

N. B.—Orders for any Book wanted, with the price of the

book enclosed, will be promptly answered by mall, and
the book sent free of postage.

Sutjscriptions received for all American and Foreign
Perioilicals. Address D. M. DEWEY,
May, 1S5.3. Arcade Hall. Rochester, N. T.

SupeiTiIiosplinte of Lime.
OF the best quality, and various other Fertilizers, for sale

at the lowest jiriet's.

Plows, and all other Farming and Gardening Toole, and

a largo assortment of Field and Garden Seeds, of the best

quality. R. L. ALLEN,
May, 1S53—2t. 1S9 and 191 Water-st., New York.

PERUVIAN GUANO.
JUST received per ship Grecian, first quality Pemvian
Guano.
No. 1 Superphosphate of Lime constantly on hand.

Atrricultural and llorticultiiral Implements, and field .ind

garden seeds, the largest and most complete assortmi'nt to

be found in the United Slates. R. L. ALLEN.
Juno 1, l!S53. 189 and 191 Water street, New Torlc.
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II. L. Emery's Newly Invented Double,
Toggle-Jointed, Horizontal, Progressive
Lever Hay and Cotton Press.*

PROBABLY no one thing has been more wanted,
and less improvenionta n-.uJe upon it of late years,

than the Hay Press. Notwithstanding this was completed
quite late the past season, a large number were made and
put into suecessful operation. As seen in the cut it is closed
up and about midway in process of compressing a bundle
of Hay. AVhen fully pressed home, the ends of the levers,

which are seen at each end extending above the box, are
brought down by the chains or ropes and shelves, until the
levers themselves become horizontal with the floor. The
Press is provided with two followers, both working from the
ends towards the center and each other. The chains or
ropes from the levers are connected together by passing one
of thera under the machine and both joining in a larger
chain or rope—this larger one being connected with a cap-
stan or blocks and ropes, as most convenieot
When the Press is driven home, the hay becomes pressed

into a bundle standing on its end. The side doors are
thrown open while the bands are passed round tlic bundle
and secured, when the top doors are loosened and the bun-
dle thrown out. For operation, the levers are raised, the
followers drawn back, and the top doors opened from the
center to each end by unbuttoning the middle cross bar, as
seen in the cut. The opening on the top for receiving hay,
is 2 feet wide and S feet long. The Press stands upon the
floor or ground when in use, which makes it both conveni-
ent and capacious for filling and treading in the hay.
The whole Press measures 14 feet long, 2 ft. 10 in. wide,

4 ft. 10 in. high, outside measurement, and weighs, complete,
from 12110 to 1500 lbs., and is capable of compressing 250 lbs.

of Timothy Hay into 10 cubic feet, (being 2x2x4 ft.) at the
rale of live bundles per hour, with two men and one horse,
and heavier bales in proportion as to size and time re-
quired.
For transportation, the inside work is readily removed

and boxed up, while the sides are packed together making
solid cubic measurement of the whole thing.

Price complete, with chains and capstans, $1.35, and war-
ranted to work as represented, to the satisfaction of the pur-
chaser.

I will, in a future number, give a further notice in
detail, with more cuts illustrating its several parts detached.
For further particulars address H. L. EMERY,
April, 1S.53. Albany, N. Y.

Preniluin DaUlIas.
THE subscribers offer for sale this Autumn and the ensu-
ing Spring, 10,000 Dahlia Eoots, which hare proved to be
the choicest collection in the States and Canadaa. [See
records of the Fairs for the last four years.]

Persons commencing the Nursery business, and Ama-
teurs, wiU find it to their advantage to give us a call, or
make enquiries before purchasing elsewhere.

C. J. EYAN & CO.,
Rochester and Charlotte Plank Boad Nurseries, Eochea-

ter, N. Y. [11-tf ]

EMERY'S MOWER AND REAPER.
THE subscriber, not only having made himself practically

acquainted with the construction and working of all the
successful machines of this class, but having made and
successfully introduced several valuable improvements in

some classes of agricultural machinery, which have already
gained favorable and world-wide reputation and adoption,
flatters himself that he has also made an improvement in

the construction of a Mower and Pieaper of equal if not
greater merit, than any of his former improvements.

It will suffice to say, that"\vhile this is the most compact,
light, simple, cheap, durable, easy working machine, it is

at' the same time the most perfectly adjustable, and easily

convertible into a Mower or Kcaper, working as perfectly

in either form as those of the best other kinds, whether
simple or combined. The frame itself h so suspended
upon the axis of the main wheel, as to be elevated and
depressed at pleasure, so as to secure a horizontal or in-

clined (fijrward or back) position of the whole machJTie, at

whatever elevation used, thus always having the cutting

works in proper positson.

In reaping, a reel is used, and the raker stands erect, face

forward and directly behind the platform, with a support
about him ; the movable platform being on the same plane
with the frame-work at the side of the discharge, and at

the same time about two inches above the stubble. With
the above introduction, and the diagrams to follow, together

with those in this number of the Genesee Farmer, the

public will have before them several machines from which
to make a selection before pureha.sing for the coming sea-

son, and at the same time know what they are purchasing,
much better than to be guided alone by impracticably
written and published reports of committees of public trials,

and be enabled to purchase only such articles as have their

practical as well .is theoretical merits plainly pointed out,

or if not so pointed, to purchase only of responsible man-
ufacturers, who are willing to back their machines by their

reputation and capital.

For further particulars concerning the Ecaper and Mow-
er above described, address

HOEACE L. EMEEY, Albany, N. Y.
March, 1853.

IW E. T). IIALLOCK, No. 50 State street, Eoehester, is

agent for Western New York, and will have one put up in

running order in his store. Those in his vicinity wishing to

obtain a Reaper and Mower, are requested to call and ex-

amine the merits of the above machine before purchasing
elsewhere.

Patent Mammoth Premium Corn-Stalk,
Hay, and Straw Cutters Si Grinders.

CAPABLE of preparing 100 bushels of Corn-stalks, or One
Ton of Hay or Straw, per hour, and reducing the largest

Corn-stalks to the consistency of Cut Straw, avoiding the

necessity of steaming or soaking, and saving 80 per cent,

over the common way of feeding fodder. Horses and Cat-

tle will do as well on fodder prepared this way, as on the

best hay. The First Premiums have been awarded at

every exhibition where they have been exhibited for com-
petition. It can be worked by hand or power, without ad-

ditional cost. The inventor will forfeit $50, after an impar-

tial trial, when this Machine is used in preparing good

fodder, if it does not prove to save SO per cent, over the

common way of feeding fodder, and it may be fed in the

same condition as the machine leaves it, without meal or

soaking. Cows fed on fodder produce sweeter butter. Over
900 of these Machines have been sold. Price—$35.
gs#~ State and County Eights for sale.

Gilbert's Excelsior Thresher and Cleaner,

Accomplishing more, with the same power, than any other

Machine. It can be driven with two horses.

Price—$200 and upwards, according to size, Ilorse^Power

included. Apply post paid to - J. G. GILBEET,
[2-tf ]

216 Pearl st., New York.

Manures.
FERTILIZERS of all kinds for sale by the subscribers.

Improved Superphosphate of Lime, Superphosphate of

Lime—both the above made after the recipe of Prof. Mapes.

Peruvian Guano, Sulphuric Acid, Bone-dust, Potash

Sparlings, Poudrette, Plaster of Paris, &c. &c.^ ^
'

GEO. H. BAER & CO.
m Cortland St., New York.

Korthern IV. Y. Live Stoclt Insurance Compa-
ny, Plattsburgh, N. Y, For terms, please apply to agents

of the Company.
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AGRCTJXTURAL IMPLEMENT MANUFACTORY,
COKNEK OF CAKOLINE & THIRD STKEET,

BUFFALO, K. Y.

Pitts' Patent 5fparator—Tmprovetl Double Pin-
ion Hovse Power—Pitts' Corn «S; Cob Mills, &c.

I HEREBY give notice that siiiee the extension of the

patent ritrlit on mv Machine for Threshing and Cleaning

Grain, I have remoVed to Buffalo, N. Y., where I have per-

mantly located, and erected a large establishment for the

future manufacture of the above Machines. •»

The Separator has been enlarged, improved, and ren-

dered more permanent and durable in all its parts, while

the Horse Power for strength, ease, durability and cheap-

ness of repair is not surjjassed by any in the United States.

This Power is warranted to stand the full strenglh of eight

horses—also to give as much effective or useful jiower when
driven by one or two horses as any other Horse Power,

whether constructed on the endless chain or lever principle.

It was put on trial at the great exhibition of Horse Powers
and Threshing Machines 'at Geneva, July last, IS52, where

it received the New York State Agricultural Society's First

Premium '• for the best Horse Power for general purposes."

The Separator, at the same trial, also received the Society's

First Premium.
Mv Machines will thresh and clean from three to five

hundred bushels of wheat per day, and other grain in pro-

portion. \--:A

Two hundred of the above Machines are for sale at the

Agricultural Works of the subscriber in this city, all war-

ranted to be a better article than can be purchased at any

other shop, and if they do not prove on trial to be^o, I will

take tUem off the hands of the pnrchasers at the price they

mav pav me for them.
r further notify all persons who are purchasing Horse

Powers and Separators to be used in California or Oregon,

that I will hold them accountable for any infringmants of

the rights secured to me by letters patent in the a!)pve Ma-
chines, as I am manufacturing a Horse Power and Sepa-

rator expresslv designed for that section.

All orders for Iheabove Machines hereafter addressed to

JOHN A. PITTS, Buffalo, N. Y., will receive prompt at-

tention. JOHN A. PITTS,
May, 1S53—tf. Buffalo, N. Y.

Imported Horse, "Consternation."

THIS thoroughbred horse has been so often exhibited at

the Fairs of the New York State Agriculturai Society, and
always without a rival, that it is unnecessary either to de-

scribe or praise him. Six or seven of his colts, of various

ages, were shown with him at Utica last fall. Two of them
received first premiums, and all of them were greatly admir-

ed. Many of them, now four and five years old, are owned
in Oneida county. Any person may be convinced of their

great superiority bv inquiring of almost any farmer or horse-

man in the towns of Rome, I^e, or Western. His colts and
fillies are already in demand for breeding. &ev<>ral have
l)ecn sold flaring" the past winter, at handsome prices, t<,i go
out of the State.

His pedigree \vill be fonmd complete in Derby & Miller's

edition of Youatt, and is confirmed in every ])arlicular by
breeders certificates and copies of the English Racing Cal-

endar, and English Stud Book, now in possession, of the

Kul>scriber.

He will stand the coming season at the farm of the sub-

criber, two miles west of Syracuse and adjoining the town
ofOeddes.
Terms.—$10 for the season, and %\^ to insure; the money

to be p.-iid in advance in all cases. When amareis insured

and lea at the farm of the subscriber, or regularly returned

to the horse until the groom is satisfied she is in foal, a re-

ceipt will be given promising to refund the money if the

mare was not got in foal. Pasturage furnished at three

shillings per week. Marcs to be at the risk of owners in all

respects. J. B. BURNETT.
[4-3t] Syracuse, N. Y.

D. S. MANLET & BROTHER,
BUFFALO NURSERY,

ButI^\lo, N. Y.
HAVING purchased this well established Nursery of its

original projirietor, Col'. B. Hodge, we take pleasure in of-

fering for sale an unusually fine assortment of

FRUITAND ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBSAND
PLANTS.

Our Fruit Department is supplied with fine healthy trees

on their own stocks, of all the desiraljle varieties now in

cultivation, together with Cherries and Pears dwarfed on
superior stocks.

The Ornamental Department includes all the best varie-

ties of Evergreen and Deciduous trees.

Rose.?.—One of the finest collections in this country, com-
prising all that are new and rare.

Dahlias.—An unrivalled selection of Dahlias, which has
been procured at great cost.

Peonias.—We call particular attention to our stock of
Peonias, both herbaceous and tree varieties.

The stock of Shr^ibs is unusually extensive and was col-

lected by the late proprietor with peculiar eaig.
Of Currants, Gooseberries, Easpberries,lprapes, and

Strawberries, we have vigorous plants of the best varieties.

It will please us to furnish all applicants with our Cata-
logue.

Evergreen Trees and Slirubs.

The following Evergreens can be supplied by the quan-
tity, at low prices

:

Norway Spitice, from 6 inches to 2 feet
American White Spruce, 2 to 3 feet.

Balsam Fir, 2 to 4 feet.

Austrian Pine, 1 to 3 feet.

Scotch Fir. 1 to 3 feet.

Red Cedar, IX to 2 feet,,

American Arbor Vita;, 1 to 2 feet.

Chinese Arbor Vitse. 2 to 3 feet.

Deodar Cedar, 1 to IX feet.

Chili Pine, (Auraearia imbricata,) 12 to 18 inches.
Japan Cedar, (Cryptomeria Japonica,") 1 to 5 feet.

Lofiy or Bhotan Pine, (Pinus excelsa.) 1 foot
Himalayan Spruce, (Abies morinda.) fl to 12 inches.

And many other rare species and varieties, forming one of
the most complete assortments of Cohifers in the" United
States. ELLWANGER & BARRY,
Feb. 1, 1853. Mt Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

North River Ag. Warehouse and Seed Store.

53 CORTLAND ST., NEW YORK.
GEORGE H. BARR & Co. invite the attention of Far-
mers, Planters, and others, to their large and varied assort-

ment of Agricultural Implements, Seeds, Manures, &c., &c.,

all of which will be furnished at the lowest prices. Their
assortment includes
Plows—All the improved kinds by the most approved

makers.
HoKSE Powers—Of all kinds and sizes, with and without

Threshers, &e.
Corn Shellers—All the approved kinds, and some ol

recent introduction.
Straw Cutters—Of all sizes, and kinds, for hand and

horse power.
Corn and Cor Crttsiteiu;—Of all kinds and sizes.

Fanning Mills, Cultivators, Harrows, Churns of all

the approved kinds.

Rakes, Hoes, Forks, and a general assortment of Hor-
ticultural and Garden tools.

REMOVAL!
HALLOCK'S AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE has
been remox-ed from No. 50 State street, to

No. a* Exeliange St., Rochester,

in the Store formerly occupied by J. E. Cheney as a Stove
Store. The new store is well supjdied with Implotnriits,

Seeds, kc.. comprising a larger and more complete as.'Jort-

ment than heretofore. Former customers and farmers gen-
erally are invited to call at the new est;iblismetit and ex-

amine (or themselves. E. D. H.VLLOCK',
April. WA 24 Exchange St.. li.i.lustcr. N. Y.

Prouty and Mear's Plows.
A large assortment of Ihese celebrated Plows cnn be found
at the NorM\ liiver .Agricultural Wiirehouse and Seed Store,

53 CorUand St. New York. GEO. H. BARR & CO.
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GEO. A. PRLN-CE & Co., MANUFACTURERS, 200 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

WHOLESALE DEPOT, 87 FULTON STBJEET, NEW YORK.

For the convenience of Mtrsio Dealers in all parts of tlie United States, we liare made an arrangement with
the following firms, who wiU supply the Trade at our regular Factory prices :

GEO. P. REED & CO., 17 Tremont Row, Boston, Mass. COLBURN & FIELD, 154 Main St., Cincinnati, O.
BALMER & WEBER, 58 Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.

General Agent for New York City,

\V!i». HAIili & SON, - - No. 339 Broadway, opposite the Park.

The subscribers teke this method of calling the attention

of the public to a new Musical Instrument, as yet but little

known to the musical world, viz: Prince and Co.'s Im-
proved Patent Melodeon.

It Is now about five years since these instruments were
first offered for sale, and during that time the increased de-

mand for them has been unparalleled. One hundred and
fifty worlvmen are constantly employed in the manufacture
and finishing from 15 to 80 instruments per weelc,

and as yet they have not been able to supply the

demands pnimptly.
For the benefit of those residing at a distance, and

consequently unable to inspect the Melodeon before

purcliusing, we will endeavor to give a short descrip-

tion of the instrument.
The cases are made of Rosewood, and are as

handsomely finished as any piano forte. The key-
board is precisely the same as the piano or organ,
and the tone (which is very beautiful) closely resem-
bles that of the Flute Stop of the Organ—the notes

speak the instant the keys are touched, and will ad-
mit of the perfiirmance of as rapid passages as the

Piano. The Pedal on the Icfl is intended for a swell,

and with which the most beautiful effects can be pro-

duced. The Pedal on the right supplies the wind,
and works so easily that a child can manage it with-

out any exertion. The Bellows, (which is something
entirely new, and for which' a Patent was granted in

December, 1S4G,) is a reversed or exhaustion Bellows,

and it is this, in a measure, which produces the pecu-
liar tone. The instrument can be immediately made
portable without detaching any part, the bellows re-

ceding into the body of the instrument, and the legs

folding under and springing to their places, leaves

the wiiolu in a compact form. Each instrument has
a packing case secured by lock and key.

The volume of tone is equal to that of a small o^gan,

and by means of the swell may be increased or di-

nunisliod at the pleasure of the performer; it is suffi-

ciently loud fur small churches, and is well calculated

for a parlor instrument. Hundreds have examined them,
and all have been loud in their praise; and the best

evidence of their merit is their rajiid sale. But it is a new
instrument—a new invention, and is yet but little known in

the musical world, and it is for this reason that we call to it
j

the attention of all lovers of Music, believing that there are

tliousands who would lose no time in securing one, were
they aware of the existance of such an instrument, and the

low price at which it could be obtained.

The following letter from Lowell Mason, Boston, to G. P.

Feed, we are permitted to use

:

Mr. Geo. P. Reed, No. 17 Tremont Row, Boston, Mass.
Dear Sir—At your request I have examined one of the

Meliideons manufactured by Messrs. Geo. A. Prince & Co.,

of Buffalo. I think the instrument in all respects equal, and

in some respects superior, to any others of similar kind
which I have seen, and in particular with respect to quality

of tone and promptness of touch, or action of the reeds, by
which quick passages may be performed with certain and
distinct articulation of tones. An instrument of this kind is

the best substitute for an Organ in Church Music with
which I am acquainted. LOWELL MASON.
Boston, Mass., Sept. 26, 1S49.

Five Octave—Portable. Price,

PRICES.
FOUR OCTAVE MELODEON, extending from
C to C $45 00

FOUR AND A HALF OCTAVE MELODEON,
extending from C to F, 65 00

FIVE OCTAVE ISIELODEON, extending from
F to F, T5 GO

LARGE FIVE OCTAVE MELODEON— Piano
style, 100 00

LARGE rn^E OCTAVE MELODEON— Piano
style with two sets of reeds, tuned in octaves, 150 00

p^^ .Just published, " Prince's Complete Instettotob

FOR Tire I.MPiiovF.D MixoDF.ON ; to which is added favorite

Airs, Voluntaries, and Chants, arranged expressly for this

InsLrumeut. Price 75 Cents.

CAUTION.—In consequence of the great success which has attended the introduction of Prince & Co.'s Melodeons,

numen.us imitators have sprung up in different parts of the country—offering instruments under the same name, and in

outward appearance resembling them. We would therefore caution the public to be on their guard, and examine those

made by Prince & Co. before purchasing. Many improvements applied arc ei-clmiwli/ our aioti, and being the original

manufacturers, our experience has enabled us to produce Instruments which a discerning public have unanimously

pronounced superior to any thing of the kind hitherto manufactured. Many of the most eminent Musicians of the

cities of New York and Boston have voluntarUy given testimonials as to the high character of our Instruments, which

can be seen on application.

Jll orders fr<ym a distance wiU bepr&mpik/ attend^ to, and awrittm guaranty of their durahilHy iciU be given

if reqwired. GEO. A. PEINCE & CO.



THE HORTICULTURIST,
And Journal of Rural Art and Rural Taste.

THIS is a Monthly Journal of 4S pages, beautifully printed
on the finest paper, and elcsrantly iUustrated, making one
of the most beautiful Montlily Magazines published in the
world. It is devoted to Ilorticulture, in its various depart-
ments, Rural Architectiu'e, and to all that concerns liural

Life, and to the cultivation of Rural Taste.

It is edited by P. BAIMIY, so long known and esteemed
as the Horticultural Editor of the Genesee Farmer, and
published at the low price of $3 per year. A discount of 20
per cent, allowed to agents. JAMES VICK, Jk.,

Publisher, Kocjiester, N. T.

AGKICUL.TURA.I..

EVEET FARMEli SHOULD OWN
Cole's American Vetrinarimi: A Treatise on the
Discasesof Domestic Animals. By S. W. Cole. In
one volume, IS mo., with plates, sheep. Price, 50

The best work of the kind ever issued from the Amer-
ican Press. 34,000 copies have been pubhshcd.

Cillers American Fruit Book. By S. W. Cole, author
of the American Vefrinarian. In one volume, 18
mo., numerous plates, full stiet'p. Price, 50

This is un.ii)\iI>t<Ntly one of the most valuable works
on the subject ever published in this country. 1S,0(I0

copies published.

Selienck's EiMien Ga'rdener''s Text, Book : Contain-
ing full and practical directions for the formation
and management of the Kitchen Garden. By Peteu
A. ScuENCK. In one volume, 18 mo., numerous
plates, sheep. Price, 50

Break's Book of Floroers. A thorough work, with
full directions for the cultivation of a Flower Gar-
den, in which is also described all the various Trees,
Shrubs, and Plants, for ornamental purposes. By
Joseph Bkeck, Seedsman and Florist, In one vol-
ume, 12 mo., cloth. Price, 75

Treatise on th^e Construction, ITeaUng, and Ventila-
tion of Hot /foii^se-s. By R. B. Leuchaks, Scotch
Garden Architect, 8 vo., with a large number of
Engravings, Plans, Drawings, Elevations, &c., <ic.,

cloth. Price, 1 00
The only work on this subject ever published in
America. It is highly recommended by Prof. Silli-

raan, and other scfen'tiflc gentlemen.

The American Fotcl Breeder. Price, 25

Published by JOHN P. JEWETT & CO.,
N(5s, IT and 19 CoruhiU, Boston.

i;W For sale by all booksellers. [5-4t]

Fertilizers.

Peruvian Guano, $45 per ton.
Superphosphate of Lime, 2J:i cfs. per lb.

Bone Sawings, or Meal, $'2.5ll, per brl.

Turnings and Crushed, |2.25 "
Pulverized Charcoal, $1.00 "

Potash Scrapings, SX to -1 cts. per lb.

Plaster, ground, $1.12j^ to 1.26 per bbL
Sulphuric Acids, 23^ to 2>^ ets. per lb.

For sale at the Stale Agricultural Warehouse.
LONGETT & GEIFFING.

June 1, 1S5-3—it. No. 25 Cliff street, New York.

Flo'iva and Cultivators.
PROUTY & MEARS' Patent Center Draft Plows—all

sizes—and castings for the satnc.
MiNoit it llor.TOxN's New Improved, fitted up in the most

Eulistantial manner.
Rich's Iron Beam Plows, of all sizes.

Universal Cultivators, with Scarifiers; Expanding do.;
and Hand Garden Cultivators and Plows.
For Side by LONGETT & GEIFFING,
[3t] No. 25 Cliff street, New York.

Superphosphate of Lime,
IN BAGS and Barrels, made by C. B. I)e Buro, with full

directions for use,—warranted a jiure and genuine article

—

for .sale by G ICO. DA VE.N POUT,
No. 5 Commercial, corner of Chatham street, Boston, Agent
for the manufac'tuHT.

Also, for Side, (Ground Bone, Bono Dust, Burnt Bone,
Guano, and Grass Seeds, of reliable quality. [4-tfj
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THE CULTIVATION OF FISH.

The time is not very remote when the cultivation of fish will become an important

branch of rural iinUi^try in the United States. Our climates, lakes, rivers, creeks,

and the artificial ponds that may be formed for purposes of irrigation, ornament, and
fish-culture, will furnish admirable facilities for the breeding, feeding, and indefinite

multiplication of the finny tribe. Some may suppose that the propagation of fish, even

by the union of art mvl science, will not pay. Experiments, however, in France and
Switzerland, now in progress, leave no room for reasonable doubt as to the profitableness

of the labor expended in producing this article of human food ; for physiological science

has rendered those disposed to engage in pisci-culture a service that will completely

revolutionize the business and avoid most of the hazards and losses hitherto experienced.

It is our purpose to render this new process in the breeding of fish plain to the unlearned

man or boy who ever caught one by hook, spear, or net.

Like other animals, fish are of both sexes—male and female. Everybody has seen

the eggs of the female ; but e\-erybody has not studied the natural instincts by which

these eggs are fertilized as they are deposited on the ground. Now, it is this study, or

strictly scientific research, imited with practical exj)eriments in propagating fish, that has

brought to light the great improvements in fish culture, to which attention is invited.

The exceedingly, numerous eggs of fish are hatched by the genial warmth of the sun

while h'ing in pure running water. Hence instinct prompts most fish to ascend from

deep lakes, bays, and the ocean, all streams that flow into them in order to deposit their

spawn and hatch their young, which descend with their parents to the sea or lakes

where they find the aliment that brings them to full maturity. The impregnation of

the spawn is precisely similar to that witnessed in the fertilizing of the silk on the

embryo ears of corn by the anthsi- dust that falls from the tassels of the plant and rests

upon the ends of the silk. Without the contact of the yellow dust upon the stigmas,

not a kernel of corn would grow, however rich the soil. It is equally impossible to

obtain a fish from the egg of a female without the contact of the fertilizing atoms

derived fi'om the system of the male. This much has long been known ; but it was not

known that one could gently express by the hand both the spawn from the female and

the sperm from the male into warm, clean, running watei*, such as nature uses for hatch-

ing the eggs of fish, and thus multiply them by indefinite millions. Yet this operation

(one of the simplest imaginable) is now successfully performed, and young salmon trout,

shad, perch, and other fish, are transported in water from one stream or pond to another

•with as much facility as the scions of choice fruit trees are conveyed from one orchard

or country to another.

The facility with which young fish may be multiplied from a few mature ones, under
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favorable circumstances, whicli nearly every farmer can command, and the ease with

which enough for seed may be transported in a few gallons of water fi-equently changed,

presents this branch of industry in an entirely new aspect.

Of course young fish, like chickens, need daily and appropriate food to make them
grow ; and the study of the alimentary substances on which fish feed and wax fat is an

important part of pisci-ciilture. In all streams, ponds, lakes and seas, where fish abound
in a state of nature, worms, grubs, aqueous insects and plants also abound for their subsis-

tence. If the ocean contained no plants, and was not adapted to their growth, animals

could not live in its vast waste of desert waters ; for any given number of strictly

carnivorous animals, whether fish, insects, birds, or quadrupeds, must inevitably exter-

minate their kind, seeing that each individual would destroy before it was itself eaten,

more animals than it could possibly propagate and bring to maturity. Hence, if there

were no land plants there could be no land animals ; for with the extinction of all plant-

eating animals, flesh-eating ones would rapidly destroy each other until the last carniv-

orous beast died of starvation.

It is the highest achievement of the arts and sciences of agriculture and husbandry,

to provide at all times a full supply of appropriate food for every cultivated plant and
every cultivated animal, in the most economical manner. Nature has provided for tlie

possible increase of all living things in a ratio truly marvellous ; and in few animals are

the possibilities of increase more wonderful than in the millions of eggs develoj^ed from

the blood of a few fish which one may propagate. Young fish grow finely when they

can get the eggs of toads, frogs, and other amphibials, to feed upon. All such animals,

like young oysters, need a highly nitrogenous aliment. Fish may be reared on peas,

beans, wheat, and most other seeds. Whatever will feed birds, will nourish fish ; and

the latter yield the richest known manure in the shape of guano. Instead of having

sea-birds furnish farmers with guano derived from fish, let farmers themselves rear fish

to be consumed by man at a profit to the producer, and then let the fertilizing atoms
contained in the fish and extracted from the bottom offish ponds, creeks, and rivers, ^^e

converted into guano (nightsoil) to enrich cultivated fields. Both land and water may
be made to yield f(jur-fold more food and wealth for the human family than they now
do according to the population of the most industrious and civilized nations, provided

the laws of nature are properly studied and obeyed. We are not prepared just now to

suggest the best pastures for fish, for experiments have ye-t to decide the value of difl"erent

articles of piscatory diet. Their food may be reared in water, or hard by where fish are

grown, that they may be fed as steers, dairy cows, pigs, calves, and horses are often

kept by stall-feeding. But without resort to artificial pasture of any kind, millions of

valuable fish may be reared in the United States where the native stock is nearly or

quite exhausted. On the head waters of the Hudson, Connecticut, Susquehanna, Alle-

gany, Potomac and Savannah rivers, the breeding of shad, trout, and white fish, may be

prosecuted on a magnificent scale. 0-ne of the earliestiiand most successful experiments

made in Europe, was conducted after this fashion :—The hull of an old river craft was

sunk in a clear, running stream, and its bottom covered a few inches with sand and

gravel as a suitable bed for the spawn of fish. Several holes were cut at both ends of

the boat or vessel so that water ran through and over the bed of sand and gravel. Upon
this the spawn and sperm, fully matured in the bodies of both sexes, were gently

expressed and deposited, imitating nature, for the ova of the female are impregnated

after they reach the gTound. After the ova are hatched in the vessel, one can feed the

young fry and change the water without allowing any of the fish to escape. In this

simple nursery all depredators may be kept at a proper distance, and almost every egg

fecundated and made to produce its fish.

As the living embryo in a new laid egg, or in an egg about to be laid by a bird, lias

a vitality independent of its parents, so the matured eggs of a female fish and the

m
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matured sperm of the male may live some days, perhaps weeks, after their parents are

dead, and may be transported thousands of miles by steam without destroying their

vitality. Young fish may be carried with nearly equal facility. The superb salmon
trout which we now get in the Rochester market, are big with the germs of a new gen-

eration ; and we trust that some of our enterprizing citizens, who greatly excel in propa-

gating millions of fruit and ornamental trees, will turn their attention to nurseries for

the production of myriads of young salmon. At the head waters of the Genesee river,

the business might be carried on to a great advantage. It is respectfully suggested to

the officers of the agricultural societies that they offer reasonable premiums to encourage

this interesting branch of rural industry.

In the Patent Office Report for 1852, we have given a somewhat extended account of

experiments made by M. M. Bertholt and Detzeji, who are now experimenting under

the patronage of the French government in Alsace, a few miles from Basle in Switzer-

land. Some experience appears to be required to enable one to decide when the spawn
.

and sperm of fish have arrived at full maturity, so that the operator may safely remove
them from the bodies of fish, and plant them as he would seed corn, or set eggs for

hatching out chickens. With ripe seed and proper care, a prolific crop is almost certain.

The length of time that elapses from the deposit of eggs to the appearance of the fish,

varies somewhat with the temperature of the water. So soon as the natural laws that

govern this peculiar incubation are determined by satisfactory experiments, our readers

shall be among the first to be informed upon the subject.

WOOL GROWING IN THE ARGENTINE PROVINCES.

In a work recently published in London under the title of "Two Thousand Miles Ride

through the Argentine Provinces ; being an account of the Natural Products of the

Country and Habits of the People," &c., &c. : by William MacCanist, we glean a few

interesting facts touching the growth of wool. Our author says: "A very industrious

Irishman was lately in this neighborhood who bought eight thousand sheep at one

shilling and six pence per dozen, which is no more than three half pence each ; this is

somewhat cheaper than eggs : for just now I cannot obtain an ogg for less than three

pence."

This magnificent grazing region, where horned cattle, sheep, horses, and mules may
be reared to an almost unlimited extent, is about to be brought within twenty days

travel by steam of New York. The empire of Brazil and the contiguous republics,

spread over the immense valley of the Amazon and its tributaries, offer powerful

inducements to all enterprising emigrants, whether from Europe or the United States.

There is a considerable number of British and Irish settlers in the country who enjoy

perfect security under the government, and are prospering in their circumstances. The

climate of Buenos Ayres is favorable for breeding sheep ; the cold in winter never being

so intense as to require them to be housed. The land is very fertile, generally present-

ing a vast sea of verdure.

Mr. MacCann's mission was of a mercantile character, and it is to be hoped that his

work will soon be reprinted in this country, for it contains much information of interest

to Americans. If good sheep can be had for three cents a head, and unlimited pastures

for little or nothing on which to feed them, wool growing in South America must be

more profitable than digging gold in Cahfornia. A large number of Merino rams have

been taken to the plains of Buenos Ayres, and the wool exported to Great Britain and

this country is being greatly improved in quality as well as increased in quantity.

Fine wool bas been grown in the land of the orange and fig in Spain ; and the table
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lands on the eastern water-shed of the Andes present at their varying elevations, a wide

range of chmates within the limits of easy travel of a flock of sheep. The great success

that has hitherto attended this branch of husbandry under rude management, and while

the governments have been almost constantly engaged in wars, would seem to leave no

room to doubt that, under more favorable auspices, with security for life and property,

with steamboats on all the navigable rivers, and steamships in all seaports, the business

of wool growing, or cattle breeding and rearing, may be carried on a-t an enormous

profit. Silver to the amount of two thousand million dollars has been taken from the

mmes in the Argentine Provinces. Of the six nations whose territories are mainly

drained by the Amazon, all but Brazil have invited the commerce of the world to ascend

that river and trade with them on the most favorable terms. The Legislature of Peru

has placed $200,000 at the disposal of the executive power to organize ten-itories on the

head waters of the Amazon, and a decree has just been published removing all duties

on goods of whatever kind imported into the ports of Nauta and Loreto, and a hon:v3-

stead of four fanagadas of land is to be given to every immigrant, to whom is also

guarantied freedom of religious worship. Brazil controls the mouth of the Amazon,

and has not yet consented to the free ingress and egress of the commerce of the

republics drained by this river, which is said to be one hundred and fifty miles wide

where it empties into the Atlantic. New Grenada, Equador, Peru, and Bolivia, are

largely interested in opening a free passage down to the ocean ; and the monopoly or

tribute exacted by Brazil must be of short duration.

The agricultural wealth of that continent is not at all appreciated ; but the time has

arrived when a new order of emigrants, with their common schools, their Protestant

churches, their steam presses, steamships, and steam locomotives, is to be extended over

South America, Well does Lieut. Maurv of the National Observatory say

:

"A spirit has gone abroad there, and it is upon the waters of the Amazon. A little more than

two years ago the federal government selected a gallant officer of the navy, who was at that time

serving in the Pacific, detached him from his ship, first for special service in Lima, and afterwards

directed him to explore the Amazon from its source to its mouth ; to sound its depths ; and to

guage its capacities, present and prospective, for navigation, trade, and commerce.
"That expedition has returned; and Lieut. IIerndon, the officer in eliarge of it, appreciating the

importance of placing the information collected by him before the public without delay, has already

submitted his report to the government. It has been transmitted to Congress, and that body, rightly

conceiving it to possess a high degree of interest, has ordered a large naraber of extra copies. The
party consisted of but two officers.

"Count D'OiiSEY, a French officer, had, when engaged in an exploration of the same region, been
mui'dered but a short time before; yet, notwitlistanding this, the American officer, when he arrived

in sight of the great water-shed, determined, with the go-ahead spirit of his countrymen, to divide

the party—to send his companion, accompanied by a young American sailor, whom ho had enlisted

in Lima, into Bolivia, and down the Madeira; while he himself, with no one but a Peruvian, and
sneh of the natives as he might pick up by the way, to accompany liim, resolved to undertake the

main stream itself Thus accompanied, he descended that river on rafts and in 'dug outs' through
a distance of three thousand five hundred miles, and found it navigable for vessels of the largest

class from the sea to the Andes.
"That expedition has stirred up the people in the Spanish re]Miblics of the Amazon. The Presi-

dent of Bolivia has taken the load in tJie matter, and proved himself a statesman of the first order.

He has thrown the Amazonian provinces of that republic open to the commerce of the world: he
has proclaimed the freedom of the seas for tlio Amazon and its tributaries, and has offered a prize

of $10,000 to the master of the first steamer that arrives there from the ocean."

From the Atlantic to the Andes is 3,000 miles, in nearly a direct line due west; and

the Amazon is navigable for large vessels all the way. Colonies of emigrants will

soon be organized in the Middle States for settlement in Bolivia, where a cordial welcome

is likely to greet their arrival. Exploring agents will soon be in that country and in

the contiguous republics, to see wha-t can be done in sheep husbandry, stock-growing,

tillage, cutting timber, collecting dyestulfs, drugs and medicines, and buying sites for

cities, villages, and manufacturing towns.

-| K We should be much better pleased to see wool growing greatly extended in this ^ r
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republic and our own countrj^, tlian in South America or Australia ; but sheep husbandry

is on the decrease in half the States of the Union, and it is hard to compete with those

that can purchase sheep by the thousand at three cents a head, and keep them without

hay, turnips, or shelter. Nor is it possible for any protective tariff that American

farmers may reasonably expect, to overcome the natural disadvantages attending the

production of wool on a large scale in the Northern States. All clear-sighted men see

the steady advance of free trade principles, whether they approve of them or not; and

it is obviously the part of wisdom to adapt one's business to the condition of things as

they actually exist, rather than as he may believe they ought to exist. Emigration,

change of pursuit, and fearless adventure, characterize in an eminent degree the age in

which we live. Agriculture is beginning to feel the eftects of this new-born energy, and

more fully developed love of novelty, called the spirit of progress ; and as faithful

chroniclers of passing events, we have deemed it our duty to call attention to the

equatorial fields of the South,' from which many million pounds of wool are now annually

received, and for aught that we can see to the contrary, indefinite hundreds of millions

may be yearly exported, before children now at school shall cease to need woolen fabrics.

The annual export of cotton from the United States increased over 800 per cent, from

1821 to 1849 ; and the wool trade of Brazil, Buenos Ayres, and other contiguous

nations, may advance with equal rapidity in the nexffquarter of a century. So far as

mutton shall be in demand in this country, particularly in the Northern States, wool

growing is likely to be profitable as a secondary interest; but improved land is begin-

ning to cost too much for extensive sheep-walks, such as abound on the vast pampas of

South America.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES.

The Working Farmer says that " The increased use of artificial manures in the United

States has been greater within the last year, than within any five years since the forma-

tion of our government." Whether this statement be true to the letter or not, there is

no doubt of the fact that American agriculture is about to exhibit a new feature in its

connection with the manufocture and use of the food of plants. Having steadily pur-

sued ah exhausting system of tillage and husbandry for two centuries, the cultivators of

the soil in the old States find it necessary to possess more manure than can be made on

naturally poor or impoverished farms. Hence, they are compelled to purchase guano,

poudrette, bone dust, ashes, gypsum, street manure, and other ofial from cities. This

necessity for more manure places farmers and gardeners in many places within the

reach of sharpers and speculators, who act on the maxim of Jemima Wilkinson, that

the world is a goose; and he is a fool who has no hand in plucking her. Brandreth

has realized a princely fortune from his bread pills ; Swain from his panacea ; Barnum

from ToM Thumb ; and why should not Mr. Mapes from his " improved guperphosphate

of lime" ?

When the Misses Fox invented their spirit rappings not many rods from the Genesee

Farmer office, they were poor, and lived in obscurity ; now they support a fine estab-

lishment in the city oi New YorZ:, and have ex-U. S. senators at their feet as votaries

;

they have turned the head of a judge on the bench of the Supreme Court of the State,

and sent scores, perhaps hundreds, perfectly insane to lunatic asylums. When Joseph

Smith, then a resident of an adjoining county, got up his golden Mormon bible, the

writer obtained one of the first copies published, and heard the prophet's account of its

miraculous revelations to him. We did not believe that it was possible for such a tissue

of absurdities to gain proselytes in this age and country ; but experience has shown that

- K Mormonism has sufiiced to found an organized Territory under the United States gov- . r
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ernment, and now threatens to establish an independent nation in the heart of the

Republic. We never hear Mr. Mapes lecture that he does not remind us of the peculiar

shrewdness of Joseph Smith; nor read in his journal the glowing accounts of " twelve

thousand late Bergen cabbages raised on an acre manured with five hundred weight of

the improved superphosphate of lime," that the golden bible *of the Mormon prophet

does not seem to be the authority which we are consulting. In the leading article in

the June number of the Working Farmer the public is told that " The improved super-

phosphate of lime, which was introduced by oursclf but little more than twelve months

ago, is now in such demand that the manufacturers can not supply one-tenth of the

quantity asked for, notwithstanding their factory is capable of delivering ten tons or

more per day. And even the imitations which have been made within the last four

months, are eagerly bought up by those who can not be supplied with the genuine

article." These counterfeit quacks are, however, soon to be knocked into pi; for "the

manufacturers of the improved superphosphate are rapidiy increasing their facilities, and

will shortly be able to deliver twenty tons or more per day." This, however, Mr.

Mapes says, "will be very far from an adequate supply;" so that "imitators" may
stand some chance to aid in picking the professor's goose, after all!

This artilicial manure, which is said to be twice as powerful as the best Peruvian

guano, is sold at the low price ot fifty dollars a ton ; and by selling twenty a day, a

thousand dollars a day will be the income of the establishment, forty per cent, of which

at least will be profit. A profit of $400 a day for 300 days in a year gives a nett gain

of $120,000 per annum— a business that beats Barnum's best menagerie, and the

Misses Fox cm^t of sight.

The Genesee Farmer has been accused of dealing unfairly by the inventor of this

manural panacea, because it published an analysis of it made first by Dr. Antisell, and

then by Mr. Johnson, of Yale College, by which the agricultural value of the article

was revealed to the public. Other and more favorable analyses have been published

by Mr. Mapes, and this demands at our hands the plain-est possible statement of the

abuses to which analytical chemistry is liable in its application to artificial manures, and

rural affairs generally , without reference to Mr. M,

Ammonia, or organized nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash, are the three most

costly constituents of crops, and therefore the most valuable elements of manures.

These facts being known, it is easy in a^city where all the elements of the best manures

abound, to get up a few tons exceedingly rich in phosphoric acid, potash, and ammonia,

which, when properly applied to the. land, will give very extraordinary results ; and

when analyzed, they will indicate a compound worth two or three times its weight of

the best guano. But such a manure will cost as much per 100 lbs. as the best potash

in the market, an-d afford no profit to the manufacturer. None is expected from this

superior article directly, for it is given to distinguished farmers to try, and report the

results of its influence on various crops. The operation of the manure being highly

beneficial, the most trustworthy certificates of the value of the improved superphosphate

of lime are obtained by the score. Now the manufacturer is ready to sell phosphorus,

which is worth some 1-3 a pound and more than $200 per 100 lbs.; ammonia, which

is worth at least $10 per 100 lbs; and ])otash, which is worth $5 per 100 lbs., at $50

a ton! But what evidence does any bag of IGO lbs. of "improved superphospliate of

lime" give the purchaser, that it is better than so much ground bones? Ten bags may
contain a better manure than the seller promises, while nine hundred and ninety may
be nearly worthless, and yield a profit of 200 per cent, to the inventor and manufac-

turers. Of course, they will have the manure contained in the ten best bags carefully

analyzed and published in an hundred papers ; and on the credibility of these analyses

thousands will purchase any thing that the manufacturers may say is a manure similar

to the one carefully examined by the chemist. In this way, chemistry is most success-
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fully used to humbug the farming community. It may be asked: What is the proper

remedy ? We answer, not to abandon the use of city made manures, but to create a
public opinion in the country which will constrain all municipal authorities to save fer-

tilizing substances and concentrate them so that they can be put up in cheap bao-s like

guano, and distributed as far as any grain, flour, meat, or cotton is sent to market. In

short, the cultivators of the soil must make those that reside in cities and villages feed

the land that both feeds and clothes the denizens of cities and villages. Not to do this

i.s a violation of a law of Go.l, and an otfence which he will certainly punish.

The subject of artificial manures is one of vast importance ; and it is just now in that

hazy twilight which enables any one who loves supremely the almighty dollar, to make
a fortune in a few years by vending marvellous remedies to rejuvenate the soil. So long

as the public supports quack doctors of every hue. Mormons, polygamy, spiritual rappers,

the exhibitors of " woolly horses," and whatever else is steeped in falsehood and impos-

ture, we have no right to complain of charlatans who sell twenty tons of their artificial

manure a day, at $50 per ton. True science, which has no secrets, scorns exaggeration,

and despises the tricks of trade, stands a poor chance where its counterfeit in everything

passes with the million as current coin. All that we can do is to inculcate sound prin-

ciples alike in agriculture and morals, expose quackery whether in high or low places,

and try to leave the world a little wiser than wo found it. It is to be deplored that

there is nothing so sacred in religion or spiritual truths, nor in the social or moral relations

of man to man, but it is prostituted to objects of mercenary gain, and so adulterated'with

errors and falsehoods, that one can hardly separate the pure from the impure, or what is

right from what is wrong. What possible reform will strike at the root of thjs evil ?

So long as mankind shall love to be cheated by imposters, the State of New York will

turn out the originators of new systems of religion, like that of Joseph Smith—new
"spiritual manifestations," like those of the Misses Fox—of new theories of " terra-cul-

ture," like that of Mr. Comstock—and of new superphosphates of lime, like that so

extravagantly commended by the Workivg Farmer. If these imposters are properly

noticed they rai^e the cry of persecuted saints, and gain sympathy and strength thereby;

and if not noticed at all, they carry all before them by the easy perversion of verbal and
written evidence, so that the community is taxed to support many of their victims in

insane hospitals, and still more as public paupers. If a way could be found out to pre-

vent imposition in general, and in the maufacture of artificial manure in particular, it

would do more to advance society in morality, knowledge, and wealth, than any discovery

which has been made since the fall of man. Closely and patiently have we studied the

hindrances to agricultural progress, and so far as we have been able to discover, false-

hood, in its thousand protean shades, is chief among them. Things are not what they

seem ; and as our relations to each other become more artificial, truth is surrounded by
more numerous throngs of vicious counterfeits. A true man will make an open fight

against these ; but his enemies, operating in secret, will be likely to destroy him. Using
money to make money by false pretences, they have the power to command temporary

success, and secure the greatest triumph to the greatest imposture. The food of plants

must be studied more than it now is, before frauds in artificial manure can be detected,

or prevented, by farmers.

We repeat, artificial, or special fertilizers, should not be avoided, but their composition

should be carefully investigated, that the intrinsic value of their elements may be gener-

ally and thoroughly understood, both in town and country. Nothing is easier than to

deodorize, and evaporate to perfect dryness, every thing that is valuable for agricultural

purposes in cities ; and if this were done, it would render them far more healthy, and,

at the same time, furnish the most concentrated food of plants in vast quantities and at

a mere nominal price. Cities reeking with human excrements and foul sewers, never

fail to be afflicted with pestilence in its most malignant forms ; and yet there is not one

-^
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in the civilized world in whicli wise sanitary regulations are adopted and enforced. To

some this will appear as a hasty and ill-considered assertion ; but it is made after taking

much pains to study the sanitary systems of the cities in China, Continental Europe, and

Great Britain, as well as in our own country and South America. It w"ould fill a vol-

ume to give a satisfactory review of this interesting subject. In our humble opinion,

neither the public health of cities, nor the paramount interests of agriculture and horti-

culture, should be left to the fitful cupidity of soulless companies or of private citizens,

for the manufacture of artificial manure ; but the whole matter should be properly

governed by legislative authority, in order to escape the dreadful penalties of neglect,

and prevent the temptations to commit fraud, and profit by misrepresentations. Exag-

geration in everything is crushing the life out of all truth in society. Fashion is every

where planting the prolific seeds of falsehood, which Uabit will water in coming yeai-s

with many a bitter tear.

idi

AGRICULTURAL JOURNALISM.

There are some forty or fifty agricultural journals in the United States, a large majority

of which are conducted with equal fairnesS and ability. A few. however, are controlled

by mercenary and unscrupulous men, who, conscious of their own want of integrity,

are prone to regard all others as dishonest an<l intensely selfish as themselves. They

look upon the masses as born to be duped and cheated by the false pretences of the

cunning and the gifted ; and, therefore, they study duplicity and craft as the surest

means of success ; and finally, they have for their trade what is known out of New Eng-

land, as " Yankee smartness." It is alw"ays unpleasant to come in collision with such

men, for they assert falsehoods with an air of confidence and sincerity, that one who
does not know from other sources of information that the truth is not in them, is easily

deceived, and regards them as entitled to all confidence. Such characters are the more

to be avoided when it is possible, because they wield an educated command of the voca-

bulary of blackguards, and rely mainly on oftensive'' epithets in conducting an editorial

controversy, as they lack every virtue that goes to form the gentleman.

Little Rhode Island has recently turned out a specimen of Immanity in the person of

one William S. King, editor of the Boston Journal of A</riculfurc, who answers to

the description we have given. We shall iw)t bandy epithets with him, but, as in the

case of Thomas Ewdank, prove beyond all controversy, in due time, that said King has

uttered and published false and calumnious accusations against tlie proprietor of this

paper, in order to obtain the Agricultural Clerkship of the Patent Office. Whether he

is likely to succeed, or has succeeded, we are not informeil, not having been in Washington

for some six weeks.

We did not seek the task of collecting information and ])reparing for the press the

last four annual reports on American Agriculture, of which Congress has printed, and

ordered to be printed, five hundred and forty thousand volumes. Having a large job

printing and newspaper establishment that required our personal attention, to say

nothing of the two agricultural journals with which we were connected, our willingness

to serve the farming interest at the federal metropolis involved, at that time, a pecuniary

sacrifice ; and we are now happy to return, after an absence of nearly six years, to our

own Western New York, to labor while life shall last for the advancement of Agricul-

ture and Indust^'ial Education. It is not our present purj)Oso to give to the public at

any length, the views we cherish in reference to industrial education and agricultural

journalism, in a republic where more than a moiety of the voters are farmers. To per-

Buado farmers to unite in forming State, county, and township societies, and make all

br-i- r^rŜ
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these auxiliary to a national organization for educational purposes, is, in brief, The Plan
marked out by us many years ago for calling into exifetence tens of thousands of agri-

cultural libraries and schools, superior in every respect to the common schools and
libraries of New York, which may flourish in every county in the United States. False

friends may retard this great work of educational improvement, which is designed to

embrace all industrial classes ; but in the end, it is sure to triumph in every (piarter of

the Union. When the people say they want a scientific education, then agricultural

journalism will take the highest rank among the learned professions ; and that the
people will, ultimatelj', so decide, is with us a matter of the most undoubting faith. No
second number of the Quarterly Journal of the United States Agricultural Society has
been published, after the lapse of ten months since the first was issued— not from a

lack of funds, but the want of that faith which is the parent of all new and important

enterprises. Works soon die where faith is not; and where they do not die immediately,

they become valueless. To create a popular taste for rural literature and sciences, we
must study to improve our agricultural journals, and foster the establishment of numer-
ous agricultural libraries.

In this way the lights of the age will penetrate every log-cabin in the land, and add
four-fold to the knowledge, wealth, and happiness of the American people. For
less than fifty cents, including postage, ninety-nine hundrcths of our subscribers

receive twelve numbers, of the Genesee Farmo' in a year ; the last eight volumes bound,

form an addition to any library worth many times more than the cost of the work.

Probably not one-third of the adult owners of the soil read any agricultural journal

whatever.

A general eftbrt should be made to place a copy of some good agricultural paper

in the hands of every farmer and gardener in the country. By so doing, public opinion

will soon create industrial libraries and seminaries of learning, where science and
physical labor will meet each other as friends and co-workers for the elevation of man-
kind. Starting from the point that an art is always something to be done, and a science

something to be known, the masses may constantly rise in knowledge and arts, in

virtue and happiness, by cultivating the inherent powers which God has given them.

THE FARil AS A MANUFACTORY.

NUMBER THREE.

In the two former articles on this subject we stated that all soils capable of profitable

cultivation contained every one of the fourteen elements which compose all our agricul-

tural plants. The difference between a new fertile soil and a badly cultivated impover-

ished one is not attributable to the existence in the one, and to the absence in the other,

of any particular ingredient, but to the different 'proj^ortions in which the constituents

of plants exist in the two soils, and, more especially, to their state of combination, and

their availahility as food for plants. Thus, sandy soils do not contain so large a pro-

'portion of the constituents of plants as do clay soils
;

yet, when first cultivated, the

former invariably yield larger crops than the latter, because Jhe .clay soil is more

compact, and the food of plants does not exist in that available condition as it is found

in porous, sandy soils. The average production of the farm depends, not on the quantity

of food lying latent in the soil, but on the amount of available food of plants and

animals kept in circulation on the farm.

We also considered the effect of cultivation on the gaseous and organic matter of the

soil, arguing from the fact demonstrated by Mr. Lawes' experiments, that wheat, and
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probably maize and all other cereals, destroyed large quantities of ammonia during

their growth ; that on soils where cereals were principally cultivated, ammonia, of all

the elements of plants, would be tirst deficient. Another fact mentioned was, that while

wheat and barley destroyed ammonia, and consequently required great quantities for

the production of large crops, clover, peas, beans, tares, and turnips, did not destroy

ammonia, but on the contrary retained that brought to them, during the growing season,

b.y rain water.

Bearing these two most important facts in mind, we will proceed to examine the

efi'ects of cultivation on the inorganic or mineral matter of the soil.

All our works on agricultural chemistry abound in tables showing the amount of the

various elements removed from the soil in a crop of wheat, maize, barley, oats, clover,

potatoes, (fee, so that there is no necessity for repeating them here, although we have at

command many original analyses of all ' the principle crops of a rotation with the

exception of maize. It is not the effect on the soil of the entire removal of the whole

crops of a rotation tha-t we are required to study, for no intelligent agriculturist, and we
are writing for none other, would for a moment think of removing all his produce from

a farm ; so that such tables, if accurate, which man}- of them are far from being, are

of but little direct benefit. To derive much practical information from agricultural

chemistry, we must study the changes of matter as it passes from the earth and air into

plants, and from these into plants and animals capable of supplying food for man, and

otherwise administering to his use and comfort; we must trace the atoms as they are

again returned in their original state to the earth and air, to begin anew the endless

round of the mineral, vegetable, and amimal kingdoms ; we must examine, not only wdiat

a crop contains, but also Avhat portion of it is necessarily removed from the farm, and

what returned to the soil.

In the Natural History of New York, part V., it is stated that a crop of wheat in

Western New York of thirty bushels per acre, including straw, chaff, &c., removes from

the soil 144 lbs. of mineral matter. According to the same authority, a ton of dry

clover hay removes 198 lbs. of mineral matter. Any deductions from such data showing

the exhaustive nature of cultivation on the mineral matter of the soil, are wholly

inapplicable to agriculture as practiced by intelligent farnters.

We are under great obligations to John Bradfield, Esq., for a statement of the

flour, bran, &c., obtained from Genesee wheat ground at the Clinton Mills in this city

during the last nine years. The total number of bushels ground was 726,551 ; the

total number of barrels of flour obtained was 173,803. Having reduced the results of

each year to a percentage, and finding a remarkable uniformity in the respective years,

and considering the great quantity of wheat ground, we believe the mean rcsult.s alibrd

the most reliable data yet published on tlie subject.

Taking the mean results of nine years, 100 lbs. of Genesee wheat yielded 75.50 of

superfine flour, 3.47 of fine flour, 5.09 of fine middlings, 4.37 of shorts, and 0.G9 of bran

Total 97.37—showing a loss in grinding of 2.63 lbs., doubtless water. Judging from

upwards of one hundred analyses made in the Rothamstcd laboratory, the superfine and

fine flour mixed would contain 0.70 per cent, of ash ; fine middlings, 4 per cent. ; coarse

middlings, 5.50 ; shorts, 8 ; bran, 8.50.

From these data it is evident that of the 144 lbs. of mineral matter in a crop of wheat

of 30 bu. per acre, somewhat less than 1>0 lbs. only is contained in the superfine flour;

the remaining 134 lbs. is found in the straw, dialF, bran, shorts, &c. Tlie 30 bu. of

wheat, even if iwne of the bran or shorts were returned to the farm, remove but 26 lbs.

of mineral matter; but many farmers purchase from the millers large quantities of bran

and shorts for feeding purposes, the mineral matter of which would be retained on the

farm. It is- impossible to estimate satisfactorily, but we believe that on many farms near

ILochester not more than half a pound of inorganic matter is removed from the soil,

Idy,
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never to return, in each bushel of wheat. In this way, 288 bu., or nearly ten good crops

of wheat, do not impoverish the soil of more mineral matter than is contained in one

crop of 30 bu. to the acre.

Again, a crop of clover that will make a ton of dry hay, contains, we have shown,

198 lbs. of inorganic matter. If the hay is sold off the ffirra, this large quantity of ash

is lost to the soil ; if it is plowed in for wheat, &c., none of it is lost. If consumed by
animals on the farm, not more than 5 lbs. of mineral matter need be lost to the farm.

A lean sheep was found to contain 3^ per cent, of ash, and as it takes somewhere

approximating a ton of clover hay to produce 100 lbs. increase of animal, we may safely

conclude that not more than 5 lbs. of mineral matter is removed from a ton of clover

hay by passing through the body of an animal. In this way we can grow and consume

forty crops of clover and not export from the farm more inorganic matter than is

contained in one crop. The same reasoning applies to maize, barley, oats, timothy,

potatoes, and in fact to all farm products.

Is it not evident from these facts, that while it is easy to impoverish (not exhaust) the

soil of the inorganic constituents of plants, yet on a farm, as managed by intelligent

agriculturists, the removal of inorganic matter is very small and in no way proportionate

to the great destruction of organic matter by the growth of cereals ?—J. H,

'^

MILK, BUTTER, AND CHEESE.

Milk consists of sugar, casein (curd), salts, globules of fat (butter), and water. It often,

in addition, contains some aromatic principle, derived from the food of the cow. After

milk is drawn from the cow, the vital affinity which kept the carbon, oxygen, and

hydrogen so combined as to form sugar, ceases, and the sugar is gradually converted

into another compound of the elements named, lactic acid. In popular language, this

change is called the souring of milk.

The fat or butter is in globules mixed with the water of the milk. These globules?

when tike milk is at rest, gradually ascend to the surface, taking with them a little

casein, sugar, and water, or lactic acid in place of sugar, if the milk is sour. This com-

po^md may be skimmed from the surface, and is called cream. If this cream be heated,

the globules of fat burst and unite together. Being lighter than the other constituents

of cream, they ascend to the surface, forming an oily fluid. This may be taken off, and

if put into a cool place, it solidifies, and is in fact pure butter. Butter so obtained will

keep a long time without becoming rancid, but it has not the taste of common churned

butter, and is not used as an article of diet. To obtain butter for food, the heat required

to burst the globules of tat, is generated by agitating the cream or milk in churning.

To have the particles of fat coalesce as solid butter, the cream must be neither too cold

nor too hot. Churning raises the temperature from four to ten degrees, according to

the degree of agitation and friction to which the cream is subjected. FAm 60 to 65

degrees is the proper range for milk and cream about to be churned. Butter so obtained

contains a little sugar and Ciisein (curd), and any aromotic principle the cream may
possess ; and it is better suited to our taste than pure butter obtained by the direct

application of heat.

Butter made in this way will not keep fresh long. Its sugar is converted into lactic

acid ; and after this change has taken place, the butter is said to be rancid. If an

excess of sugar be artificially added, then this change does not take place. Pure com-

mon salt and saltpetre have also the power of retarding rancidity. Many dairymen

j^
keep butter after the casein is all worked out, by adding a mixture of pure salt, sugar, .

,
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-and saltpetre. Well packed in air tight casks or crocks, butter thus put up may be kept

any length of time without change.

Casein or cheese may be obtained in a tolerably pure state by adding any acid

to new milk, skim-milk, or butter-milk. When this is done, the casein or curd falls

to the bottom. The most remarkable property of casein is, that it is soluble in a

weak solution of soda or potash ; that is to say, it forms a compound with these alkalies

which is soluble in water. Without the presence of a little free soda in new milk, its

cheese could only exist in the form of a precipitated curd ; and so soon as lactic acid

sufficient to neutralize this soda is formed by the decomposition of the sugar of milk,

casein begins to fall to the bottom of the vessel. By adding a little more soda to milk

than nature furnishes (and this amount depends somewhat on the regular salting of

cows), the souring of milk may be retarded for days without injury to the quality or

flavor of the milk. Recent analyses of milk in France liave shown that it contains

albumen as well as casein. The coagulating substance in the rennet or stomach of a

calf is muriatic acid ; although the animal tissue in the process of incipient decomposi-

tion may, and doubtless does, aid in precipitating curd in cheese-making. Good cheese

requires that all the butter or fat in the milk be retained in the curd, so far as practica-

ble. Too great pressure is to be avoided in the manufacture of cheese.

CLASSIFICATION OF ANIMALS.

Anxious to render our periodical more instructive and interesting than it has ever

heretofore been, we are about to bestow much additional editorial labor upon it, in con-

densing for its pages valuable information drawn from natural history and other available

sources. As the capital invested in live stock in the United States exceeds that employed

in all our manufactures, to Avhich government has paid so much attention, we offer a

few remarks on the Classification of Animals, which deserve to be studied, both anato-

mically and physiologically, far more than they now are.

All living beings admit of being arranged into the two kingdoms of animals and

vegetables. Each of these can be again arranged into natural divisions; each of these

divisions may be again divided into natural classes ; each «)f these classes into natural

orders ; each of these orders into genera (which is the plural for genus) ; and each genus

has its species and varieties. An example will make this system plain: One division of

the animfj kingdom is called the Vertebrate, because the animals comprising it are

possessed of a hack hone. (Vertebra is the Latin for back bone.) One of the classes

of this division is called the Mammal, because the animals composing it are distinguished

from all the rest of the vertebrate animals by suckling their voung by mamrang, or

breasts and teats. One of the orders of .the mammals is called Ruminant, because the

animals composing it, and they alone, chew the cud or ruminate. One of the genera

of the ruminants is called Ovis (sheep), and is distinguished by the horns (when present),

being unlik? those of deer, persistent (not shed each year), and turned laterally and

spirally. Then the Ovis aries, or common sheep, is a species of this genus, character-

ized by having more wool than hair, as the Merino and Cheviot.

The animal kingdom contains four well-marked natural divisions. The lowest of

these is called the Radiata. The animals comprising this division are distinguished

from all otliers by all their members being disposed round an axis in two or more ways.

They have no back bone, and no internal skeleton. The lowest class of the radiata is

the I'oriphera, or Sponge tribe, of which the common sponge is an example. The
sponge of the shops consists of a net-work of elastic fibres, which, when the sponge is

alive, is filled with a gelatinous mass, so soft that it drains away from the sponge when

CU
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it is removed from the water. This mass is permeated by a number of canals, though

which the sponge possesses the power of making the water continually pass, with the

purpose, doubtless, of extracting nourishment from it. Sponges have never been known
to exhibit either sensation or the power of voluntary motion ; and hence many naturalists

arrange them among vegetables. But the little germs that produce sponge, move about

before fixing themselves to a rock ; sponges are from analogies of structure usually con-

sidered now to be of an animal nature, although the usual manifestations of animal

existence are not obvious to our senses.

CORN CULTURE.

An esteemed correspondent, " S. Y.," of Essex county, N. Y., objects to making large,

high hills in hoeing corn, for various reasons : 1. Because such hills shed rain, and

sutler more from drought than flat ones, .or none at all. 2. Corn gives out more suckers

when hilled up, which is considered a damage to the crop. 3. It keeps the corn more
backward ; it does not ripen so early, as it gives out a new set of brace roots every

time it is hoed. 4. It costs three times the labor to cultivate the crop with the exces-

sive use of the hoe that it does to rely mainly on the cultivator and plow.

We beg to assure our eastern friend that corn growers in Western New York and

the Great West, produce millions of bushels of this important staple without ever

tiiking a hoe into the field at all, except to plant, and often not for that.

His suggestions about not planting corn too thick, particularly where one desires to

raise pumpkins or beans between the rows, are judicious; as is also the caution not to

cut the roots of corn plants with the hoe in cutting up weeds about the hill. He plants

on greensward turned over just before planting; and instead of spreading- manure before

plowing, it is applied afterwards, and harrowed in before the ground is planted. In a

postscript he says :

^

"I always make use of a preparation [for soaking seed] that I found in the Genesee Farmer in

184:6, May number, page 107. It came to hand just in time. I had a piece of ground that I

intended to pLant to corn, and it was full of wire woiins; I used the preparation with beneficial

results, and I do not know that I lo*t a hill of corn that year by the worm. I have made use of

it every year ever since with great beneft to the crop

—

enough to pay me for the Genesee Farmer

Jifty years at its present price."

As many of our subscribers ' may not have the volume of 1846, we again place on

record the "preparation" alluded to. It consists in dissolving two pounds of copperas

in sufficient soft or rain water to cover a bushel of seed corn, in which it is allowed to

stand twelve or fifteen hours. To a peck of this soaked corn, there is added a pint or

more of soft soap, and the two are thoroughly stirred with a stick till every seed is

coated with the soap. The corn is then dried sufficiently for planting by adding ground

plaster, and again stirring it.

Mr. Lansing Wetmore appears to have first recommended the above preparation in

the Farmers' Librarij., and found it to increase his crop 33 per cent., besides keeping

ofi" insects and birds. His experiment appears to have been carefully made, and

resulted in giving him a gain of 200 bushels of ears for copperas, soap, and plaster,

worth not to exceed sixty-three cents.

Hornless Cattle.—In our last issue we expressed the opinion that probably hornless

cattle were not over two or two and a half centuries old as a distinct race. This opinion

was based on an authority, of the correctness of which we had some misgivings at the

time the article was written, and on further research, we now believe to be erroneous.

Being still anxious to trace the early history of all our domesticated stock of the Bos
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family, we shall be obliged to any of our readers wlio can put us on the track to find

any evidence to prove that the Galloway, Angus, and other hornless breeds, are

descended from a race that had horns ; or that any fossil hornless cattle have ever been

found i-n Great Britain, Ireland, or Eastern Europe. Sheep are known to lose and

acquire horns without any very long intervention of time. DomestieatGd swine without

any thing more than the rudiments of tusks, acquire them of formidable length when
they run wild a few years in the forests. An increase and decrease of length and

Aveight of horns are no uncommon occurrences. The cattle of Sicily carry more weight

of horns, according to that of the whole carcass, than any other that we have seen
;

and the small cattle of the pine woods in the Southern States come next to them.

When we said that fine specimens of Galloway cattle might be seen in "Augusta,

Charleston, and Washington," the word Charleston was by mistake printed " Charles-

town," which being a town in Massachusetts, might mislead the reader. We never

saw any Galloway cattle either in New York or New England, although they may be

kept. Native hornless cattle are not uncommon in the Northern States, but, as the

Boston Cultivator truly remarks, they are not Galloways.

Beware of Cutting Wheat Prematurelv.—One of the larwst wheat orrowers in

the State of Delaware, who uses between fifty and sixty tons of guano a year, informs

us that he lost nearly three thousand dollars by cutting his v.'heat prematurely, and

thereby causing it to shrink badly, at the harvest of 1852. He was induced to deviate

from his usual practice by reading an extended article on harvesting wheat written by
Mr. Edmund .Ruffin, of Virginia, Avho is generally regarded as high authority, being

himself a pretty large wheat grower. Nothing is easier than to misjudge as to the

precise time when this important crop ought to be harvested. It has frequently been

asserted that so soon as the milk disappears, and the seed is in a " doughy state," the

grain should be cut. This, we believe, is a little too early ; as it is a little too late after

the seed is hard and dead ripe.

* The farmer is seldom able to cut down his entire crop at the exact time when it will

yield the most weight of grain and flour ; and hence, as Mr. Ruffin suggests, it is often

deemed better to harvest a little too early than a great deal too late. By the use of

wheat-reapers propelled by horse power, farmers are able to cut large fields of wheat at,

or very near the proper time. The drying of the straw immediately below the head,

by which the ascent of sap is arrested, is one of the most reliable indications of the

maturity of the plant, and of the necessity of cutting and curing it. Many wheat grow-

ers, particularly in the tobacco and cotton growing States, permit their wheat to stand

too long in the shock, or in small stacks, before it is either threshed or properly housed.

Birds, vermin, and other animals destroy much of it; and sometimes protracted rains

cause the grain to sprout, and the crop is half wasted from sheer carelessness.

Cheese Imported into Great Britain in 1852.—A return from the the oflSce of

the Inspector General of imports and exports, obtained by Sir P. Egerton, contains an

account of the quantity of Cheese imported iiito the several ports of Great Britain in the

course of the year ending January 5th, 185.3. The return shows the following figures:—"Imported from the Earopean States, 278,179 cwt. ; from the United States, 11,275

cwt. ; from the ]3ritish colonies, 2 cwt.—making a total of 289,457 cwt. The quantities

of foreign European cheese ex]>orted from the United Kingdom during the same period,

amount to 5,694 cwt." By these figures it will be seen that the Continent furnishes

Great Britain about twenty-six times more cheese than the United States. These facts

are important, showing as they do that that market needs vastly more of this dairy pro-

duct than we are able to supply. Wo might increase our export five-fold, and then sell

to England less than a fourth of the foreign cheese which is now consumed there.
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French Merino Sheep.—The sheep represented in the accompanying engraving were selected in

France for me by John A. Taixtor, Esq., of Hartford, Conn. They are pure blood Merino.a and
were bred by Messrs. Gilbert and Cugxot, who undoubtedly have, for size, constitution, and weight
of fleece, the best flocks in France. I obtained my first imported French sheep in 1848, and have
increased my flock by importations from that countrj^ every year since. Thev are unusually lar^e

for fine wool sheep, the ewes, when of full age and in good condition, weighing from 120 lbs. to

over 200 lbs. each, and some of the bucks over 300 lbs. each, though these would be unusually

large even for tliis class of sheep. Their wool is of good quality, though not equal to Saxon for

fineness ; but it is as fine ais the Spanish Merino will average. They are not all alike, however:, for

there is with them, as with all other fine wool sheep, a great difference in the quality as well as in

the evenness of their fleeces. Their wool is veri/ thick and compact, more so than I ever saw it on
any other breed of sheep, covering their entire bodies—is thick and long on their bellies and le<^s and
their heads and faces are sometimes so completely covertd with wool as to blind them, and unless

sheared away it frequently injures their sight. My imported ewes have sheared over 15 lbs. each

on the average, of one year's growth in a perfectly natural condition, or unwaslied ; and some of my
bucks have sheared more than those represented in the engraving at one year's growth.

But on the weight of fleece, much depends on the care and condition of the sheep. I never knew
a very heavy fleece sheared from a sheep in a very poor and thin condition. As it regards my own
flock, it has .always been my aim to take as good care of them as I knew how. I do not mean by
this that they have been highly fed with grain, for too much of that would prove an injury rather

than a benefit : but I have at all times given tliem an abundance of good nutritious food—have seen

that they had access to pure water, particularly in Avinter—that they had salt by them at all times

—tliat they were kept clean and well littered in winter, and provided with good comfortable sheds,

well ventilated, to protect them from the storms. These, and many other little cares, are indispensable

to their health and growth. For nine years past I have kept from 250 to over 1000 sheep, and my
losses from sheep dying during the winter have not been, on an average, one per cent. Tliis

is certainly strong evidence that the sheep possess hardy, robust constitutions, but with that they

have had good care, which should also be taken into account.

I have sometimes washed my French sheep, but do not generally do so, as they have cost me very

high prices and the washing is attended with some risk. Sheep will never go into water unless

compelled to do so, and these being large and strong they would struggle violently, and dragging

them into the water to wash might prove injurious; besides there is not sufficient advantage in it

to pay for the rislt, as the wool will net me about as much in one condition as it will in the other,

for what is lost in price is gained in quantity. It is in as good demand, and will sell as readily

unwashed, by discounting one-third of the weight to make it equal to common brook washing. This

is all that has ever been required of me when I have offered mine for sale, and it will probably

shrink in about that proportion, though some fleeces would undoubted!}' cleanse away more, and

others less, than that. As a whole, the wool of the French sheep is more inclined to be dry, and

they have less oily and gummy matter in their fleeces, than the Spanish Merinos.

The French sheep are remarkably prolific. A good proportion of the ewes have twins, and as

they are excellent nurses, there is no difficulty in raising their lambs. I have never failed of raising

more lambs than I have had ewes, and it is not uncommon to raise fifty per cent. more.

Some contend that the French Merino sheep are of a "hot house growth"—that they have

attained their present large size by a system of high feeding—that they are not hardy, and when
put on ordinary keeping would pine away and become a degenerate race ; but this has not been my
experience with them. That the French Merinos have been brought to their present high state of

perfection without generous keeping and a judicious and thorough system of breeding, is not to be

supposed. What treatment has produced the Durham, the Hereford, and the Devon cattle ?—the

Clyde, the Norman, and the various other impi-OA-ed breeds of horses?—tlie Leicester, the Bakewell,

and the South Down sheep?—the Byfield, the Essex, and the Suffolk swine? Has it not been

accomplished by good and skillful breeding ?

My principal flock was originally pure Spanish Merinos, and I still keep some of the Spanish pure,

but the most of my present flock are crosses of Spanish and French Merino, being half and three-

fourths French blood, and I find the larger the infusion of French blood, the larger the sheep and the

greater the increase in the weight of fleece. I formerly kept the different varieties of sheep, the

Merinos, the Saxons, the South Dov/ns, the Cotswolds, &c., more, however, for the purpose of experi-
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menting than otherwise. The different kinds were kept and fed together, and in all respects fared

alike. Some of them were kept pure ; others were crossed. The different varieties are all good for

certain purposes—some for mutton, others for wool. The French Merinos, however, from their

large size, their great adaptiveness to acquire flesh, togetlier with the large fleeces they produce,

seem to possess and combine to a remarkable degree both qualities—the wool growing with the

mutton sheep.

It is the opinion of some that it requires an equal amount of food to produce a pound of flesh and
wool, without regard to the size or tlie breed of the sheep—that they require and consume food in

proportion to their live weight. These conclusions I tliink are erroneous ; in fact, I know they are

not correct when applied to my own flock. Tliat a certain number of French sheep require and
consume more food than the same number of sheep of a much less size there is Jio doubt, but they

also produce more flesh and wool, in proportion to the quantity of food they consume, than any
other sheep I ever kept. When turned out to pasture, they are not disposed to wander or ramble

about like most other kinds, but ai'e much more quiet and gentle, and for the amount of food they

consume, they accumulate flesh and fat faster than any other slieep I ever knew, and I have never

seen that breed of sheep that will produce as mucli value, or as many fibres of wool to the square

inch of surface, as the French Merinos.

My original flock of Spanish Merinos was good, it having been selected from the best flocks in our

country without regard to price, and for this reason I was exceedingly (j^utious what I crossed with

so much so that after I obtained my first imported French buck I used him only to a limited extent

With my first lambs from him I was highly pleased, and when they were sheared their fleeces far

exceeded my expectations. Since then I have had no hesitation about using French bucks, and
have scarcely used any others,-for I find the more of that blood there is in my flock the better the

sheep suit me, and the more profitable they are for wool growing purposes.

It is to be regretted that there is, in some instances, a spirit of animosity springing up between

the breeders of the Spanish and the breedera of the French Merinos. This should not be so. Both
kinds of sheep are good, and there is room for all. None but the most friendly feeling should exist

between us. If we who are breeding the different classes of sheep, or other animals, do not exactly

agree in all our views, that is no reason why we should not feel friendly towards each other, and

not only friendly, but we should be the best of friends. That we should all think alike in this, any
inore than in other things, is not to be expected : and it is well we do not, for if all of us preferred

Durham cattle, there would be no Devons ; and if we all preferred the Merino or Saxon sheep,

there would be no Leicester or South Downs ; and so it would be with the other different breeds of

animals. But let us take a liberal, high minded, and honorable course, not only with ourselves but

with others. Let each take his favorite race of animals and make an effort, by a close and careful

system of breeding, to improve them, for there is room for improvement, and we should strive by

all honorable means tg excel each other in obtaining and diffusing the best varieties of breeding

stock. There is no danger of our best improved breeds of animals becoming too numerous. If they

are really superior, they will all be wanted and will all be useful. Competition in an honorable

and friendly way can do no harm and may do good, as it is said "competition is the life of business.'

It will at any rate serve to stimulate us and increase our efforts .to excel each other in producing

the best of its kind. If those of us who are breeding sheep do not in all respects coincide in our

views, it will probably be admitted that we are all aiming at one and the same object, and that is to

obtain the most profitable breed of sheep. After a thorough trial, and from careful experiment, it is

my opinion the French Merinos are the most profitable tp keep for all purposes. Of this I have no

doubt, though it is not my wish to dictate for others, as they can have the same opportunities for

judging that I have had, and can decide for themselves. However, I am always open to conviction,

and if there are any better sheep than the best French Merinos, I would like to see them, and when

convinced of that fact, shall endeavor to purchase some of them, if possible, as I always go for the

best breeding stock that can be obtained. John D. Patterson.— Westjield, Chaut. Co., N. Y.

To Prevent Rabbits or Mice from Barking Fruft Trees.—Make a tolerably thick quick lime

white-wash, with plenty of salt or brine in it, and apply, plentifully, after the leaves have fallen or

the ground has frozen. I have found that whenever, or wherever, I have made the application,

where the rabbits are bad, my trees invariably escaped, when those only a few feet from them

would be eaten. J. M. W.

—

Barclay III.
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l3artiriiltnral Dejinrtnietil

COKDUCTED BY P. BAEET,

RAISING FRUITS FROM SEED.

We know of no subject on which we can more profitably offer a few observations at this

time of the year 'than that of raising fruit from seed. We are every year ransacking

foi'eign countries for new varieties ; we are not satisfied with what we have, and we
never shall be. It is in the nature of man to seek for novelties; and it is well, on the

whole, that it is so. We shall not say a word against this, but we wish to commend to

people's attention the abundant means which nature has placed within our reach to

produce new varieties here, at home, on our own soil.

Shall we neglect these ? We hope not. There seems, fortunately, at the present

time, a disposition in the public mind favorable to the improvement of home resources

in a gardening sense, and the raising of seedling fruit is certainly one of the most

important. Just enough has been already done to show what we may do, and afford

us encouragement to proceed. Dr. Kirtland's cherries, Dr. Brixkle's raspberries, and

many varieties of strawberries, all of much merit, are recent additions to our lists of

fruits, raised from seed in the simplest manner, without any regard to the niceties of

hybridization ; so we can count up fifteen or twenty first rate American seedling pears,

and every locality can boast of its favorite and peculiar seedling apples, some of which,

and indeed many of which have a national reputation, all grown from chance seedlings.

Now. in fruit growing it is of the highest importance that every man cultivate such

varieties as are best adapted to his soil and climate. One of the great problems which

pomologists uow-a-days are endeavoring to solve relates to this very point. As bota--

nists have divided the surface of the earth into zones of vegetation, each of which is

characterized by a peculiar flora, by the prevalence of certain trees, and shrubs, and

plants that flourish there, and there only ; so in fruit culture it is believed necessary

to map off this great country of ours, embracing such a variety of climate, into pomo-

logical zones, in each of which certain fruits will succeed better than elsewhere. On
this pomological chart, which our American Pomological Society, if it live and thrive,

will one day appoint a commission to draw up, we shall see clearly defined the exact

limits of successful cultivation of our Bartletts, SccMes, and Virgalieus. our Neiotoicn

Pippins, Baldwins, and Spys ; and this will certainly be a most interesting and valua-

ble map ; but it may be a long time yet before it be completed, or before we shall have

collected the great mass of facts and statistics which the execution of the work will

demand.

Meantime, we must urge upon fruit growers, both professional and amateur, every

man or woman, every boy ox girl, who can obtain seeds of fine fruits, to plant them and

rear them into bearing trees. We think it scarcely admits of a doubt but that this is

the true way—we had almost said the onhj way to obtain varieties completely adapted

t-o all local circumstances ; we can read this plainly in the history of nearly alF our

native fruits. As a general thing, their culture is most successful in the region of their

origin. Some, like certain genera of plants, are confined to nari-ow limits, beyond which

they do not appear to prosper ; others admit of a greater diffusion, and adapt them-

selves to a greater variety of circumstances.

We find the most forcible illustration of this in the case of northern and southern

fruits. The Fameuse, Pomme grise, and some other apples of the north, are best in the

-, . coldest latitudes, and fail as they go south, until they become Avorthle^s before they .

p
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reach the Mississippi. So with southern fruits ; like the Rawles' Janet, Tewkeshurij

Winter Blush, &c., that succeed only where the seasons are very long, and are entirely

worthless in the north, where the spring opens about the first of May, and autumnal

frosts come as early as the first of October. We believe the Porter and Baldwin are

no where so good as in Massachusetts ; the Newtown Pippin is best on Long Island and

the Hudson ; the Spitzenburgh in New York, &c.

Aside from the unquestionable facts of the case, it is clearly natural that this should

be so. A variety springing up from seed in any given locality, is, in the course of its

production, endowed with a constitutional vigor and habits adapted to that locality in a

particular manner—just as men are more at home in the climate and mode of life of

their native country than in any other, and are, in a measure, proof against local diseases

that strangers would immediately fall victims to. This is all in strict conformity to the

wise harmonious laws that regulate and govern all Nature, animate and inanimate.

Now, we are an impatient people— a "fast" people, to use a current term— and we
are quite • loth to embark in any thing that does not promise immediate results.

Our young men now-a-days greatly prefer hazarding their lives for the chance of securing

a lump of California gold to working a fortune patiently but surely out of their paternal

acres. To such people, -raising new and fine fruits from seed, where, perhaps, not more
than one in ten thousand may be a prize, is a slow business, and any thing we may say

will probably fail to convince them that it is not quite so slow as they imagine. But
we shall try, nevertheless.

Suppose, for instance, we wish to produce some seedling strawberries ; we take the

finest berries of the best kinds we can procure ; they must be perfectly ripe ; we either

wash the seeds out of the pulp, or we crush the berries and spread out pulp, seeds, and

all to dry. We then sow either the clean seeds, or dried pulp and seed, in light earth,

and by autumn we have nice plants. These we protect during winter with a covering of

leaves, and next spring we plant out into beds ; the following season they will bear, and

we will be able to see whether we have gained a prize or not. Raspberries, currents,

and gooseberries, are managed exactly in the same way, and will fruit in the same time.

This is not a tedious process. Three years or four enables us to arrive at some

results with these small fruits, and very important fruits they are. Now it would take

as long as this to raise a colt fit for market, and a first rate new strawberry, currant, or

raspberry, is worth two or three good colts at least, and it might be half a dozen.

Peaches are easily raised from seed, and come quickly into bearing. Every one knows

how to raise peaches from seed. The fresh pits may be transferred at once from the

pulp to the ground ; and in three or four years it will yield fruit. Pears and apples are

more tedious ; but there is a way to manage these to obtain early results. vSuppose,

now, in 1853 we collect seeds of the finest apples and pears; as we take them from

the fruits we place them in sand or earth until we have done collecting ; we then plant

them in fine, well prepared eai-th. Next spring they will grow, and in the autumn of

1854 we shall have yearhng plants. While yet in leaf we select the most promising-

subjects—such as show in their features the greatest degree of refinement ; then, instead

of waiting for these to bear, which would not "happen for ten years, perhaps, we graft or

bud iVjpm them into bearing trees— dwarfs, if we have them— and in two years or so

we will fruit them. Plums and cherries are managed in the same way.

Now we think that n-o reasonable person who has patience enough to wait for the

ordinary seed time and harvest, could call this a very tedious process. Aside from the

advantages which it ofi"ers, the raising of seedling fruits is full of instruction and intensely

interesting, as every one can testify who has given it a tiial. We shall have more to say

on this subject hereafter.
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The Peach Worm.—During a few years past, it appears that most peach trees about

here, as well as other places, have nearly or quite died in consequence of worms making

inroads between the bark and wood of the trees, near the surface of the ground, thus

nearly "girdling" the ti-ee, and causing gum to be seen. This destruction of peach

trees may easily be prevented by timely removing the earth from the tree to the depth

of three or four inches, and with some sharp and pointed instrument trace the lethal

paths made by the worms and kill them. Do this as soon as the buds begin to grow,

leaving the earth away a fcAV weeks, and then replacing it. If during summer or

autumn worms resume their ravages, repeat the process, and you may raise plenty of

luscious peaches to eat with milk and bread, one of the most delicious and' healthy

suppers that ever a tired Yankee stone fence builder enjoyed. Various other ways have

been tried to destroy the worms, but the above is the best I have tried. The largest

peaches I ever saw, grew on trees I planted and treated as above mentioned, while my
neighbors trees mostly died from the effects of worms. A person can thus " worm"
from fifty to a hundred trees in a day. A few days thus spent during each year would

enable farmers to raise plenty of peaches for their own use, and a few loads to sell

—

provided they are not killed by freezing. Fruit trees not growing on land descending

northward in this latitude and changable climate, are more liable to be injured by

freezing than are trees near the ocean.

Should a reader of the Genesee Farmer know of a better plan to preserve peach trees

from worms, I would like to know it. Merchant Kelly.—Bentonville, Ind.

TnE Fruit Crop—"Weather, &c.—The fruit crop in "Western New York, after passing

through several trying changes of temperature, promises well, and may now be considered

out of danger. On the evening of the 18th of May we had a violent thunder shower,

accompanied with some hail and a great deal of Avind, that in many places blew down
houses and uprooted large trees. It injured the peaches, pears, and plums considerably

;

apples were just in a sufficiently backward state to escape. "What made it worse, were

several cold, rainy days that followed. The peach trees looked worse than we ever saw

them, and for a short time all hopes for a crop were abandoned. On the last days of May,

however, it became warm, and trees recovered rapidly—the curled and bloated leaves

dropped, new healthy leaves pushed out, and the fruit that remained on swelled rapidly.

Nothing can afford a stronger proof that it is cold and variable weather that affects the

peach leaf, than the fact that as soon as we have a warm and steady temperature, the sickly

leaves fall, and the tree assumes a healthy liue.

From the first of June up to this time (l7th), we have had a remarkably favorable time

for vegetation, and the growth made aniong trees and plants is fully equal to that of our

best seasons at this time. On the 14th, 15th, and 16th it was excessively warm, the ther-

mometer ranging from 94° to 96" in the shade; the atmosphere at the time was dry, and

vegetation for the moment seemed on the point of being -suspended, but a timely shower

came, succeeded by a more temperate warmth, and now growth is luxuriant.

Green peas grown in the open ground appeared in the Rochester markets on the 13th

June for the first time this season, we believe, and in two or three days after that Avere

abundant, cheap, and good. The Early Kent, as far as we know, beats the othei* early

sorts nearly a week.

On the 12th Baimmn's May, Early Purple Guigne, Belle W Orleans, and Early Biehmond

cherries were ripe. The Belle d'' Orleans is the earliest light colored cherry Ave have

yet seen.

^-^
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The Monroe County Plowing Match took

place at Churchville, June 4th, and was -well at-

tended, there being at least one thousand persons

on the ground. Nineteen plows were entered,

five of them by boys under eighteen years of age.

The whole of the plowing was good ; that of the

boj's first i"ate, and all five of them took pre-

miums. One, a boy under fifteen years of ^ge,

plowed the quarter acre in sixty-three minutes,

and was awarded a special premium. As a gen-

eral rule, however, we think skill and not speed

is specially to be commended at plowing matches.

The following extract from the report is all that

our space permits us to give:

"Compared with former years the committee are of
the opinion that a fair improvement has been made, both
in the skill of the plowmen and in the superiority of the
plows used. And yet in a county rich in agricultural re-

sources as our own, and with a wheat soil unsurpassed by
that of any other in the State, we ought, and with suitable

encouragements might do better than we were permitted
to witness on the present occasion. For the encourage-
ment of thi-8 important branch of farm labor, tlie commit-
tee would recommend that great attention In future be paid
to the selection of a uniform plot of ground—that the So-
ciety, if possible, increase its premiums— and that the
award be divided equally between the plowman and the
entering competitor."

The last remark refers to a much needed re-

form ; for though no true gentleman would think

for a moment of appropriating the praise or pock-

eting the money won by the skill of his hired

help—yet, it would be best to. award the pre-

miums in the name of the plowman, and pay

them to him in person.

Clover Seed.—Every farmer should make it a

point to grow clover seed. U'ever be under the

necessity of purchasing. If you have to pay a

brother farmer or a city seedsman $4 or $5 per

bushel for seed, you will probably be too sparing

of it : you will not sow enough to the acre, noi"

sow so many acres as thot^h you grew it your-

self. It is a fact consistent alike with practical

experience and theoretical science, that, other

things being equal, the acreage yield of wheat,

corn, oats, and barley, will be in proportion to

the amount of clover grown and plowed under

or consumed by stock on the farm. If possible,

never sow a field to wheat or barley without

seeding it down with 10 or 12 lbs. of red clover

per acre. To do this, you must grow your own
seed. Select a few acres of your cleanest land,

say a piece that was seeded down with wheat
after summer fallow. A dry, rather heavy loam

is, perhaps, best. The first crop should be mown

early. If cut in showery weather, the hay may
be injured, but the clover for seed will grow
strong and ripen the seed together. K dry hot

weather follows the first culting, the crop of seed

ripens at different periods, and is generally very
inferior, both in quantity and quality. Four
bushels per acre is an average good crop. Frosts

do not injure the seed. It may, therefore, be

allowed to remain in the field late in the fall.

"We have received from the publishers, Messrs.

Crosby, Nicnoi^s & Co., of Boston, through Eras-

Tus Darrow, and Sage & Bro., of this city, by
whom they are for sale, the following works:

Discourses on the Unity of God, and otheb Subjects.

Tliis volume contains about a dozen Sermons
upon topics of interest. They are written by
Rev. Wm. G. Eliot, Jr., of St. Louis.

Eegenekation. By Edmund H. Sears.

This work is divide^ into three parts : The .^

Natural Man ; 'The Spiritual Nature ; The New
Man ; and is a fine work upon the subject dis-

cussed, and covers the Unitarian side of the

argument.

Guild's Matins and Vespers. By a Motuee.

This little book is filled with prayers, for child-

ren, for morning and evening, running through

a month ; added to which are the Command-
ments and comments upon them—also a series of

verses from the Bible, and a number of jjrayers.

It is a very pretty present for a child.

The Prophets and Kincs or the Old Testament : A
series of Sermons preached in the Chapel of Lincoln's
Inn. By Eev. T. I). Maukice, Professor in King's Col-
lege, London.

We have hardly had time to look over this

volume, but a cursory examination makes us sus-

picious that it is a work of real and positive

merit. We commend it to clergymen and lovers

of religious literature.

Eclipse of Faith ; or, A Visit to a Religious Sceptic.

Reason and Faith. By Henbt Rogers, Author of
'' Eclipse of Faith."

Adventures in the Ozark Mountains op Missouri and
Arkansas. By Henry E. Schoolcraft.

A work full of interest and instruction. Pub-

lished by LiPPiNCOTT, Grambo & Co., Philadelphia.

For sale by Darrow.

Elementary Treatise on Book-Keeping. Containing
four sets of books by Single Entry, and six sets by Double
Entry. By J. M. Crittenden.

In this work principles are taught in a manner

concise, simple, and complete. Published by E.

C. <fe J. BiDDLE : Philadelphia.
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(G. Sharpless, Strickcrsville, Pa.) Pine saw-

dust is decomposed with great difficulty, and is

worth very little as manure after it is decom-

posed. We have known it kept for five years

constantly moist with liquid from the barn-yard

without decomposition, and it was of no value as

manure except as the means of conveying the

liquid to the soil.

•

Dp.AiN'raG Tn.ES.—Several correspondents have

requested information in regard to the manufac-

ture of draining tiles, the best clay, best shape,

proper length, depth at which they should be laid,

&c. On these points there is much difference of

opinion, and we would like to have the views of

our practical correspondents an the subject.

It is particularly desirable that the clay be free

from stone. Some prefer clay that makes a very

porous tile. This is, in our opinion, no advan-

tage, the joints of the pipe affording ample space

for the water to get into the drain. Clay that

will make good brick, will make good tiles. 'On
". tlie relative mei-its of pipe and horse-shoe tile,

much depends on the nature of the soil, length

of drain—whether it is merely surface water or

spring water that is to be carried off. The best

underdraining we have ever seen was with horse-

shoe tiles laid three feet deep across the fall, dis-

charging into covered drains laid down the fall.

The small pipe, however, work well, and are

much the cheapest. With the inch and a half or

two inch pipe, drains three feet deep need not be

cut at the surface more than one foot wide,

gradually narrowing to the width of a man's

foot We would lay the pipe down the natural

fall of the land, and have them discliarge into

covered main drains laid across the fall, and let

the main drains only discharge into open ditclies.

This is consistent with sound theory, and enligh-

tened practice.

Draining Tile.—Tou wiU see that I live in the IMaumee
Valley, a country needing draining .as much, pt^rhaps more
than most others. Farmers content thcmselvi's in makinir
sliallow, open ditches. This will not do; we lose one-Iliird

of our crops by surface water. In order to farm it success-
fully, we must have thorough under-draining. Many think
it wont pay, but 1 wish to try the experiment on a small
scale.

In the April number of the G-Mxenee Farmer, 1S52, page
109, you give the internal dimensions, but not the whole
diameter of the pipe. How thick should the metal be to be
HK^Ht durable? What length should they beY Are tliey
niailr (if Uie s.ame materialas brick V Will two-inch jiipe
answer for lea<liiig drains? You will nnich olilige a sub-
scriber Ijy answering the above questions in the next muu-
ber of the Fiiriiwr, as I wish to contract for pijie to drain
with next fall or spring. Jakvis Gii.uv.Ki'.—S2jnn{ifiHd, O.

The thickness required depends somewhat on
the clay used and on the size of the tile. The
inch and a half or two-inch pipe are about lialf

an inch thick. The horse-shoe tile are from half

an inch to an inch thick, according to size ; 12 to

14 inches is the usual length. They are made of

the same kind of clay as brick. It is very essen-

tial that it be free from stone. A good tile will

ring like cast iron. As a general thing two-inch

pipe will not be large enough for main drains, or

drains into which a great many sub-drains dis-

charge their water. The four-inch horse-shoe tile

are best for this purpose, and in some cases it is

necessary to have even larger, or what is some-

times done, invert the lower tile and place another

tile on the top so as to make a pipe. Such a main
drain will carry off an immense quantity of wa-
ter, and is seldom needed.

At a low estimate, no doubt your crops would
be increased one-third by judicious and thorough

under-draining. On land worth $60 an acre un-

drained, an expenditure of $30 per acre in drain-

ing cannot but be profitable. Much less labor is

required to cultivate a well-drained than an un-

drained farm, while the annual yield would be

at least one-third more; and this one-third in-

crease is nett profit.

Straw Manure.—I wish to know how I can convert
straw into manure in the best and quickest manner. I have
heard that if composted with lime, it would soon come oat
manure. But I do not know in what manner to apply it,

nor in what state the lime should be, nor the quantity to be
applied to a given quantity of straw. Any information ir

the matter will be most thankfully received. Dwi&irr
Bassett.—Oakland, Wis.

Straw alone will not make good manure. R
does not contain the necessary ingredients in

sufficient qtiantity, and therefore no process of

fermentation can convert it into good manure.

Its chief manurial value consists in its absorp-

tive quality. It will hold a large quantity of

liquid. Wiien judiciously fermented with the

liquid and solid excrements of animals, the whole

mass is converted into first rate manure. The

urine of itself is a most powerful fertilizer, but it

lujeds fermentation before it is fit food for plants.

When straw, solid and liquid excrements, are

fermented together, the gases eliminated by the

decomposing urine act upon the mineral matter

of the dung and straw, rendering it more soluble,

so that the mass thus fermented is far better than

it would have been had each substance been

added to the soil separately.

It is easy to rot straw by mixing with it lime

or unleaehed ashes, but it is a species of combus-

tion that no sano man will practice. A much
cheaper process wotild be to set fire to the straw,

and afterwards, if lime is needed, mix lime vith

the ashes and spread them on the land.

We affirm that a mass o-f straw thoroughly fer-

mented, in conjunction with lime, is of little, if

any, more value tiian would be ita ashes mixed

"^a:
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with the eame quantity of lime, and that the

ashes of etraw will be found of no value on most

wheat soils.

SiTMMEK I'^ALLOws FOB WuEAT.—We havG rooenlly been
discussing IIk- mcrils of 'two systems of propariiit; hind for

wlieat : ono, brcakiiiir it up early in the sprinir, pli>\viii£r

cross the furrows airain in July, and asraiii iiiinu'dialeiy

before s')\viri;x; and the practice beginning to iirevail liere

to RdHie extent, of jjlowing but once and ciillivating twice,

to kill the grass, <kc. I would like to know your opinion
on this siibjt-ct. A B'jokeve.

The nature of the soil has more to do with

this question than anything else. Unless to de-

stroy weeds, summer fallows are inadmiseable,

in good practice, on light sandy soils. On the

other hand, heavy loams or clays are always

summer fallowed for wheat with great advantage.

There are few hcain/ soils, if underdrained, but

wliat will yield a first rate crop of wheat after a

good summer fallow. It is, however, the opinion

of m.tny < f our best farmers in tliis neighborhood,

tha't even on heavy soils plowing under a crop of

clove" in full bloom, and cultivating and harrow-

ing the land .to keep dowb weed*, &c, and then

putting in the seed with a cultivator, is belter for

wheat than summer fallows. On sandy soils such

is undoubtedly the case ; and though on clayey

eoils the gain by plowing in,clover is not so great

as on sandy soils, yet we are inclined to think it

a better practice than summer fallowing.

We should like the opinion of our readers on

this subject

I have a spring some hxindred rods or more from my
house, which 1 have brought in pine pump-logs. They are
now nearly decayed—so much so, that I am compelled to

relay the-m this season with logs or other materials. I have
it in my mind to put down cement. Some say put down
lead. I do not e.xactly like lead. My first objection is,

that (he distance is so great, and the sj)ring is not over
large, that it would be unhealthy ; and second, that it wouM
bo too costly. Have you, or any of your correspondents,
had any experience in the use of cement V and if so, I

would like to hear from them through your journal as to

the jirobable cost per rod. The digging is such as we
usually find on the Genesee river.

Should I adopt the cement as a material, I -will give the
cost, &c., to your readers through the Farmer^ should any
one desire it. D. P. Beooks.—Fillmore, AUegany county,

Water containing lime, as all spring water

does to some extent, is not tainted by passing

through or standing in leaden pipes or vessels.

On the contrary, pure water or rain water will

dissolve, under certain circumstances, a considera-

ble amount of lead ; such water is always in-

jurious, and sometimes proves fatal to those who
drink it.

Alva Wilcox, of West Bloomfield, N. T.,

makes, or did make, clay pipes about 1|- inch in

diameter, which are cemented together, and thus

form a first rate conduit for water, <fec.

Will our correspondents give us their views on

this subject?

Corn Planters.—Can you inform me where I can pro-
cure a Corn Planter for planting in hills? Are the Seed
Planters advertized by E. D. Hali.ock and others arranged
for t)lanting corn, and who manufactures the best article V

I). F. Laine.

The Seed Planters of E. D. IIallock are not

arranged to plant corn. They will sow it in

drills, if required, but are not recommended for

tha-t purpose. They are intended to drill small

seed such as carrots, beets, onions, ruta bagas, Ac.

We have used one this spring and can confidently

recommend them. There are quite a number of

corn planters possessing many excellent quali-

ties. It might be invidious to select one as the

best out of so many good ones. Emery's Corn

Planter and Seed Drill, advertised in this number,

has been extensively used and is well recom-

mended. J. Ganson &, Co., of Brockport, N. Y.,

tnanufacture one that plants two rows at onoe.

We hear this well spoken of. Many others deserve

mention did space permit.

You did not give your post-office address, or

we would, as you wished, have answered by pri-

vate letter.

Manures.—"Will you bo kind enough to inform me which
is the best work now pultlishcd on the compo.sition and
application of manure. I am anxious to procure more
information th.an I at present possess on thi's all-important
subject to the farmer. I have bren a reader of your paper
for two years past, and the more I read the more I am eon-
viiieed of my ignorance in relation to my business. I iiin

anxious to learn, and any information will be gratefully
received. Horace Fobd.—East Cleveland, Ohio.

StockhardCs Chemical Field Lectures for Agri-

culturists, contains as much and as reliable infor-

mation on this subject, as any single work within

our knowledge. In thcorij, it is, in our opinion,

the hc'St work written on the subject of manures.

Tiie practical, application of theory is, perhaps,

somewhat at fault for this country. The Pro-

gressive Farmer contains, also, much vahiable

information on this subject, although, in our

opinion, some of its theories are unsound.

—

Dana's Muck Manual is also a most excellent

work.

Any of the above works can be had at this

office, or from mosit booksellers.

In the May number of the Farmer, reference is made to

the fact of a Mr. Smith forking his ground to the depth of

eighteen inches, and obtaining immen.se crops by so doing.

The subscriber, as well as others in this section, will bo
pleased if you will give some hint at Mr. Smith's method
in so forking his land, as well as the implements used in

the process. John George.— Woodcock, I'a.

"Forking" bears the same relation to spading

that handling manure with a dung-fork does to

the use of a shovel or spade for that purpose.

To till the ground eighteen inches deep, Mr.

Smith spades or "forks" it twice the length of the

tines or blade of the implement A fork for dig-

ging up the earth differs somewhat from a dung-

A^
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fork, being heavier and stronger, and put to

severer work. A machine has recently been in-

vented in England for digging, which operates

something like a clod-erusher, and is driven by

horses, which is said to be a valuable improve-

ment.

Please give us some informatien in regard to clover hul-

lers. As clover is becoming more extensively grown, it is

imporlant that we have a better machine in this comitry.

With the one that we now have (Mansfield's patent), if we
thresh fast, say 80 bushels per day, it cuts the seed badly. If

there is a better one in your State, we would like to hear of

it in the next number of your excellent paper. I have a

quantity of barnyard manure in heaps, quite fine, intended

for spring crops."but on account of wet could aot get it out.

Now, to use it for a wheat crop on sandy land, which we
plow but once, and turn under clover, would you spread

the manure and plow it under, or plow first and then spread

the manure and harrow it in ? Eabton.—Ziwa, ilich.

Spread and plow in manure on sandy land,

rather than plow first and harrow it in.

In regard to the best mill for grinding clover

chaff from the seed, we cannot speak with con>-

fidence, and desire information from some of our

numerous readers who are familiar with the sub-

ject.

What is the best method of constructing bee hives, so as

to keep out the worms 1 What is the best mode of keeping
them out of all kinds of common box hives ? and what is

the best mode of eradicating the evil when it already

exists? J. MisuLKB.

—

Jifogadore, Swrmyiit C'7., Ohio.

Hundreds, perhaps thousands, have taxed their

wits to attain the objects indicated in the above

questions ; and who among the whole has best

succeeded, we can not say. Can not some reader

aid us, and all bee keepers, by throwing light on

this subject

!

I have been wishing to see a treatise on the best known
treatment of sorrel. It is a crop of a good deal of impor-
tance with us, and yet I have heard but little said about it.

Some imagine that v/here it grows there is a sourness in the

land, which, if corrected with lime or a^ies, it will stop

growing. Will those "who can throw light on this subject,

and like to see our country improving, impart their knowl-
edge to your columns ?

I have heard it said that there are saws sold in Rochester
for horses to saw wood in the log with; I would like to

know if it is so, and also the thickness and general plan of

the saw. Stove wood, stave-bolts, heading, and shingles,

in my opinion, should be saiced in ihf log^ If you ask in

what way, I answer, by horse-power is a good way, and it

is easily connected with a threshing power. Once get a
crank on the belt-wheel of the power by a strip of wood
each side of the wheel, and a bolt through them for a crank :

or otherwise, a i)itnian on the crank,' and the other end
swinging a penduhim, and another pitman from the pi-ndu-

lum lo the saw. Tlie saw may be a croiis-cut, straiiu'd like

a biu-k ; or, wliat is better, a hand-saw large enough for

horses. One or two horses can saw from six to ten cords of

stove wood in a day. I have s:nvcd a cord of hard maple
by sheep-power and one man assisting to split it, in less

than two hours. If you wish tlu^ wood about two inches

square, turn the block on end and slab and plank it two
inches thick across the log; then string it along on a rail,

and you can finish the splitting in short order, and it lies

in a good position to ))ile or load up for market. 1 have
sold considerable for one-fourth more than card wood cut
for the stove. Almost any wood 'can be sjjlit, if sawed into

logs only 15 or 18 inches long.
1 would like to see some further ob.servution on cutting

•wood by horse power, as 1 have no experience either in

making or using.

I have used a good sheep-powor with one or two sheep
weighing fnmi IW) to ISO pounds, and there is no room for

" N complaint but wliut it pays well for the small expense, »nd

if I did not -vrish to saw considerable for other folks, would
be contented with it for years to come as I have for five

years back.
I wish some one would tell us how to build a milk-room,

so that it would be sufficiently cool -and dry to get the best

cream. The making of a large quantity of butter from a
given number of cows, I imagine, is understood by but few
and practiced by less. N. N.

Eats.—I am troubled in no small degree with what some
call the dock or wharf rats, and how to get clear of them I

know not. Various things have been tried, but all seem to

fail of clearing them out. If any of your subscribers know
of anything that will exterminate them, if they wiU let it be
known through the columns of your valuable paper, they
will confer a favor on James M. Bkadbttet.—Spuria, 0.

HORTICULTURAL.
(C. L.) Skxes of the Aur.\cakia, Deodar, and

CnYPTOMEKiA.—The Auracaria has the male flow-

ers on one tree and the female on the other. The

latter, it is said, does not attain more than one-

third the size of the former. The Deodar and

Cryptomeria have, we believe, both male and

female flowers on the same tree.

(Rose Bush.) The leaves enclosed appear to

have been injured by some insect, but that may
not be the cause of their dropping. You should

examine the roots, and see if all is right there.

(Mrs. W., Moscow.) Names of Plants.—The

flowers inclosed are those of the Japan Qiiince

{Pyrus Japonica.) 'There are two sorts— the

scarlet and blush. It can be propagated by cut-

tings of the roots, and by grafting on the com-

mon Quince 'or on the Apple.

Flower Seeds.—The supply prepared by Mr.

YiCK, the publisher, was very large, yet not large

enough to meet all the demands. Several appli-

cations, we are sorry to say, have to lie over, as

seeds could not be pui'chased here to supply them.

Grapes.—I beg to say that I lately read in a Provincial

newspaper an extract from a late number of ITnrpj/'n Mag-
azinj', an account of a new seedling grape, said to be fully

equal to the IsabMa, and ripens at least one month earlier.

Can you inform me, through the' Fiinnei; whether this

species of grape has been propagated to any extent, or

where I .can procure one or more of the vines V (1)

Also, pli'ase to say whether the Diana grape ripens nmch
earlier than the Catawba, and whether it is a hartly

grape V (2) J. K.

—

Ca-van, 0. W.

(1) We are not aware of its being propagated

to any extent. Messrs. Hovey & Co. can proba-

bly give the information.

(2) The Diana is quite hardy, and ripens ten

days or a fortnight sooner than the Catawba,

under the same circumstances.

CATKnrii,i.ARS.—En rout to California I noticed, through

most of the road, that our conunou caterpillars (web") were

found on the (^lerrv (Choke) and I'luni trees. In this

country tlm wild Cherry is always flill of them. On the

plains, other trees never, or very seldom, held a web. Po
the Plum and Clierrv produce them, or are they only more
attractive? J. W. OohK.—rntlrMon, Iiuf.

TIloy do uot produce them, but are more at-

tractive as food.

"1^
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Our Cherry trees are dying in this vicinity ; they become
filled with black excrescences, similar to the Plum. (1.)

I have noticed for three seasons past, that when the tree

arrives at its full vigor in the summer, the leaves become
infested by myriads of small green flies, or bugs, on the

under side, causing them to curl up and decay. Please
state the manner oif treatment to get rid of the evil. (2.)

The land is a gravelly loam,' with clay subsoil ; trees

common Cherry. Our Plum trees flourish a few ye^^s and
then decay. Pear and Apple trees thrive, and live to a
good old age. J. A. Q. South.—Fuliancille.

(1) Cut out these excrescences as sooa as tliey

appear. We have never seen them on any cheiTy

except the comnaon sort called the "pie" cherry.

(2) Those are aphides. Easily destroyed by

syringing the trees freely with a pretty strong

solution of tobacco mixed with soap suds.

New York State Agricultural CoUegO.

THIS Institution was chartered by the Legislature of the
State of New York, for the purpose of presenting to Agri-
culturists the means for acquiring a knowledge of the Arts
and Science appropriate to their vocation ; to prepare Stu-

dents for practical active labor, by training the mind in a
system which shall inculcate an intimate acquaintance with
the sciences essential to agriculturalieuccess.

To insure the development of principles and their appli-

cation to the soil, the Legislature has required the purchase
of not less than three hundred acres of land.

The Trustees, having accepted the trust confided to them
by the Legislature, organized the State Agricultural Col-

lege, by tlie following appointments

:

JOHN DELAFIELD, President of the College.

Hon. John A. Kino, Chairman of the Board of Trustees.

Joel W. Bacon, Secretary.

N. B. Kidder, Treasurer.

At a meeting of the Board, on the 4th of June, a Report
was presented by B. P. Johnson, from a special committee
on the Location of the College, declaring " that after an
examination of the Oaklands If'arm in Seneca county, thoy
are entirely satisfied that the price asked for it, is its fair

value in the market, for farming purposfs ; that it is, by
previous preparation, by position dnd variety of soil, in

every respect adapted to the objects of the Institution ; that

the title is perfect, and recommend that the chain of title be
entered at large on the minutes of the Board," &c. This
farm is situated mid-way between the market towns of Wa-
terloo and Geneva, in full view of the Seneca Lake, and
overlooking the village of Geneva ; elevated about 125 feel

above the level of the Lake, it is free from causes disturbing
health ; its soil varies from a strong clay to a sandy loam,
presenting varieties sufficient for testing by experiment
every doubtful question in relation to soils, and to exhibit

the most approved system of cultivation.

The Trustees are prepared to receive from farmers and
friends of agriculture, proposals for the Capital Stock of
the Institution, which will be distributed in shares of fitly

dollars each, payable
• 10 per cent, on subscribing.

40 " 1st July.

50 « 1st October.

The Trustees may be addressed (post paid) at their re-

spective residences, as follows

:

lion. John A. Kinq, Jamaica, Queens county.
Henry Wagek, Westernville, Oneida county.

B. P. Johnson, Agricultural llooms, Albany.
Wm. Kki.lt, Ehinebeck, Duchess county.

N. B. Kidder, Geneva, Ontario county.

Joel W. Bacon, Waterloo, Seneca county.

Tallmadge Delafield, Geneva, Ontario county.
Wm. Buel, Rochester, Monroe county.

John Delafied, OakJands, Seneca county.

The Officers of the College will endeavor to present sub-
scription books in each county, that the College, so entirely

agricultural and peculiarly the Farmer's institution, may
find its support widely difl'used throughout the State.

The President wiU, upon application to him, give all

needful information in relation to the ordinances, rules and
regulations of the College, and the course of instruction to

be pursued.
By order ol the Board of Tnistces.

JOEL W. BACON, Secretary.

Another Eeview erf the Geneva Trial of Horse
Powers, &c.

I HEREBY make my statement in relation to the GeneT«
Trial of Machines.

In the first place, I have a few words to say in relation to
the report, and also the course of the committee. I would
here state, that there were only three men that constituted
the examining committee on Threshing Machines; they
were J. S. Gould, J. E. Holmes, and Gen. Harmon. The
report of the committee was not according to the record as
taken at the trial, and kept by Mr. J. S. Gould. Tbey make
a reduction of more than 30 per cent, in the operation of
my machine from the record as they kept it at the time;
and this was the only experiment, excepting the tlireshinii,
that had any merits in it. Mr. Gould told me, just asl
started to leave Geneva, that in looking over his minutes,
he thought they had made a mistake, as his account gave me
more power than in some other experiments, and placed
my machine ahead of the others. I wrote to him after-
ward, and proposed to have the experiment tried over again
at the State Fair at Utica, which he assented to, and I be-
lieve that the notice of the same was given to the others.

I took my machine to the Fair as agreed, and the others
were brought there also. When the'" committee came to
make the trial, they took an entire different course from
what they had done at Geneva, and I could not prevail
upon them to try the Geneva experiment over again, to see
whether they had made the blunder that they i-eport was
made, (or the one that was made by their report.) It
seemed as if they now knew what course was necessary
(from the Geneva trial) to take to make the experiinsnt ap-
pear favorable to the Emery power ; in this they were some
disappointed, as their plan placed Badger's ahead ; but this
they got around by saying that Emery's w as made in a su-
perior manner, which they could not say of mine.
Their correction of the minutes as kept at Geneva, made

it into an error, as was manifest to any observing person.
Taking it as they reported, it would only require'a move-
ment of the platform of 1 % of a mile per hour ; the persons
ou the power, and others looking on. could plainly see that
they were walking much faster than that.

There is another thing in relation to one of the committee
(Mr. Holmes), that was not right in appearance, and that
is, he said or stated, at the State Fair, that Emery was to
exhibit his machines (the Dick anti-friction presses) at the
Ohio State Fair the next week; this showed such a combi-
nation of interest, that there was some danger of having
his judgment biased in making up hrs report; to say the
least of it, it made him liable to suspicion of partiality.

After the committee had concluded upon their report,
and one of them, Mr. Gould, had left, as I was informed, I
called upon the other two, (not as a committee,) to come
and see if they had been justified in making the error (by
correcting one as they said) in the report of the Geneva
trial. One of them declined, the other promised to re-ex-
amine, but failed to do so for some cause or other. Thus
much for the committee and their report

I will now examine the experiments made at Geneva.

—

In the first place, I will state that the machines under re-
view—that is, mine, Emery's and Badger's—were all new,
and had not been used before. Emer>"8 had some thrags
about it to please the eye of some lookers-on, and perhaps
some of the committee, such, for instance, as the turning of
a bolt and nut, all of no practical use, and rarely, if ever,
done by any threshing machine buiMer. Emery obtained
some advantage over the rest by having a team (belonging
to one of the committee, as I was informed) employed for
the week, which enabled him to keep experimenting with
his machine, and to learn when it was ready for use, and
thereby smoothing up his machine to his advantage in the
experiments to be^made with it. He altered and repaired
and experimented until Thursday afternoon, when he
threshed his 100 sheaves under th^ direction of the commit-
tee ; this took him 17 minutes, with his concave raised
three-fourths of an inch—consequently he did not thresh
his grain clean from the straw, as I learned the next day,
by putting some of his straw through my machine.
The next morning I obtained a team to make my experi-

ment in threshing. This team had never been on such a
power before ; when they came, I put them on to see if my
power would work, not knowing anything of Its operation
only from appearance, as it was the first one of the kind
that had ever been put in operation. To try it, I got some
of the straw threshed by Emery the day before, and put it

through my machine. I left my concave close to the cylin-
der, seeing th.at Emery did not thresh his clean with his up.
The committee now determined to have the grain

weighed in making the experiments. They allotted to me

2$-
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954 lbs. on my first trial, which took me 18 46-GOth minutes,

and gave 2iJ0 lbs. -wheat. On my second trial, I liad 74s

lbs., and was 9 minutes in threshinsc, and had 136 lbs. wheat

(not 166 as the committee reported.) This last 100 sheaves

had two kinds of wheat, of nearly equal proportions ; one

kind was weevil eaten and rusty, and green, with very little

wheat in it—the green kind was quite small slieaves; yet I

could not thresh them much more than half as fast as I

could the otlier kind. In this last experiment my concave

was raised one-f mrth of an inch. After the wheat on my
first trial had been t;iken up and weighed by the committee.

I fmnd that they had left considerable on the ground—

I

should think 6 or 8 lbs., thereby diminishing my yield to

that extent.

Emrrv, on his second trial, had allotted to him SIO lbs.,

taking io -Ki-t)Oth minutes in threshing, 'and gave 100, ll>s.

wheat, (including what might have been gathered from his

first tlireshing,)—hLs concave about the same as on tl>e first

trial of his machine. Badger had S50 lbs. allotted to him,

which took him lT40-60th minutes, and gave 156 lbs. wheat.

In both of my experiments, I labored under the disad-

vantage of an imperfectly operating riddle, it having too

stiff a spring for a pitman, which caused it to jar a great

deal when riinning fast; this caused me to run my cylinder

1(1(1 revdUitiiins per minute slower than Emery did his, when
it should have run 100 faster, with the same movement of

the platform. Thi.s caused the horses to perform one-eighth

less labor than on Emery's in the same time. Taking this

into consideration, I threshed my first with less power, ac-

cording to the quantity threshed, than Emery did his second,

and that with his ctjnoave up ; and the last 100 sheaves

there was no chance for him to dispute its being threshed

quicker than his, and also better. If these experiments do
not prine the superii^rity of my machine over Emerj''s and
all others, then I wish the committee would inform me
what would.
The experiment In which the committee altered their

account (and making an error thereby), was in trying the

several machines with six men on them, weighing 92.5 lbs.

;

the machines in the same position as when threshing.

—

Mine gave 850 revolutions, as I noted at the time—356 as

the committee noted at the time, and 256 as reported. The
.366 as noted by the committee, would give about 2,250 revo
lutions of the cylinder. Emery's gave upon the second
trial 240 revolutions of band-wheel, and about 2,100 of cyl-

indoT. My cylinder was 15 lbs. heavier than his. These
experiments again showed a decided superiority of my ma-
chine. The great diflFerence in the gearing between my
horse power and the others, my band-wheel turning three

times to either of the others twice, with the same movement
of the platform, which permits me to use a much smaller
band-wheel and larger pulley on the cylinder, which ena-
bles me to use^ a much slacker band, causing less friction

tliereby, which is one of the causes of the superiority of my
machine.
The othrr experiment made could form no correct data

to judge of the merits of the several powers, as there was
so much difference in the movement of the platform to each
turn of the band-wheel : in order to have made an equality

in the experiment, the powers should not all have been at

the same elevation as they were, but should have been so

elevated as to have caused the same perpendicular descent
of the weight on the several powers to each turn of the

band-wheiM ; this would have elevated mine near six de-
grees higher than Emery's, and about five degrees higher
than Badger's; by this it is plain that my power would
have far exceeded either of the others. As it did exceed
Badger's, and fell but little behind Emery's, in the experi-
ment, with two men on it weighing 269 llw., it gave 356
turns to my band-wheel, and 13 lbs. hold back; and gave
292 turns of Emery's, with 27 lbs. hold back.

At the State Eair at Utica I had again a new machine,
which I was taking to a man in that county, to whom it had
been contracted to before leaving home. Badger brought
one, which ho said that he haa run sufficient to smo(Mh it

up, and that he meant to prepare this time. Emery had
the same one (.as he said) that he had at Geneva, which he
had run sufllcient after leaving Geneva to make it run in

its easiest manner. Boon after setting my machine, the
committee came to try them ; they said that they had con-
cluded to try all the horse powers with the same ma-
cliine ; they declined to try them the same as was done at

Geneva, to know whether they had there made an error or
not. 'i'bey put five men on eadi horse power, weighing 714
Ibs.,att;iclicd 111 the same machine; mine gave 1,390 revnlu-
tions orcyliiKler, Kmery's 1,996, with 38>< inch band-wheel,
and l,Hs(i ^viM| bis 42 inch band-wheel, and Badger's gave
2,160,his bauil-wliccl being 36 inches. Each turn of the i)lat-

lorm gave motion to the cylinder as follows: Mine 192;

Emery's 158 ; Badger's 151. This shows that they both had
more descent of the platform than mine, and thereby apply-
ing to each turn of the cylinder, equal to the difference

in the motion of the platform, an increased amount of pow-
er. My power should have been elevated about 2)4 de-
grees higher than that of Emery, and about 3 degrees
higher than Badger's, to have given the same perpendicu-
lar descent to each turn of the cylinder ; this would have
been safflcient, even with my new power, to have equalled
either of the others.

The platforms of Emery's and Badger's powers moved
more than twice the distance in a minute that mine did in

this last experiment, consequently descended more Uian
twice the perpendicular height, thereby consuming more
than twice the amount of power; yet they did not accom-
plish only about 1)4 of useful service. After the committee
had got through with their experiments, I went to using my
machine in tlireshing some, and in running the portable
grist mills, which use caused it to run much easier than
when the committee made their experiment. I then made
some more experiments. I first tried to see what weight it

would take to move it. We found that two men weighing
about 360 lbs., would give the cylinder about 400 motions
per minute; by adding another man of 160 lbs., making
o20 lbs., it gave about 1,100 revolutions of cylinder. "We
then added another man of 133 lbs., making 6.53 lbs.—this

gave about 1,800 revolutions. This showed a decided gain
over the experiments of the committee, and exceeded the
others ticcording to the weight on the power.
As a proof of my faith in the superiority of these ma-

chines, I will let any person have one (who has a reputa-
tion for honesty, and has one of Emery's or Badger's,) of
these machines upon trial—and if upon a fair trial he does
not concede it suiserior to either of the others, he may keep
it for his trouble. GEORGE WESTINGHOUSE.

Central Bridge, May 6, 1S53.

These machines are made by G. WESTnfGnoirsE & Co.,

at Central Bridge, Schoharie county, N. Y., to whom all

orders should be addressed.
They also make a combined Thresher and Cleaner, to be

used with the two-horse power ; and Cleaners for the large
lever powers.
These machines are warranted to give satisfaction to tho

purchaser upon trial, or they can be returned and money
refunded. The prices for this season will be for

—

2 horse power and separator, $220 00
2 horse power and riddle, 150 00
1 " " " 130 00

The above prices include straps, and all things necessarj'

to operate them. Single, the prices will be, without any
driving straps, for horse power

—

2 horse power, $110 00
1 horse power, 90 00
Separator, , 110 00
Thresher and riddle 40 00

We will deliver the two-horse power and thresher and
riddle, at any point on the railroads or canals in this State
for $8, or horse power and separator for $10.

July, 1S53.

Extra Improved Superphosphate of Lime for Sale.

THE subscriber, at additional expense, has recently made
important improvements in the m.anufhcture of this well
tested and valuable manure, and is now prepared to fur-

nish an article assuredly equal, if not superior, to any in

the market, at the lowest cash prices.
Put in b.ags of 50, 100, and 150 lbs. each, and branded

" No. 1 Superphospate of Lime." Manufactured and sold
by Wm. PATTERSON,

Divison Street Wharf, Newark, N. J.

AOF.NTS :

nARKF.Li,, Merrick & Brri.r., 10 Gould-st, N. T.
11. Emery, Esq., Agricultural Warehouse, Albany.
PniTTiF.H& Fuller, H.allowell Maine.
E. Green, Esq., Eastqn, Penn.
8. Chase, Esq., Middletown, Conn.

July, 1853—4t.

Seedlings, Fruit Trees, &c.
EIGHT acres of Apple and Cherry Seedlings by tho 1000
or acre. Also, Seedlings, and grown trees of Mountain
Ash and common Fruit Chestnuts; 2iViOO Apple—best

varieties—grown trees; 6,000 Cherry—b(\st varieties; 5,000

Peach—best varieties; 40,000 Apple and Pear, one year
from graft; 1,000 Plum, one year, on i)lum stock; 2,000

Cherry, one year. -Strawberry Plants bv tho loo, 1,000,

100,000. THOMAS WRIGHT.
Macodon Nursery, Macedon, Wayne county, N. Y.

July, 1853.—It*
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EDITED BY P. BARRY, AUTHOR OF THE "FRUIT GARDEN."

The Horticidturist, as its name implies, is devoted to Horticulture and its kindred arta Rural Archi-

tecture and Landscape Gardening, and will keep its readers advised of every thino- new on the

Bubjcct, either in Europe or America. It is a Monthly Journal of forty-eight pages, beautifully

printed on the finest paper and elegantly illustra-ted. In addition to numerous wood eagravings,

each number contains a full page engraving on stone, of some new, rare, aijd valuable fruit or

flower, and is one of the most beautiful as well as the most useful Monthly Journals publislied in the

world. We subjoin a few notices by the press, showing the estimation in which the work is held

by our editori&l brethren

:

This j)eriodical is got up in excellent style, and Trell sus-
tains its former reputation under its present management.
Middlebury {Vt.) Regiatm'.

We are quite satisfied with the work, and are inclined to
believe that, to the mass of readers, the worI< will be even
more aceeptible than it was under the charge of tlie accom-
plished Downing. We recommend the work cordially to
the patronage of our friends and the public.

—

Massachu-
tefts Spy.

Its contents embrace a variety of subjects, treated upon
in the most scientific manner. The illustrations are numer-
ous and well executed. We know of no other work of the
kind on this continent that can compare with the Horticul-
turist.—Z>ai7y Spectator, UamUton.
This magazine has lost nothing by falling into the bands

of i;s present proprietor, Mr. Vick, of Rochester; for he
maintains its neat typographical experience, while the new
editor, Mr. Barry brings to its editorial management abili-

ties of a high order.

—

Gazette, Keeseville, N. Y.

The Horticulturist is almost invaluable to the fruit grower,
and to the gardener, and it ought to be in the hands of
every one. The new editor, Mr. Barry, proves his emi-
nent fitness for the post so lately filled by the lamented
Downing.— Watch Tower, Adrian, Mich.

This publication embraces a wide field, and has some-
thing instructive for every reader. Its artistical embellish-
ments and mechanical execution are of the highest order;
fur this we give credit to the publisher. Its editorials are
practical, scientific, varied, and instructive. Its corres-
pondence embraces some of the ablest horticultural writers
in the Union.

—

BeyiMer and Exami/ier, West Cheiter, Pa.

This useful monthly, instead of losing interest as many
feared it would in consequence of the death of itvS lamented
proprietor and editor, Mr. Downing, continues to fully

maintain its reputation. In fact the present e<litor and
and publisher appear to be using their best endeavors to

raise it higher in public estimation than before. It is an
eminently practical work, and therefore well fulfills its

promises. No one who has anything to do with gardens,
trees, slirubs plants, or flowers, should fail to be among its

readers.

—

Jitfics and Advertiser, Middletawn, Conn.

We are glad the work has fallen into such excellent
hands.

—

Louisville Ji/it-rnal.

We feel that we are doing our reader? a real service when
we urge tliem to subscribe for this invaluable monthly.

—

WeeMy I>emocrati<i Press, Chicago.

We congratulate the public on having so valuable a peri-
odical as the Horticulturist mthin their reach.

—

N0W York
Day Book.

Its contents are spirited and various, the selections judi-
cioas, the ilU;strations elaborate.

—

Neio York Daily Tim0.
A standard work of authority upon al subjects discussed

or explained in it.— Vickstnirj Whiff.

There is no work inthis country of greater value to the
cultivator of faults.

—

Inquirer, Portland, Me.

It is well got up ; its articles able, various, and appropri-
ate.

—

Qenefca Courier.

Every man who has land enough for a garden should
possess this work.— Weedsport Advertiser.

The plfttes alone are worth the year's subscription. The
letter press is of a highly instructive character, and embraces
a variety of topics. None who have a taste for the beauti-
ful in namre should be without such a valuable publication.—IlamHton {C.W.) Spectator.

There is substantial profit as well as pleasure in cultiva-
ting taste in buildings, yards, gardens, &c., and the sub-
scription i)rice would be capital well invested by those who
will attend to the contents of the Horticulturist.

—

Daily
Courier, ZanesviUe, Ohio.

Any remarks of our own we fear would add nothing in
comparison with the value of such a well conducted work.
The plan of coloring the plates is decidedly beautiful, and
no person interested in horticultural pursuits should be
without iL It seems a wonder to us that horticulturists do
not look more to their own interests, than to allow their
monthly papers to bo received without this indispensible
accompaniment. The circulation ought to reach half a
million. Although the number issued is already extensive,
yet it should be inere.ised. from the fact that it is a work of
great merit.

—

Port Byron {N. Y.) Gasette.

Tkrms— $2 per year, in advance. The volume commenced on the 1st of January last, and we
can supply back numbers from that time. Those who prefer can commence with the (half year)

July number.

Colored Plates.— Still further to add to the value of the work, and meet the improving taste

and increasing wants of the horticultural community, an edition is published with COLORED
PLATES, each nxmiber containing a full page engraving of some new, rare, and valuable fruit or

flower, correctly colored from nature by the best living artists in this line. This is a new and

important feature, in this country. Price $4: a year, in advance.

Address JAMES VICK, Jr., Pobllshee, Rochester, N. Y.

^'
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Great Sale of Short-horn and Devon Cattle, and
Southdown Sheep.

ON Monday, tlie Vth day of September next, at 1 o'clock,

1'. M.. I will sell at tny farm on Grand Island, six miles be-
low liiiffalo. about 30 "full blood Short-horns, a few DeVons,
and about 30 high frrade Short-horns and Devon cattle,

conaistin? of cows, heifers, and young bulls. <

The young Short-horns are chiefly the get of my import-

ed bull", Duke of Exeter (lO.l.'i'i)—a bull not exceeded as a
fine stock geltec by any bull in the United States.

The young Dcvons are the get of the bulls Candy and
QuarileV, boih imported by Mr. Stevens. The superior of

these bulls in blood, style and breeding, is not to be found.

Quarlley is my present stock bull.

I will offer at the same time 50 pure bred Southdown
sheep—rams and ewes; also, a few Miildlesex pigs—both
sheep and pigs the direct get of imported sires, from dams
descended of late importations.

Catalogues will ready by the first of August, and will be
sent, on application to me, by mail.

Terms.—All sums of .?liro and less. Cash; for larger

sums, approved notes at 4 months, with interest, payable at

bank, will be received, if preferred.

A steamboat will carry all persons wishing to attend

across the ferry to the farm at 10 o'clock, on the morning of

the day of sale. The stock can be viewed at any lime pre-

vious, "by calling on me at my residence in this place.

LEWIS F. ALLEN
Black Rock, July 1, lS53.-8t

A Valuable Farm In York County, "Virginia,
For Sale;

CONTAINING- seven hundred acres of land, one-half

cleared and in cultivation, and well adapted to all kinds o'

grain, vegetables, cotton, and tobacco. It has on it two
dwellings, one a two story brick house, with basement,

and seven rooms besides basement ; the other a good fram-

ed house, with four rooms, two passages, and basement,

with barn, stables, and all necessary out-buildings in good
order. It is nearly enclosed with chesnut ifence, and
abundance of chesnut to enclose the farm with cross

fences— water running through every field out of marl

banks— and marl that cannot hf surpassedintfie work/
in the greatest abundance. The situation is as healthy as

any in th-e icorUl. The uncleared land is heavily set with

Oak, Chesnut, Pine, Cedar, and Hickory, and situated in

the upper part of York county, 8i:{ miles north of Williams-

burg, three miles from York river, and one mile and a half

from a creek leading to Y'ork river." The present owner
cannot give it the requisite attention.

Peice—Ten Thousand Dollars, provided early applica-

tion be made. THOMAS E. EVANS.
yw Post office, Williamsburg, Virginia.

.July, lSo3.— It*

Turnip Seed.
WE have just received from England our new supply of

Turnip Seed, among which are
Five hundred lbs. Putn Baga.
Five hundred lbs. White Flat Norfolk.
Five hundred lbs. White Globe.
Two hundred lbs. White Stubble.
One hundred lbs. Y^ellow Scotch.

All of which is warranted of thp first quality.

J. KAPAL.JE & CO.,
July, 1S53. 65 Buffalo street, Rochester.

Ketclium'a Mo>vlng DIachlne.
WE are now prepared to fill all orders for these justly cele-

brated machines, of which over seven hundred have al-

ready been sold this present season. For cutting grass

with this machine we defy competition. For description

&.C., we refer to May number of Farmer.
Price of machine, $100 with one, and $110 with two setts

knives. Transportation from Buifalo added.
J. RAPALJE,

July, 185-3. 65 Buffalo stroet, Rochester.

Corn Cultivators, &c>
WE have now on hand a full supply of the best kinds of
Corn Cultivators, Corn Plows, IToes, &c., .fee, to be found
in the city—all of which we will sell low for cash, at the
Genesee Seed Store and Agricultural Warehonso, C5 Buf-
falo street, Rochester.

July, 1S58. J. EAPAL.TE & CO.

Turnip DrlUs.
WE have now on hand a full supply of the best kinds of
StHid Drill. I'riec from $3 to $10, at the Crcneseo Seed
Store, 05 Buffalo 8trt^ct. J. KAPAL.JE & CO.

McCORMICK'S KJi:APING AND MOWING
MACHINE FOR 1853.

FROM the well known reputation of my Reaper in the
hands of more than 700 farmers, and that it has maintained
its high superiority wherever it has been fairly tested—hav-
ing again, after a nine days' trial with Ilussey's in Engl.ind
at the last harvest on the Royal Agricultural farm, which
w.is the most extensive trial ever made with Reapers in
any country, been declared by the able jury of English
farmers as decidedly the best machine in every respect,
and recommended to the farmer's of England as one on
which they may safely rely to cut their harvest, and which
since that time has been rjreaihj improreih and its capabil-
ities as a mower thoroughly tested, and which I am now pre-
pared to warrant superior to any other, both as a Reaper
and as a Mower—further testimonials of its superiority can
hardly be necessary.

That Seymour & Morgan. Manna, and others, are
making and selling my inac/iine, a/tereil, much to it/i pre-
yudh-e, with the hope of avoiding the responsibility of in-

fringing my patent, is the best evidence of the superiority
of my own. They will be held responsible, and arrested in
their course as soon as the law which is sure can reach
them. Those purchasing and using their machines become
liable with them.

To convince any responsible farmer (who is in doubt
which is the bes^t machine) of my confidence of the superi-
ority of my own, I will permit them to take one of mine
with one of Ilussey's or Burrall's on trial, to keep the one
preferred; and am ready to submit to the same test such
points in other machines, claimed as improvements, that
are not my own.

The new improved Reaper and Mower will be forwarded
to any part of the State or Canada, if ordered before the
stock on hand is exhausted, of TIIOS. J. PATERSON,
Rochester, Office No. 6 Bum's Building. Price $110 cash,
or $30 on delivery and $85 on time, and $25 cash extra for

mowing attachment, or $30 on time. Subject to freight
fVom Buffalo.

Some few reapers of last vear, an excellent article, can be
had at $100 cash and $105 on time.
For further particulars see handbills.
Rochester, May 20, 1853.

Employment for Young Men.—Book Agency.

D. M. DEWEY, Arcade Hall, Rochester, has, during the
past nine years, employed several hundred young men in
the sale of books, and is now more extensively than ever
engaged in the sale of good and valuable books by travel-

ing. agents. The following are a few of the books now
offered

:

Uncle Tom's Cabin, in paper, retail, 83
Sequel to Uncle Tom's Cabin, in paper, retixil, 25
Key to Uncle Tom's Cabin, '' " 50
Youatt on the Horse, the best work on the Horse, $1 50
Barry's Fruit Garden, the best work on Fruits, 1 25
Life of the Empress .Josephine, by Headley, 1 25
Dick Wilson, a new Temperance work 1 25
The Australian Captain, a book of facts, 1 25
Chemical Field Lectures—Agriculture, 75
Bibles, New Travels. Histories, Biographies, Agricultural
Books, Novels, P.amphlets, &c., Ac, all of which are put to

agents at the lowest cash prices—and agents arc indemni-
fied against loss. A sm.iU cash capitaPof from $15 to $80
will be required, and the agent can earn from $1 to $5 a
day, depending upon his adaptation to the business.

N. B.—Orders for any Book wanted, with the price of the

book enclosed, will be promptly answered by mail, and
the book sent free of postage.

Subscriptions received for all American and Foreign
Periodicals. Address D. }\f. DEWEY.
May, 1853. Arcade Hall, Rochester, N. Y.

Garden and Field Seeds,

FROM the new establishment of VANZANDT & BOW-
DISH, No. 114 State street, Rochester, N. Y., can bo pur-

chase(l of the merchants generally throughout the country,

in papers or packages, on reasonable terras. Also, at the

Agrietdtnral Warehouse of E. D. Uallock,No. 24 Exchange
street, Rochester, N. Y.
The Seeds from this establishment can be relied on as

being of the best quality. They are mostly imported, or

grown for us by the E(t.sUm Shakem. and arc warranted
good and true. Full directions for cultivation printed on
each paper and package.

VANZANDT & BOWDISH.
Rochester, May 1, 1S53.

B
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AGRCULTUBAI mPLEMENT MANUFACTORY,
CORNEE or CAEOLI>>E & TIIIED STEEET,

BUFFALO, K. Y.

Pitts' Patent Separator—Improved Double Pin-
ion Horse Power—Pitts' Corn & Cob Mills, &c.

I HEREBT give notice that since the extension of the

patent right on my Machine for Threshing and Cleaning
Grain, I have remi>ved to Buffalo, N. Y., where I have per-
mantly located, and erected a large establishment for the
future manufacture of the above Machines.
The Separator has been enlarged, improved, and ren-

dered more permanent and durable in all its parts, while
the Horse Power for strength, ease, durability and cheap-
ness of repair is not surpassed by any in the United States.

This Power is warranted to stand the full strength of eight
horses—also to give as much etfective or useful power when
driven by one or two horses as any other Horse Power,
whether constructed on the endless chain or lever principle.

It was put on trial at the great exhibition of Horse Powers
and> Threshing Machines "at Geneva, July last, IS5'2, where
it received the New York State Agricultural Society's First

Premium '• for the best Horse Power for general purposes."
The Separator, at the same trial, also received the Society's

First Premium.
My Machines will thresh and clean from three to five

hundred bushels of wheat per day, and other grain in pro-
portion.

Two hundred of the above Machines are for sale at the
Agricultural "Works of the subscriber in this cityRl war-
ranted to be a better article than can be purchased at any
other shop, and if they do not prove on trial to be so, I will

take them off the hands of the purchasers at the price they
may pay me for them.

I" furrier notify all persons who are purchasing Horse
Powers and Separators to be used in California or 'Oregon,
that I will hold them accountable for any infi-ingmants of^

the rights secured to me by letters patent in the above Ma-
chines, as I am manufacturing a Horse Power and Sepa-
rator expressly designed for that section.

All orders for the above Machines hereafter addressed to

JOHN A. PITTS, Buffalo, N. Y., will receive prompt at-

tention. JOHN A. PITTS.
May, 1S5.3—tf. Buffalo, N. Y.

Frencli Zinc Paint.
THIS new and beautiful article of Paint is now offered to

the trade and public, ground in prepared linseed oil, for the

first time in this country. It has been used successfully in

France for the last Ave years, where it has superseded white
Lead as a paint.

The French Zinc when properly prepared and used,

makes the most brilliant and durable white in use, and is

entirely free from all poisonous qualities.

The French Zinc is not more expensive than white lead,

and is prepared in such a manner that it requires no far-

ther preparation for use, than to thin it with Turpentine or
raw Oil to the consistency of white lead paint.

The French Zinc is very much whiter, and has a better

body, than the New Jersey Zinc.

The French Zinc is offered dry, and prepared as above,
in quantities to suit purchasers, at the Mqnufacturer's De-
pot, No. 17 Buffalo st,, Eochester, N. Y.

July. 1S52, M. F. EEYNOLDS.
Fertilizers.

Peruvian Guano, $45 per ton.

Superphosphate of Lime, 2,i^ cts. per lb.

Bone Sawings, or Meal, $2.50, per brl.

Turnings and Crushed, $2.25 "

Pulverized Charcoal, $1.00 "

Potash Scrapings, 3>< to 4 cts. per lb.

Plaster, ground, $1.12j^ to 1.25 per bbL
Sulphuric Acids, lyi to 23^ cts. per lb.

For sale at the State Agricultural 'Warehonse.
LONGETT & GRIFFING.

June 1, lS5J-4t. No. 26 Cliff street, New York.

HAIiliOCK'S Ag'l "^Varelioiise and Seed Store.
Ko. U, Ea^/change street, Rodieater, K. Y.

[Emery's Com Planter and Seed Drill.]

THE subscriber, late from the ealablishment of Emery &
Co., manufacturers at Albany, where he has been engaged
for the past six years, has been appointed their Sole AGE>-r
in Eochester and "Western New York, for the sale of

Emery's oelehrat-ed Railroad Horse Forcers and Thresh-
ing Machines; Cireular and Cross-cut Saw Mills,

[Feed Mills, Coryi-stocA and Eay-Cidters^ <&c.

adapted to the Power, and now offers them at mannfac-
turer's prices, -n-ith the transportation added, and sUl;iect to
the warrantee, as follows : " To work to the satisfaction of
purchasers as represented in circulars and catalogues, or to
be returned within three months, and full purchase money
to be refunded." The attention of farmers is solicited, and
a careful investigation into the construction of this Power
and its comparative merits, as well as price requested, be-
fore purchasing elsewhere. He is also agent for their

COMBINED EEAPEE AND MOWER,
and keeps constantly on hand Plows, Hay-Cutters, Corn
SheUers, Seed Planters, &c., &c., comprising a complete
and extensive stock of Agricultural and Hofticultu'-al Im-
plements generally, together with a fiiU assortment of Field
and Garden Seeds, of the best Imported and Shaker
growth.
He is also agent for the sale of Seymour's Grain DriUs

and Broadcast Sowers, Wheel Cultivators, Gang Plows,
Clover Hullers, Cider Mills, Clover G^erers, Horse Bakes,
Scythes and Snaths, Hand Rakes, Grind Stones, &c.
He wiU be prepared to furnish dealers with Drum and

Taylors's well known Scythes: also M.inure, Straw, and
Hay Forks, Snaths, Eiflesi and other haying tools at manu-
facturers's prices wholesale and retail.

Particular attention is called to a New Plow, which is

beheved to be the be^t cast iron Plow ever 6ffered, and
which is warranted to do better work, with less expense of
team, than any other Plow heretofore sold in Eochester

—

while the price is less than any other equally well finished.

The "uniform one-price cash system'' wUl be adopted,
with prices as low as the cost of articles, and just compen-
sation for labor and time, wUl allow.

Farmers and others are invited to call and examine the
stock of Machines and Implements, and are assured that
no effiirt shall be wanting to meet promptly the wants af a
dircriminating public.

1^" Circulars and Catalogues furnished gratis on ap-
plication personally or by mail. E. D. UALLOCK,
June 1, 1S53—tf No. 24, Exchange street, Eochester.

HARVEST IMPLEMENTS.
MOWINGp and Eeaping Machines of different patterns,
and of the best kinds in market.

Scythes, Snaths, Cradles, and large Hand-rakes, made
expressly for raking after the cart ; also, Horse Hay Eakes.

Pitchforks, very superior, of elastic steel.

Threshing Machines and Fan Mills, combined or single.

Horse Powers of the most approved kinds, such as "the

Endless-chain or Railway, Circular, Cast Iron, &c.
Euta Basa, Turnips, Cabbages, and nil other sorts of

field and garden seeds. E. L. ft.LLEN,
ISO and 191 Water street, New York, Ag'l Warehouse.

June 1, 1S53.

Plows and Cultivators.

PROUTY & MEARS' Patent Center Draft Plows—aU
sizes—and eastings for the same.
MrsoR & Hokton's New Improved, fitted up in the most

substantial manner.
Eicu'8 Iron Beam Plows, of all sizes.

Universal Cultivators, with Scarifiers; Expanding do.;

and Hand Garden Cultivators and Plows.
For sale by LONGETT & GEIFFING,
[3t] No. 25 Cliff street, New York.
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H. L. Emery's Newly Invented Double,
Toggle-Jointed, Horizontal, Progressive
Lever Hay and Cotton Press.

PROBABLY no one thing has been more wanted,
and less iniprovements made upon it of late years,

than the Hay Press. Notwithstanding this was oompleted
quite late the past season, a largo number were made and
put into surccssful operation. As seen in the cut it is closed
up and about midway in process of compressing a bundle
of Hay. When fully presse<l home, the ends of the levers,

which are seen at eaeli end extending above the box, are
brought down by the chains or ropes and shelves, until the

levers themselves become horizontal with the floor. The
Press is providi-d willi two followers, both working from the

ends towards tlie center and each other. The chains or
ropes from the levers are connected together by passing one
of them under the machine and both joining in a larger
chain or rope—this larger one being connected with a cap-
stan or blocks and ropes, as most convenient
When the Press is driven home, the hay becomes pressed

into a bundle standing on its end. The side doors are
thrown open while the bands are passed round the bundle
and secured, when the top doors arc loosened and the bun-
dle tlvown out. For operation, the levers are raised, the

followers drawn back, and the top doors opened from the
center to each end by unbuttoning the middle cross bar, as
seen in the cut The opening on the top for receiving hay,
is 2 feet wide and S feet long. The Press stands upon the
floor or ground when in use. which makes it both conveni-
ent and capacious for filling and treading in the hay.
The whole Press measures 14 feet long, 2 ft. 10 in. wide,

4 ft. 10 in. high, outside measurement, and weighs, complete,
from 12(10 to 1500 Ib.s., and is capable of compressing 2o01bs.
of Timothy Hay into 16 cubic feet, (being 2x2x4 ft.) at the
rate of five bundles per hour, with two men and one horse,
and heavier bales in proportion as to size and time re-

quired.

Kor transportation, the inside work is readily removed
and boxed up, while the sides are packed togetlier making
solid cubic nii^asurcMieiit of th(! wluile thing.

Price coMiplile, wilii cliains anil capstans, $185, and war-
ranted to work an rejiresented, to the satisfaction of the pur-
chaser.

I will, in a future number, give a further notice in

detail, with more cut.s illustrating its several part.s detached.
For furthe^ particulars address H. L. KMKRY,
April, 1S53. Albany, N. Y.

REMOVAL I

HALLOCK'S AGPvICULTURAL WAREHOUSE has
been retnoved ft-om No. 50 State street, to

No. '/i4 Kxcliaiige St., Rochester,
in the Store formerly occupied by J. E. Ohenet as a Stovo
Store. The nt w store is well supplied with Tmplcnients,
Seeds, &c., comprising a larger and more complete assort-

ment than heretofore. Former customers and farmers gen-
erally are invih^l to call at the new estaldisment and ex-
amine for themselves. K. T). IIALLOCK,

April, 1863. 24 Exchange St., Rochester, N. T.

EMERY'S MOWER AND REAPER.
THE subscriber, not only having made himself practically

acquainted w;ith the construction and working of all the

successful machines of this class, but having made and
successfully introduced several valuable improvements in

some classes of agricultural machinery, which have already
gained favorable and world-wide reputation and adoption,

flatters himself that he has also made an improvement in

the construction of a Mower and Reaper of equal if not
greater merit, than any of his former improvements.

It will suffice to say, that while this is the most compact,
light, simple, cheap, durable, easy working machine, it is

at the same time the most perfectly adjustable, and easily

convertible into a Mower or Reaper, working as perfectly

in either form as those of the best other kinds, whether
simple or combined. The frame itself is so suspended
upon the axis of the main wheel, as to be elevated and
depressed at pleasure, so as to secure a horizontal or in-

clined (forward or back) position of the whole machine, at

whatever elevation used, thus always having the cutting
works in proper positson.

In reaping, a reel is used, and the raker stands erect, face

forward and directly behind the platform, with a support
about him ; the movable platform being on the same plane
with the frame-work at the side of the discharge, and at

the same time about two inches above the stubble. With
the above introduction, and the diagrams to follow, together

with those in this number of the Genesee Farmer, the

public will hiive before them several machines from which
to make a selection before purchasing for the coming sea-

son, and at the same time know whatthey are purchasing,
much better than to be guided alone by impracticably
written and published reports of committees of public tnials,

and be enabled to purchase only such articles as have their

practical as well as theoretical merits plainly pointed out,

or if not so pointed, to purchase only of responsible man-
ufacturers, who are willing to back their machines by their

reputation and capital.

For further particulars concerning the Reaper and Mow-
er above described, address

t HORACE L. EMERY, Albany, N. Y.
, 1S5-3.

t;^" E. T>. IIALLOCK, No. 50 State street, Rochester, is

agent for Western New York, and will have one put up in

running order in his store. Those in his vicinity wishing to

obtain a Reaper and Mower, are requested to cal#:ind ex-
amine the merits of the above machine before purchasing
elsewhere.

Patent 3Iammoth Premium Corn-Stalk,
H.iy, and Straw Cutters «)L Grinders.

CAPABLE of preparing 100 bushels of Corn-stidks, or One
Ton of Hay or Straw, per hour, and reducing the largest

Corn-stalks to the consistency of Cut Straw, avoiding the

necessity of steaming or soaking, and saving SO per cent,

over the common way of feeding fodder. Horses and Cat-

tle will do as well on fodder prepared this way, as on the

best hay. The First Premiums have been awarded at

every exhibition where they have been exhibited for com-
petition. It can be worked by hand or power, without ad-

ditional cost. The inventor will forft'it ^50, after an impar-
tial trial, when this Machine is used in preparing good
fodder, if it does not pmve to save 80 per cent, over the

common way of feeding fcidder. and it may be fed in the

same condition as the machine%avcs il, williout meal or

soaking. Cows fed on fcjdder produce sweeter liulter. Over
90(» of these Machines have been sold. Price—$o5.
gW State and County Rights for sale.

Gilbert's Excelsior Thresher and Cleaner,

Aceomiilishing more, with the same power, than any other

Machine. It can be driven with two horses.

I'ric(—$200 and upwards, according to size, Horse Power
included. Apply postpaid to >T. (J. tilLBKKT,

[2-tf] 216 Pearl st,, New York.

Manures.
FERTILIZERS of all kinds for sale by the subserihcrs.

Improved Superphosphate of Lime, Sui>erphosphale of

Lime—both the above made after thereeii)e ol Prof. Mapes.

I'eruvian Guano, Sulphuric Acid, Bone-dust, Potash

Sparlings, Poudrette, Plaster of Paris, Sn: Ac.

GEO. H. HARK .t CO.
63 Cortland St,, New York.

IWortlif-rn N. Y. lave Stock Insurance Compa-
ny, I^latl.Hburgh, N. Y. For terms, pleaeo apply to agents

of the Company.



GEO. A. PRINCE & Co., MANUEAOTUEERS, 200 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

WHOLESALE DEPOT, 87 FULTON STREET, NEW YOEK.

For the conYenience of Music Dealers in all parts of the United States, we have made an arrangement -with
the follo^ving firms, who will supply the Tkade at our regular Factory prices :

GEO. P. REED & CO., 17 Tremont Row, Boston, Mass. COLBtJRN & FIELD, 154 Main St^ Cincinnati, O.
BAIoMER & WfiBEE, 58 Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.

General Agent for fiew York City,

"VV1»I, HAI.!. & SON, - - No. 339 Broadway, opposite tlie Park.

The subscribers take this method of calling the attention
of the public to a new Musical Instrument, as yet but Rttlo

known to the musical world, viz : Prince and Co."s Im-
proved Patent Melodeoii.

It is now about five years since these instruments were
first offered for sale, and during tliat time tlie increased de-
mand for them has been unparalleled. One hundred and
flft}' workmen^re constantly employed in the manufacture
and finishing from 75 to SO instruments per week,
and as yet they have not been able to supply the
demands promjitly.

For the benefit of those residing at a distance, and
consequently unable to inspect the Melodeon before
purchasing, we will endeavor to give a short descrip-
tion of the instrument.
The cases are made of Rosewood, and are ns

handsomely finished as any piano forte. The key-
board is precisely the same as the piano or organ,
and the tone (which is very beautiftil) closely resem-
bles that of the Flute Stop of the Organ—the notes
speak the instant the keys are touched, and will ad-
mit of the performance of as rapid passages as the
Piano. The Pedal on the left is intended for a swell,

and with which the most beautiful effects can be pro-
duced. The Pedal on the right supplies the wind,
and works so easily that a child can manage it with-
out any exertion. The Bellows, (which is something
entirely ncv/, aud for which a Patent was granted in

December, 1S46,) is a reversed or exhaustion Bellows,
and it is this, iua measure, which produces the peeu-
Uar tone. The instrument can be immediately made
portable without detaching any part, the bellows re-

ceding into the body of the instrument, and the legs

folding under and springing to their places, leaves
the whole in a compact form. Each instrument has
a packing case secured by lock and key.

The volume of tone is equal to that of a small organ,
and liy means of the swell may be increased or di-

minished at the pleasure of the performer ; it is snffl-

ciently loud for sniaU churches, and is well calculated

for a parlor instrument. Hundreds have examined them,
and all have been loud in their praise; and tlie best

evidence of their merit is their rapid sale. But it is a new
instrument—a new invention, and is yet but little known in

the musical world, and it is Tor this reason that *e call to it

the attention of all lovers of Music, believing that there are
thousands who would lose no time in securing one, were
they aware of the existance of such an instrument, and the
low price at which it could be obtained.

The following letter from Lowell Mason, Boston, to G. P.
Eeed, we are permitted to "use

:

Mr. Geo. P. Eeet>, No. 17 Tremont Eow, Boston, Mass.
Dtar Sir—At j'our request I have examined one of the

Meludeons manufactured by Messrs. Geo. A. Prince & Co.,

of Buffalo. I think the instrument in all respects equal, and

in some respects superior, to a:ny others of similar kind
which I have seen, and in particular with respect to quality
of tone and promptness of touch, or action of the reeds, by
which quick passages may be performed with certain and
distinct articulation of tones. An instrument of this kind is

the best sulistitute for an Organ in Cliuroh ]\Iusic with
which I am acquainted. LOWELL MASON.
Boston, Mass., Sept. 2C, 1S49.

Five Octave—Portable. Price, $75.

, PRICES.
FOUE OCTAVE MELODEON, extending from
CtoC, $45 00

FOUR AND A HALF OCTAVE MELODEON,
extending from C to F, 65 00

FIVE OCTAVE MELODEON, extending from
F to F, 75 00

LARGE FIVE OCTAVE MELODEON— Piano
style, 100 00

LARGE FIVE OCTAVE MELODEON— Piano
style with two sets of reeds, Inned in octaves, 150 00

y^°* Just puhli.shed, " Pkixce's Complete Instructok
FOR THE Isii'ko^t:d Melodeon ; to which is added favorite

Airs, Voluntaries, and Chants, arranged expressly for this

Instrument. Price 75 Cents.

CAUTION.—In consequence of the great success which has attended the introduction of Prince & Co.'s Melodeons,

numerous imitators have sprung up in different parts of the country—offering instruments under the same name, and in

outward appearance resembling them. We would therefore caution the public to be on their guard, and examine tho.se

made by Prince <fc Co. before purchasing. Many improvements applied are exclusivelti mir own, and being the original

manufacturers, our experience has enabled us to produce Instruments which a disceniing public have unanimously

pronounced superior to any thing of the kind hitherto manufactured. Many of the most eminent Musicians of the

cities of New York and Boston have voluntarily given testimonials as to the high character of our Instruments, which

can be seen on application.

AU orders fr&m a distance loUl le promptlij attended to, and a written gxiaranty oftheir diiraliWy mil be given

if req-uired. GEO. A. PRINCE & CO.
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The "Watek Cvrr Journal.—A New Volume.—Now is

the time to subscribe.—Published monthly, in a beautiful

quarto. Illustrated with engravings, exhibiting the Struc-

ture, Anatomy, and Physiology of the Human Body, with

familiar instructions to learners. It is emphatically a Jour-

nal of Health, designed to be a complete Family Guide in

all di.seases.

Terms—Only One Dollar a Tear, in Advance. Address,

post-paid, FowT.KKS and "Wells, Clinton Hall, No. 131

Nassau Street, New York. .

"The Water Cure Journal holds a high rank in the

science of health, always ready, straightforward ,ind plain

spoken, it unfolds the laws of our [liiysical nature without
any pretensions to the Iccliiiicalitics of science, but in a
form as atli-aciive and refreshing as the sparkling element
of which it treats."

—

yeio Yor/cTfibwne.

Tire Illustrated AxrERicAN Phrekoloqical Journal
—Devoted to Perenology, Mechanism, Education, Agricul-

ture, the Natural Sciences, and General Intelligence, pro-

fusely illustrated with Engravings. Every family, and

especially all young men and women, should have a copy.

Published monthly at One DoUar a year. All letters should

be post-paid, and directed to Fowlers and Wells,
Clinton Hall, No. 131 Nassau-st., New York.

Young men about launching forth upon the activities of
life, and anxious to start right, and understand their course,
will find this Journal a friend and monitor, to encourage
them in virtue, shield them from vice, and to prepare them
for usefulness and success in life. The various occupations
will be discnsse<l in the light of Phrenology and Physiology,
so that every one may know in what pursuit he would be
most lifcelv to succeed.

—

Publishers.
Jnly, lSb'2—it.

AGRICULiTURAIi.

EVERT FARMER SHOULD OWN
CoWs American VeiHnarian: A Treatise on the
Diseases of Domestic Animals. By S. W. Cole. la
•one volume, IS mo., with plates, sheep. Price, 50

The best work of the kind ever issued from the Amer-
ican Press. 84,000 copies have been published.

CoWs Ameru'an Fruit Book. By 9. W. Cole, author
of the American Vetrinarian. In one volume, IS
mo., numerous plates, full sheep. Price 50

This is undoubtedly one of the most valuable works
on the subject ever published in this country. 18,000
copies published.

Schenck'K KiMien Gardenet'^s Text Book: Contain-
ing full and practical directions for the formation
and management of the Kitchen Garden. By Peter.
A. SouENCK. In one volume, 18 mo., numerous
plates, sheep. Price, 50

£re<-k"s Book of Fl-oicerg. A thorough work, with
full directions for the cultivation of a Flower Gar-
den, in which is also described all the various Trees,
Shrubs, and Plants, for ornamental purposes. By
Joseph Bimxk, Seedsman and Florist. In one vol-
ume, 12 mo., cloth. .Price, 75

Treatise on the ConMniotion, Reatin^, and Ventila-
tion of not Houses. By R. B. LEucnAas, Scotch
Garden Architect. 8 vo., with a large number of
Engravings, Plans, Drawings, Elevations, &,c., ifc,
cloth. Price, 1 00

The only work on this subject ever published in
America. It is highly recommended by Prof. Silli-

man, and other scientific gentlemen.

The American Fowl Breeder. Price, 25

Published by JOHN P. JEWETT & CO.,
Nos, n and 19 CornhlU, Boston.^^ For sale by all booksellers. [5-4t]

Superphosphate of Lime,m BAGS and Barrels, made by V. B. Dk Burg, with full
directions for use,—warranted a pure and genuine article

—

for sale by ko. DAYKNPOHT,
No. 6 Conmicrclal, corner of Chatham street, Boston, Agent
for the manufacturer.

Also, for sale, (! round Bonf, Bone Dust, Burnt Bone,
Guauo, and Grass Seeds, of reliublet quality. [4-lf]
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Atkins' Self-raking Keaper.

THIS machine is now offered to the public, and warranted
to be a good self-raking reaper. It is also believed to be a
good mower, but not yet having been suflScieutly tested in

grass (though it soon will be), is not warranted to be equal
to a machine made mainly or wholly to mow.
The raking apparatus is of novel and very simple con-

struction, and not liable to derangement, and every farmer
who has seen it in the harvest field, says it performs the
raking better than a man can possibly do it.

Price of machines at Chicago, $175, of which $75 must
be paid on giving the order, $.")(! upon successful trial, and
$50 in note payable 1st December.
The machines are mo.s~t thoroughly built and warranted.

1^^ Descriptive circulars, with cnt.s, sent to post-paid
applications. J. S. WRIGHT.

" Prairie Farmer" Warehouse, Chicago, July,*lS53.—8t

Tlie Practical and Scientijic Farme/s own Paper

THK GBNKSEE FAKMKR,
A MONTHLY .TOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE,
ILLUSTRATED WITH NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS OF

Farm Buildings, Domestic Animals, Implements, &c.

VOLUME XIV, FOR 1851

DANTEL LEE, JAMES VICK, Jr., <fe JOSEPH
HARRIS, Editors.

P. BARRY, Conductor of Horticultural Department.

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance.
Five Copies for $2— Eight Copies for $3, and any Irrger

number at the same rate.

f^~ All sul)scriptions to commence with the year, and
the entire vohune supplied to .all subscribers.
t^~PosT-M ASTEit.s, Farmeks, and all friends of improve-

ment, are respectfully solicited to obtain and forward sub-
scriptions.

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent
(post-paid or free) at the risk of the Publisher. Addrt^ to

OAMKL. LEG,
November, 1852. liochenter, N. Y.

Postage Law.—By the new Postage Law,
which took effect on the Ist of September hist, the

p«8tagc on the Genesee Farmer for one year is as

follows,—when paid quarterly in advaiioe

:

Anywhere in the State of New York, , .8 cts.

An3'whcrc in the United States, 6 cts.

6TKRB0TVPKD BY J. W. BROWN, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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THE FARM AS A MANUFACTORY.

NUMBER FOUR.

In the last number we considered the effect of a judicious system of rotation on the

inorganic matter of the soil. This inorganic matter consists of ten different elements.

It will therefore be necessary, for a right understanding of the subject, to examine the

effect of cultivation on the separate elements of which soils are made up, and which

compose the inorganic matter of all agricultural plants and animals. It was stated that

a crop of wheat and straw, of 30 bushels per acre, contained 144 lbs. of inorganic mat-

ter. This 144 lbs. of ash is composed, in round numbers, of the following substances

:

In Grain. In ^raic, Chaff, dte.

Silica, 1 83

Phosphoric acid, •. 12 7
Lime, ^. 1 5
Magnesia, 3 4
Potash, 8 11

Soda 0}^ 1

Sulphuric acid, — f

25^ 113

The phosphoric acid and potash amounts to ft^r-fifths of the whole mineral matter

removed in the grain. The silica, sulphuric acid, lime, potash, &c., contained in the

straw, need not divert our attention, as they are all retained on the farm. In maize,

barley, and oats, the same ftict is observed— nearly all the mineral matter contained in

the grain is phosphoric acid and potash, while a very large quantity of silica, sulphuric

acid, lime, potash, &c., is contained in the straw, stalks, cobs, &c., but which is also

retained on the farm. Of the 198 lbs. of mineral matter in a ton of dry clover, we have

seen that not more than 5 lbs. js necessarily lost in passing through the animal. This

5 lbs. is principally phosphoric acid, lime, and potash ; four-fifths, we believe, is phos-

phate of lime. In good commori farming, then, the only minerals that arc removed

from the farm to any great extent, are phosphoric acid and potash, and much
'
more

phosphoric acid is removed than potash.

Although many thousand dollars and much valuable time have been spent in soil

analyses, we are yet, nevertheless, grossly ignorant of the composition of average wheat

growing soils. In by far the largest proportion of analyses published, the phosphoric

acid is left (Jut. Thus, in the "Agricultural Survey of the County of Madison," in the

H. Y. State Trans, for 1851, there are given thirty-one analyses of soils, in thirty of

which the quantity of phosphoric acid is not determined. It is so in other cases we

could mention. It is not easy to ascertain the quantity of phosphoric acid in a soil, or

in any other aluminous substance. We have worked a whole week in trying to deter-

mine the phosphoric acid in a soil, and could not rely on the analysis when done ; and

^- ^.
dfe
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have seen a far abler chemist labor for a longer period, with a like result. Phosphoric

acid and potash are the two most difficult substances to determine in an inorganic

analysis ; and without an accurate quantitative determination of these, a soil anal3'sis is

of no value. We can not, then, learn much from soil analyses as they are at present

'found in our publications. From what we do know, however, Ave may safely conclude

that potash is more plentiful in most soils than phosphoric acid ; and we have seen that

in the grain of wheat, maize, barley, oats, and more especially in the bones and flesh of

animals, phosphoric acid is exported from the farm in greater quantity than is potash.

It follows that phosphoric acid will be sooner deficient in our soils than potash, and
therefore sooner than any other inorganic constituent of plants. If our premises are

right, it also follows that an ordinary soil in common good practice can not be exhausted,

or even impoverished, of any inorganic substance except phosphoric acid, unless indeed

phosphoric acid be artificially supplied ; for plants will not grow at all unless every one

of their constituent elements are present in the soil : and as phosphoric acid is Jiy-st

exhausted, there can be no further removal of potash, or any other substance, by ordi-

nary crops after such exhaustion.

We have shown, then, that in consequence of the destruction of ammonia by the

growth of cereals, ammonia is exhausted sooner than any other organic substance ; and
of inorganic substances, phosphoric acid is the only substance that can be exhausted

from the soil without the aid of artificial manures containing phosphoric acid in large

quantity. If a. soil once produced good crops of wheat, and now refuses to do so, it

must be owing either to a deficiency of ammonia or of phosphoric acid. On many soils

in Western New York, where fifteen bushels per acre is an average yield of wheat, we
generally obtain two tons of dry clover per acre after the wheat. According to Prof.

Emmons, this clover would contain at least 30 lbs. of phosphoric acid, or sufficient for a

cro]3 of wheat and straw of fifty bushels per acre. It is plain, then, that in such cases

the reason why we do not get a larger crop of wheat is not owing to a deficiency of

phosphoric acid in the soil, and consequently of no other mineral ingredient, but to a

want of ammonia.

There are many soils, however, that will not produce good crops of red clover, peas,

beans, &c. In such cases the soil is probably deficient of phosphoric acid. If the defi-

ciency is caused by the won-availability of the phosphoric acid and not to its actual

exhaustion, rest and summer-fallow, by the disintegrating influence of the atmosphere,

will for some time supply it. If none exists in a latent condition, it must be supplied

artificially. In this there is no difficulty except a pecuniary one. There is an immense
quantity of phosphoric acid existing in several mineral deposits in various parts of the

United States. Iliis can be rendered soluble and available by admixture with sulphuric

acid. Animal charcoal, bones, and Mexican and other guano, also contain large quan-

tities of phosphoric acid.

The great question, Will it pay to use these? can alone be determined by each indi-

vidual farmer and gardener for himself. It is absurd to say that their application will

be profitable in all cases. In many of the new States there is plenty of poor land that

will not produce good crops without manuring; but does any one suppose that it would
pay to apply guano or superphosphate of lime on such land to corn which, raised on the

fertile soil around, can be sold for 25 cents per bushel. If all land was naturally poor

or impoverished by cultivation, and we had, like Great Britain, but a small island, and
not a boundless continent, we might, if judicious, always use natural and artificial

manures with profit. But this is not the case. In prodi^cing wheat and corn, as in

raising and fatting stock, the poor soil must compete with the rick ; and the economy
of its cultivation depends on its location and the price its products command. There is

a connection between the cost of manure and the price obtained for the crop, which is

not sufficiently taken into account by those who advocate the use of artificial manures.

(T))
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They think that because good Peruvian guano is a splendid manure for wheat, and
superphosphate of h'me a first rate manure for turnips, it must always pay to use them.
It is not so. Corn is perhaps the best food in the world to fatten hogs

;
yet with corn

at 50 cents per bushel, and pork at $3 per hundred, pork-making is not prohtable. So
with wheat at a dollar and corn at 50 cents per bushel, an application of guano or

superphosphate at 2-|- cents per lb. we believe will be found a poor investment. On the

other hand, if beef is worth 18 cents per lb., as has been the Cfise in Philadelphia for

some time past, nothing could pay better than to raise large crops of ruta baga or

mangel wurzel with superpliosphate of lime and guano, and foed them to fattening

cattle on the farm. Most of our esculents which, from the large amount of water they

contain, can not be sent from the distant fertile soil to the large Atlantic cities, can be

raised with a pi-otit by the use of artificial fertilizers. An intelligent agriculturist will

be able to decide, in most cases, to what crops he can afibrd to return to the soil those

indispensable elements which a miserable system of tillage may have removed. It may
not pay to supply the required ammonia and phosphates to an impoverished soil by
guano (of which a good sample should contain 18 per'cent. ammonia and 25 per cent.

phosphates) as a direct manure for wheat, neither would it pay to use superphosphate

of lime at 24- cents per lb. for such a purpose
;
yet if superphosphate could be pur-

chased at a reasonable price, or the farmer could make it himself from bone-dust, he

could supply his soil with the lacking phosphates, and, by applying them to turnips or

clover, get good crops, which would supply the soil with ammonia derived from the

atmosphere.— J. H.

UNDERDRAINING.

NUMBER ONE.

Were we asked to name any single operation that would most improve American agri-

culture, we should unhesitatingly answer, thorough underdraining. " That," says one,

"is a strange idea; my farm, and most of the farms I am acquainted with, suffer more
or less from drouth every year, and I should prefer more rather than less water on my
farm, especially on the grass land." That, my good sir, is precisely what underdraining

will do for you. It will remove all excess of water in the fall, winter, and early spring,

when the plants need but little; and in the summer time, when plants need large

quantities of water, and the undrained soil is very dry, it will make the soil quite moist

and supply the plants with sufficient water. " That," you say, " is contradictor^/ ; and

however plausible it may be in theory, I guess it will not work in practice." In that

you are wrong. In this, as in most true agricultural theories, the theory has been

induced from practice. Every farmer who has tried underdraining, knows, whether he

can understand the cause or not, that his drained land is much drier in a wet time, and

'

more humid in a dry time, than his undrained land, and that it will stand a drouth

very much better ; in fact, that drouths seldom affect his well drained land. Let us

examine this a little.

If you take a common sponge, and dip one end into a basin of water, the whole

sponge will become thoroughly saturated, the water rising very far above its own level.

If you take a narrow glass tube, open at both ends, and plunge one end into water, you

will observe the water rise, contrary to the law of gravitation, much higher in the tube

than the external surface of the water. Dr. Hook, when experimenting on this subject,

made glass tubes so fine that the water rose in them twenty-one inches above the level

of the water in the vessel. The law by which it rises is called capillary attraction, and

is explained thus : the particles of water have a stronger affinity for the glass than for

^bT-, rjd



other particles of water, and consequently leave them and ascend the glass. The height

to which they will ascend is probably in the inverse ratio of the diameter of the tube.

\yhen a soil, especially a retentive one, is underdrained, the water as it percolates

through it leaves innumerable small pores; it becomes like a sponge— a reticulated

mass of fine tubes. These tubes, when the surface is wetter than the subsoil, carry

down the water to the drains below ; and when the surface is dryer than the subsoil, as

it is in a drouth, these tubes carry up the water to the roots of plants. Underdraining

is not built on this theory, but the theory is founded on the practical results of under-

draining, and will the more commend itself to practical farmers.

Plants can take their food only in a state of dilute solution. They can not live and

grow without a constant supply of fresh water. Stagnant water is exceedingly delete-

rious ; no fact is better demonstrated than that agricultural plants can not thrive, how-
ever well manured, so long as their roots are surrounded with stagnant water. The
necessity for underdraining rests on these three facts. Not only does underdraining

remove all excess of water, and supply it when deficient, but it equalizes the temperature

of the soil. In the spring and fall, when a warm soil is so much needed for the germ-

ination and maturation of seeds, the thermometer shows that an underdrained soil is

several degrees warmer than one that is not drained ; while in very hot weather, the case

is exactly the reverse of this. It is a well known fact that vegetation starts much earlier

in the spring, and continues later in the fall, on a drained than on an undrained soil.

But beside the beneficial mechanical eflect on the soil, imderdraining has gi'eat chem-
ical action. The removal of stagnant water and the free admission of air in its stead,

accelerates the disintegration of minerals as well as the decomposition of organic matter

in the soil, rendering them both available as food for plants. Again, the rain, as it falls

and filters through a well drained, loamy soil, carries to the plants one of the most
needed and expensive of all the constituents of cereal crops. Our readere need not be

told that we mean ammonia. In our article on the Plowing in of Green Crops, in the

June number of 1852, will be found some of our reasons for thinking ammonia the most
valuable and necessary ingredient in all wheat soils. The rain water which falls on an

acre of land in a year, is estimated to contain over 100 lbs. of ammonia, or sufficient for

the growth of 17 bushels of wheat. The recent experiments of Way and Thompson
have shown that when ammonia is filtered through a soil containing a good porportion

of chiy, the ammonia is retained in the soil, and the water passes through free from it.

Does this throw no light on the cause of the increased crops following thorough under-

draining? The other causes we have mentioned are merely concomitants. It is well

known that mechanical texture of soil, moisture, heat, eJectricity, and sunshine, indis-

pensable as they are, will not grow crops unless the required constituents of plants are

present in the soil in proper quantity and quality. Does it throw no light on the

biMU'tieial effects of summer-fallow on heavy clays. To our mind it gives a satisfactory

explanation to these questions that is consistent with experience and well established

srientilic principles. It is simply, that the ammonia contained in rain water is retained

I'v the soil as the water Slowly percolates through it to the drains beneath. In the case

of a summer-fallow, the constant plowing, dragging, &c., divides the particles of the soil,

for the first few inches in depth, so fine that they are capable of retaining all the ammo-
nia brought to the soil during the year on which it is summer-fallowed. This ammonia
it n!tains for the succeeding wheat crop. But even in this case, if the land needs drain-

ing, (imd what land that should be summer-fallowed does not?) the full benefit is not

obtained ; ail the rain which fiUls in the spring, autumn, and winter, when the soil is

fully saturated, passes oft" in surface water, the ammonia it contains along with it, together

with a considerable quantity of matter taken from the soil in mechanical solution.

The co.st of underdraining is the most potent argument against its adoption. Thirty

. doHa'rs is consideiable money *to invest on an acre of land ; but it must be remembered

^
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that it is a pennanent investment— when once well done it will last a century or more.
It is not like laying out $7 per acre in guano or other manure, which lasts but for one
3-ear, or two at most. It is a perpetual means of obtaining increased crops. The 100
lbs. of ammonia contained in the rain which falls on an acre per annum, can not be
purchased in guano, its cheapest artificial source, for less than $15. Greater part of

this is lost on an undrained soil, while on one that is well underdrained the whole of it

is or may be retained. The expense of cultivation is less on the drained than the

undrained land. You can plow it earlier in the spring and later in the fall ; and after

heavy rains, when the land not drained is so wet that man nor beast can go on it, the

drained soil will be in fine condition to work. The whole of the increase in crops

obtained from draining must be considered dear profit. We believe one-third increase

to be a low estimate ; and as this one-third of the entire produce of the farm is clear

profit, it will pay a high interest on the thirty dollars invested in underdraining. Any
farm which from its location is worth $40 to $100 per acre, if it needs draining, can not

fail to i5ay a handsome interest for money judiciously laid out in underdraining.

The effect of thorough drainage on the climate of a country, is a subject too extensivo

and important to be discussed at this time. That it has a marked eftect on climate,

can not be doubted. Prior to the general adoption of underdraining in England, the

wheat crop was generally affected with mildew, rust, smut, and various insects, to such

an extent that the crop was quite uncertain ; with the introduction of underdraining

these blighting effects were removed, while ague, which was common before, is wholly

unknown now.

Shade trees and forests, like large bodies of water, are well known to be great mod-
erators of cold in winter and heat in summer. The disappearance of such vast forests

has seriously affected the climate of this continent ; hence peaches and other fruits are

not those certain crops they were twenty years ago. The climatic equilibrium has been

disturbed, and must be restored. We must cease to cut down so recklessly the noble

forests, and at the same time must plant shade trees. This will have some effect ; but

we submit, that thorough underdraining will be found the best and most economical

means of equalizing the climate, removing the insects, &c., which make such fearful

devastion with the crops, and of improving our national agriculture.— J. H.

WHEAT-CULTURE.

Such of our readers as grow wheat, are now generally engaged in preparing the land

for seed. Often as we have, in the earlier volumes of this journal, urged the impor-

tance of cultivating the land in the most thorough manner, as others have likewise done,

ja't, among the millions that raise wheat, bad tillage is still the common and injurious

practice of American fjirmers. Slovenly plowing and defective harrowing were learned

as a trade in early youth, when land was much cheaper, and richer in virgin fertility

than it now is ; and the bad habits thus acquired are followed, like the chewing and
smoking of tobacco, in all after life, from the mere force of custom alone. Many a good
resolution to reform ends in a feeble and fruitless attempt to break the ties that bind

one to foHies and practices which had their origin in circumstances that no longer exist.

If ever excusable, where land was plenty, labor scarce, and the implements of husbandry

few and worthless in comparison with those now possessed, we at this time look in vain

for anything to justify the continuance of the practice of growing so much cockle, chess

or cheat, red root, garlic, and other foul weeds and pests, in fields of wheat. In the old

districts of Maryland and Virginia, where we have spent the recent harvest, and raised

a small crop of eleven acres of wheat, in the District of Columbia, the foulness of thp land
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and seed is so general as to amount to a public calamity. Now that guano is operating

so favorably to encourage the cultivation of this great staple, it is still more important

that the whole art and.science of wheat-growing be universally studied and understood.

Next to the tliorough cultivation of the soil and timely seeding, the use of none but

perfectly clean seed should command particular attention. If one can not obtain pure

^-seed for all the land which he intends to sow, let him at least seed one acre of the

cleanest field ho has with hand-picked wheat (we pick it in the bundle before threshing)

for his future seed. To clean land on which garlic has matured and scattered its seed

for a century, is no slight task ; but we have taken it in hand, and with what success

futyre years must determine.

So far as the wheat itself is concerned, we never saw finer in Western New York
than is raised in the District of Columbia this year. White Mint is more cultivated

than any other kind, although white and red, bald and bearded, with a liberal sprink-

ling of rye, are often mixed. Carelessness appears to be the rule, and clean cultivation

the exception, in the different States that we have visited. Can no improvement in

wheat-culture be attained, now that agricultural papers have become as plenty as black-

berries ? Will not some agricultural society step forward and signalize itself by perfect-

ing the production of one valuable crop ? It needs more system in manuring the land,

whether by turning in clover, by using guano, stable and yard manure, ashes, lime,

bone-dust, poudrette, or other fertilizers. Make the soil right in reference to its con-

stituent elements, secure perfect pulverization, and the battle is more than half won.

What the earth lacks in some places, to adapt it to wheat-culture, which it contains in

others, is still a debatable point. Some say ammonia, some lime and phosphoric acid,

and some potash and soda. It must be confessed that the subject is involved in a good

deal of obscurity, and that no proper efibrt has ever been made in this country to inves-

tigate and elucidate the difiiculties. The fact, however, is conceded, that limestone

regions are better adapted to the growth of wheat than others. Thus, the limestone

county of Monroe, through which runs the Genesee river, produces thirty times more
wheat than the whole State of Massachusetts, which has very little limestone soil.

Why should not the Connecticut valley grow wheat equal to the valley of the Genesee ?

Who can answer this question? At the last census, Massachusetts returned 2,133,436

acres of improved land, and only 31,221 bushels of wheat. Monroe county is not large,

but her wheat crop usually exceeds 1,200,000 bushels. There are single towns in Western

New York that produce twice as much wheat as all Massachusetts. It has long been a

matter of surprize to us that while New England contains so many able men, no one

should not have made wheat soils a special study. With 11,140,504 acres of improved

land, the six New England States grow only 1,081,874 bushels of wheat; while the

little State of Maryland, with about one-fifth the land under cultivation, produces

4,494,680 bushels. What natural advantage over New England has Maryland for the

production of this cereal ? Even tobacco and corn-growing Virginia, whose impover-

ished " old fields" have long been the subject of remark, produces more bushels of wheat

than she has acres of improved land. Our enterprising friends of the northern and

eastern Atlantic States should not be surpassed by little Delaware, nor by Maryland

and Virginia, in wheat-growing. North Carolina raises twice as much wheat as all

New England ; and even South Carolina is about even in that regard. The critical

study of wheat-culture in the old thirteen States is full of instruction ; and we respect-

fully commend it to the attention of our readers. The business has now reached a

peculiar crisis in the States named ; for the raw material for making the crop has to be

in part supplied to the land. What is this lacking material? Experience during six

thousand years, since " Cain was a tiller of the ground," has foiled to inform us. Will

American farmers be content to wait six thousand years longer for art to teach what

art alone never knew, and never can know ?

'rrc)
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Much is said about diffusing knowledge in agriculture, and very little about increas-

ing it, by new additions from original researches. Old stories are told over a thousand

times, and that is called enlightening the farnaing community ! Who can point to one

acre of land that has been devoted to the development of new truths in tillage or hus-

bandry, for five or ten years, in this vast Republic ? In wheat-growing, what have the

few isolated experiments amounted to, as performed under the auspices of any agricul-

tural society ? Which among them all has encouraged the investigation of the facts as

to how much of the substance of the soil (its mold and minerals) is necessarily con-

sumed by tillage and the growth of the plants, in making twenty bushels of wheat?

What part of the crop, including straw and grain, do water and air really constitute?

What has ever been done in the United States to settle this important question ? The
matter that really forms perfect wheat plants all comes from the atmosphere or the soil.

From the latter, how much is wasted by the decomposition of organic substances whose

elements rise into the air like the exhalations from a dung lieap ? How much of dis-

solved mould and minerals passes deep into the earth, to appear again as found in

springs, swamps, and creeks? Nature never plows, nor harrows, nor hoes the ground

to produce her most luxuriant vegetables. Hence she never impoverishes the soil. Can
man say as much ? Tillage has yet to be investigated before wheat-growing can be at

all understood. We have no doubt that the cost of production, take twenty years

together, may be reduced one-half.
.
To supply the lacking ingredients at the minimum

cost, soils have need of far more critical analyses, not of a few grains, but of pounds,

skillfully leached for months, to ascertain what rains are capable of dissolving out of

them. Nature's admirable processes for the feeding of plants must be faithfully imita-

ted and studied. Agricultural science is a deep professio,n, or none at all. To make it

the appendix of other schools, is to injure not benefit this infant profession. It must

be built up on its own bottom, having a broad and solid foundation, or forever remain

a mere empirical art. Agriculture is not chemistry, nor geology, nor botany, nor

physiology.

On the Comparative FATTE?nNG Properties of rojie of toe most important Exglish Breeds of

SiiEEP.—The united labors of many celebrated breeders have brought the sheep of Great Britain to

a high state of perfection, and although each particul.ar breed is supposed by its adrocates to possess

certain properties superior to other breeds, it is evident these opinions are not founded upon any

sound basis of facts. It is true, numerous experiments have been tried uj^ou the feeding properties

of the different breeds of sheep ; and these experiments have been recorded from time to time in the

various publications devoted to agriculture. It appeared, however, to the writer, that these experi-

ments were conducted upon far too small a scale, and were not carried out with sufficient attention

to insure accuracy. In conducting experiments upon animals, it is of the first importance tliat

individual peculiarities should be neutralized by numbera It is not unusual to find two sheep of

the same size and breed, fed upon the same food, under like circumstances, one of which shall

increa.lfc twice as fast as the other. By experimenting upon a eftfficient number of sheep, these

peculiarities are of no moment, and the averages may be safely taken as the truth. In the experi-

ments about to be recorded, 40 to 60 sheep of each breed were taken for experiment The duration

of the experiment was five to six months, and although for want of sufficient shed room the experi-

ments extended over three years, still great care was taken to select food of the same quality, and

to commence and end the experiment at the same periods of the year.

It is not my intention to give more than a few of the most important results. It often happens

that the conclusions of many elaborate and laborious experiments can be summed u[) in a few words

or figures, and such is the case here. When we know how much food it requires to produce a giren

increase of weight and the value of such increase, we are in possession of all the practical knowl-

edge to enable an agriculturist to select that breed which shall fat the most profitably. I propose,

therefore, after having briefly alluded to the more prominent characters of the various breeds of

' K sheep, and the mode of conducting the experiments, to select such results as I think may be useful,

e;: -rrd
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referring to the Journal of the Boyal Agricultural Society of England, where the experiments are

fully giyen, for further particulars.

Tlie Sussex Breed.—This breed, which was brought to such perfection by the celebrated Ellmax,

has its origin in the county of Sussex, on the eoutheast coast of England. It is one of the smallest

breeds ; has a short and very compact wool ; the quality of its meat is excellent, commanding the

highest price in the London market. It is capable of traveling a long distance for its food, and

thrives upon downs and scanty pastures, where large sheep would starve. These properties make
the Sussex sheep vahiable upon large, open tracts of down.

The JIanipshire Down.—This breed, which derives its name from the county -of Hampsliire, sit-

uated in the southwest of England, is a short-wooled sheep, resembling the Sussex, but very much
hargpr and coarser in appearance. The head is especially large and ugly, and the whole animal

possesses none of the neatness and symmetry belonging to the Sussex sheep. In point of quality, the

meat is slightly inferior to the Sussex sheep, and in the London market boars rather a lower price.

Among farmers, the Hampshire sheep have more advocates than the Sussex—the remark generally

made being, The Hampshires give more mutton and wool. Leaving out all estimate of the differ-

ence in the food consumed, there can be no doubt that the Hampshire sheep, from his superior size,

is worth, in the market, a larger sum than the Sussex.

Leicester.—This celebrated breed of sheep is most extensively kept throughout the midland

counties of England. It is a small sheep, producing a large quantity of long wool, and possessing

great aptitude to fatten when supplied with abundance of good food.

Cotswold, or Gloucester.—This is one of the largest breeds of sheep. It has its origin in the county

of Gloucester. The wool is very long and of good quality, and although the quality of the mutton

is not considered first rate, it fattens very rapidly, and has been called, with some degree of truth,

the "poor man's sheep," as the mutton can be sold at a low price.

There are several other breeds of sheep which, for various reasons, have not been placed under

experiment. It was,however, thought advisable to try a set of experiments upon one of the most

celebrated cross breeds— namely, the cross between the South Down and Leicester. This cross,

which is generally attained by placing a Leicester ram with a Sussex ewe, is supposed to combine

the advantages of both breeds. The use of this cross is greatly on the increase at the present time

in England. All the lambs are usually fatted, as it is found that the half-bred ewe will not produce

a progeny of equal value with the first cross.

With these brief remarks I will now proceed to state the mode in which the experiments were

conducted. Letters were written to breeders of eminence, (those being generally selected who had

obtained prizes for their sheep,) requesting them to select 60 wether sheep, born the same year, and

representing fairly the breed required for the purpose of experiment. Ko limit was set upon price.

The sheep were sent, about the month of September, to the farm, and they were kept there upon

ordinary food untij the middle of November. At this period the sheep were about nine months

old, having been lambed about the February preceding. The experiment was conducted in a long

shed, capable hi holding 150 sheep. The sheep stood upon rafters or small planks about 2^ inches

in width, having a space about one inch between each to permit the excrements to fall through.

Each sheep was weighed separately at the commencement of the experiment, and again at the end

of every four weeks. At the end of five or six months, the sheep being fat, one-half of each lot

was sent to the London market alive, and the other half wore killed at home, and the carcasses

sent to the London market. By this method the live and dead weight of the several breeds were

known, and many important particulars ascertained. The food of the sheep was oilcake, clover hay,

and Sweedish turnips. The first two foods were given in limited quantities, being one pound doily

of each to the large breeds, and a proportionate quantity to the small breed. The Sweedish turnips

were cut by a machine and weighed ; the sheep were permitted to eat as many as they pleased,

the residue being weighed off daily. The relative size of the different breeds may be known by
the following table :

TABLE I

—

Giving atebaqb WEiGirr of Sheep at begdjiono or Expeeimknt.
H/t. <m.

Cotswold, 119 13
Hampshire, 113 T
I^eicester, 101
llalf-brecd wotherB, 95

<lo. owes, 91
Sussex, 83

-S



The following tables give the average amount 'of food consumed by each sheep weekly, and the

amount consumed by each 100 pounds live weight;

TABLE II — SnowtNQ aveeagk amount of Food consumed by each Sheep weekly.

Oilcake. Hay. Turnips.

lbs. OS. lbs. 03. ' lbs. oz.

Cotswold, 8 1 6 14 113 4
Hampshire, 8 7 106 10
Leicester 5 14 5 Oj^ 83 12

, Half-breed wethers, 5 14 5 9>5' 82 14^ •
do. ewes, 5 9>^ 6 4Ji 78

Sussex, 6 3 5 14 79 1

TABLE III— Showing average amount of Food consumed by 100 lbs. live weight.

Oilcake. Hay. Turnips.

Ihs. oz. lbs. 03. lbs. 03.

Cotswold, 5 4}i 4 9 »^ 74 4 •
Hampshire, 5 6 4 lIJi 71 7
Leicester 4 12 4 10 70
Half-breed wethers, 6 4 12 70 8

do. ewes, 5 3 4 12 70
Sussex, 5 6 5 2 68 14

The second table is obtained by taking the average weight of the animals of each breed, and the

actual food they consumed, and saying, If a sheep of any given weight consumes so much food, how
much will be consumed by one hundred pounds ? We learn from these tables, that, although sheep

of different weights consume different proportions of food, yet that equal weights of sheep of all the

different breeds consume equal toeights of food ; or, in other words, two Sussex sheep, weighing each

90 pounds, will consume the same amount of food as one Cotswold sheep, weighing 180 pounds. It

will be remembered that, although the dry food was limited, the sheep were permitted to consume

all the turnips they required ; we may assume therefore, that they ceased to eat when the demands

of the system were satisfied-

TABLE IV— Showing amount op Dry Food consumed by each Sheep weekly.

Cotswold, 15.12
Hampsliire, '.

14.09
Leicester, 14.12
Cross-breed wethers, 15.03

do. ewes, 15.03
Sussex, 14.09

By removing the water, the figures are brought still nearer together ; and although there is a gene-

ral impression among agriculturists that large sheep eat proportionally less than small sheep, it is

evident that equal weights of sheep consume equal amounts offood,

"We now proceed to the second and most important point connected with' this investigation

—

namely, the increase of weight obtained by the consumption of food.

It may be considered a fact in agriculture, that the food consumed by any fatting animal is worth

more than the increase of meat obtained by such food will sell for. It is not, perhaps, easy to prove

this when sheep are fed upon grass and other foods having no money value in a market, but applied

to any foods having a distinct money value, it will be found to be strictly correct. The profit of

the feeder is derived partly from the meat and partly from the manure made by the animal In

order to determine which breed of sheep will be the most profitable to fatten, we have to determine

how much food is consumed to produce a given increase, and the probable value of such increase.

TABLE V— Giving the amount of Food consumed to produce 100 lbs. increase, live weight, oe each Bbeed.

Oilcake. Hay. Turnips.

lbs. OS. lbs. 03. lbs.

Cotswold, 269 12 219 1 8603
H.impshire, 294 2.^9 12 8941
Leicester 262 8 2.^1 8759
Half-breed wethers, 204 251 8T25

do. ewes, 263 2.50 8666
Sussex, 314 4 304 8 4086

It will be seen that, although every breed of sheep consumes an equal amount of fobd for equal

weight, vet that they possess very different powers of converting a given amount of food into meat

The Cotswold sheep have consumed the smallest amount of food to produce 100 pounds of increase,

and the Su.=sex the most: the difference is very considerable—54 lbs. oilcake, 85 lbs. of hay, 478

lbs. of Swedes. Unless, then, the meat of the Sussex sheep commanded a price considerably higher

than any other breed, it could not be a profitable breed to fatteiu In the London market a Sussex
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lbs. of dry food the compounds containing carbon and no nitrogen, commonly called non-nitrogenous

substances, will vary from 640 to 850 lbs.; nitrogenous compounds fi'om 130 to 300 lbs., yielding

20 to 50 lbs. of nitrogen, and mineral matter from 20 to 'JO Iba A certain portion of these sub-

stances are used by the animal to increase his owq weight In sheep and oxen, perhaps, every 8 or

10 lbs. of dry food consumed^ will give 1 lb. increase live weight
;

pigs, which receive food of a

better quality, will increase 1 lb. for every 4 to 5 lbs. consumed. A considerable proportion of the

food i-i converted into carbonic acid, and exhale<i by the breath of the animal. Of 1000 lbs. of any
food wliich enters into the mouth of the anlnml, not more than 200 is to be found in the excre-

ments: tliese consist of the imdigested parts of Ihe fo<Kl, woody fibres, salts of ammonia, and the

mineral matter not taken up by the animal.

Experiment conducted upon this farm for the purpose of aseertirlniug how much nitrogen is con-

verted into the flesh of the animal, prove that 100 lbs. increase live weight does not contain more

than 2 to 3 lbs. The nitrogen, which is taken by the animal to make the increase, amounting

from 17 up to 47 lbs, is converted, in its passage through the animal, into ammonia, every 14 lbs.

forming 17 of ammonia, this ammonia being again employed in producing fresh vegetable matter

;

and here we obtain a glimpse of one of those beautifnl laws by which the purity of the air is pre-

served. It has been calculated that at the present time above 7,000,000 tons of o.xygen gas are

converted into carbonic acid gas daily by the population, the animals, and the various processes of

combustion. As all these processes have been increasing daily since man was created, tlie atmos-

phere would become more deteriorated, unless some compensation existed. Philosophers have shown
us that it is the office of vegetation to restore the balance, that plants possess the wonderful property

of separating carbon from its combination with oxygen gas, and restoring the latter in its pure state

to the atmosphere, and they point to the great tracts of forest land in various parts of the world

as the great sources of oxygen gas- To a thoughtful person it must; however, occur, that if the

forests are the great sources from which oxygen gas is derived, two processes are going on at the

same time, both of which tend to one result. The destruction of forests naturally and inevitably

follows the increase of man and animals upon the earth ; while, therefore, every day is adding to

the amount of carbonic acid thrown into the atmosphere, the forests, which are supposed to be the

great sources of oxygen gas, are becoming less and less in extent. The quantity of carbon fixed by

vegetation on an acre of forest land has been ascertained by various chemists, and as they agree

pretty well in the estimation, we may conclude that it will not be far from th« truth to fix it at 1200

to 1500 lbs.

Experiments conducted upon this farm upon the growth of wheat for ten successive years, show

that from 2500 to 3000 lbs. of carbon can be produced upon an acre by the supply of mineral salts

and ammonia, substances which contain not a particle of carbon in their composition. However

contradictory it may appear at first sight to suppose that the forest trees towering towards the sky,

and exposing an immeasurable surface of leaves to catch every passing breath of air, should extract

less carbon, and purify less air than the humble wheat plant, yet such is undoubtedly tlie case, and

we must acknowledge the infinite wisdom of the Almighty who in the cereal crops not only pro-

vides food for man, but that man must, in producing that food, at the same time purify the air

which he k hourly deteriorating. In the United States the same natural laws must produce the

same effects as they have in Great Britain. Forests Avill disappear, and, as the population increases,

land will become more valuable, aud as a necessary sequence it will be better cultivated— instead

of 14 or 16 bushels per acre, double that produce will be obtained, and consequently the plants on

the same space of ground will purify a larger quantity of air. The greater portion of the carbon

consumed by animals is either converted into carbonic acid by respiration, or into food for man,

who also converts it into carbonic acid ; the residue, consisting principally of salts of ammonia and

mineral matter, are restored to the soil, and by their influence enable the plants to decompose fresh

portions of carbonic acid.

When animals are fed upon food that has been purchased, and consequently is not grown upon

the form, a certain increased fertility may be expected in the succeeding crops; a certain sum may

therefore be deducted from the cost of food and charged as manure. It is precisely similar to pur-

chasing a certain quantity of guano, or any other fertilizer. Provided the elements of fertility are

restored, it is immaterial whether they are supplied by the excrements of animals, or by salts man-

ufactured artificially.

One of the great objects of chemical agriculture should be to furnish the farmer with tables of
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equivalentg, to enable him to decide at any given period in -what manner he can obtain the ele-

ments he requires, at the lowest price, whether by purchasing artificial food, or by direct manures.

J. B. Lawes.—Rothamsted, Herts, England.

TABLE VII GmNG A StrMMAKT of some of the most important KEStrT.TS OBTATNTID IN FEEDING SnEEP.

cU

Description of

breed of Sheep.
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Taffeli is the Chinese term for that kind of manure, and Burger recommended this word forty years
ago to the agriculturists as a substitute for tlie disgusting name we give it generally.

Woolen rags have also been used with great advantage to manure Indian corn with, but since

the old rags are again worked up into new cloth they became too costly to use them for that
purpose.

In Italy, Franche Comte, Burgundy, in some parts of Hungary and Styria, the maize is sown
broadcast. It is either plowed or harrowed in.

In Germany it is planted in rows with the hand or with the drill machines.
Ludersdorf phuited Indian corn in rows sixteen inches apart and the plants in the rows six

inclies. Whea the plant formed the tassel he had every other plant removed, and gained about
42|- cwt. green fodder per rrussian acre. Dense planting seemed in the beginning not to influence

the yield on cori^ all the remaining plants liad well-formed and fine large ears. Peihaj^s this

mode of planting would present some advantages, especially in dry spells.

Burger made experiments as to the depth at which maize should be planted, and lie found that
maize phmted one inch deep sprouted in Si davs; kernels planted 4-^ inches deep, in 13^ days.

All those wliich had been jjlanted much deeper did not come up at all.

I consider the greatest fault of the German mode of cultivating corn, that they plant too many
other agricultural plants between it.

The most common and most advantageous plant raised between the rows of corn is the

dwarf bean. In Alsasce, Styria, they are very extensively cultivated with maize ; the hoeing and
cultivating are done by hand.

Burger invented a corn-drill, which drops between every two maize seed three or four beans.

In Karinthia the beans are planted separately; in the maize field between every 16th o" 20lh
row of maize they use two rows for beans. This method has the advantage of allowing the air

more circulation among the corn and accelerates its ripening, the beans are sooner gathered, and
the vacant spaces can be plowed and the corn transferred to the plowed rows, in order to give

access to the plow to prepare the ground for wheat.
Pumpkins {Oarcuhito pcpo) are much raised among Indian corn in Styria, Hungary, and Italy.

In Karinthia the pumpkins are raised in the same way as beans; after nine to eleven rows of

maize a row of pumj)kins is planted. In some places they plant hemp and tobacco between the

raaiae ; in Wurtemburg and Baden the farmers plant beets, cabbage, and the like. Peas are also

very advantageous among maize intended for fodder.

In Wurtemburg, maize is sown with stubble turnips ; it is cut for fodder before the stubble

turnips arrive at their full growth ; it is still better to plant the maize in rows between the turnij)8
;

the turnips succeed very well, because the maize protects the delicate turnip-plants in their first

stage of growth.

In Styria the farmers remove all side or root shoots, and all the plants which produce no ear cut

out. In Styria, Grain, and Karinthia, the stamens, after their object is secured, are cut off; this is

done when the grain has reached a certain degree of firmness. In Tyrol this procedure has been
entirely abandoned, because it was found that it was injurious to the crop, and it caused besides,

much labor for cutting and collecting the tops.

In Alsasce some farmers are against topping; others say that in wet seasons it hastens ripening,

and they continue to top.

Ludersdorf remarks that maize can support more heat and drouth than other plants ; he says,

"this property must be ascribed to the structure of the plant, the leaves surround the stem like a

sheath, and project from the stem in an acute angle, the dew and rain glide along the furrowed

surface of the leaves and accumulate around the stem ; in dry spells the dew collects there and
assists the plant to support a long period of drouth." And he mentions as a very striking proof,

that in the year 1847, when the first trials with Indian corn were made near Berlin, (Prussia)

maize was planted upon a high situation among a large field of peas. The drouth destroyed the

peas entirely, but the maize grew luxuriantly. It yielded a large quantity of green fodder, for

which it was planted.

To prevent, in the spring, the night frosts which injure the young maize, the Tyrolians, on the

slightest indication of cold, make fires in the maize field and raise smoke, which has always proved

a "good preventive. In the spring of the year 1851, I was in Styria and saw such fires, the

smoke being like a heavy canopy over the valley, and it seemed to prevent the cold air from the

mountain penetrating it.

In Germany maize suffers only from the brand ; the ear swells up and the husks turn a silvery

gray ; in the beginning the interior of the diseased ear is filled with watery excretion, which turns

by degrees into a black powder.

The late time of blossoming of the genuine American Indian corn makes it particularly adapted

to green fodder, and it is in eveiy respect preferable to the European or acclimated American

maize. The former grows very tall before the blossoms develop themselves, and the stem is at tlie

time of cutting still very tender.

Maize has the excellent property that the cattle never suffer from over-eating. It is said that it

causes dysentery, which is however, prevented by cutting the stems in pieces, say si.v, eight, or

ten inches long," and soaking them in water a few hours before they are fed out; the water niixed
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with the juice of the maize stems is much liked by the cattle. The milch cows improve by it ia

their milking qualities.

In Styria green maize is always fed with dry fodder ; the cattle will seem to have a desire for

hay and straw whilst they are fed with green maize. Experiments have shown that cows loose

much in their milking qualities when fed entirely with green mazie, but when hay is added they
regain it soon again

Tlie American maize has been found not so favorable to the production of milk as the native
maize.

Maize does not feed much better than old clover and lucerne.

In Kariuthia the horses are fed with maize which is soaked in salt water ; its nourishing quality
is considered to that of oats as 2 : 1."

Experiment with GrtiANO, pure and mixed, on Wheat.—A correspondent of the

Heio York Agricultor, dating Accoma C. H., Va., June 18, 1853, says :

" Last fall, when sowing my wheat, I laid off four contiguous parcels, of one-sixth acre each, to

which I applied the following substance, viz.

:

No. 1. Guano alone, 25 lbs.

No. 2. Guano 25 lbs., and Plaster 6 lbs.

No. 3. Guano 25 lbs., and one peck charcoal in half the quantity of guano by measure.
No. 4. Guano 25 lbs., moistened with strong lime.

otherwise they were treated precisely alike. The substances were mixed the day before appli-

cation.
" I have observed them closely, and the results are as follows : Until this spring, I could perceive

no difference ; then I found No. 1 and No 3 taking the lead of the others, and they have continued
to do so till the present, when my wheat is nearly ready for the scythe. If any difference exists

between No. 1 and No. .3, I think No. 1 is rather taller and ranker, while No 3 has rather longer

heads.
" My object in these experiments was to ascertain whether the effects of guano are enhanced by

admixture with " fixers " of ammonia. I was, on chemical principles, an advocate for adding plater
or chivrconl ; but thv^se experiments seem to indicate no improvement in the case of one of the sub-

stancei, and a dettrioration in that of the other, as compared with guano alone. This guano and
plaster qut-e'rcn has- been a bone of contention among chemists and agriculturists. Only one
eirperijQcn'v, however, I do not consider conclusive, and next fall I intend to institute others."

It iiiust(not be supposed that because the so-called "fixers of ammonia" did no good,

that thoso oyp*;riments militate against the ammoniacal theory. The fact is, as we have

often stated, that gypsum, when mixed with guano, instead of fixing the ammonia
which it contains, has a tendency to set it free, whereby it is lost. For wheat we prefer

to sow guano alone, in the fall, dragging it in with the seed. Any of our correspond-

ents who have used guano, would oblige us by sending the results.—H.

"Ten Bushels to the Acre."—In occasional excursions through parts of our own and the

adjoining counties, we have made it a point to inquire concerning the yield of wheat, and the

answer has'almost invariably been, that "the farmers generally get about ten or twelve bushels to

tlie acre." We speak now of wheat-growing districts where every farmer sows broad fields, year
after year. With careless farming and poor land, this miserable yield might excite little surprise.

But we have received the same report from farmers whose lands were once rich, and were evidently

intended by Nature to bo always rich, and well adapted for wheat.

Is not this proof of an unskillfulness such as Adam might have exhibited the first time he turned
up the earth and began to " earn his bread by the sweat of his brow," after being expelled from
Paradise ? We can tell- these farmers that, although they believe they understand all the niystei-ies

of their venerable profession, while a city editor is utterly ignorant of them, wo know they could

very easily average twenty bushels per acre. Do not suppose, gentlemen, that we are about to

preach "book-farming" to you, albeit you may stand in gre.it need of such instruction. We do
not mean that you should study agricultural chemistry, or import guano, or expend as much labor

upon your wheat-fields as if they were flower gardens ; but we mean that you should merely
practice those simple rudiments which your great ancestor, before referred to, was no doubt
perfectly master of, five years after his unwilling exit from Eden. Merely resting your lands,

alternating crops, plowing as if you were not afraid of hurting the grub-worms, paying common
attention to your seed, and other little matters that add nothing to your labor, are all that would
be required. You may answer tliat you do attend to all these things. We do not believe it. It

is a slander upon Mother Earth, who is not so poor in Western Pennsylvania as many people
suppose.

it is time that this rudo scratching of a miserable pittance from the ground should be brought

S
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to an end. To pass over a farm beautifully situated, where the vegetation—of Nature's planting

—

is most luxuriant, betokening a noble soil, and after having admired it most enthusiastically, to be
cooly told by the owner that wheat is his principal crop, and that he raises " ten bushels per acre,"

makes one ftel indignant. Fifty years ago, the farmers of Western Pennsylvania got ten bushels
of wheat per acre, from the fields they had succeeded in wearing out, and to-day their descendants,
with reverent imitation get ten bushels also. But fifty years ago there were no steamboats, no
railroads, no magnetic telegraphs, no leviathan clippers scouring the seas at a speed that would
astonish even that wicked Dutch skipper who commands the "Phantom Ship," no daguerreotypes,
no friction matches ; in fact the world was a baby tlien, and is a giant now. And yet there are
farmers sticking to the ten bushels to the acre.

Although we have pointed out a palpable evil, it does not necessarily follow that we should
suggest a remedy. We refer this branch of business to the members of our Agricultural Society.

They will no doubt be in a state of intense excitement, as the time approaches for holding the
State Fair at this place, and will be ready for decisive action in whatever way it may be needed.
Would it not be a good idea for them to send out a committee through our own county—and
perhaps the adjoining ones—to examine into the general system of farming, and find out particu-

larly, by what hocus poeus the ground is pervented from yielding more than ten bushels of wheat
per acre. They might then contrive a plan to inform every individual farmer that there is a
better way, and offer to insure him against loss, if he will make a few timid experiments in the
track followed by those bold fellows in other parts of the country, who are not afraid to take forty

bushels of wheat from an acre.

It is probably proper to add, that this serious ten bushel charge is not brought against every
locality around us, nor against every farmer, in the districts where it applies most directly. With
this explanation, we are prepared to prove that we have di-awn no exagerated picture.

—

Pitts-

burg Journal.
-•

Hickok's Improved Portable Cider IMill.— The accompanying figure represents a

complete and effective machine, being contained in one frame 2|- by 3 feet, and 4 feet

high, the whole weigh-

ing 300 lbs. This mill,

when attended by two

men, and properly work-

ed according to direc-

tions, will make 6 to 12

barrels of cider a day.

The peculiar arrange-

ment of the cylinders is

such that no description

of apple will clog it up,

but it will at all times

work free and fast

—

qualities that are indis-

pei>sable. The press is

provided with a heavy

wrought-iron screw, cut

on an engine lathe; and

the pressing box or tub

is so arranged that as

soon the pressing is

accomplished, it can be

opened* in an instan-t,

the pomace taken out, and closed again as quickly, and another charge put under the

screw. No straw or bag is needed, and the cider comes out fast and clear. Any boy

14 years of«age can press as readily as a man. While it possesses all the advantages of

the old style mill, it has none of its objections. One quart or one barrel of cider can be

made any time it suits the owner to use it, and he can work up the apples off of each

tree to suit his convenience. The mill is worked either by hand or horse power, and

goes very easily. See advertisement in this number

u
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DESIGN FOR A FARM HOUSE.

I SKND you a plan and description of my first farm house. It was built five years ago

this summer, for Abraham Thayer, of Somerset, Niagara county, N. Y. It has been

examined by a great many persons, and pronounced very convenient. It is built in the

cottage style, for which the ground plan was designed. It possesses the external irreg-

ular shape necessary for the pointed gable, without exposing that heavy roof which is

so common in the country, wherever they are made steep or square on oblong houses

;

and it is chiefly for this reason that I send this for publication. Something of the kind

seems to be demanded, and impressed upon the mind of the farming public.

A Gothic house differs essentially in all its parts from one in any of the other orders of

architecture, and can not be engrafted on a foundation adapted to them. Its founda-

tion must be laid in the earth, and long, straight sides must be avoided, as very broad
ends should be. For instance, a house is required 25 by 32 feet,— that is about the

common size,—-and a steep roof is wanted, say a half pitch, which would give a roof,

124- feet high; and with the projection of the eaves, would make the rafters about 20
feet long. This would seem to weigh down on the sides of the house so heavy that it

would be painful for the eye to rest upon ; and yet such houses are being built and
called Gothic! Oh! shade of Downing, is this cottage architecture? The arrange-

ment of the windows, too, is very important, and no pleasing eft'oct can be produced
with the common factory sash in such houses. If they are beautiful at all, it is the

beauty of outline, rather than in detail, of costly work, which of course must be subor-

dinate to the general plan.

But to my plan. I will describe it, not claiming perfection of course. The parlor

and dining-room may be considered the main part of the house, 16 by 33 feet on the

ground, and IG feet high. The front hall is 9 by 15 feet, and 16 high. The nursery

and bed-room are only 9 feet high. The end of the bed-room forms a bay-window,
which in external appearance is very pleasing. The kitchen is 11 feet high, (it should

have bfen 16). You will observe that each room is square, and the parlor and dining-

room 33 feet long, yet the longest horizontal jiart of the roof'exposed is 9 feet.

In the internal arrangement, the dining or living-rt>ora should be first considered. It

:s 16 by 17 feet, and is connected with the parlor by sliding doors, making, as before .

^
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said, a room IG by 33 feet, as

occasion may require. The nur-

sery, kitchen, buttery, and front

hall, each opens to this room, as

will be seen by reference to the

ground plan. The kitchen is

very convenient for doing house

work ; from it we go to the col-

lar, to the wood-house, into the

buttery, nursery, and back cham-

bers ; and both kinds of water

are obtained at the door— rain

water in the sink and well water

at the end of the stoop. There

is what should never bo omitted

in a dwelling house— a good

bathing-room.

This house is built in the most

substantial manner. The outside

is covered witliinch boards match-

ed, and the joints battened with

3-inch strips 1^ inches in thick-

ness. The glass of the double

windows is 8 by 16 inches, two

wide in each sash. The cost of

the whole building will not vary

much from $1500 ; but that

would depend upon the finish.

The only difference in the cost of

such a house and a plain one

equally well finished, is in the

work, the material being about

the same. The end that I claim to have accomplished is the production of

compact, convenient, farm dwelling. Wm. Morgan.

5«9 ([H

GROUND ^LAN.

EsPLANATiox.— 1, Veranda. 2, Front Hall. 8, Livinj

Parlor. 5, Kitchen. 6, Nursery. 7, Parlor Bed-roDin,
hoii.se. 9, Platform. 10, Bathing-room. 11, Stoop. 12,

11, Veranda.

C-room. 4,

8, . Wood-
13, Press.

a neat,

The Wheat Fly, or " Weevil."—Considerable interest has been felt, and still exists

in Western New York,to learn something more of the nature and probable increase or

decrease of the wheat fly, or " weevil," whose ravages have extended with greater or less

severity over several of our best wheat growing counties. The perfect insect is a small

fly, about the size of a gnat, which it resembles. Unlike the Hessian fly, it produces

but one generation in a year, and deposits its eggs, not on the leaves of the wheat as

the Hessian fly does, but under the glumes (chaft"), which invest the germs of seed as

they begin to grow. The eggs, or nits, of the fly hatch in a few days (from five to

seven), and give forth a brood of small orange-colored larvae, or worms. Like tlie young

of all animals, these consume nutritious food freely, to enable them to increase in weight

and substance. The infant seeds of the wheat plant ar5 the natural and best food of

the young growing wheat flies. Arrived at maturity, the larva, or worm, either falls

from the ear of wheat to the ground, or, as Dr. Fitch suggests and believes, it avails

itself of a wet, cloudy day, or of a heavy dew at night, when the stem of the plant is

moist, and crawls down to the earth, into which it penetrates an inch or two, and

changes into a pupa, or chrysalis.

^
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IBartiriiltitrnl iepartmeni
CONDUCTED BY P. BAREY.
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CURLED LEAF IN THE PEACH.

This disease, if so we may call it, has been, for four or five years past, assuming a

more and more serious aspect, so that cultivators around us here in Western N. Y.,

begin to say that if it goes on as it threatens to do, and no remedy be discovered, we
=1ioi'

. • -, be compelled to abandon peach culture entirely. This would certainly be a

great calamity, and it becomes every one who wishes to escape it, to investigate care-

fully the nature of the disease, with a view to the discovery of the real cause. We
have been looking anxiously for some new light on the subject among the journals of

the day, and find the following in a recent number of the Country Gentleman.

" The curl in the leaf of the peach, which is generally supposed to have had a very unfavorable
influence on the young crop, has given rise to much speculation as to its immediate cause, and cold
weather, aphides, fungus, or mildew, and diseased sap, have been variously assignetl as reasons.

The cold weather-theory will not always apply, as the disease sometimes appears after a'continued
succession of warm days, and the first opening of the young leaves shows the symptoms when they
have never been exposed to a cool night. Again, the disease has often made its appearance when
no aphides could at any time be detected with the most powerful achromatic glass; and newly
opening leaves, exposed only a few hours to the fresh air, and on which no insect had ever set

foot, have shown incipient but imraistakable indications. The explanation by "diseased sap," ia

' too general and indefinite—the fungus theory has more appearance of plausibility, but needs inves-

tigation and proof—and if correct, the fungus must be of inlernal growth, as the smooth and
shining epidermis of the leaf is quite unbroken when the curl first appears in the cellular tissue.

But whatever may be the cause, the best remedy, so far as discovered, is vigorous growth. We
have observed trees standing iu the corner of a hog yard, where they were copiously supplied with
manui-e, and as a consequence making a rapid growth, covered with deep green foliage, with
scarcely a vestige of the curl ; and a row of peach trees which had been very freely sliortened in

the past winter, by cutting off branches in some cases an inch in diameter, have sent out strong
new shoots, almost wholly free from the disease, and the trees are well loaded with young fruit."

Now our opinion, formed several years ago, and strengthened by later experience, is

that the curl is produced by phanges of temperature too great for the delicate constitu-

tion of the peach. "It is a tree that vegetates early, and being usually and from

necessity planted in a light soil, its carliness is hastened and the sap gets into active

circulation, and young leaves are put forth long before the weather in our northern

climate becomes steadily warm. We all know how common it is to have warm genial

spring weather about the opening of the buds, when a sudden change comes and we
have probably a week or two of cold, rainy weather, with slight frosts probably, with

cold dry winds. This at once arrests the development of the young shoots and leaves
;

the sap becomes stagnant and diseased ; the bark is ruptured and gum oozes out all

over the younger parts ; the leaves, whether in an embryo condition rolled up in the

bud, or half or wholly expanded, become swollen and diseased ; then mildew attacks

them, as it is always ready to reign upon sickly or feeble vegetation, and with this

aphides and other insects : hence the opinions that mildew or insects were the cause of

the disease.

1849, we think, was the first year that this disease appeared in Western N. Y., in a

serious form. That spring was cold and changable. 1850 was similar and the curl was

worse than before, and so has continued since. One strong argument, at least so we
regard, in favor of this view, is the fact that if we have fine weather at the opening

of the peach buds, wo have very little curl, and that immediately after a change to

cold the curl appears, and its severity is always in proportion to the intensity and
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continuance of the cold. Then again as soon as tlie weather becomes warm and steady,

the diseased leaves dro2> and new healthy leaves appear, and the disease is no more
seen that season, not a symptom of it. Besides some varieties are much less affected

by it than others. We have a very hardy French variety, Peche de Vignes, that

scarcely ever shows a curl in the worst seasons. We have a short row of six trees, that

have come almost hourly under our observation ; the varieties are the Snow, Old^

MixQti Free, Ln Grande, Crawfords Early, Haines Early, and Cooledges Favorite.

These were all planted at one tirne, of the same age, and in the same soil, and have

been treated exactly alike, but the Cratvfords Early and Cooledges Favorite have suf-

fered so much less than the others from the curl that the trees are nearly twicers large,

and both have now a good crop of fruit on, while the others have few or none. In

going through an extensive orchard we might find many instances of this kind.

In addition to this, we find that trees in sheltered gardens suffer less than those

exposed ; and under glass there is no such thing as curl. Are not all these facts sufii-

cient to warrant the opinion we have expressed.

The article we have quoted, says "the disease sometimes occurs after a succession

of warm days." We admit this, but it has never appeared to our knowledge after

warm days without the intervention of cold nights. Has any one seen it appear in

warm weather, say in June, July, or subsequent months?

It says too, that " the first opening of the young leaves show the symptoms when
they have never been exposed even to a cold night." We grant this, but as we have

said, the sudden and violent check given to the tree affects every part, and the leaves

even \v^iie rolled up in the bud. Neither can we agree with the opinion that " vigor-

ous growth is the best remedy," for we have seen some of the most vigorous growing
trees suffer most seriously. We regard well ripened wood as more important than

vigorous growth, but we would combine these if we could. Were not the trees quoted

as examples benefitted by some kind of protection ? To avoid in some degree the

eftects of the malady we can now only suggest the selection of hardy varieties and
phmting in situations somewhat protected from the cold west and north-west winds.

Will peach growers who have have had an opportunity for extensive observation give

us the benefit of their experience on this subject? If we have drawn erroneous con-

clusions from our own observations we shall be thankful to any one who will set us

right.

STRAWBERRIES.

The practice of planting strawberries in August is a very good one when well done,

but very hazardous when performed with as little care as one would take in April.

Every season we have to listen to hundreds of complaints concerning the loss of summer
and autumn plantations of strawberries. The plants, in most cases, are feeble, the dry

weather not allowing them to become well rooted. The ground is dry, and although

the plants may have been set after a shower, the heat, sun, and dry air, soon leaves the

ground as dry as ever, and what can the plants do but die ? We must suggest to those

who desire to make a strawberry bed in August or September, to see in the first place

that the ground is thoroughly wet. If a rain does not happen to come at the right

time, and in sufficient quantity, then apply the watering-pot or engine, and drench it

completely, until the water has gone down even to the subsoil. The plants may then ,

be set. But when they are in the ground, even thus prepared for them, all is not over.

If a brilliant sun shines out upon them in its full force the day after they are planted,

the chances are ten to one Hgain.st their living. In such a case, a slight shade should

§
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be afforded for a few days. Evergreen boughs, or boards set on their edge and meeting

at the top, forming a roof over the. rows of plants, are easily applied.

If such a course as this is followed, strawberry plants may be set in any month of

summer, and in any sort of weather. Nothing can be a greater waste of time than the

ver}' common method of planting in a soil as dry as ashes, and then dribbling a little

water on every day. People say, " I can not see why it is my plants die ; I water them
every day." They do not understand that this every day sprinkling amounts to nothing

more than to hasten the death of the plants. One good thorough soaking of the ground

before the plants are set, will generally sustain them till re-rooted, and is worth a thou-

sand sprinklings afterwards.

We intended, at this time, merely to touch upon this single point. As to varieties,

preparation of soil, mode of planting, &c., we must refer to past numbers of the Farmer.

We must say this much, however, that the soil should be trenched eighteen inches to

two feet deep, and be enriched witt well rotted compost or manures. Then the plants

must be set at sufficient distance apart to admit of clean and good culture until the

fruit is fit to be gathered.

We see ^uite enough of planting in common fields, and allowing the plants to run

at random, and cover the whole ground. Rather than adopt such a course, it is much
better to resolve never to plant a strawberry. Just at the moment when abundant

food and moi&ture is indispensable, the thin surface of the ground is parched, and the

fruit withers on its stalk, instead of coming to full and perfect maturity. The straw-

berry does not require an expensive or difficult management, but a constant care the

year round, without which it is a most unprofitable object of cultivation.

THE PALMER WORM.

Throughout a large portion of the New England States, and in parts of New York,

orchards have suffered severely from the ravages of a strange looking caterpillar, that

few people had ever seen before. We were glad to find the following history and

accounts of its transformations, in the Cambridge (Mass.) Chronicle of July 21, written

by Professor Harris.

" During the month of June, a small worm, or naked caterpillar, has been observed on apple trees,

in larjie numbers, throughout the greater part of New England, and in the valley of tlie Hudson in

New York. By some persons it was thought to be a new comer ; and by others was mistaken for

a second generation of the canker worm, which disappeared about tlie time that these smaller

insects began their ravages. This, however, is by no means the first visitation of the insect in such

unwelcome and destructive profusion. As long ago as the year 1791, it prevailed through many
parts of New England, during the mouth of June, and at that time received the name of tlie Palnur
worm. Some accounts of its ravages in oi'chards and even among forest trees, at that date may be

found, under the head of insects, in the second edition of Dr. Dane's " New England Farmer and
Georgical Dictionary."

Communications concerning this insect, several of thera accompanied by specimens, have been

sent to me from Bi'adford, Andover, and Westford, Ma-^s.; from New Boston, and Keeue, New
Hampliire ; from New IJaven and Salisbury, Conn.; and from Providence, 11. I. Apple, cherry

and plum trees in my own garden, also afforded me a few of the same insects, Avhich were first

observed there about tiie tenth of June. Within the past three weeks, numerous accounts of this

flupposcd new or hitherto unnoticed depredator have been published in all our agricultural news-

papers. In some j)laces orchards have suffered from these insects in the same way and to as great

an extent as from the ravages of canker worms ; aud in some cases, not only the leaves, but the

young fruit has been destroyed by them.
These worms, or caterpillars, grow to the length of about half an inch. Tliough varying

somewhat iii liue, they are mostly of a pale yellowish green color, with two blackish lines along

the top of the back, and a brownish head. Under a magnifier, a few short hairs ean be seen on the

body, arising singly from little black points, arranged in ihices on eacii side of every ring ; and thei-o

are usually two, more or less consi)icuous, semicircular, blackish spots on the top of the lirst ring,
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They have sixteen feet ; the first three pairs being jointed, and ending with a point or claw, the
others fleshy tubercles without proper joints. They are very impatient of being touched, and on
being taken into the hand, move with great agility, and by jerks, both forwards and backwards.
AVhen the trees are shaken, the insects spin down, and hang suspended by threads. Probably most
of thetn leave the trees in the same way, when their course is finished. In some places, it was
observed that they all took their departure during heavy showers, towards the end of June. My
official engagements, at that time, prevented my observing their progress abroad.

AJl the specimens sent to me, that remained alive, together with a few from ray trees, were put
into a wide-mouthed bottle, and were supplied with leaves. About the 28th of June, some of these
worms begiin to cover themselves with a transparent web, formed of a few delicate silken threads.
One of them was transformed to a chrysalis within its web on the 5th of July, and became a
winged moth on the 9th ; having remained in the chrysalis state only four days. Others were more
tardy in their transformations; and one still remains a chrysalis. More than half of the whole
were unable to take this form, having perished in the worm state from the attacks of an internal
parasite, a minute grub, which after preying on the vitals of its victim, left the body and spun
itself a little oval whitish cocoon or pod, from which it emerged soou afterwards as a tiny four-
winged ichneumon fly.

" The chry.~alis of the palmer worm is only one-quarter of an inch long. It is of a pale brown
color, and differs from that of the common bud-worm in not having any transverse rows of teeth
around the body. The moth is of an ashen grey color above, whitish and lustrous like satin beneath.
The fore wings are very narrow, and are sprinkled with a few black dots, three of which, near the
middle, are larger than the rest. The hind wings are also narrow, blackish, and surrounded by
very broad fringes. The antenna? are bristle-formed. The palpi, oi* feelers, project horizontally
from the head, in the form of a brush-like snout, and from the middle of the upper side of each of
them arises the curved and pointed terminal joint, like a little spur. The tongue is spirally rolled,

and when extended measures about half the length of the antennae. This little moth rests with the
fore part of the body slightly elevated, the narrow wings horizontally incumbent upon the body,
and the antcnnte turned backwards and lying straight upon the wings. The insect may now be
seen on the wing in the evening, soon after sunset ; and it may also be found, in considerable num-
bers, among the grass, at a somewhat earlier hour.

" A scientific name and character, with the classification of this moth, remain to be given. It

belongs to a group or tribe called Tineadji, and to the genus Rhhiosia of Treitsche, or (JhcetochUus

of Stephens. Most of the insects belonging to the above named tribe are of small size, and have
diminutive specific names ending in ella. As this insect frequents the orchard (in Latin pmnetum),
it may be called Rhinosia pomHella, the little Rhinosia, or the little Snout-moth, of the orchard.
From other species of the same genus it may be distinguished by the following characters: Fore
wings ash-gray, sprinkled with blackish dots, three of which, larger than the rest, are placed trian-

gularly near the middle ; a dusky transverse band near the tips, and a curved row of seven black
dots at the origin of the terminal fringe. Hind wings dusky, with a leaden luster, black veins,

and very long black fringes. Body and legs beneath, yellowish-white, with the luster of satin.

Length, from the forehead to the ends of the closed wings, five-sixteenths of an inch. Expansion
of the wings, five-eights of an inch.

" Some hope may be entertained that the little parasites, alluded to in the foregoing account, may
tend greatly to check the future undue increase of the palmer worms. Should a second generation

of the latter appear during the present summer, or should we have another visitation of them next
year, or at any future time, some means for arresting their depredations may become necessary.

Showering the trees with soap-suds, or a solution of whale-oil-soap, or with lime-water, dusting

ashes or air-slaked lime on the leaves, when wet with dew or rain, or casting dry sand upon the
trees, may be found serviceable."

I AM much pleased with your article on "Raising Fruits from Seed," and I think it

will have a tendency to awaken an interest in that direction. In the fall of 1849 I

planted as soon as the seeds were perfect, and taken fresh from the fruit, Grapes, Cur-

rants, Raspberries, Apples, Peaches, Pears, Cherries, and Plums, and every variety came

up in due season, and have done far better than I could have expected. My Currants

and Raspberries are very nice varieties ; one bush of Raspberries are later than com-

mon. One of my seedling Grapes has fruit on this season ; so far they look very fine.

It is a seedling from the Catawba^ and the grapes are now larger than on the original.

If the fruit proves as good as I anticipate, I will send you a layer from it, if desired.

C. W.—Lake Grove, JSf. Y.
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Wk ^70uld call particular attention to the in-

teresting and valuable communicalion by J. B.

LaWES, Esq., on the fattening qualities of various

breeds ©f sheep. As many of our readers are

aware, Mr. Lawes is an English land owner,

possessing a fine estate in Hertfordshire, some

three hundred acres of which he devotes to ex-

perimental purposes. For the last ten years,

assisted by Dr. J. H. Gilbert, and other able

chemists, he has been systematically experiment-

ing on most of the important problems connected

with agricultural chemistry, at an expense of

some fifteen thousand dollars per annum.

The results obtained have already greatly ex-

tended the boundary of our inductive knowledge

respecting the rationale of the rotation of crops,

fattening animals, the effect of climate, artificial

manures, the fall of rain, &c., ou the production

of grain and root crops, as also their effect on

the elaboration, maturity, composition of plants,

Tlie care, skill, and minute accuracy with

which these experiments are executed, Ave have

had personal opportunity of witnessing. Every

thing these gentlemen publish may be relied upon

with the greatest confidence. None of the re-

sults which form the basis of new views, or which

militate against established theory, are depended

on till they have been tested in many various

ways with a like result. For instance : we re-

collect when Dr. Gilbert was determining the

percentage of nitrogen in many samples of wheat

grown under different manurial treatment, he

found one sample that had been manured by su-

perphosphate of lime t<^ contain three per cent,

of nitrogen in dry matter, or about double that

manured with ammoniacal salts. In all cases

duplicate analysis were made, which agreed with-

in a tenth of one per cent But in this case Dr.

G. could not satisfy himself of the correctness of

the result short of Jive several analyses, all of

whicli agreed. Dr. Gilbert's doubts ^re worthy

of more confidence than many men's certainties.

Mr. Lawks has an immense accumulation of

experimental results not yet publislit^l. His in-

vestigations expand so mucli, as he ])roceecls, that

he can not keep pace with them, and he has

therefore but little time for writing.

Our limited space compelled us to leave out a

valuable portion of Mr. Lawes article, referring

principally to the relative economy of purchasing

artificial manures, or fatting cattle and sheep with

oilcake and other purchased food. We will give

Mr. L's views on this subject in a future number*

National TJnia'ersities.—Dr. T. Romeyn BEOf,

long distinguished for his learning and scientific

attainments, has given to the public some valua-

ble suggestions on the importance of founding

Univemtics of a higher order than any of the

existing colleges in the United States, for the

more perfect education of studious men, rather

than for the instruction of youth. The foifr years

spent by the latter in colleges only prepares them

to become in the future, scholars, and mastera of

arts and science, for the pursuit of which our

present institutions do not furnish them any ade-

quate facilities. Our medical and law schools are

mere specialities, and quite limited in their

.studies and objects. Institutions of a much
broader basis, embracing every department of

the natural sciences, and their application to all

the industrial arts of society, are greatly needed.

Dr. Beck enumerates many professorships that

ought to be established ih an American Univer-

sity ; and being himself the author of a work on

Medical Jurisprudence, which had the honor of

being adopted as a text book at some of the best

European Universities, his remarks on this topic

have peculiar force

:

" We require the appointment, under public authority, of
a Professor of Medical JaiHsprudencs or Forensic. Medi-
cine. It 19 not possible to do full justice to this subject in

Medical Colleges. We teach there, what is known. "We
want a person or persons who shall ascestain, if possible,

the unknown. And great r.s have been the discoveri(>s of

late years, in this science, still the cunning of the murderer
has frequently outrun them. AVliy should not men duly
qualified, be appointed to such an oflice, who by their re-

searches would be far in advance of those who by s'ecret,

and in some cases almost unknown means, prevent detec-

tion in the commission of crime. There is a person now
living*—tlie certainty of whose knowledge on the power of
poisons is such, that he is not only callcit to examine cases

in every part of Franco, but not long since was summoned
to Belgium, in one which, at the time, atlracteil tlio atten-

tion of all Europe. I hold that there should be two or
three persons of this character ap|>ointed and paid by the
government to perform this important duty.

"It is impossible for our public institutions to support
professorships in these various and accumulating sciences
and brniiclies of sciences. You require the aid of the gov-
ernment, or what is still better, jirivale individuals must
come forward, foster and support them.

"Addressing myself to an audience, partly composed of
memiicrs of tlie Legislature, I submit with great deference,

that there are certain subjects, which most particularly

cl;iim ilieir care and endowment,

"Fur example, a J'rofes.<ior of Seali.tlics might be ap-

])ointed with great advantage' to the comnnmity. His
duties would bo laborious, but how much limo and money

* Dr. OijriLA. The ne.\t mail from abroad brought th«

news of his death.

M^" --^



might be saved, were he to compare, analyze and deter-

mine wliat has boeii acooniplished as to Trisons, Hospitals,

Asylums, and indeed tlio whole ranj^e of our corrective and
beneficial institulions. How ranch useful information is

even now gained by examining the returns of the Census
and of Annual Hills of Mortality. I can only glance at this

subject, nor. can I do more, with another and which may be
styled a Professorship of Compuraiive Law mid Leginla-
tion. Kcform is ou foot, even under absolute governments.
One State is borrowing from another. Great efforts are
making to simpUfy and condense the laws under which we
live."

The above paragraphs indicate the manner in

wliich tlie subject is handled by the Secretary of

the Regents of the University of the State of

New York. Human elevation is retarded, laws

are complicated, crimes and frauds are fostered,

and ^popular ignorance perpetuated, bccaitse our

highest and our lowest educational advantages

are equally contracted, and sadly defective. Our
object in bringing this subject so frequently be-

fore the readers of the Farmer, is to influence, in

some small degree, public opinion. In pointing

out how ea?y it is for any agricultural chemist of

moderate skill to impose on the farming commu-
ni^y any nostrum as an improved artificial manure,

as -we have endeavored in a preceding num-
ber, our purpose was to show the necessity

of a more enlarged and thorough education of

agriculturists, not to interfere with the manufac-

turers and venders of the superphosphate of lime,

or of any manure whatever. With us, princi-

ples are every thing—men little or nothing.

Men are the creatures of a daj"-, while sound

principles and wise public institutions, may last

through indefinite ages. To the latter are due

our best thoughts, our best efforts ; and the great

and the good of the land are contemplating the

ways and means to establish throughout its length

and breadth, a more efficient system of common
school and university education. Unless this is

done, as Dr. Beck truly .suggests, it will be im-

possible either to detect frauds innumerable, or

punish crime. It is even now exceedingly difficult

to purchase any pure, unadulterated medicines,

aa any good physician knows. To expose impo-

sitions of all kinds we regard as the high and

sacred duty of every citizen ; and to qualify all

honest men to do so effectively, science must be
placed within their rcacL

-_ _

Spim!.s' & Sitrexn-k's Pronouncino Dictionaky of the
French and English Languages. D. AppLftoN &. Co.,
200 Broadway, New York.

Spiers' Dictionary is a thoroughly new and
original work, elaborated from the latest and

most approved sources in English and French,

and not a mere reproduction or revision of any
preceding French or English Dictionary. A work
of the critical and comprehensive character in

which the learning and professional attain-

ments of many of the ablest men in France and
England are united, has long been needed to
facilitate the study of either language by such as

wished to have access to the literature, arts, and
sciences developed in both. With the French
and English dictionaries before in use, the Ameri-
can or English student of chemistry, anatomy,
surgery, agricultural and horticultural sciences,

who wished to consult French authors on these

and kindred professional subject?, found the old

works of BoYER and Ceambaud and the compila-

tions therefi-om, nearly worthless, so rapid has

been the progress of the arts and sciences within
the last fifty years. Whether in modern litera-

ture, military or civil engineering, commercial
and mercantile pursuits, in manufactures, indus-

trial and the fine arts, or in the various depart-

ments of the natural sciences, this Dictionary,

improved as it has been by the American editor,

Mr. QuACKENBCs, is beyond comparison tlie best

extant. Mr. Q, has enlarged the work, and ap-

pended to every word the accurate and justly

celebrated pronunciation of Surenne's Pronounc-
ing Dictionary. He has given, under their re-

spective terms, all the important synonymes of

of the French language, translated from Guizot
and other reliable sources.

It is needless to urge the great value of the
ability to read books written on rural arts and
sciences in the French language ; for the fact is

generally understood that France, with her lono-

established agricultural and horticultural schools

and colleges, is in advance of all other nations.

In medical science, civil and military engineer-

ing, French text books "ought to be studied by
every American interested in these departments
of knowledge

; and we are happy to know that

not only the French, but the German and Spanish

languages are receiving far more attention in our

colleges and academies th.an ever before. For this

auspicious improvement the public is much in-

debted to Messrs. AppLET0^f & Co. for their ad-

mirable German and Spanish, as well as French
Dictionaries, in connection with the English lan-

guage.

Langstroth on TnE IIivE AND THE IIonet-Beb ; A Bee-
keeper's Manual. By Eev. L. L. Langstroth. Hopkins,
Bbidgmaji & Co., Northampton, Mass.

We have received through Mr. Dakrow, book-
seller, of this city, a book of about 400 pages
with the above title. We have not yet had time

to examine it carefully, but a slight examination
has impressed us with the idea that it is a work
of careful research, and of great value to the
bee-keeper.

U^



Minke's Domestic Poultey Book.

We have received from the publisher, Geo. "W.

Fisher, of this city. Miner's Kew Poultry Book.

Mr. Miner has allowed the poultry raisers to tell

their own story, and of the mass of articles fur-

nished for this work, most of them are i-eally

valuable, showing a disposition on the part of

the writers to treat the subject candidly and

fairly ; other articles show their authors ridicul-

ously ignorant of the subject of which they write.

On the whole, it is a book that every one who

has the least touch of the "chicken fever" should

read, as it is the only one on the subject up to

the times. We have no doubt the publisher will

reap a rich harvest. For price, Ac, see our ad-

vertising columns.

For sale

Speeckes in Congress bt J. R. Giddings.

Published by Jewett & Co. : Boston,

by Dewey.

The New York Cattle Market.—At a meeting

of the Farmer's Club, one of the subjects of dis-

cussion was "The Benefit of Railroads to Farmers ;"

and in this connection one of the members made

some intercfting statements respecting the sources

from which the Kew York market is supplied.

He said

:

• We have beeves in our market that started from the

•prairies within the weelc. They are delivered here from
the North Western prairies at an expense of $10 to $12 per
head, and yet the men vi'ho produce these cattle are the last

to see the benefit derived from railroads. It would be rare

to find a hundred head of cattle in New York, New Jersey,

Massachusetts, and Vermont niarketa at one time, but for

the droves that come from the West.
Were it not for the railroads they could not be brous;ht

here. In winter they can not drive them because of the

expense and ditfleulty, wearing out the cattle from fatigue.

I}y the railroad they can come from Chiwigo, and be de-

livered from the cars in this city in good'condition, and
always within the week. It would take' from fifty to ninety

days to bring the cattle from the western parts of Ohio,

Kentucky, Illinois, or Arkansas on foot. A week ago the

speaker saw a curiosity at our cittle market. It was a'drove

of cattle from the Cherokee Nation, west of Arkansas.
These cattle were raised by the Indi.ins, and marked with

their hieroglyphics. They were bought t>y an Illinois

dro^n^r, and pastured upon the grand prairies of the West
one summer, and fed through the winter upon the abun-
dance of corn that grows in Southern Illinois. They were
this spring started upon their travels eastward, and were
finally butchered in New York.

It would have been almost impossible to have brought
these cattle down here on foot, as ten miles a day is an or-

dinary journey, and even had they arrived here, they

would have been in such a condition as to be almost un-

saleable. It was his opinion, that but for the railroads,

New York would be in a state of starvation so as far as

meat is concerned.

Standard Weights of Grain.—The standard

weights of the following grains are regulated by

law in the State of New York, as follows, to

which we append the common weight

:

Standard of weight Com. weight.

Of Wheat, CO lbs.

Of Kve 56 ..

Of Barley, 48 ..

Of Oats 82 ..
-

Of Indian Corn, 60 ..

K to 6.''i lbs,

46 to 56
44 to 66
28 to 44
60 to 62

Farmer Premiu.ms for 18.^3.—Below we give

the award of premiums for the present year :

PKEMIUMS TO individuals.

Ist. For the greatest number of subscribers

sent by one individual, .$30 in agricultural books,

Joseph Gillespie, Carbondale, Pa.

2d. Emory Luce, Kingsville, Ohio, $20.

3. Jason L. Sanford, San Francisco, Cal., $10.

COUNTY PEEMUJMS.

1st. To the county in which the greatest num-

ber of copies of the Farmer is taken, an Agricul-

tural Library worth $40, Erie County, Penn.

2d. Library worth $25, Cayuga County, N. Y.

2d. Out of the State, $25 to Ashtabul.^ County,

Ohio.

Selections of books can be made by those enti-

tled to them, or the choice left to us. Those

entitled to premiums will please order.

Lewis F. Allen's Sale of Short Horn and De-

von Cattle.—We call the attention of our read-

ers to Mr. Allen's sale of stock at Grand Island,

six miles below Buffalo, on the "Zth day of Sejv

tember next.

A Good Cow.—J. P. Hart, McLean, Tompkins

county, N. Y., writes us that the past season he

had a cow that produced in nine months 851 lbs.

of butter, besides what was consumed by a fami-

ly of three, and "goers and comers." The sour

milk, with a very little provender, fatted a spring

pig that weighed, when dressed in November,

315 lbs.

State Fairs for 1853.

New York, at Saratoga, Sept. 20, 21, 22, 23
Michigan, at Detroit, Sept. 27, 29, 80
Vermont Sept. 13. 14, 15
Pennsylvania, at Pittsburg Sei)t. 2T, 28, 29
Kentueky, at Lexington, Sept. 18 to 16

New Hampshire, Oct. 5. 6, 7

M.'iryland, Oct. 25, 26, 27, 28
Illinois, at Springfield, Oct. 11, 12,13,14
Indiana, at Lafayette, Oct. 12, 18, 14
Wisconsin, at Watertown, Oct. 4 to 7

Virginia, at Kielimoud Nov. 1, 2, 3, 4
Lower Canada Board of Agriculture, An-

nual Kxbihilion, Sept. 26, to 27
IlppcrCanada Oct 5 to 7

Southern Central Agricultural Society,

Augusta, Ga., Oct. 17 to 20

Jstquirics anlr ^n£5uicr0.

Wheat Soils in Michigan.—The critical inves-

tigation of the longest cultivated fields in the

wheat districts of Miclugan would reveal a state

of things not very dissimilar to that disclosed in

the following

:

About a year since. Dr. .T. IT. SAi.isnrnv, of New York,
fiirnislicd n"ic an analysis of tho soil of a ])ortioM of my
fiinu. which pniduccd mo that season a crop of wheat,

yielding about sixteen bushels per aero. This land, by an



imprudent course of cropping: for several successive years,

had f>ecome a good doal impoverished. The analysis

showed, as I was fully apprized before, a deficiency of vege-
table matter, as well ns of several important mineral ele-

ments of the wheat crop, e-specially phosphoric acid, of
which there was only 0,1)2 per cent ; there was also a lack
of potash, but a pretty fair supply of lime, about two per
cent.

Now, what course would you recommend as the most
economical for increasintr the quantity of phosphoric acid ?

I am now prcparinpr the ground for a crop of winter wheat,
in order to seed down to clover, the clover sown last year
havinar been almost .entirely deslroyed in consequence of
the severe protracted drouth. Would it pay to purchase
bone shavings, or meal, in New York, adding the cost of
transportation here, to sow widi the wheat this fall? If so,

what quanty per acre wotdd suffice the purposes of the
present crop of wheat ? We have no bone mills in this

btate, and sulphuric acid can not be purchased short of
New York at a reasonable price. Wm. E. Souuvlek.—
Marshall, Calhoun county, Mich.

Tlie above letter opens up a question of more
importance to the people of this country than

any other which is likely to engage their atten-

tion in the nineteenth century. How can farm-

ers in Michigan and otlier states, constantly

remove phosphoric acid and potash in crops, and

by the stirring, washing and leaching of the soil,

and not impoverish the land? At present prices

of bone dust, potash, guano and superphosphate

of lime in New York, it will not pay to tram-port

either to Marshall, Michigan, for agricultural

purposes. We have a farm to rejuvenate which

lies within a mile of tide water where vessels

come on the Potomac, and find it cheaper to

make manure on a poor soil than to purchase it

in a city two miles distant. It may be different

in Marshall, or Calhoun county, where our cor-

respondent resides. Our system is to sell noth-

ing but air from the farm, in the shape of butter,

fat pigs, and the like, while phosphoric acid and

alkalies are drawn mainly from the subsoil, but

partly from purchased wood ashes. For the

present, wheat culture should be given up,

except for home consumption, to those who are

williug to impoverish their fields. Nightsoil, if

properly saved in all cities and villages, would

go far to supply the fertilizers needed to grow

wheat.

If Mr. S. can sell fat hogs at $4, per 100 lbs.,

net weight; he may buy corn at forty cents a

bushel, and obtain all the manure the corn will

make as a profit for his trouble of feeding it. The

gain in meat will pay for the corn. Instead of

buying corn, we are raising it almost expressly

to make manure. If we sell only the butter and

fat meat which may be extracted from corn

plants, the manure derived from the crop will

possess nearly all the anmonia, and other mineral

elements which the stems, leaves and seeds

of maize contained. On ordinary land well

tilled, one can make a fair crop with wood ashes

and a little guano ; and with corn he can make

rich manure. In Michigan, clover may anewer

better than corn, although we doubt it.

To aid the soil in bringing a good crop of

clover, try 100 bushels of ashes as an experiment,

if you can" buy them at a moderate price in

Marshall. Pick up all the bones you can find,

and boil thera in strong lye until they fall to a

powder, and then mix the lye and bones with an

old dry compost, or dry loam, and scatter it

evenly over your wheat fallow, or field, as a

top-dressing. Turnips are a valuable crop for

making manure; and with a little pains they

may be grown at a very cheap rate. In the

present half civilized condition of society, when
the inhabitants of cities prefer pestilence to

cleanliness, and are unwilling to feed the land

that feeds them, the farmer must rely mainly on

his own home resources for the raw material of

crops. Not until the soil is vastly more impov-

erish than it now is, will the American people

begin to study agriculture as a profession.

(J. H. Wallace, Casey, 111.) We have none of

the African wheat at present, but shall procure a

small quantity after harvest, and shall then be

happy to send you some.

Information Wanted.— Last season my father had a
meadow of twenty acres of timothy, which had been seed-
ed three years, and yielded a good crop of hay each year,

until last year, it came up thick in the spring, and grew
finely until six or eight inches high, and then all died.

This year he has a lot of sixteen acres affected in the same
way, only not so bad. Can any of your correspondents
give any information concerning the cause ? The ground
is very full of wire worms, but we hardly think that the

cause. We have a fine growing crop of corn on the twenty
acre lot this year. A. M.

—

Seneca Falls, N. Y,

HORTICULTURAL.
I take this opportunity of to ask your advice in regard to

cultivating the Pear upon Quince stocks.

1. Is it profitable ?

2. How many would you allow to an acre ?

3. What might be the production of an acre properly

managed ? Tuos. M. Gkauam.—Shepherdeiown, Belmont
counti/, Ohio.

(1.) It may be made profitable by planting the

most suitable varieties on deep and rich soil, and

giving them careful judicious cultivation. The

profits upon dwarf pears, like the profits on other

branches of culture, depend upon their manage-

ment.

(2.) Ten feet apart, each way, is a good dis-

tance, and this gives some four hundred on the

acre.

(2.) Tliey begin to bear at four years old, and

the crop then and for a few years after will be

light, although enough to pay expenses. At

about eight years old they may bear a bushel,

and in a few years more— double that. By
taking into account the value of pears in your

market, you may form some idea of the value of
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each tree. If four hundred trees should average

a bushel, and each bushel be worth $2, this

gives $800 per acre. The fruit is generally very

fine on dwarf trees, and is easily and cljeaply

gathered.

Will rou be kind enough to inform mc as to the best time

In the ye:ir for trimmins: nursery trees (yonr own opinion)

through fiio Gen^-se^ Farmer f H. K. Wheelee-i^ree-

port,Stepheni>oncountij,IU.

Nursery pruning in general should be per-

formed in winter, or towards spring, when the

coldest weather is over. Summer pruning

should be nothing more than pinching or short-

ening misplaced or over-luxuriant shoots, to pre-

serve the symmetry and proportion of the tree.

Small wounds made during summer heal very

quickly, but to deprive a tree of a considerable

portion of its leaves in the growing season, checks

the growth, and often produces debility.

. --

"Will you please to give ns some hints on the destruction

of a worm which has infested our Kose bushes, making

them appear as though a Hre had run over them. AVm.

CoszENS.— i/^/wci/i S2)rlngs.

It is the Rose slug. The most effectual appli-

cation know is Haggekston's mixture of whale

oil soap, and water, in the proportion of two

pounds of the soap to fifteen gallons of water.

See Harris' Treatise on Insects for a full account

of this insect.
«

I send you a couple of apples, a specimen of a sefedling

tree, which stands in tlie corner of my place. The tree has

never received any special attention, but is a great grower
and good bearer. These apples I hung up in a bag in my
cellar when I took them from the tree, and have done no-

thing to them since. A. J. CKYWoov.—Modena, Ulster

county, N. Y.

The variety seems to be a good keeper, but the

specimens were in a depaying state before we re-

ceived them, and therefore we can not say thing

of their quality.

Advertisements, to secure insertion in the

Farmer, must be received as early as the 10th uf

the previous month, and be of such a character

as to bo of interest to farmers; we publiah no

other. Terras— $»2 for every hundred words

each insertion, paid in aduance.

fk

Improved Fowls for Sale.

HAVING licpt for several years the very best fowls to bo
procured, and having the past season added to my stock
Bome exceedingly beautiful specimens, 1 liave now a great
number of tine young pairs, certainly as good as can be
found in the country, which 1 will sell at a much lower
price tlmri that charged by fowl-dealers. I will sell the fol-

lowint; varieties at five dollars per pair

:

W/rili' S'liinghui, Black, i^ianghm. Buff Shanghai, and
Cochin C/un<ij- and Bra/ima J'ooira,nnd Sprr/ded Shan-
ghaffi (a very l)eautiful bird), at ten dollars per pair.

Tliese fowls will be ready for delivery by the first of Sep-
tember, and I will coop them carefully, with feed, water,
ifcc, and send by railroad or express, ns desired, without
ch:irge, and warrant every fowl sent to be pure and (Inc.

Orders are solicited. Wii. YICK.
Kochestek-, N. Y., August 1, 1853.

Suffolk and Essex Figgrs,
PURE breed, for sale by EJiEN WIGHT,
Ausust 1, 1S53.—;it. Dedham. Mass.

Hickok's Patent Improved Cider Mill and Press.
WE have been appointed sole agents for the sale ot this

mill and press in the city of New York. This is the most
approved mill now in use. Catalogues with description
and drawing will be forwarded by addressing ua post-paid.
Price $10. LOXGETT it GKIFFIKG.
August 1, 1853.—2t. 25 Cliff street, Nev/ York.

J>Iaiisficid's Clover Seed Hulling and Cleaning
MACHINE was awarded at the Ohio State Fairs, 1S50,

1S51, and 1S5'2, the first premiums, diplomas, and silver

medals. Warranted to hull and clean from 20 to 40 bushels
per day, or from 2 to 5 bushels per hour. Cash price of
machine $95. Manufactured and sold bv

M. H. MANSFIELD,
AuTust 1, 1S53.—*1 Ashland, Ohio.

Hickok's Patent Portable Cider Mill,

USED in various portions of the Union, (and conceded on
all hands to be the best cider mill made,) took the following
premiums in 1852

:

Silver Medci^ at the fair of the American Institute, N. Y.
Premixun, at the fair of the Franklin Institute, Philadel-

phia.
First Premium at State fair at Utica, at the Columbia

and Rensselear county fairs, and a Diploma at the West-
chester fiiir.

The price of the mill is $40, free of freight or insurance.

Manufactured by W. O. HICKOK, Harrislv.jig, Pa.

Sold by HiGQixs & Calkins, Castile Wyoming county.

C. E. Young, 159 State street, Euffulo.

Pkoty & CiiEw, Geneva, N. Y.
Seepage 247 this Journal. [ang.—3t.]

WORMS! WOUHS!
A GREAT many learned treatises have been written, ex-

plaining the origin of, and classifying the worms generated

in the human system. Scarcely any topic of medical sci-

ence has elicited more acute observation and profound re-

search ; and yet physicians are very much divided in

opinion on the subject. It must be admitted, however, that,

after all, a mode of expelling those worms, and purifying

the body from their presence, is of more value than the

wisest d'isquisitions as to the origin. The expelling agent

has at length been found—Dr. M'Lane's Vermifuge is the

much sought after specific, and has already superceded all

other worm medicines, its eflicacy being universally ac-

knowledged by medical practitioners.

jE^ Purchasers will please be careful to ask for Dr.

IVLane's CeUhrated Vermifuge, and take none else. AU
other Vermifuges, in comparison are worthless. Dr. Mc-
Lane's genuine Vermifuge, also his Celebrated Liver Pills,

can now be had at all respectable Drug Stores in the

United Stfites and Canada.

Important to Farmers, Agrictiltiu"al Societies, &c
Sale of ihornnqh-lircd Devon Cattle, Leicester Sheep,

DrdxMht Stdlliom, Dadry Cows, cfic, at Cottesmore

Fvrm, Coburg, C. W., the residence qf Mr. Jons
Masson.

I WILL sell at auction on Wednesday, 81st Augusts
1 thorough-bred Devon Bull, "Billy."

, ,,^ . .
2 do do Cows, "Beauty" and "Daisy,"

with their c-tdves at their feet, bull and heifer.

2 Heifers three vears old, " BoUo and " Young Beauty."

1 do two do "Lady Elgin," with her bull

calf at foot.
, , , , , -

2 one year old Heifers, " Princess" and " Ing Lady."

2 BuirCalves, ten months old.

1 Heifer Calf, nine months old.

Pedigrees will be given of the alwvc on the dajr of sale;

and a reference to the Provincial prize list for the last seven

years will furnish ample evidence of their quality.

^Mso, the well known^lrauirht stallions '-CLvnE Briton"

and "CoiuiKO CMiami-ion," winners of high premiums and

proved the best stcicU-irelters which have ever Iravrled ttiia

country, together with the entire stock of Horses, tattle,

Sheep, Pigs, Pitt's Eight Horse Thresher, tultivators,

Wagons, Il.irnesses, &c., &e., being a clear disp eiiish sale.

T'ur.MS.-Twelve months for all sums above i.2 10s., withr

out interest, on furnishing approved endorsed notes.

The sale will commence at 10 o'clock A. M Pjei^'sely.

E. 0. H ULL, Aucr. J ()1 1 N MAbbON.
Cottesmore Farm, Coburg, August 1, IboS.—It.

brr-i- ^M.
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Decid«dhj the Best and Ofusapeirt PotiUry Book in Oie
Union.

NOW READY,
KINEIl'S DOMESTIC POULTET BOOK.

OEDSRS receiwd for over Two Thousand copies of tliis
book in advnnee of its publication, vrhicli is unprecedented
in tlio gale of any work ever issued on this subject
This is an entirely now worlr, nad one of tlie most valu-

ttble boolvs i'oT practtml meslUnl has ever l:)een published.
In preparing it, the maid object was to study the artiial
'wa7iU of the Fowl-breeder, more than their lancv notions,
besides containing full directions for breeding, rai'sing, and
keeping the several kinds that eomo under consideration :

lyhen and how originated ; a large number of cuts from
hfe, of some of the best breeds in the country ; prices at
which thoy are selling in the market; together with such
other matter as was thought necessary. The varieties at
present aro so great, that a book published five years ago isnow behind the age. This work contains a vast amount ofnew and useful matter, and in the number of its illustra-
tions, great amount of iiractieal matter, and its fine typo-
graphical execution, is ahead of any other work on Poultry
ever published. The book contains over
ONE HUNDRED AND TUIRTT-Fmi POETEAITS
of the most perfect specimens of newly imported and native
breeds of fowls, and other cuts wliich have cost from $7110
to .$iU()—being double the number found in any similar,
book, while the price is only one-half as much. The
names of all the new and imported breeds are given, so
Uiat any person being at all interested in them, can here
and their full description, origin, Ac, &c. Kecollect

ONLY FIFTY CENTS
for the most complete book on Poultry ever published.

Dr. J. 0. Bennett, of Fort des Moines, Iowa, formerly of
Great Falls, N. II., author of "A Poultry Book," and one oi
the most extensive breeders of Poultry in this country, towhom the proof sheets were sent, writes

:

"No book ever published will compare with vours, as to
splendid and life-like engravings, and will unquestion-
ably be the best book published on the subject, and will
sell in preference to any other work. It %nll receive my
uniinng energyfor its sale all over the United States, and
1 have no doubt ,50,000 copies will be sold the first year."
As it is expected this work will have a very extensive

gale. It will be an object for book dealers, pedJers, agents
and others, to make early application.
The book is handsomely printed, on good paper, 12 mo

size, containing 256 pages, and sold at the low price of 50
cents paper, and 75 cents in full cloth binding. Those
wanting booke sent to their adtiress wiU send in their orders
oarly.

Books sent by mail to any part of the Union on receipt
of the following

:

^

For one co)n^ in paper, 50 ctj?. aotli, 75 cts.
J< or two copies do $1.00. do. $1.88
J- or threw copies, do 1.2.5. do. 2.00
> or four copies, do 1.50. do. 2.50
I ostiige pre-paid on receipt of nine cents for paper, and

twelvo cents for clntli.

T.ooks sold u> pediers. ag¥nfj<. and others, at reduced
prices, Addns.s, post-paid, Geo. -W. FISIIEK,

!>., I, . -^T -,- .
Bookseller and Publisher.

Kochester, N. \ ., August 1, 1S53.

DISEASES OF THE LIVES.WHEN the celebrated Dr. Eu>h declared that drunken-
ness was a disea.se, he enunciated a truth which the exn°ri-ence and observation of medic^-d men is every davcon-
nrming. The many apparently insane excesses of' thosewho indulge in the use of spirituous liquors, mav be thus
accounted li.r. The true cau.so of conduct, which is taken
for infatuation, is very frequently :i disea..^ed state of the
L,iver. No organ in tlie human system, when deranged
produces a mor.' frightful cal.a'.ogue of diseases. And if
instead of applying remedies to the manifestations of dis-
ease, as IS too orleii the case, physicians would prescribe

,,c
^

'^''f-^
''' "^"^ erigiiial cause, fewer deaths would r&-

sultfrom diseases induced by a deranged state of the Liver
Ihree-lonrths of the diseases enumerated unrfer the head'
of consumption, have their seat in a diseased Liver ^See
Dr. Gunn's great works.) ^

^i- Purchasers will be careliil to ask for Dr. iriMiie's
CelehratM Liver Pills, and take none else. There areother Pills, purporting to be Liver Pills, now befofe the
public. Dr. M'Lane's Liver Pills, also his Celebrated Ver-milUge, can now be had at aU respectable Drug Stores in
tho United States and Canada.

Seymour's Patent Grain Drill.

h'S'f„tI^P^h""«"^ *° Premium Drill of our country,having taken the first premium at every fair of the New
S'^^nt^:r"",'H"^^°f'^'>''

^'"«« '•^ firs[ introduction^

?rin?'n?T •°^u'*'^ Y?^^"'} P"^« ''^°d diploma, at the great

The following are among the advantages this Drill po'>-sesses oyer other Grain Drills, namely :-It sows all <.?a^nand seeds, from peas and corn' to grass seed, as wellas any

fn^'p.^/n'h'^T'^'^'''''''
"°' failingShus to perfomi in sow-mg e>en beet or carrot seed; and it is diflicidt to clog itwith any of the trash and foul stuff commonly found ingram such as straw, chaff, stems of tare or other weeds, oreven the heads of Canada thistles, too frequently found Tnthe gram. It will also sow any grain soaked and rolled Shrae, plaster, ashes, and all dry fertUizers which are fineenough to pass through the machine

hr^^n.^'^^'^rr
'' ''''" •*°''' '" "^'""^ '' will just as readily sowbroadcast by removing the drill tubes, w'liich is verv easily

rl; rnbi.^' 'I'^'^^'^^^^y fm^^^
in its construction, and veryuralle. It is easily iinderstood and kc])t in ordeV by com-mon laborers, or repaired by common mechanics, such^are at hand in nearly every neighborhood or town.Iho pnce IS but litile in advance of any other approvedgrain drill, and quite below that charged'for manyVhkhare far less adapted to the wants of the farmS orVanterhan this -and in view of its utility, simplicitv. conven-ience, and durability, it is believed to be by far the cliean-

be driw^t'^'r'!!';?- ^^'f
^'"' '« '^^'^^ sniall enoughT.be drawn by hand for garden purposes, when ordered

.«^„ T"?"""'"'"'"^ '" relation to machines, or the rightto manufacture, promptly attended to.
^

PC T. . ^- "• SEYMOUE, Manufacturer.
P. SE-i-MOUE, Patentee.
East Bloomfleld, Ontario Co., N T., August, 1S53.

P.31FEEENOE3.

Ea^t^Bl'o^omS^'''
^^^""'^^"^^ °'*'^"° Agricnltural Society,

Ea!i Bloomfiiw"^'
''''''""^ ^""^'^ Agricultural Society,

Colrege.''^'''^"'''''''''
^'^^''^«°' ^^^ "^o''k State Agricultural

Sociely,'^ArbanT'
^'"'^'"y ^"^ '^°'^ State AgricitlturaJ

^^ The above machine can be had of E. B. HaUock24 Exchange street, Bochester, N. T.
"'liotK,

Garden and Field Seeds,

?i?c'?F4''^-,'??"^
establishment of VANZANDT & BOW-DISH No. 114 State street. Eochester, N. Y., can bo pur-chased of the merchants generally throughout the country

in papers or packages, on reasonable terms. Also, at the

s&KoSfe?^^!^''^-^-"^^'-^^-^
The Seeds from this establishment can be relied on asbeing of the best quality. They are mostly imported orgrown for us by the Eastern Shakers, and are warranted

faehpTp'erTnkpac^f
'""^ for cultivation printed on

Eochester, May 1, 1853.
™^-^^T & BOWDISH,

Spring Chlchens,
HATCHED in March last, of the following breeds : Bra-mah Pootras, BufT, Black and Grey Shangh^s, EoyalCochin China, Malays, and Great Javas

I have a fine lot of tho above for sale at reasonable
prices, which I will warrant pure and as fine as any inAmerica. Address j yf PL^XT
August 1, im.-T '"^ P°*' office, Ehinebeck, N. T.

^^



EDITED BY P. BAREY, AUTHOE OF THE "FEXJIT GAEDEN."

Tiis Horticulturist, as its name implies, is devoted to Horticulture and its kindred arts Rural Archi-

tecture and Landscape Gardening, and will keep its readera advised of every thing new on the

subject, either in Europe or America. It is a Monthly Journal of forty-eight pages, beautifully

printed on the finest paper and elegantly illustrated. In addition to numerous wood eagravings,

each number contains a full page engraving on stone, of some new, rare, and valuable fruit or

flower, and is one of tlie most beautiful as well as the most useful Monthly Journals published in the

world. We subjoin a few notices by the press, showing the estimation in which the work is held

by our editorial brethren

:

"We are glad the work has fallen into such excellent

hands.

—

LouMoiUe Jaitvnai.

We fLH?l that wc are doing our readers a real Borvice when
we urge them to subscribe for this invaluable monthly.

—

Weekly Democratic Press, Chicago.

We congratulate the public on having so valuable a peri-

odical as the Horticulturist within their reach.

—

Ncno York
Dmj Book.

Its contents are spirited and various, the selections jadi-

cious, the illustrations elaborate.

—

New York Daily Tiinen.

A standard work of authority upon aT subjects discussed
or explained in it.— Vi<:k.sburj WMg.
There is no work in this country of greater ralue to the

cullivator of fruit.s.

—

Inquirer, Doriland, Me.

It is well got up ; its articles able, various, and appropri-
ate.

—

Gcnsva Ovicrier.

Every man who has land enough for a garden should
possess tills work.— Weediport Advertiser.

The plates alone are worth the year's subscription. The
letter press is of a highly instructive character, and embraces
a variety of topics. None who have a taste for the beauti-
ful in nature should l>e without such a valuable publication.—RcmMioii {C. W.) Sped^itor.

There is substantial profit as well as pleasure in cultiva-

ting taste in buildings, yards, gardens, Ac, and the sub-
scription price woul<l be capital well invested by those who
will attend to the contents of the Horticulturist.

—

Daily
Courier, Zanescfille, Ohio.

Any remarks of our own we fear would add nothing in

comparison with the value of such a well oonduelod work.
The plan of coloring the plates is decidedly beautiful, and
no person interested in horticultural pursuits should be
without it. It seems a wonder to us that horticulturists do
not look more to their own interest-s, than to allow their

monthly papers to be received without this indispensible

accompaniment. The circulation ought to reach half a
million. Although the number i-ssued is already extensive,

yet it should be increased, from the fact that it ia a work of

great merit.

—

Port Byron, {N. T.) Gazette.

This periodical is got up In excellent style, and well sus-

tains its former reputation under its present management.Middlebunj ( Vt.) lieffist&r.

We are quite satisfied with the work, and are inclined to

believe that, to Oie mass of readers, the work will be even
more acceptible than it was under the charge of Uie accom-
plished Downing. We recommend the work cordially to

Uie patronage ol our friends and the puhlic.—Jfaasachv-
tetis Spy.

Its contents embrace a variety of subjects, treated upon
in the most scientific manner. The illustrations are numer-
ous and well executed. We know of no other work of the
kind on this continent that can compare with the Horticul-
turist.

—

Daily Spectator, Ilamilton.

This magazine has lost nothing by falling into the hands
of its present proprietor, Mr. Viok, of Kochester; for he
maintains its neat typographical experience, while the new
editor, Mr. Barky brings to its editorial management abili-

ties of a high order.

—

Gazette, Eeeseville, N. Y.

The Horticulturist is almost invaluable to the fruit grower,
and to the gardener, and it ought to be in the hands of
every one. The new editor, Mr. Barry, proves his emi-
nent fitness for the post so lately filled by the lamented
Downing.— Watch Toicer, Adrian, Mich.

This publication embraces a wide field, and has some-
thing instructive for every reader. Its artistical embellish-
ments and mechanical execution are of the highest order;
for this we give credit to the publisher. Its editorials are
practical, scientific, varied, and instructive. Its corres-
pondence embraces some of the ablest horticultural writers
in the Union.

—

liegiiiier aitd £cca7ni7ier. West Chester, I'a.

This useful monthly, instead of losing interest as many
feared it would in consequence of the death of it-s lamcnied
proprietor and editor, Mr. Downing, continues to fully

maintain its reputation. In fact the present editor and
and publisher appear to be using their best endeavors to

raise it higher in public estimation than before. It is ah
eminently'practical work, and therefore well fulfills its

promises. No one who has anytliing to do with gardens, .

trees, shrubs, plants, or flower.s, should fail to be among its

readers.—A'»ie« and Advertiser, Middletown, Conn.

Tkrms— $2 per year, in advance. The volume commenced on the Ist of January last, and wo
can supply back numbers from that time. Those who prefer can commence with the (half year)

July number.

Colored Plates.— Still further to add to the value of the work, and meet the improving taste

and increasing wants of the horticultural comrauuity, an edition is published with COLORED
PLATIiS, each number containing a full page engraving of some new, rare, and valuable fruit or

flower, correctly colored from nature by the best living artiste in this line. This is a new and

important feature, in this country. Price $4 a year, in advance.

Address JAMES VICK, Jr., PuBLisnEn, Rochester, N. T.
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Great Sale of Short-horn and Devon Cattle, and
Southdown Sheep.

OW Monday, the (th day of September next, at 1 o'clock,

P. M., I will sell at my farm on Grand Island, six miles be-

low Bufl'alo. about 30 "full blood Sliort-horns, a few Devons,
and about J3i) high grade Short-horns and Devon cattle,

consisting of cows, heifers, and young bulls.

The young Short-horns are chiefly the get of my import-

ed bull, Duke of Exeter (1(1,1.52)—a bull not exceeded as a
fine stock getter by any bull in the United States.

The young Devons are the get of the bulls Candy and
Quartley, both imported by Mr. Stevens. The superior of

tliese bulls in blood, style and breeding, is not to be found.

Quartley is my present stock bull,

I will oflTer at the same time 50 pure bred Southdown
sheep—rams and ewes ; also, a few Middlesex pigs—both

sheep and pigs the direct get of imported sires, from dams
descended of late importations.

Catalogues will ready by the first of August, and will be
sent, on application to me, by mail.

Tkkms.—.\11 sums of $100 and less. Cish ; for larger

sums, approved notes at 4 months, with interest, payable at

bank, will be received, if preferred.

A steamboat will carry all persons wishing to attend
across the ferry to the farm at Id o'clock, on the morning of

the day of sale, Tlie stock can be viewed at any time pre-

vious, "bv calling on me at my residence in this place.

LEWIS F. ALLEN
Black Eock, July 1, 1S63.—2t

Employment for Young Men.—Book Agency.

D. M. DEWEY, Arcade Hall, Eoehester, has, during the

past nine years, employed several hundred young men in

the sale of books, and "is now more extensively than ever
engaged in the s-ile of good and valuable books by travel-

ing agents. The following are a few of the books now
offered

:

Uncle Tom's Cabin, in paper, retail, S^
Sequel to Uncle Tom's Cabin, in paper, retail 25

Key to Uncle Tom's Cabin, "' " 50
Youatt on the Horse, the best work on the Horse, .$1 50

Barry's Fruit Garden, the best work on Fruits, 1 2!i

Life of the Empress .Josephine, by Headley, 1 25

Dick Wilson, A new Temperance work, 1 25

The Australian Captain, a book of facts, 1 25

Chemical Field Lectures—Agriculture, 75

Bibles, New Travels, Histories. Biographies, Agricultural

Books, Novels, Pamphlets, &c., &c., all of which are put to

agents at the lowest cash prices—and agents are indemni-
fied against loss. A small cash capitarof from $15 to ^'iO

will be required, and the agent can earn from .^1 to .$5 a

day, depending upon his adaptation to the business.

N. B.—Orders for any Book wanted, with the price of the

book enclosed, will be promptly answered by mail, and
the book sent free of postage.

Subscriptions received for all American and Foreign
Periodicals. Address D. M. DEWEY,
May, 18.53. Arcade Hall, Eoehester, N. Y.

Patent fllammolh Premium Corii-Stalk,
Hay, and Straw Cutters & Grinders.

CAPABLE of preparing 100 bushels of Corn-stalks, or One
Ton of Hay or Straw, per hour, and reducing the largest

Corn-stalks" to the consistency of Cut Straw, avoiding "the

necessity of steaming or soaking, and saving 80 per cent,

over the common way of feeding fodder. Horses and Cat-

tle will do as well on fodder prepared this way, as on the

best hay. The First Premiuu)s have been awarded at

every exhibition where they have been exhibited for com-
petition. It can be worked by hand or power, without ad-
ditional cost. The inventor will forfeit .|50, after an impar-
tial trial, when this Machine is used in preparing good
fodder, if it does not prove to save SO per cent, over the

common way of feeding fodder, and it m.iy be fed in the

same condition as the machine leaves it, without meal or

soaking. Cows fed on fodder produce sweeter butter. Over
900 of these Machines have been sold. Price—$35.

yW State and County Eights for sale.

Gilbert's Excelsior Thresher and Cleaner,

Accomplishing more, with the same power, than any other
Machine. It can be driven with two horses.

Price—$200 and upwards, according to size. Horse Power
included. Apply post paid to J. G. GILBEET,

[2-tf ] 216 Pearl St., New York.

II. L. Emery's Newly Invented Double,
Tosfiile-Joiiited, Horizontal, Progrtssive
Lever Hay and Cotton Pre.ss.

PROBABLY no one thing has been more wanted,
and less improvements made upon it of late years,
than the Ilay Press. Notwithstanding this was completed
quite late the past season, a large number were made and
])Ut into sucee^sfid operation. As seen in the cut it is closed
up and about midway in process of compressing a bundle
of Hay. When fully pressed home, the ends of the levers,
which are seen at each end extending above the box, are
brought down by the chains or ropes and shelves, until the
levers themselves become horizontal with the floor. The
Pn'ssis provided wilh two followers, both working from the
ends towards the center and eflch other. The chains or
ropes from the levers are connected together by passing one
of them under the machine and both joining in a larger
chain or rope—this larger one being eoimecled with a cap-
stan or blocks and ropes, as most convenient.

When the Pnss isclriven home, the hay becomes pressed
into a bundle standing on il.s end. The side doors are
thrown open while the bands are passed round the bundle
and seeuri'd, when 'the top doors are loosened and the bun-
dle thrown out. For operation, the levers are raised, the
fcillowers drawn back, and the top doors opened from the
center to each end by unbuttoning the middle cross bar, as
seen in the cut. The opening on the top for receiving hay,
is 2 feet wide and 8 feet long. The Press stands upon the
floor or ground when in use. which makes it both conveni-
ent and capacious for filling and treading in the hay."^

The whole Press measures 14 feet long, 2 ft. 10 in. wide,
4 ft. 10 in. high, outside measurement, and weighs, complete,
from 12iio to 1500 lbs., and is ca})able of compressing 250 lbs.

of Timothy Hay into 16 cubic feet, (being 2x2x4 ft.) at the
rate of five bunJlles per hour, with two men and one horse,

and heavier bales in proportion as to size and time re-

quired.

For transportation, the inside work is readily removed
and boxed up, while the sides are packed together making
solid cubic measurement of the whole thing.

Price complete, wilh chains and capstans, !f1.3.5, and war-
ranted to work as represented, to the satisfaction of the pur-
chaser.

I will, in a future number, give a further notice in

detail, with more cuts illustrating its several parts detached.

For further particulars address H. L. EMEEY,
April, 16.53. Albany, N. Y.

Manures. .

FERTILIZERS of all kinds for sale by the subscribers.

Improved Superphosphate of Lime, Superphosphate of

Lime—both the above made after the recipe ol Prof. Mapes.

Peruvian Guano, SuljAuric Acid, Bone-dust, Potash
Sparlings, Poudrette, Plaster of Paris, &c. &c.

GEO. H. BAEE & CO.
53 Cortland St. New York.



AGRCULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAinJFACTOEY-
COENEK OF CAKOLINE & THIRD STREET.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Pitts' Patent Sepai-ntor—Iniprovetl Double Pin-
ion Horse Power—Pitts' Corn «Si Cob 311U3, «!tc.

I HEREBY give notice tliat since the extension of the

patent right on my ^Macliine for Threshinj; and Cleaning
Grain, I have removed \x) Buffalo, N. T., where I have per-

mantly located, and erected a large establishment for the

future manufacture of the above Machines.
The Separator has been enlarged, improved, and ren-

dered more permanent and durable in all ite parts, while
the Horse Power for strength, ease, durability and cheap-
ness of repair is not surpassed by any in the United Slates.

This Power is warranted to stand the full strength of eight

horses—also to give as much effective or useful power when
driven by one or two horses as any other Horse Power,
whether constructed on the endless chain or lever principle.

It was put on trial at the great exhibition of Horse Powers
and Threshing Machines at Geneva, July last, IS52, where
it received the New York State Agricultural Society's First

Premium " fir the best Horse Power for general purposes."
Tlie Separator, at the same trial, also received the Society's

First Premium.
My Machines will thresh and clean from three to five

hundred bushels of wheat per day, and other grain in pro-
portion.-

Two hundred of the above Machines are for sale at the

Agricultural Works of the subscriber in this city, all war-
ranted to be a better article than can be purchased at any
other shop, and if they do not prove on trial to be so, I will

take them off the hands of the purchasers at the price they
may pay me for them.

I further notify all persons who are purchasing Horse
Powers and S<--parators to be used in California or Oregon,
that I will hold them aceoimtable for any infringmants of
the rights secured to me by letters patent in the above Ma-
chines, as I am manufacturing a Horse Power and Sepa-
rator expressly designed for that section.

All orders for the above Machines hereafter addressed to

JOHN A. PITTS, Buffalo, N. Y., will receive pronipt at-

tention. JOHN A. PITTS.
May, 1853—If. Buffalo, N. Y.

French Zinc Paint.
THIS new and bp.iutiful article of Paint is now offered to

the trade and pul)lic, ground in prepared linseed oil, for the

first time in this country. It has been used successfully in

France for the last five years, where it has superseded v/hite

Lead as a paint.

The French Zinc when properly prepared and used,
makes the most brilliant and ilurable whito in use, and is

entirely free from all poisonous qualities.

The French Zinc is not more exppnsi\'e than whit(! lead,

and is prepared in such a manner that it requires no far-

thcr preparation for use, than to thin it with Turpentine or
raw Oil to the e/msi.stency of white lead paint.

The IVcnch Zinc is very much whiter, and has a better

body, thrm the New .Ferscy Zinc.
The French Zinc is offered dry, and prepared as above.

In quantilies to suit purchasers, at the Manufacturer's De-
pot, No. 17 JJuffalo at,, Rochester, N. Y.

July, 1852, M. F. REYNOLDS.

Fertilizers.

Peruvian Guano, lj;45 per ton.

Supcr|ilinspl\alc of Lime, 'iSi ct.s. per Ih.
Vttnu- Sawings, or Meal, If2.5lt, per brL
Turning's and Crushed, !f'J.25 «
Pnlveri/...,) Charcoal, .$1.00 "

Potasti SiTa|)ings, '.\J4 to 4 cts. per lb.

Plaster, gr.iund, ifl.liX to 1.25 pes bbL
Sulphuric Acids, 23;,'' to 2^^ eft. i)er lb.

For Bale at the Stale Agricultural Warehouse.
LONOE'lT & QRIFFING.

June 1 , 1 853-^t. No. 20 Cliff street, New York.

HAIiI.OCK'S Ag'l WTarehouse and Seed Store.
JVb. 24, ExcJuin^e street, Rochester, N. Y.

[Emery's Patent Premium Railroad Horse Power, Thresb-
ing Machine and Separator.]

THE subscriber, late from the establishment of Emery &,

Co., manufacturers at Albany, where he has been engaged
for the past six years, has been appointed their Sole Agent
in Rochester and Western New York, for the sale of

EmerifH ceWbrated Railroad Ilorae Foicers and ThrtsK-
ing Machines ; Circular and Cross-cvt Saw Mills,

Feed Mills, Corn-stock and Ilay-Ouiters, <&c.

adapted to the Power, and now offers them at manufac-
turer's prices, with the transportation added, and subject to

the warrantee, as follows :
'' To work to the satisfaction of

purchasers as represented in circulars and catalogues, or to

be returned within three months, and full purchase money
to be refunded." The attention of farmers is solicited, and
a careful investigation into the construction of this Power
and its comparative merits, as v/ell as price requested, be-

fore purchasing elsewhere. He is also agent for their

COMBINED REAPER AND MOWER,
and keeps constantly on hand Plows, Hay-Cutters, Corn
Shellers, Seed Planters, &c., &c., comprising a complete
and extensive stock of Agricultural and Horticultural Im-
plements generally, together with a full assortment of Field
and Garden Seeds, of the best Imported and Shaker
growth.

He is also agent for the sale of Seymour's Grain DriUs
and Broadcast Sowers, Wheel Cultivators, Gang Plows,
Clover Hullers. Cider Mills, Clover Gatherers, Horse Rakes,
Scythes and Snaths, Hand Rakes, Grind Stones, &c.

He will be prepared to furnish dealers with Drum and
Taylors's well known Scythes; also Manure, Straw, and
Hay Forks, Snaths, Rifles! and other haying tools at manu-
facturers's prices, wholesale and retail.

Particular attention is called to a New Plow, which is

believed to be the best cast iron Plow ever offered, and
which is warranted to do better work, with less expense of
team, than any other Plow heretofore sold in Rochester

—

while the price is less than any other equally well finished.

The "uniform one-price cash system" will be adopted,
with prices as low as the cost of articles, and just compen-
sation for labor and time, will allow.

Farmers and others are invited to call and examine the
stock of Machines and Implements, and are assured that
no effort shall be wanting to meet promptly the wants af &
dircriminating public.

K^l" Circulars and Catalogues furnished gratis on ai>-

plication personally or by mail. E. D. IIALLOCK,
Juno 1, lSu3—tf No. 24, Exchange street, Rochester.

Extra Improved Superphosphate of Lime for Sale.

THE subscriber, at additional expense, has recently made
important iniprovements in the maiuifacture of this well
tested and valuable manure, and is now prepared to ftir-

nish an article asuuredly equal, if not superior, to any in

the market, at the lowest cash prices.
Put in bags of 5ii, 100, and 150 lbs. each, and branded

"NOk 1 Superphospate of Limo." Manufactured and sold

by W.M. PATl'ERSON,
Divison Street Wharf, Newark, N. J,

agents:

IIaskkll, MminicTC A Bull, 10 Oould-st., N. Y.
H. Kmery, Esq., Agricultural Warehouse, Albany.
pHmiKKife FuLLKK, HaHowcll Maine.
E. OitKEN, Esq., Easton, Penn.
8. CuASB, Esq., Middletown, Conn.»

July, 1858-41.
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GEO. A. PRmCE & Co., MANUFACTURERS, 200 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

WHOLESALE DEPOT, 87 FULTON STREET, NEW YOEK.

For the convenience of Mrsio Dealers in all parts of the United States, we have made an arrangement with
the following firms, who will supply the Tradb at our regular Factory prices

:

GEO. P. KEED & CO., 17 Tremont Row, Boston, Mass. COLBURN & FIELD, 154 Mam St., Cincinnati, O.
BALMER & WEBER, 58 Fourth St., St. Loms, Mo.

General Agent for New iroi.'U City,

WBI. ^Alili & SON, - - No. 339 ©roadway, opposite the Park.

The subscribers take this method of calling the attention

of the public to a new Musical Instrument, as yet but little

known to tlie musical world, viz : Prince and Co.'s Im-
proved Patent Melodeon.

It is now about five years since these instniments were
first offered for sale, and during that lime the increased de-

mand fir them has been unparalleled. One hundred and
fifty workmen are constantly employed in the manufacture
and finishing from 15 to SO instruments per week,
and as yet they have not been able to supply the

demands promjitly.

For the benefit of those residing at a distance, and
consequently unable to inspect the Melodeon before

purchasing, we will endeavor to give a short descrip-

tion of the instrument.

V

The cases are made of Kosewood, and are as

handsomely finished as any piano forte. The key-

board is precisely the same as the piano or organ,

and the tone (which is very beautiful) closely resem-
bles that of the Flute Stop of the Organ—the notes

speak the instant the keys are touchcci, and will ad-
mit of the performance "of as rapid passages as the

Piano. The Pedal on the left is intended for a swell,

and with which the most beautiful effects can be jjro-

duccd. The Pedal on the right supplies the wind,
and works so easily that a child can manage it with-

out any exertion. The Bellows, (which is something
entirely new, and for which a Patent was granted in

December, IS-iG,) is a reversed or exhaustion Bellows,

and it is this, in a measure, which produces the pecu-

liar tone. The instrument can be immediately made
portable without detaching any part, the bellows re-

ceding into the body of the instrument, and the legs

folding under and s"pringing to their places, leaves

the whole in a compact form. Each instrument has

a packing case secured by lock and key.

The volume of tone is equal to that of a small organ,

and by means of the swell may be increased or di-

minished at the pleasure of tiie performer; it is suffi-

ciently loud for small churches, and is well calculated

for a parlor instrument. Hundreds have examined them,

and all have been loud in their praise; and the best

evidence of their merit is their rapid sale. But it is a new
instrument—a new invention, and is yet but little known in

the musical world, and it is for this reason that we call to it

the attention of all lovers of Music, believing that there are

thousands who would lose no time in securing one, were
they aware of the existance of such an instrument, and the

low price at which it could be obtained.

The following letter from Lowell Mason, Boston, to G. P.

Reed, we are permitted to use

:

Mr. Gko. p. Rkko, No. 17 Tremont Row, Boston, Mass.

J)ear Sir—M your request I have examined one of the

Melodeons manufactured by Ifessrs. Geo. A. Prince & Co.,

of Buffalo. I think the instrument in all respects equal, and

in some respects superior, to a-ny others of similar kind
which I have seen, and in particular with respect to quality

of tone and promptness of touch, or action of the reeds, by
which quick passages may be performed with certain and
distinct articulation of tones. An instrument of this kind is

the best substitute for an Organ in Church Music with
which I am acquainted. LOWELL MASON.
Boston, Mass., Sept 26, 1S49.

Five Octave—Portable. Price, S75.

PRICES.
FOUE OCTAVE MELODEON, extending from
C toC, $45 00

FOUR AND A HALF OCTAVE MELODEON,
extending from C to F, 65 00

FIVE OCTAVE MELODEON, extending from
F to F, T5 00

LARGE FIVE OCTAVE MELODEON— Piano
style, 100 00

LARGE FIVE OCTAVE MELODEON— Piano
style with' two sets of reeds, tuned in octaves, 15n 00

E^" Just published, " Petnce's Compij;te Instructoe
roRTnE LMPr.o\T;D Melodeon ; tfc which is added favorite

Ahs, Voluntaries, and Chants, arranged expressly for this

Instrument. Price 75 Cents.

CAUTION.—In consequence of the great success which has attended the introduction of Prince & Co.'s Melodeons,

numerous imitators have sprung up in diirercnt parts of the country—offering instruments mider the same name, and in

outward appearance resembling them. We would therefore caution the public to be on their guard, and examine those

made by Prince & Co. before purchasing. Many improvements applied are eafdusivehjow oion, and being the original

manufacturers, our experience has enabled us to produce Instruments which a discerning public have unanimously

pronounced superior to any thing of the kind hitherto manufactured. Many of the most eminent Musicians of the

cities of New York and Boston have voluntarUy given testimonials as to the high character of our Instruments, which

can be seen on application.

All ordws from a distance wUl beprompUy attended to, and'azoritten ffttaratUy of their chiraimty inU be given

TN if required. GEO. A. PEINCE & CO.

Y^-
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Tire Water Ctjkr JotniNAi^—A New Volume.—Now ra

the time to subscribe.—Published monthly, in a beautiful

quarto. Illustrated with ena;ravings, exhibiting the Struc-

ture, Anatoiry, And Thysiology of the Human Body, with

familiar insirURtions to learners. It is emphatically a -Jour-

nal of Health, designed to be a complete Family Guide in

a!! diseases.

Terms—Only One Dollar a Tear, in Advance. Address,

post-paid, F0WI.EK8 AND Weli^, Clinton Hall, No. 131

Nassau ^,trect, Now Tork.

"The Water Cure .Journal holds a high rank in the

science of health, always ready, straighlforward and plain

spoken, it unfolds the laws of our physical nature without

anv pretensions to the technicalities of science, but in a

form as attractive and refreshing as the sparkling element

of which it treats."—A^<?i« I'o/* Ti-ihuiie.

The iLi.usTUATEn American Piip.enological Jottrnal

—Devoted to Perenology, Mechanism, Education, Agricul-

ture, the Natural Sciences, and General Intelligence, pro-

fusely illustrated with Engravings. Every family, and

especially all young men and women, should have a copy.

Publislied monthly at One Dollar a year. All letters should

be post-paid, and "directed to Fowlers and Wells,

Clinton Hall, No. 131 Nassau-st., New Tork.

Toung men about launching forth upon the activities of

life, and anxious to start right,"and understand their course,

will find this Journal a friend and monitor, to encourage

them in virtue, shield them from vice, and to prepare them

for usefulness and success in life. The various occupations

will be discussed in the light of Phrenology and Physiology,

BO that every one may know in what pursuit he would be

»ost likely to succeed.—Publiboees.
July, 1S52—4t.

AuGKIClTLiTURAIi.

EVERT FARMER SHOULD .OWN
Colc''s Amencmi Vfirinarinn: A Treatise on the

Diseases of Domestic Animals. By S. W. Cole. In

one volume, 18 mo., with plates, sheep. Price, 50

The best work of the kind ever issued from the Amer-
ican Press. 34.000 copies have been i>ublished.

CoU's American Fm it Bnoh. By S. W. Cole, author

of*the American Vetrinarian. In one volume, 18 .

mo., numerous plates, full sheep. Price, 50

This is undoubtedly one of the most valuable works
on the subject ever published in this country. 18,000

copies published.

SeJicnrK-'fi liitrhfu Grtrdcner^fi Text Book : Contain-

ing full and practical directions for the formation

aiu! manaacment of the Kitchen Garden. By Peter
A. ScHENCK. In one volume, IS mo., numerous
plates, sheep. Price, 50

Brfck'.i Book of Flowers. A thorough work, with

full directions for the cultivation of a Flower Gar-

den, in wliich is also described all the various Trees,

Slirubs, and Plants, for ornamental purposes. By
Joseph P.ueok, Seedsman and Florist. In one vol-

ume, 12 mo., cloth. Price, V 75

Trfathfl on tJie Oomtruction, ireatin(f, and Veniila-

iion of Hot Ifoiiws. By R. B. Leuchars, Scotch

Garden Architect. 8 vo., with a large number of

Engravings, Plans, Drawings, Elevations, &c., ifec.,

cloUi. Price , 1 00

The only work on this subject ever published m
America. It is highly recommended by Prof. Silli-

nian, and other scientific gentlemen.

Th« American Fowl Breeder. Price, 25

Published by JOHN P. JKWETT & CO.,

Nos, 17 and 10 Cornhill, Boston.

For sale by all booksellers. [5-4t]

Superphosphate of Lime,

IN BAGS and Barrels, made by C. 15. De Buro, with full

dir(Mlii>ns for use,—warranted a pure and genuine article

—

for 6 lie by GEO. DAVENPORT,
Mo. 5 Conmiercial, comer of Chatham street, Boston, Agent

for the manufacturer. »

Also, for sale. Ground Bone, Bono Dust, Burnt Bone,

Guano, and Grass Seeds, of reliable quality. \.^^]

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
The Farm as a Manufactory, 283
Underdraining 285
Wheat-Culture 287
Comparative Fattening Properties of various breeds of
Sheep 239

Cure for Glanders ; Indian Corn, 244
Experiment with Guano, pure and mixed, on Wheat,. 246
" Ten Bushels to the Acre," 246
Hickok's Imjiroved Portable Cider Mill, 247
Design for a Farm House, 243
The Wheat Fly . or " Weevil," 249
Editors' Table-National Universities, 2i'V4

Notices of Books, 255
New Tork Cattle Market 256
Farmer Premiums for 1853, 256
State Fairs tor 1853, .*. 256
Inquu-ies and Answers, 256
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Curled Leaf in the Peach, 250
Strawberries 151
The Palmer Worm, 252
Answers to Correspondents, 257

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Hiekok's Improved Portable Cider Mill, 247
Design for a Farm House, 248
Ground Plan do, 249

Great Auction Sale of Trees.

WM. R PRINCE & CO , Flushing, L I., propose making
nn auction sale of the entire stock of their Nurseries, about
the Ist October next, and wlU advertise fully hereafter.

August, 1853.

Atkins' Self-raking Keaper.
THIS machine is now ofTcrod to tlie public, and warranted
to be a good self-raking reaper. It is also believed to be a
good mower, but not yet having been sufficiently tested in

grass (though it soon will be), is not warranted to be equal
to a machine made mainly or wholly to mow.
The raking apparatus is of novel and very simple con-

struction, and not liable to derangement, and every farmer
who has seen it in the harvest field, s.ays it performs the
raking better than a man can possibly do it.

Price of machines at Chicago, $17.5, of which f75 must
be paid on giving the order, .$50 upon successful trial, and
$50 in note payable 1st December.
The machines are most thoroughly built and warranted.

tS^ Descriptive circulars, with cuts, sent to post-paid
applications. J. S. WRIGHT.

" Prairie Farmer" Warehouse, Chicago, July, 1863.—3t

The Practical and Scientific Farmer's own Paper

THE GENESEE PARMER,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE,
ILLUSTRATED WITH NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS OP

Farm Buildings, Domestic Animals, Implements, &c.

VOLUME XIV, FOR 1853.

DANIEL LEE, JAMES VICK, Jr., & JOSEril

HARRIS, Editor.?.

P. BARRT, Conductor of Horticultural Department.

PIfly Cents a Year, In Advance.
Five Copies for $2— Eight Copies for $3, and any Inger

number at the same rate.

tSf" All subscriptions to commence with the year, and
the entire volume supplied to all subscribers.

{*7"I'ost-Mastei!s, Kaumeiw, and .•lUfViendsof improve-
ineiit, are respectfully solicited to obtain and forward sub-
scriptions.

8uliscripti(m money, if projierly enclosed, may be sent

(post-paid or free) at the risk of the I'lililisher. ,\ililrc8s to

DAIVIEI. 1.EE,
November, 1852. liochester, A^. Y.

BTERKOTYPED BY J. W. BEOWN, B0CUE8TKK, K. T.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES—THEIR USES AND ABUSES.

Agricultural Societies, of which there are some three hundred in the United States,

may now be reckoned among the fixed institutions of the country. Being in infancy,

and the otTspring of popular feeling, it would be strange indeed if they were not some-

times perverted from their legitimate use to advance the interests of the few at the

expense of the many. Nor is it an easy matter to prevent designing men from taking a

leading part in associations for the promotion of agriculture, in order to give public

premiums, publications, and exhibitions, such direction as will aid them in selling at a

large profit their neat stock, pigs, sheep, poultry, or patented implements of husbandry.

Abuses grow up as naturally and luxuriantly in all popular bodies, as weeds in a rich

garden ; and the extirpation of the latter is not more useful in horticulture, than the

correction of the former in all agricultural societies. Their ofticers and members should

guard against either commending or advertising, through the medium of their published

proceedings, unworthy objects. It is easy to injure the public, and the character of the

association. In State societies, an impartial observer may often discover a few gentle-

men of wealth, who are engaged in rearing Short-Horns or other stock to sell at high

prices, becoming year after year Presidents, or ruling members of executive committees,

and State boards, not to develop new truths in husbandry, or advance agricultural

knowledge, but to perpetuate the power and profits of an ambitious clique. Such char-

acters, by their monopolies, prevent the true friends of the farming interest from

encouraging the systematic study of rural economy, and the growth of a wise and valua-

ble agricultural literature. Literature and science can never be incorporated with

American agriculture, until agricultural societies think less of idle shoAvs and private

speculations, and more of illustrating the true principles of tillage and husbandry.

This is the legitimate object of all organizations, composed mainly of practical farmers.

A thorough knowledge of principles will most benefit them in their noble calling ; and

their annual agricultural exhibitions might be exceedingly instructive by demonstrating

the most important truths in rural affairs. Do our cattle shows now demonstrate any

such truths ? We think not. It is rare indeed that a new fact of any value is brought

to light at a well attended coun-ty fair, or State exhibition.

Inventoi's and manufacturers of new machines reap some advantage in bringing their

wares before the crowd ; but it would not diminish their gains if provision were made

by a prop r use of part of the funds of the society to teach its members something

more than they before knew of agricultural entomology, and other kindred sciences.

Insects, like wheat flies, weevils, and moths, are annually destroying crops to the amount

of millions, without the least public eftbrt being made to lessen the evil. Does it argue

well for our general intelligence that no agricultural society in this most prosperous

~'^M.
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republic has ever appropriated a dollar to foster the study of Insects ? A distinguished

and ingenious artist not long since explained to us a contrivance of his own invention

for the wholesale destruction of those destructive pests which damage our gardens,

orchards, and field crops so often, and so ruinously. With a little assistance from an

agricultural or horticultural society, he might render the country an invaluable service.

No provision is made in these associations to meet the pressing wants of men of deep

study and small funds— who labor to benefit the jjrofessional cultiv^ition of the earth.

Who can tell how much of the substance of the soil is consumed in the ordinary

production of a bushel of wheat, or a bushel of corn ? This important information

may be obtained by any agricultural society that really desires to enlarge the bounda-

ries of our knowledge of the elements of fertility in cultivated land. In the growth of

a plant on an arated surface, the earth parts with some of its mold and minerals.

What per cent, of these is lost, which never enters cultivated plants at all ? Would
it not be a wise use of the funds of an agricultural society to investigate the facts as to

what the soil loses by tillage when cultivated as for a crop of wheat or corn, by the

decomposition of its mold and the washing of its salts ? How much of the mold is

dissipated in the atmosphere as is the substance of a compost heap by frequent turning ?

If no effort is to be made to increase our knowledge of the philosophy of agriculture,

why expend time and money in attending shows and supporting agricultural societies ?

Idle hands and addled heads may seek trifling amusements ; enlightened, thoughtful

nSen, ask /or more of solid instruction, and less of humbug and personal favoritism.

They may readily obtain a reform in the management of State and county societies,

where reform is needed, by calling attention to existing abuses, and insisting that

the association shall do as much to increase as to diffuse knowledge. Our societies

now diffuse very little information among the masses, for the simple reason that

they really have nothing new and useful to communicate. Men must learn before

they can teach ; and we beg to learn when agricultural learning is to be kindly

taken by the hand and helped forward by the associated farmers of the United

States? From 1817 to 1853 we have been in the way of attending agricultural

meetings and shows, and we can not see that a fat ox, sheep, or hog, is any better now

than those exhibited in our boyhood. Thirty-six years ago young farmers desired to

know how much grass was necessarily consumed to form a pound of good cheese, or

one of butter. This information is as desirable now as it was then. Agricultural

societies have done nothing to elucidate the relation that vegetable food bears to animal

products. Are the ruHng spirits in all agricultural bodies fully resolved to make no

progress, and to set their faces as flint against the critical study of wool-growing, stock-

breeding, and dairy-husbandry ? A good cow separates from her blood a pound, or

pint, of milk every thirty minutes, for days and weeks together. This rapid conversion

of grass into blood, and blood into milk, has never attracted the attention of an agri-

cultural society in this nation, which probably contains more cows than any other.

Why not ofter premiums for cows that will produce the most butter and cheese from a

given quantity of food ? Researches of this kind might show that our native dairy

stock surpasses any recently imported high priced animals for the economical production

of milk. Give all an equal chance, and let truth and demonstrated superiority prevail.

Nearly all experiments are sadly defective, and lead to no conclusive results. Our pro-

verbial impatience jumps at conclusions, which, being erroneous, mislead just as far as

they are trusted. Ignorant men deceive not only themselves, but hundreds of others.

The exact relation that grass, hay, roots, and grain, bear to milk, butter, and cheese,

to beef, pork, wool, and mutton, might be ascertained and known to every one of the

five millions of farmers in the United States, if agricultural societies would take the

matter in hand. Experiments alone are needed.

-•^aI
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THE GENESEE FAEMEE. n
ON FEEDING HORSES, AND PREVENTING GLANDERS AND FARCY.

A DISTINGUISHED Veterinary surgeon, Professor Dun, of the Edinburgh Veterinary Col-

lege, calls attention to the following errors in the dieting of farm horses, Avhich are not

less common in this country than in Scotland.

1st. Much too long an interval is allowed to intervene between the times of feeding.

Horses are frequently worked six hours consecutively, during which time they receive no

food whatever. This practice has been found by experience to be prejudicial to their

health, inducing debility and predisposing to diseases of the digestive system. The

natural habits and digestive organs of the horse alike prove that he is not designed for

long ftists ; as the smallness of his stomach indicates the necessity of supplying it with

comparatively small quantities of aliment at short intervals. When at liberty, he eats

during twenty out of the twenty-four hours. This natural habit may be modified, but

pains should be taken not to run into the opposite extreme. A horse or mule when at

work through the day on the farm, should have some nutritious food every five hours at

the outside, if the purpose is not to impair his constitutional powers. When a plow

team is taken up early in the morning, and expected to work till noon before regular

feeding, it is the present practice of the best Scotch farmers to give each horse a lunch

of a pound or more of oat-meal or bean-meal cake between nine and ten o'clock. Some
prefer to mix oat and bean or pea-meal, Avhich is wet with water and " fired" or baked

;

the cooking enables the digestive organs to render the nutritive elements at once availa-

ble for the support of the exactions of labor. Dr. Dun is acquainted with several farmers

" who give these cakes whenever the work is severe and the hours long, and all of them

agree that their horses are now in much better heart and condition, and less frequently

attacked by indigestion and cholic, than they were when subjected to protracted absti-

nence, and without any intermediate meal."

2d. Food may be improper on account of over quantity, excess of nuritiveness, or bad

quality. By taking too large a quantity of food into the stomach at once, the immediate

bad consequences may be wind cholic, inflammation of the bowels and the surrounding

membranes, a founder ; and occasionally, the swelling of food eaten dry causes a rupture

of the stomach or intestines. An animal scantily fed from' day to day, sometimes gets

loose and finds access to a bag or bin of gi-ain, and being hungry, gorges himself almost

to suffocation ; or a bad servant may feed to excess, and out of all reason. We have

frequently wondered why grain or water taken into the stomach of a horse should so

immediately afioct his feet, producing the inflammation called laminitis— an inflamed

state of the extreme vascular membrane or lamina of the hoof. Let us see if we can get

at the philosophy of a common founder. A translation of a positive disease from one

part of the system to another, by what doctors call metastasis, is common enough ; but

a horse may be foundered where there is no positive disorder in the digestive organs,

and only an unnatural irritation from the presence of water or food improperly taken

into the stomach. The exercise and heating to which he has been subjected on the

highway or elsewhere, have brought the vascular and tender parts within the hoof into

a condition approximating inflammation, before either water or food is swallowed. The

antecedent hard service of the feet is a material fact in the case ; for without previous

driving, and too often hard driving, an acute founder is seldom seen. A sudden shock

is inflicted on the nervous system in the stomacb, which is sound, and its force shatters

first, not the sound stomach, but the heated, enfeebled, and partially inflamed feet, which

are connected with the stomach by abundant nerves. If the feet of a horse be covered

with water this revulsion from the stomach to the lamina of the hoofs seldom occurs to

an injurious degree. This brief explanation indicates the propriety of bleeding, and let-

ting a recently foundered horse stand in a stream of water to cool his feet. Give him

rest and physic. Proper feeding implies the use of neither too much nor too little grain,
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and a due proportion of hay, corn blades, shucks, straw, pea-\'ines, or other forage, which

had better be cut before it is consumed. If this forage is sound, bright, and was har-

vested at the right time, less grain will suffice to keep horses in a good condition.

Where one has neither hay, nor blades, nor straw, much care should be had lest highly

nutritive food, like corn, produce eruptions on the skiu, enlargement of the liver, yellow

water, and other maladies. If no otlier bulky forage can be had, horses should have

browse with their grain to aid in distending the stomach and intestines ; for bulk is an

important element in healthy digestion.

Glanders and fa7-ci/ have a common origin, the vitiated state of the blood, and are

regarded as only different stages of a progressive disorder. As induced by insnllicient

or bad food, farcy usually appears first ; and may continue for some time before any

symptoms of glanders present themselves. Farcy is characterized a« an unhealthy

inflammation of the absorbent vessels and glands, which become swollen from the depo-

sition of lymph, and soon ulcerate and discharge matter of a morbid and varying char-

acter. The poison from farcy-buds is carried in the blood to all parts of the body, and

under favorable circumstances, rapidly produces itself. Tubercles are formed in all the

lymphatic glands and in the substance of the lungs. Ulcerations appear on the mucous

membrane of the nostrils, which is attacked on account of its high vascularity. Those

parts first undergo disintegration which require for their healthy existence the largest

amount of blood. Between the first symptoms of farcy and glanders, and the fatal

termination of tbe disease, a very variable time intervenes, according to the strength

or feebleness of the constitution, and the virulence of the malady. Whatever impairs

the general health, or in any way vitiates the integrity of the system, may be regarded

as a cause of glanders. It follows colds, influenzas, strangles, diabetes, and perhaps all

other debilitating affections incident to bad shelters, over-work, and insufficient food.

Like all other diseases that mark the premature loss of vital power, farcy and glanders

are much easier prevented than cured. When from any cause the glands, mucous or

serous membranes of an animal become inflamed, while its general health and constitu-

tion are yet unimpaired, the purulent or aqueous secretions that may ensue, as in colds

or common distempers, are of a healthy nature, and they serve to work off the inflam-

matory action, which results in a speedy and perfect recovery. To maintain the stamina

of life in full vigor in all animals of any value, is an object of great importance; for the

principle applies to persons as well as to beasts and birds. Proper care and protection,

avoiding all extremes and unnecessary exposures, and feeding regularly, that the system

may never be surfeited by an exess of nutrient matter in the digestive and assimilative

organs, and never weakened by a deficiency of the same, are the cardinal points in

animal physiology to be kept constantly in view. All infected animals should be

removed from those still undiseased, kst the exhalations from the former, and perhaps

direct contact, communicate the distemper .to the latter. In systems pre-disposed to

any malady, it requires the least possible poison, acting as leaven, to excite a morbid

action in organs previously in an apparently sound condition. Under skilful treatment,

glandered horses sometimes live and perform labor for a number of years. This, how-

ever, only proves what every close observer must have witnessed, that had the same care

been taken of health before it was partially sacrificed, that was exhibited aftei'wards, no

injury of the kind would have occurred. When medical men shall come to understand

their noble mission, and the people comprehend their true interests, the prevention of

maladies, not their cure, will be the grand purpose of what is now the Healing Art.

Physicians ought to be better paid for the patient study and wisdom that prevents

sickness, with its pains, loss of time, and other incidental expenses and misfortunes,

than for the less skill of treating diseases according to the prescribed rules and theories

of the profession.
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HISTORICAL MEMORANDA.
NUMBER ONE.

The time is not remote when the agricultural history of this country will command quite as

much attention as its political or military history ; and it is the duty of such as possess

evidence not known to the public, showing the progress of agriculture, the difficulties

encountered, or surmounted, to contribute the same as a part of the rural literature of

the age. History will concern itself with facts and principles, and with little beyond.

It has suited the-- purposes of the New York Tribune, Albany Eoening Journal,

Rochester Democrat, aud other journals that sympathise with them at the North, as

well as several ultra sectional papers at the South, to attack the proprietor of the Genesee

Farmer, and represent him as the active partizan of the late Administration, and the

particular favorite of Mr. Fillmore. Similar charges are substantially preferred by the

Boston Journal of Agriculture of May last, in the following words :

" Our Caleb Quotem, who is at once an M. D., editor of two agricultural papers, publisher of one
or two political sheets, and political stump-speaker, Agricultural Clerk in the Patent Office, and
seed-raiser in general to the same."

Allowing the above statement to be all true, which it is not, it would appear that

this " M. D." is an industrious man, which is more than can be said of some of his

assailants. As to the assertion that we raised seeds for the Patent Office, it is wholly

untrue. We were never employed to grow seeds of any kind for gorernment, and

never was paid a dollar for such service. " Mr. Soule, chairman of the committee on

Agriculture in the Senate, introduced, by unanimous consent, a joint resolution to pro-

vide for the production of seeds required for distribution at the Patent Office. The
resolution appropriated one thousand dollars to produce such improved seeds of gi'ain,

grass, and vegetables, as may be wanted at the Patent Office ; the same to be expended

under the direction of Daniel Lee, Clerk of the Agricultural department of said office."

So soon as this resolution appeared in the proceedings of the Senate, it was appended

to a note from the Secretary of the Interior, of which the following is a copy :

"Makch, 27, '52.

" Sir : I beg leave to ask whether the above resolution was submitted at your instance.
" Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

"Dr. Daniel Lee. "Alx. H. H. STUART."

The letter of Mr. Stuart received the following reply :

Agricultural Rooiis, Patent Office, March 29, '52.

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 28th inst., in which you
ask if a resulutfon therein mentioned, and offered by Mr. Soule in the Senate, "was submitted at

ray instance." I answer, that it was not. I have the honor to be,

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

Hon. Alex II. 11. Stuart, Sec'y of the Interior. DANIEL T^l^
,

Had the Secretary been friendly to the Agricultural Clerk, or had the latter beea a

partizan of the President, as has been a thousand times falsely asserted, a member of

the Cabinet would not have opposed the resolution of the chairman of the Agritultural

committee, and attempted to hold a subordinate clerk in the Patent Office responsible

for the official action of a United States Senator. As a personal favor to the Agricul-

tural Clerk, Mr. Soule did not press his resolution to its final passage, which he

introduced at his own instance, because two-thirds of the seeds distributed he knew to

be dead and worthless.

The fact was known to many Senators and members of the House, that we did every

thing in our power to prevent the sending out, under the patronage of the government,

so many very common and valueless seeds ; but we were constantly oyer-ruled by one

whose character is drawn to life by Dr. Stansbury in the following letter

:



s.

"Washington, January, T, 1853.

Dear Sir:—I received your note of yesterday, making inquiries with regard to my knowledge
of Mr. Ewbaxk's character and conduct while Commissioner of Patents. I regret the necoesity

which impels you to call upon your friends to sustain you in a controversy with such an antagonist;

and as a matter of personal feeling, I should have greatly preferred remaining silent. But I have

seen the uiiiust and unwarrantable attacks made upon you by Mr. Ewbank, in the Tribune and
other pa])ers ; and I can not refuse to give you the benefit of my humble testimony in the estab-

lishment of the truth.

I feel sure that wiierever you and Mr. Ewbank are both known, nothing he could say could have

the slightest irithicne?, in injuring your reputation. You ask rae what was Mr. Ewbanks character

for truHi in the ofiice ; and whether I know of any instances in which he was guilty of falsehood.

I am constrained to say that his character for ti-uth was bad: I have frequently known him to be

fTuilty of gross falseliood, both in his official and personal dealings. He was accustomed to give

verbid orders, and afterwards, when tiieir consequences showed them to have been injudicious, or

bore hardlv upon himself, to deny that he had given them, and throw the blame upon those by
whom they were obeyed. In one case, I knew him to dictate to a gentleman what he should ronetn-

bcr ; and in another, to order a clerk to certify to an account (his son's) of which he knew notliing.

I have also known him to direct work to be recounted, in order that more pay might be given for

it (to his son), wlien it had already been liberally coxmted, according to tlie usage of the office. I

have farther known him to employ persons to do work for his reports under promise of payment,

and when the v/ork was done and used, to refuse payment, and deny having promised it.

With such a knowledge of Mr. EIwbank's conduct, I could not believe him even under oath, in

any ease in wliich his passions, or his interests were concerned. This opinion is strengthened by
the fact that he is an avowed disbeliever in all those sanctions which are supposed to give peculiar

solemnity and obligation to an oath.

You ask me what was Mr. Ewbank's treatment of his official stibordiuatos ? It was characterized

at sometimes by a coarse and vulgar familiarity, and at others by a rude disi-egard of their feelings,

almost brutal. It has never been my misfortune to meet a man in a high official position, who
knew so little what belonged to it ; or who was so entirely destitute of the appearance, bearing,

and manners of a gentleman.

In eouclusion, allow me to add that Mr. Ewbank, so far from being the political martyr he would
have the public believe, has been defended, protected, and adhered to by his official superiors, with

a perseverance as remarkable as it was unfortunate ; and he waa removed at last only when his

mismanagement threatened the utter and irretrievable ruin of the Bureau over which he presided.

In quitting it, I have yet to learn that he has left behind a friend, or carried away the respect of

one of his official associates. I remain, dear sir very respectfully yours.

Dr. Daniel Lee. CHAS. R STANSBURY.

The author of the above letter has been some eight years in the Patent Office, is

Secretary of the National Institute, and was the representative of the government at the

great London exhibition, whose report has been printed by Congress.

We know of no good reason why the readers of the Farmer should not be informed

of the character and conduct of their public servants at Washington, so far as the pro-

motion of agriculture is concerned. \Ve shall state only facts, and let others draw

inferences. The charge that we have made, since our connection with the agricultural

press, " political stump-speeches," is false. So far from the truth is it, that at the two

last Presidential elections we refused to vote at all, although at the polls and entitled to

vote. Nor have we ever smuggled in, as many do, a political bias in our agricultural

writings. It is due to history that the causes which have prevented any success at the

federal metrcpolis, by those who have toiled for the great forming interest, should be

recorded. There has been, and still is, a great deal of corruption in Washington ; and

we can hardly render the country a bettor service than aid in its exposure, to secure a

much needed reform at some future day.

In reference to the agricultural progress of the several States, we have private vouchers

enough to fill a large volume, some of which we shall publish from time to time under

the head of " Historical Momoranda." In a work entitled " The Future Wealth of

America," by Fkancis Bonynge, on page 52 may be found the following:

" Takenfrom the three daily papers of Charleston, 8. C.

" At a meeting of the Agricultural Society of South Carolina, held at their fiirm on Tuesday, 15th

inst., (Jidy, 1851,) Hie enterprise of Mr. Bonynge, late from India, to introduce tea-culture, as well

ofi that of coffee, the date, mango, indigo, and other tropical plants, into the State, was brouglit to
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the notice of the Society. Mr. Bonynge being present, the Society came to the resolution that the
enterprise is a laudable one, and calculated to advance the prosperity of the country. They highly
approve of the views of Dr. Lee, of the Patent Office Department at Washington, as published in

the daily papers of our city recently, and tendered to Mr. Bonynge the use of their farm on which
to commence his experiments. (Signed) JOS. O'HEAR, Secretary.

What the " views of Dr. Lee" were, of which the South Carolina State Society

" highly approved," will appear at another time.

Under date of " Nashville, August 2d, 1851," Mark R. Cockrill, Esq., writes to us

as follows :

" Dear Sir : Your esteemed favor of the 24th ult. is received, covering a communication on the

subject of a National Agricultural Society. I have shown it to one of our o<litors, and it will

appear next week in the Banner. The object at which you aim meets my decided approbation;

but I regret to say that we have no State Society now founded to unite in aiding this national

project."

To promote the organization of State and. county societies where none existed, we
have labored for years, with a view to unite the whole in one combined eSbrt, and

thereby elevate the profession of agriculture above all other professions, whose numbers

and. wealth are so much inferior. Why can not all cherish sufficient patriotism to

embrace their whole country, and. cordially co-operate for the advancement of a great

and common interest ?

^.

TEA- CULTURE—THE INTRODUCTION OF TROPICAL PLANTS INTO
THE UNITED STATES—THE VITAITY OF SEEDS, «tc.

Although the following letter was written more than three years ago, yet, if we mistake

not, it contains facts and suggestions that will interest the reader

:

Gentlemen: Believing that a judicious experiment to introduce the culture of tea-plants, and the

manufacture of tea in the Southern States, will prove successful, I desire to make a few suggestions

on the subject, as my name has appeared in the Conrier in that connection.

Tlie Horticultural and Botanical Societies of London, Paris, and Berlin, have had large experience

in procuring both seeds and plants from all parts of the globe, and they have found, what few
Americans seem to undei-stand, that seeds sprouted, and thereby transformed into young plants, may
be conveyed by sea in all latitudes with much greater safety than undeveloped germs, whose vital

principle is destroyed by slight changes in the oil, starch, sugar, or protein substances contained in

seeds. Without the presence of atmospheric air or moisture, the natural heat of a tropical climate

will effect chemical changes in the organized elements in most seeds and buds, which prove fatal to

their vitality. Young plants, not seeds, should be brought home.
So promising is tea-culture in tlie British possessions in Asia, that great efforts are now making to

extend the . business. The London Oardeneri Chronicle, received by the last steamer, announces
" the most gratifying and important intelligence, brought by the Indian mail, that Mr. Fortune's

labors in procuring a supply of^ the finest tea-plants, and Chinese workmen had reached a success-

fiil issue." He brought to Calcutta, from the most celebrated tea districts, eight experienced

manufacturers, the fii'st that ever left their native country, together with a large assortment of

implements, 17,000 germinating seeds, and 1,749 tea-plants. Government took so deep an interest

in Mr. Fortune's enterprise, that it furnished a steamer to eonvliy him, his Chinamen, plants, and
implements up to tlie plantations of the Tea Company, which already produce about 200,000 chests.

Many Chinese are beginning to emigrate to California, and tea-plants might easily be procured at

ShanghfB, from which port there was shipped to the city of New York 8,423,692 pounds of tea

from July 1, 1850, to February 1, 1851 ; and during the same seven months 17,038,125 pounds were
exported to England. (See Merchants' Magazine for June, page 749.) Without troubling you with

the detail of information gathered from various sources, I feel warranted in expreseing the opinion

that the time is not far remote when Southern enterprise and field hands will excel the Chinese as

much in the simple operations of picking and curing tea leaves, and g^o^ying the trees, as they now
do in growing, picking, and ginning cotton. In case an experiment is to be tried, a few skillful

manufacturers from China should be procured as soon as a plantation affords any considerable

quantity of green leaves. Steamers will soon make regular trips between Shanghse and San Fran-

cisco, and if one familiar with horticultural operations, or vegetable physiology, is employed to

procure young plants, any desirable number may be obtained. In putting up two eases of cameHas
from the Botanic Garden of Calcutta, Mr. Fortune mixed tea seeds with moist earth in China, and
when the ship arrived at Calcutta he took out 16,000 seeds which were sprouted and growing.

(_>i \-
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Tliis republic is probably the only civilized nation in the world -which has no national society,

either botonieal, horticultural, or agricultural, to promote the introduction from abroad of whatever

is useful or ornamental in the vegetable kingdom ; and yet it is not easy to find under one govern-

ment so wide a range of cl.mates equally favored by seasonable rains for the almost boundless

production of the valued fruits of the earth. Because a good Providence has done so much for us,

shall we ungratefully refuse to do any thing for ourselves ? Instead of importing from year to year

so many bushels of dead seeds to throiv away, through the government agency, it shouldgive one-

half the money expended for agricultural purposes to an independent board or association, fairly

representing- the ao-ricultui-al interests of the whole country, and let such association transact a strict

professional business, in a common sense and scientific way. If the friends of rural science and

improvement at the South will unite with those of the Middle, Northern, and Western States, I

have reason to believe, from some correspondence on the subject, that such a society may be organ-

ized on a permanent basis. Life is wearing away, and is always uncertain, and wiiatever good we
intend to do in our generation we had better be about it. Is it not plain to every reader that the

ao-ricultnral interest of the United States needs nothing so much at this time as an iutelligent work-

ing head ? Neither talent, nor patriotism, nor money is lacking ; nothing is really wanting but

organization among the friends of agricultural im]iroveraent to achieve the most honorable and

useful results. Science belongs to no party nor section ;
and hitherto it has done next to nothing

for the owners and cultivators of American soil. Is this always to be our condition ? For one I do

not believe it. Knowledge is too valuable for that, and something effective will soon be done to

turn the labor, the capital, and the intellect of this country to a better account. There are before

rae wheat and oat plants, grown expressly to test the natural inherent powers of different seeds to

yield unlike crops when treated alike in fertility of land and tillage; and the result is a difference

in product of sixty per cent, iu the oats, and forty-six in the wheat. How few planters, farmers.

or gardeners have ever measured the vital force of different seeds? Friends, vegetable and animal

physiology should no longer remain a sealed book. Let us open it and read the first lesson.

Yours, respectfully, DANIEL LEE.

Strange, is it not, that the young men of tliis country cannot be persuaded to study

the vital force of seeds ? Farmers often change their seed wheat, seed corn, and other

seeds, to obtain more vigorous germs. Why, then, should not the natural laws which

govern both the improvement and deterioration of agricultural seeds and plants, fruit

and forest trees, command our best attention ? To the popular mind, vegetable and

animal physiology are indeed a sealed book. If the United States had an efficient national

society to employ such a man as Fortune to introduce Tea-Culture, the country -would

soon possess another staple second only to that of cotton in its commercial advantages,

But for some reason our three hundred agricultural societies fail to sympathize with

each other. They remind one of the dark ages under the Heptarchy of England, when

seven kings -were armed to the teeth, ever ready, and ever expecting battle. It is the

deplorable want of civilization that makes us expend a thousand dollars at militia train-

ino-s, and for military purposes, where we give one to increase our agricultural knowledge.

STUDY THE INSECTS THAT DAMAGE THE FARMER.

For some reason Agricultural Entomology is less studied and understood than almost

any other branch of rural knowledge. This general neglect of an important science is

doubtless one cause of the alarming increase of destructive insects in many parts of the

country. Let the subject be fully and critically investigated, and the result will show

that man unwittingly destroys thousands of birds which Providence intended to subsist

on insects, and keep their larvie from devouring the farmer's wheat and other grain, and

the gardener's vegetables and fruits. If we study Nature's laws, we shall discover the

important fact that no great class of animals, or plants, can be exterminated without

inilicting severe and irreparable damage on the human family. Even insects perform

important functions in the economy and e.xact balance of organic nature. Subsisting

mostly on vegetable substances, they check the strong tendency, in many districts and

countries, to the over-production of plants. If there were no insects and no birds, the

existing relations between the animal and vegetable kingdoms could not endure a year.
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The order of Nature -would be broken up, and tbe growth of forests and grasses would
extend out of all proportion, as compared with the graminivorous and carnivorous

mammalia. The change might not arrest public attention at first, but soon the new
order of things would indicate the usefulness and necessity of both insects and birds.

These were created because the plan of the Creator would be incomplete without them.
If this feebly expressed view of created beings be sound, man can not nearly exter-

minate the birds of a country and not, in effect, augment indefinitely all the insects

that prey upon his crops, and greatly annoy his domestic animals. We wish to lay the

axe at the root of the tree, and show that natural laws demand the multiplication of

the beautiful feathered tribes, whose music has a deeper meaning as the voice of the

Invisible, than man with his murderous guns has yet dreamed of.

Suppose the State of New York had a thousand robins where it now has one ; how
many caterpillars, moths, worms, grubs, and other voracious insects would these birds

consume? If public opinion were only enlightened on this subject, so as to protect all

insectivorous birds, we should soon cease to complain of curculios, weevils, peach tree

and apple tree borers, pea-bugs, and a hundred garden bugs, flies, snails, grasshoppers,

locusts, cotton, and tobacco worms. We have had opportunities for studying most of

these depredators, and regard the unnatural destruction of birds, or their expulsion

from all so-called civilized communities, as the principal cause of the increase of insects.

The reproductive powers of these is incredible to one who has paid no attention to

entomology. There is not an animal nor a plant known to science upon which no insect

subsists. The larvai of mosquetoes consume myriads of infusoria that grow in stagnant

water. The millions of " wigglers" that may be seen in reservoirs of rain water, grow
and wax fat on something more substantial than air or pure water. By consuming the

organized elements in which decay has already commenced, insects often purify water

and the atmosphere. The young of a common flesh-fly adds 200 'fold to its weight in

24 hours. This can only be done by the enormous consumption of very nutritious

food. Imagine an ox that weighs 1000 lbs. adding 199,000 lbs. to his weight in a day,

or a year

!

If it were not for the fact that insects destroy one another, and thus keep down their

numbers, they might, perhaps, entirely exterminate all other living things, and then die

from starvation, leaving not a plant nor animal on the globe. Among all the 100,000

different plants, and 200,000 or 300,000 different animals, how wonderful that no family

of either obtains the mastery, and rules supreme ! Plants and animials maintain a

perfect republic ; the balance of power between them all is complete. Man, by his

superior endowments, is able to disturb this comprehensive and delicate balance more
than any other order of beings ; and he can never fulfil his high destiny until he
studies, comprehends, and obeys the laws of his Maker. To this standard our agricul-

tural and horticultural knowledge and practice must rise before we have a rii^ht to

expect complete success. Let us then study Nature and observe how nearly all the

feathered tribes, with which we are familiar, hatch their young at that season of the

year when insects and their larvae most abound, when so many millions are daily con-

sumed to feed the voracious broods of rapidly growing birds. In Maryland and
Virginia, largo flocks of turkeys are reared expressly to be driven through tobacco

fields by children "to worm the crop." A turkey from tbe time it is large enough to

eat a worm till it attains its full growth, will consume an incredible number of insects,

and forcibly illustrates an important natural law. Barnyard fowls, doves, and pigeons

may also be cultivated at a profit. Of all the works written on Poultry, we have never

seen one that treated the subject in a truly scientific and philosophic spirit. When an

adult turkey eats 100 ounces of dry corn, what will the excrements formed by this corn

weigh after they are dried ? Who has investigated this matter ?

In their relations to agriculture, both ornithology and entomology are much less
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understood than many suppose. The learned and scientific men who have cultivated

these departments of natural history, have been unacquinted with agriculture, and their

language is too classical and little known for their books to be much read by farmers. In

future numbers of this journal we shall endeavor to describe in familiar terms the habits

and transformations of those insects most injurious to agriculturists.

THE BREEDING, REARING, AND FATTENING OF SWINE.

There is abundant room for the exercise of skill and talent in the breeding, rearing,

and fattening of swine. Of all nations, the United States have the greatest facilities

for prosecuting this branch of husbandry in the most economical manner, by reason of

the fact that Indian corn may be grown by American farmers on which to feed hogs,

cheaper than in any other country. It is our superior natural advantages for keeping

this class of animals that makes the swine of American husbandmen excel their sheep in

numbers nearly ten millions. Tennessee has four times more hogs than sheep ; and the

business of producing pork, lard, and bacon for foreign consumption, extends much
more rapidly than wool-growing, although a pretty high tariff has been brought to bear

in favor of the latter.

Less attention is paid to the breeding of hogs, generally speaking, than to any other

domestic animals. This neglect leads to their deterioration in many districts, particu-

larly where pork or bacon is not a staple of agriculture. The remedy lies in keeping

a smaller number, selecting both males and females with the greatest care as to form,

quiet habits, tendency to take on flesh, and the females should be good nurses. Breed-

ing in-and-in, or in too close relationship, is a common error with farmers who allow

their hogs to run in large herds, and with little regard to males. Carelessness in the

propagation of swine can not be too severely censured ; for beyond all question it

imposes a needless loss on the country of many millions of dollars every year.

One should breed large, or small, or medium sized hogs, according to the market, and

the cheapness with which they can grow the food consumed by this kind of stock. As

a genej-al rule, hogs of medium size, well fatted, are most desirable, although instances

are not rare where packers and hog buyers pay a premium for heavy porkers. They

are said to cut up to a better advantage, and yield a larger cash return per 100 pounds.

The intelligent farmer will readily learn what his market calls for, and meet it in the

most economical way. Having wisely selected that breed which suits his circumstances

best, he will not allow his sows to bring up more pigs than they can fairly supply with

milk, unless he has the milk of cows to aid in pushing them forward in the first

two months of their existence. Where hog-raising is prosecuted on an extensive scale,

pigs are wholly dependent on their mothers for nutriment for some weeks when young

;

and then is the time when their constitutional powers and habits are mainly fixed for

life. A pig once seriously stunted, is irreparably damaged ; and we can not too

earnestly insist on the policy of attempting to rear no more than one can feed well all

their days. Cheap meat—that is, meat made at a small cost to the producer, is that

which is the product of cheaply grown food, not that obtained from half starved pigs,

shoats, and stock-hogs. It is all-important to the farmer who makes fot hogs his prin-

cipal crop, that he understand the art of producing clover, peas, oats, and corn in the

cheapest possible manner. Fresh clover fields are exceedingly valuable as ranges for

large herds of swine ; they may even be wintered on good clover hay, although corn,

peas, oats and roots are cheaper winter feed. To produce meat at the minimum cost,

whether pork, beef, or mutton, one must have rich land. The farmers of New York

and New England can not compete successfully with those of the richest portions of
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Ohio and Indiana in producing fat hogs, because they neglect to improve their lands

with a view to have them equal to the best on the Scioto and Wabash rivers. To
make millions of fat hogs on lean land as cheaply as it may be done on fat land, is an
impossibility. But if the farmers in the Atlantic States will first fatten their land, it

may be continued so as easily as any land at the West. One great advantage of pork-

making is, the facilities it afibrds for the improvement of one's farm ; for all the crops

being consumed on the land, it regains not only the mineral elements of said crops

drawn from the soil, but a considerable share of the organic elements taken from the

atmosphere. It is impossible to rear and fatten hogs and not make a good deal of rich

and valuable manure ; but it is easy to allow manure to be dropped in the woods, or in

low swampy grounds, where it is not needed, and where hogs are allowed to run. The
art of rearing hogs at the greatest profit includes the husbanding of all the dung and
urine produced by them in the best possible manner. In this way alone can one econo-

mically fatten his corn and clover fields as well as his hogs. Let them have both

shelter and water in the lots where they feed, or are fed. While young they need a

reasonable amount of exercise to develop muscle and bone, and for their health. In a

state of nature in forests, swine take considerable exercise in searching for their daily

food ; and in this way they acquire great strength of limb and muscle, and remarkable

constitutional powers of endurance. Many families of swine are injured by too high

feeding when young ; and this remark will apply to shoats, hoi'n cattle, and some of

the larger mutton sheep, as kept in England. Excessive fatness is so unnatural a condi-

tion as to amount to a positive disease ; and if long continued from birth till death in

a family, its constitutional powers will gradually fail, and the race become extinct.

There is a golden mein in this matter, which the stock-grower will do well to study

and follow. If allowed to range in a good clover, pea, or oat field, growing hogs will

take just the exercise that is best for them, and salt as well as water should be provided,

adding a little sulphur and ashes. When put up to complete the fattening process, if

one can not conveniently grind as well as cook the grain consumed, it should, at least,

be boiled in large kettles. This is not an expensive operation, and cooking, by rendering

the starch in corn or other feed soluble, like gum, materially increases the nutritive value

of all grain and tubers fed to swine. This does not impair the quality of the manure,

while it augments the yield of fat in the animal. Hogs should be kept reasonably

warm, dry, and be regularly fed. As a matter of profit, care should be taken not to

feed too long before selling or killing them. On the other hand, one may not feed long

enough to attain the maximum profit. As in other departments of husbandry, experi-

ence and observation can alone make one skillful in the breeding, rearing, and fattening

of swine.

The Castor Bean.—We find in the Tropical Farmer, published at Oceol% Florida,

the subjoined letter on the culture of the Pahna Christi, or Castor Bean, and the mode
of expressing the oil. It was written by a gentleman of Perry county, Ala., to his

friend at Tampa Bay :

You wish to get information as to the manner of raising the Castor Bean, and the yield in seed

and oil to the acre, and the kind of press used for extracting the oil. I will endeavor to answer
your queries as you have put them down, though as far na I have been engaged in it, I have lost

money owing altogether to the difficulty of raising the seed in this climate. I have found in two
years past that the crop promised to do well until the middle of June, at which time a drouth set

in which cut off the crop. I have not been able to raise more than five bushels of seed to the acre.

If a man could be sure of twenty or twenty-five bushels to the acre, and was prepared to manufac-

ture the oil, it would be a good business. From the statements you make about its growth in your
county, I should think good land ought to bring twenty-five to thirty bushels per acre, (46 pounds
of seed is considered a bushel of Castor Beans, though mine did not weigh but 38 to 39 pounds to the

bushel ;) 46 pounds of seed ought to make two gallons of oiL I have cultivated two kinds, the

large red and a green kind that pop out of the hull by laying them on a clean yard in the sun. I

dS]
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have found here the green to be the best, though they require prompt attention in saving, or there

is great loss in its popping out in the field. It must be cut as soon as the bottom part of the head

begins to crack open. The red would require a mill something on the order of the rice mill to

clean it, but would give good time to gatlier. I do not know which would produce the most in

vour conutrv. The seed, f think, is equally good for making oil. We have another kind of green

that grows here— seed quite small and hard to hull. This I do not think would be profitable on

account of the difficulty in hulling, though they are rich in oil. I plant in rows live feet apart,

and about three feet apart in the row. With you, if the same stalk continues to bear from year to

vear, I think a greater distance ouiiht to be given. My press is made nearly like tlie four-screwed

ipress used in compressing cotton—the wheels being made stronger, it requiring much greater pres-

sure to extract the oil than to compress the cotton. To build such a one as mine now, would cost

about ^5000. I can ^wess on mine in ten hours 100 gallons of oil.

Thov use at the north-west two kinds of press, one a simple screw, that works in a cast iron

frame." Tliis kind will cost about §250, and will make about twenty-eight to thirty gallons of oil

in nineteen hours, if well attended to. The other is a hydraulic press, that costs, perhaps, §4000 or

$5000, and would make, perhaps, forty or fifty gallons of oil per day. The barrels should be made
of good white oak, and if not well made will not hold the oil. The process of clarifying the oil is

rather a ditfieult one, and requires, to do it well, both practice and good judgment, as it has to be

manafTcd very ditferently in its different stages. The person who boils it must know from its

appearance how to vary its management, or the temperatui'e of the fire in the least mismanage-

ment, will color the oil, and make it unsaleable. If boiled in its first stage too fast, it turns of a red

color; if boiled too slow it has the same etfect, as it leaves the impurities that should be thrown

on the top and skimmed olf in the oil, and stains it—if heated too hot it burns and colors it.

I will endeavor to describe the process that I used : The oil from the press should be strained

into tlie kettle (which should hold about sixty gallons) through a coarse bag, made of coarse grass

skirting—putting to fifty gallons of oil about six gallons of water—bring it to boil by a slow fii-e

—

after it commences boiling, keep it just at that stage that the dirt and scum will rise freely, (skim

this off and put it in a barrel or tub to be strained in the next boiling, as a considerable quantity of

good oil will be taken ofi' with it,) when the dirty scum has all ran off, and the oil begins to have a

somewhat milky ap]:)0.arance, the fire must be a little slacked, but kept high enough to cause the

wliite scum to run off freely, which must also be skimmed off to be put with the next boiling. The
oil, if well managed at this stage, will soon get quite clear, and will require less fire, as the water

evaporates from it— it must be continued to boil quite slow until all the water has evaporated,

which may be known by cooling some of the oil in a phial, set in cold water—if the water is all

.tit it will be quite clear in the phial when cold, but as long as the least milky appearance is left

in it, the evaporation must be kept up. Great care must be taken at this stage to prevent burning

the oil—only fire enough must be used to keep it simmering—it generally takes from ten to twelve

hours to complete a boiling. After it is done it must be strained through a thick satinet bag, into

something which will hold oil, and left to settle a few days before barreling it.

I had forgot to mention that I have used about half a pound of loaf sugar dissolved inwater, to

be put in before or about the time it commences to boil. This, I think, aids much in separating the

impurities from the oil.

If you should conclude to engage in this business, and I can give you any further information, I

will do so with pleasure. You wished to know if there would be any market for the seed in Mobile

or New Orleans. I do not suppose there would be in Mobile, but think they might be sold in New
Orleans, to be shipped to St. Louis, at which place they bring a good pi-ice, vai'ying according to

the price of oil. When oil sells at 15 cents per gallon, seed, 1 think, is worth about the same price

per bushel; when oil is worth a dollar, the seed would be worth about $1.20 or $1.25. If oil

should be Avorth $1,50, seed would bring about Sl.Yo in St. Louis. It would, however, be more

profitable to make the oil, if you can raise the seed advantageously.

Yours respectfully, R. W.

Manufacture of Lime.—The Wisconsin gives a description of some lime kilns,

recently erected at Milwaukee by Mr. P. C. Hale :

"He has in operation one kiln, 16 by 20 feet in size, and 12 feet high, with an .arched roof of

brick, containing seven chimneys, and another kiln, nearly comjdeted, much larger than the first,

in whii'h he can manufacture 600 barrels of lime per week, and is prepared to increase the number
of kilns as fast as business demands. These kilns are so constructed that nearly an equal amount

of heat is thrown upon each stone at the s.ame time. Jn consequence of the arch no cold air

reaches the top stones, and the whole contents of the kiln are equfilly burneJ, leaving no small

stones half burncil, as is inevitable in the old fashioned kilns. As it is neither burned too much
nor too little, it is ])urer and sti-onger than other lime. The kilns are so constructed as lo save

about one-third of tiie wood, and one-half of the labor of other kilns, and are burned in fifty-four

hours, no matter how large the kiln. It is only necessary to keep the fires properly tended with

-|' . Buitable fuel, to insure u burn with as much certainty and accuracv, as the baking of bread in ovens."

^



The London DAreres.—^The Yorkshire cow is tlie great favorite with the London dairyman, as she

answers all the purposes of his trade, being a good milker, and when accident or old age renders it

necessary to discard her, she is soon ready for the shambles. In Mr. Biggs' dairy, 31 Edgeware
Road, London, there are about 400 cows constantly kept ; of these, the greater proportion is com-

posed of the Yorkshire breed, of various degrees of affinity between the old Ilolderness and Durham
breeds. There are also some of his cows which are longer in the horn than those already mentioned,

and which are no doubt more allied to the original Ilolderness, or perhaps have long-horn blood in

them ; while there are others whose horns and general appearance indicate their close alliance with
the improved short-hoi-n or Durham breed. Of these, the most valuable is the cross between the

Ilolderness and Durham, as being good, both for the pail and the butcher ; on the other hand, the

Ilolderness and long-horns give the richest milk, run soon dry, and are more difficult to fatten, while

the pure short-horn gives least milk, but makes most beef in a given time. With these properties

to choose among, it is not difficult to decide which of these breeds is most profitable to the London
dairyman, whose trade is to sell as much milk as he can, and only to fiitteu his cows for the butcher

when necessity compels hira.

A Yorkshire cow in a London dairy establishment is seldom calculated to give less than 20 quarts

of milk daily, for the first four months after dropping her calf, and many of this breed have been
known to give from 30 to 40 quarts of milk daily for a few weeks after calving. In Mr. Biggs'

dairy, 20 quarts a day is the average quantity of a great proportion of his best cows, and many of

them would continue in milk all the year round ; but as this would be injurious to the aninals, and
would diminish the yield in the succeeding yeai", they are intentionally run dry about six weeks
before the time of waiving.

The whole quantity of milk produced in 12 months, by one of those Yorkshire cows, when fed

as in the London dairies, can not be less than 4000 quarts or 1000 gallons. The retail price of new
milk is IQd. per gallon, and when sold wholesale to the milkman, the price realized by the dairy-

man is not less than Is. per gallon ; so that from this data it appears that a cow, giving 1000 gallons

per annum, produces 50/. worth of milk during that period. Of course, the feeding is very liberal,

and fro.-n the high price of green food in the metropolis, is necessarily very expensive. The milking

and feeding in Mr. Biggs' dairy is as follows :

4 A. M. milked. A good milker can milk 16 cows in 2}4 hours.
4 " 1 bushel basket of brcwerS' grains to every two cows.
6 " 3 buslael of Swedes, or Mangold Wuxzel to every two cows.
7 " 1 truss of hay to every 12 cows.
9 " Water ; which is the only time they are allowed to drfnk during the 24

hours in winter, and each cow drinks about 24 quarts. In summer,
water is given twice.

11% " 1 bushel of grain to two cows.
1 P. M., Milked again.
2 " 8 bushels of roots to two cows.

8/^ " 1 tru58 of hay to every eight cows.
In summer the green food consists of clover, Italian rye grass, or Vetches.

The cows are milked twice a day, which occupies about 2i hours each time. Tlie cow-houses are

cleaned out five times every day, and the gutters kept sweet by allowing water to flow through

them. The cows are thoroughly cleaned and combed once a week.
From the foregoing data, the following calculation of the annual expense of house-feeding a

London dairy cow may be deduced :

Wini'er Food, from \st October to \st May (212 dayt.)

212 bushels of grains, at M., £5 6
13J^ tons of Swedes and Mangold, with the tops, at 20«., 13 5
1 ton of hay, at 9U«., 4 10

SujntiKr Food,fr&>n 1st May to Ist October (153 days.)

\\}4 tons of grass, clover, or Vetches, at 2fls., 11 10

753 bushels of grains (or an equivalent), at 6rf., 3 16 6

Interest on capital, 16/., at 5 per cent.,! 16
Hazardous insurance, or annual loss, 16

Attendance, milking, &c., 1 6

Total expense, i^l 4 6

Produce per Cow.
1000 gallons of mUk, at Is. £50
Calf, 1

Manure, a 4

£65
Deduct expense, 41 4 6

Profit, £13 15 6

The daily expense is nearly 2s. Sd per cow, and the daily yield of milk throughout the year

nearly 2f gallons ; and no Loudon dairyman will long keep a cow that does not give 2i gallons per

day. In the above calculation no charge has been made for rent of premises ; but even although

\l. per cow be struck off for this item, the profit is still abundant
In speaking thus highly of the Yorkshire, as in every way well adapted to the purposes of the



metropolitan dairyman, it must be admitted that she is neither bo good for a cheese or butter dairy
as some of the smaller breeds. In the former cnso, quantity of milk is the desideratum, -while in

the two latter it is quolity or richness. Were the Yorkshire cow employed either for the production
of cheese or butter, the refuse—whey, and butter milk, or skimmed milk—would be much greater
than that yielded by milk of a richer quality ; and, iu consequence of this, the profits would be
considerably diminished. In a milk dairy there is no refuse ; and should the consumers iu large
towns complain of the inferior quality of the milk sold to them, they should remember that they
can not enjoy the luxuries of the country and tliose of the town at one and the same time. The
consumer is entitled to be served with the milk as it comes from the cow ; but when he insists on
having grass milk iu the middle of winter, he has no reason to complain should his importunity
force the milk-seller to adopt the harmless device of counterfeiting an article to please his customer's
oye, by the infusion of a drop of burnt sugar, to give the milk the rich yellow appearance which it

usually possesses when the cows are fed on grass.

—

Mr. Haxton, in "How to Choose a Good Milk Cov).'

Guano, Superphosphate of Lime, and Chafpel's Fertilizer for Wheat.—Last f^ill I ciit two acres

of corn off to seed down wheat. Part of the land was a mellow loam, and part of it stony— the
stone a gray sand stone. I measured it off into three pieces—two pieces half an acre each, the
other one acre, in the middle, and drilled in the wheat with one of Moore's patent grain drills, the
first week of October. On one-half an acre I sowed 150 pounds Peruvian guano before sowing;
on the other I sowed 160 pounds of superphosphate of lime one week after the wheat came up

;

and on the one acre piece 600 pounds of Chappell's fertilizer before drilling the wheat in. The
guano cost $4.50, besides preparing it for use; the superphosphate $4.80, and the fertilizer $8.60.

There was no manure of any other kind put on either piece. For want of barn room I did not cut

and put each lot separate ; I can not therefore state the yield as accurately as I would like. Last
fall I could see very little difference in either ]uece, bnt in the spring the guanoed piece had a darker
green appearance, and was thicker on the ground than either of the other pieces. When the v/heiit

came out iu head, the guano piece was about four inches taller than the others, and those who
helped cut it, with myself, say that there is about one-third more to the groimd than on either of

the others ; the wheat better filled, and a better yield of straw.
Last fall I plowed in 160 pounds guano on three-foui'ths of an acre of corn stalk ground, where

I had corn two years in succession, the ground inclining to clay, and where the corn was the
smallest in the field. On a half acre, rather better land, I plowed in six large ox cart loads of

horse stable manure, kept under cover ; the land was also manured in the spring for the second
crop of corn. Between these two pieces I could see no difference in the wheat when cut, except
that the manured was riper two or three days sooner, owing, I suppose, to the land being higher.
The guano in both cases showed itself to the drill marks.
My conclusion is, that guano is cheaper than manure for wheat, as it costs less per acre. We have

to pay |;1.50 for an ox cart load of manure in West Chester, and haul it three miles, which is worth
half a dollar more. When I haul wood to West Chester, I haul manure as a back load, or I could
not haul it for that price. I would prefer good barnyard manure to either of the other three, if I

could make enough on the farm for each field. But the farm being out of order when I purchased,
I can't make enough as yet, using, as I do, part of it for potatoes in the spring. I put some Pata-
gonian guano and superphosphate of lime in the furrow for potatoes, along side of manure this

spring, and when dug I may give you the results of the experiments.
The kind of wheat raised was the Mediterranean, drilled one bushel and three pecks per acre. J.

F. I., in Pennsylvania Farm Journal for Avgust.

Wood Gas in Germany.—^Two years ago, Dr. Peter Koffer, in Munich, invented this kind of gas
for light ; but, in order to make impracticable by suitable apparatus, he invited to a share in his

invention Mr. E. R. Breisach, an eminent practical chemist iu Augsburg, to whom the merit is due
of having brought it to general use in many cities of Germany and Switzerland. Mr. BnEisAcn
published ii report in the Ausburg Allecjmeine Zeitung, 20th May lasi^ in wliich he says it is beyond
cavil that wood gas can be supplied and used on the largest scale. 'The streets of Bayrouth (a large

city iu Bavaria), arc lighted with that gas, and eye witnesses from all parts of the country, confirm
imanimously that in brilliancy it is far superior to coal gas. Tlie intensity of its light is solely

a.scribod to chemical ])urity. For my investigations here in Bayrouth, I have made use as well of

Bunsen's Photometer as of ordinary wax light, as I did in former investigations at Augsburg with
coal gas, and I found an average, as the result of fifteen experiments on different days, and at dif-

ferent Iiours of the day, tliat under a pressure of 6-7 millimetres, and with a breadth of flame of

21 lines, and a composition of gas of 5 feet per hour, 15 3-10 power of light is produced, while coal

gas, under the same conditions, yields only 10-12 light power. For private consumers it may be
agreeable to be informed that with flat burners, consuming 4 7-10 cubic feet per hour, they have a

light power.of 14 7-10, and with 3 1-10 cubic feet, a light power of 8.

Should further experiments confirm the above statements, the use of wood gas will

become general in this country, where wood so abundantly abounds.
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WHEAT FLY, ERRONEOUSLY CALLED "WEEVIL."

^^ro

The scientific name of ttis insect, according to Latreille, Kollar, Curtis, and Harris,

is Cecklomyia trltici. Like the Hessian fly [Cecidomyia destructor), tlie wheat fly or

midiie belongs to the order Biptera, Linn^us, (two-winged flies), ami to^ the genus

Tlpulidce, unlil it was divided by Latreille, there being one hundred and thirty species,

by forming the new genus Cecidomijia, which includes a number of flies that deposit

their eggs on the ears and leaves of wheat, and other cereal plants.

Figure 2 in the plate is intended to represent the insect at its natural size, but its

body being only about a line in length (the 12th of an inch), the drawing is larger than

the fly. Figure 1 represents the female much magnified, and figure 4 the male also

magnified.

Farmers seeing numerous little orange-colored worms in the heads of wheat, have

naturally believed them to be the ofi'spring of a weevil, and hence they speak of the

malady as "the worm" or "the weevil" in their grain. The proper name is "Wheat

fly," whose habits are unlike those of the Hessian fly. The larvaB of the wheat fly

undergo pupation in the ground ; those of the Hessian fly in the sheaths which sur-

round*\he stems of wheat at or near first and second joints above the earth, from which

the perfect insect emerges. The wheat fly produces but one generation in a year
;
the

Hessian fly produces two. The larvse of the Hessian fly suck their support from the

juices that flow in the stems of growing plants, while those of the wheat fly gnaw and

eat the kernels of wheat. Hessian flies cause wheat to crinkle and fall down from the

weakness of the straw near the ground ; wheat flies cause the heads to ripen pre-

maturely, and the glumes or chaft' to open, giving yellow birds and others an opportu-

nity to devour the worms on the grain. The female wheat fly is armed with a long

retractile ovipositor, with which she penetrates the glumes and deposits her eggs, either

on the young seeds or in the middle of the blossom, from which, a seed is developed.

The larvja jump on being touched ; they have no feet, are of a citron color, wrinkled or

warty at the side edges ; the head terminates in a point, and the posterior end is trun-

cated. The pupa is slender, pointed at both ends, and of a reddish color. Figure 3

represents the pupa greatly magnified.

The Rev. William Kirby, of England, was the first to give a scientific description of

this midge, and apply to it the term tritici, the genitive of triticum (wheat.) Dr.

Harris and the lamented Willis Gaylord were among the first to describe the wheat

fly in this country. Mr. Gaylord copied the drawings of it in a prize essay, published

in the Transactions of the New York State Agricultural Society for 1843, from Kollar's

work, as translated and illustrated by J. and M. Loudon, of London, in 1840.

Dr. Fitch, of Salem, in this State, has studied this insect for some years, and pub-

lished in the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture and Science, and in the Transactions

of the New York State Agricultural Society for 1845, the fullest account extant of its

natural history. Mr. S. W. Jewett says the wheat fly first appeared in Western Ver-

mont in 1820
;
{N E. Farmer, Vol. 19, p. 301 ;) but it was not until the years 1828

and 1829 that it became so abundant as to attract the attention of the public. In

former years, when Maine was more of a wheat-growing State than it has been in the

last decade, the Maine Farmer said : "A million dollars would not pay the damage it

has done to the State of Maine alone." Dr. Fitch, who resides in AVashington county,

estimated the injury done to the wheat crops in that county in a few previous years at

1500,000. Indeed, the farmers in the Hudson river counties and along the Mohawk

were induced to abandon wheat-culture mainly to avoid the ravages of the wheat fly.

Ten years ago, according to Mr. Gaylord, it first appeared in Onondaga county ;
it is

I now in the Valley of the Genesee; but with what results time alone can determine.
^ ^
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DESCRiPTiojf OK Plate.—Fig. 1, Female Wheat Fly, magnifie<l ; 2, Natural size ; 3, Pupa or chrys-
alis, magnified; 4, Male, magnified. Hg. 5, G. tcrgata ; 6, Il^ad of wheat, showing the Larvte
deposited on the kernels.

The only reliable preventive of damage from this insect hitherto found is, to abstain

from wheat-culture in neighborhoods Avhere it prevails to an injurious extent. Early
seeding is generally recommended by those wheat-growers who have had to combat
this enemy. It is exposed to the depredations of other insects which deposit their ova
in the larv;e of the Cecidomyia tritici, and the parasites hatching, devour the maggots
of the wheat fly.

Figure 5 represents another variety of Cecidomyia, called C. tergata, which differs but
little in color IVom the insect already briolly described. There are other varieties

of wheat flies with scientific distinctions, but they differ so little from the Cecidomyia
tritici that the distinctions made are of no practical value to the farmer.

Insects injurious to the farmer are on the increase in this country, and we have often

expressed our regret that agricultural entomology should receive so little attention from
agricultural societies and naturalists. As the pupa of the wheat fly passes the winter
but an inch or so under ground, it is possible that fall plowing will turn up these

chrysalids, and expose them to be eaten by birds, moles, and other insectivorous animals.

It is not likely that freezing will kill the pupa of any lly hurried slightly in the earth.

Birds and toads are the natural enemies of the young of all insects, and they should
be kept—or at least not harmed—that they may multi])ly and destroy insect depreda-
tors. Insects multiply preternaturally because man exterminates their enemies, and
thereby nullifies the balance of organic nature.
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^
MAPES' IMPROVED SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

Once more we are under the necessity of referring' to this article. It is not that we have

any pecuniary interest in this matter, or that, as Mr. Mapes' asserts, we are sold to puff

the superphosphate manufactured by a rival house. We are personally unacquainted with

Mr. Mapes, Mr. De Burg, Mr. Patxerson, and all other manufacturers of superphos-

phate. Their commercial interests sink into insignificance when compared with the

chemico-agricultural principles involved in this question—principles which, to our view,

lie at the very foundation of a judicious rotation of crops, and of a rational system of

agriculture. From the introduction of superphosphate of lime we anticipate great

improvements in American agriculture. We have as high an ppinion of the value of

superphosphate as a fertilizer as has Mr. Mapes ; and we have as earnestly advocated

its extensive use. What we object to in Mr. Mapes is his extravagant praise of his own
catch-penny "improvement" in his Workinq Farmer—his recommending it as the best

and cheapest manure for all crops, and his absurdly ridiculous assei-tion that his

" improved superphosphate of lime" can not be manufactured in England for one

hundred dollars per ton, and that, to his certain knowledge, if it could be, it would

immediately take precedence of all other manures.

Of the articles in which we have stated our reasons for the views we entertain on this

subject Mr. Mapes has taken no notice. Opinions without reasons are of little conse-

quence, but as we have previously given the reasons, we may be pardoned for again

stating, as briefly as possible, our opinions on this subject.

As reg£irds the value of superphosphate of lime, we know that for turnips and ruta

bagas it is the best manure in the world, but to obtain its full effect it must be drilled

with the seed. In consequence of this, the improvement of Mr. Mapes, which consists

in the addition of Peruvian guano and sulphate of ammonia to the mixture, is a decided

injury, as these substances are injurious to the germination of the seed when drilled

with it. For clover, mangel i^'urzel, cabbages, carrots, celery, lettuce, and tomatoes,

superphosphate is a good manure, though were both the same price we should prefer

Peruvian guano. For wheat, barley, oats, potatoes, and, we believe, though we have no

experiments of our own to sustain the opinion, that for corn and timothy superphosphate

of lime, in ninety-nine cases out of one hundred, will be found of no essential value.

These opinions are directly opposed to the teachings of that large class of agricultural

chemists to which Mr. Mapes belongs, who think that the composition of the a.shes of

plants afford a true index of the relative proportion in which the elements of plants

should exist in the manure applied to them. This is a very plausible deduction, but,

unfortunately, like many other beautiful theories, experiments and the experience of

practical men prove it to be unsound. For instance : the ash of wheat and of the

cereal grains generally contains 50 per cent, phosphoric acid, while the ash of turnips

and ruta bagas contains only 10 per cent. Yet an extensive series of carefully conducted

experiments, as well as the universal experience and practice of English farmers, prove

that phosphoric acid is of no direct benefit to wheat and to the cereals generally, while

for turnips and ruta bagas it is the most essential element of a manure. Thousands of

tons of superphosphate are annually used in England as a manure for turnips, while

from personal observation we know that superphosphate is never used as a manure for

wheat, and is not even recommended by the manufacturer as a manure for any of

the cereals.

Again, this imj^roved superphosphate of lime, according to Mr. Mapes' certain knowl-

edge, can not be manufactured in England for less than |100 per ton. This we have

previously shown to be a very silly mistake, inasmuch as phosphate of lime, sulphuric

acid, guano, and sulphate of ammonia, the ingredients which Mr. Mapes says he puts

~J^'-
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in his manure, are cheaper in London than in New York ; and further, we have said,

and are able to prove, that if S. W. Johnson's analysis of Mapes' improved superphos-

phate of lime can be relied upon, there is a superphosphate of lime made in London, in

every respect as good as Mr. Mapes', and of which many thousand tons are annually

sold at wholesale for $28.22 per ton.

This brings us to another point. The analysis of " Mapes' improved superphosphate

of lime" by S. W. Johnson, published in the Country Gentleman of March 3d, has

been pronounced by Mr. Mapes erroneous ; and he stated that the error lay so palpably

on the face of it, that if no one else pointed it out he should feel obliged to do it him-

self. For the credit of science be it recorded, that there is at least one other chemist

in the United States beside Mr. Mapes who has discovered the errors of Mr. Johnson's

analysis. This learned individual is Dr. Enderlin, of New York— according to Mr.

Mapes one of the first chemists of the age, and a gentleman who, according to his own
statements, has made many valuable discoveries in chemical science. We are rather

surprised that such a great and learned man should be so much a sycophant as this

reply to S. W. Johnson indicates.

Were Mr. Johnson at home we should, of course, not interfere in the controversy
;

but as that gentleman is now in Europe, it may not be out of place to examine briefly

this attack on his scientific reputation.

The first great error Dr. Enderlin points out is, that Mr. Johnson calls the phos-

phate of lime found in bones, coprolithes, apatite, (fee, &c., " neutral " phosphate instead

of " basic" phosphate ; he gives the true composition, but makes a mistake in the name.

To correct this grevious nominal error, the learned critic devotes two columns of closely

printed matter. • Now, Mi-. Johnson was writing for practical agriculturists, and wished

to make his meaning as intelligible as jDOssible. lie doubtless knew, as well as the pro-

found Dr. E., that there were other compounds of phosphoric acid and lime ; but he

also knew that the only two compounds that concerned the agriculturist in relation to

superphosphate were the bone earth phosphate of lime, a,nd the superphosphate of lime

;

the one insoluble in water, the other quite soluble. Now, to convert the one into the

other we add sulphuric acid, which takes away a portion of lime, producing a compound
containing more phosphoric acid than the original phosphate. Mr. Johnson calls the

first compound neutral phosphate, and the other the acid phosphate. Can Dr. E. give

us two names that would convey a more distinct idea of the two compounds ?

Another error is thus stated : "That no phosphoric acid is set free which could com-

bine with the undecomposed phosphate (as Mr. Johnson thinks to be the case) is easily

to be understood from the above exposition of the chemical process." The exposition

is this : th-e phosphate of lime contains three atoms of lime united with one atom of

phosphoric acid ; the superphosphate of lime contains one atom of lime united with

one atom of phosphoric acid. Now, when we add to phosphate of lime two atoms of

sulphuric acid, two of the lime are taken away, and the remaining atom of lime is united

with the atom of phosphoric acid. Admitting this exposition to be true, is not phos-

phoric acid set free, and does it not unite with the undecomposed phosphate, as Mr.

Johnson supposed ? We can understand the process in no other way. The phosphoric

acid is combined with the tvhole of the lime ; the two atoms of lime do not exist

separately. When part of the lime is taken away the phosphoric acid united with it

must, for ought we can see to the contrary, be set free prior to its combination with the

remaining undecomposed phosphate whereby it forms the superphosphate of lime.

This is the second great error of Mr. Johnson.

The third is still more egregious, and is thus stated : " That no free sulphuric acid can

be present in such a manure when the named proportions of sulphuric acid and bone earth

are employed, and the mixture is carefully and thoroughly stirred up and left at rest for

-,
|. . a sufiicient time, is perfectly evident. Nevertheless, Mr. Johnson found, against all chem-
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ical possibility, in 'Mapes' improved,' 20.98 per cent. /ree ^wZpAttnc a«c?. * * When
we find sucli an analysis we can not but have doubts respecting the ability and expe-

rience of the analyst." This, we presume, is the error which Mr. Mapes said lay so

plainly on the face of the analysis. Let us examine it a little. It is true that phos-

phate of lime and sulphuric acid can not be brought into direct chemical contact

without decomposition. For instance : were both in solution it would be " against all

chemical possibility" to find free sulphuric acid and undecomposed phosphate of lime.

But in a dry mixture, as when calcined bones and sulphuric acid are mixed together,

this direct chemical contact does not necessarily take place, and consequently the sul-

phuric acid and phosphate of lime may exist in such a mixture without chemical action.

We recollect once trying to convert " half-inch bones" into superphosphate of lime.

The bones were first moistened with the proper quantity of water, and then sulphuric

acid, at intervals, added in sufficient quantity to more than convert the whole into super-

phosphate. The mixture was well and thoroughly stirred, and occasionally turned over

for two months, yet not half the bones were acted on by the sulphuric acid—the outside

of the bones merely were decomposed. Does any one suppose that in such a mixture

it is " against all chemical possibility" for free sulphuric acid and undecomposed phos-

phate of lime to exist ?

Again : When conducting some experiments on a large scale in the Rothamsted

laboratory on the manufacture of superphosphate, we found that it was impossible to

make a good manure unless the substance used was ground to an impalpable powder.

Thus, animal charcoal, (we presume the article which Mr. Mapes uses in the manufacture

of his manure,) we found could not be decomposed unless firrely ground. We have

used 100 lbs. of sulphuric acid to 100 lbs. of animal charcoal, and had still, "against

all chemical possibility," after well stirring and allowing it to remain a sufficient length

of time, a considerable quantity of undecomposed phosphate and/ree sidphiwic acid.

About fifteen months ago we had sent us a sample of " Mapes' improved superphos-

phate of lime. Judging from appearances we thought that the article was manufactured

from the unground animal charcoal, and that not more than half of it was acted on by
sulphuric acid—a conclusion we afterwards found to be correct from an analysis by Dr.

Antisel. We have no doubt this article contained free sulphuric acid, as it most cer-

tainly did undecomposed phosphate. Since then we have seen other samples of Mapes'

"improved," and conclude that he now grinds his animal charcoal ; at all events, it is

now a much better manufactured article—yet still it is not only possible, but we think

quite probable that it contains free sulphuric acid as well as undecomposed phosphate

of lime. So much for the third error of Mr. Johnson.

The fourth mistake is thus set forth. Speaking of Mr. Johnson's analysis, our critic

says : " We in vain ask, Where are the constituents of guano, the oxalic, uric, hydro-

chloric acids, which in Mapes' are present in the form of water, oxalate of ammonia,

chloride of ammonium, and oxalate of lime? Where is the potash, the urea capable of

being converted into carbonate of ammonia? Where is the sulphate of ammonia,

which is present in large quantities in the improved superphosphate ?" A fine piece of

rhetoric this. Dr. EndePvLin ! You are an adept at mystifying a subject, and at showing

off" your profound learning to your agricultural readers ! We would ask. Is your oxalic

acid, chlorine, the carbon and hydrogen of urea compounds, (fee, of much agricultural

value ? We have been in the habit of considering them of little worth. Are we mistaken ?

We had supposed that if you knew the amount of ammonia or nitrogen a compound
contained, you were in possession of all that was necessary to determine the amount
and value of its urates, urea, oxalate, and other salts of ammonia. 'This Mr. Johnson
has determined. He found that ' Mapes' improved' contained 15.80 per cent, of organic

matter and salts of ammonia, and that this organic matter, <fec., contains 2^ lbs. of

ammonia ; the other 13^- lbs. of organic matter contain your oxalic acid, carbon, hydro-

^
'

J^
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gen, &c., and is worth, we think, about as much as 13|- lbs of dried peat. The potash

you so anxiously inquire after Mr. Joiinscn did not find. Even admitting the manure

to be made as Mr. Mapes states, we do not see how it could contain more than half a

per cent, of potash.

Another charge brought against Mr. Johxsox is, that he found 37 per cent, of sul-

phate of lime, and that, to let his readers know what it was, he called it "gypsum" or

"plaster." It is admitted that this amount of plaster is present, but it is stated that it

was not added, but is necessarily present—superphosphate can not be made without it.

This is all true, and Mr. Johnson said nothing to the contrary. He found 37 per cent,

of " plaster," and so wrote it down in his analysis. Does Mr. Mapes intend us to

understand that his artificially made plaster is any better than we obtain from natural

sources for $2.50 per ton ? This is the last error charged to Mr. Johnson.

We must again apologize to that gentleman for taking any notice of so ridiculous and

contemptible an attack on his reputation as a chemist. The manner, however, in which

the article is heralded and paraded by Mr. Mapes would lead agi-iculturists to think

that this criticism was well founded, and that Mr. Johnson had made great chemical

and analytical mistakes. On the contrary, his analysis is the only one that we have

seen which shows the real value of the "improved superphosphate of lime"—it is the

only one that gives us the percentage of soluble superphosphate of lime and of the

ammonia.— J. H.

Washington's Wealth— The Mount Vernon Estate.— The following extract is

taken from an old book published by Russell & West, Boston, in the year 1800,

entitled "Washington's Political Legacies," and dedicated by the editors to Mrs. Martha
Washington :

" General "Washixgton was at one time probably one of the greatest land-holders in the United

States. His annual receipt from his estates amounted, in 1776, to four thousand pounds sterling.

His property, at the same period, was estimated to be worth one hundred and sixty thousand pounds

sterling, which is a very large sum in federal money, and was considered a very great fortune at

that early day in this country for any one man to possess.

"His estate at Mount Vernon alone was computed in 1787 to consist of nine thousand acres of

land, of which enough was in cultivation to produce, in a single year, ten thousand busliels of corn,

and seven thousand bushels of wheat. In a succeeding year he raised two hundred lambs, sowed

twenty-seven bushels of flax seed, and planted seven hundred bushels of potatoes. He desisted, it

is said, from planting tobacco, which was then extensively raised in Virginia, for the purpose of

setting an example, by employing his extensive means in the introduction and fostering of such

articles of domestic use and necessity as would ultimately tend to the best advantage of his country.

His domestics, at the same time, were industriously employed in manufacturing woolen cloth and

linen in su eient quantities to clothe his numerous household, which numbered nearly one thou-

sand persons."
.-o~»

Digging "Wells in Quick Sand.—Thinking that it may be of importance to some of your readers,

I will give some of my experience in digging Avells in quick sand. My father was digging a well

where the quick sand run in so bad that he was led to contrive some way to remedy the evil result-

ing from it. His plan is, (when you get down where the sand runs in so as to prevent working at

advantage) to make a platform to lay the wall on out of plank by pinning them together; place

this on the bottom, and then lay a wall of good hard brick and waterdime. When you get above

where there will be any danger of the sand caving in, you can go on and dig tlie well as deep as

you please, and the wall will settle down as fast as you take out the sand under it. We have set-

tlc:d a well two feet after it had stood for years. I was led to send this from hearing of the difficulty

they ha»J in dig^^ing wells at Geneva. A Farmer's Son.—Seneca Falls, JV. Y.

^^^ ^ =^^
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NOTES ON ORCHARDS AND ORCHARD FRUITS.

There is, after all, nothing like experience. In rambling, the other day, over the

orchards of a gentleman who has for many years been engaged in fruit-culture for

market, we were very strongly impressed with the importance of making a judicious

selection of varieties. Selecting fruits to be grown for market is a totally different affair

from selecting for family use. In the oTchards referred to we observed some six or eight

trees of the Early Joe apple ; they were large beautiful trees, that had been top-grafted

some seven or eight years ago, and might bear at least five or six bushels each. Now,
the Early Joe is a delicious and beautiful little apple, and worthy a place among choice

summer apples for a family garden, but it is frequently spotted and knurly, and it has

not size enough to please the public eye in the market. It is a waste of time to carry

small fruits to market, however excellent they may be. When this gentleman grafted

so many trees of the Early Joe it had just been brought fairly to notice, and every one

who saw and tasted it admired its beauty and excellence ; it was thought that it might

take well in market, but experience has proved that a crojj of fair fruit is uncertain, and

that, at best, it can not compete with larger sorts, that would bear twice the quantity

of fruit. These trees are now about being grafted over. The Early Harvest and Red
Astracan are two early apples that must be profitable to grow, as both bear well, are

large, fair, handsome, and excellent. In the same orchard referred to, the Summer
Queen proves to be unprofitable ; it bears good crops, but the fruit is generally imper-

fect, and it comes in when peaches are abundant, and apples not in great demand. The
Early Strawberry, in the same orchard, rarely produces a good crop— the fruit blights

and falls immediately after it sets ; this, however must be owing to some local cause,

as it generally does exceedingly well in this section. We know one orchardist who has

a tree or two that yields him more annually than any other trees he has, and the dealer

who annually buys them has informed us that he can sell it more readily, and have

larger profits on it, than on any other variety of summer apple he can get. The Sweet

Bough was another variety we saw prettly largely planted. This, the gentleman

informed us, was a profitable variety— large, handsome, and always saleable, but he

said it was less valuable to him on account of ripening at the moment when his peach

crop usually required all his attention. We saw magnificent crops of Northern Spy
and Rhode Island Greening, and these, with the Baldwin, were found the most profita-

ble winter varieties in the orchard, Talman's Siveeting, we believe, was included ; we
saw fine crops of this. We must say further in regard to the Northern Spy, which has

been said to be unprofitable on account of producing so large a proportion of imperfect

fruit, that we have never seen a more uniform crop of smooth, beautiful fruit; they

were, however, not more than half grown, and just beginning to show faint touches of

red. This apple is remarkable for being later in putting forth its leaves, and blossoming

and setting its fruit than any other variety grown here in this section, resembling, in

this particular, the celebrated Rawles' Janet, of the south-we$t. This peculiar trait of

late flowering enables the Spy to escape injury from cold winds and frosts, that not

unfrequently prove fatal to other varieties, and, as the orchardist referred to remarked,

is a very strong recommendation in its favor for all localities subject to cold and change-

able spring weather.

In managing such trees as the Northern Spy, whose habit is vigorous, erect, and
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dense, an important point is to keep the heads open to the sun and air ; the trees in

this orchard were quite open, the branches curved outward, and the fruits all exposed as

much as they should be. The Rhode Island Greening, and all such trees, with a

spreading, irregular habit, take care of themselves pretty much in this respect.

We observed that in many cases the trees leaned considerably to the north-east on

account of the prevailing winds beating against them from the south-west, and in nearly

every case, and especially with pear trees in this condition, some injury had been

inflicted on the sunny side of the trunk, apparently having been done while the trees

were yet young. It is very obvious that the trunk of a tree in such a position, one side

exposed to the rays of the sun all day and at all seasons, must suffer. In winter it is

frozen hard at night, and early next morning a strong sun pours down its melting rays

upon it. This points to the necessity for staking, or otherwise securing trees in an

upright position, and also to keep the heads pretty near the gfound. A fine Bartlett

pear tree loaded with fruit met our eye, and brought it on the carpet. " I find it impos-

sible," said the orchardist, " to get good Bartlett trees without top-grafting others of

large size. Wlien I plant small trees, they bear themselves to death before they get to

be of any considerable size." The fact is, the gentleman's soil is a very warm light

sand, entirely too light for the pear, and the Bartlett in it being so precocious, and find-

ing a stinted supply of food, bears heavily, and makes no growth. Following this up

for a few years closes up the career, of course. The pear needs a substantial soil, and

in such light soils as we have referred to, the trees to prosper at all for any considerable

length of time must have frequent and liberal dressings of compost, and every season

be pruned. With this treatment a good growth is secured, as well as a good crop of fruit.

Leaving the apples and pears we turned into the peach orchard. " Just as you came

up," said the gentleman, " I was going into my Crawford''s Early to beat off" a portion

of the crop." Certainly they needed it, but it should have been done a month ago.

If one half of this great crop had been taken off" then, the food they have since appro-

priated would have passed to the benefit of those left, and now they would have shown

it. It is just when trees begin to grow slowly and feebly that they begin to bear

abundantly, and thus comes on decrepitude. We touched upon this important point

in a late number of the Farmer, and we are happy to know that it had some eff'ect;

there are thousands of cases, however, it did not reach. The Early York was a fair

crop, and promises to' be ripe about the last week in August; the Yellow Alberge, or

Barnard''s, was bearing well, and we were told that had it not been for this variety last

season, the crop would have been a complete failure. These odds and ends of observa-

tion may possibly be the means of calling the attention of unexperienced persons to

certain points that might be overlooked.

New Fruits.— Among the new fruits that have attracted attention this season,

McAvoy'^s Superior strawberry has been one of the most prominent. As far as we

know, it has come up pretty well to expectation, except in one or two cases. It is a

pistillate variety, large ovate, occasionally with a short neck. Color— a rich crimson

scarlet, with pale colored yellowish seeds. Flesh—red, juicy, and find flavored, but not

equal to Burr''s New Fine. Tlie berries do not fill up quite plump at the point, which

is a slight imperfection. It is an abundant bearer, and altogether a valuable fruit.

At the exhibition of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, Mr. Cope produced speci-

mens measuring Jive and a half inches in circumference. This is, at least, one-third

larger than any wo have seen.

LongwortJi's Frolifc is pronounced by many the largest and best of hermaphrodite

sorts. Our Genesee is the best of this class we have yet grown—a large conical-necked

berry of a brilliant color, firm, and of good quality.

'^
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The Monroe Scarlet, a pistillate variety, is hardy and uncommonly productive. It

has been proved in many parts of the country, and is every where well spoken of.

Walker''s Hermaphrodite Seedling is a distinct, very dark conical fruit, of medium
size, very prolific, and of good quality.

The Moyamcnsing Pine has not done so well with us as in New Jersey and Penn-

sylvania.

The Blcton Pine is a new English variety, hermaphrodite, bears moderately, large

and handsome, white, with a tint of red in the sun. Quality—good, not high flavored.

Cherries.— The Belle d'' Orleans {?, an early and a very beautiful white variety

—

ripens with the Early Purj^le, is larger and every way finer than Baumaii's May, and

as early.

The Monstreuse de Mezel is a very large, dark-mahogany colored fruit, of fair quality

—probably the largest cherry we grow. Tree—an irregular, strong grower, and appar-

ently hardy.

Gov. Wood continues unsurpassed for beauty and excellence. Size— medium, very

productive, and tree hardy.

Delicate and Mammoth are said to be two new sorts of great merit among Dr.

Kirtland's seedlings.

Having given some attention to horticulture and its kindred subjects for a few years past, I am
anxious to learn more of the habits and modes of destruction of those pests, which, under various

names, mostly destroy our labors. If some more thorough and effectual method of extermination

than has yet been devised shall not be discorered, the attempt to raise fruit or trees in this Ticinity

much longer will be almost futile. There is scarcely an apple tree in this region, so far as I have

examined, that is not injured or destroyed by the borer, though every means that I have seen

recommended have been tried. The fruit, also, shares the same fate^wormy and defective. The

curculio, too, has been more busy, if possible, than ever ; hardly a plum or apricot has. been left,

and cherries were all punctured and much injured.

I gave a thorough trial to every method that has been published for their destruction : tying

cotton round the trees—jarring them— smoking them with sulphur, chips, feathers, old leather,

(fee.— dusting the trees for a long time with earth, ashes, <fec.—but the rascals only seemed to work

the faster, evidently regarding them all as " weak devices of the enemy." They strongly reminded

me of the old man who thought to drive the boy from his trees by throwing grass, sticks, <fec., but

could only bring him down with stones. Something more effectual must be done. Perhaps pigs

and poultry would do the work after a while, but they are not admissible in small gardens, and

only in separate enclosures.

The squasli-borer is again making ravages in our vines, and have nearly destroyed them. K
Leffixgwell.—Aurora, Auyust 9, 1853.

Sad tidings these from Aurora, one of the most delightful places in all the Empire

State, and one, too, in which horticulture is taking deep root and flourishing amazingly.

Have 2Jatience, sir—we must all practice this virtue, for we have all difiiculties to contend

with, and it is well that we have, else our energies would grow rusty. Next season

your crops may be spared by these pests, and you will be wondering Avhere they are

all gone.

Almost every season we are visited by thousands—yes, millions of aphides and Pear

tree slugs, the destruction of which is ex]3ensive and tedious. This year we have none

—nowhere can they be found—perhaps they have gone to Aurora. The curculio, too,

has left us a more abundant crop of plums and apricots than usual ; our trees are

loaded to breaking. But the study of the habits of insects is most important to all

who desire to be successful in gardening. Let us recommend to you the new edition of

'^Harris' Treatise on Insects Injurious to Vegetation^ It will furnish you much valua-

ble mformation.

^^ )



Strawberry Culture.—A very intelligent correspondent of the Pennsylvania, Farm
Journal gives tlie results of his experience as follows :

"StrawV)erries bein£j the earliest fruit to i-ipen, can have no competition in the market, and under
ordinary treatment will yield larice profits to the producer, though varying in magnitude accordicg

to the variety grown, the quality of the soil, and the cultivation they receive. The kind most
generall V cultivated as a market crop is Hovcifs Seedling, with about one-tenth their number of large

Early Scarlcf, distributed throughout the plantation as fertilizera The McAvoy^^ Superior is a more
vigorous and hardy pistillate plant, and yielded a larger crop of large-sized bei'ries than any other

that came under my observation this year. The Genesee and Canihridgc are hermaphrodite plants,

and bore a full crop of large early fruit, ripening on the 28th of 5th month la.st, and many of the

berries measured from 3 to 34^ inches in circumference. If they continue to be as productive as

they were this season, they will be valuable fertilizers.

"Having a variety of soil in cultivation, I have grown strawberries on all kinds, from light

blowing sand to stiff timothy bottom, and have learned to avoid either extreme, and now select a

good loam of medium texture, tolerably high and undulating, so as freely to carry off the surface

water, cover it with manure, which should be well incorporated with the soil ; early in the spring

mark tlie rows four feet apart, twelve to fifteen inches distant in them. Put one hermaprodite to

every ten of the pistillates, rejecting the male, or barren pdants, which produce no fruit, but blos-

som and grow vigorously, and soon overrun and crowd out the more fruitful ones.

'•The beds should be kept mellow and free from weeds the first season, the runners carefully dis-

tributed over the ground so as to form the beds with regularity ; after which but little culture is

needed. I use a subsoil plow, which mellows the alleys without throwing earth on the plants, the

benefits of which are clearly shown, especially in a dry season, by the superior vigor and produc-

tiveness of the plants near the edge of the bods over those in the centre ; the circumference

extending from twelve to fifteen inches on either side, and the beds being three feet in width,

allowing one foot for alleys, the plants nearly all receive nourishment from the moisture and atmos-

pheric infiueuce absorbed by the soil in the alleys thus deeply pulverized.

"In 1850 I planted six acres of Honey's Seedling on the plan above described, in stiff clay land,

one-half of which was low meadow ground, the other ascending to upland, from which were gathered

and marked last year over 300 bushels of fruit ; but in the latter part of summer the timothy and

herd grass proved better adapted to the low ground by taking possession, and this year the straw-

berries there were abandoned, and the grass mown for hay, leaving three acres of upland in straw-

berries which were dressed, viz : the alleys loosened \vith a subsoil plow, and the stools of clover,

weeds, Ac, taken from the beds and placed in the alleys, which served the double purpose of

retaining moisture and keeping the berries clean; the yield was 154 bushels of fruit, for which I

received 5?4 per bushel, and p^aid 64 cents for picking, and 50 cents (12^ per cent, commission) for

selling. Twelve dollars per acre would be a full compensation for the little culture they received,

making the account stand thus

:

To interest on three acres of land, at $100, $18.00
" culture, 80.00
" picking 154 bushels, at 64 conUs, 9S.56
" Vl)4 per cent, commission for selling, 77.00

$239.56

By 154 bushels, at $4 $616.00

Expenses, 229.56

Profit on three acres, $386,44

Equal to $128.81 per acre.

" The first year the plants are set there are no returns, but the value of the plants at the close of

succeeding years would be a full remuneration. Were I to draw an estimate from some of my
specimen beds, a few rods in length, whieh are thoroughly cultivated, the results above stated

would appear like a failure ; but for large farmers, where land is plenty, and laborers scarce, the

great question is not how much per cent, profit can be made on 07ie acre, but by what mode can

tlie most clear money be made on all the land they have to cultivate with the laborers at their

command. Over 100 bushels of corn may be grown on an acre of ground. Yet more clear money

can be made on twenty acres yielding 50 bushels each.

" One of my neighbors having but a few acres of land, devotes proper attention to something

le=8 than three acres of strawberries, keeping the ground well manured, mellow, and free from

weeds ; the expense of which he has not been able to furuish, but he informed me that he received

over $1100 dollars for the fruit this year. William Parry.—Ciimaminson, N. J.

Yj^' ^^
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Artotcial Manures.—The editor of the Work-

ing Farmer appears to dislike our remarks in the

July number on Artificial Manures. This proba-

bly arises from his not having read them atten-

tively when he replied to our article. We called

attention to Ids own ably written puff of his

" improved superphosphate of lime," which he

says "is now in such demand that the manufac-

turers can not supply one-tenth of the quantity

asked for, notwithstanding their factory is capa-

ble of delivering ten tons or more per day."

This manure is sold at fifty dollars a ton ; and if

there is a demand for ten times more than the

manufacturers can make, then it reaches the large

sum of five thousand dollars a day, thirty thou-

sand a week, and a million and a half dollars in

fifty weeks, or less than a year

!

Prof Mapes should be proud to have his edito-

rial brethren invite the public to take note of so

magnificent a business. He says :
" The improv-

ed superphosphate of lime was introduced by

ourself but a little more than twelve months ago."

Now, if there is any truth in the learned Pro-

fessor, the demand exceeds a million and a half

dollars' worth in a year I But what he appeal's

most to dislike is our "plain statement of the

abuses to which analytical chemistry is liable in

its application to artificial manures, and rural

affairs generally, without reference to Mr. Mapes."

Mr. M. coolly appropriates to himself remarks

applied expressly to "rural affairs generally,

without reference to Mr. M." in particular, in il-

hislration of the "abusesof analytical chemistry,"

and then he falsely says that we accuse him of

" having made two qualities of manure, giving

oit small quantities of a better quality for experi-

ments, and of publishing in a hundred papers the

ef!ect-? procured by these lei^scr quantities." We
have never said that Mr. Mapes, or his manufac-

tureri^, had ppictised a fraud of the kind named

;

but we luive stated, as was due to our numerous

readers, how such an imposition was entirely

practicable by any one having a moderate knowl-

edge of the theory of agricultural chemistry.

This statement was bo plain, and the garment

appeared to fit so well, that the Professor volun-

tarily put it on, and insists on his right to wear

it» That being purely a matter of taste, we can

have no dispute on the subject. Mr. M. says

:

" Wo are well aware that this article, as well as

some others which have formerly appeared in the

Oenesee Farmer, are not from the pen of the
senior editor. Dr. Lee; for he informed us in

Washington at the time of tlie meeting of the

K"ational Society, that the articles which had ap-

peared in that journal in reference to ourself

were not written by himself, nor had his sanc-

tion, and that if he had been at home they would
not have appeared." It is quite true that we
told both Mr. Mapes and Mr. King, editor of the

Boston Journal of Agriculture, in Washington, in

February, when the first annual meeting of the

jSi'ational Society was held, that we did not write

the articles to which they had taken exceptions,

and that we regretted tlieir appearance, for we
desired to be on good terms with all men, but
especially with the conductors of agricultural

papers. These editors, however, were not satis-

fied with this frank and truthful disclaimer, and
took no pains to conceal from us the fact that

they are dishonorable men. Thus regarding them,

we hare felt it our duty to put our readers on
their guard against humbug and successful quack-

ery in that quarter. The proprietor of the

Genesee Farmer, (who wrote the article in the

July number headed Artificial Manures,) has an

unconquerable aversion to the mixing up of truth

and falsehood in agricultural literature and

science for any purpose, and especially for the

mercenary one of speculation. Man really needs

but little during the few years he stays on earth,

and with industry and economy all his wants

may be easily and honestly Bup[ilied.

The Greatest Wheat-grow ixq County in the

Union.— Monroe county, of which Rochester is

the capital, returned, at the last census, 1,441,653

bushels of wheat, grown in the 3'ear 1849. In

that year the six New England States produced

1,039,112 bushels, being 402,541 bushels less than

the crop of a single small county in Western

New York.

Livingston county, which joins Monroe on the

soutli, returned 1,111,986 bushels, exceeding the

crop of all New England by 72,874 bushels.

Tlae crops of Ontario anJ Niagara counties fall

but little below a million bushels each. We
shall, in our next, publish the agricultural sta-

tistics of each county in the State, and follow it

with abstracts of those of Ohio and other States,

as collected under State laws, and since the

United States census was taken.

IaS^
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Sin-PLT OF GuAMO.—An immense deposit of

guano has been discovered in the Indian Ocean,

between Mauritius and Calcutta. It has been

analyzed by Professor Anderson, of Glasgow,

and is now in the hands of Professor "Way, of

London, for analysis. Four kinds of it have

been brought to England, two of which are of

superior quality, resembling the guano of Sal-

daiiha Bay; the other two are comparatively

inferior. Steps are being taken to make the

guano available to British farmers.

PouLTKY AND PouLTRT HousES.—^The finest lot of

improved breeds of poultry, including nearly all

new races and families, imported and kept pure,

that we have any where seen, is the property of

Dr. Gkoss, East Liberty, near Pittsburgh. His

poultry house and yard are well arranged ; and

such of our readers in Pennsylvania as shall attend

its State Fair, to be held near East Liberty, the

last of this month, will find a visit to Dr. G.'s

establishment both interesting and instructive.

Imported Stock.—From an announcement in

our advertising columns, it will be seen that a

rare chance is ofi"ered breeders and farmers gene-

rally, for improving their herds. The Madison

County Importing Company will sell their entire

Btock of imported animals, at London, Septem-

ber 27. We have not seen the animals, but we

are assured they are of the first quality.

PREiirosi Corn Crops.—Six different counties

in Ohio awarded premiums on twenty-five acres

of corn last year, whose average product was 127

bushels per acre. Tlie largest yield was in Stark

county, two acres producing 326 bushels, or 103

per acre. The annual crop of Ohio is about sixty

million bushels.

dJ

Chloroform for Propulson.—^The Paris corres-

pondent of the Commercial Advertiser says : "The

vapor of chloroform as a motive power is to be

applied upon an immense scale."

-«

STATE FAIRS FOE 1853.

New York, at Saratoir.i, Sept. 20, 21, 22, 23

Michigan, at Detroit,
.'

Sept. 27, 20, 30

Vermont ' Sept 13, 14, 15

Pennsylvania, at Pittsburg, SepL 27, 28, 29

Kcntucliy, at I^exington, Sept. 13 to IG

Oliio, at l>ayU)n, Sept. 20, 21, 22,2.3

New llaiupsliiro, Oct. 5, 6, 7

Maryland, Oct. 25, 26, 27, 28

Illinois, at SprinsHeld, Oct. 11, 12, 13, 14

Indiana, at Lafayette, Oct. 12, 13, It

Wisconsin, at Wutertown, Oct.

Virginia, at Kicliriinnd, Nov.
Lower <':inada linard of Agriculture, An-

nual l<;\liil)ition, SepL
Upper ( aiKi.la Oct.

Southern Central Agricultural Society,
Augusta, (ja., Oct.

4
1,
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Eiver Bank Nursery,
OITOSITE THE RACE COUIWE, ON NOKTH ST. PATTL BTEET.

Office, 106 Stato Street, Rochester, N. T.

THE attention of Nurserymen, Oreliardists, and Fruit
( .rowers, is reque.-led to our very Ihril'ty and healthy stock

of Fruit Trees. We believe tlio stock is equal, in all re-

.^pects, to any otlier in the market, and will bo sold at as

low prices. "We intend to malio this a reliable estaWish-

ment, and we solicit patronage with a strong confidence
that wo shall be able to give satislaction. We have for sale

this tall—
!!(i.(KM) Apples, 3 and 4 vears old.

.85,1)1)0 do 'i do
IDO.iioO do 1 dt)

,5,(1(10 Cherries, 2 years from bud.
15,0(10 do 1 do

0(10 Tears on Quince, 4 years from bud (now bearing.)
8,000 do do 2 do
2,000 do do 1 do
2,000 Peaches, 3 years from bud.
4,000 do 1 do
The above comprise all the varieties of merit. We have

also an assortment of Plums, Apricots, Nectarines, &c., &c.
Easplierries, (;;ooseberries, and Currants, in great variety.

We also offer to Nurserymen

—

1.50,000 Apple Seedling, 1 year old.

.•.0,IH)0 do ^ 2 do
50,000 Cherry Seedlings, 1 year old.

All orders will be promptly and carefully executed, and
no pains will be spared to give satisfaction.

Geo. H. CHEEEY & Co.

J^~ We particularly invito the attention of Western
Nurserymen to our young stock. It is very thrifty, and can
be removed with safety, as it has not been unnaturally
forced, and will be sold at a reasonable prici?.

September 1, 1S53.—2t.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees.
T. C. MAXWELL & BROS, would invite the attention
of purchasers to the superior stock of Fruit and Ornamen-
tal Trees which they olt'er for sale this fall. Their Trees
are of the most approved varieties, and imeyrce'led in
health, vigor, and beauty ; and they feel confident that they
can give entire satisfaction to all who may favor them with
their orders, both in prices and quality. Purchasers are
requested to call and examine. .

G0,()00 Apple Trees, large and thrifty.

20,000 Pear do more than half Dwarfe, of the best
kinds, and unequalled in size and beauty.

20,000 C:herry Trees, first quality, in every respect
5,000 I'each do one year from bud.
2,000 Plum do mosUy on Peach.
2,000 Apricot do one and two years—fine.

2,0110 (Quince do
0,000 (irajii' Vines, mostly Isabella.
.'1,0(10 Mdiuiiain Ash Trees,Jarge and fine.

1,000 Horse Chestnut Trees' large and fine.

!!,o00 Balsam Fir Trees, two to'four years in nursery

—

tine.

S0,000 Arbor Vita?, for Hedges—S to 30 inches.
Also, a general a.^sortment of .smaller Fruits, Shrubs,

Itoses, &c.

iW" Trees carefully j racked and promptly .shipped.
Old Castle Nurseries, Geneva, N. Y., Sept! 1, l,s&3.—2t.

Gvent AncHon Sale of Trees.
WM. E. PRmCE & OO,, proprietors of the Linnjean Bo-
tanic Garden and .\urseries, Flushing, now announce that
they )nt<?nd selling, at auction, their immense stock of Fnnt
and Ornamental 'I'rees and Shrubbery, of all sizes, on or
about the 1st of October next, the ground being wanted
for building-lots. This is tlie best opportunity ever pre-
sented for new nurseries to obtain full supplies, and for
older ones to fill up deflcienciea.

Complete Catalogues, and further information, wiU be
sent to all whf> wish to attend the sale.

September 1.—It.

Siipeilor Seed 'Wlicat.

A LARGE assortment of the best varieties of improved
Seed Wheat, among which are the Golden Australian,
China or lYoy, White F^nt, Hutchinson's Improved, Soale,
and Mediterranean.
Seed Eye, of the best winter variety; also, a cheaper

kind, suitable for the late fall and early spring pastures.
Field and Garden Seeds, of the various sorts.

E. L. ALLEN,
Sept. 1, 1S53. 189 and 191 Water street, New Tork.

SAMUEL MOULSON,
AT THE OLD EOCHESTEE NURHEKY,

OiHce 86 Front Street, liochester, N. Y.,

IS prepared to furnish inventories, to post-paid applicants,
of the present very extensive stock of Nursery items, con-
sisting in part of

120,000 Dwarf and Standard Pear Trees,
90,000 Apple Trees,
50,000 Peach "

30,000 Plum, Cherry, and Apricot ; over
100,000 hardy Evergreens, and a fine selection of Weeping

Deciduous Trees, Ornamental Shrubs, Hybrid Pepetual
Eoses, together with such novelties as may be classed strictly

hardy. Also, a very limited assortment of half-hardy, such
as Cryptomeria Japonica, Cedrus Deodora, &c.
The amateur, wishing prime fruits, of well-established

repute, or the agriculturist, needing fine cropping, thorough-
ly-tested varieties, may rely upon the most careful execution
of their orders.

The ornamental items are entirely grown in the Nursery,
consequently none of the heavy losses are sustained that
usually occur to recently imported subjects.

The Evergreens are very robust, and admirably furnished
to the surface of the ground, none presenting the naked
stems usual to imported plants.

Dealers are invited to give a call before making their
purchases.
September 1, 1863.—It.

Geneva Nurseries.

THESE Nurseries are located just halfway between Syr-
acuse and Rochester, being fifty miles from each place, and

,^

the facilities for shipping trees are equal to any in the State.
Our stock of Trees is now extensive. Thirty thousand
Cherry, 1 to 3 years old ; thirty thousand Peach, 1 year

;

six thousand Plum, 1 year; one hundred and fifty thousand
Apple, 1 to 3 years ; five thousand European" Mountain
Ash, large size ; together with a general assortment of other

STOCK FOE NURSERYMEN.
Five hundred thousand Apples, 1 to 2 yeai-s ; twenty-five

thousand Pear ; ten thousand Plum ; twenty-five thousand
Cherry, five thousand Sweet Briar, 1 year from seed ; five

thousand European Ash ; fifty thousand Osage Orange

;

twenty thousand White Cedar; five thousand Balsam Fir;
six thousand Norway Spruce ; two thousand Sugar Maple

;

two thousand Hemlock ; five thousand Asparagus Eoots, 1
and 2 years ; three thousand Rhubarb ; twenty thousand
Basket WUlow Cuttings. E. T. & E. SMITH.
Geneva. N. Y. Sept. 1, 18.53.

Sale of Imported Stock.
" THE Madison County Importing Comp-any," will offer

for sale to the highest bidder, on the 27th of September
next, their entire herd of stock, which has been selected by
the first of judges from the best herds of England, and im-
ported with great care. Their stock consists of 24 head of
pure bred Short-Horns— 14 Bulls from 1 to 8 years old, 8
Cows and Heifers, and 2 Calves ; 20 Leicester Sheep, and
12 Suffolk Hogs.
The stock can be seen and examined at this place at any

time till the day of sale.

Catalogues, giving name and pedigrees, can be had by
addressing the Secretary, at this place, or at the office of

the Ohio Cultivator, after September 1st.

Sale to commence at 10 o'clock, A. M.
JESSEE WATSON, President.

J. T. Lacy, Secretary.
London, Madison county, Ohio Aug. 20, 1S58.—It

SuperpIiospHate.

NO expense has been spared in the combination of Oiis

most fertilizing manure, which contains all tlte nutritive,

properties of all plants. It is superior to most of the arti-

cles offered for sale under the same name, and is inferior to

none, although sold at a much lower price. Put up in bags
at $40 per ton of 2000 lbs., cash.

Office of the Now York Superphosphate Manufacturing^
Company, No. 159 West street. New York.

VICTOR E. KNO-WLES, Agent.
September 1, ISol.—St

first PrenUum Kailxoad or landless Chain
Horse Powers and Tliresliers.

WB wUl make it an object to all who want the above, to

purchase of us.

Before buying, caU at 68 State street, Rochester, and be
convinced. BEIGG3 & BROTHER.
September 1, 1853.

'^^-



THE GENESEE FARMER. ^
Bone-Dust Manure and Superphosphate of Lime.

THE EAGLS CHEMICAL COMPANY, liaving re-

CL-ntlv made extensive additions to their works un Slaten

Island, are now pre))ared to meet the increa-sed demand
for Uie aliove named iuvaluable manures, and are ready to

supply the agriculturists with any quantity that may be

required.
Ti!K BoNE-CusT MANtrRE Will be of the same quality,

and will be delivered at the same price, as that heretofore

furniahed to tlie farmars of Staten Island, New Jersey, and

other parts of the United States. It will be ground into a

fine powder, and warranted pure ; and, being perfectly dry

and well packed in clean barrels, can be lransi)orled at a

small cost, either bv steamboat or railroad.

The lulvantagcs of trround bones for manure ore too well

known liy the e.xperience of the past twenty years to make
any fiirtlur recwiinnendation necessary.

Tiiu Sui'Kiipno.sj'iiATE OF LiMK, Or Sulphated Bones, may
not, perhai)s, be so well known in some parts of the United

Stales :i.s the former, as it is a comparatively recent mode
of applviiig the same ingredients, but from the great re-

sults ahVadv "Mained by the agriculturists in England and
the United "states, it is "likely to be preferred to all other

manures in use.

The proprietors of the Eagle Chemical Works have, for

several years past, been extensively engaged in the manu-
facture of this article in England, where they have had the

assistance of the most eminent agricultural chemists in

Europe.
The supfirpJioupJiate now prepared by them has been

tested on everv varietv of soil crop in Europe, the United

States, and the"V/est Indies, with the most invariable suc-

cess. The manufacturers do not hesitate to guarantee it to

be the most perfect manure that can be made. No ingre-

dients will be used until they have been carefully examined,

and their purity tested ; and Uie mode of preparing such

ingredients, and the proportions used, will be such as the

manufacturers have ascertained by long and patient appli-

cation of chemical science, to be the most perfect, and
wliich they have proved to be so, by the practical teats of

agriculturists on almost every description of soil, and in

every variety of climate.

It will always be kept at the highest standard of purity

and excellence—every lot made will be carefully analyzed

. and tested before delivery. It is warranted to prove a more
valuable manure than the best Peruvian guano, being both

more immediate in its effects upon the plant, and of more
permanent benefit to the soil, beside being less dangerous

in its ai>plication.

It will be composed entirely of SuperpJi^^pJiaU ofLime,

combined with such proportions of (Mmwrniia and other in-

gredients as arc necessary to restore that which has been
taken from the soil by previous crops.

Kaw bones, in addition to fat, or gelatine, are composed
of phosphorU: (U-iil and lime combined, called phosphate

of lime. It is the f]:<>.'.ph<i-,'-ut <u-id that is of great value as

manure to the agriculturist, and the object of applying sul-

phuric acid to dissolve them is, that by its alliance with the

lime that is in the bones, the phosphoric acid is rendered

more soluble, or easily dissolved by rain; and the differ-

ence between raw ground bones and dissolved bones may,

in a i)laiii way, be stated to consist in the fact that by a

careful adilition of the proper proportions of sulphuric acid,

the pliospliale of lime in the raw bones is converted partly

into the sulphate of lime, which is a valuable manure, and

a considerable portion of .soluble phosphoric acid is left free

to combine at once with the soil, in readiness to act on the

plant.

Thus it is that a small quantity of Superphosphate of Lime
will force a crop of turnipx in greater weight than a larger

quantity of raw ground bom-s, bringing them ready to the

hoe at feast ten davs sooner. This is one of the most im-

portant propertiej* of this i>hosphate, derived from its iioou-

culiar prei)aration ; and it will always be found, where useil,

to cause such a speedy develoimient (if the planiB as to ena-

ble them lo escape the ra\:igi'S of the Hy and wire-worm.

It is calculated that one bushel of this prepared Super-

phosphate is c()ual in its eftccts to six bushels of ground

bones in a raw state. Thus, the concentrated form of this

manure, and its small bulk, makes it exceedingly conve-

nient, and diminishes the cost of transportation and hand-

ling ;
2,'')(» to .%ii pounds to the acre is sufficient for any

ordinary condition of soil, and the whole coet will not proba-

bly Iw greiiler than the extra exjwnse would be in tlio mere
handUng and carting the necessary quantity oT stable ma-
nure to ])rodiice till- same elfect.

It may be sown broadcast, and plowed into the fioil ; or

It may be drilled iu with the seed. It may also be aiiplied

in the hlLb durinij the cultivation of corn, or other crops,

when it will stimulate the most sluggish growth into imme-
diate action.

It will be delivered in bags or barrels, in such qu,'\nti'ies

as may be required, at the price of 2>4 cents per pound, and
each package will be branded " Superphosphate of Lime,
Eagle Chemical "Works, <12 Beaver street. New York."

Orders with cash, or satisfactory reference, to be sent to

ALFKED F. KEMP,
G2 Beaver St., New York, Office Eagle Chemical Works.
September t, 1SD.3.

THE GREAT EESTOEATIVE.
FEVER AND AGUE CLT.ED BY DR. m'LANE'S LIVES PILLS.

MR. JONATHAN HO0GHAM. of West Union. Park
county, Illinois, writes to the proprietors that he had suf-

fered "greatly from a severe and protracted attack of Fever
and Ague, and was completely restored to health by the use

of the Liver Pills alone. These Pills unquestionably pos-

sess great tonic properties, and can be taken with decided
udvaiitage for m.any diseases requiring invigorating reme-
dies; but the Liver Pills stand pre-eminent as a means of

restoring a disorganized liver U) a healthy action ; hence
the great celebrity they have attained. The numerous
formidable diseases arising from a diseased liver, which so

long baffled the skill of tlie most eminent physicians of the

United States, are now rendered easy of cure, tlianks to the

study and perseverance of the distinguished physician

whose name this great medicine bears—a name which will

descend to posterity as one deserving of gratitude. This
invaluable medicine should always be kept within reach;

and on the appearance of the earliest symptoms of diseased

Uver, it can be safely and usefully administered.
2257" Purchasers "will be careful to ask for Dr. 3rLane^s

Cel'lirai^d Liver Fills, and take none else. There are

other Pills, purporting to be Liver Pills, now before the

public. Dr. M'Lane's Liver Pills, also his Celebrated Ter-
mifhge, can now be had at all respectable Drug Stores in

the United States and Canada.

DE, M'LANE'S VERMIFUGE.
DURING- a practice of more than twenty years, Dr. M'Lane
had attended innumerable patients aftlicted with every form
of worm disease, and was induced to apply all the energies

of his mind to the discovery of a Vermifuge, or worm-
destroyer, certain in its effects; the result of his labors la

the American Worm Specific, now before the public, which
is perfectly safe, and may be given alike to children of the

most tender age. or to the ageci adult ; it purges mildly and
subdues feveri^and destroys worms with invariable success.

It is easy of administration, and as it does not contain mer-
cury in any form whatever, no restrictions are necessary
with regard to drinking cold water, nor is it capable of doing
the least injury to the tenderest infant. An incredible num-
ber of worms have been expelled by this great Vermifuge.

i^^~ Purchasers will please be careflU to ask for f>r.

M'LAine\^ Celf:hraU'd Vermifuge, and take none else. All

other Vermifuges, in comparison are worthless. Dr. Mc-
L.ane's genuine Vermifuge, also his Celebrated Liver Pills,

can now be had at all respectable Drug Stores in the
United States and Canada.

Improved Fo^vls for Sale.

HAVING- kept for sever.al years the very best fowls to be
])rocured, and having the past season added to my stock

some exceedingly beautiful speciniens, I have now a great
number of fine young pairs, certainly as good as can be
found in the country^ which I will sell at a much lower
price than that charged by fowl-dealers. 1 will sell the fol-

lowing: varieties at five dollars per pair

:

Wliite S'liimjitiv, BliK^l- ,9i(i!i(/h(ti, Buf ShrivflhtT. and
Cochin (Uiina: and Br<i/i»ui Pootra.ani\ Speek-led Shayv-
giuvfi (a very beautiful bird), at ten dollars per pair.

These fowls will be ready for delivery by the first of Sep-
tember, and I will coop them carefidly. with feed, water,
,tc., and send by railroad or express, as desired, without
charge, and warr.ant everv fowl sent to be pure and fine.

Ur.lers are solicited.
'

VYm. VICK.
Rochester, N. Y., August 1, 1S53.

Horse Po^vcrs,

ON the Endless-Chain principle, consisting of Emery's,
Wheeler's, and AVhite .fc Prentiss', the best manufacturers.
Threshers, Separators, and Winnowers, Combined Thresh-

ers luul Separators.
The above are warranted to give satisfaction. For sale

at th<! lowest cash prices, at the Slate ,\gricnltural Waro-
Iw HIS.-. LUNC. ICTT ,fc G It 1

1''
l'- 1 N (1,

Sept. 1, 1853.—2L No. 26 Cliff street, New York.
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EBITED BY P. BARKY, AUTHOR OF THE "FRUIT GARDEN."

Toe Horticulturist, as its name implies, is devoted to Ilorticnlture and its kindred arts Enral Archi-

tecture and Landscape Gardening, and will keep its readers advised of every thing new on the

subject, either in Europe or America. It is a Monthly Journal of forty-eight pages, beautifully

printed on the finest paper and elegantly illustrated. In addition to numerous wood engravings,

each number contains a full page engraving on stone, of some new, rare, and valuable fruit or

flower, and is one of the most beautiful a.s well as the most useful Monthly Journals published in the

world. We subjoin a few notices by the press, showing the estimation in which the work is held

by our editorial brethren

:

We are glad the work has faUea into such excellent

hands.

—

LouifmUe Journal.

"We foci that we are doin? our readers a real service when
we urge them to subscribe lor this invaluable monthly.

—

WetM]/ Democratic Press, Chicago.

We concratulate the public on having 80 valuable a peri-

odical as the Horticulturist within theii- reach.

—

Jiow ior/,:

iJay Book.

Its contents are spirited and various, the selections judi-

cious, the illustrations elaborate.

—

New York Daily Times.

A standard work of authority upon aT subjects discussed
or explained in it.— Yickshurj WMg.
There is no work in this country of greater value to the

cullivator of fruits.

—

In/iuirer, I'oHland, Me.

It is well got up ; its articles able, various, and appropri-
ate.

—

Gen-eva Cvurier.

Every man who has land enough for a garden should
possess tliis work.— We^d.sport Advertiser.

The plates alone are worth the year's subscription. The
letter preas is of a highly instructive character, and embraces
a variety of topics. None who have a taste for the beauti-

ful in nature should be without such a valuable publication.—Hamilton (C. W.) Speetaior.

There is substantial profit as weJI as pleasure in cultiva-

ting tiisle in buildings, yards, gardens, &c., and the sub-
scription price would be c.ipital weU invested by those who
will atteiiil to the contents of the Ilorticulturist.

—

Daily
CouHer, Zanesviile, Ohio.

Any remarks of our own we fear would add nothing in
comparison with the value of such a well oonductod work.
The plan of coloring the plates is decidedly beautiful, and
no person interested in horticultural pursuits sliould be
without it. It seenas a wonder to us that horticulturists do
not look more to their own interests, than to allow their

montlily papers to be received without this indispensilile

accompaniment. The circulation ought to reach half a
million. Although the number issued is already extensive,
yet it should be increased, from the fact that it is a work of
great merit

—

Dori Byrori {N. Y.) Gaeeite.

This periodical is got up in excellent style, and well sus-
tains its former reputation under its present management.
Middieiury {Vi.} Jiegisier.

We are quite sati.sfled with the work, and are inclined to

believe that, to the mass of readers, the work will be even
more acceptible than it was imder the charge of the accom-
plished Dowiiing. We recommend the work cordially to

the patronage of our friends and the pubUc.

—

Massachu-
ii-tts Spy.

Its contents embrace a variety of subjects, treated upon
in the most scientific manner. The illustrations are numer-
ous and well executed. We know of no other work of the
kind on this continent that can compare with the Horticul-
turist.

—

Daily Spectator, IlamiUoii.

This magazine has lost nothing by falling into the hands
of its present proprietor, Mr. \ ick, of Kochester ; for lie

maintains its neat typographical experience, while the new
editor, Mr. Barry brings to its editorial management abili-

ties of a high order.

—

dazetle, KeeseviUe, N. Y.

The Ilorticulturist is almost invaluable to the fruit grower,
and to the gardener, and it ought to be in the hands of
every one. The new editor, Mr. Bakry, proves his emi-
nent fitness for the post so lately filled by the lamented
Downd;g.— Watch Tower, Adnan, Mich.

This publication embraces a wide field, and has some-
thing instructive for every reader. Its artistical embellish-
ments and mechanical execution are of the highest order;
for this we give credit to the publisher. Its editorials are
practical, scientific, varied, and instructive. Its corres-

pondence embraces some of the ablest horticultural writers

in the Union.

—

Regiiiter and Examiner, West Chester, Pa.

This useful monthly, instead of lasing interest as many
feared it would in consequence of the death of its lamented
proprietor and editor, Mr. Downing, continues to fully

maintain its reputation. In fact the present editor and
and publisher appear to be using their best endeavors to

raise it higher in public estimation than before. It is an
eminently practical work, and therefore well fulfills its

promises. No one who has anjlliing to do with gardens,
trees, sluTibs, plants, or flowers, should fail to be among its

readers.

—

News aiuL Advertieer, Middletovm, Conn.

A^'

Tkrms— $2 per year, in advance. The volume commenced on the 1st of January last, and we
can supply back numbers from that time. Those who prefer can commence with the (half year)

July number.

Colored Plates.— Still further to add to the value of the work, and meet the improving taste

and increasing wants of the horticultural community, an edition is published with COLORED
PLATES, each number containing a full page engraving of some new, rare, and valuable fruit or

flower, correctly colored from nature by the best living artists in this line. This is a new and

important feature, in this country. Price $4 a year, in advance.

Address JAMES VICK, Jr., Pubusheb, Rochester, N. T.

^
^^M.
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The Water Ctjkb Joitrnal.—A New Volume.—Now is

the time to subscribe.—Published monthly, in a beautiful

quarto. Illustrated with engravings, exhibiting the Struc-

ture, Anatomy, and Physiology of the Human Cody, with

familiar instructions to learners. It is emphaticaDy a Jour-

nal of Health, designed to be a complete Family Guide in

all diseases.

Terms—Only One Dollar a Tear, in Advance. Address,

post-paid, Fowlers asd Wells, Clinton Hall, No. 131

Nassau Street, New Vorlc.

"The Water Cure .Tournal holds a high rank in the

science of health, alwavs ready, straightforward and plain

spoken, it unfoldf; the laws of our physical nature without

any pretensions to the technicalities of science, but in a

form as attractive and refreshing as the sparkling element

of which it treats.:'—JVeio Yorh Tribune.

The Illustrated American Pheenological Jouknal

—Devoted to Perenology, Mechanism, Education, Agricul-

ture, the Natural Sciences, and General Intelligence, pro-

fusely illustrated with Engravings. Every family, and

especially all young men and women, should have a copy.

Published montlily kt Oue Dollar a year. All letters should

be post-paid, and directed to Fowlers aj,t) Wells,

Clinton Hall, No. 131 Nassau-st., New York.

Young men about launching forth upon the activities of

life, and anxious to start right, and understand their course,

will find this Journal a friend and monitor, to encourage

them in virtue, shield them from vice, and to prepare them
for usefulness and success in life. The various occupations

will be discussed in the light of Phrenology and Physiology,

so that every one may know in what pursuit he would be

most likely to succeed.

—

Publishers.
July, 1S52—4t.

Garden and Field Seeds,

FROM the new establishment of VANZANDT & BOW-
DISH, No. 114 State street, Eochester, N. Y., can be pur-

chased of the merchants generally throughout the countiy,

in papers or packages, on reasonaljle terms. Also, at the

Agricultural Warehouse of E. D. Hallock, No. 24 Exchange
street, Eochester, N. Y.
The Seeds from this establishment can be relied on as

being of the best quality. They are mostly imported, or

grown for us by the Ea'xt-em Shakers, and are warranted
good and true. Full directions for cultivation printed on
each paper and package.

VANZANDT & BOWDISH.
Eochester, May 1, 1853.

Atkins' Self-raMng Reaper.
THIS machine is now offered to the public, and waiTanted
to be a good self-raking rc.Tper. It is also believed to be a
good mower, but not yet having been sufBciently tested in

grass (though it soon will be), is not warranted to be equal

to a machine made mainly or wholly to mow.
The rakinz apparatus is of novel and very simple con-

struction, anil not liable to derangement, and every farmer

who has seen it in the harvest field, says it performs the

raking better than a man can possibly do if.

Price of machines at Chicago, $175, of which $75 must
be paid im giving the order, $r)0 upon successful trial, and
f:5(t in note payable 1st December.
The machines are most thoroughly built and warranted.

rw° Descriptive circulars, with cuts, sent to post-paid

applications. J. S. WEIGHT.
" Prairie Farmer" Warehouse, Chicago, July, 1853.—St

Decidedly the Best and Cheapest Poultry Book in the

Union.

NOW KEADY,
mNER'S DOMESTIC POULTRY BOOK.

ORDERS received for over Two Thousand copies of this

book in advance of its publication, which is unprecedented
in the sale of any work ever issued on this subject.

This is an entirely new work, and one of the most valu-

able books for practical uses that has ever been published.

In preparing it, the main object was to study the actual
wants of the Fowl-breeder, more than their fancy notions,

besides containing full directions for breeding, raising, and
keeping (he several kinds that come under consideration

;

when and how originated; a large number of cuts from
life, of some of the best breeds in the country ; prices at

which they are selling in the market; togetlier with such
other matter as was thought necessary. The varieties at

present are so great, that a book published five years ago is

now behind the age. This work contains a vast amount of

new and useful matter, and in the number of its illustra-

tions, great amount of practical matter, and its fine typo-
graphical execution, is ahead of any other work on Poultry
ever pubhshed. The book contains over

ONE HUNDEED AND THIETY-FIVE POETEAITS
of the most perfect specimens of newly imported and native

breeds of fowls, and other cuts which have cost from $700
to $800—being double the number found in any similar,

book, while the price is only one-half as much. The
names of all the new and imported breeds are given, so

that any person being at all interested in them, can here
find theur full description, origin, &c., &c. Eecollect

only feftt cents

for the most complete book on Poultry ever published.

Dr. J. C. Bennett, of Fort des Moines, Iowa, formerly of
Great Falls, N. H., author of "A Poultry Book," and one of

the most extensive breeders of Poultry in this country, to

whom the proof sheets were sent, writes:
' No book ever published will compare with yours, as to

splendid and life-like engravings, and will unquestion-
ably be the best book published on the subject, and will

sell in preference to any other work. It iciU receive my
tintiring energyfor Hsiale all over the United States, and
I have no doubt 50,000 copies will be sold the first year."

As it is expected this work will have a very extensive

sale, it will be an object for book dealers, pedlers, agents,

and others, to make early application.

The book is handsomely printed, oi\ good paper, 12 mo.
size, containing 250 pages, and sold at the low price of 50
cents paper, and 75 cents in fuU cloth binding. Those
wanting books sent to their address wUl send in their orders

early.

Books sent by mail to any part of the Union on receipt

of the following

:

For one copv. In paper, 50 cts. Cloth, 75 cts.

For two copies do. $1.00. do. $1.83

For three copies, do 1.25. do. 2.00

For four copies, do 1.50. do. 2.50

Postage pre-paid on receipt of nine cents for paper, and
twelve cents for cloth.

Books so!<l to pedlers. agents, and others, at reduced
prices. Address, post-paid, Geo. W. FISHEE,

Bookseller and Publisher.

Eochester, N. Y., August 1, 1853.

Superphosphate of Lime,

HT BAGS and Barrels, made by C. B. De Buro, with ftill

directions for use,—warranted a pure and genuine article

—

for sale by GEO. DAVENPOET,
No. 5 Commercial, comer of Chatham street, Boston, Agent
for the mamifacturer.

Also, for sale. Ground Bone, Bone Dust, Burnt Bone,
Guan(j, and Grass Seeds, of reliable quality. [Hi

Hickok's Patent Improved Cider Mill and Press.

WE have- liccn ai)p(iiiited sole agents tor the sale of this

mill and press in llic city of New York. This is the most
approved mill now in use. Catalogues with description

and drawing will be forwarded bv addressing us post-paid.

Price $40. LONGETT & GEIFFING.
August 1, 1853.—2t. 25 Cliff street, New York.

Hickok's Patent Portable Cider Mill,

USED in various portions of the Union, (and conceded on
all hands to be the best cider mill made,) took the following
preniinniH in 1S,52

:

Silrer Medal at the fair of the American Institute, N. T.
J'remium at the fair of the Franklin Institute, Philadel-

phia.

First Premium at State fair at Utica, at the Columbia
and Eensselear county fairs, and a Diploma at the West-
chester fair.

The price of the mill is $40, free of freight or insurance.

Manufactured bv W. O. HICKOK. Harrisburg, Pa.

Sold by lIr<;c.iNs & Calkins, Castile Wvoniing county.

C. E. Young, 159 St.ate street, Buffalo.

I'roty & CuEw, Geneva, N. Y.
See page 247 this Journal. [aug.—St.]

Snffolk and Essex Pigs,

PURE breed, for sale by EBEN WIGHT,
Ausust 1, 1853.—St. Dedham. Mass,
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AGKCTJLTUEAL IMPLEMENT MANUFACTORY-
COKNEE OF CAROLINE & THIRD STKEET,

BUFFALO, K Y.

Pitts' Patent Separator—Improved Double Pl/i-
lon Ho»-se Povi^er—PIttis' Corn & Cob Mills, &c.

I HEREBY f;ive notice that since the extension of tlie

patent ri<:lit on my Macliine for Threshing and Cleaning
Grain. I have removcrt to Buffalo, N. T., where I have per-

inantly located, and erected a large establishment for the
future manufjicture of the above Machines.
The Sej>arator has been enlarged, improved, and ren-

dered more permanent and durable in all it.s parts, while
the Horse Power for strength, ease, durability and cheap-
ness of repair is not surpassed by any in the United States.

This Power is warranted to stand the full strength of eight
horses—also to give as much effective or useful power when
driven by one or two horses as any other Horse Power,
whetlier constructed on the endless chain or lever principle.

It was put on trial at the great exhibition of Horse Powers
and Threshing Machines at Geneva, July last, IS5'3, where
it received the New York State Agricultural Society's First

Premium " for the best Horse Power for general purposes."
The Separator, at the same trial, also received the Sociely'8
First Premium.

Jly M.icliines will thresh and clean from three to five

hundrfKl bushels of wheat per day, and other grain in pro-
portion.

Two hundred of the above Machines are for sale at the
Agricultural Works of the subscriber in this city, all war-
ranted to be a better article than can be purchased at any
other shop, and if they do not prove on trial to be so, I will

take them off the hands of the purchasers at the price they
may pay me for them.

I further notify all persons who are purchasing Horse
Powers and Separators to be used in California or Oregon,
that I will hold them accountable for any infringmants of
the rights secured to me by letters patent in the above Ma-
chines, as I am manufacturing a Horse Power and Sepa-
rator expressly designed for that section.

All orders for the "above Machines hereafter addressed to

JOHN A. PITTS, Buff'alo, N. Y., will receive prompt at-

tention. JOHN A. PITTS,
May, 1S53—tf. Buffalo, N. Y.

Frencli Zinc Paint.
THIS new and beautiful article of Paint is now offered to

the trade and public, ground in prepared linseed oil, for the

first time iu this country. It has been used successfully in

France for the last five years, where it has superseded white
Lead as a paint.

The French Zinc when properly prepared and used,
makes the most brilliant and durable white in use, and is

entirely free from all poisonous qualities.

The French Zino is not more expensive than white lead,

and is prepared in such a manner that it requires no far-

ther preparation for use, than to thin it with Turpentine or
raw Oil to the consistency of white lead paint.

The French Zinc is very much whiter, and has a better

body, than the New Jersey Zinc.

The French Zinc is offered dry, and prepared as above,
in quantities to suit purchasers, at the Manufacturer's De-
pot, No. IT Buffalo .St., Rochester, N. Y.

Julv, 1S52, M. F. REYNOLDS.
Fertilizers.

Peruvian Guano, $4.5 per ton.

Superphosphate of Lime, 2}^ cts. per lb.

Bone Sawings, or Meal, $2.50, per brL
Turnings and Crushed, $2.25 "
Pulverized Charcoal, $1.00 "

Potash Scrapings, 3X fo 4 cts. per lb.

Plaster, ground, $1.12i^ to 1.25 per bbL
Sulphuric Acids, 23< to 2^ cts. per lb.

For sale at the State Agricultural Warehouse.
LONGETT & GEIFFING.

June 1, 1S5S—4t. No. 25 Cliff street, New York.

XIAXiliOCK'S Ag'l Warehouse and Seed Store.

No. 24, Excliange street, Hocliester, K. Y.

[Emery's Patent Premmm Railroad Horse Power, Thresh-
ing Machine and Separator.]

THE subscriber, late from the establishment of Emery &
Co., manufacturers at Albany, where he has been engaged
for the past six years, has been appointed their Sole Agekt
in Rochester and Western New York, for the sale of

Emery''s celebrated Railroad Horse Powers and Threih-
ing MacMnes ; Circular and Cross-cut Saw Mills,

Feed Ifills, Corn-stock and Hay-Cutters, &c.

adapted to the Power, and now offers them at manufac-
turer's prices, with the transportation added, and subject to

the warrantee, as follows : " To work to the satisfaction of

purchasers as represented in circulars and catalogues, or to

be returned within three months, and full purchase money
to be refunded." The attention of farmers is solicited, and
a careful investigation into the construction of this Power
and its comparative merits, as well as price requested, be-

fore purcliaaing elsewhere. He is also agent for their

COMBINED REAPER AND MOWER,
and keeps constantly on hand Plows, Hay-Cutters, Corn
Shelters, Seed Planters, &c., ifco., comprising a complete
and extensive stock of Agricultural and Horticultural Im-
plements generally, together with a full assortment of Field

and Garden Seeds, of the best Imported and Shaker
growth.

He is also agent for the sale of Seymour's Grain Drills

and Broadcast Sowers, Wheel Cultivators, Gang Plows,

Clover Hullers, Cider Mills, Clover Gatherers, Horse Rakes,

Scythes and Snaths, Hand Rakes, Grind Stones, &c.

He will be prepared to furnish dealers with Drum and
Taylors's well known Scythes; also Manure, Straw, and
Hay Forks, Snaths, Rifles, and other haying tools at manu-
facturers's prices, wholesale and retaU.

Particular attention is called to a New Plow, which is

believed to be the best cast iron Plow over ofliared, and
which is warranted to do better work, with less expense of

team, than any other Plow heretofore sold in Rochester

—

while the price is less than any other equally well finished.

The "uniform one-price cash system" will bo adopted,

with prices as low as the cost of articles, and just compen-
sation for labor and time, will allow.

Farmers and others are Invited to call and examine the

stock of Machines and Implements, and are assured that

no effort shall be wanting to meet promptly the wants af a

dircriminatiug public.

1^" Circulars and Catalogues furnished gratis on ap-

plication personally or by mail. E. D. HALLOCK,
June 1, 1S5;3—tf No. 24, Exchange street, Rochester.

Extra Improved Superphosphate of Lime for Sale.

THE subscriber, at additional expense, has recently made
important improvements in the manufacture of this well

tested and valuable manure, and is now prepared to fur-

nish an article assuredly equal, if not superior, to any in

the market, at the lowest cash prices.

Put in bags of 50, 100, and 150 lbs. each, and branded
" No. 1 Superphospate of Lime." Manufactured and sold

by
1- t- f

Wm. PATTERSON,
Divison Street Wharf, Newark, N. J,

agents:

Haskell, Mbeeick & Bull, 10 Gonld-st, N. Y.
H. Embkt, Esq., Agricultural Warehouse, Alban/.

PHimEE & Fuller, Hallowell Maine.

E. Geeen, Esq., Easton, Penn.
8. Chase, Esq., Middletown, Conn.

July, 1853-4t.
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Pnilt and Ornamental Trees, &c., &c.

THF. subscribers have the plensurc of
^"""""'.'l^^^^^";!"-

mcnse stock of Trees, &c., for the autumn trade, embrac-

ins

—

„ , ,

'Standard Trees, for Orchards.

l>warfand Pyramidal Tr<;s, for Gardens

Ornamental Trees, for Streets, Parks, and Pleasure

Grounds. _
Jiare and Beautifnl Lmnn Trees.

K'etc and Rare yVefpinij Treea.
.

iv,.rr/m'« Tr^.v, etiil.racins; the rarest species of Pines,

Firs, f>prures. Yews, Cedars. Junipers, &c.

liardii Flmcering S.'irnhs.
, , ,

/i'o.sr.s^ of all cidsses, and embracing the newest and best

sorts. ... .

JJaJdian, the finest KnsrUsh prize sorts

C;,r>imnfhemum>i, including the finest of the new lom-

ptne varieties.

J'idixres and Pa^omes, superb collections.

Bedilina PlaiitH, a complete assortment.
, , .,

^^i^ojfi /I'oo^s, just imi.orted from Holland, and of the

first quality.

Hedge Plants.

Box Edqinci.
Rhuharb, Asnarffxis, <fcc., &c.

The favoral)lc season has given every thing a vigorous

""\11 onkl-s! whether for large or small quantities, executed

Willi the greatest care, and in strict compliance with the

"SingSinZ most secure and skilful manner, so

that parcels can be transmitted thousands of miles in safetj

.

Nurserymen and dealers in Trees will be supplied on ihe

^The'fohowing Catalogues are sent, (frmfls and pre-paid,

to all who apply and enclose one postage .stamp for each

:

No. 1, Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits.

i^,, .,'
fio do Ornamental Trees, &e.

K„; 3; do do Dahlias, Green House

Plants. &c.
No. 4, Wholesale Catalo|u^e^^^^^^^^p^

^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^

Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

September 1, 1S53.—It.^
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Premium Stravs^beriles.

WM- E. PROTOE &00., Pushing, will send their new

Suplementary Catalosrue of Trees, Shrubs, and riants, lor

b53 and 'o4.\.omprising the choicest f'-''''^/'''" ''.^ '':;;-

hrrriea existiu"- in America or Kurope. many of which are

fn no other eoTeetion, and have never befrnv been otlered to

the public. Thev are guaranteed to b.- identica with the

dStions in the April and May numbers of the Ilorti-

cultu s and free from all spurious admixture incu.mg

the new Ohio varieties, which are so otten metwihin a

ixed State. The prices for all will be as low, and many

ower, than charsed elsewhere, and they will be packed so

as t^ insure thei? safe arrival. Applications for Catalogues

to be postrpaid, with stamps enclosed.

Sept. 1, 1853.—It.

IllgUlaua Ntirseilcs, NewbHrg, N. "1.

A SAUL & CO., in calling the attention of their patrons,

and the public in general, to their very extensive stock of

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS &c.,

which thev offer for sale the coming autumn, would remark,

that owing to the past summer being one of the most fiivora-

ble for Ihe iirowth of Trees which Iliev have had for many

ve.-u-s in this localilv, their stock of Trees and Plants, in

every department, is larger, more tJiri/iy, and in every re-

spect finer than usual. „ , ,• .

To particularize within the limits of an advertisement

would be impossible. They therefore refer planters and

dealers in Trees to their Catalogue, a copy of which will

be sent by mail to all jjoxt-paid applicants for tlie same, on

enclosing" a postage stamp.

Thev Tnvite especial attention to their very large stock

of Standard and Dwarf Pear and Cherry Trees; also,

Plum I'cach, Aprrcot, and Nectarine Trees; as well as

Grme Vul^"' Gooseberries, Currants, Raspberries, Str.aw-

ben-ies, .tc, in every known variety, together with all other

plaiits,\fcc.. usuallv kept by the trade. ....
UW ouo stroiur iwo years old Osage Orange Plants, m three

ditr-rent sizes, at if 10, !f8, and ,$6 per lj<iOO.

Ruckthorn Plants, two years old, at |S per L<'tO.

Highland Nurseries. Newburg, N. Y., Sept. 1, 1HD.3.—.ii.

Locke Nursery.

THE subscriber off-ers for sale at his Nursery in Ix)cke—

One hundred thousand Pear Seedlings, 1 year old, at t^B

and .* 10 per thousand. ^ ,, ,

Twenty-five thousand Cherry Seedlmgs, 1 year old, at

$5 per hundred,
live

•r nunareu. , , , , , , „,
, .ve thousand Peaches, 1 and 2 years old, budded, at

$10 and !fl2 per hundred.
Fifteen hundred Cherries, 1 year old, budded, of nne

growth, at :f
Is |ht hmidrcd.

Togeth.r wlih a good assortment of Apples, Pears, and

Plums, from '• to t vi-ars old, budded, of the best varieties.

All coiiinuinlealions will receive prompt attention ad-

dressed to J. "U. CONKLIN,
Locke, Cayuga county, N. 1

.

rtptcmber 1,1853.-11*

New YorK Agricultural Warehouse.

HORSE POWERS, Threshers, Fan M ills, Smut Machines,

Grain Drills, Hay Presses, Grain Mills, t'om and Cob

Crushers, Cider Mills, and a large assorlment of I lows, and

all kinds of Agricultural and Horticultural 1>"1' -;"'»'•-

Peruvian Guano, Superphosijhate sf Lime, Bone Dust,

and other fertilizers, of the most ^"P'j';'"j^
alLEN,

Sept. 1, 185-3. 189 and 191 Water'street, New York.
^
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—
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the entire volume supplie<l to all subscribers.
_

rW-PosT-MAsTEiis, Faumkus, and all friendsof improve-

menl are respectlhlly solicited to obtain and forward .sub-
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AGRICULTURAL ENTOMOLOGY.

tnM^ of natural history which treats of insects. Agricultural

itj^Bon to such insects as injure the field and garden crops,

laras, r

Entomology is that depart

entomology limits its invest

household possessions, orchftfflS, forest trees, and domestic animals of farmers and gar
deners. The number of species that subsist mainly or entirely at the expense of

cultivators, is much larger than one would suppose who had not made these destructive

animals and their ravages the subject of particular study. Baron Kollar, following

generally the arrangement of Latreille, treats of insects injurious to agriculturists

under twelve orders. Dr. Harris is less comprehensive in his plan, confining his

treatise to insects injurious to vegetation ; but he is more thorough and practical, so far

as he goes.

Having on another occasion briefly described the twelve orders of Kollar, we
shall now attempt a definition of the six orders, to the discussion of which Dr. H. has

devoted an octavo volume of some 500 pages. The names of these orders are

:

CoieojJtera, Orthoptera, Hemiptcra, Le]3idoptera, Hymenojitera, and Diptera. Before

proceeding to describe the several orders named, it may not be amiss to state that the

word " insect" is derived from the Latin insecure, to cut into, or notch ; most insects

being almost severed at the points where the head is joined to the thorax, and the thorax

to the abdomen, as in the ant and honey-bee. Insects do not breathe through their

mouth, but have several air holes called spiracles on each side of their bodies, usually

nine in number, for the free ingress and egress of the atmospheric air, needed to purify

their blood. The brain of an insect is small ; and instead of a spinal marrow, a kind

of knotted cord extends from the brain to the hinder extremity ; and from the knots on

this cord and the brain issue numerous small, whitish threads, which are nerves, and

spread over the animal system. A few water insects breath by means of gills. The
heart is a long tube lying under the back, having little holes on each side for the

admission of the juices of the body, which are prevented from escaping again by valves

or clappers, formed to close the holes within. By the appropriate arrangement of

valves, the blood flows toward the head, and is prevented from passing in an opposite

direction. The blood is either colorless or a yellowish fluid, and does not circulate in

proper arteries and veins ; but, being driven to the head by the contraction of the tubu-

lar heart, it is discharged into the fluids derived directly from the digestive organs, and

is again oxygenated by contact with the air pipes, and finally it returns into the tubular

heart for continued circulation. Insects have no internal skeleton like the vertebrata.

Order 1. Coleop)tera. The word chosen to designate insects of the first order is

formed from koleos, a sheath
;
pteron, a wing. [We have no Greek type.] The idea

conveyed is, that all insects of this order have theu- wings in a sheath, or more properly
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under -wing-covers. Beetles, of whicli there are over four thousand species known,

belong to this order. Beetles are not bugs, although often called such. They have

jaws for biting, and are nothing lothe to use them for that purpose. Bugs {Hemiptera

half-iuingers) take their food by suction through a beak or rostrum, and differ from

beetles in other respects. Under the two thick wing-covers which meet in a straight

line on the back, beetles have two filmly wings that fold transversely. Their larvje are

grubs, and generally provided with six true legs, and sometimes with a terminal prop-

leg ; more rarely without legs. The pupse have wings and legs distinct and uneonfined.

Many of these insects, particularly in the grub state, are very injurious to vegetation.

The grubs which so abound in dead and living forest trees are mostly the young of

beetles.

Order 2. OrtJioptera (cockroaches, crickets, grasshoppers, &c.) Orthoptera is derived

from the Greek orthos, straight
;
ptero7i, a wing. The wings of this order are four ; two

rather thick and opake upper wings, overlapping a little on the back, and two longer

thin wings, which are folded in plaits like a fan. Transformation partial ; larvae and

pupK active, but wanting wings. All the insects of this order, except the camel cricket

i^Mantidice), which prey on other insects, are injurious ta our household possessions, or

destructive to vegetation. H'
Order 3. Hemiptera (bugs, locusts, plant-lice, &c.) To this order belong insects

with a horny-beak for suction ; four wi«gs, of which the uppermost are generally thick

at the base, with thinner extremities which lie flat and cross each other on the top of

the back, or are of uniform thickness throughout, and slope at the sides like a roof.

Transformation partial ; larvae and pupae nearly like the adult insect, but wanting wings.

The word Hemiptera is derived from the Greek hemisus, half, and pteron, a wing, half-

winged insects. The outer wings are often half horny and half membranaceous; and

in some species shorter than the body, or entirely wanting, as in the bed-bug.

Order 4. Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths.) Insects of this order have a mouth
with a spiral sucking tube ; wings four, covered with branny scales. Transformation

complete. The larvae are caterpillars, and have six true legs, and from four to ten fleshy

prop-legs. Pupa with the cases of the wings, and of the wings indistinct and soldered

to the breast. The word Lepidoptera is derived from Icpos, a scale (like that of a fish)

;

pteron, a wing. The white, mealy substance that adheres to the fingers when butter-

flies and moths, or millers are handled, is composed of minute shining scales. Butterflies

extract nectar from flowers by their long flexible sucking tubes.

Order 6. Hymenoptera (sawflies, ants, bees, &c.) Insects with jaws; four-veined

wings, in most species, the hinder pair being smallest, and a piercer or sting at the

extremity of the abdomen. Transformation complete ; larvae mostly maggot-like, or

*slug-likei of some, caterpillar-like; pupae with legs and wings uneonfined. The word
hymenoptera is derived from hymen, a membrane; pteron, a wing— meaning insects

with membranaceous wings.

Order 6. Diptera (mosqujtos, gnats, flies, &c.) Insects with two wings only, having

a horny or fleshy proboscis, and two knobbed threads called balancers, or poisers, behind

the wings. Transformation complete. The larvao are maggots without feet, and with

the breathing-holes generally in the hinder part of the body; pupse mostly incased in

the dried skin of the larva?, sometimes, however, naked, in which case the wnngs and
legs are visible, and more or less free and uneonfined. The word diptera is derived

from dis, two, or twice, and pteron, wing; two-winged insects.

We shall give one or more articles on each of the above orders, and endeavor to

explain the economy, and suggest ways and means for destroying these pestiferous

animals. They destroy every year more than twenty million dollars' worth of

property.

XA^-



AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

The following remarks, whicli have appeared in the Afark Lane Express and London
Farmers' Magazine^ may interest some of our readers :

The agriculture of the Union has been less affected by external influence than that of Canada,
and more from internal energy—owing, no doubt, to the difference of the political relation between
thera and the mother country, coupled with the growth of their respective populations, the tide of
emigratiiin rolling principally into the boundless prairies of the former. Some of the older States
as New York, for instance, are densely populated, compared with Canada, and have proved an
example to the other States where the growth of society and civilization has been less. Hundreds
of thousands of emigrants have left the mother country with no other idea of destination than to
get to New York— once there, they would work their way into the interior as Providence might
direct their steps. Hence labor, an article of no small value in America, was more plentifutin
that State than in the others, creating a larger consumption and better markets— circumstances of
the highest importance to its agriculture, as they afforded the means of reclaiming its soil and
saving a little independence, ilany of the early settlers in this Stiite, although landing poor,
acquired capital sufficient to enable them to purchase estates for their families.

But while an abundance of labor aided the progress of agriculture in this and older States simi-
laily situated, it was the means of sooner exhausting their soils, owing to the scourging system
followed, bringing their farmers, as it wei-e, to a stand-still—a fact which has lowered them in the
estimation of emigrants for nearly the last half century. "Human toil is often praised for being
highly productive,^' says Dr. Lee, an Ameriain writer, alluding to the question at issue, "when, had
the whole truth been known, it would have been seen to be remarkably destructive," as the counties
of New York have experienced; for the exhaustion of their soils have not only lowered them in
the estimation of emigrants, but of their own old settlei-s, many of whom sold out as soon as they
could find a purchaser, betaking themselves to the bush husbandry of the interior, beginning the
world afresh as they or their forefathers did.

The rights of the public, we have said, embrace agricultural statistics— a subject on which the
American farmers and Congress appear more united than the English, and one in which they place
more importance, obviously because they take a more sound, comprehensive, and practical view of
it, attributing even the exhaustion of the soil to the want of the necessary statistical information

;

for, say they—quoting official authority, the Report of the Commissioner of Patents—"Good and
bad farming are now so blended, that delinquents escape all exposure ; while such as do well, are
denied that distinction which is the just reward of merit. There is no resisting a legitimate argu-
ment, sustained by conceded facts. Mistakes in practice, and errors in theory, must give way before
the light of truth : and the truth alone should be diligently sought and widely disseminated among
the farmers of the Republic." In short, it is not m. rely the number of acres and the amount of
produce which comprise American statistics— for they include the number ofgood and hadfarmers
also. For example

:

Of the 12,000,000 acres of improved lands in the State of New York, 1,000,000 are so cultivated

as to become richer from year to year—being in the hands of 40,000 farmers who read agricultural

journals, and nobly sustain the State and county societies of that commonwealth. Three millions

barely sustain their fertility, and are cultivated by a class of farmers who read not, but do their

best to follow the practice of the hist 8,000,000 acres are in the hands of 300,000 cultivators who
follow the old praclice of exhausting the soil, which has fallen from 30 to 5 bushels of wheat per
acre—Albany county, in 1845, producing only 7^ bushels per acre; Duchess county, 5; Columbia,
G; Reiit^selaer, 8; Westchester, 7, cfcc. ; while Albany, in 1775, produced from 20 to 40. The
300,000 persons that cultivated those 8,000,000 acres produce each annually 25 dollars less than
they would have done had the land not been exhausted. There is no escape from this oppressive

tax of 7,500,000 dollars, but either to improve the land at an expenditure of 100,000,000 dollars, or
run off and leave it. It is calculated that Maryland, Virginia, North and South Carolina, and
Georgia, have lost the equivalent of 500,000,000 dollars by exhaustion of land.

It is not merely statistics generally as above, but individually as follows : "There are samples of

wool in the Patent Office, the product of a sheep that yields 18 lbs. of washed wool a year, and
weighs 420 lbs. This mammoth sheep is the property of Colonel Josiah Ware, of Clarke county,

Virginia, whose best fat wethers sell at 35 dollars a head." Other examples are given where flocks

which once yielded 5 lbs. per fleece, have now fallen to 2 lbs., <fec The great Washington's fell

from 5 to 2^ lbs, during his wars.

The rights of the public, however, involve more than statistics ; for if the soil has been
exhausted, it has a right to know the cause and remedy, as well as the amount of exhaustion : but,

while it obviously enjoys this privilege, it has also its dutiae to perform toward the farmer. Hence
for the last eight or ten years the American Government has been collecting all the information

which the improvement of its agriculture demands, not only from individuals of the greatest talent

in its own provinces, but from all corners of the world, through the instrumentality of its Patent
Office, which collates and arranges the whole in the shape of an annual report of some six hundred
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octavo pages, for circulation among farmers, who have fully appreciated its value with gratitude

;

for the effect produced is far beyond the most sanguine expectation previously entertained from
official information of this kind. From time immemorial the American farmers have enjoyed the

benefits of State and county societies— cattle, implement, and produce shows— with plowing

matches and such like machinery, the same as English farmers have done— besides companies for

the importation of English cattle. But such was found insufficient, never having produced in half

a century the effect which tlie Patent Office has done in one season ; because through it the progress

of chemical and mechanical science is brought to bear upon the different branches of agriculture

with a different force and a different interest to the farmer.

The Union has justly been termed "a nation of farmers," farmers forming "a large majority of

the voters," so that they have themselves to blame if their interests are neglected, either in Con-
gress or State Legislatures. Hence, however, they may have hitherto under-estimated the advice of

Washington, who was himself a farmer, and strongly advocated tlie cultivation of agricultural

science, they have now caught the true spirit of their great president, and are exerting every nerve

to reduce it to practice without fear of opposition, and the progress they are making is only equalled

by the magnitude of the work before tliem. Complaints are no doubt yet many, but no sooner

established than the necessary steps are taken to have them redressed. The rights of American
laborers have hitherto been sadly neglected ; for half their number are slaves, while the domestic

hajipiness of the other half has been little cared for I The plight of the poor emigrant, who has

hitherto arrived in the Union with an empty pocket, was sober indeed. In this country our large

manufacturers—a class ever alive to their own interest—are beginning to descry a short supply in

the labor market. Hence cottages and gardens for their operatives are fast being built, and every
other prudent means used which the circumstances of the case demand; but in America, although

labor has been scarce, no such effort has been made to induce the sin-plus rustics of our overflowing

provinces to emigrate; for to them the threshhold of colonial life has been truly purgatorial:

indeed, such was its barbarous character, that few penniless laborers, however indifferent they might
be to civilized life, ventured to cross the Atlantic unless they had either a friend or relative before

them. Happily, however, the American Patent Office has at length succeeded in removing the

farmers' canflle from under the bushel. Chemical and mechanical science, involving the proper
application of labor to the soil, is now becoming better understood, so that tlie domestic comforts

of the laborer are beginning to be cultivated. Hence the stimulus which it has given to the

"exodus" at home.
Sucli are a few desultory observations on the means now being used by the Americans to improve

their agriculture. In the language of the Patent Office Report, "To compete with Englishmen in

feeding people at their own doors, while Americans have to transport their breadstuffs and pro-

visions from 3,000 to 4,000 miles to reach the consumer, is obviously a hard business for our

farmers." It is one, however, which the American is strenuously and sueeessAiily pui-suing; and
let us, therefore, not be found sleeping at our posts in the conflict, since we cannot avoid joining

issue in it.

We hope that we may say without egotism, that the Patent Office Report so favorably

noticed abroad, and especially all the facts and figures quoted therefrom, were from the

pen of the person named therein, who has often brought the great subject of Agricutural

Statistics before the American public. The bill (which became a law) for taking the

census of the State of New York in 1845, as well as the blank schedules for agricultural

statistics, by which the yield per acre was ascertained, originated with the proprietor of

this paper, as chairman of the committee on Agriculture ; but so little has been accom-

plished compared with what ought to have been done, both at Albany and Washington,

that we have more reason for regret than to be proud of the result. It has long been

a source of deep pain to us, that it is not possible to obtain a patient hearing of the

important facts relating to agriculture in this country. Our countrymen are most

unwilling to have the fact demonstrated before their eyes that " Human toil i-s often

praised for being highly proc/itciiw, when, were the whole truth known, it would be

fsund highly destructive^

If the Legislature had adopted the statistical policy which we recommended in 1844,

after years of patient observation and study, all would now know in this State who are

dealing justly by the soil they cultivate, and who are not. We complained in the Patent

Office Report for 1849 that "good and bad farming are now so blended that delinquents

escape nearly all exposure, while such as do well are denied that distinction which is

the just reward of merit." Is not this true? and does' it not servo to repress im])rove-

ment in tillage and husbandry ? In our humble opinion, agricultural statistics should

be collected every year to be of essential value to agriculture. Assessors, or tax-col-
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lectors, might obtain the needed information in every State at a trifling expense, and

the facts so ascertained would soon develop truths of the greatest importance.

The guessing system of miscalled statistics, so long in vogue at the Patent OflBce,

we exploded four years ago, and still cherish the hope that State Legislatures may ere

long take measures to learn something of the true principles of good husbandry ; and

we again repeat, what we have said a thousand times before, "To compete with Eng-

lishmen in feeding people at their own doors, while Americans have to transport their

breadstuffs and provisions from 3,000 to 4,000 miles to reach the comsumer, is obviously

a hard business for our farmers." Our meaning is, that it is hard to draw so largely

and continuously on the natural resources of the soil and not impair its fruitfulness, and

ultimately impoverish both the land and its cultivators. American statesmen overlook

this paramount land and bread question. Educated farmers must become practical

statesmen, and take the lead in legislation, before either agriculture or political economy

can be placed on a sound and enduring basis.

dJ

FALL PLOWINa

Having some twenty odd acres we intend planting to corn next spring, the question

comes up in a practical way. What will the soil gain in the available food of plants by

plowing it this fall ? On light sandy or gravelly soils we doubt the propriety of plowing

several months before the seed is committed to the earth, because we fear that the

elements of both organic and inorganic matter rendered soluble by tillage may be

washed out of the open ground, and the land impoverished rather than enriched by fall

plowing. We have no doubt of the fact that tillage often operates greatly to the

injury of the soil, sometimes by dissolving the food of plants prematurely, so that a

part is lost by the washing of the plowed earth long before it is planted or sown, and

other times the fine clay and sand run together and become hard before spring, so that

the labor of fall plowing is lost. These remarks are made to show that there are two

sides to the question of autumn plowing for seeding in the spring. Soils which are

either very open, or very compact from an excess of fine clay, gain little by stiring them

long in advance of planting. Frost, however, may and often does, operate to improve

clay land by rendering it more friable, if plowed in the fall or winter. This is par-

ticularly true of clayey loams, soils that do not run together like potter's clay. Clay

soils which are not benefitted by fall plowing, nearly always need underdraining to

increase their porosity and friability. By throwing the ground into beds when plowed,

and opening a deep water furrow between each land, much may be done to prevent the

soil from becoming very hard in dry weather, and mortar in wet weather. Undoubt-

edly autumn tillage saves field labor in the spring, when one's teams may not be in the

best possible condition for service, while a great deal of work is sufiering to be done.

Had we plenty of good teams and laborers, we should rarely plow any field more than

four weeks before it was to be sown or planted.

So soon as tillage develops the elements of fertility, and rains fall to dissolve them,

our notion is, that the seed should be in the ground to grow and consume the raw

material of the crop. We are well aware of the recent researches of Prof. Way and

others, showing the retentive power of soils in preventing the loss of manures applied

to land in a state of solution ; we are not, however, satisfied that expectations in that

matter are to be fully realized by farmers. Mr. Mechi says that his liquid manure,

after passing through several feet of soil, still contains both organic and inorganic

matter ; and we know that in all good land, rain-water that comes out in springs and

wells is not pure, but abounds in both vegetable and mineral salts dissolved out of the

^; : ^^
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^ound. Tillage increases the solubility and solution of these substances, which are the

food of plants ; and hence tillage at the time of planting and afterwards augments the

feeding and growth of crops.

Having decided to plow a field in the fall, we should not hesitate to break up the

subsoil a little deeper than it was ever before exposed to the light, heat, frost, and

atmospheric gases above ground. These are powerful chemical agencies, and admirably

adapted to deepen and improve a soil. If one can turn under a good coat of grass,

weeds, mold, or manure, so much the better for the land. Break the ground fine

—

that is, cut narrow furrows, as well as deep ones, that the tillage may be perfect.

Interesting Experiments in Pork-Making.— The L'ish Farmers^ Gazette contains

an interesting experiment in ftvttening hogs by feeding one lot on cooked turnips and

barley meal, and another on raw turnips crushed, adding meal, and permitting the mass

to ferment before being fed. There were four hogs in each lot. Those fed on cooked

turnips weighed, when the experiment commenced, on the 27th November, 1852, 816

pounds. This lot were fed three times a day, and consumed 280 pounds daily, steamed

and mixed with 12 lbs. of bran and barley meal. In thirty-nine days they had gained

an average each of 103 lbs., or an aggregate of 412 lbs. To produce this gain there

were consumed 9,920 lbs. of turnips, and 468 lbs. of bran and barley meal. The other

lot of four hogs weighed, at the commencement of the experiment, 792 lbs. They,

too, were fed three times a day, and consumed 140 lbs. pulped turnips, fermented and

mixed with 12 lbs of bran and meal. It will be seen that the hogs fed on raw turnips

consumed just half the quantity given to the others, while they gained an average each

of 110 lbs, and 28 lbs. more than those fed on cooked turnips. In cooking the latter,

just a ton of coal was consumed in the thirty-nine days. How the turnips were crushed

to a pulp is not stated ; it might be done in a bark-mill, or other machine made for the

purpose. The pulped turnips, bran, and meal stood three or four days before feeding.

E;ich tub had an orifice in the bottom for a part of the water in the turnips to run out

into troughs, which otherwise was found to check the fermentation. The liquor received

in the troughs was fed to young pigs. We suspect that turnips naturally contain too

much water (over 90 per cent.) to fatten hogs economically. A part of the nutritive

element in the turnips passes out of the system by the bowels, and a part from the thin

blood, by the kidneys, dissolved in an excess of urine. A little less of the roots, and

more barley, oat, or corn meal, would be cheaper and better feed.

i!)

Washtngton AoRicuLTtiRAL IxsTiTTmE.—It 18 known to our readers that the Monnt Yernon estate,

the home of Washington, has recently been contracted to a comjiany at the round sum of $200,000,

with the reservation that if Consjress shall decide to purchase at the same price, it is to bo trans-

ferred to the Government. Public sentiment has been directed to the subject in a considerable

degree since tliis proposition was made public, and we tliink there has been a very general approval

of the project of inirchase by the Government. Should this question be settled affirmatively by
the next Congress, the question will then arise as to the disposition which shall be made of the

grounds, and in what manner they shall be improved. With a proper system of management and
appropriate improvements, Mount Vernon might become a great place of resort for all who revere

the memory of the Father of his Country.

Among the propositions suljmitted through the public press, is one from the Rochester American
which seems to merit more attention than has been given to any other suggestions wo have seen

upon the subject. We quote from that pajier as follows : ;

"It \i well known that the jirofesson which WAsniNotoN loved above all others was that of the

farmer. Ho jirosscd upon the attention of Congress in his List annual message the importance of

agriculture, and the duty of Government to ])romoto it.s improvement by proper pecuniary assist-

ance. For reasons that we need not discuss, the wise and patriotic suggestions of the illustrious

Farmer of Mount Vernon in behalf of agriculture were never acted on by an American Congress,

and the sciences of tillage and husbandry have never been fostered in the United States. We can

not believe that this gc^ieral neglect of the study of agriculture is much longer to continue ;
and if

a beginning b ever to bo made for the solid advancement of rural knowledge, it is eminently fitting

A^-
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and proper that the first institution established for that purpose should be on the farm of "WAsnrNO-
TON. Agriculture is an experimental science ; and yet there is not one acre of land in the whole
republic exclusively devoted to experimental purposes. Congress has been publishing annual reports
on rural affairs, emanating from the Patent Office, for the last ten years, and who can name one
new fact which Government has developed, calculated to make two blades of grass grow where
one grew before ? Congress has caused no agricultural experiments to be made, has revealed no
new truth, uor elucidated oue doubtful practice in any department of husbandry or tillage. There
is no lack of agricultural journals and book-publishers to print and circulate all really valuable iufor-

mation that may be called into existence by scientific researches. Hence, instead of expending so

many thousands of dollars in needless printing. Congress should be instructed by the people to

expend an equal sum in making investigations designed to illustrate in a clear and practical manner
the true principles of agriculture. This is what the great farming interest most needs, and what
the estate of Washingtox on the Potomac is admirably adapted to accomplish.

" A Washington Agricultural Institute established at Mount Vernon, and properly endowed or sup-
ported by the Government, would do more for agriculture than the West Point Military Academy
has done for the army and civil engineering. Hitherto there have been insuperable difficulties in

the way to prevent the founding of agricultural schools and colleges in the several States which
are entirely unknown to American statesmen. Two of these difficulties we will name: one is the

want of thoroughly educated men to serve as professors in agricultural institutions. We have no
such men in this country, because it has never possessed a single college and experimental farm for

the complete professional education of teachers of rural arts and sciences. The young men educated
at West Point, are duly prepared to teach military arts and sciences to all engaged in military

operations, whose advantages for the acquisition of professional knowledge have been less favorable.

We can never have competent teachers of' agricultural sciences before we create at least one institu-

tion for their thorough education."

The plan has many features calculated to commend it to public favor. It may be set down as a
settled fact that if the Government is to purchase the estate in question at all, a good round sum of

money is to be annually expended upon it. To this we have no objection if that exi>enditure can
be made to contribute in any reasonable degree to the improvement of the condition of the popula-
tion of this country. There is force in the suggestions of the American. If it is contemplated to

carry into pwxcticc on the estate any of the principles inculcated by Wasuington, we know of none
more worthy of attention than the provision for agricultural improvement of the country. Agri-

culture was the great theme upon which his mind, in days and years of rest from the public service,

was accustomed to dwell, and to which he contributed to a greater degree than any man of his

day. It seems, therefore, fitting that in any disposition which shall be made of Mount Vernon, this

leading interest of the country should have paramount attention.

—

Home Sentinel.

The remarks credited to the Rochester American in favor of the establishment of a

Washington Agricultural Institute on the Mount Vernon estate, are a part of an article

written by the proprietor of this paper. We have reason to know that such a monu-

ment to the illustrious Farmer of Mount Vernon would be gratifying to the present

owner of the property, and to Mr. George Washington Park Custis, the adopted

son of Greneral Washington, who resides at Arlington, near the federal metropolis.

The country greatly needs a National Institution for the purpose of cultivating all the

sciences most intimately associated with agriculture, in connection with the practice of

husbandry and other rural arts. Science and practice, the study of sound principles,

and the satisfactory illustration of such principles on the farm, must operate together

before we can achieve the best results. In this way theories will never outrun their

usefulness, for experience will at once correct their errors.

Agriculture being an experimental science, to advance it, more and better experiments

are indispensable; and why should not Government aid a little in the making of these

needful experiments ? Farmers every where ask for more light, that they may see and

understand why one soil is so much better than another, and thereby be able to improve

all the arable lands in their possession at the least possible expense. Let them send in

their petitions to Congrass to purchase Mount Vernon and erect thereon an institution

that shall be to agricultural arts and sciences what West Point Academy is to military

arts and sciences. Pupils at such an academy, coming from all the States, and carrying

home with them a thorough practical and scientific education, would be able to found

and sustain State institutions wherever needed. From the want of competent profes-

sors or teachers, such institutions have hitherto never been called into existence ; and to

educate teachers there should be at least one national college of the very highest order.

3;
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Irrigation and Town Sewarage.—The following remarks, made at a meeting of

the Royal Agricultural Society of England by one of the most enterprising farmers of

the age, will be read with interest :

Mr. Meghi considered there was no practical difficulty in conveying town sewerage to agricultural

districts, except that farmers and landlords must first be convinced that town sewerage is the best

guano in a liquid state. lie had found practically that no amount of solid manure would effect, in

a given time, equal results with liquid manure, especially on pasture. He considered that, allowing

six individuals as amply manuring one acre, 350,000 acres would, if necessary, absorb all the
town sewerage of London with its 2,000,000 of inhabitants. Its cartage in the country costs

at least 6d. per ton per mile ; and as liquefied manure could be conducted at a twelfth or less of

that cost, that is the most desirable condition for transmission ; all solid manures might be fluidised,

and sink immediately to the roots of plants, as at his farm ; consequently the new fibres of growing
plants, deep in the soil, receive their food in an available condition. Mr. Mecui then referred to

Prof Way's papers on the power of soils to fix ammonia, and stated that in strong clay soils he had,
while irrigating, caused the drains, at five feet depth, to discharge manure-water having both color,

smell, and fertilizing properties, although he had hoped all these might have been arrested by the

soil. He conchuled his remarks by entering largely into the details of pipage, gutta percha tubing,

and the general management of irrigation with manure. Mr. Mechi then invited the members to

inspect his arrangements in their present improved state; and he should feel gratified in iinding

that any expenditure of his own, made by way of trial and experiment, should have eventually led

to sound and practical experience, of which others might so freely avail themselves. He hoped on
the 20tli of next month to meet many whom he then saw present, at his "gathering" at Tiptree,

whei'e the whole of his operations would be laid open to their inspection and friendly discussion.

In the course of his details, Mr. Mechi gave to the tnembers a most graphic account C'f the manner
in which, by means of his great tank, and the incessant action of currants of air, animal matter of

every form and degree of solidity was rapidly assimilated into liquid manure, and hurried off daily

with the i-esistless force of steam-power through his system of pipage over the land. The discus-

sion closed with an interesting detail of facts connected with steam-power
;

price, number, material,

and coating of pipes; fre-sli or ripo manure; and action of silicates on strenghtening rye-grass and
other siliceous plants.

»«•

Artesian Wells.—A correspondent of the Memphis Appeal^ who suggests the pro-

priety of supplying that city with water by means of an Artesian well, furnishes the

following interesting extracts in relation to these wells :

The origin of Artesian wells is very ancient— the first diggings of which we liave any record,

were made in 1126, in Artois, in France; hence their name. Artesian wells. Divers European
nations, among them are England, Germany, and France, claim the priority of the invention ; but

both the Chinese and Egyptians were acquainted with Artesian wells.

The Artesian well is but a research made by means of the drill for a stream underground, whose
reservoir will give it sufficient force to cause it to ascend to the surface of the earth. The earth's

crust is composed of parallel beds, which are separated by joints well drained, and these beds have
been modified by the successive deposits of water which have coursed at difterent epochs the surfiiee

of the continents. The earth's regularly stratified horizontal beds have received successive shocks

which have dislocated and inclined them. Before determining the location of an Artesian well, it

is necessary to examine the section of country, the level of its rivers and valleys, and the dip of the

strata. With these given, the scientific man can determine approximately the necessary depth of

the well.

The quantity of water to be obtained from a well depends entirely upon its geographical and
hydrographic conditions ; it may vary from ten gallons to twelve hundred gallons a minute, or

1,728,000 gallons every 24 hours.

Artesian wells not only give soft water to cities, towns, and villages, but are equally valuable to

extensive fiirms and factories, guarding them against the long drouths which sometimes happen in

the summer time; manufacturers would not suffer for want of water— in the driest summer their

reservoirs could be constantly supplied ; and the extensive farmer could also derive an equal benefit

by judicious irrigation.

Within a few years this means of obtaining water has been extensively prosecuted in Europe,

where there are now more than 301)0 wells. Venice, situated on the Adriatic sea, and entirely sur-

rounded by salt water, with a ])opulation of 125,000 souls, is supplied abundantly with Artesian

wells. The well of Grcnelle, Paris, furnishes water to more than 70,000 people ; the water in this

well flows 112 feet above the surface of the ground. The inhabitants of the town of Sheerness,

England, are supplied with water from two Artesian wells. The provinces of Modona and Bologna,

in Italy, for a long time have been supplied in the same manner, and so have some parts of London.

The famous Artesian salt well at Kissengen, in Batavia, was commenced eighteen ycart? ago, and
which, it was feared, would have to be abandoned as a failure, has recently given the most satisfac-

tory risults. llio town is located in a saline valley, 981 feet above the level of the Baltic sea.
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Finally, in October, 1850, at the depth of 2067 feet, perseverance was rewarded by complete success.

A violeut explosion burst away the scaffolding built to facilitate the operations, and a column of
water four and a half inches in diameter spouted forth to the height of 98 feet above the surface.

The water— clear as crystal, is a temperature of 66 Fah., and is abundantly charged with salt
6,600,000 pounds of salt is made per annum, and valued at 300,000 florins, after deducting all

expenses."

There are a great many Artesian wells in the United States. Tlie wells in Selma, Cahawba, and
Montgomery, Ala., discharge an abundance of water, some of which discharge as much as 1300 gal-

lons per minute, and none of them are more than 950 feet deep. The well at Columbus, Miss., is

situated 100 feet above low water mark, and is 565 feet deep, and discharges about 30 gallons per
minute. The temperature of tlie water is 65 Fah., while that the of ordinary wells in the vicinity,

30 and 40 feet deep, is 62 fah. The Avell in Charleston is 1060 feet deep, and the water rises 12
feet above the surface. The well at Corpus Christ!, Texas, has reached a depth of 380 feet, and
sends forth a handsome volume of white sulphur water. The well at St. Louis, Mo., has reached a
depth of 1590 feet, and a copious stream of sulphur water flows from the well, having precisely the
same taste of Blue Lick water in Kentucky. It is calculated from recent indications, that a supply
of good pure water will be obtained, as the strata in which they are now boring, is of soft

white sand stone.

The Artesian well in "Westphalia, Germany, is 2385 feet deep, and discharges 10,000 gallons per
minute ; the temperature of the water is 93 fah. Boston, Mass., originally derived its supply from
wells; there were 2767 wells for public use, 33 of which were Artesian wells.

There is an Artesian well in Erie, Green county, Ala., 470 feet deep, which discharges 320 gal-

lons per minute ; the water rises 50 feet above the surface of the ground.

Ohio Dressed Meats in New York in August.—We dined yesterday upon as fine a quarter of
lamb as we have ever tasted, which was butchered in Columbus, Ohio, and brought here in a
refrigerator can, by railroad, and we expect to dine to-morrow upon a pair of fine fowls, as sweet
as though dressed to-day, which came in the same way. If any of our readers desire to satisfy

themselves that our meats may be all butchered in Ohio and sent to us in perfect order, they can
do BO by calling upon D. Tilton, No. 8 Washington Market, who furnished us with the above speci-

mens. We are glad to chronicle this event, though not a very new one, as large quantities of same
have been sent here from the West in the same way, because it proves how easy the thing can be
done, and how much better it would be to have our meats brought ready dressed from the country,

thus saving the abominable nuisances of bull-fights and cow-chases in the streets, and gutters of

gore among the dwellings of women and children. Success to the enterprize. If those who are

engaged in the enterprize will give us the reports we will publish every arrival.—JVew York Tri-

bune, August 81.

Cars constructed on the refrigerating principle for conveying fresh meats to distant

markets from the interior, and oysters from the seaboard to refresh " the rural districts,"

are becoming very common. Rochester is four hundred miles from salt water, yet its

market has been well supplied with fresh oysters during all the past hot summer; and

we have never known fresh lake fish brought from Canada so hard, fat, and delicious,

as Mr. John Milier, of this city, keeps them in ice. The most delicate fruits are pre-

served fresh any length of time. The principle is capable of indefinite extension, and

must work a perfect revolution in the supply of many necessaries and luxuries, and

greatly promote their general consumption.

On the Comparative Value of Large and Small Roots.—In consequence of the practical impor-

tance which was attached to some of the results obtained during the investigation into the compo-

sition of the sugar beet, carried on in the Museum of Irish Industry, and which were published in

the form of a parliamentary report, and especially to that of the relative value of lai'ge and small

roots, which was so strongly dwelt upon by Mr. Sproule, in his paper read before the Royal Agri-

cultural Society, it was thought advisable to continue the investigation of last year. As the exami-

nation was carried on as a jiart of our official duties, we could not make any use of them, prior to

their authorized publication, but for the kindness of the director (Sir Robert Kane), who permitted

us to lay a short abstract of the principal results obtained before the society.

A great number of analyses of tlie usually cultivated roots have been from time to time pub-

lished ; but in consequence of certain necessary conditions not having been attended to, the results

have been of little practical importance. Now, one of the first conditions is that of weight, which,

as we shall now endeavor to show, exerts a very remarkable influence upon the composition of bul-

bous roots.

On the continent, where the roots are grown for the purpose of manufacturing sugar, it was long

K since remarked, that large-sized roots yielded less sugar than moderate-sized ones, between one and
^
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three pounds in weight. Analytically this was fully shown by the reseftrches of the continental

chemists, who had examined the suliject, and was fully confirmed by our results of last year.

Further than this, no practical application seems to have been made of the fact; and as very large

roots, grown in a i-ich and properly tilled soil, may be bettor than moderate-sized ones, grown in

another place, no general law as to growth was siirmised. In most previous investigations upon
the composition of roots, the examination was contiued to a single root from each locality ; and
hence it is owing to this cause that no satisfactory results were obtained.

To remedy this defect, we determined to take six roots from each locality—three of the largest

and three of the smallest; and in order to diminish the influence of accidental causes, we subjected

a great number of roots to examination. Our results are, in fact, founded upon the examination of

about 450 roots, of every kind, including Swedish turnips, carrots, the different varieties of the

beet, &c.

With very few exceptions, we have found that, as a general rule, small roots contain a larger

per eentage of solid matter than large roots, in some cases even to the extent of fifty per cenL
Thus, the mean per eentage of solid matter contained in three roots of sugar beet, varying from 3 lbs.

11^- oz. to 4 lbs. 2 oz., grown by Mr. K'iven, of Drumcondra, was found to be only 10.408, whilst in

three small roots, varying from 1 lb. 3^ oz. to 1 lb. 11 f oz., it was 17.427 ; or, in other words, 100
tons of the small roots would be equal to 167.43 tons of the large. To take another example: —
Tfiree roots of long red mangel wurzel, grown by Mr. Keli.t, of Portrane, varying from 6 lbs.

14^ oz. to 9 lbs. 3 oz., contained only 10.986 per cent, of solid, whilst three small roots, varying
from 6j oz. to 7£- oz., contained 1.5.624 per cent.—that i% 100 tons of the small contained as much
solid matter as 142.18 tons of the large. The rule ap])li<'s equally to Swedish turnips. Thus, three

turnips, grown by Mr. Boylk, at the work-liouse farm of Ballymoney, county of Antrim, varying
from 6 lbs. 5} oz. to 6 lbs. 12 oz., yielded 13.731 per cent, of solid matter, and three small root^,

varying from 1 lb. 2 oz. to 1 lb. 5^ oz., 16.254 per cent ; or, in other words, 100 tons of the small

would be equal to 118.37 tons of the l.^rge.

Owing to the influence of accidental causes— such as the comparative ripeness of the grains of

seed, the influence of manure, (fee.— it could not be expected that, in every case, a small difl'ereuce

in weight would be accompanied by a corresponding difference in the amount of solid matter ; and
accordingly we find that, in many cases, a root of 4 lbs may contain as much, and even more, solid

matter than a root of 3 lbs. Nevertheless, such examples are rare, as will be found by reference to

the tables of the detailed report about to be published. But, if we divide the roots grown upon a

field into several groups, showing large differences of weight, the rule becomes universal. Thus, in

seventeen roots of sugar beet, grown by Lord Talbot dk Mal.^hide, upon the Island of Lambay,
there were

—

Four roofs of l>om 6 to 8 lbs. in weight, which yielded aa a mean per cent of solid matter,. . 12.M1
Five roots, between .3 and 5 lbs., 14.197

Eight roots, under 3 lbs., 15.753

These results clearly indicate that with increase of weight the solidity of roots diminishes.

On tabulating our results we have found that, taken as a whole, small roots, no matter how or

where grown, are superior to large roots in the amount of solid matter. The following table con-

tains a summary of our mean results, as far as we have been able as yet to reduce them :

—

SIZE OF E00T8.
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inferiority to the large. In general, we are able to account for the cause of these exceptions. In
one case it arose from the seed being mixed ; consequently each root examined belonged to, more
or less developed, distinct varieties. As a general rule, we have found that those roots of a par-
ticular variety of the beet which had white (lesh, were superior to tkose exhibiting a colored flesh.

In one case, this was remarkably shown, as the largest root which had this character was far supe-
rior to the smallest, which was remarkable for the amount of coloring matter which it contained.
Another cause of exception was, that the roots which grew out of the soil, and whose upper sen'-

ment was colored more or less green, contained less solid matter tlinn those which had grown fully

under tlie soil. This result is in perfect accordance with the fact that the segment of the root
immediately below the crown contains less solid matter than the body of the root; and hence, if a
large part of the root grows out of the soil, the portion thus exposed will partake of the character
of that segment

Tills last observation would seem to recommend the hoeing up of the soil close to the crown—

a

practice which, however, appears to be opposed to that of practical farmers. It is singular that
not a single exception occurred in the Swedish turnips.

Tiiose results lead to the conclusion that nearly all the analyses of roots hitherto made, especially

with reference to the action of manures upon gross weight and composition, are valueless. The
same remark applies to all experiments made upon the relative feeding qualities of certain crops.

We make this sweeping assertion with considerable difHdeuce, althougli we feel certain that, on a

little consideration, it will be found to be just. Suppose, for instance, that roots grown with one
manure are to be compared with the same kind of roots grown with another manure; it is quite

clear that if the roots of one set examined be larger than those of the other, the manure with which
the small roots were grown will be pronounced to be the better a<lapted of the two for the growth
of that particular root crop. Now, the size of tlie roots depends, among other circumstances, upon
the intervals between the plants; and hence, in all such comparisons, the manure applied to land
upon which the close-planting system prevails, will have the advantage over that applied to land
cultivated under the other system. Need we wonder, therefore, that practical agriculture has
hitherto derived so little benefit from such an analysis?

It is needless to point out the influence which the facts which we have established must have
upon the system of giving prizes for large roots, on the one hand, ol* of growing them on the

other. It is evident that the object of the farmer ought to be, to grow the largest possible amount
of food from a given space of ground, quite irrespective of the size of the roots; and if science

leads to the conclusion that that end will be best attained by the cultivation of moderate-sized roots,

the present system, which favors the growth of large roots, must be moditied. It is for the practical

agriculturist to show how this is to be attained; but we are of opinion that a good many useful

hints might be gleaned from the practice followed on the continent, with reference to the sugar

beet.— William K. Sullivan, Chetnitt to the Museum of Irish ludustry : and Alyhonse Gages, Assist-

ant Cheniiit, in the London Farmers^ Magazine.

O-

A Prolific Meadow.—It has become so common of late to put on record all facts tending to show
the decay of the potato, I think it but fair, when anything to the contrary appears, it should be

stated. "Yesterday, after the refreshing showers of the morning, in company with a friend, himself

a large and successful cultivator, I went to view a field of about four acres of potatoes, grown as

follows: The ground on whicli they are growing is meadow land, with a soil of the average depth

of three or four feet^ The main brook of the meadow has recently been cleaned, so that the surplus

water runs off, leaving it firm enough to eart upon. It is covered with a soil of richest quality,

more like tlie prairies of the west than anything I know hereabouts.

The cultivation was commenced by spreading a coating of manure on the grassy surface, dropping

the seed among the manure, cutting ditches and covering the potatoes with the material taken

therefrom, leaving the ground in beds about five feet wide, and three rows of potatoes in a bed.

In this way the potatoes started into growth, and now cover the ground with a most luxuriant

coating of Vines. A part of these, the earliest kinds, have come to maturity, and yield a fair crop

of superior quality. An adjoining piece of ground was cultivated in the same way the last year,

and when the crop was gathered, the vines and rubbish were thrown into the ditches, and the

whole surface was leveled ofi", and sown with grass seed, herds gi'ass, red top and clover, and the

present season has yielded h»y of good quality, to the amount of three tons to the acre, with a

prospect of a second cutting of half as much more. The crop of potatoes grown the last year fully

paid for all the labor applied. The first purchase of the land did not exceed twenty dollars per

acre. If any one can show a grass field yielding as much, procured at an expense as moderate, I

should like to see it. Tlie proprietor has more than one hundred acres of similar meadow, that has

heretofore yielded herbage of the coarsest kind ; all of which he contemplates bringing into Eng-

lish mowing by this process. One peculiarity about this culture, no hoeing is needed The few

weeds that start are easily pulled up by the roots. My impression is, if the potato crop should be

continued two years, the ground wouUfbe left in better condition, and be likely to remain redeemed.

It will be observed that no coating of gravel or other material has been carried upon this meadow
—nor does it appear to be needed! I forbear to name the proprietor, as he is abundantly capable

of maliing his own statement, when disposed to do so.

—

P., in K E. Farmer, July 21. ,

p
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AGRICULTURAL PROGRESS IN NEW YORK.

We place on record, for future reference and comparison, the ofBcial returns of the

aoricultural products, value of farms, farm implements, and machinery, of the State of

New York, in counties, as taken at the United States census of 185.0. These figures

will be found instructive to such as study them closely. In our next we shall publish

a similar statement, taken from the State census of 1845, and review both at some

length. If we mistake not, the progress of New York in agriculture is not so well

understood as it ought to be. By a critical investigation of the records in the several

counties, many important facts will be developed.

COUNTIES.

Albany,
Allr^'any,

r.ri'iiuie,

C'utl;irailgus, . . .

f'ayai;a,

t'liaulauque, . . .

t^lifiming,

CliL-iiango,

Clinton,'..

Columbia,
Corllanil,

Delaware,
Dutchess,
Erie,

Essex,
Franklin,
Fulton,
Goncsee,
Greene,
Hamilton,
Ilerlsimer,

Jefferson,

Kings,
Lewis,
Livingston,
Madison,
Miinroe,
Montgoniory, ..

.

New York,
Niagara,
Oneida,
Onondaga
Ontario,

Orange,
Orleans,
Oswego,
Otsego,
Putnam,
Queens
Rensselaer,
Kielimond,
Uockland,
Si. Lawrence, .

.

Saratoga,
Selieneetady, ..

.

Hehoharie,
H.-nera
SIciihen,

Sulfolk

Pullivan,
Tiogn,
ToMipkins, . . ..

,

Tilsl.T

Warren,
Wasliington, .

.

Way lie,

Wcitehester, ..

Wyoming,
Yates,

Acres of Land in

Farms.

Improved.

22S,.505

191,969

158,:392><f

200,850
298,633
310,783

124,715><f
832.909

133,578
297,4*3
165,447
352,941

378,506

270,874
166,951
1(13,203

117,413
2(r8.871

207,528
13,845

245,6481^
41 S,.^*^

17,409

137,822

229,762)^
363,892
302,102 1^
192,2fi9><^

2,428

178,664

476,669
317,280
274,581 >i^

815,795

163,823

198,220^
870,868

85,501

123,860

274,548^
10.811

43,080

377,086
281,427

76,939
205,745

127,987
330,981

143,012
94,425

118,240

228,2 13X
23.3,059

95,480

299,802
233,003
19(1,701

223,583^
133,971

Total, 12,408,963 6,710,120

TJnimp'd.

C^,S77
18i;,320

131,070

261,859
99,863

281,581

108,557
109,082
102,.5il4

62,060

95,312

291,963
96.620%
191,832
136,610
64,146

47,122

69,708

100,895Ji
23,687
94,.534

179,799

3,443

95,729

86,938
9-3,203

84,394

46,863
245

102.128

189,572
118,291

90,996
107,91 '3

ri3,0sl

170.000

171,294

35,344

46,280
75,203

4,803;^
.34,323

2(;2,627

131,502

28,892

10.5.444

89,.541

888,415
21(\292
lll.^30

1(13,111

101,284
207,938

120,3,59

102,242

97 857
55,228
120,747
52,529

$11,339,7.50

5,540,1.50

5,680,307

6,21(i,993

15,0S(),322

10,s30,7.32

6,-352,356

9,555,847

4,256,119

15,684,468

5,405,.547

8,583,684

25,181,.302

12,441,745

3,893,385

2,293,912

3,465,299

10,505,382

7,943,072

220,777

10,494,344

13,986,823

4,130,700

5,289,480

14,018,838

10,829,523

19,(117,-346

8,680,704

4,937,000

6,700,886
15,930,355
17,0.55,33-4

1.5,000,9.53

17,.5S.5,393

8,946,810-

8,037,526

12,5(50,142

4,820,700

12,878,722

13,500,420

1,020,81)0

8,209,780

9,242,.548

1.3,200,7.59

8,820,430

7,!U7,1.57

8,503,490

13,5^1,208

7,195,800

8,513,001

4,^^52,970

10,3S'.',915

12,438,204

1,90.5,812

11.95s,9.55

11,837,903

19,.552.74.3

8,974,808

7,578,553

$554,.546,C42

J- r- O

o S rt

K-=°^

$470,878
801,897
197,036
359,8-33

541,770
874,6.53

251,873

436,606
198,170
492,516

851,481

4;39,023

658,895
515,303

182,440

159,,578

199,085
433,4.90

344,550

14,014

411,570
679,293

90,460

857,455
360,978

888,555

782,838
867,092

89,131

409,995
527,350
804,010

566,478
451,823
8;38,405

428,515
597,803
141,774
4W,,'>41

539,570
46,480
67,9.52

6.57,.5()5

517,323
193,943
837,045
2.51,205

070,792

211,147
167,109
173,s90

403.849

492,407
105,282
518,790
572,095

410,047
894,040
190,180

$22,084,926

a

8,587

7,054

4,232

7,387
12,503

10,281

4,865

8,757

5,717

7,901

5,721

8,231

8,861

11,916

4,365

8,0.50

3,717

[9,085

5,844
289

7,050
15,406

8,034
4,-307

9,934

9,900

18,.576

7,202

7,773

9,.510

14,0.83

13,987

10,313

8,202

7,.530

8,750

12,240

1.598

5,846

8,504
439

1,.540

13,811

9,024

8,22,5

0,99,5

,5,7.54

12,744
5,07ft

2,031

8,803

8,928

8,551

2,724

9,394

12,127

6,189

8,725

5,500

12,155

14,926

12,131

19,949

18,113

32,882
10,016

80,873
5,846

13,538

20,020

34,493
18,023

25,172

6,747

6,974

7,416

8,908

11,919

780
85,978
4.5,186

2,794

21,045
9,083

22,468
14,201

13,766

2,288

8,882

47,959
21,208
11,253
38,938

7,0i:0

21,112

29,958
6,990

7,789
16,IT4

747
2,9-33

83,365

15,450

6,.348

10,055

5,993

21, .5.84

9,292

7,626
8.893

14,993

18,673
5,2(J2

10,6.52

14,037

17,572

15,022

6,482

447,014 963
,

931,824 178,909

2,496



Albany,
Allegany, . ..

Broome, . . .

.

Cattaraugus,
Cayuga,. ...

.

Chautauque,
Chemung,
Chenango, .

.

Clinton,

Columbia, ...

Cortland,
Delaware,
Dutchess, . .

.

Erie,

Essex,
Franklin, . .

.

Fulton,
Genesee, .. .

.

Greene,
Hamilton, ..

.

Herkimer, . .

.

Jefferson, ...

Kings,
Lewis,

,

Livingston,. ..

Madison,
Monroe,
Montgomory,
New York, . .

.

Niagara,
Oneida,
Onondaga,
Ontario,
Orange,
Orleans,
Oswego,
Otsego,
Putnam,
Queens,
Eensselaer, . .

.

Riohrnond, . .

Eoekland,. . .

.

St. Lawrence,
Saratoga,
Schenectady, .

Schoharie, . . .

.

Seneca,
Steuben,
Suffolk,

Sullivan,

Tioga,
Tompkins, ...

Ulster,

Warren,
Washington, .

Wayne,
Westchester, .

Wyoiping,
Yates,

Total, . .

.

25,285

11,453
S,.393

12,585

28,769

17,663
12,051

16,282

9,179

88,278

10,211

17,302

49,757

20,240

5,796

5,222

8,239

18,710

16,515

316
15,073

27,873

5,366
9,041

18,825

16,527

31,207
13,128

3,802
20,504

26,793
31,018
211,147

42,051

11,135
16,621

20,;S4
10,304

18,160

27,739

1,327

3,010

18,423

28,198

5,560

17,820

11,201

23,939
14.545

6,455
8,111

14,5*5

36,292

5,264

28,375
20,702

23,355

15,6;?4

11,762

1,018,252

$1,171,553

1,294,858

852,.535

1,339,081

1,861,844

2,114,932

780,399
1,831,980

772,259

1,507,279

1,227,235

1,948,026

2,358,608

1,627,240

677,718

502,589
596,807

1,245,481

1,000,540

58,870

1,387,348

2,51.5,100

317,672
972,928

1,313,792

1,701,463

1,845,236

1,074,253

808,857
1,088,304

2,620,199

2,086,058

1,529,572

1,9.53,092

925,324
1,196,493

2,148,130

536,623
851,576

1,534,503

81,215

239,309
2,144,176

1,429,972
470,110

1,242,071

737,558
2,155,090

894,957
656,918

644,.357

1,409,914

1,188,947

418,557

1,673,515

1,536,390

1,326 969

1,357,322
796,790

18,471

183,631
60,201

104,715
468,730

185,734
22:3,340

51,479

75,415X
17,,S.S9

45,662

20,295

69,760
242,221
66,510

71,883

9,750
734,051

10,883

233
48,223

276,1-37

29,926

73,584
1,111,986
113,257

1,441,653

49,421
115

917,738^
76,805

427,5.35

929,842
46,527

354,676
41,7.39

76,652

3,869

124,497^
14,562
15,3S8

6,439

289,956

21,907
12,695

63,241
527,697

653,484
128,237

1,720

121,891

421,302

27,489

7,990
34,026

614,041

45,152

331,639
483,159

251,252

3,100

39,953

849
29,695

2,120

2,559

49,280
19,351

526,450
11,110

139,505

821,102
36,879

18,463

7,218

45,833
7,566

122,646
748

28,719

71,370

5,662

9,957

7,869

26,962

8,148
128,6:34

75
1,478

21,199

45,095

7,784
292,226

3
33,489
86,661

81,070

64,951

238,126
5,192

84,216

26,764
257,916

76,386

178,565

8,823
16,0:33

49,771

92,845

10,873

25,878

305,688
22,888

141,417
44,237
93,074

8,700

14,059

244,411

138,700

159,616

183,978

704,954
513,827
166,804

278,118
129,782

560,079
201,988

119,334
782,605

448,160
120,425

87,100

130,861

890,424
189,;325

5,434
209,292
307,731

91,949
8:3.027

366,557
339,906
767,021

219,648
4,698

845,257
e45,;359

782,220

520,917
491,074
421,126

895,605
290,608

132,376
408,705

469,877
46,195
73,628

244,690
438,413

116,418

146,831

260,271

297,717
877,985
94,529

145,171

840,612
883,057
95,410

510,205
660,739

445,838
189,192

177,636

648,389

504,466
409,890

722,389
785,441

614,392
868,450
669,866
254,654

972,015
425,180
691,571

1,066,117

740,270
189,954

150,850
285,202

810,282
854,458
10,210

591,237
430,368
29,588

188,558
323,798
585,307
449,150

938,097
325

821,283
684,728
891,381
421,666

890,834
190,078
3-37,714

921,989
79,585

278,760
762,7:34

22,856

89,844
36-3,993

702,-338

831,027
514,807
815,026

913,948
243,020
110,466
286,061

686,257

827,399

76,750

580,754
618,051

279,158
643,977
221,021

20

65

$73,570,499 13,121,498X 4,148,182 |l7,858,400
]
26,552,814 83,189 10,071,301X 741,686>^

958

7,970

73,731
100
75

50

99,125

270,212
77,296

176,796
867,0.85

669,997
70,953

266,026
144,190

278,772
119,060

165,221

277,404
184,489

150,258

81,101

45,468
869,957
49,923

6,486
44,189

192,168

44,137
410,447

194,292

865,084

68,025

168,-380

288,122

845,880
462,955
47,438

199,228
102,968

825,598X
l-3,-3y8

25,830

256,509

1,876

287,900
158,736

81,407

95,186

128,858

399,-543

77,-350

28,882

60,044

242,004
68,322

52,247

457,093
255,289
28,775

380,472
204,291

22,820

29,552

1,810

17,303

5,691

11,311

2,288

4,081

28,487

, 2,287

8,518

2,946

1,774

18,587

14,602

9,759

15,656

6,996

2,203
106

23,388
76,244

17,085

14,817

6,296
20,029

8,215

47,087
78

13,823

15,0-34

24,081

8,404

842X
3,836

10,424

22,862

5851^
15,468

8,021

13
12

56,319

8,538

6,904

82,872
1,069

45,202

8,842

5101,^

2,686

5,225

647
940

12,182

4,191

1,479

20,477

1,733

COUNTIES.

Albany, . . .

.

Allegany, .

.

Broome, . .

.

Cattaraugus,
Cayuga,r. ..

Chatauque,.

.a
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COUNTIES.

«

a o

M

^3

W

>- O

C "* ^

M W

Chemang,
Chenango, .

.

Clinton,

Columbia, . .

.

Cortland, . . .

.

Delaware,. .

.

Dutchess, . .

.

Erie,

Essex,
Franklin, . .

.

Fulton,
Genesee, .. .

.

Greene,
Ilumilton, ..

.

Herliiraer, . .

.

Jefferson, . .

.

Kings,
Lewis,
Livingston,.

.

Madison, .. .

.

Monroe,
Montgomory,
New York, .

.

Niagara,
Oneida,
Onondaga,. .

.

Ontario,
Orange,
Orleans,
Oswego,
Otsego,
Putnam,
Queens,
liensselaer, .

.

Eiehmond, ..

Eoekland, . .

.

St. Lawrence
Saratoga, . . .

.

Schenectady,
Schoharie, . .

.

Seneca,
Steuiien,

Suffolk

Sullivan, . . .

.

Tioga,
Tompkins, .

.

Ulster,

Warren, . . .

.

Washington,
Wayne,
Westchester,
Wyoming, .

.

Tales,

Total, . .

.

Ifi8,i«l

28.i,S17

852,107
4iJ9,4r-2

1S(;,(;29

373,317
8*5,941

87.Xl'n
8ii7,.'^49

ltM,7U
180,974
IS 1,3(54

219,073
23,810

273,227

77,417
2(18,4.52

287,707
181,474

268,786

561,425

189,825
13,321

162,082
539.98."'>

4:37,566

231,684
14rt,:j;31

141,1.57

320,166
500,372

99 821
807,551

602,595
28,871

46.570

476,931
596,494
138,285

215,308

79,347
360,725

173,549
122,980

137,344
183,248
234,324

150,176
526,263

278,217

489,941
226,399

91,524

16
20

25

10
83

50

30

10

320

270

10

19
SO

10

1,411

245
406

28,602

93,668
6,033

14,653
58,002
3,:3;39

6,863

T0,820
505

8,495
24,883

42,254
6,.589

188

68,894

227,416
230

23,813
122.271

295,067
106,049

125,204

76,510
141,939

440,293

170,300

1,495

28.953

16,769

80,574

8,340

14,055
1,180

16,520

26,626

60,131

110,543
81,703

153,056

15,014
102

6,0.53

81,689
894

14,819

107,453

2,796

48,186
174,768

57,222

43,473
48,097

148,241

31,961

147,541

89,107
36,885

14,373

14,657

18,761

23,717

118,490

3,884
85,895

15,182

1,966

10,117

21,846

18,533

20,306

128,127

20,069

53,452

83,673
21,513
90.749
20,101

87,620
105,353

34,063
58,605

98,814

2,052

81,8i2

19,227
109,900

66,618
161,027
18.976

115,390

87,359
87,7.>4

45,414

109,785
1.50,418

16,993
40,401

27,436

87,616
27,873
22,914

$6,335
19,(bl

6,355

,il5,970

21,168

24,618

15,886
45.234
2i;5S6

12,458

17,499

13,371

21,159
889

47,025

43,227

1,798

13,116

19,989

87,792
67,192

30,087

4,435

82,349
88,322

66,635
49,382
15,291

88,531

70,605
44,257
14,9.34

63,675

66,759

2,380

6,241

29,955

83,4;39

14,563

82,827
26,990
30,565

11,335

8,557

4,996

23,930

28,875
8,712

65,159

83,451

67,587
21,575
21,531

94
411
20

47
121

63

M
75

857

667
228

15

921
183
105
90S
14

15
1

83
186
228
75
78
10

129
25

271

285
112

6

100

5
300
97

430
259
889
85

$2,.337

195

6,731

9,177
503

1,8,84

6,.3;39

18,950

2,937

50

11,137
19,150

5
25

2,056

88,030

880
1,157

85,262

1,401

121,5,85

4,736
11,092

15,577

7,973

8,797
601

2,609
220
274

309,957
11,923
14,412

6,669

4,468

5,512

8,709
486
222

8,740

2,608

82
455
472
400

8,705

5,092

43,936
458
25

829,421

3,069,421

609,047

1,571,984

1,939,203

3,780,5,85

1,760,086

1,544,201

42.5.199

682,452

710,(U3
837,510

1,236,777

66,930

1,397,921

8,584,376
635

1,655,245

S:M,138

1AS4,499
1,258,735

1,005,685

3,195

793,206
3,9n3,392

2,147,518
1.047,7.82

3,709,034
7o4,s81

2,031,574

2,497,871

785,:«0

561,230

1,336,281

84,792

219,233
23,769,181

1,388,594

605,970
1,603.063

513,694
1,918,405

459,293
732,691

856,140

1,635,789

1,211,6.50

464,175

1,451,516

1,367,807

1,547,504

1,200,297

537,634

84,829

1,069,331

124,450

132,8(13

1,071,690

89,038
105,0,84

4.293,949

112,961

146,708
550,040
193,109
40.432

2,923

9,548,009

4,192,719

8,067,300

162,444
2,450,172

286,653

1,668,700

69,270

5,218,734

1,004,878

255,284
620

105,578

1,340,545

2,049,078

7,863

2,097

688,856

596,450
253,588

97,720

99,375
19,765

210,839
8,730

4,5.35

67,977
71,3,89

1,400

86,498
741,027
173,930

1,070

1,007,359

93,866

40,106
124,4.53

80,583^
74,478
73,371

128,964
97,882
90,934
87,863
82.-948

82,146
47.789

72,27U^
4,004

9.5,520

131,949
6,804

67,280
44,274
93.565
62,6021^

50,063
943

35,724
167,047
82,004
62,478

90,598
26.875
60,930
113,209
25,040

48,027^
84,042

5,642

11.712

122,683

67,538

24,269
52,759

29,763
111,869

83,080
22,001

89,524
67,931

67,407
22,.353

89,752
54,034
79,640
75,067

84,673

15,808,302 5,623 j8,585,059 3,193,555 .$1,761,950 9,172 12,047 79,760,094 49,741,418 8,723,797

COUNTIES.

Albany,
Allegany, . .

,

Broome, . . .

,

Cattaraugus,
Cayuga,!
Chautauquo,
Chemung, . .

,

Xa^-

o
603
281
52

. 55
2,.M5
114

843

1,458

3,019
3S(!>^

2,876

1,076
l.%9

9.^1

w

123
21

88,787
40

1,442

6,735
60

7,203

7,861

8,109
9,(!39

10,761

15,177

1,042

t^

758
8n3
103

435
1,324

1,333

20>^

64

511

^

i3,o;;

585,550
118,020
788,(531

109,04H

787,508
84,123

490
8,458

830
991
410
5Ml

682

W

85,851

41,018
14,756

50,332
84,073

80,170
81,746

a
o ^

c3
" Si

•21
CO »

$22,112
64,924

17,947
4'^,455

23,117
45,962

11,120

IS

1239,
1,5.1

123

158
850
275,

120,

,076

,113

,146

,080

,676

,298

,253
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COUNTIES.

Chenango, .

.

Clinton,

Columbia, ...

Cortland,
Delaware,. .

.

Dutchess, . .

.

Erie,

Essex,
Franklin,
J'vilton,

Genesee,
Greene,
Hamilton, . . .

,

Herkimer,...,
Jefferson, . . .

,

KinM,
Lewis,
Livingston,. ..

Madison,
Monroe,
Monl£;omory,
New York, ...

Ni.nirara,

Oneida,
Onondaga,
Ontario,... ..

Oranj^e,
Orleans,
Oswego,
Otsego
Putnam,
Queens,
Kensselaer, . .

.

Biohmond, ...

Kockland, . . .

.

St. Lawrence,
Saratoga,
Schenectady, ,

Schoharie,
Seneca,
Steuben,
SufTolk

Sullivan,

Tioga,
Tompkins, . .

.

Ulster,

Warren,
Washington, .

Wayne,
Westchester, .

Wvoming, ...

Tiite.s,

Total,.

192
20
6

SG6
83,844

50
2,2.50

100
55
112
718

2

1,735
31

655
19

2,0S3

1(U
3.n99

1,905

3,.'iC3

1(!G

2,442

3,101
118

1,476
158

2,846

8

70
587
106

5,077
7,052

1,886
41
13

2.59

2,202
24Sj^
42
14

2,791

397
410

1,MS

(3,223

1,.390

621
822

1,585

2,800

1,200^
3,2(16

197
900
444

1,SC2

S-12

68
1,504
6,127

2,420

1,174

1,906
l,fi87

2,080

1,5!6

9,924

1,198

1,247

1,027

1,165

1,106

4,431

672
656
660

12
2,786

949
633

4,568

2,987

4,479

l.'257X

l,224ji
302

1,859

1,115)^
34

950
1,-143

446
3,745
806

96,498

26,674
703
42rj

10,.827

6,53s

289
694

50,4^36

1,091

IS

163,408

11,822

7,018

529,070

58,029

84,9,

20

294,944
5,523

16,171

86

8,761

1,182,052

19

20

50
101,S.T

4,824
25

10,507

19
424
109

72

18
177

5
410

1,038
109

11,879

1,650

2,586,299 1

12,606

615
2,950

42,918
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$21(1,117

127,902

2.35,496

150,502

199,248
482,029
276,003
106,422
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99,.590

196,860

172,1.33

7,890
165,596

828,860
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100,703
191,201
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347,235
150,374

li618,753

180,145
498,890
474,2.35

884,664
372,042
140,889

238,458
260,131

118,684
819,441

803,863
]4,,529

64,628
284,571
820,113
78,484

187,472
17,042

296,798
2-32,297

108,660
91,032

19-3,315

824,236
70,809

814,281
26-3,728

811,482
1.5,5,091

100,293

$13,573,988

WHEAT, RICE, AND PEA WEEVILS.

This family of insects belongs to the beetle tribe—order Coleoptera. Speaking of this

family of destructive insects, Dr. Harris says: "The name weevil is given in this

country to at least six diiferent kinds of insects, two of which are moths, two are flies,

and two are beetles. Moreover, since nearly four thousand species of weevils have

actually been scientifically named and described, when mention is made of 'the wee\'il'

it may well be a subject of doubt to which of these four thousand species the writer

or speaker intends to refer ; whereas, if the scientific name of the species in question
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were made known, this doubt would at once be removed. To give each of these

weevils a short, appropriate, significant, and purely English name, would be very diffi-

cult, if not impossible, and there would be great danger of over-burdening the memory
with such a number of names ; but by means of the ingenious and simple method of

nomenclature invented by Linn^us, these weevils are all arranged under three hundred

and fifty-five generical or surnames, requiring the addition of a small number of difi"erent

words, like christian names, to indicate the various species or kinds. There is often

times great convenience in the use of single collective terms for groups of animals and

plants, whereby the necessity of enumerating all the individual contents or character-

istics of these groups is avoided. Thus the single word Ruminantia stands for camels,

lamas, giraftes, deer, antelopes, goats, sheep, and kine, or for all the hoofed quadrupeds

which ruinate or chew the cud, and have no front teeth in the upper jaw."

These remarks of Dr. H. illustrate an important principle in the study of Natural

History, and are equally applicable to its every department. Weevils differ from most

other coleopterous insects, and especially from ground-beetles, cockchafers, or May-

beetles, flower-beetles, stag-beetles, saw-horned borers, spring-beetles, and timber beetles,

in the anatomy of their feet. These beetles all have five joints in their feet, whereas

weevils have but four. Weevils in the winged state are hard-shelled beetles, and are

distinguished from other insects by having the fore part of the head prolonged into a

broad muzzle, or a large and more slender snout, in the end of which is the mouth,

which is armed with horny jaws.

The generic name of weevil is Rhynchoj^horidoe— literally, snout-bearers. They are

usually of small size, with their antennae knobbed at the end. The antennae spring not

from the head, but from the snout or muzzle, which is generally grooved to receive the

base of these appendages. Their feelers or palpi are very small, and in most kinds are

concealed within the mouth. The abdomen is often of an oval form, and wider than

the thorax. The legs are short, not fitted for running or digging, and the soles of the

feet are short and flattened. They like the sunshine, and are abroad in the day time.

Some fly well, but others are wingless, or nearly so, and unable to fly. They walk

slowly, and when alarmed turn back their antennae under the snout, fold up their legs,

and fall from the plants on which they live. They use their snouts not only in feeding,

but to bore holes in which to deposit their eggs.

The young of these snout-beetles are mostly short, fleshy grubs, of a whitish color,

and without legs. The covering of their heads is a hard shell, and the rings on their

bodies are very convex or hunched, by both of which characters they are easily dis-

tinguished from the maggots of flies. Their jaws are strong and horny, and with them

they gnaw the plants and seeds on which they subsist. It is in the grub state that weevils

are most injurious to vegetation. Some of them bore into and spoil fruits, grain, and

other seeds ; some attack the leaves and stems of plants, causing them to swell and

become cankered, while others penetrate the solid wood, arrest the course of sap, and

cause the branch above the seat of attack to wither and die. Most of grubs are trans-

formed within the vegetable substances upon which they have lived; some, however,

when fully grown, go into the ground, where they are changed to pupae, and afterwards

become beetles or weevils. The weQvils best known to farmers, because most injurious,

are the wheat-weevils, rice-wee\als, pea-weevils, plum-weevils, blight-weevils, and pine

or bark-weevils. The true grain or wheat-weevil, Calandra granaria, or Curculio

granarius of Linn^us, in its perfect state is a slender beetle of a pitchy red color, about

one-eighth of an inch long, with a slender snout slightly bent downward, a coarsely punc-

tured and very long thorax, constituting almost one-half the length of the whole body,

and wing-covers that are furrowed, and do not entirely cover the tip of the abdomen.

This little insect, both in the beetle and grub state, devours stored wheat and other

grains, and at the south is often very destructive, but less so in the middle States, and is
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Description of Plate.—a, Calandra granaria, granary weevil, magnified. 6, The same, natural

eize. c, One of the mandibles, or jaws, d, The antennae, or horn, e, The maxilla. /, Calandra

oryzce, rice weevil, magnified, g, The same, natural size, h, Bruchus granarius, (another species of

grain weevil,) walking in outline, natural size, i, The same magnified. _;, Bruchus pisi, common
pea weevil, magnified.

rarely seen in the northern. Its powers of increase are very great, for it is stated that

a single pair may produce above six thousand descendants in one year. From the laying

of the eggs to the development of the perfect insect in warm weather, only some three

or four weeks intervene. The female deposits her eggs on the wheat after it is housed,

and the young grubs hatched therefrom immediately burrow in the wheat, each grub

occupying alone a grain, the substance of which it eats, and frequently so as to leave

nothing but the hull. At the south it is the practice to sun wheat to destroy the

weevil, and large bins are made for the purpose. In Europe grain is kiln-dried for the

same purpose. A heat of 130® destroys the insect ; -and the same is true of pea-weevils.

Rice is attacked by a weevil closely resembling the wheat-weevil ; it is called Calan-

dra oryzce. It is distinguished from the wheat-weevil by having two large red spots on

each wing-cover ; it is also somewhat smaller, measuring only about one-tenth of an

inch, exclusive of its snout. This insect feeds on maize and wheat as well as on rice.

It is called the black weevil to distinguish it from the wheat insect.

The pea-weevil [Bruchus pisi) abounds in nearly all the States ; but from some cause,

perhaps coldness of the climate, it does not seem to flourish in Canada. Hence many

farmers in New York, Western Pennsylvania, and Ohio, obtain their seed-peas from the

Provinces, which are entirely free from the insect. All leguminous or pod-plants are

attacked by this Bruchus family, such as beans, Glediisia, Bobinia, Mimosa, Cassia,

&c. The female wounds, by an incision, the skin of the young and tender pods of

plants, and lays an egg singly in each wound.

Perfect weevils come out in the spring, earlier or later, according to the climate, but

always in season to propagate a new generation when peas are in blossom and forming

their pods. The safest way to escape the ravages of this depredator is to keep seed-peas

over one summer. If all the farmers of a county or State would do this regularly, the

insect would soon cease to annoy them.

Putting camphor in tight boxes or casks, in which peas are stored that contain the

young of the insect, will kill them by its offensive pungency. This is an excellent

remedy for other insects, such as moths, which attack clothes in chests and drawers.

ruj
ik
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Farmers and MANUFAcruRUEts.—I wish to iotroduce a subject which I thiuk of vast importance to

the farming interest, hoping that it will be taken up and discussed by abler pens.

We are a nation of farmers, and it is preposterous to suppose that we can consume every thing

witliin ourselves that we raise. Europe, as a general thing, supplies its own inhabitants with bread-

stuff;, and other edibles, and clothing. We must therefore depend mainly upon a home market for

the sale of our surplus products ; and in order to increase and maintain this home market, the

mechanical and manufacturing interests should be encouraged. The hands which are employed in

these pursuits, are so many taken from agriculture, and as they and their families must be fed and
clothed, it gives a better chance to those who remain. Where we have the raw materials in

abundance at our disposal, it would seem to be the better policy to manufacture it ourselves than

to import it from other countries. Take fur instance the article of iron : our country abounds with

ore, fossil, coal, and forests for the manufactiu-e of charcoal, which might be used extensively in

fusing and smelting, and our hardy and enterprising countrymen would make the best of bloomers,

&c If all the iron that is used in this comitry Wiis manufactured here instead of importing such

immense quantities from abroad, it would furnish employment for many of our citizens and

foreigners who are flooding this country, besides saving millions of money at home for circidation

among us. Tliere has been an improvement in the piice of iron since last year ; nails have risen

one cent per poiind. This advance I have cheerfully paid, in hopes of seeing this branch of homo
industry sustained. I might mention the manufacture of other articles which would be advan-

tagious to the country, but I do not wish to tax your columns too heavily at this time.

There is, however, one branch of manufactures carried to considerable extent which might well

be dispensed with—that is, the manufacture of whisky*— an article which is worse than useless,

except for medical and mechanical purposes. But it is not my purpose at this time to make out a

temperance lecture. My object is to show its bearing upon the farming interest. In this I am
aware that I shall come in collision with the opinion of nwiny eminent men ; but let us impartially

examine the sulyect for a few moments, that the public may be able to judge whether I am right

or wnmg. Here is an indispensable article of food for both man and beast, which an Allwise

Providence has mercifully bestowed upon us for our comfort and support, converted into an article

of which, to say the least, is useless. The strongest argument made use of by the advocates of dis-

tilling is, that it creates a market for our coarse grain ; and the question is often asked. What
should we do with that article, were it not for the stills ? I would answer, feed it to your young

stock, and fatten your pork, beef, and mutton. In this way your grain is worth at least twenty-

five per cent more than to sell it at the ordinary prices, as all the manure will be left on the farm-

Some farmers are so peniuious that they will senmp and pinch their stock for the purpose of having

something to sell. The result is, their crow rates amount to more than they get for their grain or

hay— that is, many of their animals die by actual starvation and neglect; and what do survive

become so poor that it takes them half the summer to recover what they lose by bad wintering.

Tims their fields are disgraced by a diminutive race of animals, besides being a serious drawback

on the profits of the farm.

Young animals should be kept growing until they reach maturity. If they are suffered to get

poor and stop growing they will retrograde, and never att^oin a full size ; and without grain, or

something better than hay, it is next to impossible to keep them in that condition, especially the

first winter. It is a well-known fact that still-slop pork is soft and oily, and docs not possess the

intrinsic value of that which is fattened by the farmer on more substantial feed. Tlie former governs

the market, and what little is made by the farmer has to come in competition with it, and come

down to the same leveh

The last, but not the least objection, is tlie great waste of manure. Our agricultural journals

very justly urge upon us the necessity of more economy in making and applying manure. Tliey

tell US, to a mathematical demonstration, the exact number of pounds and ounces of grain-forming

elements which are extracted from tlie soil in the production of a given quantity of wheat, which

is carried off to our seaboard cities and elsewhere, never to return. I do not know but this is all

correct, as I am not a chemist; but there is one thing I do know, and that is, there are thousands

of tons of tlie best kind of manure annuidly washed down our mill streams fi-om the different dis-

* I was onpc a mrmber of n lyran'l jury who found a bill of indictment ngaiiist an ex-member of the Asscml)Iy, for

keeping a niililic nuisiinee (a »MI1 and hoi; pen) in tlie upper part of a village, whf>so flllli floated down throngli said

I
viJlage. 'niis was as it should bo. Every still should bo considered a public nuisance, and if they were all struck out
of existence the country would be better off.

CLI
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tilleries in this State, poisoniDg and polluting the waters below, and are a dead loss to the country.

Of this no mention has ever been made, to my knowledge, in any of our agricultural papers. "J.

H.," in his several articles under the head of " The Farm as a Manufactory," does not even ^lance

at the subject. The farm should be a mauufactory of pork, beef, mutton, butter, cheese, &c., and
then the manufacture of manure would follow, as a matter of course. Jason Smith.—Tyre, N. Y.

In ordering your paper, I might add something in respect to climate, soil, productions, &c., but

suppose it would be surperfiuous, as I see you already have correspondents in this far-off region.

At some future time you may receive a short account of the crops and weather ; but whatever I

may write will be plain matter of fact, that comes under my own observation.

In describing the state of things in Oregon, all the drawbacks should be stated, as well as what
a crop can be sold for. I will mention what I conceive to be a few facts. The seasons are veiy

variable—the weather not very. To commence farming (successfully) requires as much capital as to

buy an ordinary farm (improved) in the States. For instance : a good horse or ox team would cost

from .$500 to $800 ;
good breaking plow, $60 ; common two-horse plow, $30 ; and so of other imple-

ments in proportion.

Much suffering existed among the last year's lai-ge emigration ; and a very large proportion of

their cattle died during tlie snow, wliieh was eighteen iiichi?a deep, and remained on the groimd

three weeks. Markets are very fluctuating, hist winter flour wm $21 per cwt.— now it is $8 and

$9. Wheat is the best crop raised, producing on best land about twenty bushels per acre. Potatoes,

on common dry land, unless well manured, can not be raised to pay; on moist, rich land, with good

cultivation, they do well The common blues yield best. The northern fruits do well as far as

tried, excepting peaches. This latter is badly affected by the curl in the leaf. Tlie few bearing

Apple trees in the country promise an abundant crop. Oregon can never support as dense a popu-

lation as the States. Corn can not be raised to pay. Fruit trees follow the example of the Fir

timber in their luxuriant growth— growing faster, and bearing sooner, than in most of the States.

Fowls, at !^1 each, will not pay to raise at the present prices of grain. "VY. B. Dayton.—Oregon City.

We thank Mr. Dayton for his letter ; and Avhile we have other valued correspondents

in Oregon, we shall be at all times happy to hear from him on subjects suitable for our

paper.
»"•-« .

Happening to take up a June number of tie Gcneaee Farmer, I was so well pleased with the inde-

pendent and healthful remarks, editorial, in regard to the management of pastures, and also the

management of " two-penny lawyers," who have inflicted such vast injury by being legislators, par

excellence, upon all subjects, that I wish to tiike your paper, although I now take several other

agricidtural works. When will the farmers of the United States awaken to the true dignity of

their station; the importance of their calling? When will they assert the supremacy of theii"

strength, and dire<!t it to the supplying of their wants by legislation, as well as in agriculture?

Throw off the yoke which binds you to believe, or rarther to acquiesce, in the idea that a " two-

penny lawyer" is the only man capable of delivering your annual addresses before State Agricultu-

ral Societies, over the United States. Are you always to be dependent upon the dealer in quirks,

quidities, and certioraiis, for your annual addresses? As well hire some celebrated hatter, or shoe-

maker, to enlighten you in your profession. It is a virtual confession that you are sadly ignorant

of either your profession or your dignity of station, to permit such a course any longer. Let 1853

mark a new era, and let no clap-trap lawyer, or other professional gentleman, be forced upon you,

with his addre-ss drawn up with "soft-solder," for political popularity and hope of office. Rise!

control your own business, appoint practical farmers to deliver your annual addresses, and to fill

your halls of legislation. If tliey are incapable, the sooner it is made to appear the better. From

all the taxes you pay, how much is appropriated to the study of the qualities of the soil, from

which these taxes are drawn? Sleepers, awake I the Philistines are upon you. Geo. W. Tiffany.—
Milwamkec, Wis.

»-**

For Cubing Wounds m Sheep.—Take the leaves of the Elder tree, and make a strong decoction,

and wash the parts injured from one to three times a day, and you will not be troubled with flies

or worms on the wound. It also removes fever from the wound, and is healing. Alis. Trrus.

—

YorJftou^n.
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CONDUCTED BY P. BAEEY.

HARDINESS OF TREES.

Hardiness in trees is a quality universally sought for ; whatever other excellence they

possess, this seems indispensable. But this quality of hardiness is almost exclusively

looked for as a natural characteristic of particular varieties, and not as the result of

certain influences exerted by soil, climate, and modes of culture. Planters will write to

their nurseryman to send them " nothing but hardy varieties," but they seldom go so

far as to say, send me hardy trees—such as have robust constitutions, capable of endur-

ing the fatigues of removal, transportation, change of soil and climate, as well as all

the other trying circumstances which transplanted trees are heir to. Our purpose at

present is, to call the attention of tree-planters and nurserymen to this very important

matter.

What is it, in the first place, that makes a tree hardy ? Our experience tells us it is

firm, well ripened wood, with abundance of healthy roots. These are the two main
points of excellence in a young tree, to which, of course, we would add a good shape

and reasonable size for its age. Now, how are we to get firm, well ripened wood ? Is

it by growing trees as we would mushrooms ? Certainly not. By applying large

quantities of stimulating manure we may grow young trees into wonderful dimensions,

and very beautiful to the eye ; but will men who buy trees for their own planting look

no further than this ? Very few do, we know. As a general thing, the larger a tree is

for its age, the better it pleases the purchaser—no matter how it has been grown ; and

this is leading us rapidly into a most pernicious system of nursery-culture. When nur-

serymen find that by forcing their trees into a rank growth they can secure a readier

sale and higher prices, they certainly will do it, and the planter may take the trees on

his own risk. This is all wrong ; and until planters cease to regard size as the prime

requisite, we need not expect to get rid of the common complaint that " so many of my
trees have died."

The nursery is the place to give trees a sound, robust constitution : this is certain
;

and we beg every man who values hardiness in trees to note it well. It does not require

a knowledge of vegetable physiology, but the exercise of plain common sense to under-

stand this. In rearing animals for actual and profitable service, we do not nurse and

feed them as though they were merely intended to take the prize at an exhibition. We
rather feed them moderately, and give them such exercise and training as are calculated

to produce a vigorous muscular developement. So with trees. They should not be

grown merely to please the eye—the planter should look to the future ; and all planters

of experience do. Wo are by no means in favor of starving trees ; we regard a stunted

tree as worthless. What we want is a moderate, natural growth, such as will mature

fully ;m(l perfectly before the close of the growing season. This is always indicated

by healthy foliage, short-jointed Avood, and plump, well formed buds. The bark, too,

as the growth proceeds, assumes a tint of maturity. The rank, forced trees, are readily

distinguished by their young shoots being almost transparent ; the buds flat and small,

and far apart ; the leaves thin and delicate in their texture, and the bark soft and succu-

lent as that of the tender annual plant. In comparing cross sections of the wood as

seen through a magnifier, the moderately grown tree will exhibit a compact mass of

woody fiber, while the forced, over-luxuriant tree will present a mass of shaggy, cellular

tissue, with scarcely enough woody fiber among it to keep it erect, and the pith in the

trr-
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latter will be three times as large in proportion as the former. When the spongy trees

are removed from the sheltered position they occupy in the nursery rows, they are unable
to resist the action of the elements. The roots are like the stem and branches— soft

and spongy, with large, resistless sap-vesse!s that shrink and shrivel and perish under
circumstances that would not aftect the firm, compact, and well ripened tree.

Planters owe it to themselves to encourage a sound, honest system of cultivation by
giving preference to hardy, well-grown trees, instead of large ones, and thus offering a

premium to a spurious hot-bed system, ruinous to the planting interest. Trees for suc-

cessful phmting should be grown on a dry soil of moderate fertility— not too closely

together, well exposed to the sun and air in all stages of their growth, and the soil

should be kept clean and pliable about the roots to admit of their vigorous and healthy

growth, and of their easy and safe removal.

OoTOBEE is one of the most active months in the year with the gardener, orchardist, and
nurseryman. A multitude of labors demand simultaneous attention, and it requires the

m'^st untiring energy and industry on the part of every one who has any considerable

charge on his hands to see that every thing be done at the proper time and in the proper

manner. Fortunately, in this country, our October weather is delightful— dry, cool, and

bright, generally, and therefore eminently favorable for the rapid and proper execution of

all out-door work.

Transplanting of all hardy trees, shrubs, and plants usually begins here in the north

about the first of October ; and, as we go further south, it must be deferred later. We
are greatly in favor of early planting, when it is practicable ; it is by no means necessary

to wait until the leaves have fallen. If growth has fahly ceased, and the wood has become

firm, trees may be removed ; the leaves must be talvcn off to prevent shriveling, and the

roots must be carefully guarded against exposure until they be again placed in the ground.

Autumn planted trees should by all means be secured against the winds, either by staking

or banking up ; and they should be well mulched besides. From this time until the final

freezing up of the ground, the laj'ing out and improvement of new places should be carried

forward vigorously, as the weather and the condition of the ground are both more favorable

than dm-mg summer or spring.

Negleetal orclmrcU should now be renovated by manuring and plowing, or spading about

the roots. This should never be deferred till spring, because during the winter and spring

the sod decays, and the manure dissolves, and abundant food is thus prepared for the trees

next season.

The gathering and etoHng of fruit must be carefully attended to by all who place a

proper estimate on the products of their orchards and fruit gardens. We have given else-

where an article that furnishes many useful hints on this subject ; it is worthy of an

attentive perusal.

Kifch'On aTul garden crops for winter and spring use require nice management to keep

them in a proper condition. Such as are t&ken up and placed in the root-cellar should be

handled when dry, and the cellar should be clean and sweet, and perfectly free from moisture

both above and below ; it should also be kept cool as possible, but not admit frost.

Such of the bedding-plants as Salvias, Scarlet Geraniums, Fuchsias, Heliotropes, Oupheas,

Bouvardias, Plumbagos, Abutilons, &c., as it is desired to save for another season, should

be carefully lifted early, and either potted or planted closely m boxes, and placed in a cool

gi-een-liouse, or in some place where they will have light and not ft-eeze. A corner of a

dry cellar beside a window will answer in case of necessity, but decaying leaves must be

frequently removed. Many of these plants, and some others we have not mentioned, such

tlie Huhrothamas, if taken up carefully in good season, may add materially to the beauty

of the gi-een-house through November. Many of the late flowering annuals are useful, too,

in tliis way. Chrysanthemujns from now till Christmas will be among the chief ornaments
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of the green-house; they require plenty of light— all that can be given them; plenty of

water, and an occasional dose of liquid manure.

A great error in the management of most green-houses i?, crowding the plants too closely,

so that they grow up tall and lean, losing all their lower branches and leaves. Far better

to throw away all surplus stock, and give ample room to what is reserved. One good

healthy, well-grown plant is really worth twenty poor ones that every one feels ashamed
of. All houses, and frames, and pits should be well ventilated in fair weather, and decay-

ing wood or leaves removed promptly. Hardy lulbous roots should be planted immediately

;

yet it can bo done any time before the ground freezes. There are certain things that

vegetate early in spring, and should therefore always, if possible, be planted in the fall—

•

such as gooseberries, currants, rhubarb, and all hardy spring-tiowering shrubs, and hardy
herbaceous plants. A good bloom next' spring maybe secured by planting now, but will

be lost if the planting be deferred till spring.

Tub Feuit Chop in Western' IsTew York.—Apples, generally, are neither so abundant

nor so fine as usual ; a single orchard, or a few trees, here and there, are exceptions. The
crop of pe;u"s is much below that of last year. Peaches hava surprised people by their

abundance and fine quality. We have been through I^ew Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,

&c., in the midst of the peach season, and saw no finer fruit than has been sold here in

large quantities since the 10th of September. The worst feature in our peach business

is, that it opens late. Early Yorh did not appear in market till the first week in Septem-

ber, and now (Sept. 13) Grairford's Early ^ Large Early Yorl\ and others of the same

season, are coming in freely. Moms' Whites and Old Mijcons will not be ripe for a week
or ten days, and Cramford''s Late Melocoton and Red Cheelc Melocoton^ will not be ripe

short of two weeks. It is interesting to observe that some orchards in which there was
a fall crop last year, are entirely fruitless this, and others that bore none last, are laden this

season. Within a few Kiiles we see some orchards bearing well, and others a total failure.

Our heaviest crops are in warm, sheltered situations, within a short distance of the shores

of Lake Ontario.

A Handsome Peach Orchard.—James M. Whitney, Esq., of Rochester, has a peach

orchard of upward of one thousaud trees about half way between this city and Lftke

Ontario, which we visited on the 13th September. The trees generally are in a vigorous

and healthy condition, and the crop very heavy. This orchard occupies a warm, sheltered

situation, and seems to have escaped the severe weather last spring, so ruinous to the peach

generally in this section. Among those particularly fine we noted Large Early Torh

Crawford^s Early Melocoton, Yellow AUerge, Jacques' Rare Ripe, Morris^ }Y7tite, Old

Mixon Free^ and CraicforxVs Late Melocoton. Early Tillotson is an utter failure— thirty or

forty trees stand without a single fruit and nearly dead, in the midst of luxuriant and

heavily laden trees of other varieties. The Red Cheeh Melocoton does not succeed avcII

here. Mr. Whitney has also a fine young peach orchard of some seven hundred trees

just beginning to bear.
«•

«

Transportation of Trees.—The transportation of trees from one place to another has

now grown into importance, and the rush of other freight on the railroads in the autnnm
and spring renders it almost impossible to have them forwarded without serious delay.

There is a universal complaint about this matter, and we would once more . suggest the pro-

priety of founding a nurserymen''s express, or making an arrangement with the existing

companies to send special messengers with trees along all the leading thoroughfares, leaving

the princi])al points where this trade is extensively carried on two or three times a Week.

We think that raih-oad comitanies should issno orders to tbeir agents at all the stations to

give preference to trees in all cases where there was more freight than could be sent at

once. If this were done, there would be no difficulty ; but as it is now, trees fare worse

tlian any other goods wliatever.
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CVrled Leaf ix the Peach.—Your August number has been placed in mv hands

by niT neighbor, Mr. Merriam, who is an intelligent horticulturist, and we have com-

pared notes on the subject of " curled leaf in the peach." We agree with you in your

belief that this disease arises, mainly, '• ia sudden changes, from genial spring weather

to cold and rainy, with slight frosts, which arrests the developement of the young shoots

and leaves, by which the sap becomes stagnant and diseased." You ask, '• Has any one

se^in it in warm weather—say in June or July ?" In reply I would state, that the last

month—about the middle. I believe—we had a cold north-west wind, and just escaped

a frost ; the result on an Early York of Mr. Merriam's was, that the leaves curled up,

and generally all dr<>pped, so as to almost cover the ground. This led Mr. Merriam to

observe that several of his other innoculated Peach trees were affected. My experience

for eight years with the peach in this latitude, 43 deg. 30 min., and within four miles

of lake OnUirio, is, that we do not succeed oftener than one year in three with this fruit

in the grafted varieties, whiie the natural is hardy, and bears almost every year, I agree

with you that the Mdocoton, Crawford's Earbj^ Cooledge's Favorite, are more hardy

and have suffered less from the curled leaf than other grafted varieties. They suffer

less when near the house, and sheltered from the north-west winds. My most vigorous

trees, and on the richest soil, have suffered the most ; the last three years they have

hardly produced a peach, t expect we shall have to depend on our natural and mor«
hardy peach trees.

We have a great promise of grapes this year ; crop of strawberries light ; goose-

berries and raspberries abundant ; apples and pears promise well. There is more

attention given in this county to apples and pears than formerly. The demand for the

Xew York market—almost in any producable quantity—with the facilities of railways

for its conveyance, is making it profitable to the farmer to set out orchards in this

genial region to both these fruits. The pear succeeds remarkably well. J. A. B.

—

Mexico, Ostcego county, JT. P".

OsKALOOSA, Iowa.—This is a beautiful country, and the amount of improvement,

when we consider the age of the country, is truly astonishing. Here stands a flourish-

inof citv. containing some twelve or fifteen hundred inhabitants, where ten years ago not

otie humau habitation could be seen. The Indians gave possession of this country in

1843. j^ow you m.^y stand upon the top of a large brick house in Oskaloosa, and see

at one view thousands of acres of the richest land, all enclosed with good fences, rolling

in gentle undulations as far as the eye can reach, and covered, principally, with dark

green com, here and there interspersed with small patches (as appearing in the distance,

though many of these patches contain forty or fifty acres,) of golden stubble, from which

are being taken wheat, oats, and hay, which may be seen rising up into groups of stacks,

presenting their yellow tops above the green corn in all directions. Dozens of neat and

newly painted farm houses may also be seen scattered over the prairie.

A number of young apple orchards are just beginning to bear in this vicinity, and I

saw, a few days ago, some beautiful specimens of the Found Royal, Belfloirer, Warren,

or Hollow Cored, Fippin, Fawles' Janette, Wells' Gate, etc., all large and smooth,

without spot or blemish ; and finer Isabellas and Cataichas I have never seen, than are

hanging on the vines in several of the gardens in this place. "We have a flourishing

agricultural society in this county, which holds its next fair at this place on the 15th of

October. " What !"' you are ready to exclaim. '• all this in the ' back woods,' one hun-

dred miles west of the Mississippi river .'" 2N ot a bit of '• back woods" about it, sir

;

for you will see more taste, intelligence, and refinement here than you will find in many

places in the older States, where the country has been setded fifty years. Don't say

" back woods" to us—we are beyond the '• back woods." R- Seevzrs.

s-5
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The Genesee Farmer for 1854.—The proprietor

of the Genesee Farmer, encouraged by the liberal

support long extended to this journal by its friends

and patrons, announces that the Fibteentu Volume

of the present series, to commence in January, 1854,

will contain a quarter more reading matter than

any of its predecessors, and be otherwise much

improved, without any increase in price.

Since the undersigned began his labors to foster

a taste for agricultural reading in the United

States, at least fifty journals devoted to rural

affairs have been started to meet the demand for

such information as they might be able to supply.

Instead of harboring unkind feelings toward

these numerous competitors, we have rejoiced at

their success, knowing that there must be room

for fifty more agricultural papers long before

one farmer in ten will be a reading as well as a

working cultivator of the soil. To increase the

usefulness by extending the circulation of the

Genesee Farmer, the undersigned will pay the

following premiums on subscriptions to his next

volume

:

Fifty dollars to the person who shall procure

the largest number of subscribers in any county

or district in the United States or Canadas; forty

dollars to the one wlio shall procure the second

largest list of subscribers aa above ; thirty dollars

to the one procuring the third largest list ; twenty

dollars to the one procuring the fourth largest

list ; and ten dollars to the one procuring the fifth

largest list, at any time before the first of April,

1854, when the ])remiums will be paid in cash.

Subscriptions to be received at the lowest club

prices. The volume for 1854 will be printed on

good paper, with new type, bought expressly for

it A gentlemen, graduate of the University

of Vienna, who is familiar with the languages of

those nations in which the science of agriculture

is most cultivated, will aid us in translating for

the Fanner wliatever can instruct or interest its

readers. This gentleman is by profession a civil

engineer and architect— branches of knowledge

intimately connected with the progress of rural

arts and sciences. The general character of our

paper is tlius pithily stated by the lion. Marshall

P. Wilder, Prosident of the Massachusetts Board

of Agriculture, and of the United States Horti-

cultural and Agricidtural Societies, in a letter now
on our table, which closes as follows.

" I have always had the Geiteseb Farmbk. H is, ic^.tK-

out favor or affectaiioix, tlie best paper in tlis country.
Marshall V. Wilder."

As our club price to each subscriber is only

thirty-seven cents a year, no matter how many
other agricultural journals one may take, to pat-

ronise the Farmer cannot impoverisli him.

Daniel Lee,

m

The Study of Insects.— Almost every mail

brings us papers which show the lamentable want

of more knowledge among farmers of the natu-

ral history of insects. A correspondent in the

September number of the Pennsylvania Farm
Journal recommends the use of lime and brine in

the preparation of seed wheat, to prevent the

attacks of the Hessian fly. Now, Pennsylvania

returned more wheat, by about a million of

bushels, at the last census than any other State

in the Union, and her cultivators of this imports

ant staple ought to be well posted up in all that

relates to it. "With due respect for the writer (for

we are all liable to err), we beg to inform him and

his readers, should they see this article, that he is

wrong in two important particulars. First, In

kcreping his wheat so long in brine as to "swell

the seed considerably" before he limes it, as the

salt will kill the germs of many good seeds so

soon as the brine penetrates them sufficiently to

make them swell. Secondly, Neither the eggs nor

young of Hessian flies are on wheat at the time

it is sown. The insect always deposits its eggs

on the leaves of the plant, either in autumn or

in the spring. It is a good practice to wash seed

wheat in strong brine, and dry it at once in

recently slaked lime, to destroy the sporules or

seeds of smut, not insects. As suggested by the

writer in the Farm Journal, salt and lime tend to

produce bright, firm culms, or straw, in wheat;

and for this purpose some of the best wheat-

growers in Western New York sow, at the time

of seeding, from three to five bushels of salt, and

from five to ten of lime, per acre. On good Lime-

stone land, salt alone is used.

Domestic Culture of the GR.\rr.—Tlie Charles-

ton Mereury states that !Mr. McDonald, residing

near Aiken (S. C), has devoted himself to the

culture of tlie grape with a success that promises

to naturalize this branch of agriculture in the

State. He lijis an extensive vineyard, in which

may be found the best varieties of foreign and .
•

^ --^̂
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native vines. He has made considerable quanti-

ties of wine, which amateurs have tasted and

pronounced choice, and he is prepared to go

ahead on the strength of past success.

As population increases, and labor becomes

more abundant, wine will be made in such quan-

tities as to be esteemed one of the staples of the

Republic. It has climates admirably adapted to

the growth of the vine ; and it actually contains

more varieties of native grapes than aJl the world

beside. There is not a State or Territory from

Maine to Oregon, and from the groat lakes to the

Gulf of Mexico, in which indigenous grapes do

not flourish. From someiof these native varieties,

or tlieir crosses, science and labor will produce

fruit of inestimable value.

MAMMoni "Wheat, and how to kaise it.— That there

are giants as well in the vegetable as in the animal nations,

may be proved by a specimen of many-headed wheat from
a single seed, now on exhibition at our offlco. There are

114 sUilks, each having a fully developed head— all the

family of one grain of wheat, planted last fall. Allowing
each grain to yield 35 grains (a very low average), tliero

would be about 4000 grains. In a bushel ofwheat, weigh-
ing CO pounds, there are 408,000 grains. This is on the

supposition that the wheat is of the best quality ; the aver-

age is said to bo 520,600 grains. At this rate, 1-30 such stools

of wheat would yield a bushel. This monster growth v>as

raised on Ex-Governor Dewey's farm, near Lancaster, and
handed to us by his father, who is considered one of our
first fanners, lie is of the belief that too much wheat is

commonly sown to the acre, and that more attention should

bo given to preparing the soil.

—

Grant Co. Ilentld.

Tlie father of the Governor is quite right in his

notion that too much seed wheat is usually sown

per acre, and that more attention should be paid

to the preparation of the land. If we cultivated

wheat as we do corn, by plowing between the

rows, killing all weeds, letting in more sunshine

where tlie plants are luxuriant, and making the

soil richer wliere they are small and feeble, our

harvests might bo brought up to an average of

thirty bushels per acre. Our practice and its

results, in wheat cultxire, are far, very far, below

the possible— below, far below, the profitable.

Notices for Correspondents.—We have re-

ceived and shall publish in our next, several val-

uable letters and articles, intended for this num-

ber of the Farmer. Mr. A. B. Collver, of Win-

chester, Douglass county, Oregan, wiU please

accept our thanks for his communication ; and

our readers in Oregon and California are respect-

fully requested to write often, giving an account

of the progress of agriculture on the west side of

the Rocky Mountains. We will give Mr. Collver

the information he desires about reapers and

seed-di-ills in a private letter, and piiblish his

with comments in our November number. Tlie

1 N letter of our friend R. M. 0., of Greenfield, Sara-

togo county, will appear in our next. "The

Making, Saving, and Application of Manures" is

a subject of universal interest, and a branch of

husbandry which is susceptible of great im-

provement.

A subscriber at Lakeville, desires information

respecting the burning of coal for kitchen pur-

poses, and asks :
"A ton of coal is equal to how

many cords of wood, without regard to porosi-

ty ?" In Rochester, where wood is $5.00 a cord,

and coal 10 cents a bushel, we think coal to burn

in a small furnace and heat smoothing-irons,

cheaper than wood; but for washing, cooking,

and warming rooms, a cord of hard wood that

will weigh from SOOO to 4000 pounds dry is

nearly equal in value to a like weight of dry

coal. In converting wood into coal, a great deal

of heat is generated and lost This is an im-

portant matter in domestic economy ; and we

will make its philosophy perfectly plain in a fu-

ture number.

Mi\ H. T. Wakefield's request about the con-

struction of ice houses will receive due attention.

Tlie communication about protecting bees from

moths, and separating chess from wheat, is thank-

fully received, and marked for insertion.

The suggestions of " C. W." in reference to the

new plan for burning lime, which we published

in the July number, are timely and to the point.

He has seen it tried, and pronounces it "a fail-

ure."

"A Michigan Farmer" has our sympathies,

and his letter will appear in our next. We have

set our faces against all frauds and quack nos-

trums in rural affairs. Wool-growing has been

too much the subject of speculation and frauds in

various ways. Other communications have been

received, and will meet with due attention.

We have only room to say that a National

Exhibition of imported and American horses will

take place at Springfield, Mass., on the 19th, 20th,

21st, and 22d of October instant, under the

auspices of the United States Agricultural Society.

It is likely to be a grand affair, it being the first

of the kind ever attempted in this countiy.

STATE FAIRS FOB 1853.

New nampshu*e, Oct. 5, 6, 7

Maryland, ' Oct. 25,26,27,28

Illinois, at Springfield, Oct. 11, 12, 13, 14

Indiana, at Lafayette, Oct. 12, 13, 14

Wisconsin, at Watertown, Oct. 4 to 7

Virginia, at Eichmond,. Nov. 1, 2, 3, 4

UpperCanada, Oct. 5 to 7

Southern Central Agricultural Societ7,

Augusta, Ga., Oct 17 to 20

rd
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Inquirica a\\b ^nsiuers.
Pliask inform me through your paper what the color of

the Short-horn Durham is, as there are a number of people
in this pouuty wh^j liave deep redc.itlle, and others who
have enSrely white cattle, and they all profess to have the

pure Short-horu Durhams. A Subbckibbb.— Venango
County, Fa.

Thorough-bred Sliort-horns are by no means so

uiiiforra in color as the Devons, or even the Here-

forvls ; and it i? not impossible that there may be

pure red or pure white of this celebrated stock,

as there are plenty having both colors upon them.

Is the Oeneftee Famittr for July, I notice a strange and
entirely n-w idea to me. Tou suy that "without the eon-
tact of the anther dust that falls from the tassels of the plant
upon the stigmas or ends of the silli, not a kernel of corn
would jrrnw." Now I would be very much pleased to have
you ^ve an explanation of it through the Fiirmtr. J. J.
Scr.AGOS.— Wc-it roint.

We hardly know what explanation will be satis-

factory to our correspondent If he doubts the-

correctness of our statement, let him tie a piece

of muslin over the end of an ear of corn just as

its silk begins to appear, so as to prevent any

anther dust from falling on the stigmas, and see

how many seeds the ear will bear. The contact

of the m.'de and female organs of plants or the

union of the vital atoms peculiar to the procrea-

tive powers of each, is indispensable to the pro-

duction of a new generation. If our friend will

consult any school book on botany, it will inform

him that the anther dust of maize is alone en-

dovv'od with fertilizing energy.

"VTnx you be so kind as to give your renders the benefit

of some remarks in relation to white clover—its alimentary,
S'jil-exhauFtinjr. and nitrogen-eollectinc (or nitrogen-retain-

ins) properties—as compared with red clover; and also of
kinilred remarks in regard to carrots? Remarks in reijard

Ui the value of the Yellow Locust tree as a fertilizer of grass
grounds, and the manner of propagating it fur this purpose,
wouid be Ihankfidly received.

"What is the price of back volumes of the G^nesM Fa,rmer,
bound, and the postage prepaid. II.— Valk'y FiJtrrm, N. IT.

To answer the above inquiries fully would oc-

cupy much space, and demand not a little research.

We can state, however, that so far as nitrogen

and alimentary matters are concerned, white and

red clover do not materially differ. One hundred

pounds of dried white clover contains some two

per cent, more ashes when burnt than a like weight

of red clover ; and reckoned by the ton, v^^liite

clover is more exhausting to the soil, if the crops

were removed.

The dry matter in one hundred pounds of carrots

is half that contained in one hundred pounds of

green clover ; and therefore, estimated in poimds,

clover is worth more than carrots. Leaving the

water in both out of the account, and one hun-

dred pounds of the roots exceed in nutritive value

a like weight of the best clover hay.

Neither the Yellow Locust, nor any other grow-

ing tree or plant, while growing, can fertilize the

soil for grass, or any other crop. Some trees in-

jure the soil less than others, and Locusts perhaps

as little as any. We have cut up and burnt

where they grew many thousands of Yellow Lo-

oasts this season, and have some fifteen acres left,

where we want to make a meadow. Where we
cut wood and rail timber in permanent woods,

there we shall sow Locust seed and transpilant

young trees.

Back volumes of the Farmer are from 50 to 60

cents each, according to their covers.

ly answer to the inquiry in the July number
of the Farmer for the best method of keeping
worms from hives of bees, I would recommend
the destruction of the bee-moth, or miller. My
plan for ca]")turiiig is as follows:—Take a board
of from eight to twelve feet long, and from ten

to twenty inches wide
;
place it within a rod of

the liive, one end on the g/ound, the other some
four feet high, on the fence, or some place fixed for

it to rest; then put another board on the top
some two inches narrower, with room between
the two for the millers to secrete themselves. It

is to chance that I am. indebted for the discovery,

and yet it may be already known. I have caught
great numbers of them the present season. It

would be beet to keep all rubbish, or places for

the secretion of v«rmin, at a greater distance from
tlio hives. I use Hall's Self-protecting Hives,

which I believe to be the best for the bees to

eject any worms that may invade their premises.

This, together with the destruction of the millers,

gives the bees a chance, and I believe that they
will improve it and obtain the victory.

I wish some apiarian woxild try the above plan,

and give the result in the columns of the Far-
mer. Place your miller-traps on either side of

your hives, if convenient A t.f.x. Trrus.

—

YorJc

Toum.

Mr. Trrus has set an excellent example to all

intelligent farmers. Let them not keep their

valuable knowledge to themselves, but give it

freely to their brother cultivators the world over.

To hundreds of our readers, his "miller-traps"

will be worth more to them than the cost of ten

years' subscription for this cheap journal.

Choice Poultry for Sale.

THE StTBSORIBER ofTers for sale one hundred pairs of
Brahma I'liotrHs; also, Sliangha5s, Cochin Chintis, and Bol-

ton <!ravs; nil warraiUcd juire. TIIOS. WRIUUT.
i;tica, N. Y., Oct 1, 1^5:3.—St.

HoiTse Po'vrei-s,

OTT the Enillefls-Ohain principle, consisting of Emery's,

>Vheeler'8, and \Vhit« & Prentiss', the beet manufacturers.

Threshers, Separators, and Winnowers, Combined Tlirosh-

ers and Sii>;i raters.

The above are warranted to give satisfaction. For sale

at the lowest cash price*, at the Slate Agricultural Ware-
house. LONGETT A GraFKlNU,

Sept. 1, 1S53.—2t. No. 25 Cliff street, New York.
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SCRIBNEK'S READY RECKONER,
rOR RHTP BUILDERS, BOAT BUILI1ERR, LUMliER ilEBCHAKTS,

FAKMEKS, AND MECHAJ^IOS :

Sein-ff a oorreftmeamtrfmeiit ofSco/niling, Boards, Plank,
(hiMcal OmitenM of Square and Round Timher, Saw-
loffn. Wool/, <£•('., compHsed in a numJ/cr of tables; io

HDhii'h ore added Tables of Wages by Vt-e Montli, Board
or Rt^nt by the We^k or Day, and Railrofvl £>istmices.

AIm), Interest Tabl^a. at itfven per cent. By .1. M. Scrib-
NER, author ot '' Kiiguiej-r-j' and Meclianict? Cofnpatl-

ion,'' "Engineer*'' I'ockH Table Boook,''' dc. dtc.

S0AR0 3LT is it possible to ailil to the recommondfitions
of the above book, more thnn to give its title pajfe. Every
one who is engaged in buying, selling, measuring, or in-

specting lumber, of any kind, will at once appreciate a
work of this kinil. No pains or expense has been spared
in revising or enlarging this edition, to make it in every
respect convenient and acc^urate.

The Log Table was computed by drawing Diaor.uis tor

eflch and every log, from twelve to forty-four inches in di-

ameti^r, and the width of each board taken, alter taking off

the wane edge. The sum total of each board constitutes

the amount eacli log will give ; and if there can be any
dependence placed upon such strictly maihematieal accu-
racy, no one will hesitate for a moment to abide the results

here given, as the method adop'.ed by the author can result

in notliing less than sti'ict honesty and mathematical accu-
racy, to the parties intc'rested.

The best evidence of the usefulness and popularity of

th's book, is the rapid and extensive sale of over T5,(hiii in

a few years. We do not hesitate to say that no book of its

size and price contains more usefid or correct tables.

In all new and lumber countries the book will be found
very convenient, as it comprises much that is useful to the

farmer, mechanic, and business man.
Prico, 25 cents ; 5 copies for ?1, post-paid.

JJ^~ Agents wanted to sell the above. Address
GEO. W. FISIIER,

October 1, isr.3.—It. Rochester, N. T.

M'Lane's Worm Speotiic.

THE following;, from a customer, shows the demand which
this great medicine has created wherever it has been in-

troduced :

Blossbttko, Tioga Co., Pa., March 80, 1850.

Oentle^n/m

:

—In consequence of the great conf.umpiion
of your ' Worm Specific" in this place and vicinity, we
have entirely exhausted our stock. We should feel obligo<l

by your forwarding, via Coming, N. T., twenty dozen,
with your bill, on the reception of which we will remit you
the money.
From the wonderful eCTecis of said " Specific" in this

neighborhood, there could be sold annually a large quan-
tity, if to be had, (wholesale and retail) from some local

agent. If you would compensate a person for trouble and
expense of Tending, I think I could make it to your advan-
tage to do so. Tours, respectfiilty,

WM. M. MALT.ORY,
Messrs. J. Kidd & Co. Per W. E. Porter.

%W~ Purchasers will please be careful to ask for Dr.

M'Luve's Celebrated Vermifugs, and take none else. All

other Yermifuges. in comparison are worthless. Dr. Mc-
Lane's genuine Vermifuge, also his C<debrated Liver Pills,

can now be had at all respectable Drug Store* in the

United States and Canada.

Improved F'o'wls for Sale.

HAVING- kept for several years the very best fowls to he
pnx'ured, an<l having the past season added to my stock

some exceedingly beautiful specimens, 1 have now a great

nuinljer of fine young pairs, certainly as g(X)d as can be
found in the country, which I will sell at a much lower
price than that charged by fowlKlealers. I will sell the fol-

lowing varieties at five dollars per pair

:

W/iite S!iangh4s, Black. ShanghcB, BufF ShanqTi^, and
Cbcfiin China; and Brahma Rooira, nnd Speckled Shan-
gfuM (a very beautiful bird), at ten dollars per pair.

These fowds will be ready for delivery by the first of Sep-
tember, and I will coop them carefully, with feed, water,

&c., and send by railroad or express, as desired, without
charge, and warrant every fowl sent to be pure and fine.

Orders are solicited. Wm. VICK.
Rochester, N. Y., August 1, 1868.

Cuttings of the best kind of Basket Willow,
WITH dirootion* for planting, for sale at $5 a thousand,

by WM. IL DENNING,
Oat. 1, 1858. Fishkm Landing, Dutchess Co.

Fiarm for Sale, In Roeft County, Wisconsin.
THE SUBSCRIBER offers for sale his farm, lying within
seven miles of the village of Beloit, and nine of the city of
Janesville, consisting of 305 acres^prairie, timber, and
meadow—under a good state of improvement, a great part
being seeded to timothy.
There is a large and o<MtIy stone house on said farm, fVom

which may be had a view of the Valley of Rock Kiver, for
many miles in extent.

Thei'e is also a bearing Orchard of grafted fruit on the
farm, living water, and most other conveniences belonging
to older farms in the Eastern States, not excepting railroad
facilities.

The limits of this advertisement preclude the possibility

of a fiirtlier description ; it will suffice to say, that this is

one of the best farms in a most delightful country.
I'rice, $2<J an acre, if sold before the first of December

next. .JOHN L. V. THOMAS,
Beloit, Kock county, Wisconsin.

P. S.—There will be sold also to the purchaser of the
farm, if desired, a stock of Horses and Cattle, Farm Im-
plements, &c., the present owner being compelled to under-
take other business.

October 1, 1853.—It*

Evergreen Trees,
OF the following kinds and sizes, we can supply to Nur-
serjmen and others to a Ifirge amount, and at very low
prices :

Koncay Spruoe Fir, f^-om 8 inches to 6 feet
Black Sjjr-uc^, Fir. ft-om S inclies to 6 feet,

j5V<i-o/)<ki7i SUrer Fir, from 6 inches to i feet.

Balsa^n Fir, from 1 foot to 12 feet.

ITemlock. fi-om 1 foot to 4 feel.

8co1<:h Fir, fVom 6 inches to 8 feet.

AtksiHan Pine, fr»m G inehes to S feet.

White Fine, from 1 foot to 12 feet.

Amsrican Arbor Vit<p, fi-om 1 foot to 5 feet.

Siberian Arbor Fit<i3, from 6 inches to 4 feet
Red Cedar, fi-om 1 foot to 7 feet.

Leban<yn Cedar, from 6 inches to 2 feet.

Those who wish for any of the above-named articles, can
lecrn our exact prices by ad<lressing us, and stating the
number they wish to purchase. To large buyers we make
a proper discount. Orders received eojrly we can fXiIfll

most perfectlv, while if thev are late we mav not be able to

do Eo well bv them. D. S. MANLEY & 'BROTHER.
Buffalo, October 1, 1353.—2t.

Chinese Fowls.
FOR SALE, a number of pairs of genuine Black Shanghse
Chickens, strongly marked, and embracing all the fine

points of Chint«e fowls. No one wishing a superior breed
of fowls for laying or for the table, will be disappointed by
procuring this variety. Also, a few pairs of the celebrated

Brahma Pootra stoek.

Orders received fi-om any part of the country will be
promptly executed, and the fowls caged in suoh a manner
that they can be transported safely for any distance.

Terms—Black Shangha;, $5 per pair; Brahma Pootra,

$10 per pair.

Address the subscriber, nt the oflice of this paper.
CHAS. W. SEELYE.

1000 Book Agents Wanted.
INTELLIGENT and industrious men wanted in every

part of the United States, to engage in the sale of the best

atsortment of ILHTSTRATED POPULAR AND USE-
FUL BOOKS publshed in the country.

Men of good address, having a small capital of $25 to

$100, can do well by engaging in this business, as the in-

dueements offered are of the most liberal character.

For further particulars, address (postage paid)

ROBERT SEARS, Publisher,

October 1, 1S53.—2t ISl WiUiam st.. New York.

A Chance to Make Money

!

PROFITABLE AND HONORABLE EMPLOYMENT!
THE SUBSCRIBER is desirous of having an Agent in

each countv and town in the Union. A capital of from .$5

to $10 only will be required, and any thing Uke an efficient,

energetic m.in can make from .$3 to $5 per day—indeed,
some of the Agents now employed are realizing twice '.hat

sum. Every information will be given by addressing (po6l>-

age paid) WM. A. KUJSLER,
Box 601, Philadelphia Post OfSce.

October 1, 1853.—It*
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BITFFALO NTJUSERY.

D. B. KASIBT J> BEOTHER, .rBOPEIETOHS.

muated on Main Street, tioo miles above the AmeHcan
Hotel.

WE ^rish to call the attention of the PuW ic to our Niirsery

of ¥KUIT AND OENAMENTAL TREES, fenRUBS,

AND PLANTS, of all that i« <rrown in the best establisli-

mcntsin the country. Persons wishhig to buy any of the

artJelos named below, can do no bettor than to buy of us.

SUuulard Apples, Pears, Cherries, Plitms, Peaches, ot

all tlie best vaneties-fine tree.s. from one to Ave years old.

DioarfApples, worked on Paradise and Doucam stocks.

IXoivrf pAir Trees, worked on Angers Quince stocks,

of all tiie desirable kinds. Trees from one to tl tree years

old can be furnished by the hundred or by the thousand.

Omnces—(iow\ strong plants, in any quantity.^

llardy Grapes—V\mi\.& of all the finest vanetjcs, of one,

two, ami Uiree vears of age.

Foroinn Grapes—K. very good selection.

Currants, of aU the new and old lands—a very fine stock

of one and two year old plants. .,,;.,
Pa.spheri-ies, of the best kinds, and very good plants, lu

*°6;«"v° tri<'*-A first rate assortment of varieties, and

•apital plants. ...,,. . „

St.rawherrie.i-K-n. exceUent selection of the best sortsj-a

Tory general assortment
>. m . i i tr-.,

Rhiiharh, or Pie Plant—K good stock of Tobolsk, \ ic-

toria, Downing's Colossal, Giant Uybrid, Wisconsin Mam-
moth, &c. , , , ,

^.sprtrrt^jiS—Good one and two year old plants.
^

pL-iduom Ornameniia Tree.'i—y^Q have a fine siock,

oonsisUng of the best of European, American, and Asiatic

^Evergreen TrifM—Perhaps the most excellent and desi-

rable stock in the country for size and shape. Trees from

Bi.x inches to ten feet in height, we can furnish, of masy

Ornam-ent-ai Shrut'S—'Yle have a very large stock of

Ornamental Shrubs, and can supply. most any quantity, of

any variety, and the plants arc very fine indeed.

Evergreen Shrubs—Not a large but an excellent stock,

consisting of such varieties as are found by experience to

be desirable in this climate.
^ , .

Climbing filirubs—The utmost pains have been taken to

propogate all <j€ the varieties of Climbing Shrubs which

succeed in Oiis latitude, and now we have an excellent si. ick.

Roses—K stock of sufficient variety, and of surpassing

merit A stock of over a hundred of the very best kinds

eultivated in Europe or America. propogate<l with the ut-

most care, and in every way worthy of attention from the

most critical in Hose culture.

Dahlias—Owr DahUas— say eighty vanetiea— are un-

doubtedly as fine as can be found in this country.

Pa?o«:i<».s'—Twenty varieties of these most deuralile plants.

Several varieties of" the splendid CmNESB Teeb PiFXJNiES.

^g~ Strangers to our locality are referred to IMes^rs.

Jewetl & Thomas" Du-ectory and Map of the city of Buffalo,

for Mie year \>:'A Our residence and Nursery Grounds are

are oxactty delineated on their map.

rW" We furnish Catalogues to all who apply for them.

From the extensive increase which we are making m ""r

plantations, it is quite necessary Uiat our business should l)e

done on cash principles. All orders sent to us by mail

will receive p^Tfectly prompt attention, and when persons

do not know e.-.'octh/ what they want they had best leave

selections with us. Our ptu-king is done in the best manner,

anil all goods carefallv shijiped as directed in orders.
_
1 lie

gtrictest care is used to ensure ei-aclneas in aU our business

transactions.

October 1, ISiiS.—2t

GENESEE VALLEY NURSERIES.
A. FROST & CO., Rochester, N. Y., solicit the attention

of jVinateurs, Orchardist-s, Nurserymen, and others, about

to plant, to their stock of Fruit Trees, which is the largest

and much the finest that they have ever off'ered, conslstmg

in part of the following

:

Slawhird Fruit T/wj—Of Apple, CO varieties; Pear, T5

varieties ; Cherrv, 50 varieties ; Plum, 25 varieties ; Peach,

.30 varieties ; Nectarine, 6 varieties ; Apricot, 6 varieties

;

comprising everv sort of merit
Dn-arf'~Fruit Trees, on the best stocks of Apple, Pear,

and Cherry, and of the above large collection of sorts.

Snudl i'"/-i(!fe—Currants, 15 varieties ; Gooselierries, 100

varieties; Grapes, native and foreign, 25 varieties; Basp-

berrie«, 5 varieties; Strawberries, 20 varieties, etc.

Deciduom and Evergreen Trees, for Lawns, Parks,

Streets, etc.

Evergreen crnd Deciduous Shrubs, in great variety, ii>

chilling 400 sort.s of (he Pvose.

Bulbs, in varidies—Crocus, Crown Imperials, Gladiolus,

Hyacinths, Lilies, including the lancifolium sorts. Tulips,

etc., etc. ^ ^ .

Clirysnntfi.efmi.ms—Tha finest new Pompone, or Daisy,

varieties.

L>ahUn.%—'Y\ii: best and liighest prize varieties shown in

England during 1S51-2, including all the best old sorts.

^reen-house and Bedding Plants, etc., etc., of every de-

scription. T. .

PUtntsfor //(''^^fl'fts—Buckthorn, Osage Orange, Privet,

American Arbor Vitse (White Cedar), Norway Spruce, etc.

;

all of which will be sold at the lowest rates.

All articles are put up in the most superior manner, so

that the plants, etc., may go tliousands of miles, and reach

their destination in perfect safety.

Parties giving their orders may depend that perfect satis-

faction will be given them.
The foUowing Catalogues, containing the prices, are piib-

lislicd for gratuitous distribution ; but, as we are obliged to

prepay the postage if they are mailed, correspondents will

please enclose a one cent postage stamp for each Catalogue

wanted

;

. .^ . ^ ^ .

No. 1.—A Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits, Ornamental

Trees, Shrubs, Roses, etc.

No. 2.—A Descriptive Catalogue of Dahlias, "\ erbenas,

and other bedding plants, etc., etc., including many new-

articles which may be introduced up to the time of its pub-

lication, and is issued every spring. ,.,,,_
Xo 3 —A Wholesale Catalogue—a trade list just pub-

lished for the fall of 1S53 and spring of 1 S.')4—comprising

Fruits and Ornamental Trees (such as Evergreens etc.),

which are offered in large quantities.

Rochester, October 1, 1S53.—It

Emit Trees, &c.

CHARLES MOtrLSOlSr offers for sale a large Block of

Fruit Trees '^uit:',l>l>' for transplanting this autumn, eonsist-

intr of select v:iri"ties of A))ples, Pears, and Cherries, slaml-

ard and dwarf; Peaches, I'lums, ApricoLs, and Quinces.

Also, Strawlicrries, Raspberries, Currants, Goosebernoe,

and Gra;ie Vines, in great variety.

Rhubarb and Asparagus Plants.

Also, 50,0011 f^oedlina'Applos, for stocks.

Trees will be packed suitable for transiwrtation, when
necessary.
The N iirsery is situated on Union strrcet, n few rods norm

d New Main street

Kocheeter, October 1, 1858.

WALWORTPI NTJRSESY.
THE SUBSCRIBER has for sale

20,000 Apple Trees, some quite large.

20,000 Dvi-arf Pears, best varieties.

10,000 choicest varieties Peach Trees.

1,000 larcc Mountain Ash.

2.(100 Horse Chestnut
•S.OOO large stocky Balsam Fir.

All Trees sold at tlie iia-y Icnoeit pHoM, ood Ctatalogaes

furnished to applicants.

ALSO, POLAND OATS.
1.'50 bushels of the e<^lebrated Poland Oats, tliat weigh 42

pounds U) the bushel, for sale at one dollar per bushel. Last

snrin" 1 could not supply one-quarter of the seed ordered.
-^ ' T. G. TE0MAN3.
WsJworth, Wayne Co., N. Y., Oct 1 , ISo-S.-lt*

Albany Drain TUc Worlss,

A'o. 60 LO'tioa-sier Slrc<7t, Alhany, ir«< ofJftdicaZ College.

THE SUBSCRIBER, successor to .Jon:< Gott, formerly

A. S. Baboock a Co., is prepared to furnish Draining Tile,

of both Horse-shoe and Sole patterns, at fm-im $12 to .$1S

per thousand pieces. The Tile are more than a foot in

len.^'th, and fully equal to anv of American or foreign mann-

faciure. 'iMiey are so formed as to admit water at every

joint, and drain tho land perfectly from twelve to twenty

'feet on each side, according to the nature of the sod.

Also, Largo Tile, for drains about dwellings, yards, &e.,

at from $4 to $S per one hundred pieces. These arc cheaper

and more durable than brick drains.
_

KuU directions for ))repariiig <litches, laying lile, &c,
will be sent free to those addressing the subscriber, post-

paid. The mies can be sent safely any dist^ance. Orders

are respectfully solicited. DAVLD OALLANAN,
October 1, 1853.-2t Albany, N. Y



THE GENESEE FARMER.

FViUt and Ornamental Trees, &c., &c
THn suljsoribors have the pleasure of annoTincing an im-
mense stock of Trees, &c., for the autumn trade, embrac-
ing—

SUind^trd, Tree.«, f«r Orchards.
r»Ciirfand Pt/rcimkhd Trees, for Gardens.
OriKiiiietitai Trees, for Streets, Parks, and Pleaatire

Grounds.
Iltire mid Beautlfid Lawn Trees.

Kmc mhI Rare We^^ping Trees.

Eri^rgre-en y/vfts, emliracing the rarest epeciofl of Pines,

Firs, Sprueoa, Tews, ("edars, Junipers, &c
Uitrdy FUncering S/t.rvhs.

Hoses, of all classes, and embracing the newest and best

sorts.

Dahlias, the finest English prize sorts.

Ghryso.nili^niums, inclnding the finest of the new Pom-
pone varieties.

Pldax^s and Pceo7iies, superb collections.

B^ddi/ng Plants, a complete assortment.
Bnlfious RooU, just imported from Holland, and <rf the

first quality.

Hedge i'Uints.

Ji'iw Rhjhng.
IVmharh. Afpargus, &c., &c.
The favorable Bea.son has given every thing a vigorous

and fine growth.
All orders, whether for large or small quantities, executed

with the greatest care, and in strict compliance with the
wishes of the purchaser.
Packing done in the most secure and skilful manner, so

that parcels can be transmitted thousands of miles in safety.

Nurserymen and dealers in Trees will be supplied on the

rai>»t liberal terms.

The following Catalogues are serd, gratis and pre-paid,
to all who apply and enclose one po.stage stamp for each :

No. 1, Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits.

No. 2, do do Ornamental Trees, &c
No. 3, do do Dahlias, Green Ilouse

Plants. &c.
No. 4, Wholesale Catalogue.

ELLWANGER & BAEET,
Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. T.

Septomberl, ]S5.3.—It

River Bank Nursery,
OPPOSITE TKB EACK COUESE, ON NORTU ST. PAUT, STBITr.

Office, 106 state Street, Eocdiester, N. Y.

THE attention of Nurserymen, Orohardists, and Fruit

Growers, is requested to our very thrifty and healthy stock

of Fruit Trees. We believe the stock is equal, in all re-

spects, to any other in the market, and will be sold at as

low prices. We intend to make this a reliable establish-

ment, and we solicit patronage with a strong confidence
that we shall be able to give satisfaction. Wo hare far sale

this fall—
3n,(X)0 Apples, 8 and 4 years old.

35,000 do 2 do
100,000 do 1 do

.5,01)0 Cherries, 2 years from bud.
15,nno do 1 do

500 Pears on Quince, 4 years fl-om bud (now bearing.)
8,000 do do 2 do
2,000 do do 1 do
2,000 Peaches, 2 years from bud.
4,000 do 1 do
The above comprise all the varieties of merit. We have

also an assortment of Plums, Apricots, Nectarines, «&c., &c.
Raspberries, Gooseberries, and Currants, in great variety.

We also offer to Nurserymen

—

150,000 Apple Seedling, 1 year old.
5f^,000 do 2 do
5'i,';"X' Cherry Seedlings, 1 year old.

All order-* will be promptly and carefully executed, and
no pains will be spared to give satisfaction.

Geo. II. CHERRY & Co.

JT-^g" We particularly Invite the attention of Western
Nurscrj-mon to our young stock. It is very thrifty, and can
be removed with safety, as it has not been unnaturally
forced, and will be .wld at a reasonable price.

September 1, 1S53.—2t.

First Premium Rnllroad or Endless Cliain
Horse. Povrers and Tlireshcrs.

WB will make it an object to all who want the aboT», to

purchase of us.

Ik'fore bnving, call at 68 State street, Rochester, and be
convinced. ' BRIGG3 & BROTHER.
September, 1, 1858.

Hlgliland Nurseries, Nefvburg, IV. T.
A. SAUL & CO., in calling the attention of their patrons,
and the public in general, to their very extensive 8ti>ck of

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS &a,
which they ofler for sale the coming autumn, would remark,
that owing to the past summer being one of the most favora-
ble for the growth of Trees which they have had for many
years in this locality, their stock of Trees and Plants, in
every department, is larger, more thrifty, and in every re-
spect finer than usual.

To particularize within the limits of an advertisement
would be impossible. They therefore refer planters and
dealers in Trees to their Oatalogue, a copy of which will

be sent by mail to all postr-paid applicants for the same, on
enclosing a i)ostage stamp.

They invite especial attention to their very large stock
of Standard and Dwarf Pear and Cherry Trees; also.

Plum, Peach, Apricot, and Nectarine Trees; as well as
Grape Vines, Gooseberries, Currants, Raspberries, Straw-
berriefl, &c., in every known variety, together with all other
plants, &c., usually kept by the trade.

500,000 strong two years old Osage Orange Plants, in three
different sizes, at $10, $S, and .$6 per 1,000.

Buckthorn Plants, two years old, at $S per 1,000.

Highland Nurseries, Newburg, N. Y., Sept 1, 1853.

—

2t.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees.
T. C. MAXWELL & BROS, would invite the attention
of purchasers to the superior stock of Fruit and Ornamen-
tal Trees which they offer for sale this fall. Their Trees
are of the most approved varieties, and iinecccell-ed in
health, vigor, and beauty ; and they feel confident that they
can give entire satisfaction to all who may favor them with
their orders, both in jirices and quality. Purchasers are
requested to call and examine.

00,000 Api)le Trees, large and thriftv.

20,000 Pear do more than half Dwarfe, of the best
kinds, and unequalled in size and beauty.

20,000 Cherry Trees, first quality, in every respect
6,000 Peach do one year from bud.
2,000 Plum do mostly on Peach.
2,000 Apricot do one and two years—flna
2,000 Quince do
6,000 Grape Vines, mostly Isabella.

8,000 Mountain Ash Trees, large and fine.

1,000 Horse Chestnut Trees large and fine.

3,000 Balsam Fir Trees, two to four years In nnrserj<»-

flne.

80,000 Arbor Vitee, for Hedges—8 to 30 inches.

Also, a general assortment of smaller Fruits, Shrubs,
Roses, &c.

\^W Trees carefully packed and promptly shipped.

Old Castle Nurseries, Geneva, N. Y., Sept 1, 1853.-2'.

Geneva Nurseries.

THESE Nurseries are located just halfway between Syr-

acuse and Rochester, being fifty miles from each place, and
the facilities for shipping trees are equal to any in the State.

Our stock of Trees is' now extensive. Thirty thousand
Cherry, 1 to 3 years old ; thirty thousand Peach, 1 year

;

six thousand Plum, 1 year; one hundred and fifty thousand

Apple, 1 to 3 years ; five thousand European Mountain
Ash, large size ; together with a general assortment of other

Trees.
STOCK FOR NURSERYMEN.

Five hundred thousand Apples, 1 to 2 years ; twenty-five

thousand Pear ; ten thousand Plum ; twenty-five thousand

Cherry, five thousand Sweet Briar, 1 year from seed ; five

thoasand European Ash; fifty thousand Osa^e Orange;
twenty thousand White Cedar ; five thousand Balsam 1^

;

six thousand Norway Spruce ; two thousand Sugar Maple

;

two thousand Hemlock ; five thousand A,sparagus Roo's, 1

and 2 vears ; three thousand Rhubarb; twenty thousand

Basket "Willow Cuttings. E. T. & E. SMITIL
Geneva, N. Y. Sept 1, 1853.

NeTV YorU Agricultural Warehouse.

HORSE POWERS, Threshers, Fan Mills, Smut Machines,
Grain Drills, Hay Presses, Grain Mills, Corn and Cob
Crushers, Cider Mills, and a large assortment of Plows, and
all kinds of Agricultural and Horticultural Implements.

Peruvian Guano, Superphosphate sf Lime, Bone Dost,

and other fertilizers, of the most superior kinds.

R. L. AIXEN,
Sept 1, 1853. 189 and 191 Water street, New York.

'>S^
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AGSCIJLTTJRAL IMPLEMENT MANTTFACTORY'

COKXEK OF CAKOLIJS'E & THIRD STREET,
BUFFALO, K Y.

Pitts' Pat-Mrt Se|Kxra(oi—lEtipiovesl 0;.5\5>Ie Pin-
ion Korse Poorer—PitU' Corn & Cob 51111s, «S^.

I HEREBY give notice th:it sinec the extension of tlie

patent risrht on my Machine f<ir Threshins and Cleaning
Grain, I have removed to Buffalo, N. T., where I have per-

maiitly located, and erected a lariie establishment for the

future manufacture of the above Machines.
The Separator has been enlarged, improved, and ren-

dered more permanent and durable in all its parts, while
the Horse Power for strength, ease, durability and cheap-
ness of repair is not surpassed by any in the United States.

This Power is warranted to stand the full strength of eight

horses—also to give as much effective or useful pc/wer when
driven by one or two horses as any other Horse Power,
whether constructed on the endless chain or lever principle.

It was put on trial at the great exhibition of Horse Powers
and Threshing Machines at Geneva, July last, IS.5'2, where
it received the New York State Agricultural Society's First

Premium "for the best Horse Power for general purposes."
The Separator, at the same trial, also received the Society's

First Premium.
My Machines will thresh and clean from three to five

hundred bushels of wheat per day, and other grain in pro-
portion.

Two hundred of the above Machines are for sale at the
Agricultural Works of the subscriber in this city, all war-
ranted to be a bel;ti'r article than can be purchased at any
other shop, and if they do not prove on trial to be so, I will

take them off the hands of the purchasers at the price they
may pay me for them.

I further notify all persons who are purchasing Horse
Powers and Separators to be used in California or Oregon,
that I will hold them accountable for any infVingmanLs of-

the rights secured to me by letters patent in the above Ma-
chines, as I am manufacturing a Horse Power and Sepa-
rator expressly designed for that section.

All orders for the above Machines hereafter addressed to

JOHN A. PITTS, BuSalo, N. Y., will receive prompt at-

tention. JOHN A. PIITS,
May, 1S53—tf. Buffalo, N. Y.

Frencli Zinc Paint.
THIS new and beautiful article of Paint is now offered to

the trade and pLil)lic, ground in prepared linseed oil, for the
first time in this country. It has been used sucerasfully in

France for the last five years, where it has superseded whiter

Lead as a paint
The French Zinc when properly prepared and used,

makes the most brilliant and durable white in use, and ia

entirely free from all jjoisonous qualitiea.

The French Zinc is not more expensive than white lead,

and is prepared in such a manner that it requires uo far-

ther preparation lor use, than to thin it with Turpentine or

raw Oil t^) the (nsistcncy o white lead paint.

The French Zinc is very much whiter, and has a better

body, than the New Jersey Zinc.

The French Zinc is offered dry, and prepared as above,
in quantities to suit purchasers, at tlie Manufacturer's Do-
pot, No. n Huflalo St., Rochester, N. Y.

July, 18.J2, M. F. REYNOLDS.

Superpliosphnte.
NO expense has been spared in the combination of this

most fiTtilizing manure, wnich contains all the nutritive
proixTtiivs of all plants, II is superior to most of the arti-

cles (ilfir'vl f.ir .sale under the same name, and is inferior to

none, alUiough mild at a much lower price. Put up in bags
at ^ttt per ton of '2111111 ll>s., cash.

Oflico of the New York Superphosphate Manufacturing
Company, No. 159 \Ve«t street. New York.

VICTOR R.KN()WLES, Agent.
'

September 1, 1861.—St.

HALIiOCK'S AgU Warehouse and Seed Store.

A^o. 'a, Exchange street, Rochester, N. Y.

[Emery's Patent Premium Railroad Horse Power, Thresh-
ing Machine and Separator.]

THE subscriber, late fi-om the establishment of Emery &
Co., manufacturers at Albany, where he has been engaged
for the past six years, has been apj)ointed Ihe^rSoLE Agk>-t
in Rochester and Western New l ork, for the sale of

Emer-y''s celebraUd liailroa-d Horse Poicers and Thrill-
ing Machines ; Oircular and 0/'os»-cut Saw MilU,

Feed MiUg, Cor'n-stock and Ray-Cuttera, t&o.

adapted to the Power, and now offers them at manufac-
turer's prices, with the transportation added, and 'ubject to

the warrantee, as follows :
" To work to the satisfaction of

purcha-sers a.s represented in circulars and catalogues, or to

be returned within three months, and full purchase money
to be refunded." The attention of farmers is solicited, and
a careful investigation into the construction of this Power
and its comparative merit.s, as well as price requested, be-

fore purchasing elsewhere. He is also agent for their

COMBINED REAPER AND MOWER,
and keeps constantly on hand Plows, Hay-Cutters, Corn
Shelters, Seed Planters, &c., &c., comprising a complete
and extensive stock of Agricultural and Horticultural Im-
plements generally, togetlier with a full assortment of Field

and Garden Seeds, of the best Imported and Shaker
growth.

lie is also agent for the sale of Seymotir's Grain Drills

and Broadcast Sowers, Wheel Cultivators, Gang Plows,

Clover Hullers, Cider Mills, Clover Gatherers, Horse Rakes,
Scythes and Snaths, Hand Rakes, Grind Stones, &c.

He wiU be prepared to furnish dealers with Dnira and
Taylors's well known Scythes ; also Manure, Straw, and
Hay Forks, Snaths, Rifles, and other haying tools at manu-
facturers's prices, wholesale and retail.

Particular attention is called to a New Plow, which is

believed to be the best cast iron Plow ever offered, and
which is warrant*^!d to do better work, with less expense of

team, than any other Plow heretofore sold in Rochester

—

while the price is less tlian any other equally well finished.

The "uniform one-price cash system" will be adopted,
with prices as low as the cost of articles, and just compen-
sation for labor and time, will allow.

Farmers and others are invited to call and examine the*

stock of Machines and Implements, and are assured that

no effort shall be wanting to meet promptly the wants af «
dircriminating public.

i:^~ Circulars and Catalogues furnished gratis on ap-
plication personally or by mail. E. D. HALLOCK,
June 1, 1S53—Lf No. iii. Exchange street, Rochester.

Extra Improved Superphosphate of Lime for Sale.

THE Bubscriber, at adililional expense, has recently ina<le

importjuU iniiiroveinciits in the mannfaeturo of this well

tested and valuable nmnure, and is now prepared to ftir-

nish an article assuredly e<|ual, if not superior, to any iu

the market, at the lowest cjish prices.

Put in bags of 50, luo, and 150 lbs. each, and branded
"No. 1 Superphospate of Lime." Manufactured and sold

by Wm. PArrERSO.V,
DiTison Street Wharl, Kowark, N. J.

AGB.NTS:

Haskilt,, Merrtck & BtTLL, 10 Gou]d-st, K. Y.
11. KMrr.v, Ksq., Agricultural WarehoiLse, Albany.
PniTriEK& Fui.LKu, Hallowell Maine.
E. Grf.kn, Ivsq., K.'Lston, Penn.
8. Chare, K«q., Middlctown, Gonii-

July, lS5S-^t.
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EDITED BY P. BAERY, AUTHOR OF THE "FRTJIT GARDEN/

TiTE Horticulturist, as its name implies, is devoted to Horticulture and its kindred arts Rural Archi-

tecture and Landscape Gardening, and will keep its readers advised of every thing ne-w on tlie

subject, either in Europe or America, It is a Monthly Journal of forty-eight pages, beautifully

printed on the finest paper and elegantly illustraited. In addition to numerous wood engravings,

each number contains a full page engraving on stone, of some new, rare, and valuable fruit or

flower, and is one of the most beautiful as well as tlie most useful Monthly Journals published in tho

world. We subjoin a few notices by the press, showing the estimation in which the work is held

bv our editorial brethren:

"We arc glad the work has fallen into such exocUent
hands.—Zo « i-^'HiJi- JinKnuil.

We foe! Uiat wo an- doins our readers a real servioe when
we urgL- LlK'in to siibscribo fnr this invalnablo monthly.

—

We congratulate the public on having so valuable a peri-

odical as the Ilorticulturiat within their reach.

—

New Yoi-k
Day Book.

Its contonis are spirited and various, the eelectiona Judi-
ciiHis, the illnsU'al3ons elaborat<'.

—

Nfic York Datli/ Tiin-i^.

A standard work of auttiority upon aT sulyects disca»ed
or exialalnod in it.— Vicksl/urj Whig.

There is no work in thi.s country of p-eater ralue to the
oullivator of fruits.

—

hi-qurirer, I'oHUiud, Ate.

It is well got up ; its articles able, Tarious, and appropri-
ate.

—

O^K-va Charier.

Every man who hns land enough for a garden should
posaesti this work.— WeecjHport Advertiser.

The platfs alone »ro worth the year's subscription. The
letter press is of a hiichly Iji.struciivo charactir, and wnbraces
a variety of topics. None who have a Ui.ste for llie bcauti-

fu] In nature fihoiild l>e witlmut such a v;iluable puWication.—Hamilton {C. W.) Spe-c-utior.

There is substnntial profit a.s well as pleasure in cultiva-

ting taste in buil^iin'pi, yards, gardens, <tc., and the sub-
scription price would bo capital well inve.sUid by those who
will attend to the contents of tiio Horticulturist.—X>Ui7i'
(Xmrier, Zaiy-sviU^, Ohio.

Any remarks of our own we fear would add nothing in
comparison with the value of such a well conducted work.
The pl»n of coloring the platevs is de/'ide<lly beautiful, and
no person interested in horticultural pursuit;i should be
without it. It seems a wonder to us that horticuUnrisIs do
not look more to their own intenwts, than to allow llieir

monthly papers to bo received without this indispensiblo
aocon,ipaniment. The circulation ought to reach half a
million. Although the number i&sued is already extensive,
yet it should bo increased, from the fact that it is a work of
great merit

—

Port Bip'cyn (iV. T.) Gazette,

This periodical is got np in excellent style, and well sns-
t,iins its former reputation under its present man.igement.
MidtlMrury { Vt.) Uegiitor.

We are quite satisfied with the work, and are inclined to
believe tbtit, to Uio ma.'^s of reft<ler3, the work will be even
more acceptlble tlian it was under the charge of tlie aceom-
pILshM I)o^\"iiing. We recommend the work cordially to

Uie i)iUroflago ot oiu" friends and the publia.

—

MaasacJ^u-
ictit Spy.

Its cimtents embrace a variety of subjects, treated upon
in the most scientific manner. The illustrations are numer-
ous and well execute<l. We know of no other work of tho
kind on this continent that can compare with the Horticul-
turist.

—

l>aily S2>eci<itor, Uaiinlton.

This magazine ha.s lost nothing by falling Into the h.^nds
of its present proprietor, Mr. Vice, of Rochester; for he
maintains its neat typographical exjierii^nce, while the new
editor, Mr. Bakky brings to its editorial management abili-

ties of a high order.

—

Oti-zMe, Ke-enevill/', N. Y.

The Horticulturist is almost invaluable to the fruitgrower,
and to the gardener, and it ought to bo in the hands of
every one. The new editor, Mr. Baurt, proves his emi-
nent fitness for tho post so lately filled by the lamented
Downing.— Watch Tower, Adriait, Mich.

Tliis publication embraces a wide field, and has some-
thing instructive for every reader. Its artistical embellish-
ments and mechanical execution are of the highest order;
for this wo give credit to the publisher. Its editorials are
jiraclical, sclcntiflc, varied, and instructive. Its corres-
pondence embraces some of tho ablest horticultural writ<'rs

in tho Union.

—

lieyisi^r mtd E\ramin«r, West Cheater, Pa.

This useful montlily, instead of losing interest as many
feared it would in consequence of the death of il.s lamented
proprietor and editor, Mr. Downino, continues to fully

maintain its reputation. In fact the present editor and
and piiblisher appe^ir to be nsing their be«t endeavors to

raise it higher in public estimation than before. It is an
cminenUy practical work, and therefore well fulfills ita

promises. No one who has anything to do with gardens,
trees, shnibs, plants, or flowers, should fail to be among it«

readers.

—

Nowa and Adoertie^r, MiddleU/ion, Conn.

Tekms— $2 per year, in advance. The volume commenced on the 1st of January last, and we
oan supply back numbers from that time. Those who prefer can commence with the (half year)

July number.

CoLQUED Plates.— Still further to add to the value of tho work, and meet the improving taste

and increasing wants of the horticultural community, an edition is published with COLORED
PLATIS, each number containing a full page engraving of some new, rare, and valuable fruit or

flower, correctly colored from nature by the best living artists in this line. This is a pew and

important feature, in this country. Price $4 a year, in advance.

Address JAMES VICK, Jr., Pubusuku, Rochester, N. T.
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The Water Ctirr Joitrnal.—A New Volume.—Now is

the time to subscribe.—Published monthly, in a beautiful

quarto. Illustrated with engravings, exhibiting the Struc-

ture, ^inatomy, and Physiology of the Human Body, with

fomiliar instructions to learners. It is emphatically a Jour-

nal of Health, deaigned to be a complete Family Guide in

all diseases.

Terms—Only One Dollar a Tear, in Advance. Address,

post-paid. Fowlers and Wells, Clinton Hall, No. 131

Nassau Street, New York.

"The Water Cure Journal holds a high rank in the

science of health, alwavs ready, straightforward and plain

spoken, it unfolds the laws of our physical nature without

any pretensions to the technicalities of science, but in a

form as attractive and refreshing as the sparkling element

of which it treats."—iV^?!o York Trihwne.

The Illustrated American Pheenologicai, Journal

—Devoted to Perenology, Mechanism, Education, Agricul-

ture, the Natural Sciences, and General Intelligence, pro-

fiisely illustrated with Engravings. Every family, and

especially all young men and women, should have a copy.

Published monthly at One Dollar a year. All letters should

be post-paid, and directed to Fowlers and Wells,

Clinton Hall, No. 131 Nassau-st., New York.

Young men about launching forth upon the activities of

life, and' anxious to start right, and understand their course,

will find tliis Journal a fi-iend and monitor, to encourage

them in virtue, shield them from vice, and to prepare them
for usefulness and success in life. The various occupations

wUl be discussed in the light of Phrenology and Physiology,

so that every one may know in what pursuit he would be

most likely to succeed.—Publisheea.
July, ls52—4t

Garden and Field Seeds,

FROM the new establishment of VANZANDT & BOW-
DISH, No. 114 State street, Pvoehester, N. Y., can be pur-

chased of the merchants generally throughout the country,

in papers or packages, on reasonable terms. Also, at the

Agricultural Warehouse of E. D. Hallock, No. 24 Exchange
street, Eoclicster, N. Y.
The Seeds from this establishment can be relied on as

being of the best quality. They are mostly imported, or

grown for us by the Eastern Shakers, and are warranted
good and true. Full directions for cultivation printed on
each paper and package.

VANZANDT & BOWDISH.
Rochester, May 1, 185-3.

Hickok's Patent Portable Cider KUl,

USED in various portions of the Union, (and coneeded on
all hands to be the best cider mill made,) took the following

premiums in 1S52

:

Silver Medal at the faxc of the American Institute, N. Y.
Premimn at the fair of the Franklin Institute, Philadel-

phia.
First Premium at State fair at ITtica, at the C-olumbia

and Eensselear county fairs, and a Diploma at the West-
chester fair.

Tlie price of the mill is $40, free of IVcight or Insurance.

:M:iuii1Uoliirfd by W. O. HICKOK, Harrisburg, Pa.

Sold bv HiiioiNS & Calkins, Castile Wyoming county,

c;. K. YiJUNG, 159 State street, Buffalo.

Proxy & Chew, Geneva, N. T.
See page 247 this JoumaL [aug.—St.]

'< Superphosphate of Lime,

IN BAG-S and Barrels, made by C. B. De Buro, with fUll

directions for use,—warranted a pure and genuine .article

—

for sale by GEO. DAVENPOUT,
No. > Commercial, comer of Chatham street, Boston, Agent
for tlie manufacturer.

Also, for sale. Ground Bone, Bone Dust, Burnt Bone,
Guano, and Grass Seeds, of reliable quality. [4-tf]

Hickok's Patent Improved Cider Mill and Press.

WE have ln-cn apiioiritcd solo agents for the sale of this

mill and hrcss in tin- city of New York. This is the most
approvc<l mill now in use. Catalogues with description

and drawing will bo forwarded by addressing us post-paid.

Price $40. LuNGETT & GRlFFINO.
August 1, 1858.-21. 25 Cliff street, New York.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
Agricultural Entomology, 29T
Agricultural Statistics, 299
Fall Plowing 801
Interesting Experiments in Pork-Making, 802
Washington Agricultural Institute, 802
Irrigation and Town Sewarage, 304
Artesian Wells 304
Ohio Dressed Meats in New York in August, 305
On the Comparative Value of Large and SmaU Eoots,. 805
A Prolific Meadow, 307
Agricultural Progress in New York, 308
Wheat, Rice, and Pea Weevils, 311
Farmers and Manufacturers, 314
For Curing AVounds in Sheep, 315
Farming in Oregon 315
Editor's Table—The Genesee Farmer for 1854, 320

The Study of Insects 320
Domestic Culture of the Grape, 320
Mammoth Wheat, and How to Raise it, 321
Notices for Correspondents, 321
State Fairs for 1853, 821
Inquiries and Answers, 822

horticultural department.

Hardiness of Trees 816
October, 817
Fruit Crop in Western New York, 818
A Handsome Peach Orchard, 818
Transportation of Trees, 318
Curied Leaf in the Peach, 819

Oskaloosa, Iowa, 819

Suffolk and Essex Pigs,

PURE breed, for sale by EBEN WIGHT,
Ausust 1, 1S53.—3t. Dedham, Masa.

NO FAMILY SHOULD BE WITHOTIT THEM.
WE speak of M'Lane's Liver Pills, which have become an
indispensable family medicine. The frightful symptoms
which arise from a diseased liver manifest themselves, more
or less, in every family ; dyspepsia, sick-headache, obstruc-

tion of the menses, ague and fever, pains in the side, with
dry, hacking cough, are all the results of hepatic derange-
ment— and for these Dr. M'Lane's Pills are a sovereign

remedy. They have never been known to fail, and they

should be kept at all times by families.

Directions.—Take two or three on going to bed, every
second or third night. If they do not purge two or three

times by next morning, take one or two more. A slight

hrenkfast should invariably follow their use.

The Liver Pill may also be used where purging is simply

necessary. As an anti-bilious purgative, they are inferior

to none. And in doses of two or three, they give astonish-

ing relief to sick-headache; also in slight derangementa of

the stomach.

55?" Purchasers will be earefal to ask for Dr. WLane''s
C<hf>raU'd Lirer Pills, and take none else. There are

oOkt Pills, jnirporting to be Liver Pills, now before the

pubhc. Dr. M'Lane's Liver Pills, also his Celebrated Ver-
mifnge, can now be had at all respectable Drug Stores in

tlie United States and Canada.

The Practical and Scientific Farmer's oicn Paper

THE GKXESEE FARMER,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE,

VOLUME XIV, FOR 1853.

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance.
Five Copies for $2— Eight Copies for $3, and any lergtr

number at the same rate.

fSy~ All subscriptions to commence with the year, and
the etitiri' volume supplied to all subscribers.

Sul>scrl|itioii monov, if properly enclosed, may be sent

(post-paid or free) at the risk of the Publisher. Address to^ DAMEli liEE,
November, 1852. Roch-ester, N. T.

BTKKEOTYPKD BY J. W. BEOWN, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF AGRICULTURAL
SCIENCK

If tliere is any value in a knowledge of the true principles of agriculture, and if this

knowledge is worthy of cultivation by American farmers, we respectfully submit the

question to them, Whether it is not best to make an organized effort in behalf of agri-

cultural science ?

Every observing, intelligent member of our present agricultural societies, knows that

they do next to nothing to encourage scientific investigations
, of any kind. Their

annual shows bring the masses together once a year to see the bull Apis, as the Egyp-
tians brought their children to smell his breath, believing that the breath of the sacred

animal would inspire them with all useful knowledge, extending even to the foretelling

of future events. For this and other kindred practices, the ancient Egyptians are some-

times pitied for their idolatry and blind superstitions ; but when we compare their very

limited advantages with ours, the cattle exhibitions of this age appear less instructive

than the Apis festivals of the Egyptian husbandmen, which lasted seven days in each

year, and were conducted by the priests with vastly more pomp, care, and unction, than

characterize our poor imitations. Long before the time of Abraham, the valley of the

Nile was well cultivated, so that Joseph found no difficulty in laying up grain enough

to feed the indefinite millions seven years, without an intervening harvest. This his-

torical incident communicates a volume of instruction. Such extraordinary providence

could be possible only among a people of wonderful industry, self-denial, the greatest of

all virtues, and far-reaching intelligence. Not only the improvident Hebrews, but all

the neighboring tribes and nations, were often forced to beg their bread of the more

educated and civilized farmers of Egypt. The latter were the first land surveyors, and

the earliest cultivators of astronomy among mankind. Their farms were frequently, and

for months together, under water, by the annual overflow of the Nile ; and they set up
" land-marks," looking to the stars for cardinal points, and thus united the rudiments

of tillage, surveying, engineering, and astronomy, prompted by that necessity which is

the mother of invention. In every thing that pertains to irrigation and drainage, the

Egyptians were far in advance of us. We, short-sighted impoverishers of a virgin soil,

employ canals for commercial purposes alone ; they used them not only to convey their

crops to Thebes, and other great markets, but to bring all needful manure from their

populous cities, and distribute it equally in every cubic foot, cubic inch, and cubic line

of soil, dissolved in water. Thus fertilized, their lands never required rest from the

production of wheat a single year, for indefinite centuries.

At this time, the State of New York has a thousand miles of canals, and two thous-

and one hundred miles of railways, in successful operation. Science would double the

"rrS
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intrinsic and productive value of every man's farm in five years, if it were only en-

couraged as it ought to be. New York farmers enjoy great facilities for the economical

improvement of their meadows, pastures, and tilled fields. They lack nothing but a

little attainable knowledge—knowledge to be derived from original researches yet to be

made. They are invited, most respectfully but earnestly, to take a single step in advance

of their present position. As in the acquisition of property, so in the increase of

knowledge, they can keep all their present stock, even to the extreme of prejudices, and

then learn to make a far wiser and more profitable use of the manifold physical elements

which Nature has placed within their reach. When Providence sent the farmers of the

Nile a full supply of water, they wisely stored up all that they needed for future use.

The same Providence drops from the clouds an average of two hundred pounds of

water upon every square foot of soil in the United States ; and who among all our five

millions of owners and cultivators of land, stores up that excess of rain water which

does not soak immediately into the ground, but goes to form freshets in creeks and

rivers ? Why should American farmers appear to despise the practical science of agri-

cultural engineering, and thereby deprive their crops of both irrigation and manure,

when and where they are most needed ? Weigh well the facts that almost every square

yard of ground receives a ton of water every year, and that a little science communi-

cated to the masses would sufiice to add four fold to the natural benefits of this "fat-

ness," which might abound every where in this country as it does in the valley of the

Nile. The sources' of the Nile, the Mountains of the Moon, contain no elements of

fertility that do not exist in equal abundance in the mountains of New England and

New York, Pennsylvania and Virginia. The rain water of Africa is no richer than

the rain water of America. By uniting the careful study of astronomy, surveying,

engineering, and other sciences, with practical agriculture, the cultivators of the soil in

the rainless valley of Egypt made their country the granary of the world for thousands

of years. Even now they export from ten to twenty million bushels of wheat a year,

to say nothing of cotton and other staples. The history of agriculture is full of instruc-

tion, and ought to be read far more than it is. In eastern Asia, an unwise system of

tillage increased the area of barrenness on all sides of every natural desert.

When will Americans understand that it is the wise use of natural advantages, not

their reckless abuse, which makes a great, enduring, and powerful nation ? Science will

confer upon agriculturists the ability to draw the elements of grain from the earth to

the°depth of fifty and one hundred feet, with a liberal profit. As this statement may
startle some of our unprogressive readers, who can not possibly discover sixty pounds

of wheat in twenty of guano, we earnestly desire to test in wheat and corn fields, in

meadows and pastures, the soundness of our reasoning on this subject. Trust-worthy

experiments in agTiculture cost money ; and their expenses should be borne by the

small contributions of many associates. We wish to find one thousand men who feel

able and willing to give a dollar a year to promote agTicultural science. Many years

ago, after receiving the best chemical education this country aflbrded, we imported

chemical apparatus from Europe, and prosecuted a series of researches, some of which

are thus noticed in the September number of the American Farmer, in an extended

and valuable article on wheat culture

:

Here, for the benefit of our numerous new subscribers, it may be opportnne to the oocnaion to
co]»y a few ptiragrapha from Dr. Daniel Lke's adnurablo articles, wliich originally appeared in his

excellent journal, the Genesee Farmer. We give them ngi\in, because of the reliablenees of tlie

authority, and because of the important facts they detail. Dr. Lee saya

:

"There are 7.7 pounds of asli in 100 pounds of dry clover. If this crop be taken from a fk'hl for

a number of years, witiiout making restitution, it will be fonnd quite exhausting, notwithstanding
the power of clover to draw its organic nourishment from the atmosphere. Aj> acre of stout clover,

when perfectly dry, has been known to weigh S,6'.)4 pounds, containing 284 pounds of ash. lliis

is some 80 pounds more than is removed from an acre in a fair crop of wheat It is useful to study

3;
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port an excess of doctors, lawyers, priests, and merchants. Why, then, can they not

encourage the scientific development of the resources of American soil ? To the proper

investigation of these invaluable resources, there is not so much as one man in the whole

Republic who devotes his time and talents. Considering how vast is this landed interest,

is it not a fact as extraordinary as it is lamentable, that not a single person in our thirty-

one states and six territories should be employed to prove, by actual and reliable experi-

ments, the capabilities of the climates and arable lands of this continent 1 Without

reward, or the hope of reward, we gave months of labor, to say nothing of costly chemi-

cals consumed, to show the relation that clover bears to wheat, and both to the soils of

Western New York. These researches were incomplete, and we are anxious to resume

them. For our time we shall charge nothing ; but we are not rich enough to meet all

the incidental expenses of the experiments and analyses that ought to be made. An asso-

ciation of men who believe in the study of Nature's laws, which, being the laws of God,

form the basis of all progress and all true wisdom, can easily supply the small sum

needed to prosecute important agricultural researches to satisfactory results. To learn

how to interrogate Nature requires a great deal of preliminary study. Only a part of

the questions put to her by agTicultural chemists were properly propo-unded. They did

not fully comprehend the wants of practical farmers ; and they failed to give their labors

the right direction. Now is the time to profit by past errors and experience in scientific

researches, just as a skilful farmer profits in the latter years of his life by the errors and

experience which observation and his life have given him. We honor agriculture as a

most useful art; but we submit that art alone could never have shown as science has

done the intimate relation that subsists between a clover plant and a wheat plant. We
have now one hundred and nine acres in the District of Columbia dedicated to experi-

mental purposes, and hope to see science and practice united in all the States, in the

most successful manner. To achieve this glorious consummation, agricultural science

must receive far more encouragement from farmers than they have yet bestowed upon

it. Science needs cultivation from year to year, just as wheat and corn are cultivated,

to obtain a liberal harvest of useful knowledge. Neither wheat nor wisdom is grown

and enjoyed without labor.

MAKING, SAVING, AND APPLICATION OF MANURES.

The makiftg, saving, and application of raantires I have found to be tlie most difficult thing con-

nected with tillage husbandry. To obtain some information in relation to this and other matters, I

have ventured to trespass on your pastime. Yeai-s ago I was in the habit of reading the Cultivator,

edited by Judge Buel, of Albany. The Judge strongly advocated the following system with respect

to manures, as a general thing: They were to be hauled from the yard in a green state, and

applied to hoed crops on green sward, spread on the surface and plowed under. Bukl's .-irgurnent

was of this nature : That manure should never bo suffered to rot in the yard, or wherever it was

deposited, because the action of the sun and rain dianged portions of it into gas, which escaped

iuto the atmosphere, and was thereby lost to the plants which it should feed. He also directed to

plow the manure under for the same reason. This looked to me like a correct theory, and I put it

in practice. My soil is a sandy loam, with usually a pretty tough sod, and I found, after plowing

under my manure, that unless we had a very hot season, the crop planted over it did not receive

any, or little benefit from the manure. I changed my course. I plow my sod ground first, then

draw my manure out green, and spread it on the top and harrow it in as well as I can, leaving,

however, eonsiderablo on the surface, after the manner of your Essex correspondent in the July

number. The result has been, a better crop of corn or jwtatoes, and the succeeding sown crop

full as good. But I am not satisfied that this is correct, I always fear that I lose considerable

manure by evaporation, as I have found it imjwssible to harrow under the long parts of gre-en

manure. Doeo this evaporation question apply to top dressings for meadows f If you will give tui
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your views on these points, although they may have been often expressed, it -will gratify many of

the readers of your valuable journal.

Connected with this subject, I wish to inquire as to the best way of constructing manure tanka

How can a yard and stables be so arranged as to save all the urine and liquids made by rains f "We

can think of ways enough to remove liquid manure to the field, but how can it be distributed

there ? Former numbers of the Farmer have told us of a method being practiced in England, and

likewise by Mr. Calvert, of Maryland, to do this with pipes and steam engines ; but this will be

too expensive, I think, to be of general application on small farms. I wish to have a barnyard

witli a hard, smooth, water-tight bottom. Can this be done with plank f If nut, how can it be

attained f

What has become of the United States Agricultural Society and its Journal ? I intended to

become a member and have the Journal ; but they forgot that in taking away the main-spring the

motive power was lost

I am not the only one among your subscribers who rejoices that you have struck out boldly on

the subject of agriculture, and taken higher ground than is the wont of others. Tliis course will

necessarilly bring you in contact with watchful and jealous men ; but the truth wiU bear its weight

and succeed in the long run. R. JL Oejisbee.— Greenfield, Saratoga county, N. Y.

The next great improvement in agriculture will be achieved in the making, saving, and

application of manures. To realize important benefits in this direction, no new discovery

is necessary, but simply the wise use of scientific principles already well known. No facts

in agriculture are better understood by intelligent cultivators than that every element

in the dung and urine of domestic animals is derived from their food, and that from

the earth and atmosphere. Strictly speaking, no one is obliged to " make" manure

;

for God has made an almost unlimited quantity of the food of plants, which is all the

manure they ever need. But to bring this food from where it is, to where the naturally

poor or impoverished soil requires it, is a work which demands thought, skill, and

capital. We are confident that a great deal of honest hard labor is thrown away in

the mismanagement of manures, arising from a want of knowledge of the relative

value of their constituent elements. For years have we seen farmers pay a dollar a load

for trash in the city of Washington sold as manure, which really was not worth hauling

home if given to them, while nightsoil and the dung of horses and swine fed on grain, on

their own premises, were allowed to be Avashed into creeks and lost. None but those

who have traveled extensively, and paid particular attention to this department of farm

economy, have any adequate idea of the prodigious loss that the country sustains by

the wasting of the raw material of its great agricultural staples. It is wasted every

where— in woods, swamps, ditches, barnyards, under stable floors, in yards, about hay

stacks, in meadows, in fields after it is nominally spread, around hog pens, and in the

vaults of privies.

K farmers are willing to improve at all, as we believe many are, the first thing to be

done is to avoid this sorry wastfulness of the cream of all fertile land. Provide a

water-tight, or a well-cemented or clayed reservoir near your stable, and others in your

stock yards, to hold manure of every kind. A basin can be rendered impervious to

water by simply pounding good, dry clay, hard and smooth over its bottom and sides.

It is best to pound the earth before the clay is applied to make it close, compact, and

solid. The basin should have no sharp angles, and its depth, length and breadth, may
be governed by the stock kept, and the quantity of manure to be stored therein.

Barnyard liquids are not apt to be very concentrated ; and how to convey from 500

to 1000 tons of such to the fields that need manure is a matter which we have found of

some practical importance. In Belgium and Holland watering carts, each drawn by a

horse or mule, have been used for ages to distribute diluted urine and liquified solids

over meadows and fields about to be tilled. This system combines manuring and irriga-

tion, and tells powerfully on all crops ; but it is quite expensive, as only a httle manure

is dissolved in a hogshead of water hauled into the field. Before we proceed to indi-

^
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cate a much cheaper plan for conreying the food of plants back into the impoverished

soil, whence so much has been extracted, we invite attention to the following letter from

a young farmer whose enterprise and intelligence do honor to his profession :

In compliance with a solicitation in the Jnly number of the Farmer for the views of correspond-

ents as to the best pipe for conducting water, I give my experience. I have a pipe in operation

made of two-inch pipe drain tile surrounded with water lime cement, that brings to my yard the

water of a spring one hundred rods distant. On the bottom of the ditch, two and a half feet in

depth, I spread with a plasterer's trowel cement one-half inch in depth, and four inches in width,

immediately placing on this foundation one or two tiles, and covering them slightly with the cement

The cement on the bottom must be laid no faster than the tiles, and in this way two men, one to

make the mortar while the other places the pipe, can lay thirty rods per day. If it is required to

elevate the water many feet, more cement must be used, and more time intervene previous to letting

the water in. In durability this pipe may compare with lead, and wholly cement, and is far prefer-

able for its size, which may be four or six inches, and as much larger as tiles can be made. In econ-

omy it is also preferable, costing ratich less than any other conduit of the same dimensions. Two-

inch sole tiles are $10 per thousand pieces, and thirteen will lay one rod, costing thirteen cents;

and estimating the lime at seven cents, the expense for materials is twenty cents a rod. If the

tiles were glaized, which I think might be done, cement only would be required around the joints.

Good tiles of various forms and sizes are now manufactured by A. S. Cray, Palmyra, N. Y. H. J.

Foster—Palmyra, iV. Y.

Well burnt tile pipe put down like pump-logs and cemented at the joints will con-

vey liquid manure into near or distant fields at one-tenth the cost of carting it. A few

men working by hand a force pump in a common fire engine, drive water in leather or

gutta percha hose over the roofs of six story houses ; one or two horses working a force

pump in a barnyard would lift one hundred tons of water fifty feet or more high to

give a head for its distribution through cement pipes over a distant field, while they

could haul there on wheels eighteen tons of water. By flattening the nozzle of the

pipe from which the water issues through the hose for distribution, it will spread out

like a fan, and fall over the ground in drops in a shower, having a little more ammonia,

carbonic acid, and salts than rain water naturally bring to the earth. Manure applied

in gentle and timely showers has many very important advantages, which will be fully

explained in future numbers of this Journal.

AGRICULTURAL PROGRESS IN NEW YORK.

We cannot commend the slow progress of agricultural improvement in New York,

because the evidence of unskillful husbandry greatly preponderates when we hold an

even balance between good and bad farming. The best cultivated districts in Great

Britain, France, Belgium, and Holland, are those that produce the most manure, and

keep- the most stock for that purpose. The extensive turnip culture of England looks

directly to this object. The densest peopled nation in Europe (Belgium), imlike the

State of New York, that imports so much meat to supply the consumption of its cities,

exports a large surplus of fat cattle to London. Belgium has less than half the area

under cultivation, according to its population, that New York has, yet tho former has

both grain and provisions of all kinds to send abroad, after supplying home consumption.

At the last census. New York returned 12,408,908 acres of improved land ; being within

a very small fraction just four acres to each man, woman, and child within its limits.

Belgium has a fraction over one arable acre to each inhabitant. Speaking of "• the agri-

cultural produce and practice" of that kingdom, Mr. McCullock says: "Corn (wheat),

n
|. flax, hemp, and timber, constitute the most important materials of the agricultural .
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wealth of Belgium. The soil, artificially enriched, produces more than double the
quantity of corn required for the consumption of its inhabitants." The same reliable

author states that the average of fat cattte sold in England for fourteen years by Bel-
gian farmers, was 898,076 head per annum. With them, the urine of a cow is worth
ten dollars a year to make grain and meat for exportation. London, Liverpool, and
Paris markets govern the price of breadstuffs and provisions to a large extent in the
State of New York, not less than at Brussels. With these focts before us, let us see

what is the substantial progress of agriculture in the Empire State, according to the best

lights of official statistics.

From 1840 to 1845, the number of sheep in the State was increased about 25 per
cent.; and so prosperous did sheep husbandry appear to the editor of the Wool Grower
in 1849, that he estimated the whole number of sheep in the United States in June, 1850,
at 30,000,000, yielding two and three-quarters pounds of wool a head. When the
census was taken, instead of 30,000,000 sheep, the official figures were 21,620,482;
and New York, in place of a continued increase, as was expected, had reduced her
flocks from 6,443,855, to 3,453,241—a reduction of nearly one-half in five years.

Much has been said about flax culture in this and other States ; and a learned Pro-
fessor from London was invited to lecture on the subject at the recent fair in Saratoga.

In 1845, the flax crop of this State was 2,897,062 pounds; in 1850, it was reduced to

940,577 pounds—a felling ofi" of two-thirds in five years !

With fewer acres of land under improvement by half a million, the farmers of this

State were able to keep 1,584,344 hogs in 1845 ; while in 1850 their partially impov-
erished fields kept only 1,018,252—a reduction of 34 per cent, in five years, almost

equalling that in sheep.

In 1845, their better pastures and meadows kept 2,072,330 head of neat cattle; in

1850, their poorer pastures and poorer meadows, notwithstanding they had nearly three

millions less sheep to summer and winter, yielded sustenance to only 1,877;639 head of

cattle. And to cap the climax of New York progress in husbandry, the number of

horses kept was reduced from 605,155, in 1845, to 447,014, in 1850 ; and milch cows,

from 999,490 to 931,324.

Have the State and County Agricultural Societies in this great commonwealth duly

investigated the causes of this alarming decrease in the machinery for making manure ?

We suspect that they have turned away from the profound study of the science of sta-

tistics, to enjoy the light and trivial amusements of common cattle shows. Whether
the cultivators of the earth draw their increased crops of wheat and corn, oats and bar-

ley, from the natural resources of the subsoil, or from manure honestly applied to the

land, who among all the promoters of agricultural knowledge in New York has ever

taken the least pains to inquire? Tell us plainly, kind reader, what sort oi progress

those farmers are making who do not purchase imported manure, nor the raw material

to form their crops, and do not keep stock enough to replace a tithe of the elements of

fertility extracted from their cultivated fields ?

Can a cubic foot of any earth in these fields contain more than a quite limited quan-

tity of the precise atoms that go to organize wheat and corn, grass and potatoes ?

Why are the dung and urine of a sheep worth a dollar a year in Belgium, and scarcely

ten cents in New York ? Because in Belgium no one is allowed to consume and waste

the natural resources of the land that both feeds and clothes an intelligent and moral

people. They use the soil, not abuse it ; while we both use and abuse it.

If it be possible in the moral government of society, and the necessary connection of

one generation with the other, for the first and the parent to wrong the second and the

oftspring, then this generation is guilty of the crime of robbing the land of its elements

of bread and meat, and wasting them in cities and elsewhere, which elements God
placed in the virgin soils of America for the equal use and benefit of all generations in

^ ^
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all coming time. The natural fertility of soils and subsoils being the gift of our common
Creator, to impair said fertility for a narrow, mercenary purpose, is an offence against

the public safety, the highest interest of all, which ought to be punished with greater

severity than treason. What other interest can a nation have superior to the continued

fruitfulness of the land, which so obviously supports all its citizens ?

Twenty millions of dollars can not, by any known j^rocess, make good the damage
done to the forming lands of New York in the year 1853, by its three million three

hundred thousand inhabitants. If this statement be true, and we invite the closest

criticism to show the error if there be one, what ought the writer, who was born and

reared in the State, to say of its agricultural progress ?

Why should Monroe county, which raises more grain than any other in the United

States, diminish its sheep 61,655, or from 173,952 to 112,297, in five years? Why
should it diminish its swine 17,292 head in the same length of time f Why reduce its

number of milch kine 5,381 ? Why reduce its number of horses 3,235 ? These reduc-

tions were made from 1845 to 1850, while the acres of improved land in the county

were increased in the mean time 21,092^.

These trustworthy statistics, and many more at our command, are pregnant with

meaning ; but there is not room in a single number of the Farmer to discuss them in

all their bearings. We always restrain our own reasonings, that more reliable facts

relating to agriculture may be condensed into this small paper than are found in any

other. Having the facts before them, most persons will draw the proper inferences

therefrom.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK IN 1815.

The whole number of acres of improved land in the State is 11,737,276 : of which

1,013,665 is devoted to the production of wheat; 1,026,915 to that of oats ; 595,135

to that of corn ; 255,762 to that of potatoes ; 317,099 to that of rye; 192,504 to that

of barley ; 117,379 to that of peas ; 16,232 to that of beans ; 255,496 to that of buck-

wheat; 15,322 to that of turnips ; and 46,089 to that of flax ; wheat and oats being

the great agricultural staples of the State : corn and rye holding the next place
;
pota-

toes and buckwheat, in about equal proportion, the next ; and barley, peas, flax, beans,

and turnips, following in the order in which they are here named ; the least number of

acres being devoted to the culture of the turnip.

The western and northern portions of the State are best adapted to the cultivation of

wheat, potatoes, oats, and rye ; while the southern and eastern portions seem most

favorable to corn, barley, peas, beans, turnips, and flax. The middle counties afford the

best encouragement to the raising of cattle.

Of the 1,013,665 acres employed in the raising of wheat, the number harvested during

the year is reported at 958,234, yielding an aggregate of 13,391,770 bushels—exceeding

by 1,438,263 bushels the amount raised in 1840, and averaging a fraction under 14

bushels to the acre. In the county of Monroe, the average yield is 19-J- bushels ; in the

county of Kings, 19; in each of the counties of Orleans and Niagara, 18; in the

county of Clinton, 17^; in Genesee county, 16^; in each of the counties of Cayuga,

Ontario, Livingston, and Franklin, 16 ; and in each of the counties of Onondaga, Rich-

mond, Seneca, Warren, and Wyoming, 15. In two of the outer wards of Brooklyn,

the average yield was 24 bushels to the acre ; in the town of Wheatland, Monroe county,

22 bushels ; and in Sweden, same county, 21.

From the 1,026,915 acres devoted to the production of oats, the aggregate number

^ k of bushels harvested during the year is stated at 26,323,051—exceeding by 5,594,318 .

p
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the quantity raised in 1840, and averaging nearly 26 bushels to the acre. In the coun-

ties of Seneca and Kings, the average exceeded 35 ; in Monroe and Ontario, 32 ; in

Onondaga, 31 ; in each of the counties of Cayuga, Dutchess, and Livingston, 30 ; in

each of the counties of Orleans, Niagara, and Rensselaer, 29 ; in each of the counties

of Chenango, Madison, Oneida, Orange, Wayne, and Yates, 28 ; and in each or the

counties of Chautauque, Clinton, Columbia, Jefferson, Queens, Richmond, Suffolk, and

St. Lawrence, 27.

From the 31*7,099 acres devoted to the production of rye, the aggregate number of

bushels harvested during the year is stated at 2,966,322, being 18,591 bushels less than

were harvested in 1840, or. an average of nearly 9^ bushels to the acre. In the county

of Kings, the average product is reported at nearly 20 bushels to the acre; in the county

of Richmond, at 14^ ; in the county of Jefferson, 13-|- ; in each of the counties of Clin-

ton, Orleans, and St. Lawrence, 12 ; in Chenango, 11|-; in each of the counties of Erie,

Livingston, Rensselaer, and Wyoming, 11; in each of the counties of Schenectady,

Queens, and Essex, 10|- ; and in each of the counties of Albany, Delaware, Franklin,

Fulton, Genesee, Herkimer, Lewis, Monroe, Montgomery, Orange, Warren, and West-

chester, 10. In the ninth ward of the city of Brooklyn, 265 bushels' were obtained

from 16 acres, being an average of 25 bushels to the acre ; and an equal average crop

was obtained in the town of Gravesend in the same county.

From 595,135 acres planted with corn, the aggregate number of bushels harvested is

returned at 14,722,1 15, being an increase of 3,636,973 over the harvest of 1840, and

averaging nearly 25 bushels to the acre. In the county of New York, the average yield

was 40 ; in Kings county, 38^ ; in Richmond, 35 ; in Suffolk, 34 ; in each of the

counties of Orange and Westchester, 32 ; in Rockland, 31 ; in each of the counties of

Monroe and Orleans, 30 ; in each of the counties of Niagara, Ontario, and Seneca, 29

;

in each of the counties of Chemung, Chenango, Jefferson, Oneida, Onondaga, Putnam,

and Tioga, 27 ; in each of the counties of Clinton and Wayne, 26^; and in the county

of Broome, 26.

From 255,762^ acres planted with potatoes, the aggregate number of bushels obtained

wf'S 23,653,418, or an average of 90 bushels to the acre. In Jefferson and Franklin

counties the average yield exceeded 150 bushels; in St. Lawrence, 145 ; in Clinton and

Orleans, 137 ; in Essex and Genesee, 125 ; in Washington, 122 ; in Suffolk and Wayne,

120 ; in Chautauque, 112 ; in each of the counties of Kings, Monroe, and Niagara, 110
;

in each of the counties of Ontario, Cattaraugus, and Cayuga, 10*5
; in Allegany, 89 ; in

Yates, 98 ; in Seneca, 97 ; and in each of the counties of Lewis and Queens, 95. In

each of the towns of Antwerp and Rutland, in Jefferson county, the average yield per

acre was 187 bushels. There has been a falling off of the potato crop of upwards of

6,000,000 bushels since 1840.

From 117,379 acres sown with peas, the aggregate number of bushels raised was

1,761,504, or an average of 15 bushels per acre. In the town of Westchester, West-

chester county, upwards of 170 bushels are returned as having been produced from 3^
acres, averaging 56 bushels per acre. In the county of Kings, the average crop was

35 bushels ; in Richmond, 24 ; in Putnam, Queens, and Wyoming, 20 ; in Onondaga

and Orleans, 19|-; in Suffolkj 18 ; in each of the counties of Genesee, Madison, Mont

gomery, and Rockland, 17 ; and in each of the counties of Albany, Allegany, Cayuga,

Chautauque, Erie, Livingston, Monroe, Niagara, Oneida, Ontario, Seneca, St. Lawrence,

and Steuben, 16.

From 16,232 acres devoted to the raising of beans, the aggregate number of bushels

produced was 162,188, or an average of 10 bushels per acre. In the town of West-

field, Richmond county, from 2f acres 228^ bushels were produced, being an average of

114 bushels per acre; in the ninth ward of tha city of Brooklyn, 1,960 bushels were

raised from 19:^ acres, being an average of 100 bushels per acre ; in the town of New-
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town, Queens county, the average was 91 ; in the county of Westchester, 20; in the

counties of Cayuga and Chautauque, 15 and upwards.

From 192,504 acres sown with barley, the aggregate number of bushels raised during

the year preceding is returned at 3,108,705— exceeding by 610,535 bushels the crop of

1840, and averaging 16 bushels per acre. From 11 acres in the county of Kings, 360

bushels were raised, being an average of nearly 33 bushels to the acre. In the

county of Schoharie, the average return exceeded 22 bushels to the acre; in the county

of Suffolk, 44 bushels ; in the county of Richmond, 25 ; in each of the counties of

Onondaga and Westchester, 20 ; in each of the counties of Madison, Monroe, Niagara,

and Ontario, 19 ; in each of the counties of Cortland, Oneida, and Schenectady, 18 ; in

each of the counties of Cayuga and Chautauque, IV^; and in each of the counties of

Allegany, Chenango, Essex, Franklin, Rensselaer, and Seneca, 17.

From 255,495|- acres of buckwheat, the aggregate number of bushels raised was
3,634,679/j—exceeding by 1,390,241 bushels the quantity raised in 1840, being an

average of upwards of 14 bushels to an acre. In one of the outer wards of New York,

300 bushels were obtained from 8|- acres, or an average of nearly 38 bushels to the acre.

In each of the Counties of Onondaga and Ontario, the average was 21 ; in Genesee, 19;
in each of the counties of Cayuga, Kings, Putnam, Richmond, Schenectady, Seneca,

and Wayne, 18 ; in each of the counties of Chemung, Chenango, Clinton, Livingston,

Montgomery, Niagara, Tompkins, and Yates, 17 ; in each of the counties of Albany,

Chautauque, Cortland, Queens, Renssalaer, Steuben, Tioga, and Westchester, 16 ; and
in each of the counties, of Allegany, Broome, Delaware, Dutchess, Erie, Herkimer,

Monroe, Oneida, Orange, Schoharie, St. Lawrence, and Ulster, 15.

From 15,322^ acres devoted to the production of turnips, the aggregate number of

bushels raised was 1,350,332, being an average of 88 bushels per acre. In the county

of Suffolk, however, the average is as high as 240 ; and in one town of that pounty (River-

head), the average yield was 293 bushels. In Kings county, the average was 197 ; in

each of the counties of Monroe and Queens, 180; in each of the counties of Niagara
and Rockland, 155 ; in Ontario, 148 ; in Wayne, 146 ; in Richmond, 142 ; in each of

the counties of Onondaga and St. Lawrence, 140; in Otsego, 135; in Orleans, 126;
in Cortland, 125 ; in Chnton, 122 ; in Essex, 121 ; in Cayuga, 120 ; in Steuben, 115

;

in each of the counties of Delaware, Oswego, Saratoga, and Schenectady, 110 ; in each

of the counties of Franklin and Jefferson, 108 ; in each of the counties of Chemung
and Montgomery, 107 ; in each of the counties of Genesee and Seneca, 105 ; in Chau-
tauque, 104; in Wyoming, 103 ; in Livingston, 99 ; in Allegany, 98 ; in each of the

counties of Tioga and Warren, 95 ; in Washington, 92 ; and in each of the counties of

Cattaraugus, Lewis, and Schoharie, 90.

From 46,089 acres of flax, the average number of pounds produced was 2,897,062|,
or an average of 62| pounds to the acre. In the town of Islip, Suffolk county, 120
pounds were produced from one-quarter of an acre ; in Poughkeepsie, Dutchess county,

360 pounds from five-eigths of an acre ; in the towns of Amenia and Rhinebeck, in the

same county, an average of 350 pounds per acre is returned ; in Pleasant Valley, 285
;

and in Clinton, 275. The average product in the county is 237 pounds per acre. In
Jeffeison county, the average is 190; in Columbia, 187; in each of the counties of

Chautauque and Chenango, 180 ; in each of the counties of Lewis, Queens, and Wash-
ington, 175; in each of the counties of Orange and Ulster, 165; in Essex, 164; in

each of the counties of Clinton, Cortland, Franklin, Oneida, Putnam, and Rensselaer,

150
;

in each of the counties of Oswego, Sullivan, and Westchester, 140 ; in Warren,
139

;
in Delaware and St. Lawrence, 135 ; in P)roome, 132 ; and in each of the counties

of Greene, Hamilton, Monroe, Onondaga, Richmond, Saratoga, Steuben, Tioga, and
Wyoming, 100 and upwards.
The aggregate number of heads of neat cattle in the State is 2,072,330, being an
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average of upwards of 35,000 in each county, of which there are nearly 86,000 in the

county of Jeflerson ; 85,464 in the county of Oneida ; nearly 78,000 in the county of

St. Lawrence ; 66,885 in the county of Chautauque ; 63,745 in the county of Chenango
;

62,555 in the county of Delaware; 61,706 in the county of Otsego; 69,712 in the

county of Orange ; 57,506 in the county of Erie ; 55,482 in the county of Steuben
;

53,440 in the county of Herkimer ; nearly 52,000 in the county of Allegany ; 49,498

in the county of Onondaga ; 47,258 in the county of Dutchess ; 45,256 in the county

of Cattaraugus ; 45,216 in the county of Madison ; 43,527 in the county of Washing-

ton ; 41,584 in the county of Cayuga ; and 41,300 in the county of Oswego. The
number of neat cattle under one year old is 334,456, and the number over one year old

is 1,709,479. The aggregate number of neat cattle is less by about 130,000 than in 1840.

ICE HOUSES.

We can not find the article on ice houses to which our correspondent, Mr. H. T. Wake-
field, refers. A box ten feet square on the ground, and ten or fifteen feet high, as he

suggests, would form storage room large enough for ice for a common family. A house

for keeping ice the year round, should be protected from the natural warmth of the

earth under the building, as well as from that of the atmosphere at its sides and roof.

Dry spent tan bark, or dry clean straw, may be used as a non-conductor of heat, to fill

in between the inner and outer boards of the walls of the ice room. In Georgia, good

ice houses are made altogether above the earth; and as it radiates more heat than is

commonly supposed, care should be taken to have a good non-conductor under the ice.

Pounded charcoal is perhaps the best, although tan and straw are used. Mr. W. appears

in doubt about the form and make of the roof. There is an excellent ice house in this

city which has a flat roof (double, of course,) and fire proof. Were we about to con-

struct an ice house on a farm, we should first provide suitable drains to carry oft' the water

from any ice that may melt and run through the floor Then a frame of three by four

scantling, ten or twelve feet high, should be erected, with rafters for a common double

roof. This frame should be boarded with common boards (or plank, as they are called

in half the States,) on the inside, rafters included. Outside of this building, another

frame of the same materials should be erected to cover it entirely, leaving a foot space

all round and over the rafters to be filled in with dry straw. The boards on the outside

frame had better be jointed and matched ; and if planed and painted white, it would bo

an improvement. The scantling standing a foot distant from each other in the clear,

and being four inches in thickness, from the covering on the outside to the lining

on the inside would give a space between of twenty inches to be filled with clean

straw. Properly put in, experience has shown this to form a cheap and nearly perfect

non-conductor of heat. The inner door should be double, and listed, to keep warm sum-

mer air out. If filled with chaff or charcoal dust, so much the better. The outer

door may be single, but should be tight. As the ice melts in spring a little all round

next to the walls of the building, straw must be rammed into the space between the

boards and ice, which will give it a covering of straw, and prevent further loss. Where

lumber is not high, a good ice house may be constructed at a small cost ; while for dairy

purposes, keeping fr&sh meats, strawberries, fresh peaches, grapes, and other fruits, it can

be made profitable, as well as the source of many luxuries. At the South, ice houses are

set up on posts, like corn cribs, having a double floor, with some non-conductor of heat

between the boards. At the North, they generally stand flat upon the ground, having

only gravel or sand under the floor for the drainage of water, while the ige is packed

K away on a good layer of straw.



Since writing tlie above, our attention lias been called to directions for building an ice

house, given by Mr. Wyeth, of Boston, superintendent of the large commercial ice

houses near that city, and published in the tenth volume of this journal. They are as

follows :

In the beginning, we should remark that the great ice honses of our ioe companies are usually
built abovn ground ; and Mr. Wvetu in his letter to us remarks, " We now never use or build an ice

house under grotmd ; it never preserveB ice as well as those built abore ground, and costs much more.

I, however, send you directions for the construction of both kinds, with slight sketches in explana-
tion." The following are Mr. "VVyeth's directions for building

:

" 1st. An Ice House Above Ground—An ice house above ground should be built upon the plan of

having a double partition, with the hollow space between filled with some non-conducting substance.

"In the first ])lace, the frame of the sides should be formed of two ranges of upright joists, six by
four inches ; the lower ends of the joists should be put into the ground without any sill, which is

apt to let air pass through. Tliese two ranges of joists should be about two feet and one-half apart
at the bottom, and two feet at the top. At the top these joists should be morticed into the cross-

beams, which are to support the up))er floor. Tlie joists in the two ranges should be placed each
opposite another. They should tben be lin*d or facetl on one side with rough boarding, which need
not be very tight. This boarding should be nailed to those edges of the joists nearest each other,

80 that one range of joists should be outside the building, and the other inside the ice room or vault.

" Tlie space between these boardings or partitions should be filled with wet tan, or sawdust^ which-
ever is cheapest or more e;i.«ily obtained. The refisou for using wet material for filling this space is,

that during the winter it freezes, and until it is again thawed little or no ice will melt at the sides

of the vault.

"The bottom of the ice vault should be fillea about a foot deep with small blocks of wood ; these
are leveled and covered ^vith wood sliavings, over which a strong plank floor should be laid to

receive the ice.

" Upon the beams above the vault, a pretty tight floor should also be laid, and this floor should
be covered several inches deep with dry tan or sawdusts The roof of tlie ice house should have
considerable pitch, and the space between the upper floor and the roof should be ventilated by a
lattice -^vindow at each gable end, or sometliiug {equivalent, to pass out the warm air which will

accumulat-e beneath the roof. A door must be provided in the side of the vault to fill and discharge
it ; but it should always be closed up higher than the ice, and when not in use should be kept closed

altogether.

"2/1. An lee H&nse Below Grormd.—This is only thoroughly made by building up the sides of the
pit with a good brick or stone wall, laid in mortar. Inside of this wall sot joists, and build a light

wooden partition against which to place the ice. A good floor should be laid over the vault, as just

described, and this should be covered with dry tan or sawdust. In this floor tlie door must be cut
to give access to the ice.

"As regards the bottom of the vault, the floor, the lattice windows in the gables for ventilation,

etc., the same remarks will apply that have just been given for the ice house above ground, with
the addition that in one of the gables, in this case, must be the door for filling the house with ice.

" If the ground where ice houses of either kind are built is not porous enough to let the melted
ice drain away, then there should be a waste pipe to carry it ofi^, which should be slightly bent, so

as always to retain water enough in it to prevent the passage of air upwards into the ice house."

STUDY THE ATMOSPHERE.

Evert one should know the properties and functions of the air he breathes, and of that

gaseous ocean which surrounds the globe, and contributes so largely to the nourishment

of all plants and animals. To the farmer, the study of the atmosphere is peculiarly

important; for its elements, if wisely used, will be to him a mine of wealth. Its nitro-

gen, oxygen, carbonic acid, ammonia, nitric acid, and aqueous vapor, are the substances

from which crops are made, under the geuial influence of solar light and heat, aided by
the small amount of earthy matter which appears as ash Avhcn plants are burnt. If

crops were not formed mainly from water and air, it is inconceivable how tlie addition

of 150 lbs. of gypsum, or guano, to an acre of land should increase the weight of its

plants one or two tons. Let a dry cotton or corn plant be burnt, and it is nearly all

converted into gaseous bodi.es, and widely difl'used in the atmosphere; and when xager

%.
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tables and animals die and rot on the surface of the earth, a similar phenomenon is

witnessed.

The gases that form the atmosphere are not chemically combined, but diffused in

space in obedience to a peculiar law. If one has a tall glass jar that will hold a half

gallon, he may pour into it a half pint of mercury, a half pint of water, and a like

quantity of oil, and these liquids, having each a diflerent specific gravity, do not mix

nor mingle, but preserve two distinct lines of denlarkation, the one between the quick-

silver and the water on the one sirle, and the oil and water on the other.

Carbonic acid gas, oxygen, and hy<lrogen, have each a different specific gravity, but

if we fill the same jar one-third full with the first named gas, which is the heaviest, and

one-third with oxygen, which is next in weight, and one one-third with hydrogen, which

is the lightest, the carbonic acid, although twenty-two times heavier than hydrogen,

will rise to its surface, while the hydrogen will pass down through the oxygen, which is

sixteen times heavier than itself, to the bottom of the jar. All gases in the atmosphere,

or out of it, behave to each other as they would in a vacuum—each spreading indefinitely

into space, regardless of the presence of other gases. Watery vapor obeys the same

law of diffusion.

Whi/ it rains, and how it rains, the formation of dew, and the dew-point, are meteo-

rological problems and phenomena, which our young readers may be glad to have

explained to them.

A very dry atmosphere has a thirst for water so intense, that it will absorb moisture

from ice many degrees below the freezing point. Evaporation never entirely ceases until

after the atmosphere is completely saturated. When this takes place, by what natural

process is the water precipitated in rain; snow, and dews 1 These results follow an

atmospheric law, by which the air has a varying capacity to hold water as vapor,

whether invisible or visible. If the atmosphere had the same power to contain aqueous

particles at all common temperatures, it could never rain, nor would there ever be a

dew. A change of temperature is the cause of rain, hail, snow, dew, mists, and clouds
;

and the daily revolutions of the earth on its axis, and its annual circuit round the sun,

are the principal causes, not only of a change of temperature and winds, but of summer,

autumn, winter, and spring. The humidity of the atmosphere governs in a good degree

the evaporation from the leaves of agricultural plants as well as others
;
and^ evapora-

tion is the measure of circulation from the roots of all trees and all growing crops.

Humidity is an important element in agriculture, even when it does not rain. When a

current of air saturated with moisture, meets one of a different temperature, and also

saturated, a fall of rain is inevitable, because the air at the mean between the two

extremes has always a less capacity to hold aqueous vapor than each separate mass of

air had before the two were united. Thus : suppose the atmosphere high up near the

region of perpetual snow, or the snow-line, saturated with water at 40°, descends

to an atmosphere near the earth equally filled with vapor, and having a temperature

of 80°. The mean between 40 and 80 is 60°; and if the air at that temperature

had the mean capacity between 40 and 80"^ for holding water, it could not rain nor

hail, nor snow, nor yield a respectable dew. It is easy to understand that without

rain, there could be no land animals or plants ; and therefore the Divine mechanism

for dropping fatness from the heavens in showers and dews is the more worthy of study

and admiration.

Heat expands the atmosphere, and increases ifs capacity to take up water and hold it

as an invisible vapor. Cold condenses air, and diminishes its power to contain particles

of v/ater in any form. The attraction of aggregation brings the separate particles

together, often aided by electricity, and the sudden concussion of thunder, and they fall

by reason of the attraction of gravitation. It sometimes happens that drops of rain are

wholly evaporated before they reach the earth in passing a stratum of dry atmosphere

;

^
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and at other times a mass of fine, cold particles gain greatly in size and coalesce into

large drops in falling through a stratum of saturated air.

To measure the quantity of dew deposited each night, an instrument is used called a

drosometer. The most simple process consists in exposing to the open air bodies whose

exact weight is known, and then weighing them again after they are covered with dew.

According to Weels, locks of wool, weighing five decigrammes, are to be preferred,

which are to be divided into spherical masses of the diameter of about five centimeters.

Alchemists used carefully to collect dew, which they regarded as an exudation from

the stars, and in which theyho]iei! to find gold. It is only recently that the true theory

of the formation of dew has been established ; although Aristotle's observations pointed

out the fact that most dew falls in "calm, clear nights. In the cool of evening, different

bodies part with the heat imbibed during the day, unequally ; some cooling faster than

others. The leaves of trees, grass and other plants radiate heat rapidly, and soon

become cold enough, to do what 1 Condense, like ice-water in a pitcher, aqueous vapor

in the atmosphere on the cold surface. White sand and clay are poor conductors of heat,

cool slowly, and while green herbage is covered with a heavy dew, naked earth has little

or none. At the South, and even in the climate of Washington, a heavy dew runs into

a raornino- shower ; a phenomenon which we never saw at the North. By greatly

cooHng the atmosphere during night, and lessening its capacity to hold water as vapor,

not only are vessicles formed which constitute the body of fog and mist, but a shower of

fine rain is not uncommon.

The dew-point, which once attracted a g<^od deal of attention, is a very simple affair.

It is the point of temperature at which the precipitation of water takes place ; and this

point varies with the humidity of th(.' atmosphere. A comparatively damp atmosphere,

other things being equal, precipitates a p.)rtion of its vapor in dew, sooner than a dry

atmosphere. If the temperature "is below freezing, the dew is congealed into a white

frost, or a black one, according to the oiicumstances.

We have been led into tliis train of th(>ugh by reading in a foreign journal an account

of some interesting researches made by an eminent French chemist, M. Barrel, showing

the amount of foreign bodies, and the good manures, brought to the earth in rain water

during a year. Had the water fallen in a remote rural district instead of the city of

Paris, the result would have been more satisfactory. M. Barrel states that although

the quantity of tlie following substances varied in different months, yet the monthly

average from July to December, inclusive, was as follows :

StrB6TA2;CBP IN A CUHIC MBTER 01" KADf 'WATBB.

Nitrogen, (^.BC (rrainmes 129 grains.

Nitric acid, 19.09 do 394 do
Ammonia, 8.61 do 85T do
Chlorine, . 2.27 do 85 do
Lime, 6.4.S do 100 do

Magnesia, 2.12 do 32.T do

Allowing water to fall only twenty-four inches in twelve months, and the above

figures indicate a gain per acre as follows :

Nitrogen 4C^ pounds.

Nitricacid, 103 do
Ammonia, 19/^ <io

Chloride, l'.^>^ do

,
Lime, 35 do

Magnesia, 11 do

One hundred and three pounds of nifi-ic acid, and nineteen and a half of ammonia,

give a very good dressing of the most valuable constituent of crops. Deep plowed and

finely-tilled earth absorbs most of the manures which fall in rain, snow, and dew, and

this i? one of the great secrets of successful agriculture. Prepare the land well before

the seed is planted, and Nature will reward you liberally for so doing.

^
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Cultivation of Pastdbji: Land. — The softson reminds us of the necessity of saying a word
for the mtieh neglected grass land. 'I'lie majority of parties, -who take the utmost pains with

their tilla<2;e, seem to think that their o'rass is a ditierent matter, and that it may very well

take care of itself. Nor is it often beUer treated when first laid down. Land is by far too fre-

quently first-cropped as long as it will produce seed again, and then laid down to become per-

manent pasture. Great credit is takeo \i the laud is made summer-fallow before the close of

the corn-cropping; but too often -i fallow crop is also taken, to protect the seeds, for fear they

should grow too luxuriantly.

Others take greater care. They grow no crop of corn ; they pay a high price for well selected

and carefully grown grass-seeds, and, possibly, they sow' the land in fine mechanical condition; still

they are sometimes drsappointed, and blame 1 he seedsman if they do not find his finer grasses grow as

plentifully or luxurantly as they could wish. The fact is, they wonder ought to be that any should

grow at all.

Sometimes grass land is taken out, to improve and lay down again to pasture. But the process

adopted is one of depletion, and not of nutrUion. They crop away with corn so long as crops are

obtainable, and then take great credit if ihe land gets a dose of lime when it is laid down to grass.

And oftener the grass, after the haprovcneni, is worse than that which preceded—carries less stock,

and maintains them in a manner far inferior to what it did before.

The old grass land of the farm is sehloin :iyte<l fairly by. It must give up all, and receive nothing

in return. If it is mown, a little rotten eiiaif, or waste scrapings, is a liberal allowance. If

not, it is considered that no manure is mcossary. Though milking cattle and store stock are

depastured upon it, and eorry all off year .ifier year, no addition of manure of any value is made to

the soil for this serious abstraction. In rich alluvial feeding pastures it is imnecessary, but where

store cattle of any kind are depastured, the hiud must inevitably deteriorate.

To beo-in with the. beginning, land to lay down with grass should be as carefully prepared as for

any othe°r green crop; the one being permanent,, however, and the other only temporary, the greater

care should be taken of the preparation; tliis is oi more consequence than seeds. There are always

natural grass-seeds in eveiy soil, lying ready for germination and growth as soon as the manurial or

feeding elements of the soil are ready for their development. On this principle it is that a dressing

of mountain lime will bring into action seeds of white clover where a white clover plant was never

known to have existed before. So on a very rich stubble, on almost any soil, there will be found

the finest "-rasses growing in rich luxurianee, after the corn crop is taken off, without a single seed

being sown. In like manner, one year wiil bring a vast smother of trefoil on land where none

was ever sown.

Hence to be rich—to have abundance of phosphoric acid in a free state—to have a full supply

of aramo'niacal matter, are of more importance tiian being particular to a shade in the selection of

o-rasses It is only a question of time. If the land be rich and fertile, there will be found a

|rowth of the finest grasses which are adapted tc the soil, and these will soon eat out those which

are more or less unsuitable.

So in improving' pasture ; it is not always necessary to take it out into tillage. If hide-bound, a

good heavy loamino-, a few fresh seeds, and a compost dressing will soon recover it. If mossy, the

moss will soon disappear before good cultivation. It is Nature's covering for land too poor to grow

..rass; and on stone walls, rocks, and similar places, the moss appears for simply the same reason—

ft is a covering preparatory to the production of more nutrient materiaL

Rushes and° similar, plants, due to the prevalence of stagnant water, are to be disposed of in

another way, namely, by proper and efficient drainage.

some two-and-a-halt menes tnicK, ana so piaceu upon it, ... a ^o.. ^^. ^^^^^^.^^

acre, including cartage; this has been slightly manui-ed and well ro led, an advantage to the turf,

and a rapid accesssion of permanent grass pasture to the arable T^iis is a mode far preferable to

that of inoculation. Grass will be had at a nuich ea.lier period, and, if well followed up by dress-

incrs of manure, it will soon become a pasture as permanent in appearance as if it had been lying

in^'that state for ages. In fact, it will have acquired the age of its surface.

For grass-land, it is not always necessary to apply farm-yard manure Guano wdl have the

most powerful and speedy effects on a pasture, if applied before rain If that does not pretty

rapidly follow, there will be great loss by the application. Bones produce a wonderful efi-ect on

the Cheshire pasture-denuded of their phosphorus by the cheese sol^ away from the farms, which

it so supplies but the majority of clay'grass-lHn<is will require the bones to be dissolved before

any 3 striking effect cL be produced. The light land grass-the grea est difficulty of al^

which the Scotchman would say ought always to be converted into arable, and only allowed to lay

down for two or three years-may be dressed with a compost of clay and dissolved bones with the

Se t adTrntacre. If the house bones of n.ost of our farmers were from time to time to be put

L an earthlnwa^e iar half full of sulphuric acid, and this poured from time to time on a heap of

day? a vlst quantity of the most valuable manure would be made from materials at present wasted.

—London Magazine.
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TINEA GRANELLA—GRAIN MOTH.

This insect is called in Englisli works " The Mottled Woolen Moth," and has received

the scientific appellation of Tinea granclla. The caterpillars do incredible injury to grain

stored in barns and ware-houses, after it is separated from the straw and chatF. From
April till August the little moth is found in granaries, resting by day on the walls and
beams, and flying about only at night, unless disturbed. Soon after theyhave escaped from
the chrysales the sexes pair, and the ftrraale lays one or two eggs on each grain of wheat,

until she has deposited thirty or more ; they are so minute as to be invisible without a

magnifying glass, when they appear of an oval shape, and of a yellowish-white color.

Description of Platk.—a, A grain of wheat opened to sliow the cavity in which the caterpillar

of Tinea granella had fed, with the excrement at tlie apex, b. Several grains united by the same
caterpillar, c, Tlie caterpillar of Tinea (jrauclia. d, Tlie same magnified, e, A group of the cocoons
spun by the same. /, The chrysalis taken ont of a cocoon, magnified,

ff,
A chrysalis sticking in a

ooccoon after the moth was hatched, h, Thua granella at rest, i, The same flying and magnified.

The small white worms hatch in a ftsw days, and immediately penetrate the grain,

carefully closing up the aperture with, their roundish white excrement, which is held

together by a fine web. Fig. a represents this web, and the excrement attached at the

apex of the grain. When a single grain is not sufficient for its nourishment, the larva

unites a second grain to the first by the same web ; and by repeating the process Joins

several together, and thereby forms a secure habitation, which at the same time is well

stored with provisions. When the maggots are almost full-grown, they often leave their

lodgings in great numbers, running over the grain and covering the whole surface so

efiectually with a thick web of a grayish-white color, that scarcely a grain of wheat is

visible. In August or September the caterpillars arrive at maturity, when they leave the

grain heaps and search for a safe and suitable place to undergo their metamorphosis,

and at this period they are most observed. They form their cocoons by gnawing the

wood and working it up into their web, in any chink in the floor, walls, or roof, which

are frequently swarming with them ; and these cocoons, being of the form and size of a

grain of wheat, look like one dusted over. It there remains in its snug and warm berth

in the larva state through the winter, and does not change to a chrysalis until the month
of March following, and in a backward spring not until May. The pupa is of a deep

chestnut color, the abdominal rings being of a shining yellow tint, and tJie apex is fur-

nished with two little points. In two or three weeks after they have assumed the pupa
form the moth hatches, and, it is said, vshh almost perfect wings at its birth, leaving the

empty chrysalis sticking half out of the cocoon.

It is difficult to guard against the introduction of this moth, since it deposits its eggs

on the sheaves in the field, as well as after the grain is stored and threshed out, and will

feed as freely upon barley, rye, and oats, as upon wheat. It is, however, not difficult to

suggest palliatives, if not remedies ; and if the following rules are strictly observed, few

persons wiJl suffer from the inroads of this insect

:
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1. Before replenishing an empty granary or loft, the floor should be well scoured with

hot water and soft soap, or lees, if practicable ; if not, it must be well brushed with a

fine stift' broom, to clean out the chinks or fissures between the boards. The roof, and
beams should be whitewashed, as well as the walls, with lime-water used as hot as pos-

sible ; and these operations would have greater effect if performed in the winter months.

Sprinkling the floor with salt dissolved in strong vinegar has been recommended, and
might be very serviceable.

2. In granaries already stored, where the caterpillars are at work, whatever method

for their destruction is resorted to, by heat, ventilation, or otherwise, it must be employed

during the summer, from the end of May to the end of August, occasionally a month
earlier or later, as during the winter these larva3 are not to be found among the grain

heaps ; they retire in the autumn to conceal themselves in fissures and cracks in the

floors and walls, to form their cocoons.

3d. The moths themselves may be destroyed in spring by burning lamps or gas lights

in dark granaries ; they being attracted by the flame, fly into it, and are sufficiently

injured to prevent their doing further mischief; and at the same season the grain should

be frequently turned over to destroy the eggs and disturb the young larvse. All cracks

and broken places in the walls and roof should be stopped with plaster of Paris, or

cement, and the apertures for ventilation should be covered with a wire gauze.

Kiln-drying, at about 112° Fahrenheit, will kill the larvse when they are feeding.

Cold currents of air, introduced by small windows near the floor, thus keeping up an

artificial cold atmosphere, are very eft'ectual. Burning sulphur, and creating sulphuric

acid in a close apartment, will kill the moths.

A small heap of grain left undisturbed, frequently turning over the rest, is a sure and

simple plan of catching the larvre, where they can easily be destroyed by pouring on

boiling water.

When diseased grain is used for seed, it should be sown deef) to prevent the moths

from escaping through the soil. It is also desirable to cut the grain in good season, for

if it is suffered to remain too long in the field the moths are enabled to lay their eggs

in the ears, and are thus introduced into the barn.

^.

Cure fob Glanders.—In the August number of the Farmer, for the present year, is a dangerous

note published, entitled " Cure for Glanders." I, as .a veterinarian, solicit space in your colums to

discuss the subject ; and while I endeavor to do so, I shall quote frotn Peroivall, Youatt, and other

authors of less note. From the statement of the case, I am convinced that it was strangles (instead

of glanders), which I believe, from my own observation, to be contagions. According to the above

authors, the strangles are often confounded with glanders ; and yet they do not believe it is infec-

tious, although thej furnish no proof to the contrary. I never knew a horse to take such an acute

form of glanders as that described in the text, nor does it agree with Mr. Touatt's description.

Mr. "Williams says the glanders are always attended with a swelling of the kernels, or glands,

under the jaws; but in every other respect the horse is healthy and sound, till the disease has con-

tinued a long time. "We shall find that Mr. McS. not only erred in the kind of disease, but also in

the location of glanders. He says: ""Why, it is diseased glands— the little vessels that bring the

saliva to the mouth and throat are diseased, stopped up, and must be opened." Mr. Youatt says it

is inflammation, whether specific or common, of the lining membrane of the nose, possibly for

months, and even for years, confined to that membrane, and even to a portion of it; the health and

the usefulness of the animal not being in the slightest degree impaired. Then, from some unknown

cause, not a new but a more intense action is set up; the inflammation more speedily runs its course,

and the membrane becomes ulcerated ; the inflammation spreads on either side down the septum,

and the ulceration at length assumes that peculiar chanorous form which characterizes inflammation

of the absorbents. Even when the discharge becomes gluey, and some time after chancres have

appeared, the horse is apparently welL But I admit that in some cases it terminates more speedily

than in others.

^ 1
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We learn by materia medica that tobacco has eight medical qualities, viz : emetic, cathartic, sudo-

rific, expectorant, narcotic, sialagogue, diuretic, and anti-spasmodic. Besides these, there is a volatile

poisonous base, called nicotine, one drop of -which is said to kill a large dog. And it may be that

Mr. McS. has found a new and more speedy remedy in tobacco for the cure of strangles, which he

deserves credit for. Mr. Youatt says that tobacco in the hands of a skillful veterinarian may be

advantageously employed in civses of extreme costiveness or dangerous cholic, but should nerer be

permitted to be used as an external application for the cure of mange, or an internal medicine to

promote a fine coat Men who undertake to do any thing with a glandered horse, should be veiy

careful to examine their hands and face, to see that there are no cuts or sores on them, for the glan-

ders have in this way been innoculated into the human system, causing soma of the most horrible

and frightful deaths. It would be well, however, to state that tobacco fermentation should not be

used in strangles after pus is formed, or suppuration taken place, or after the abscess has broken,

which would only have a tendency to aggravate the disease, instead of doing any good.

It appears tliat the first stage of glanders is confined for a length of time to the pituitary mem-

brane of the nose, and is characterized by a thin, watery discharge. Then t])e second stage begins:

the glands begin to get afi"ected, the discharge becomes more and thicker, the glands enlarge, and

so on to the third stage, when the swelling of the glands begins to subside, farcy sets in, the nasal

discharge becomes darker, ulcerations show themselves along the veins absorbent and large lympha-

tives, and perhaps extend on to the lungs, and entirely obliterate them. The horse dies, as it were,

almost a decomposed mass. In Mr. Youati's concluding remarks he says :
" Worse than all, the

man who attends on that horse is in danger. The cases are now becoming far too niimerous in

which the groom or the veterinary surgeon attending on g'andered horses becomes infected, and in

the majority of cases dies." S. A. Ellis.—Roscoe, Coshocton County, Ohio.

(P

Frauds in Woolen Cloth.—It is not generally known that hundreds, and I might say thousands,

of bales of the cast off rags of paupers have been imported and worked up in woolen cloth to sell

to the American people. These rags, as you told us not long since, were formerly used as manure.

Imported rags, all wool, bring seven cents per pound in New York market ; rags half cotton and

half wool, three to four cents per pound. Now, who among your readers, if they knew it, would

wear a garment made in part of wool of the worst description, and part of the lousy rags of beg-

gars? Who would, if they knew it, wear woolen clothes fit only for manure ? All the low priced

men's wear is of this description of cloth, and may be easily detected by putting one's hand upon

it ; it feels a? rough as a horse-card. There is no occasion for manufacturers to work up old rags

in this country, where wool is so plenty ; but they will continue to make it as long as they can

humbug, sell, and fleece the people out of their money. This counterfeit cloth is made of imported

rags, and imported wool that cost but little more than the rags. The frauds the manufiicturers

commit upon the unsuspecting laboring men throws the sheep speculation entirely in the shade.

I reluctantly acknowledge the general laxity of trading morals, and the little value set upon vir-

tous actions ; and it is astonishing how few persons among the laboring classes deeply interested in

agricultural prosperity, take the trouble to read, think, and act upon broad and sound principlea

A Michigan Farmer.

Burning Limk—A new mode of burning lime appeared in your September number. With us it

is not a new thing ; it ha^ been thoroughly tried and found to be a failure. By the time Mr. Hale

has used his lime kiln one season, he will change his mind as to its utility. It will do all that he

says as long as the arch will stand. The difficulty is, that as soon as the stone in the kiln is heated

it expands with a force that can not be restrained. The arch, or roof, resting upon the top of the

kiln, must by the expansion and contraction of the heated stones very soon " cave in." The arch,

with its necessary chimneys, is very heavy, and like all arches needs and must have a good founda-

tion ; and a lime kiln is any thing but a good foundation. I write this as a caution to the unex-

perienced. C. W.

—

Lake Grove.

»•«

To Clean Chess keom Wheat.—Take all the screens out, except the lower one ; let the wheat fall

pretty well back ; blow hard, and if the wheat goes over too much, elevate the hind end of the

mill a little, and it may be entirely cleaned without difficulty, no matter how foul. R. Willet.—
Cambria, N. Y.

i\X_r>
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The present harvest ha3 shown me the necessity of getting a harvesting machine for cutting my
wheat next season. My wheat was the first sowing this season, consequently shorter ; but Mr.

Hardy, a neighbor, has a crop averaging six and seven feet high, very thick, and heavy headed. It

is supposed it will yield sixty bushels to the acre, and he says it is almost impossible to cut it with

a cradle. If you will send me a description of the best header and its weight, the cost, and cost of

transportation from your place or any eastern se.nport to Scotsburgh or Portland, Oregon, I will lay

your paper before the citizens of Douglass county, and get all the subscribers I can to it. Please

let me know the weight and expense of getting a wheat-drill here.

We have a pleasant, healthy country, and crops look remarkably well. I killed a steer a year

old last March that weighed over five hundred pounds, and sold it for one himdred dollars at

eighteen and twenty cents per pound.

The best time for sowing winter wheat is the last of April and first of May. It grows some in

the spring, and does not stalk ; it remains without stems until fall rains commence— then it grows

all winter, and is harvested the last of May or first of June, although wheat can be sown every

day of the year and produce a crop. The best way of manuring land is by making boards out of

cedar timber, it being very light, inclosing the land, rearing stock, and turning them off the prairie

on to the land in summer and fall at night, and turning them out in the morning to graze through

the day. I have often heard it remarked here by men who were in the habit of stall-feeding cattle

in the States, that they never were able to produce by feeding, currying, and rubbing, so fine, fat^

slick-coated, foft-haired cattle, as are produced here by Nature, or Nature's food, without the

assistant hand of man. Alfred B. Collver.— Winchester, Douglass county, Oregon.

^

To KEEP "Worms out of Bee Hives.—In the July number of the Genesee Farmer, on page 224, a

correspondent asks for the "best method to keep worms out of common box bee hives." I use that

kinji of hive, and no other. I set them on small round stones, one under each corner of the hive,

from one-half to one inch in diameter. This gives the bees room, and they will drive off the miliars,

which lay their e2;gs in small crevices. I have never been troubled with them since I adopted this

method. Richard Willet.—Cambria, iV. Y.

(fF

Culture of Bees.—I have long wished to see the culture of bees carried on in a more economical

manner than is common in many parts of this country. I have heard something and read a little

about a non-swarming bee hive being used in some places ; I have also seen a diagram of one, but

no explanation was given of it. I have long considered it a cruel and inhuman practice, after the

harmless, industrious little insects have labored so diligently all the season, apd prepared a good

and ample supply of food against the day of want, that their town should be beseiged, themselves

murdered, and their store-houses plundered, to satisfy the lustful appetites of men.

Now, since it is a well known fact that a prosperous swarm of bees will in one season accumulate

far more food than they require for the winter, can not an edifice be constructed so as to preserve

the lives of the bees, and also to supply their proprietor with plenty of honey ? I have no doubt

but that the project has been tested, but whether it has proved satisfactory or not I have not yet

been able to learn, as it has not, to my knowledge, been tried in this section of the country.

Will you, or any of your readers, please to furnish me with the desired information through the

medium of the Farmer, whether such a building can be made as will be profitable to farmers who

keep from five to twelve or fifteen hives of bees? and, if practicable, give a draft and description

of it. I think thie information will not only interest myself but a good portion of the farming

community. A Reader.—Romney, N. T.

Emigration of Irish Laborers.—The Mark Lane Express observes :
" The great bulk of our emi-

grants still go to America, where the opening up of her boundless regions by railroads—the growth

of large cities afi'ording a sure market for produce—and the progress of the arts and sciences gen-

erally, confer upon the new settler many advantages which previously were not enjoyed. The

hardships which were once experienced are no longer heard of in the New World ; so that coloniza-

tion has at length become, as it were, civilized. Indeed, such is the degree of progress, that our

transatlantic cousins are entering into competition with us, at our annual meetings, with their reap-

ing machines, churns, <fee., and bidding fair to leave us in the distance t"

U
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Unrttriiltnrnl l)r|inrtiiititt.

CONDUCTED BY P. BAEKY.

GOOD CULTURE.

In our recent meetings with fruit-growers we have observed that high culture is more
thought of and spoken of than formerly, and that people begin to take as much pleasure

in exhibiting a few varieties of remarkable fine growth and handsome appearance as

they have done in showing a large collection, the chief merit of which was its variety.

We are glad to see this, and we are glad that societies, in offering premiums to promote

improvement in fruit-culture, are beginning to shape their prizes so as to encourage

this. When our amateur cultivators all over the country withdraw their attention from

the exciting pursuit of novelties, and concentrate it upon the culture and management
of small, well chosen collections, we may expect to see some real advancement made,

but not until then. We would much rather pay a visit to a fruit garden in which we
could find ten or a dozen varieties of the very best fruits under good management, the

trees skillfully and tastefully trained, in a vigorous and luxuriant state of growth, with

fruit in the highest state of perfection, than to find fifty varieties scattered about in all

corners without system or order, stunted in gi-owth and half covered with weeds. One
well-grown ti'ee, or one dish of superior specimens of any fine fruit, gives more satisfitc-

tion, elicits more admiration, and confers, in our opinion, more honor on the proprietor

than fifty neglected trees or shabby dishes of fruit. If we listen to the remarks of

visitors at an exhibition, when the mass judge of things just as they are, we will be

convinced of the truth of this. To collect new varieties is an easy matter, if one has

money enough, and ground enough ; but money, unless in the employment of skill,

will not cultivate trees. It requires the exercise of constant care and skillful treatment;

and skill is only obtained by experience, observation, and industrious research. This is

what we want now in this country—how to feed and train trees in order to bring them
to the highest possible development, both of beauty and fertility. We really know
very little yet of what can and may be done in the growth of fruits. Occasionally we
see a few specimens that give us an inkling on this subject ; but the instances in which

such specimens are brought to light are like angels vnsits, " few and far between."

At the late Monroe County xVgi'icultural and Horticultural Exhibition there was a

capital show of fruits, taken aa a whole, for the season of the year, the first day of

October. They were generally fair and handsome, but among them we found a few

articles that set us thinking. A dish of Sheldon pears, of extraordinary size and fair-

ness, nearly twice as large as those, even who know that variety well, supposed it ever

grew ; they took us and every one else by surprise, and gave us to know what the

Sheldon may be. These specimens were exhibited by the Hon. L. A. Ward, with

whom this variety has been for years an especial fovorito. We know nothing about the

circumstances of their culture, but we intend to ascertain if we can. This was one of

the most interesting items we have found at the shows of 1853. We also saw, pre-

sented by H. P. NouTON, Esq., of Brockport, extraordinary specimens of Glotit Marcoau,

Henry IV., and some others. The Olout Morccau were nearly as large again as we
usually see them, smooth and perfect. Henry IV., which is generally a small pear,

were as large as fair specimens of Viraylicu. Mr. Norton is a good cultivator, and we
presume the trees on which these specimens grew had nothing more than his usual cnre

and treatment.

Orchardists who are growing fruits for market must reform their practice in this

•rjB
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respect. Full one-half of tlie orchard fruits produced in this country are unmarketable

on account of the defective culture and management of the trees. A few individuals

who do give their business thorough attention, realize profits that are incredible to care-

less growers. One man sells his fruits readily for three or four times what another can

obtain with difficulty. No other branch of rural aftairs whatever offers such profits,

and at the same time such pleasures, as the cultivation of fruits if done properly ; a

careless, half-way system will, as in all. other pursuits, be unsatisfactory. A multitude

of persons have embarked in fruit-culture with a view to profit, apparently under the

belief that trees can take care of themselves, or pretty much so, until they have attained

a productive state. They are planted and left there ; the ground cropped and cultivated

as though no-trees were there, and no one who knows what a tree is, or what it requires,

is appointed to look after them. At the end of a few years, about the time that an

income was expected, we hear a grumbling about the trees not doing well, &c., &c.

People must know that it is useless to plant large orchards without having competent

persons whose special business it will be to cultivate and take care of them. We must not

be told that it will not pay, for we know it will pay, and we know that it will not pay to

neglect them. Every fruit tree requires certain attention nearly every month in the

year. It may be trifling, to be sure, but good culture is made ud of a series of opera-

tions in themselves but apparent trifles.

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE FAIR AT SARATOGA

The department of horticulture at Saratoga suffered many and serious inconveniences-

First, no timely arrangements were made, all being postponed till the day on which

the Fair was announced to open. Second, the tent which belongs to that department

failed to arrive ; and third and worst of all, it rained during all of the first day. This

was a gloomy, melancholy day among the exhibitors who had, many of them, traveled

a long journey, and were unable to unpack their fruits and flowers, although aware that

they were suffering seriously. The second day, however, shown out bright and warm.

Another tent was substituted for the missing one, and was soon raised. Then the eager

exhibitors went to work, and in less than an hour the entire ranges of shelves were

covered with fruits and flowers. Committees of arrangements, including ladies, had

some embellishments ready made, and they sprung up in the center of the tent as if by

magic. Still, there were large contributions of both fruits and flowers for which no

place could be found, and the general arrangement was hurried and defective. But

after all, the show was a good one— in many respects one of the best the Society has

yet made.

The display of fruit was exceedingly interesting and instructive. Visitors, as they

passed around, seemed to be at once surprised and delighted. It afforded very gratify-

ing evidence of the progress we are making in fruit culture. Many of the collections

were rare and valuable, the specimens unusually fine, and, with a few exceptions,

accurately named and tastefully exhibited. Among amateurs, the collections of D. T.

Vail, Esq., of Troy, had no rival. It embraced some eighty varieties of pears, remark-

ably well grown, 'and including many of the finest new sorts— such as Duchesse

d' Orleans, Beurre d'Anjou, Beurre Siqjcrfin, &c. Probably no other amateur cultiva-

tor in this State could bring forward such a collection.

The nurserymen made a very spirited and creditable display. Messrs. Hovet, & Co.,

of Boston, sent a fine collection of 150 varieties of pears. This, we believe, was the

only foreign contribution. Messrs. A. Saul <fe Co., of Newburgh ; Wilson, Thorbtjrn,

& Teller, of Albany ; Thorp, Smith, Hanchett & Co., of Syracuse ;
John Morse, of j r

^ ^A
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Cayuga ; T. C. Maxwell & Co., of Geneva ; G-. H. Cherry & Co., A. Frost & Co.,

and Ellwanger & Barrt, of Rochester; all contributed largely. John J. Thomas, of

Macedon, presented a handsome collection. Among his pears we observed a dish of

Washington— very beautiful— the finest we have seen. N. & E. S. Hayward, of

Brighton, as usual, made a fine display of apples, peaches, and grapes.

There was a strong competition for the premiums offered for select assortments—such

as the best 20, 12, 6, &c., of the various fruits. For the results we must await the

committee's report.

Of peaches there were few. Mr. Morse, of Cayuga, and the Messrs. Hayward, of

Brighton, had small collections. It was also too late for plums, but Mr. E, Dorr, of

Albany, had a nice collection of 12 or 14 varieties. Mr. Bennett, of Mechanicsville,

a small collection, and Ellwanger & Barry some 14 varieties.

In the way of flowers, Mechanicsville made the most numerous contributions. Mrs.

E. L. E. Smith, of that place, presented a very handsome named collection of Dahlias,

including some fine new sorts. Mrs. T. Mabbett, Mrs. Samuel Lewis, Mrs. J. M.
Smith, Mrs. Geo. Warren, Mrs. P. Bennett, all of Mechanicsville, contributed flowers,

boquets, and floral ornaments in profusion. William Newcomb made a showy dis-

play of Asters.

Among nurserymen the largest contributors were Jonathan Batty, of Keesville

;

James Wilson, of Albany; and Messrs. Frost & Co., and Ellwanger & Barry, of

Rochester.

'

The best collections of Roses, Verbenas, &c., were from a distance, and had all suf-

fered much from carriage— besides, there was not space enough to arrange them to

appear well. We regretted to see good things crowded ofi" the stands to make way for

mere rubbish, and to see valuable space occupied with objects m^s-called floral ornaments,

anything but ornamental.

Of vegetables there were a few small collections. The best were from Theodore
Backus, of Rochester ; N. Culver, of Wayne county ; and P. Reilly, gardener to J. B.

FiNLEY, Esq., of Saratoga. Mr. Grossman, of Rochester, sent a good collection, but

they never reached the show grounds.

We must say for the Superintendent of the Floral tent, Mr. A. F. Chatfield, of

Albany, that he did all in his power for the convenience of exhibitors, and the general

good of exhibitors. The fault was not his that arrangements were not more satisfactory.

THE ROSY HISPA AND THE DROP-WORM.*

In the latter part of the month of AugGst wo were traveling through Jefli'erson

county, N. Y., and observed through the whole country that the Basswood trees,

which are very abundant in that part of the country, looked as brown and dry as

though some terrible blight had struck them all dead. On examination we found this

appearance was owing to the leaves being all devoured, leaving but the skeleton of

fibres ; not a leaf had escaped throughout the immense forests which we passed on a

journey of some thirty miles or more. The insects had mostly disappeared, but

after a long and eager search we found one tree, the leaves of which, though

reduced to skeletons, were yet thickly covered with the insects. We immediately

sent specimens to Prof. Harris, requesting such information as he possessed respecting

them, and he has very kindly complied. Insects that appear in such swarms,

and commit such havoc, should be known. The other insect, the "Drop-worm,"

described by Prof. Harris below, was sent us from Tennessee by Mr. Robert Meston.

ICU

* From tho Horticulturist for October.



Among the leaf-beetles that are injurious to vegetation are those belonging to the tribe called

HisPAD.'K. Such are the little insects which you lately sent me, which you found to have destroyed
the foliage of the Basswood, or American Linden [Tilia Americana), in Jefferson county, N. Y. A
variety of the same insect attacks tiie leaves of the White Oak, and occasionally those of the Apple
tree, also. These leaf-beetles are described in the second edition of my Ti'eatisc, pp. 105 to 107

;

and a more full account of them, with figures of the grub and chrysalis, will be found in the first

volume of the Bostoii Journal of Natural History, pp. 141 to 151.

The day before your letter came to hand, I found one of these beetles, which had just emerged
from a leaf of the Linden, and I saw several other leaves on the same tree that had been eaten by
insects of this kind. In the summer of 1851 the White Oaks in some parts of Long Island suffered

very much from their attacks; and, witii this commTinication, you will receive one of the leaves,

showing in what way and to what extent they were affected.*

Your insect is the Rosy Ilispa, or Hispa rosece, of Weber, otherwise called Hispa qiiadrata by
Fabricuis, and Hispa marginata by Say. The accompanying rude and very magnified sketch will

give an idea of the form of this pretty leaf-beetle, and the line at the side

of it indicates its natural size, which rarely exceeds one-fifth of an inch in

length. Its body is light red above, ornamented with short blood-red lines,

and is mostly blackish beneath. The antennae are black, and the legs are

reddish-yellow. Tlie thorax is rough with small indentations, or punctures,

as they are called; the wing-covers are notched around the outer edges,

have raised I'ibs upon them, and deep punctures in the intervals. The
Rosy Hispa may be found abundantly in May and June on the leaves of the

Shad-bush, or Amelanchier Canadem^is, and on other shrubs of the same
family, the leaves of which it devours. The variety which inhabits the Oak
differs iu being of a reddish yellow color, ornamented with blackish-red

lines. This difference may be occasioned by its food, or by other causes of

an accidental nature.

The'female Hispa deposits her eggs, for the most part, singly, on the upper

surface of the leaves. These eggs are glued fast to the leaves, and are covered with rough, blackish

crust. The grubs, hatched from the eggs, immediately penetrate into the pulpy substance of the

leaf, which they devour, leaving the cuticle, or skin of the leaf, both above and beneath, untouched.

The part of the leaf thus, as it were, undermined, becomes dry and brown, and through the semi-

transparent cuticle, when held between the eye and the light, the grub may be seen in its burrow.

The grub comes to its growth toward the end of July, and then measures from one-fifth to one-

quarter of an inch in length. It is somewhat flattened, and tapers toward the hinder extremity.

Its color is yellowish-white, except the head, the first segment, and the tail, which are blackish.
_
It

has six legs, a pair beneath the first, second, and third segments ; and on each of the remaining

segments, both above and beneath, except the last, there is a transverse horny spot, which is rough,

like a rasp. The sides of these segments, also, are prominent, and are surmounted each witha

little brownish tubercle, or wart. Early in August the grub is transformed to a chrysalis within

its retreat. The chrysalis, which ia whitish at first, finally becomes brown. Like the grub, the

sides of its body are prominent, and there are transverse rasps on the back and belly. In about one

week afterward the insect easts off its pupa skin, and comes out a fully formed beetle, which haa

only to force a pasjftge through the thin cuticle of the leaf in order to escape into the open air.

The insect probably passes the winter in the beetle form in some place of concealment. Such is

briefly a history of the transformations of this little Hispa.

The caterpillars, which, together with their cocoons, you sent to me, with the information that

they were very destructive to the Arbor Vitic, Cedar, and other resinous plants in Tennessee, are

drop-worms, or basket-worms, referred to on page 319 of my Treatise. To their destructive powers

I can testify from my own sorrowful experience ; a fine Arbor Vita; tree, on which I had placed, in

May, 1850, some of the cocoons received during the pi'evious autumn from Philadelphia, not having

yet recovered from the effects of the ravages of the insects, though the latter were limited to one

summer. These drop-worms are exceedingly curious and interesting in all their habits and trans-

formations, the history of which might form the subject of a long memoir. But neither time nor

space will permit me to off'er any more than a very short sketch of their history, whiehis drawn

up from notes written in the years 1849 and 1850, when I had a colony of the living insects in

These' insects inhabit the Swamp Cedar {Cupressus Thyoides), Arbor Vitre {Thuya occidentalis),

'L^vqYi {Larix Americana), and Hemlock (^ifes Canadensis), with other resinous trees; but occa-

sionally they attack the Linden, the Maple, and even fruit trees. They are common in the Middle

and Southern States, and probal)ly most of the Western States also ; but hitherto they have not

been discovered in New England. They belong to Mr. Guilding's American genus Otketicus ; and,

as they do not seem to have received a scientific name, I shall venture to give them that of OikcH-

cus coniferarum, from their preference to the trees of the cone-bearing tribe. The species is probably

the same as the one noticed by my lamented friend, the late Mr. Edward Doubledat, m Newmans

Entomologist, No. 7, pp. 97-98 ; but the male insect does not agree with the figure, copied from one

* Quite similar to the manner in which the Basswood leaves are eaten.—Ed.



of Abbot's drawings in the same work, nor does it correspond any belter to Guilmng's figure of

Oiketicus McCayi, though about the same size.

As soon as the drop-worms are hatched, they make and conceal themselves in little silken cases,

open at each end, and covered externally with bits of leaves, twigs, <fcc. These cases are enlarged,

as the insect increases in size, by the addition of more materials witliiu and without, and finally

become oblong oyal pods, with long somewhat cylindrical extremities. The inhabitant carries its

house about on its back, as a snail does its shell, when it is moving and feeding; fastens it by a few
threads when it wishes to rest ; or lets it drop by a thread when it wishes to descend from one

branch to another : hence, in Philadelphia, where these insects are abundant, they have acquired

the name of di-op-worms. These worms attain their full size by the middle of September, and then

fasten the upper end of their cases to a twig of the tree by a strong silken band. The weight of

the case, with its elasticity, closes the upper orifice, from which the worm has been accustomed to

protrude its head and fore legs when feeding ; the insect then turns round within its pod, so as to

direct its head toward the lower cylindrical orifice, and thus awaits its change to a chrysalis. The
worms which produce the female insects are much larger than those of the males, and there is the

same difference in the size of their pods and of their elirysalids. Female worms attain the length

of one inch and a half, those of the males only about one inch. The head and fore part of the

body are white, spotted with black ; the rest of the body is livid or blackish. The first three seg-

ments are each provided with a pair of stout jointed claw-like legs. The tail and four intermediate

segments are furnished with a pair of very short holders, or prop-legs. The male chrysalis is a

little more than six-tenths of an inch long, of a dark brown color, and exhibits the sheaths of the

wings, and limbs of the future moth, which escapes from it toward the end of September or early

in October, immediately before which the chrysalis forces itself half way out of the lower end of

its case. The female chrysalis is nine-tenths of an inch long, or more, of the same color as that of

the males, but without any vestige of wing-sheaths or limbs. There is a prominent ridge over the

fore part of the body. Wlien the included female is matured, the skin of the chrysalis splits at the

ridge, so as to form an opening in the shape of the letter T, and through this opening the approaches

of the male moth are made, the female remaining all the while not only enclosed in her pod, but

also encased in the skin of the chrysalis. In this skin, also, she lays her numerous eggs, gradually

withdrawing her emaciated body as she fills the pupa skin, and finally closing the upper part of

the skin with a thick layer of fawn-colored down, stripped from her own body. Having finished

her labora, she crawls out of the pod, entirely shriveled up, drops off and dies, or more rarely

perishes at the mouth of the pod. She is found to be entirely destitute of wings, and her legs are

extremely minute, and resemble little tubercles. The male moth on the contrary, is fully provided
with wings and limbs. Its body, which measures
rather more than half an inch in length, is covered

with long blackish-brown down. Its wings are

serai-transparent, and are very scantily clothed with
blackish scales, which are thickest on the margins

and veins. The white spot, represented by Mr.

Abbot on the fore wings of his figure, is entirely

wanting in all the males that I have seen. The an-

tenntc are curved at the tips, and are doubly feath-

ered from the base to beyond the middle. The
tongue is not visible. The wings expand one inch

and one-tenth, or more. The male moths are very
impatient of confinement, and keep in constant mo-
tion, which rendei-s it very difficult to obtain per- .

feet or unrubbed specimens. The eggs remain secure

in the shell of the skin of the female chrysalis, en-

IIW "^yiK closed in the suspended pods, through the winter,
US /Klf-'/r and are hatched in the spring when the trees are

well clothed with leaves, upon which the little

W*W 'Iff'iA worms, having left the pods, immediately disappear,

and each one begins to cover its tender body with
a silken and leafy case. The figure represents one

of the pods or cocoons, suspended by a twig, when the insect has prepared for its final transforma-
tion ; also a male moth, both of the natural size.

TuE Late Professor Adrikn de Jus.steu.—Advices from Paris mention the decease of this distin-

guished l)otanist, upon whom the mantle of his great ancestore may be said to have fallen. Among
the most cf)nscientions and exact of systematical Avrilers ho also ranked higli as a jiliysiologist, as

his well known elementary work has shown the world. For many years his healtli lind been delicate,

and of late had been deplorable. Uy his decease a vacancy occurs in the Presidunl's chair of the

French Institute, in tliat of Professor of- Rural Botany in the Jarden des Plant's (which, it is said,

will not be filled up), and among the twenty foreign members of the Horticultural Society of Lon-
don,

—

J. L., in London Gardeners' Chronicle.
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The Stats F.vies.—The State Fairs the present

year have generally been well attended, and, as

a general thing, the exhibitions have not been as

good as in former years. This was the case in

Ohio and in this State. The almost incessant

rain did much to injure the Fairs, especially the

Vermont State Fair, which, we learn, was almost

a failure in consequence. At the New York

Fair at Shrataga the exhibition of stock was ex-

cellent, as well as of fruit ; but in other respects

the Fair did not equal many of its predecessors.

A few fine wool sheep were shown. In quality

and numbers, the Fairs at Rochester and Utica

were much the best. F. W. Deax, West Corn-

wall Vt., exhibited some good Spanish ewes, and

a very large Spanish Merino buck. Joseph Has-

WEiL, Hoosic, N. Y., als» showed some fine ewes

of this breed. French Merinos were poorly re-

presented. G. W. MoKke, Cambridge, Washing-

ton county, exhibited three very superior bucks.

A two year old, bought of Maj. Sanford, Vt.,

was a perfect beauty. A first rate three year old

from Jkwett, Vt. ; another, a yearling, was a very

good sheep. Felix Weepen, Preston Hollow,

Albany county, showed a good buck and ewe.

The mutton sheep were well represented—not

80 many from Canada as in former shows, but

from our own State. We are sorry to miss the

fine animals of our Canadian brethren, but at the

same time we are very glad to see that New

York farmers are entering with their usual ener-

gy and go-a-headativeneas into the breeding of

superior mutton sheep.

Of Leicesters, J. A. and S. N. Rathbonb show-

ed some very fine animals. Hungekford and

Beodie, Jefferson county, were the largest exhibi-

tors. Seven yearling ewes, recently imported,

are excellent, as are also the six two year old

ewes which took the first prize as yearlings last

year. Their imported buck did not please us,

but the yearling bucks are first rate—one of

them is very euperior. One fat ewe—a beauty

—

was sold for $30 to go to Kentucky. One of the

buck lambs shown bids fair to be a fine fellow.

South-Downs were shown in fine perfection.

L. G. MoRKis, Mt. Fordham, N. Y., e-x'hibited a

recently imported buck from Jonas Webb, which

for one of his stock, struck us as rather coarse,

but it had a corresponding degree of strengh

and mascularity, and is on the whole an animal

of rare merit. Z. B. Wakeman, of Herkimer,

exhibited a large number of superior South-

Downs.

There were but seven animals of the Cotj5wold

find New Oxfordshire breeds exhibited, at least

that we saw. E Gazlkt, Clinton, showed four

splendid bucks of the Cotswold breed. Wyant

and YovNGHAMS, Sand Lake, Rensselaer county,

exhibited three New Oxfordshii-o sheep, which we

took for good Cotswolds.

Swine.—In this department the exhibition has

never been excelled. L. G. Morris showed some

splendid Berkshires
;

quite a number of Fishee

HoBBs' Black Essex, and some very superior Suf-

folks. Those who have a prejudice against color

will not like the Essex so well as the Suffolks or

Middlesex ; they are nevertheless a remarkable

breed, fatting with great rapidity and maturing

early. Suffolks were well and largely represent-

ed. This breed evidently stands high in public

estimation. Beside the fine animals of L. G.

Morris, Nei^on Richards, Vergennes, Vt., showed

a superior two year old boar of the Stickney

breed. Ls Rot Mowry. Union Village, Wash-

ington county, and Zoae Rider, Washington

county, exhibited good two year old boars.

—

Other exhibitors deserve mention, but our space

forbids. Seth Whalen, West Milton, Saratoga

county, exliibited nine very good shoats of the

White Leicester breed. Z. B. Wakeman, Herki-

mer, showed a boar, a cross of the celebrated

Leicester and Berkshire breeds, of enormous

B. Davis, Vernon, also exhibited a very

good six months old boar and sow. There were

no Chinese, Middlesex, or Yorkshire pigB exhibit-

ed.

Eorses.—Omng to the number of Black

Hawks brought from Vermont and other States,

the show of horsea was the best ever witnessed

in this State. The old original Black Hawk,

twenty-two years old, was on the ground, as ac-

tive and sprightly and at the same time more

compact and powerful than many of his colts.

This breed, unsurpassed in the worid, is exposed

to deterioration from the go-a-head tendencies of

the age. The mares and colts were a sorry set

Many'mares were exhibited that had evidently

been selected as breeders, because they were good

for nothing else. We suppose the object of the

exhibitors was to show how good a colt a poor

mare might be made to produce. * §



Cattle.—The show of Short-horns, though cot

large, was never so good in quality at any pre-

Tious Fair. Morris and Becar, of New York,

exhibited twenty-eight head. Their recently im-

ported four year old bull, " Balco" (not shown

for a premium), is one of the finest animals we

ever saw. Mauy of the Short-horns exhibited by

the same gentlemen are bad in the cropu—es-

pecially is this true of the "Marquis of Carribus."

"Balco." "Songstress," "Beauty," and other re-

cently imported animals will do much to correct

this deficiency. Geo. Vail showed five head

—

for sale. E. J. Alden, Boston, showed a very

gdo 1 three year old bull Da\td Calkins, China,

Wyoming county, exhibited a very good four

year old bull Mr. "Wm. Bullock, Betldehem,

Albany county, showed some fair animals. Wood,

Converse, & Co., Woodville, Jefferson county,

showed a first rate four year old bull

Devons were not so well or so numerously

represented as at Rochester. There were, how-

ever, some splendid animals exhibited. Those of

W. G. Faile, West Farms, and of the Messrs.

Wainwright, Rhinebeck, particularly pleased us.

L. G. Morris had some very good animals. J. B.

TucKHRMAN, Richfield, Otaego county, showed a

very good two year old bull. Geo. Vail, Troy,

showed some good animals, but not quite what

we should exj^ect from so celebrated and skiUfid

a breeder.

Tlie largest breeder of Ilerofords in the State,

Wm. H. Sotiiam, PifFard, Livingston county, did

not exhibit in consequence of the points of ex-

cellence adopted by the Society. Nevertheless

th ere was a good show, indicating that this breed

is looking up. K Corning, Jr., Albany, showed

fourteen very superior animals—a three year old

bull, a yearling bull, and two cows particularly

pleased us. Remington & Bowkn, Sennett, Cayu-

ga county, exhibited some first rate animals,

bought of Mr. Sotham.

For the shambles and the dairy the Ayshire

breed is unsurpassetl, yet it was poorly represent-

ed. R P. Prentice, Albany, and Hungerford &
Br.oDiE, Jefferson county, were about the only

exhibitors. The animals of Mr. Prentiob are

well known—they have few superioiu The other

gentlemen showed a two year old bull, an im-

ported and very superior animal, and also a very

pretty heifer, with the milking points well de-

veloped.

In grade animals there was rather a meager
bLuw. Tliere wa.s, however, some very fair ani-

mals exhibited. There was a tolerably good herd

of fat cattle f^m Kentucky on the ground.

—

Working oxen were well represented, and what

is better were tcell trained. Elon Sheldon, Sen-

nett, showed fourteen yoke.

Agricultural Faibs in Massachusetts.—So far

as our observations have extended, and we have

witnessed agricultural exhibitions in a number of

States, Massachusetts farmers excel all others in

the art and skill with which they manage these

rural festivals. With them a Fair is anything

but fair without a good public dinner, at which

farmers and their wives, sons and daughters, sit

down by hundreds at several tables in a magnifi-

cent hall, where food for the body and food for

the mind are served up in profusion, and all are

filled, joyous, instructed, and happy. This prac-

tice has a most auspicious influence on the family

circle. It brings fathers, mothers, brothers, and

sisters together from all parts of a county, all of

whom are polished, to a certain extent, by this

social attrition, which is too much denied to the

comparatively isolated families in rural districts.

Tiiey have very few holidays, and fewer social

advantages than fall to the lot of the residents of

villages and cities : hence it is eminently wise and

fitting that our annual Fairs should be made

schools for social improvement, where new and

valuable acquaintances may be formed, old friend-

ships rejuvenated, and all sympathise more cor-

dially and earne?tly with whatever is good in

civilized communities. Man should not degrade

himself into a mere machine for tilling the ground,

with no higher objects in this life than to feed a

mortal body, and lay up gold and silver for heirs

to dissipate in idleness and extravagance. Cul-

tivation, in its broadest and best sense, needs to

be fostered by the ownera of American soil.

Many a farmer, and many a farmei-'s wife, have

felt the want of that ease, self-possession, and

happy polish, which inferior minds often possesa

by reason of having mingled more in cultivated

society. Constant isolation on the farm or else-

where has an unhappy, an anti-humanising in-

fluence on one of the strongest natural functions

of the human heart By nature we are social

beings ; and this nature needs proper develop-

ment in all woman-born.

This train of thought and remark has been sug-

gested by attending a County Fair at Greenfield,

in Massachusetts, at which every thing of a

social and intellectual character excited our ad-

miration. The President of the Society, the

Hon. Mr. Cushman, was perfectly at home at the

dinner table, where plates were provided for

three hundred guesta. We took no minutes of



the many good things th9,t were said by Mr. C.

and the gentlemen present. All, however, felt

happy that so many ladies graced and honored

the festival by their presence ; while the ladies,

in turn, evinced equal pleasure in listening to the

spirited and important discussions on rural topics

appropriate to the occasion, carried on with ani-

mation, and in the most amiable temper. There

was no wine or other intoxicating beverage ] re-

sent; and we are confident there was none the

less wit on that account. That better and purer

spirit than alcohol in any of its forms— the

spirit of good feeling and good will among

farmers and all others, is what we desire to com-

mend, and thank the men of Massachnsetta for

their labors to cultivate.

Pbovincial Fair of Canada "West.—^Tliis Fair

took place at Hamilton October 5th, 6th, 7th, and

8th. There were not so many entries as at To-

ronto last year, yet, on the whole, it was the best

Fair the Society has ever had. The show of

Durham and Ayrshire cattle, Leicester sheep, and

Yorkshire hogs, was uncommonly large and good.

The show of fruit and vegetables was remarkably

good, and they were arranged in admirable taste.

In implements the show was good, especially of

Canadian manufacture. There were many Eng-

lish and Scotch implements, particularly scarifiers,

grubbers, subsoil plows, and cultivators. J. Rap-

AUE & Co., of Rochester, exhibited a very large

number of Yankee implements, fzom thermome-

ter churns to reaping machines. The attendance

was unusually large ; 20,000 shilling tickets were

sold on Thursday.

The crop of wheat has been unusually good in

Canada this year, and it is now nearly as high as

with us ; so that the farmei"S are enjoying un-

wonted prosperity, and spent their money during

the Fair like princes.

The ScrE-NOfi of Bek-Cultuee.—^The culture of

bees, and the economical production of honey,

are objects of considerable interest to many of

our readers. To manage bees successfully, one

needs an intimate acquaintance with their wants,

habits, capabilities, and natural enemies. They suf-

fer mainly from a deficiency of suitable food, from

bad hives that subject the colony to all extremes

of heat in summer, and cold in winter, and from

the depredations of moths, mice, and robber-bees.

Independently of the value of pure honey which

may be obtained in any desirable quantities, bees

deserve our care and study as objects illustrative

of industry, fragality, and foresight, in providing

a rich store of delicious food long in advance of

its needful consumption.

Mr. Langstroth, of Greenfield, Mass., whose
apiary we recently yisited, is the most scientific

and successful cultivator of this valuable insect

we have ever seen. A clergyman of sufficient

leisure to make extensive observations, a gentle-

man of education, and familiar with the best

works of Eur' pean and American authors, he
has brought to the task all the devotion, single-

ness of purpose, and enthusiasm of the genuine

naturalist; and, consequently, has produced a
Manual on this branch of rural economy alike

distinguisned for originality of thought and re-

search, and the directness and simplicity of all

its teachings. Our numerous duties have not

permitted us to study Mr. L.'s book of 384 pages

devoted to the elucidation of the natural history

of the honey-bee, and the best methods of treat-

ing them for profit, as we intend to study it ; but

we have read enough to warrant us in pronounc-

ing it worthy of a place in every farmer's and gar-

dener's library in the United States. Our oppor-

tunities for seeing patent bee hives during four

years employment in the Patent oifice and else-

where have been ample, and we do not hesitate

to give the preference to. that of the Rev. Mr.

Langstroth over all others. "Without ciitting or

breaking the comb in the least, each comb can be

taken out of the hive at any time and not serious-

ly disturb the bees, or afifect in the least the

honey that remains. Tumblers and larger glass

vessels, as we have before seen elsewhere, are

filled with honey by the bees by placing them

over holes in the tops of the hives, and covering

the whole with an outside case. Mr. K uses

double hives—a great advantage, for in winter

the space between the two is filled with fine

straw, chaflj or rowen hay, which greatly pro-

tects the colony from extreme cold. The sides

of the inner hive are mostly of glass, which costs

only twenty-five cents a hive. By having glass

on the top and four sides of the inner hive, one

can see the condition of the bees at any time by

simply removing the outer box, on all sides ex-

cept the bottom. Mr. L., however, exhibited to

us a curious "observing hive," invented and used

by him to study the domestic economy of beee,

in which only one piece of comb is formed, and

that is extended between two plates of glass, so

that the cells in which the common workers, the

drones, and queen bees, and the development of

these several members of the family, may be wit-

nessed with the utmost satisfaction.

The queen outlives several generations of her

offspring, and what is still more remarkable, a

single impregnation made at her first maturity

-' .̂%jsa
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sufiSces not merely for the 12,000 or 15,000 eggs

she may lay for a single new colony, but for ten

or more such broods which she may live to give

birth to. In addition to ovaria for the bountiful

elaboration of eggs, the queen is provided with

a seminal srfck in which fertilizing atoms derived

from the blood of the drone or male are stored

up for use during her life time. Female hornets,

wasps, and humble-bees begin their labors in the

spring without mates.

As the starting point in bee-culture one should

study the anatomy and physiology of the insect,

and the laws of animal life generally. With this

information, instead of starving to death so many

colonies in winter for the want of proper protec-

tion from cold, they would be wintered safely on

half the honey now consumed, and the balance

might be sold or used in the family of the

apiarian. Nor is it so difficult, on most farms,

to provide bee-pastures as one might imagine.

White clover blossoms yield the finest honey

;

and this is an indigenous plant from Maine to

Texas. In the best season for collecting honey

two thousand swarms kept at one apiary in Ger-

many have all found an abundance of honey.

Most Americans have yet to learn how to use the

honey bee to the best advantage.

U^

The Horticulturist and Journal of Rural

Art and Rural Taste.—This valuable Horticul-

tural Journal was never better, and never better

appreciated than during the present year. Al-

though it may have lost some of that exquisite

taste that characterized the writings of the lament-

ed Downing, it is far more practical, and conse

quently more useful, and exactly meets the grow-

ing wants of the thousands who are engaged in

the culture of fruit Every page is filled with

practical matter, of the utmost importance to

fruit growei-s—its illustrations are beautiful—the

paper and printing equal to our best monthlies

—

and yet, we are sorry to say, some of these month-

lies, purchased and read for amusement, circulate

by hundreds of thousands, while really valuable

and equally beautiful journals, like tJie Horticul-

turist, only number a few thousands. Farmers,

these things ought not to be so, and we B])eak

them to your shame. Let all who cultivate fruit

or flowers—all those who design to improve their

homes—send for the Horticulturist. It merits,

and should receive, a large circulation. Edited

by P. Barry. Published by Jamks Vick, Jr.,

llochester, N. Y., at $2 per year. Specimen num-
bers sent to all who apply by mail A new vol-

ume will commence on the first of January next

Let all who want the Horticulturist for next year

Hend in their orders early. See page 358.

"English Litbratttkb of the 19th CENxtTRT: designed
for Colleges and Advanced Classes in Schools, as well iis

for Private Heading. By Chaels D. Cleveland."

A new edition of thin popular work has recent-

ly been isaued, including twenty-seven new authors

not in the former edition—making, in all, one

hundred and two authors, of each of whom there

is a short biography and selections from their

most popular productions in prose or verse.

—

It contains all the most prominent writers from

1722 to 1837, and is a valuable work for everj'

reader of the English language. Published by

E. C. <Si J. BiDDLE, No. 6 S. Fifth street, Philar

delphia.

inqiiints auj) 'jlnsmtxs.

(J. Randall, Maaonville, K Y.) The shrub of

which you sent specimens of the leaves, is the

Mountain Sumach {Rhus copallina.) It is found

in dry, hilly situations in various parts of the

United States and Canada.

Chinese Fowls.
FOR SALE, a number of pairs of genuine Black Shanghae
Chickens, strongly marked, and embracing all the fine

points of Chinese fowls. No one wishing a superior breed
of fowls for laying or for the table, will be disappointed by
procuring this variety. Also, a few pairs of the celebrated
J3rahma I'ootra stock.

Orders received from any part of the country will be
promptly executed, and the fowls caged in such a manner
that tiiey can be transported safely for any distance.

Terms—Black Shanghai, ^5 per pair; Brahma Pootra,
$10 per pair.

Address the subscriber, at the ofBce of this paper.
OHAS. W. SEELYE.

LIVEIl COMPLAINT.
THE only remedy ever offered to the public that lias never
failed to cure, when directions are followed, is M'Lane's
Liver Pill. It has been several years before the public, and
h.os been introduced in all sections of the Union. Where
it has been used, it has had the most triumphant success,

and has actually driven out of use all other medicines. It

has been tried under all the different jihasfs of llepatis, and
has been found equally efficacious in all.

%W Purchasers will bo careful to ask for Dr. M^Lan^a
Ctldirated Liv^r J'ills, and take none else. There are

other puis, purprirting to be Liver Pills, now before the

public. Dr. M'Lane's Liver Pills, also his Celebrated Ver-
miflige, can now be had at all respectable Drug Stores in

the United States and Canadx

Evergreen Trees,

OF the fbllowing kinds and sizes, we can supply to Nur-
serymen and others to a largo amount, and at very low
prices:

Koncmj Spruce Fir, from S inches to 6 feet

Black iS/triicfl Fir, fVom 8 inches to G feet
Fiiropmn S'ilver Fir, fTom G inches to 4 feet
naUam Fir. from 1 foot to 12 feeU

*

Jfiinliiclc. fr.iMi 1 foot to 4 feel.

Scotch Fir, from G inches to S feet.

Auiitrian J'ina, from ti inches to 8 feet
W/iit>i Pine, from 1 foot to 12 feet.

American Arbar Vii<p, from 1 foot to 5 ft>et

Siberian A rbor Vit<x', from G inches to 4 foot
licil Ctklar, from 1 foot to 7 feet.

lj'bani>n C>ittnr, froih G inches to 2 feet
Those who wish for any of the above-named articles, can

leam our exact prices by addressing us, and stating the
number tiny wish to purchase. To largo buyers we make
a proper <liscount. Orders received coirhj we can fulfil

most i)erfe(tlv, while if thev are late wo may not be able to

do so well bv them. D. 8. MANLEY &, BKOTHER.
Buffalo, October 1, 1853.—2t.

(l&
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PREMIUMS FOR 1854.

Thk Proprietor of the Genesee Faemeb, encouraged by the liberal support long extended to

this journal by its friends and patrons, announces that the Fifteenth Volume of the present

series, to commence in January, 1854, will contain a quarter more reading matter than any

of its predecessors, and be otherwise much improved, without any irffcrease in price.

To enlarge the usefulness by extending the circulation of the Genesee Fakmeb, the under-

signed will pay the following premiums on subscriptions to his next volume:

1. FIFTY DOLLAES, in Cash, to the person who shall procure the largest number of
subscribers in any County or District in the United States or Canadas, at Sie club prices,

before the 1st day of April next.

2. FORTY DOLLARS in Cash to the one who shall procure the second largest list as above.
3. THIRTY DOLLARS, in Cash, to the one procuring the third largest list.

4. TWENTY DOLLARS, in Cash, to the one procuring the fourth largest list.

6. TEN DOLLARS, in Cash, to the one procuring the fifth largest list.

In order to reward every one of the friends of the Genesee Farmer for his exertions in
its behalf, avo will give to those not entitled to either of the above premiums, the following
Books, free of postage, or Extra Papers, as may be preferred

:

1. To every person who sends SIXTEEN subflcribers, at the club terms of thirty-sevem
cents each, one extra copy of the Farmer.

2. To every person sending for TWENTY-FOUR copies, as above, any Agricultural Book
valued at fifty cents, or two extra copies of the Farmer.

3. To every person ordering THIRTY-TWO copies, any Agric'ultnral Book worth seventy-
five cents, or three extra copies of the Farmer.

4. For FORTY, any Agricultural Book valued at $1, or four extra copies of the Fai-mer.

6. For FORTY-EIGHT, any Agricultural Book worth $1.25, or five extra copies.

For larger numbers, books or papers given in the same proportion. To save cost to our friends,

we pre-pay postage on all books sent as premiums. Persons entitled will please state whether they
wish books or extra papers, and make their selection when they send orders, if they desire books

;

or if they have not obtained as many subscribers as they intend to, we will delay sending until the

club is full, if so requested. We do not require that all the papers of a club should be sent to one
Post Office. If necessary for the convenience of subscribers, wo are willing to send to as many dif-

ferent Offices as there are members of the club. We write the names on each paper, when a num-
ber are sent to the same Office, if so desired ; but when convenient., Post-Masters would confer a
favor by having the whole number ordered at their own Office, sent to their own address.

As all subscriptions commence anew with the year, places where the Faemkk was never before

taken will stand an equal chance in the (competition for premiums.
BACK VOLUMES of the Farmer will be furnished, if desired, and counted the same as new

subscribers. We shall keep a correct account of the subscribers sent by each person, and in the

May number we shall announce the premiums.
1^" Specimen numbers, show-billa, &e., sent to all post-paying applicanta All letters must be

paid or free. Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be mailed at our risk.

The volume for 1854 will be printed on good paper, with new type bought expressly for it.

A gentleman, graduate of the University of Vienna, who is familiar with the languages of

those nations in which the science of agriculture is most cultivated, will aid us in translating

for the Farmer whatever can instruct or interest its readers. This gentleman is by profes-

sion a Civil Engineer and Architect—branches of knowledge intimately connected with the

progress of rural arts and sciences. The general character of our paper is thus pithily stated

by the Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, President of the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture, and

of the United States Horticultural and Agricultural Societies, in a letter now on our table,

which closes aa follows

:

" I have always had the Genesee Faembb. It is, without favor or affectation, the best paper in the

tountry. Marshall P. Wilder."

As our club price to each subscriber is only thirty-seven cents a year, no matter how many

other agrionltural journalfl one may take, to patronise the Faembb can not impoverish him.

DANIEL LEE.

rp
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EDITED BY P. BAERY, AUTHOR OF THE "FRIHT GARDEN."

The noRTiouLTDRisT, as its name implies, is devoted to Horticulture and its kindred arts,

Rural Architecture and Landscape Gardening, and will keep its readers advised of every thing

new on the subjects, either in Europe or America. It is a Monthly Journal of forty-eight pages

of reading matter, beautifully printed on the finest paper, and elegantly illustrated. In addi-

tion to numerous wood engravings, each number contains a full page engraving on stone, of

some new, rare, and valuable fruit or flower, and is at least one of the most beautiful Journals

in the country ; and the publisher will not rest satisfied untU the HORTICULTURIST, AND
JOURNAL OF RURAL ART AND RURAL TASTE, is acknowledged to be the best Hor-

ticultural Journal in tlie world. The honor of American Horticulture requiree this—interest

and patriotism alike demand it. With proper support from the Horticulturists of the country,

I have full confidence this point can be reached. To accomplish this desu-able end, the pub-

lisher has determined to devote his whole time and attention to this work, and his connection

with the Genesee Fanner as one of its editors (and in reality its publisher), which post he has

filled since 1849, Avill therefore cease with the present volume.

Mr. Barry, sO long and so favorably known as the Horticultural editor of the Genesee

Farmer^ is the editor of this work ; and those who wish to continue to receive the benefit of

his valuable instructions in Fruit Growing, can do so by subscribing for the Hoetioulturist,

and in no other way.

The new volume will commence on the first of January. The January number wiU be

ready to deliver to subscribers by the 10th or 12th of December.

"We shall take pleasure in sending specimen numbers to aU who desire to inspect them, or

show them to their friends.

Many would do themselves and their neighbors good service by becoming agents, and

obtaining subscribers among their friends and neighbors. No man who raises Fruit or Trees

can afibrd to do without the Horticulturist. Agents wUI be allowed a commission of

25 per cent.

Terms— $2 per year, in advance.
JAMES YIGK, Jr., Publisher, Rochester, N. Y.

^

We subjoin a few notices by the press,

held by our editorial brethren

:

y^a are glad the work has fallen Into such excellent

hands.

—

Louisville Jovrnul.

Its contents are spirited and various, the selections Judi-

cious, tlio illustrations elaborate.

—

Nero York Daily Times.

A standard work of authority upon .all subjects discussed
or explained in it.— Vickshurg Whig.

There is no work'in this country of greater yalue to the
cultivator of fruits.

—

Inquirer, Portlmul, Me.

We conrtrahilate the public on havinp; so valuable a peri-
odical as the Horticulturist within their reach.

—

Ncfw York
Day Book.

This periodical is got np in excellent style, and well sus-
tains il.s former reputation under its present management
Middkhury ( Vt.) lieglster.

We feel that wo are doing our readers a real service when
we urgo them to subscribe for this invaluable montlily.

—

Weekly Denworatio Press, Chicago.

showing the estimation in which the work is

It Is well got np ; Its articles able, various, and appropri-
ate.

—

Ge7>-eva Courier.

The pliitea alone are worth the year's subscription. The
letter press is of a highly instructive ehar.netiT, and embraces
a variety of topics. None who have a taste for the beauti-

ful in nature should be without such a valuable publication.— Ifamilt<m {C. W.) Spectator.

There is substantial profit as well as pleasure in cultiv.v

ting t;isli' in buildinirs, yards, gardens, iVc. and the sub-
scri[ilion jiricc would becapital well invested by those who
will allend to the contents of Uie llorticuUurist.—i^ai^y

Courier, Zan-esnille, Ohio.

We are quite satisfied with the work, and are inclined to

believe that, to the mass of readers, the work will bo even
more aoooptible than it was under the charge of the aeeom-
plished Downing. We roeonimend the work eordi.iUy to

the patronage of our friends and Uio public—J/((«.sac,'iM-

setts Spy.

(&^4
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AGECULTURAI mPLEMENT MANUFACTOBY,
COKXEK OF CAROLINE & THIRD STEEET,

BUFFALO, y. Y.

Pitts' Patent separator—Improved Doable Pin-
ion Horse Power—Pitts' Corn & Cob J»Ulls, &c

I HEREBY give notice that since the extension of the
patent right on my Machine for Tlifeshing and Cleaning
Grain, I have removed to Buffalo, N. Y.. where I have per^
mantly located, and erected a large establishment for the
flittire" manufacture of the above Machines.

'I'he Separator has been enlarged, improved, and ren-
dered more permanent and durable in all its parts, while
the Horse Power for strength, ease, durability and cheap-
ness of repair is not surpassed by any in the United States.

This Power is warranted to stand the full strength of eight
horses—also to give as much effective or useful power when
driven by one "or two horses as any other Horse Power,
whether constructed on the endless chain or lever principle.
It was put on trial at the great exhibition of Horse Powers
and Threshing Machines at Geneva, July last, In^S, where
it received the New York State Aaricultural Society's First
Premium '"for the best Horse Power for general purposes."
The Separatoi-, at the same trial, also received the Society's
First Premium.
My Machines will thresh and clean from three to five

hundred bushels of wheat per day, and other grain in pro-
portion.

Two hundred of the above Machines are for sale at the
Agricultural Works of the subscriber in this city, all war-
rant<;d to be a better article than can be purchased at any
other shop, and if they do not prove on trial to be so, I will

take them off the hands of the pnrchasers at the price they
may pay me for them,

I further notify all persons who are purchasing Horse
Powers and Separators to be used in California or Oregon,
that I will hold them accountable for any infringmants of
the rights secured to me by letters patent in the above Ma-
chines, as I am manufacturing a Horse Power and Sepa-
rator expressly designed for that section.

All orders for the above Machines hereafter addressed to

JOHN A. PITTS. Buffalo, N. Y., will receive prompt at-

tention. JOHN A. PITTS,
Mav, 1S53—tC Buffalo, N. Y.

French Zinc Paint.
THIS new and beautiful article of Paint is now offered to

the trade and public, ground in prepared linseed oil, for the
first time in this country. It has been used successfully in

France for tlje last five years, where it has superseded white
Lead as a paint.

The French Zinc when properly prepared and used,
makes the most brilliant and durable white in use, and is

entirely free from all poisonous qualities.

The French Zinc is not more expensive than white lead,
and is prepared in such a manner that it requires no far-

ther preparation for use, than to thin it with Turpentine or
raw Oil to the consistency of white lead paint.

The French Zinc is very much whiter, and has a better
body, than the New Jersey Zinc,
The French Zinc is offered dry, and prepared as above,

in quantities to suit purchasers, at the Manufacturer's De-
pot, No. 17 Buffalo St., Eochester, N. Y.

JiUy, 1S52, M. F. REYNOLDS.

SuperpbospUate.
NO expense has been spared in the combination of this

most fertilizing manure, which contains all the nutritive
properties of all plants. It is superior to most of the arti-

cles offered for sale under the same name, and is inferior to
none, although sold at a much lower price. Put up in bags
at $41.) per tOT of 2000 lbs., cash.

Office of the New York Superphosphate Manufacturing
Gompanv, No. 159 West street, New York.

VICTOE P.. KNOWLES, Agesit.
September 1, 185L—8t

BUFFALO NTJESESY.
D. S. KAJXBT A BEOTHEK, PEOPRTiTrOHS.

Situated on Main Street, two mU-es abvtie the American
Eoiel.

WE wish to call the attention of the public to our Nurserv
of FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES. SFIRUBS,
AND PLANTS, of all that is grown in the best establish-
ments in the country. Persons wishing to buy any of the
articles named below, can do no better than to buy of us.
SUmdard Apples. Pettrs, Ch^rriei, Plums, Pfa<-?i/:s, of

all the best varieties—fine trees, from one to five rears old.
ZhrarfAppier, worked on Paradise and Doucain stocks.
THcarf Pear Trt.es. worked on Angers Quince stocks,

of all the desirable kinds. Trees fl-om^one to three vears
old can be furnished by the hundred or by the thousand.

Quince,^—Good strong plants, in any quantity.
Uardy Grapes—V\s.i.\s, of all the finest varieHe*, of one,

twa and three years of age.
Foreign Grapes—A very good selection.
Currants, of all the new'and old kinds—a very fine stock

of one and two year old plants.
lin.'ip^jtrrie-s, of the beat kinds, and very good plants, in

any quantity.

Gooseberries—A first rate assortment of varieties, and
capital plants.

Sirazcherries—An excellent selection of the best sorts—

a

verv general assortment
Rhtiharh, or Pie Plant—X good stock of Tobolsk, Vic-

toria, Downing's Colossal, Giaiit Hybrid, Wisconsin Mam-
moth. &c.
As'para^ii.s-Qooi. one and two year old plants.
Ihcidnoxis Ornamental Trees—We have a fine stock,

consisting of the best of European, American, and Asiatic
kinds.
Ecei'green Trees—Perhaps the most excellent and desi-

rable stock in the country for size and shape. Trees fi-om
six inches to ten feet in height, we can furnish, of many
kinds.
Omamfntal Shnibs—We have a Tery large stock of

Ornamental Shrubs, and can supply most any quantity, of
any variety, and the plants are verj- fine indeed.
Evergreen Shrubs—Not a large but an excellent stock,

consisting of such varieties as are fotmd by experience to
be desirable in this climate.

Climbing Shrubs—The utmost pains have been taken to
propogate all of the varieties of Climbing Shrubs which
succeed in this latitude, and now we have an excellent stock.
Poses—A stock of sufficient variety, and of surpassing

merit. A stock of over a hundred of the very best kinds
cultivated in Euro]>e or America, propogated with the ut-

most care, and in every way worthy of attention trom the
most critical in Rose culture.

I)ahli<is—Onr Dalilias— say eighty varieties— are tm-
doubtedly as fine as can be found in this country.

PcFonies—Twenty varieties of these most desii^able plants.

Several varieties of the splendid CnrsnsE Teee P-EiixrES.

E^~ Strangers to our locality are referred to Messrs.

Jewett A; Thomas' Directory and Map of the city of Buffalo,

for the year 1S53. Oiu- residence and Nursery Grounds are
arc exactly delineated on their map.
^^" We furnish Catalogues to nil who apply for them.

From the extensive increase which we are making in our
plantations, it is quite necessary that our business should be
done on casli principles. All orders sent to us by mail
will receive perfectly prompt attention, and when persons
do not know enai'ili/ what they want they had best leave
selections with us. Our pacl-ir.'g is done in the best manner,
and all goods carefiiUy shipped as directed in orders. The
strictest care is used to ensure exactness in all our busineas

transactions.

WOEMS! WOEMS!
VARIOUS theories have been started relative to the origin

of intestinal worms, and yet the question is still a vexed one
among medical authorities. Of one fact, however, aU are

informed, and in which all agree— the fatal nature of Vhe

influence they exert on children. At this season of the year

the attacks of worms are most fi-equent, as well as most
dangerous. We take great pleasure in directing the atten-

tion'of parents to the Vermifuge of Dr. M'Lane. It is one
of the most extraordinary medicines ever introduced to tho

public, and has never failed of success when tried.

p^r* Purchasers will please be careful to ask for Dr.

M'Lun.e's Cehhraied UiP/w/ft/^/^, and take none else. All

other Vermifuges, in comparison are worthless. Dr. Mc-
Lane's genuine Vermifuge, also his Celebrated Liver Pills,

can now be had at alfrcispectable Drug Stores in the

United States and Canada.
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100,000 Cherry Seedlings,

FINE one year okl, for sale by
J. CAMPBELL, Kochester, N. T.

November 1, 1858.

Choice Poultry for Sale,

THE SUBSCRIBER offers for sale one hundred pairs of
Brahma Pootras ; also, Shanghass, Cochin Chinas, and Bol-
ton Grays; all warranted pure. THOS. WEIGHT.

Utica, N. Y., Oct. 1, ISij^.—St.

Ne»v York Agi'lcaitaral Warehouse.
HORSE POWERS, Tlireshere, Fan Mills, Smut Machines,
Grain Drill.i, Hay Prewes, Grain Mills, Corn and Cob
Crushers, Cider Mills, and a large ai>sortment of Plows, and
all kinds of Agricultural and llbrticultural Implements.
Peruvian Guano, Superphosphate sf Lime, Bone Dust,

and other fertilizers, of the most superior kinds.
E. L. ALLEN,

Sept. 1, 1S53. 189 and 191 Water street. New York.

1000 Book Agents Wanted.
INTELLICJENT and industrious men wanted in every
part iif the lTnitc<l States, to engage in the sale of the best
assortment of ILLUSTRATED TOPULAE AND USE-
FLTL BOOKS publshed in the eounSry.
Men of good address, having a small capital of $25 to

$100, can do well by engaging in this business, as the in-

ducements offered are of the most liberal character.
For further particulars, address (postaae paid)

EGBERT SEAES, Publisher,
October 1, 1853.—2t ISl William st., New York.

Improved Fowls foi- Sale.

HAVING kept fir .several years the very best fowls to be
procured, and having the past sea.son added to my stock
some exceedingly beautifiil specimens, I have now a great
number of fine young pairs, certainly as good as can be
(bund in the country, which I will sell at a much lower
price than that charged by fowl-dealers. I will sell the fol-

lowing varieties at five dollars per pair

:

White ShangJuB, Black /Sfianghco, Ihijf Shan ghee, and
OocJiin China; and JSnthma Pooira, and Speckled ShcMi^
gha'~% (a very beautiful bird), at ten dollars per pair.

These fowls will be ready for delivery by the first of 8ep-
temlx^r, and I will coop them carefidly, with feed, water,
Ac, and send by railroad or express, as desired, without
charge, and warrant every fowl sent to be pure and fine.

Orders are solicited. Wit. VICK.
Eochester, N. Y., August 1, 1868.

PERUVIAN GUANO.
WE arc receiving our supply of Peruvian Guano, per ships

'' Blanehard," "Senator,'' and ''Gray Feather," from the

Chincha Islands, and are now prepared to make contracts

for the spring supply. As the demand is large, we would
advise all who may be in want of this valuable manure to

make early application. Price, $15 per ton of 2000 pounds.
Be particular to observe that every bag is branded

—

No. 1.

WAREANTBD PERtJVIAir
GUANO.

UtPORTED INTO THB trNFTED STATES BT
F. BAEEEDA BEOTHERS,

FOE THB PEEUVIAN GOVERNMENT.

LONGETT & GEIFFING,
State Agricultural Warehouse, 25 Cliff sL, New York.

November 1, lS53.^3t.

Albany Drain Tile Works,
Ko. 60 Lancaster Street, Albani/,West of Medical CoU-ege.

THE SUBSCRIBER, successor to Joun Gott, formerly
A. S. Bamci.ck it Co., is prepared to furnish Draining Tile,

of both Ilorse-ishoe and Sole.j[)atterns, at from ^Vi to $18
per thousand pieces. The Tile arc more than a foot in

length, and fully equal to any of American or foreign manu-
facture. They are so formed as to ailm'.t water at every
joint, and drain the land perfectly from lwe!v« to twenty
feet on each side, according to the nature of ihe soil.

Also, l.ur-ge Tile, for drains about dwellings, yards, <fcc.,

at from '^ t to $S per one hundred pieces. These are cheaper
and mnrr diiiablo than brick drains.

Full directions for jjreparing ditches, laying Tilo, <feo.,

will be sent free to thoue addressing the subscriber, post-

paid. The Tileii can bo sent safely any distance. Orders
are respectfully solicited. DAVID CALLANAN,
October I, 1868.—2t. Albany, N. Y.
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Clarke's Excelsior Chum,
Premium, Churn of Vie New York Stat4 Fair of 1853

!

SHOPMEN and Manufacturing Companies will find this

new Churn more saleable than others have been, and can
obtain State or County Eights, where not yet sold, on the

most liberal terms. J^ Splendid MODEL EXCEL8I0E
CHUEN8 furnished in perfect working order, with set of

castings for patterns, to those who purchase territory. Dairy-
men will be furnished with favorite sizes, warranted to work
easier, and to make more butter from a given quantity of

cream (l>f lbs. in 20 lbs.), than the common Crank or Float
Churn. Apply to GEO. B. CLAEKE, Patentee,

November 1, 1853.—It* LeonardsviUe, N. T.

The Practical and Scientific Farmer's oion Paper,

THE GENESEE PARMER,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OP

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE,
ILLUSTRATED WFIH NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS OF

Farm Buildings, Domestic Animals, Implements, &c.

VOLUME XIV, FOR 1851

DANIEL LEE, JAMES VICK, Jr., & JOSEPH
HARRIS, Editors.

P. BAEEY, Conductor of Horticultural Department

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance.
Five Copies for $2— Eight Copies for $8, and any lerger

number at the same rate.

(f^" All subscriptions to commence with the year, and
the entire volume supplied to all subscribers.

5:^^~Post-Masters, Farmers, and all friends of improve-
ment, are respectfully solicited to obtain and forward sub-

scriptions.

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may bo sent

(post-paid or free) at the risk of the Publisher. Address to

DANIEIi LEE,
November, 1852. Pochester, N. Y.

Postage Law.—By the iiow Postage Law,

which took effect on the 1st of September last, the

postage on the Genesee Parmer for one year is aa
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AN ADDRESS
DELIVERED BEFORE THE AGEICULTUEAL SOCIETY OF FEANKLIN COUNTY, MASSACHUSETTS.

OCT. 7, 1853,

BY DANIEL LEE, D.

Mr. President and Gentlemen:—You cultivate the soil in Massachusetts; I culti-

vate it in the District of Columbia ; and as one farmer talks to another, so shall I speak

to you on the present occasion.

It has given me great pleasure, Mr. President, to witness your exhibition of neat stock,

particularly the long lines of well-matched, well-trained working oxen. New England

farmers have long excelled in the production of these useful animals ; while your horses

show by their action, spirit, and muscular development, that the breeding, rearing, and

breaking to the harness and saddle of this favorite quadruped, are pretty well under-

stood in Frf-nklin county. In skillful hands, nothing pays better than the production

of first rate horses ; for the demand for them considerably exceeds the supply, and it is

likely to do so for many years to come. At the last United States census, the six New
England States contained 212,274 horses. The State of New York contained 447,014

;

being something more than twice the number in the first-named States.

You exhibited some excellent milch cows. The dairy business is now more profitable

than I h^ve known it for thirty years. It is, however, a branch of husbandry not

generally well understood, and therefore one that is susceptible of much improvement

in all parts of our extended country. New England farmers reported at the last census

618,237 cows ; while the farmers of New York reported 931,324. These figures, copied

from official sources, show that New York contains fifty" per cent, more cows than

New England ; while the acres of improved land in each are : New England, 11,140,564

;

New York, 12,408,968.

Sheep husbandry and wool growing are, apparently, on the decline here, as well as in

the valley of the Genesee. This whole State contained only 188,651 sheep in June,

1850; while in 1845, the two counties of Monroe and Livingston, in Western New
York, contained 392,210. In 1850, these counties had reduced their flocks to 259,143

;

and to indicate the rapid decline of this branch of rural industry in five years, I will

remark that New York contained 6,443,855 sheep in 1845, and only 3,453,251 in

1850—decrease, 2,990,614. This is a greater falling off in five years than the whole

number of sheep kept in New England; which was in 1850, 2,163,453.

In studying the agricultural statistics of Massachusetts and other States with some

care, as I have done, I have been most surprised at the small number of swine which

you keep. This State had but 81,119 in 1850 ; and all New England but 361,468. In

1845, New York had 1,684,344; or more than four times as many as the six New

ibTTt
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England States. But swine culture, like sheep husbandry, has also declined ; so that

New York contained fewer hogs in 1850 than it did in 1845, by 566,092. The reason

why we can not keep so many hogs, nor so many sheep, nor cattle, nor dairy cows, nor

horses, now, as we did eight years ago, in the State of New York, although we have

1,000,000 acres more under improvement, is our bad si/stem of tillage and huahandry, by
which the land is sadly impoverished. I do not say that every farm in New York parts

with more of the elements of grass and grain than it can lose without deterioration;

for I hope that one-fifth, perhaps one-fourth, of the farmers in that large and populous

State, so cultivate their land as to increase rather than diminish its fruitfulness. Full

three-fourths, I am sorry to say, make no adequate restitution to their plowed fields,

meadows, and pastures, for the constituents of plants removed therefrom. "With a

higher price and surer sale for all the good horses they can rear ; with a million more
acres of improved land on which to keep them ; with fewer sheep by 3,000,000, and

fewer swine by 600,000 ; with fewer neat cattle by 200,000 ; and less land devoted to

the culture of potatoes, flax, and other crops ; is it not a significant and monitory fact,

that New York farmers have found it necessary to rear and keep fewer horses by
100,000 than they did eight years ago?

These statistics are derived, primarily, from our whole rural population, and no one

questions their general accuracy.

The agricultural statistics of Massachusetts are not less condemnatory of your treat-

ment of the soil. Allow me to appeal to your official records for additional evidence on

this point. Your State Board of Agriculture unanimously adopted the following,

resolution :

Resolved, That the necessity for this improvement (agricultural education), is apparent from the
report of the valuation committee to the last legislature, by which it will be seen that, although
there have been added to .the lands under improvement since 18-iO, more than three hundred
thousand acres, and although the upland and other mowing Lu^ds have been increased more than
ninety thousand aci'es, or nearly iifieen per cent., yet the hay crops have been increased only about
three per cent., showing a relative depreciation of twelve per cent; and although the tillage lands

have been increased more than forty thousand acres in the same period, yet there has been no
i7icrease of grain crops, but an absolute falling off of more than six hundred thousand hnshels ; and
although the pasturage lands have been increased more than one luindred thousand acres, yet there

has been scarcely any augmentation of neat cattle, while in sheep tuere has been a reduction of

more than one hundred and sixty thousand, and in swine of more than seventeen thousand.

I have long believed, and earnestly contended, that our present means and facilities

for acquiring a timely and thorough knowledge of the true principles of agricu^ure are

ineflicient— are nearly worthless, without additions thereto. Advantages of a more
instructive and practical character arp not only needed, but absolutely indispensable to

enable us to learn the rudiments of our profession. In producing a bushel of grain, or

one hundred pounds of hay, we take something from the soil. Our common sense and

long experience teach us this ; but have they ever taught us how much of the substance

of the earth is consumed in forming a bushel of corn, or wheat, or one hundred pounds

of hay ? So far as grass, grain, or root crops draw their aliment from water and the

atmosphere, no restitution to the land from which we remove agricultural plants is

necessary. This is an important fact, and leads at once to the inquiry, What elements

of fertility, and how much of each does a fair crop of corn or wheat take from an acre
,

of ground ? Wliolly irrespective of all crops, does not tillage, the frequent stirring of

vegetable mold by the plow, harrow, cultivator, or hoe, operate to consume said mold,

and dissipate its atoms in the air, just as the frequent turning of a compost heap

diminishes its bulk, consumes its substance, and fills the atmosphere with oft'ensive

gases ? When the fertile prairies of Illinois are first broken up, and their virgin mold
rots in the sun, an increase of sickness marks the increase of malaria, or pestiferous

organic atoms in the atmosphere. While tillage may consume and discharge into the

air all the volatile constituents of our crops, whether they grow or not, who can say

trrn- T^'
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that frequent washing rains and melting snow, may not dissolve every mineral atom
available in plowed and hoed earth as food for plants, and convey it into ditches, swamps,
creeks, springs, wells, and rivers ? Of all the myriads of species of animals on the
globe, man alone impoverishes the ground

; and he alone cultivates it. If this cultiva-

tion be unwisely performed, the soil's natural fruitfulness will be consumed and wasted
as certainly as fire will consume dry stubble when kindled into a blaze. Everythino-

turns on the pivot of wise or unwise cultivation. In order to practice the one and avoid
the other, we are required to solve this problem : How can a farmer grow large and
remunerative crops with the least injury to the land, and the smallest outlay for manure ?

Before this problem can be feirly solved, one needs a critical knowledge of the vital

force in all seeds sown or planted ; and also a knowledge of the various atoms imbibed
and organized in living, growing germs, by which they increase in weight and substance,

and finally reach full and perfect maturity, with ample provision for the next generation

of living plants. Nor is it enough to be able to measure with accuracy the vital force

of different seeds, and understand the elements of the food of all agricultural beings,

whether vegetable or animal. Ev(?i-y atom of this food, and every living cell and tissue,

no matter how organized, is subjected at all times to unbending and never ending
natural laws.

Before we, as practical farmers, can deal wisely with the things that really form our

meat, butter, cheese, wool, fruit, grain, and vegetables, it is indispensable that we study

those fixed laws which God established to govern the minerals in our soils, and the

increase and decrease of mold and fertility on the surface of the earth. Were I called

upon to write an agricultural catechism, law and order in farming, based, not on the

doubtful precepts of man, but the laws of his Creator would be the first words to be

committed to memory, and the first principles to be mastered by the pupil. As a plain,

working cultivator of the soil, I believe in the systematic study of all the substances

and forces, whether vital or physical, with which we have to do ; but outside of and

beyond all these, I recognise a law which binds the mineral to the vegetable kingdom,

the vegetable to the animal kingdom, and the animal to both of the others, in a way
that makes a knowledge of this law the most important and useful element in a farmer's

education. Those atoms which you toil so long and anxiously to make appear in the

form and condition which you see them in this ear of corn, this potato, and this apple

[the speaker showing them], bear peculiar relations to each other as the representatives

of the three great kingdoms of Nature. Although the seeds of this maize contain only

about one per cent, of incombustibLe earthy matter, and the potato and apple not far

from the'same quantity, yet there is abundant reason to believe that not only our crops

depend, in a good degree, on the presence of these incombustible atoms in a soluble

state, in the soil, but the agricultural value of its mold is governed by the presence or

absence of the same earthy atoms. It is the relations that parent rocks bear to soils,

and the plants that naturally grow thereon, as well as the relations which subsist

between sunshine, solar heat, frost, atmospheric gases, rain, and dew, and all agricultural

plants and animals, that limit the rewards of rural industry. Increase your knowledge

of these relations, for nothing is easier than to study them, and the return for your

labor and capital will increase in the same ratio.

Suppose you were to look over the 125,000,000 acres of improved land in the United

States and find the 500,000 acres which, according to the last census, produce the most

value in crops ; in what part of the republic, think you, they would be found ? Not in

Massachusetts, nor in New England—not in the neighborhood of any great city, nor in

any of the southern or western States ; but in Western New York and the Valley of

the Genesee. In 1850, the farmers of the six New England States reported to the Mar-

shals that they raised 1,080,874 bushels of wheat. The few farmers of Monroe county

in which I reside, reported, at the same census, 1,441,653 bushels as their last crop.
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being over 400,000 bushels more than was grown in all New England. Now, the

climate of the Genesee valley differs but little from that of the Connecticut valley ; the

annual fall of rain is about the same in both regions, and the atmosphere, with all its

aliment for wheat plants, is probably as favorable in one valley as the other ; while wheat

in New England has been worth, on an average, some fifty per cent, more for the last

ten years than in Western New York. With such powerful inducements to grow wheat

in New England, how does it happen that a county 860 miles west of you, which now
annually produces a million bushels of corn, a half million bushels of oats, 120,000

bushels of barley, 500,000 bushels of potatoes, 300,000 pounds of wool, 65,000 tons

of hay, not to name dairy products, pork, fruit, peas, beans, and vegetables, grows also

a third more wheat than Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut,

and Rhode Island put together ? There is a law that governs this matter, not written

in any of your statute books— not taught nor studied in one New England school,

which is sadly overlooked by all our agricultural societies— a law that must, neverthe-

less, be generally understood before American agriculture can rise to be anything more
than a mere empirical art. If New England farmers say in their hearts, "We will not

cultivate agricultural science," tell me candidly, v?hether they may reasonably expect

the fruits of this science ?

Whatever you may say on this subject, T feel it to be my duty to tell you, as I do all

others, that American planting at the South, and American forming at the North, are

the most destructive to the land under cultivation of any that can be found in the wide

world. Americans do not see this, simply because they refuse to study their agricultural

statistics, and compare them carefully with the statistics of other nations. Having a

whole continent to desolate by taking every thing out of the soil that can by any

possibility form cotton, tobacco, grain, and provisions, which Nature placed there, our

people never stop to consider the fact that the best soils rarely contain more than one

part in a thousand of the atoms that make their daily bread. After these shall have

been removed in grass, grain, cotton, tobacco, wool, and the flesh of animals, and

thoughtlessly wasted in cities and elsewhere, is it not obvious that general sterility

will prevail over the face of the republic ? Now, it contains a fair supply of the raw

material for making human food arfd raiment ; but the fact is not to be disguised that

we employ five million laborers, and five thousand million dollars capital in the great

work of taking from the virgin lands of the United States their elements of fertility,

and sending them to distant or home markets, regardless of the interest which the next

and all succeeding generations have in the enduring fruitfulness of the earth. We say

that posterity has done nothing for us, and therefore we are under no obligation to those

that come after us. This is false reasoning ; for posterity may properly expect that

every generation shall leave the earth, which is to feed all and clothe all, as rich in the

elements of grain and other crops as they found it. What harm have persons yet

unborn done to the twenty-five millions now in the United States, that we should

impoverish one acre of ground to their obvious injury, seeing that in twenty-five years

fifty millions of people will need twice as much of the fruits of the earth as we now do

in the States where we reside? Conceding that we may innocently do all we can to

consume and waste the few precious atoms at and near the surface of the ground which

render it productive, are we under no obligation to establish institutions designed to

teach our children and grand-children a better system of tillage and husbandry than that

which impoverishes four-fifths of the soil now under the plow ? If wo find it somewhat

difiicult to Command a full supply of manure with all our present large resources, how
are succeeding generations to meet their vastly larger wants from the same area, after

the land has parted with all the raw material of crops on wjiich wo now draw so

liberally for our annual harvests ? Will not their difficulties bo ten-fold greater than

our's, unless their superior knowledge shall give them the command of agricultural



resources wholly unknown to the farmers of our time ? Having an excellent market at

your very doors for all that your best skill and industry can produce, you seem to have
the strongest incentives'^to improve your farms, and double their products. To do this

in the most economical way, allow me to suggest that you- ought to study the latent

powers of naturally poor soils for the cheap production of grass and grain. Suppose I

were to investigate a fair sample of the arated soil of this county, and compare it with

the soil in Western New York which produces the largest crops grown in the United

States. What, think you, would be the essential difference between the two ? It may
be presuraplious in me to hazard an opinion on so important a question, on general

principles, without a special examination of the land in this region. But you have the

old red sand-stone here precisely as it is found in the District of Columbia
;
you have

soft water here as it is there, and your land here, as it is there, is better adapted to corn

than wheat. During the last six years I have had ample opportunities for the critical

study of the free-stone and granitic soils of the South, as I had previously to investigate

the lime-stone soils of Western New York. When rain water passes through the latter

and appears in wells and springs, it is uniformly charged with salts of lime and mag-
nesia, and rarely fails to contain salts of soda and potash in sensible quantities. Take
a gallon of your well water and evaporate it to dryness, and it will not often yield more
than a half grain of the carbonate of lime ; while a gallon of the well water of Monroe

county on our best wheat soils contains fifteen grains of carbonate of lime, and ten

grains of the sulphate, or gypsum. It also contains from five to ten grains of Epsom
salts, or sulphate of magnesia ; several grains of common salt, particularly on the

Onondaga salt group, which extend from Madison county through Onondaga, Cayuga,

Wayne, Monroe, Orleans, and Niagara into Canada. It is the various salts which

abound in the rocks of Western New York that impart to its soil unequaled agricultural

capabilities ; and yet, I haVe analysed more than a hundred samples of the richest farm-

ing lands in that region, and never found over two per cent, of lime in any soil. When
you see 100 pounds of gypsum applied to an acre, add a ton of clover hay to the crop,

although this salt of lime applied as a fertilizer adds only one part in twenty thousand

to the soil, estimated to the depth of only ten inches, you have demonstrated the great

value of a little of " the salt of the earth," where it is really needed. In a like man-

ner, the salts of ammonia, and phosphates of lime, soda, magnesia, and potash found in

guano, demonstrate in the most satisfectory manner the extraordinary power of a very

little food of plants in augmenting to their growth on poor land. Under favorable cir-

cumstances, 100 pounds of Peruvian guano add from 400 to 600 pounds of merchanta-

ble shelled corn to the crop. To understand how so little manure produces so large

a result, we must bear in mind that in 100 pounds of the seeds of maize there are 97

pounds of carbon and the elements of water, and only three pounds of the constituents

that impart peculiar value to guano. It is not because wheat plants extract any con-

siderable amount of lime from the soil, that limestone lands are uniformly the best for

this orain. A reasonable amount of the calcareous element enables stable manure to

produce more than it would without any lime m the soil. This is a curious fact, but I

am unable to state the minimum quantity of the carbonate of lime that will suffice for

all useful purposes. I am confident that two per cent, is the maximum quantity

needed to grow wheat under the most favorable auspices ; but whether one part in 100,

or one in 500, or 1000, will answer equally well, I have never been able to satisfy

myself. All farming lands that yield soft well and spring water need lime
; and they

very often lack other ingi-edients quite as much, which the application of lime will

not supply.
7b be oontinued.
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NATIONAL HORSE EXHIBITION.

A FEW gentlemen of Springfield, Mass., acting on the suggestion of Mr. George M.
Atwater, a citizen of that city, and in conjunction with the Hampden County Agricul-

tural Society, took the initiatory steps last May to hold a grand National Exhibition of

Horses in Springfield in October of the present year. At the request of the promoters

of the enterprise, the President, the Hon. M. P. Wilder, and other officers of the

United States Agricultural Society, co-operated in the same, and by their joint efforts

an exhibition was gotten up which appears to have given much pleasure to all that par-

ticipted in the novel festival.

We have a full report of the proceedings in the Sprinc/field Rejmhlican, which is

entitled to especial commendation for the well executed labor it has performed to secure

the most creditable and liberal arrangements in everything undertaken by the managers

of the show. The entries for competition were forty-eight breeding mares, and nine

additional ones with foal at side. The Morgan horses were numerously represented.

Board of Judges on breeding mares were B. V. French, of Braintree, Mass. ; W. H.

Ladd, of Richmond, Ohio; Martin Gowdt, of Martinsburg, N. Y. ; Wm, Pynchon,

of Springfield ; and Thomas Motley, Jr., of Jamaica Plains (Roxbury), Mass.

Thorough:Breds.— Board of Judges.— Col. T. P. Andrews, U. S. A. ; Joseph H.

Billings, of West Roxbury, Mass. ; G. A. Austin, of Vermont ; and Joseph H.

Godwin, of New York.

The number of thorough-bred animals was not large, but among them were several

choice specimens, of which may be mentioned Lady Digby, Jenny Lind, and Young
Messenger. The following is the list of entries :

No. 1. Topsey, 1 years, 16 hands, 1180 pounds, bay, raised in England, and owned

by C. A. CuTHBUT, Canada.

No. 2. Jehu Cricket, standard height, imported, sire unknown, dam dead, owned by

amateur association in Springfield.

No. 3. Utah, 5 years, \Qh; hands, 1350 pounds, dapple bay, owned by A. Hobbs,

Boston, Mass.

No. 4. Bob Logic, 10 years, 15|- hands, 975 pounds, dari bay, owned by J. R.

HuTCHiNS, of Montreal, Canada.

No. 5. Lady Digby, 11 years, 15^ hands, chestnut, owned by L. James Turner, of

Boston, Mass.

No. 6. Jenny Lind, 6 years, 15 hands, black, owned by A. L. Bragen, of Cornwall,

Vermont.

No. 7. Lady Sussex, 6 yeari?, \Q]^ hands, 1100 pounds, bay, owned by Dr. J. G.

Bunting, of Lewis county, N. Y.

Stallions of Seven Years Old and Upwards,— Under this head there were 56

entries, and remarks too voluminous for our limited space.

Ponies.—Twenty-one ponies were entered, and some discussion was had as to "what
constitutes a i^nyT
Matched Horses.—Board of Judges.—Chauncey P. Holcomb, of Newcastle, Del.

;

J. I). Weston, of AVashington, D. C. ; Joseph Warton, of Albany ; Edward Harris,

of Morristown, N. J. ; and Horatio Sargeant, of Springfield.

There were 33 entries of matched horses.

Colts, including Stallions, Three Years Old and under.— Under this head 17

three years old stallions, 5 two years old, and 7 one year old were entered. Only two

fiUios of three years old, and one of one year old, were entered.

Board of Judges Dr. E. Holmes, of Maine ; Sheldon P, Leavitt, of New York
;

j^
Gkouge D. Wheeler, of Deposit, N. Y. ; and J. W. Proctor, of Massachusetts.
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Fancy Matched Horses came on at 12 o'clock, and the following was the

Board of Judges.— Ex-Gov. Anthony Colby, of New Hampshire; Dr. Meade, of

Providence, R. I. ; Henry Fuller, of Springfield ; Charles H. Childs, of Georgia

;

Gi'ORGE J. PoMPELLY, of Oswego, N. Y. ; and Benjamin Wheeler, of Danvers, Mass.

Sixteen pairs were entered for premiums, and several others were exhibited.

Stallions> FROM FouR TO Seven Years Old.—'Board of Judges:— Moses Newell,
of West Newbury, Mass.; James M. Wayne, of Georgia, Judge of U. S. Supreme
Court; Benj. Thurston, of Lowell, Mass.; Warben Delano, Jr., of New York; Jas.

DeWolf Perry, of Bristol, R. I.

In this department the exhibition was fine, and there were 33 entries.

Geldixgs.—Board of Judges.—Wm. S. King, of Boston, Mass. ; John S, Walker,
of New Hampshire ; J. S. F. Huddleston, of Mass. ; Albert S. Gallup, of Rhode
Island.

The entries under this head appear to have been more numerous than any other,

being 109.

Few, if any, of the best horses were sold, and sUch as were fetched prices far below

what is paid for premium neat cattle.

The following premiums were awarded :

Staluoxs of Seven Years and Older.—First premium, of $200, to " Cassius M. Clay," owned by
J. IL Goodwin, of Kew York.

Second Premium, of $100, to Morrill horse, owned by F. Morrill, of Danville, Vt.

Tliird premium, of $50, to "Bush Messenger," owned by Hiram Reed, of Augusta, Me.
Fourth premium, of $25, to " Black Morgan," owned by Francis Twichell, Jr., of Petersham, Mass.

Thorough-bred HoR-SKs.

—

Stallions.—First and only premium, of $100, to "Bob Logic," owned
by J. R. Ilutchins, of Montreal, Canada.

Brood Hares.—First premium, of $100, to "lady Digby," owned by James Turner, of Boston.

Second premium, of $50, to "Lady Sussex," owned by Dr. J. G. Bunting, of Lewis county, N. Y,
Third premium, of $25, to "Jenny Lind," owned by A. L. Bingham, of West Cornwall, Vt.

Geldings of Four Years and Over.—First premium, of $100, to Ebenezer Flagg, of Worcester.

Second Premium, of $50, to A. F. Smith, of Kew England Village, Mass.

Third premium, of $25, to Francis Twichell, Jr., of Petersham, Mass.

Fourth premium, of $20, to George II. W^esson, of W^orevster.

Matched Hop.ses.—First premium, of $100, to Lewis Gale, of Barre, Yt.

Second premium, of $50, to L. B. Chapman, of Windsor Locks, Conn.

Third premium, of $25, to M. H. Grifh-n, of Middletown, Conn., for his New Jersey bred horses.

Fourth premium, of $20, to S. C Hall, of Manchester, N. H.
Fifth (extra) premium, of $20, to T. J. Shepard, of Springfield, Mass., for his Genesee county horses.

Stallions of Four to Seven Years.—First premium, of $100, to " Paul Clifford," owned by Huns-
don & Wilcox, Vermont.

Second premium, of $50, to "Flying Morgan," owned by John Chamberlain and Hiram Gibbs,

of Massachusetts.

Thii'd premium, of $25, to "Young Black Hawk," owned by F. B. Halsey, of Austerlitz, M", Y.

A gratuity of $15 to "Flying Cloud," owned by Timothy T. Jackson, of Flushing, L. I,

A gratuity of $10 to "Canadian Leopard," owned by Ira Griffin, of Massachusetts.

A gratuity of $10 to " Raven," owned by Robbius Battell, of Norwalk, Conn.

Fancy Matched Horses.—First premium, of $100, to D. Sanderson, Somerville, N. J.

Second premium, of $50, to Doty it; Hubbard, Montpelier, Vt.

Third premium, of $25, to Francis T. Cordis, of Longmeadow, Mass.

Breeding Mares.—First premium, of $100, to Charles W. Sherman, of Yergennes, Yt.

Second premium, of $50, to J. F. DeWolf, of Bristol, R. L
Third premium, of $25, to Goo. A. Kibbe, of Springfield.

Fourth premium, of $20, to Amos Felch, of Limerick, Me.

Breeding Mares astth Foal by their Side.—First premium, of $100, to R. S. Denny, of Clap-

ville, Mass.

Second premium, of $50, to Judson Nichols, of Flushing, N. Y.
Tliird premium, of $20, to Robert Pomeroy, of Pittsfield, Mass.

Colts.—Stallions of Three Years Old.—First premium, of $50, to John R. Briggs, of dieshire, Mass.

Second premium, of $25, to Levi Cole, of Middletown, Conn.

Tliird premium, of $20, to Barnes Davi's, of Vernon, N. Y. •

Farm or Draugut Horses.—Pairs of Horses.—First premium, of $50, to 0. Fonda, of Clifton

Park, N. Y.
Second premium, of $25, to H. S. Chapin, of Springfield.

A^-
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Recently Discovered Guano Islands in the Indian Ocean.— Much has been

said of the recently discovered guano islands in the Indian Ocean ; and farmers in Eng-
land have been encouraged to believe that the price of this highly concentrated manure
was about to fall, so that its cheapness would place its consumption within the reach of

every cultivator of the soil. We regret to learn that the several analyses of the new
guano made by Dr. Anderson, chemist to the Highland and Agricultural Society of

Scotland, and Prof. Way, chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England, do

not sustain these sanguine expectations. There are before us tables giving the results

of the analyses of nine samples of this lately discovered fertilizer by the chemists named,

and in not one of them is there so much as two per cent, of ammonia. The highest

yield was 1.87, and the lowest .77 per cent, or three-fourths of one pe^ cent. In phos-

phates they are richer than the best Peruvian guano on an average ; the maximum
yield was 80.33 per cent.; the smallest 21.88.; and the average about 60 per cent.

Should this manure come into our seaports as cheaply as is expected, it will take the

place of ground, bones and superphosphate of lime, rather than that of the best guanoes

now in use. We have the analyses of thirty two samples of Peruvian guano, in which

was found an average of 17.41 per cent, of ammonia, and 24.12 of phosphate of lime.

The reason why the latter contains ten times more ammonia than the other is, doubtless,

because no water ever falls on the Peruvian guano, while the other is exposed to the

washings of rains.
« »

«

A Model Farm,—At Myremin, in Ayreshire, Scotland, Mr. Kennedy feeds under

cover in the summer months, 220 large oxen, 460 sheep, 20 horses, 150 store pigs, on

90 acres of Italian rye grass. Last summer his house-fed sheep fattened better than in

the field, and were kept on Italian rye grass four months, at the rate of 56 head per

acre ! They likewise received a daily supply of steamed food. But, allowing for this,

we find that on this farm each acre of grass keeps about four times as much live stock

as the average of cultivated land of similar quality in England. Mr. Kennedy has

attained this high state of fertility by the use of liquid manure, distributed over the

farm in pipes, and applied to the surface by the force of steam in a jet like a shower of

rain. To use Mr. Mechi's graphic words, he can "increase his wet days" as he finds

it necessary ; and when other people's fields are parched with drouth, his are glistening

with perennial verdure. Having an unfailing supply of water, he can either mix it in

his "manure tank with a more enriching substance, and so shower it over the land, or he

can sow guano broadcast over the grass, and then wash it in dissolved ; or if nothing

but moisture is needed, he applies that only.

Buffaloes.—A member of Governor Stevens' northern route exploring party, in a

long communication to the St. Louis Republican., written from the head of Yellow Stone,

relates the following among many other "sights and incidents" of the party thus far:

On Sunday, after a march of some ten miles, the buffaloes were reached. They were before

and on each side of tlio train. For miles ahead it secraod one va^t drove yard. They were esti-

mated by some as hi;_';h as 500,000— 200,000 is considered a very low estimate. Drawing up the

train at our usual halt at noon, a larj^e herd were about half a mile ahead. The hunters, six in

number, were immediately despatched, well mounted on spare horses reserved for that especial

purpose, and the whole train had an opportunity of witnessing a buffalo hunt. The hunters
dashed in among the herd, picked out the fattest of the cows, and then separating the selected

ones from the herd, soon despatched them. In less than an hour the wagons were sent but a small

distance from the route to receive the choicest pieces of tlio buffalo.

In the next two days' march the liunters were kept some distance ahead, to keep off the buffa-

loes ; it Wits the only way the safe passage of the train couM be insured through this sea of flosh.

The pack mules and spare animals following on in the train, too numerous to bo separately led,

were Hard to control ; and despite every precaution and care, one horse and four mules were lost,

they getting mingled with a herd of buff^iloes. Every effort was made to reclaim them— hours
spent in their attempted recovery. The efforts were entirely useless.

^l
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Short-horn Breeders in England.—We put on record tlie following remarks on
Short-horn breeders in England, copied from the London Agricultural Gazette of August
27th, for future reference

:

Short-hovn breeders have hitherto dated from Charles Colling's sale, October 11, 1810 ; or from
tliat of his brother, Mr. Robert Colling's stock, some seven years later ; or much later still, perhaps
from the sale at Wiseton of Lord Spencer's herd, on the 11th of September, 1846 ; or from the sale

of the celebrated Kirkleaviiigton herd, on the 9th of May, 1850. These have all been great eras in

the history of the Durham breed, but none of them, it may safely be said, has exceeded in impor-
tance that which has occured in Gloucestershire. We look back upon the first of these events as

on the birth-day of that more general interest which now so widely prevails in the fortunes of this

undoubtedly the dominant breed of cattle in this or any other country. It was, as it were, the
expiry of some patent or mono]3oly of immense public value, or rather the sale of it in parts to a
more numerous propriatary. The results of that patient skill and perseverance exhibited for so

many years by the father of Short-horn breeders, were then distributed and scattered, and become
the means, in the hands of others, of extending the improvements which he had originated. The
local name become lost in the more general one, and people no longer spoke of the " Teeswater,"
but of the " Short-horn " blood.

It is curious, however, to observe that the influence of that event still exists, and that in the dis-

guise or diluted form in which, after the lapse of nearly half a century, one might expect to find it,

but in particular instances as intense and definitely marked as on the day when it first made itself

known. The high average price that was fetched by the stock at Tortworth last "Wednesday, was
due not merely to the number whose descent was traceable directly from Mr. Charles Colling's

herd, but to the especial value placed upon a particular tribe descended from a particular

animal in that herd. From Young Dutchess, one of the seven heifers then sold, there has descended

a family bearing her name, in which the merits of the original, due to Mr. Colling, have, in the

hands of Mr. Bates, and latterly of Lord Ducie, been not merely enduring, but increasing, with the

lapse of time, and of course with the number of the individuals inheriting them. The original

Dutchess fetched 183 guineas, 42 years ago ; and now Dutchess 59 (6 years old), of the 8th genera-

tion from her, fetches 350 guineas ; Dutchess 64 (4 years old), of the 7th generation, fetches 600
guineas ; Dutchess 66, of the same generation (hardly 3 years old), fetches the extraordinary price

of 700 guineas; Dutchess 67, of the 9th generation (15 months old), fetches 350 guineas; Dutchess

68, of the 8th generation (11 months old), fetches 300 guineas; Dutchess 69, of the 9th generation

(5 months old), fetches 400 guineas ; and Dutchess 70, of the 8th generation (calved about six weeks
ago), fetched 310 guineas. This last was the calf of Dutchess 66, so that cow and calf fetched the

altogether imparalleled sum of one thousand and ten guineas! [over $5000.] Beside these, there

were offered for sale two bulls, descended from Dutchess No. 1—the Duke of Gloucester (nearly 3

years old) sold for 650 guineas ; and the fourth Duke of* York (nearly 7 years old) fetched 500

guineas. Excluding one cow of this family, which we have not named—as owing to some doubts

wliether she would breed she fetched but a low price—the nine animals descended from Charles

Calling's Young Dutchess (three of them being calves) fetched the enormous sum of 4160 guineas,

averaging 462 guineas a piece.

An English guinea is not far from five dollars our currency. The facts stated above

are interesting, as showing the value of blood equally sustained through nine successive

generations, and now more sought after than ever. Blood in Dutchesses and Dukes is

often badly managed ; but results prove that, under the control of such breeders as Mr.

Colling and Mr. Bates, it is as susceptible of improvement as of deterioration. There

are at this time not far from twenty million head of neat cattle in the United Stales
;

and no other nation ever presented so wide and inviting a field for the full and profita-

ble development of the art and the science of producing domestic animals of the highest

possible excellence. In the Fifteenth Volume, second series, of this standard work,

commencing in January, we shall discuss the principles of stock growing more thoroughly

a,ud elaborately than has ever been done in this country.

'

How TO Enrich the Soil.—" If farmers would only make an agreement with their friends in

town, that all the beef, mutton, batter, and eggs which they send should be duly returned, after

thev were done with them, for the restoration and renovation of land from which they came, they

would be pursing the plan which I have adopted." •

Thus spoke Mr. Mechi, in his address to the members of the Royal Northern Agri-

cultural Society, at its recent meeting in Aberdeen. The principle advanced is not only

f.

sound, but of the highest importance to all classes of the community. To farmers,

6^— ""Z^AJ
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because restitution of the fertilizing atoms removed in crops is an axiom in husbandry

that no time can change. To the inhabitants of cities and villages, because the offal

from human food, the food of horses and other domestic animals, kept in cities, is a

most prolific source of pestilence, suffering, and premature death.

Thirty years ago, when we commenced the practice of medicine, our attention was
called, professionally, to the sources of most of the maladies that afflict the residents of

cities ; and while bad habits, poverty, and a thousand other unhappy influences, may
co-operate in deranging the human system, the contamination of the air constantly

respired, and of the water daily consumed in drink and in food, by decaying vegetable

and animal substances, was found to be the most common and fatal cause of sickness.

Let us now see the practical result of Mr. Mechi's principle, and we will let him state

the case in his own language

:

I have a field of five acre", which used to starve a couple of cows. Last year, in May, I began
to work it with liquid manure, and continiKy through the winter ; and now it is covered with the

finest grasses. I keep ten head of cattle and three horses on it, and they never eaT; it down. In
root crops the same result takes place.

By liquifving night-soil and guano, this enterprising farmer gets double the effect

from the manure that can be obtained by applying either in a solid fornj. He says

:

Suppose I wanted to put guano on my field : I would put it into the tanlc, agitate it by an air

pump, and in a quarter of an hour you would see it pass out in a stream, going down into the sub-

soil to the roots of the plants. The great advantage is, that you absolutely fertilize the bottom

soil, while with the plow you can not get down above two and a half feet We put on one hundred
gallons a minute all day long, aud all night long ; we do not even stop at dinner time. Fortunately

for me, I obtained a little bog land, and there I got plenty of water that now is a great source of

fertility; in fact, I would not give it for £3,000 (-$15,000), because I can make a better use of it

than I could of the money.

Facts like the above possess a deep interest.

A Lancasterian School.—Hon. William C. Rives, in his late Address at Saratoga

says :

"There is no branch of human knowledge in which so much is taught by example, as agriculture.

The practice of the best farmers, it has been well said by the leading agricultural writer of England,

Mr. PusEY, is the accumulated aud varied science of ages. Acknowledging, as I do with gratitude,

and in the most unreserved terms the obligations of agriculture to professional science, I must yet

say that farmers are in the main the best teachers of farmers, and that through the medium of

agricultural societies and agricultural journals they have been organized into a great Lancasterian

school, in which the system of mutual instruction has received its highest development and most
useful application."

The idea which the honorable speaker intended to convey is alike true and beautiful,

but expressed in terms chosen with less care than a question of science demands. If

OUE present "system of mutual instruction has received its highest development," then

further improvement in said system is impossible. So far short of perfection is this

system, as now practised, that it is but the living germ in an acorn compared with the

mighty oak, whose highest development can only be consummated by the steady annuaj

growth of centuries. Our agricultural journals are good seed sown with a liberal hand,

but much of it fdls on barren ground. Xot one farmer in a thousand, take the whole

United States together, labors to teach his brother farmers all he can, and studies cheer-

fully and earnestly the great book of Nature that he may be able to instruct every

member of his noble profession. To enlarge and elevate this system of mutual instruc-

tion, the Genesee Farmer was made the first fifty cent agricultural journal in America
;

and it has been steadily kept at that low price to meet the economical notions of the

million, while its conductors have given away about S800 worth of agricultural books

a year to create a popular taste for rural literature and science throughout Jhe country.

Friends ! write for your own paper— extend its circulation and usefulness.

f
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" Farmers and Manufacturers."—In the last Farmer, under the above heading, our worthy friend,

Jason Smith, of Tyre, bespeaks more encouragement for the manufacturer, that he may be able to

consume the products of the farmer, who is now dependent on a foreign market. This, I take it, is

rather obsolete political economy, since the permanent prosperity and unprecedented increase of our
manufacturers has already brought about the result which our friend Smith now hopes for. It is

admitted that at this time no country on the earth's surface can boast of a more successful or

increasing manufacturing industry than these United States ; and what is most singular, the iron

interest, which Mr. Smith adverts to—an interest that has clamored louder than any other for more
protection against foreign competition—is now more prosperous, and in a greater state of progress,

than any other bmnch of domestic industiy.

Mr. Smith's re^rks on the importance of keeping young stock well fed and growing until they

reach maturity, are founded on that good economy which characterizes Mr. Smith's farming, but
which is sadly neglected by farmers generally ; and doubtless the tempting price offered by the dis-

tillers for their corn, is at the bottom of the evil. But every good farmer should contrive, by extra

pains, in making, saving, and applying his manure, to have extra gi'ain or other food sufficient to

keep his animals well, after selling the greater portion of his cereal crop. It is true, as Mr. Smith

says, that the pork of the distillery comes in competition with that of the farmer, and reduce* his

profits on that article ; but the distiller more than makes up for his competition in the pork market,

by the increased price he pays for the farmer's corn. Last winter the farmers of Seneca and Wayne
sold their very large crops of corn to the distilleries at 68f cents the bushel, while no prodnce buyer
in these counties would pay over fifty cents a bushel for corn to send to the New York market. It

is also true, as Mr. Smith asserts, that the waste of manure by the distillers of Seneca coynty is a

crying evil, and a manifest cheat upon the vegetable kingdom, which she will not fail to retaliate

upon the animal creation. But these things are managed better elsewhere. At the distilleries in

Oneida and Madison counties, the pens and stalls for cattle and hogs are cleaned daily, and the ma-

nure, liquid and solid, is all sold to the corn and hop growing farmers in those counties, at the rate

of 25 cents a two-horse load. At the great distilleries around New York, the slop is all appropriated,

and the manure returned to the hungry soil in its rural vicinity.

If it was my purpose to vindicate the distilleries, I should not attempt it now, when the mania

for Maine law turns every head. But it is susceptible of proof, that the cooked slop of the distil-

lery will fatten as many animals as the raw corn would have done before it was ground and passed

through the still ; and if the manure is saved and applied to the soil, nothing is lost—and I trust

it will be admitted that the alcohol converted into burning fluid, and for medicinal purposes, is

something gained.

Mr. Smfth refers to Joseph Harris' articles in the Farmer, entitled " The Farm as a Manufactory."

I hope Mr. H. will continue the discussion of the subject, to show that if the "making of manure

follows the making of pork, beef, mutton, butter, cheese, Ac.," the product Is but too often wasted

to the winds, and rarely, if ever, thoroughly saved and economically applied, at least on this side

of the Atlantic. S. W.

#

California Farming.—^Tlie following is an extract from a letter to Rev. C. "Woodward, of this

village, written by a gentleman engaged in farming, in the land of gold. It bears date Sau Lorenzo,

September 12, 1853

:

" My farming operations here this season would compare favorably with some of the first-clas^

farmers in Western New York. 1 have just completed the threshing of my grain, which was prin"

cipally barley. The total crops of my farm amount to a little over 6,000 bushels of barley (a part of

which was grown on shares), and 600 bushels of wheat. The barley grew on 88 acres of land, and the

wheat on 8 acres. Some three acres of the wheat yielded above 90 bushels to the acre, a yield

probably unprecedented even in this country of great things. The yield of barley, however, was
nothing extraordinary for this country. In addition to my grain crops, I have about 60 acres of

potatoes, which will average 200 bushels to the acre ; also 2 or 3 acres of cabbages or pumpkins.

My total crop will be about 550 tons. This amount of produce, to a New York farmei-, will seem
large ; but there are many farmers in this country who will triple that amount of produce this sea-

sou, and some few that would not miss that amount if taken from their crop. John M. Heman,
about ten miles south of me, this season has harvested and threshed 5,000 bushels of wheat, and
nearly as much barley. He has also 1,500 acres of potatoes, all of which will yield finely; and

cabbages, beets, carrots, and onions, without count. In fact, California will this season about sup-

ply herself with the great staples of life."

—

Seneca County Courier.
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THE WINTERING OF STOCK.

Taking the last census as the basis of the calculation, and there are at this time about

six hundred million dollars worth of live stock in the United States. Their value

exceeds that of all the manufacturing establishments in the country, and also exceeds

the capital employed in commerce, both inland and foreign. Live stock is an immense
national interest, but one which has been sadly overlooked by American statesmen and

writers on public economy. How to winter cattle, horses, hogs,' sheep, and poultry in

the most economical way, all things considered, is a subject on wbidi an instructive

volume might be written. The science of animal physiology sheds much light on the

business of keeping live stock, both in winter and summer ; and if properly studied in

its bearings on this great interest, would add indefinite millons to the income of farmers,

and the wealth of the nation. But how can we persuade our readers to study animal

physiology in connection with the production of the flesh of their domestic animals ?

It is impossible to show them the valuable fruits of any science relating to husbandry

before its seeds are permitted to be planted and cultivated in any State in the Union.

Nevertheless, as the truths of science and the truths of empiricism never contradict

each other, many learn by the latter not a little of the wisdom taught by the former.

Thus science informs us wJit/ it is that cattle and other animals subsist on less food in

winter, and keep in better order, if well stabled or housed, and regularly fed, than they

will if subjected to the rigors of cold storms, snow, rain, mud, and irregular feeding.

The latter system consumes both forage and flesh, needlessly, and, of course, involves a

prodigious loss to such as follow it. Warmth is the equivalent of food, because food is

used in the bodies of all animals to generate what we call animal heat. How far warm
stables will save hay, grain, roots, corn-stalks, and other food of domestic animals, is

not known ; but a number of experiments lead to the conclusion that one-third may
thus be saved with advantage to stock. A man at work out in the cold of winter needs

double the food that would serve him if he remained idle in a warm room through the

winter; and the same is true of an ox or horse. A large share of all domestic animals

do not work, and are kept for the production of flesh, milk, or wool. They need a

reasonable amount of exercise to preserve their health, as well as good keeping in the

matters of food, drink, and shelter. In wintering hogs, true economy requires that one

should keep no more than will give the maximum of flesh for the food consumed. To
keep a pig without his gaining in weight involves not only the loss of the food he con-

sumes, but all the injury resulting from stunting his growth. Few are aware of the

damage done to young animals by prematurely arresting the growth of their bones and
muscles. A stunted pig, calf, colt, or lamb has received an irreparable injury. You
can no more fully make amends for the shock given to the vital functions, than you can

give a horse a new seeing eye in place of one that has been put out by violence. No
after-feeding of a horse will give him a new eye ; and no good keeping will develop an

animal frame perfect in all its parts after it has been stunted in youth. Most farmers

attempt to keep too much stock, both in winter and summer, for their food to be manu-
factured into flesh, dairy products, or wool. A few superior animals well housed in

winter, and well fed at all times, yield the largest profit. Of course, stables should be

properly ventilated that all animals may have a full supply of pure air. Most stables,

and all sheds, give too much of it, especially in cold wintry weather. Look out for a

plenty of straw, or other litter, to absorb all urine, unless you have a tank or other

reservoir for it to run into. Manure is now as valuable as money at ten per cent, com-
pound interest; for all the crops that manure aids so much in their annual growth sell

at high prices. It costs nearly as much to plow, plant, hoe, and harvest an acre of corn

to obtain 25 bushels as 50 bushels ; and manure will double the crop.

br-t rrS;
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FLAX-CULTURE, AND FLAX-COTTON.

Mr. R. T. Brown, of Crawfordsville, in a communication to Gov. Wright, President

of the Indiana State Board of Agriculture, says :

I send you enclosed a few samples of flax cotton, presented to me by the Hon. H. L. Ellsworth,
of Lafayette.

Mr. Ellsworth has secured the machinery necessary for the mawifacture of cotton, and will hare
.it in operation early in the season. He has on hand the "stem" grown on 120 acres last season
whieh, from e^eriments already made, will, he supposes, yield about 300 pounds per acre of cotton^
similar to No. 2 of the enclosed specimens. The expense of reducing the fibre to this state, after
the stem is produced, is about two cents per pound, which, at the usual price for cotton (10c), will
leave eight cents per pound, or $24 per acre for the farmer who produces it. To this must be
added the value of the seed, which will range from $6 to $8 per acre—giving a final result of $20
at least for each acre. This is Mr. Ellsworth's calculation ; it may be too high : but if we allow
for the magnifying effect of his zeal one-third, or even one-half, still flax would be as profitable a
crop, in proportion to the amount of labor required to produce it, as any of the staples in the
country.

We sincerely hope that the patriotic efforts of Mr. Ellsworth and others to render

the culture and manufacture of flax more remunerative may prove successful ; and to

aid them in their contemplated improvements, we have had engraved, drawings of the

apparatus recommended by Prof. Wilson in his recent lecture at Saratoo-a before the

New York State Agricultural Society for steeping flax by the latest improved process,

and also of the cells and fibrous tissues of the plant. This learned and interesting

discourse has been neatly printed in large type by C. M. Saxton, agricultural book
publisher, of New York, in a pamphlet form ; and to any one at all interested in flax-

culture, it is well worth the twenty-five cents charged for it.

While we wish all possible success to this new agricultural enterprise, and will aid it

in any way that we reasonably can, it is due to candor to say that the idea of trans-

forming the vascular tissue of flax into a substance having the properties peculiar, as we
believe, to the cellular tissue of cotton, is Utopian and impracticable. It may not, how-
ever, be necessarj^ to effect any such transformation to produce an article from the bark

of flax that may be carded like cotton and spun by similar machinery. It is the hand-

labor required in the old processes for the production of fine linen fabrics that renders

them so expensive, and not the original cost of flax in the bundle. Of the latter many
thousands of tons are wasted in this country, after the seed ha-s been removed,, because

the lint was regarded as valueless. The quantity saved, and returned at the last United

States census, was 13,391,415 pounds. The quantity of seed saved was 562,810 bushels.

Of the lint saved, more than half was grown in the State of Kentucky (a curious fact),

her crop being 7,793,123 pounds, yirginia is the next largest producer of flax, and

New York the next. Ohio farmers produce nearly fifty per cent, more flax seed than

those of Kentucky— raising the crop mainly for the seed lione. They saved only

446,937 pounds lint in 1850— about the sixteenth part ol the lint manufactured in

Kentucky.

The structural arrangement of the stem of the flax plants as shown in the engraving,

is copied from Dr. Schacht's Treatise, entitled Physiologische JBotanik, Die Pflanzen-

zelle, (Berlin, 1852.) To separate the corticle filaments of the plant from the woody
part, two agents, the one mechanical and the other chemical, have been employed.

The old flax-brake and other appliances for dressing lint are well known to most of our

readers. With these laborious mechanical processes, chemistry had nothing to do ; and

yet, the retting or " rottting" of flax, as it is more commonly called in this country,

effects changes in the bark of the plant which are strictly chemical in their nature. A
scientific knowledge of these changes forms the basis of all recent improvements in the

preparations of lint for carding, spinning, and weaving, or spinning without carding.

The minute filaments, or vascular tissues that constitute the bark of flax, are glued

3̂
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a, Epidermis,

c. Fibres.

TransTcrse Section of Straw.

S, Bark.

d, Shove, or "Woody center

together by a giimray mucilage, -vvhicli

needs to be dissolved out, either by ex-

posing flax to rain and dew while spread

out on the ground, or steeped in a vat

or pond of water, or by the use of hot

water in the manner soon to be described.

The separation of this intercellular gum
is very iinperfect without fermentation

and washing, which, whej^ well donej

render the tissue of flax as near like

that of cotton as it can be. To dissolve

the mucilage and remove it without

damaging the filaments, by a cheap and

speedy process, and without fermenta-

tion, has been the study of many in-

genious chemists for the last quarter of

a centuary.

The first establishment for using heat-

ed water to remove the cohesive matter

from flax fibres, and facilitate the sepa-

ration of the woody part, or shove, was
erected at Mayo, in Ireland, in 1848;
and Frof. Wilson informs us that now
there are over twenty at work in dif-

erent parts of Ireland, and several in

England, which consume between 30,000

and 40,000 tons of straw annually. In

this new and improved process fermen-

tation is not avoided, but ha'stened and

controlled, so that the desired result is

attained much sooner, with more cer-

tainty, and less injury to the filaments.

The temperature of the- steep is kept

between eighty and ninety degrees, and

regulated at will by the attendant. Oa
the Continent, yeast has been used to

start the fermentation with advantage.

In ten comparative experiments, made
with nine difierent sorts of flax, it result-

ed that the average produce of 1200
pounds of flax straw gave 144 pounds of dressed fibre in the liot steep, and only 118
pounds when steeped in the old way. In an old German process, sour wliey was nsed

with warm water for setting w'th decided advantage. M. Claussen uses a weak solu-

tion of potash or soda to dissolve out the nitrogenous matter in his patented process.

The use of caustic potash for this purpose was tried more than a centuary ago ; and
Prof. Wilson adduces a great deal of instructive and interesting history on this branch

of the art. A Mr. Watts, of Glasgow, obtained a patent last year for an improvement
in flax steeping, said to be much better than the plan of M. Claussen ; and a Mr.

Buchanan lias recently patented an 'improvement on the plan of Mr. Watts. This

latest improvement will be given in the language of the learned lecturer, referring

the reader to the lecture, as published by Mr. Saxton, for a full and most satisfactory

account of the subject. • •

Figs. 2, 3, 4, Longitudinal sections of Fibres— h, 7i, h, Cavi-

ties. Figs. 3 and 4, Ordinary Cavities. Fig. 4, Karer liind.

d
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" In this the steeping is effected by repeated immersions in a tank of heated water, arrangements

being made by which the temperature is never aHowed to exceed a certain degree—a ])oint of great

importance, both as regards the abstraction of tlie azotized extractive matter, and also the quality

of fibre produced. It is well known that albuminous solutions, containing even a veiy small pro-

portion of albumen (1 in 1000), coagulate at a temperature of lOS^, and then become insoluble;

and it is always considered that fibre is more or less injured if exposed beyond a certain high

temperature. These two important points have been taken advantage of in Buchanan's process

;

the temperature of the steep liquor is kept within a certain range of temperature, and the operation,

bolh as regards time and produce,

more satisfactorily performed.

The process is quite automatic,

thus saving labor and the risks

consequent upon carelessness;

and tlie mechanical arrangements

by which it is effected, are very
simple and inexpensive. The
accompa>^ying diagram will, I

hope, make the process clearly

understood. The flax sti'aw is

placed in an open vessel (No. 3)

termed the steeping vat, liaving

a false bottom (/) ; a boiler (No.

1) generates the steam required
;

and between these two is placed

a suitable vessel (No. 2), the eon-

denser, of about the same capaci-

ty as No. 3, and communicating
with that by the hot water pipe

{b), and with the boiler by the

steampipe (a). This center ves-

sel or condensing chamber is

filled with water from the cistern

(No. 5), and steam is then blown
in from tlie boiler. When the

latent heat of the steam is ab-

sorbed, and condensation no
longer takes place, the hot water

is driven over into the steeping

vat, and completely immerses its

contents. The overflow pipe (c)

then conveys a portion into the

bucket (No. 4), which, over-pow-

ering the balance weights (^^7),

descends, drawing the chain (ee),

which, being attached to the pul-
* lies {ff) fixed on the cocks of

the steam pipe (a), and of the

condensing pipe (A), reverses

their action by cutting off the

steam and turning on a charge

of cold water into the condenser.

The steam in No. 2 is then rap-

idly condensed, and the liquor

drawn back from the steep vat

into which it had previously

been forced. This completes the

operation of immersion, which
recommences immediately : for

as soon as the overflow bucket ... j- <.

(No. 4) has reached a certain point in its descent, it strikes against a pin, having a screw adjust-

ment, which causes the valve {d) at the bottom to open and discharge its contents into the discharge

pipe (No. 6.) The bucket, then relieved of its load, resumes it ongmal position, the balance

wei^dits iatf) act on the pullies {ff), which again reverse the cocks, cutting off the cold water

sparge, and turning on the steam to No. 2. This is repeated as often as may be required.

m^^

scale which are now in progress in Scotland for carrying out the patent. LThe patent lor the
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United States will be carried out by the American Flax Company, of wbicli Mr. Thomas Kimber,

Jr., of Philadeli^hia, is the Managing Director, to whom all applications in reference to it should bo

made.]
"By this process we have all the advantages obtained by Watts— economy ofprodncts

—

increased economy of time, only four hours being required instead of twelve— and, in addition,

great economy of labor. Another great improvement is claimed by Buchanan, his method of drying

the steeped straw preparatory to scutching. This is usually a tedious and costly process as regards

labor and arrangements. The fibre, too, is to a certain extent liable to be injured by the necessary

handling. The ordinary mode is to place the flax thinly spread between two wooden laths, which,

when closed by means of hooks or rings over their ends, firmly hold the stems : about fifty-six of

these are required for a cwt. of flax. They are then carried to the drying shed and suspended

from frames, where they remain exposed to the action of the air until they are dry. The time

required depends on the weather—from tliree to four days to as many weeks. In Watts' process,

where steam is available, theprocess of manipulation is the same, but the drying is effected in a

heated chamber in a much shorter time. Buchanan's method is entirely different. He proposes to

etiect the desiccation in the same vat in which the flax was steeped, by means of dry warm air,

wliich is driven through it in unliiuited quantities, at a very little expense. The air is readily

obtained in the desired state by causing it to pass through porous earthenware pipes set across the

lower part of the chimney, which, while heating the air, deprive it of its moisture. These com-

municate on the one side with a blower driven by the engine, and on the other side with a pipe

which conveys the heated air to the lower part of the vat containing the flax to be dried. This is

all the arrangement needed. The blower drives the air through the earthenware pipes ; its tempe-

rature is then raised, and moisture abstracted, and entering the bottom of the steeping-vat, it comes -

in contact with the flax aiid passes through it, absorbing and carrying off the moisture, and leaving

tlie flax in a perfectly dry state. It is then ready to be rolled and scutched. The patentee's

experiments induce him to believe that by this process the entire operation of converting the straw

into dressed fibre may be effected in the working-day, or twelve hours ; and, from the simple

nature of the mechanical arrangements and of the materials required, a very moderate outlay

would suffice for the formation of an establishment equal to the probable produce of a given district.

The steeping process bemg entirely automatic, the cost of labor is very small indeed, and the

whole expenses of the operation materially reduced."

Agricultural Scpiools.— Mr. C. L. Fleishman, who was educated in one of the

German agricultural schools, says :

Who i? not acquainted with the history of the wars which enervated Germany—which exhausted

all her pecuniary means and brought her to the verge of utter ruin ? Germany was after the close

of the French war in a pitiable condition ; and had it not been for her kind soils, which for thou-

sands of years enabled her to stand the severe calamities which befell her during that long period,

Germ.any would now be a second Greece. She abopted, at an early period, various means to

improve her agriculture. Professorships of Agriculture were instituted at the Universities— peri-

odicals and journals were published to disseminate modern improvements—fairs and meetings were

rep-ularly held to encourage the farmer ; but all that gave not the desired results. A thorough

education was found necessary, practical and scientific education, which enables the farmer to

enhance the value of his landed property, as circumstances and condition allow it, to give them the

knowledge to improve and change the various modes of culture, and to he more than a mere imitator.

Proper agricultural schools were wanted, and the monarchs of Germany spared no means to

accomplish this important object. The ablest men were selected for the Institutions, and nothing

was spared to induce them to take charge of them. The late King of Prussia, who like his ancestors,

paid gr(^at attention to all improvements in husbandry, was the first to establish such an institution.

He invited Tn^R, the celebrated German agriculturist, to settle within his kingdom and introduce

Agricultural schools. Tu/Er accepted his offer, and left Cella for Berlin. The other monarchs of

Germany followed the example of the King of Prussia, and Germany had, in 1847, sixty-two large

Institutions. With some of them Forests and Veterinary schools are connected. Austria then had

9; Prussia 12; Saxony 5; Bavaria 16; Hanover 2; Wurtcmburg 8; and other States 14; in

all 62. -^^
There is a capital of $80,000,000 invested in the culture of the cane in the States of Florida,

Louisiana, and Texas. Tiiese States produce annually about 308,000,000 pounds of sugar, beside

which foi-eign importations are made to the extent of 350,000,000 pounds. Even a short crop of

sugar at the South, which reduces the usual production only 100,000,000 or 150,000,000 pounds,

invariably advances the rate of sugar from one to one and a half cents per pound ; which, on the

entire consumption of 660,000,000, is equal at one cent to $6,600,000, and at one and a half cents

to about $10,000,000.
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ISnrtirultural Seprtmetit.

CONDUCTED BY P. BAEET.
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Years ago horticulture was made a special department of this journal, and placed

under my charge. From that time until the present my small monthly contributions

have been made with great pleasure, and, I believe, with some profit, both to myself

and others. I would gladly continue them, but other engagements compel me to sur-

render the charge to some one who may have sufficient time to do it justice. I feel

quite confident that my withdrawal will be no detriment to the journal, but rather an

advantage, as the publisher will be able to fill the pages I have occupied with more varied

and instructive matter.

Within ten years horticulture in this country has made wonderful progress. At the

time I began tf> contribute to this journal, gardening occupied a very small share of

public attention ; now, there is scarcely an individual in town or country who does not

feel an interest in if. The planting of orchards, laying out gardens, and the embellish-

ment of grounds, are among the most popular topics of the day, not even excepting

politics. The commerce of horticulture has grown up from a petty, unnoticeable traffic,

to an important pursuit, actually surprising people by the rapidity of its growth and

the magnitude of its operation]?. Such a spectacle has never been witnessed in any

other country, and nothing connected with American progress affords a more striking

proof of the salutary influence of free institutions on industrial pursuits, or of the won-

derful activity and enterprise of the American people.

What horticulture in this country will be twenty years hence, is an interesting inquiry.

Our career in this pursuit has just commenced. Heretofore we have been laboring under

serious disadvantages, the greatest of which has been inexperience. The history of

almost every man's gardening efforts has been, for^ a long time, a series of mishaps.

How to plant, what to plant, and when to plant, were all unsolved problems to the mul-

titude. We had no books worth naming, founded on actual American practice, to guide

us ; like travelers in a wild, unknown land, without a guide or compass, we had to guess

at the way— and after long and perplexing efforts, have frequently found ourselves,

wearied and discouraged, back at our starting point. We are in this position, however,

no longer. Those who now embark in gardening have the dearly bought and valuable

experience of others to guide them, and they may advance with confidence and rapidity.

In parting with the readers of the Farmer, I may well congratulate them on such a

state of things
;

' and I cannot refrain from calling upon them to aid one another, by

communicating their experience, without hesitation or delicacy, through its pages.

This is the sure way to promote improvement. The results of actual practice, gathered

up from various localities, whether successful or unsuccessful, are more instructive than

the regular contributions of any individual, whatever his experience or capacity may be.

I part with the gentlemen with^whom I have so long associated, on the most friendly

terms ; indeed, there has never been a single disagreeable word exchanged between either

proprietors or editors and myself, from the first day I became connected with them.

They personally, their journal, and its readers, have all my best wishes ;
and as leisure

permits, I shall take occasion to communicate with them on some of the topics of the

times connected with horticulture. P- Barry.

The reader will see by the above that our and their friend, who has so long and so

ably conducted the Horticultural Department of this journal, will no longer occupy the

responsible position of Editor ; while, as heretofore, he will " take occasion to commu-
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nicate" .with its readers "on topics connected witli horticulture." Mr. B. is a gentle-

man who stands highest with those who have seen most of him, and know him best.

His pen has made him public property ; but the public, no more than individuals, can

properly urge a man to sacritiee his personal interests for their benefit. While Mr.

Barrv will write less for the Farmer than heretofore, other able and skillful horticultu-

rists will contribute much more to its pages. The services of sucK have been secured

for the next and future volumes of this standard work. ' Daniel Lee.

THE FALLEN" LEAVES.

Passing along the street the other day, w^e saw a gentleman deliberately sweep together

the leaves that had falllen around his house, and burn then on the open street, just as

though they contained the germ of some fearful contagious disease. Our first impulse

was to pull up and remonstrate with him on such a waste of one of the most valuable

fertilizers for his trees and his garden crops that he could possibly find ; but his earnest

and determined air repelled us, and we hurried on, leaving him to finish his work to his

own liking. We then asked ourselves what thoughts occupied this man's mind while

engaged in such a curious method of dressing his grounds. Were they such as the poet

or philosopher would indulge in ? No, indeed ! poetry and philosophy he regards as

nonsense ; we know the man too well to impute any such thoughts to him. He is one

of the most inveterate money-makers—worth probably half a million of dollars—living

in a shabby old house, on a small lot, fifty by a hundred feet, with a few miserable,

neo'lected trees around it. Fallen leaves were to him merely a nuisance, that he must

get rid of in the cheapest possible way. It cost perhaps fifty cents less to rake them

together and burn them, than to put them into a cart or wheelbarrow and carry them

to the manure heap. This, he said to himself, is a clear gain of fifty cents.

We have seen the same thing done on a much larger scale : a neighbor of ours, some

years ago, made a practice of setting fire to the dry leaves and grass on his premises in

the spring, and allowing the fire to spread all over his grounds, to the terror of the

neighborhood—and all this to save a few dollars that it would cost to rake them up and

cany them off to the manure heap. The same man purchased manure every season, at

the rate of about seventy-five cents to a dollar per wagon load. It must be admitted

that few people take this method of destroying their fallen leaves ; but very few seem

to appreciate their proper value, or turn them to proper account.

Save the fallen leaves, we say to every man who has a garden. Carry them to some

corner, and mix them v/ith a little lime, earth, or stable manure, to promote decay, and

you will have a manure that may be safely applied to every tree, plant, or flower that you

grow. Many gardens may be in such a condition as not to require strong stable manure,

but would be greatly benefitted by vegetable mold, such as results from decayed leaves.

To fruit trees it may be applied with perfect safety ; there is no danger of a surfeit,

as there always is in applying powerful manures. It produces a sound, healthy, and

hardy growth, ijiclined to fruitfuluess. We have never used any material for mulching

that has so well satisfied us in its results as decayed leaves. Last summer we mulched

some newly-transplanted Pear trees with them, covering the ground about the trees, as

far as the roots extended, three or four inches deep, and although we had a drouth of

three months' duration, the trees all lived and thrived admirably.

Between the rows of Pear trees there were Strawberries jilanted ; and as soon as the

runners reached the leaf-mold they struck root into it, with the most extraordinary vigor,

forming large, luxuriant plants, with roots a foot long, in the course of a few weeks
;

and when taken up large quantities of the mold adhered to them, so completely had
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they penetrated it. A top dressing of this leaf-mold 'vyould be one of the very best

applications to a Strawberry bed. No man shonld think of using tan bark if he can

get rotten leaves ; indeed, we have no faith in tan bark any way as a mulching.

In the preparation of hot-beds and forcing-pits, leaves are of groat value, as they

make the heat milder and more durable. One-half or one-third leaves, and the remain-

der stable manure, well mixed, make an excellent hot-bed.

Gardens are often ruined by the application, year after year, of one kind of manure

—

the soil becomes sodden and sour— and if a good dressing of rotten leaves be given

occasionally, it would restore it to a more healthy and natural condition for cropping.

There is not sufficient discrimination exercised in the application of man-ure. Most

people seem to suppose that if they apply an abundance of enriching material, no mat-

ter what it be, they should secure good crops, and when they fail they are at a loss to

know why. The fact is, a soil may be worn om< by a continiied application of the same

kind of manure, as well as by continued cropping without manure. This every gar-

dener knows. A change is necessary ; and under all conditions leaf-mold is good. It

supplies the very substances of which the soil has been deprived by previous crops, and

in a state perfectly harmless.

The leisure season is at hand, and we recommend those who have gardens to devote

a portion of it to the gathering up ©f leaves.

Garden Hints for December.—It often happens that even here at the. north a con-

siderable portion of this month is open, and allows out-door work to be carried on.

Last year we planted trees till within a few days of Christmas. Every fine day should

be improved, until the ground is frozen solid. All kitchen gardens should be spaded up

in the fall, and manured. If grubs are troublesome, apply a dressing of soot and ashes.

Fruit trees should be mulched. Mulching protects the roots from frost, and renders

the tree less sensible to sudden and violent changes of temperature. If the ground be

already rich, and manure dangerous, mulch with leaves. Spread them about the tree

six inches deep, and throw a little earth over them, to keep them from being blown

away. Stake up carefully, or in some way secure, newly planted trees from being rocked

about by the winds : an opening is soon made at the base of the tree, in which water

lodges, and when it freezes the tree is frequently destroyed.

Cover Strawberry beds with leaves ; some iinds are tender, and are nearly killed out

by a severe winter, if there be little snow. All sorts, ^hardy or not, are the better for

being covered. The leaves can be raked oflf on the opening of spring.

Raspberries should be protected, and the best way is to fasten the canes to the ground

by means of a hooked peg, and cover with leaves or some earth. When the canes are.

much injured by winter, the crop is poor. Protection is cheap and safe.

Beds of bulbous roots, such as Hyacinths, Tulips, Japan Lilies, &c., should be covered

with leaves. Carnations, and other herbaceous plants, may be nicely protected by a

covering of moss from the wood.

Rare or tender evergreen trees may be very tastefully protected, by boughs of ever-

greens fastened around them by unconspicuous ties. This is safer than straw sheathing,

and much less unsightly in the landscape.

T\\Q fruit room and root cellar will need frequent examination, to see that all decaying

objects are removed .promptly. Both these places should be kept uniformly cool as pos-

sible, not to freeze, and quite dry.

Dahlia roots are often lost by being housed in a damp state, and left in a cellar.

They should be well dried, even if fire heat be necessary, and then put on shelves in a

dry place. They must also be looked to occasionally, and moldy, decaying parts

removed, and, if need be, moved to a dryer place.

iT)J
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The Grnksee Farmer to its Readers and

Patrons.—At the close of the Fourteenth Volume,

second series, of this standard work, it is pleasant

to know that it has outlived a whole generation

of men since the first Genesee Farmer was pub-

lished in the flourishing village of Rochester.

—

With increasing years, and the unparalled growth

of Western New York, it has gained wisdom,

strength, and every advantage to serve the great

Farming Interest, disconnected from all private

speculations, and with no other purpose than to

benefit its Readers and Patrons by every means

within the reach and scope of honorable journal-

ism.

We hope and trust that every subscriber to the

present volume will promptly send in his name

and the trifle asked for the Fifteenth Volume,

second series, the first number of which will be

ready for mailing by the time this meets the eye

of most of our friends. Grateful to you all for

past favors, we ask you to bear in mind the fact,

that this Journal was started at the low price of

ffty cents a year, when there was not another

cheap paper of the kind in the civilized world.

A popular taste for Agricultural and Horticul-

tural reading had to be created in this country

;

nor is that difficult and useful task yet fully,

accomplished. Much, however, has already been

done ; and while life lasts, we shall work on, and

work ever, to learn and teach the true principles

of, Rural Economy. K"ow is the tim-e for every

friend of agriculture to aid the glorious cause by

extending the circulation of the Genesee Farmer.

It relies for support entirely on the voluntary

assistance of its Readers and Patrons. Properly

studied, every number we issue is worth to the

subscriber the price paid for a volume. The

Average compensation we receive is less than

three cents a number; and we are contented

with oil enough to keep the wheels in motion,

believing that it is better for the human brain,

and human muscles, to <vear out than to rust out.

If circumstances prevent the accomplishment of all

the good which we may desire to eff'ectuate, that

is no reason why we should not do so much good

as our means and circumstances permit.

Friends, you can, if you will, render the Rural

Industry of your country an essential service, by
procuring more readers of, and subscribers to,

this standard Journal of American Agriculture.

CU

It is truly a national work, and one that deals

only in facts and principles. It contains more
reliable Statistics relating to Stock-growing, Sheep

and Dairy Husbandry, Crops, and the Art and

Science of Tillage, than can be found in any

other paper published in the United States or

Europe. Our object is to render the critical study

of Agricultural Statistics popular with the Ameri-

can people. Vague generalities are devoid of in-

struction. If our present State and National Sta-

tistics are defective, as we know them to be, pub-

lic opinion on the subject must be enlightened

before a reform can be urged with success. The

People must be moved before any substantial

progress can be made. Friends of true progress,

help us to move the People, that our Agriculture,

instead of wearing out the soil, and consuming

both the timber and fertility of the country, may
enrich every arable acre in the Republic, and so

improve its Farms and Farmers, its Gai'dens and

Gardeners, its Fruits, Cereals, and Domestic Ani-

mals, that our noble profession may become as

independent, cultivated, learned, and prosperous,

as it is useful to mankind.

Brother Farmers, let us magnify our calling, by

cordially uniting our best efforts for its elevation.

It pre-eminently deserves more care, more study,

and more mutual instruction, among the owners

and cultivators of the soil. Every thing depends

on your action in the premises, whether Agricul-

ture goes up, or goes down, for the next twenty

years. Rest assured, it can not rise without an

earnest effort in its behalf Prices are now most

encouraging for every thing you sell ; while the

paper-maker, the printer, and the editor, pay

more for their grain or flour—their meat, and

other provisions—their vegetables, fruits, fire-

wood, rents, and other family expenses—than

ever before. Think of those things, and do not

forget your old friend

—

The Genesee Farmer foe

1854.
*

Death of John Delafield.—It is our painful

duty to record the death of the President of the

New York State Agricultural College, the Hon.

JouN Dei.akield, at his residence near Geneva on

the 22d ultimo.

He was born in New York, 1786, and graduat-

ed at Columbia College. On leaving college ho

was, for a time, engaged as clerk in the counting-

house of a firm lai'gloy connected with the East

OT-i~
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India trade. It was on his father's estate, at

Newton, Long Island, that, at a later period, he

fir t exhibited that fondness for agricultural pur-

suits wliich distinguished him through life.

Shortly before the commencement of the last

war, he was sent, under a commission of the

United States Government, to command a fleet

of merchant vessels. Soon after hostilities com-

menced, he was prisoner on parole, in Englan^^

having been wrecked on the British coast.

—

During the war he was allowed to visit the agri-

cultural districts, and became acquainted with

several eiiiinent agriculturists. After peace was

established, he was induced to remain in England,

and for eight or nine years was well known in

the London Exchange as the American Banker.

By the influence which he thus acquired among

capitalists, he was enabled to spread foreign

money over the country, especially in the South-

ern and Western States.

It was in 1839 that he efi'ected the loan for the

State of Illinois, but the failure of payment and

non-fulfilment of agreements by that State nearly

proved his ruin. . Although for twenty years he

had conducted one of the most successful bank-

ing-houses in New York, he never lost sight of his

favorite science. Agriculture; and annoyed by

the failure of his mouetany speculations, he re-

solved to withdraw from active life in the cities,

and to turn farmer in earnest. In 1842 he re-

moved to a farm which he had purchased at Rose

Hill, Seneca county, near Geneva, where he gave

his attention especially to the rearing of live

stock. In 1851 he was elected President of the

New York State Agricxiltural Society, and at the

time of his death was President elect of the new
Agricultural College,

We had the pleasure of hearing him deliver an

address before the Monroe County Agricultural

Society, in Rochester, a few weeks ago ; and also of

learning his plans for raising the funds necessary

to place the Agricultural College on a firm basis.

Alas, that sudden death (by a disease of the heart)

should threaten to destroy this institution in its

embi-yo state! It has never received a dollar

from the Legislature ; and it can not be ade-

quately endowed by donations from individuals,

without great personal efforts on the part of its

friends. Whether such efforts will now be made,

we are unable to say. We had consented to go

out with Mr. Delafield and address meetings of

farmers and others, in Monroe and the adjoining

counties, to obtain subscriptions for the College.

He was confident of success ; one gentleman in

Missouri offered him a thousand dollars. It is

now thirty-two years since Judge Boel obtained

the first charter for an Agricultural School, or

College, in this State ; but death has made sad

inroads upon the devoted friends of this branch

of useful knowledge. Buel, Gaylokd, Downing,

and Delafield, have been cut down in the midst

of their great and patriotic labors; and five

hundred thousand farmers remain in the Em-
pire State without a single school, or an acre of

land, devoted to the advancement of rural arts

and sciences.

Knglish and American Horses.—Among all the

speeches made by Governors, Ex-Governors,

Honorable?, and amateur farmers at the Spring-

field Horse Exhibition, no one but that of Chaun-

CEY P. HoLCOMB, Esq., of Delaware, (a sensible

Philadelphia lawyer turned farmer), discussed

topics pertinent to the occasion. Mr. H. said

that he had recently visited England, and partly

for the purpose of buying a good horse, provided

he could find one for sale that would be likely to

improve the stock in his section of country. He

returned without purchasing any, and thus com-

ments on the English system of breeding this

noble animal •

He wished to tell his brother farmers what the course of

breeding was in England, and to show the result ui)on the

stock, that no American farmer need go further in Ihesame
direction. They were aware that when the Knglish breed-

ers united the blood of the Barb with the Turk and the

Arab, no better horses were to be found in the world. They
would then run four miles and repeat in 1.40 and 1.24.

Now, instead of running four miles and repeating, they only

ran two or three, and did not repeat at all. It was a single

dash of two, two and a lialf, and, at the Derby, of three

miles, and that was all. He liad told eminent breeders

there that the horses in tliis country ran four miles and re-

peated^repeatiug, sometimes, two or three times. They
did not doubt the' fact. They said they had formerly such

breeds there, but it was not so now. In corroboration of

his statements, Mr. H. mentioned that, in a conversation he

recently had with his friend from Virginia (Mr. Botts). he

assured him that some horses of the Boston blood ran. the

oilier dav. at Richmond, four miles in i.46, T.40X. and 7.49.

They would see in what remarkable time the last heat was
run—about three seconds longer than the first. They had
not got any horses like these in England ; they would bo

very proud of them if they had.

Why was this degeneracy? In the first place, he was
very much surprised, on visiting England, to find that horse-

raci'ng, if it was not the business of the nation, was a very

great amusement. In every city, town, and village, they

had betting-houses, where all the members of the commu-
nity, the serving-maid as well as the noblemen, entered

their bets, through the whole year, to be decided when the

races came off. So great had this evil become, that a bill

was passed at the last session of Parliament, designed to

put these beiting-houses down. Now, the result of this

was, that every attention was paid to getting he<^h. He
had stood by tlie side of two year old colts, fifteen hands

high and he asked his friend, Mr. Jon?f Day. how it was
possible to make up those colts in that way. Mr. Day told

him that thev were entered to run at two years old, three

years old, aiid they were entered shortly after they were

foaled, to run at a certain time. The dam was kept as high

as possible, and in the paddock there was a little box, into

which the colt could run, where oat meal was placed, and

oat.s were always before him. They were stuffed with all

the oats they could bo induced to eat. The consequence

was, that it was quite impossible that they should have any

bone. They run at two, three, and four years old ; but at

all the races which he attended, he saw but one or two en

tered to run even at five years old, for by that time they

were broken down.

^



lie wished to say there—since they had come together to

speali out fredv tlicir opinions—what he thought. He l)o-

lieved that liiey needed to put two inches upon thr height

of their horses ; and those two inches of height the breed-

ers must give. They could do it. They would give them
five years-ten, if ihey wished—but they must put their

horses up two inches higher. Gentlemen might say they

were tall enoucch for some purposes; but what he wished to

do was to supply the luxuries of cities. The horse, with

the citizen, was an article of luxury. They would pay al-

most any price, if the breeders would only get them up to

the risrlit lieiirht. '-Now, gentlemen," said Mr. TI., "get
your Slorgans and your BlaclJ Uawks up these two inches !"

(Applause.)

The .above remarks are practical and Important,

although we are inclined to believe that the pop

ular city taste for liorses well up on long legs is

vicious and needs correction. All experience

goes to prove the hardiness of medium sized, and

small, tiglitly-made horses; while such as have

much daylight under their bellies, colts Uiathave

been pushed on grain from the time they could

eat oat meal, make horses with feeble constitu-

tions, with no capacity to endure hardships,

which are comparatively worthless for service.

—

As we have from our old colonial native stock

the best cows in the world for converting grass

into milk, butter, and cheese, so we have the best

horses for all work that can be found in any

country. These remarks are made in no boastful

spirit, and their truth will be sustained by satis-

factory references and authority in the next vol-

ume of this standard work on Tillage and Hus-

bandry.
4

First State Faik in North Carolina.—It gives

us sincere pleasure to learn that a State Agricul-

tural Society has been organized under the most

favorable auspices in the good old North State.

It has a delightful climate, and more excellent

farming land than it gets credit for by travel-

ers passing through it on the great thoroughfare

between the Northern and Southern States. The

Raleigh Reghter gives the following animated

account of the great State Fair:

Never, within our editorial experience, have we chroni-

cled any event witli more hcartfi'lt gratification than that

which we now ferl iikrceordin^f the complete success of the

first North Carolina State Fair! We say comithtc success ;

for, whether we take into consideration tlie inmn-nse num-
ber and the hiiih respectability of the persons present—tlie

cl)aracter of the exhibition itself—the demonstrations which
met the eye at every gaze of the available and inexliausli-

ble resources of the State—or the indications of State pride

and State patriotism, which every where found vent— it

was, in each ani4 every respect, a triumph for North Caro-
lina—a triumi)h which all her sons, who have her welfare
and reput:,tioii at heart, may well be proud! AVe confess

that at no previous time have we gloried more in the fact

that we were a citizens of North Carolina, than when, on
the opening of this fair, we beheld the evidences of a great-

ness, prosperity, and prorireis, that put to shame the emi)ty
derision of the witlings who have made her a butt of their

ridicule. In no State of this ITnion has an experimental,
initiatory fair, bren '<o siiccifi'-fi/l Or so eminpnthj credituhli:

This is the unanimous declaration of tho«e fltom abroad who
have favored us with their presence. Nearly every section

of the State, and every industrial pursuit witliin its borders,
were represented. The JCast sent its fine slai>!es and its

blooded slock ; the West, its splendid cattle and its rich

minerals. The farmer poured in his agricultural products—the mechanic brought forward splendid specimens of his
skill—the native artist exhibited the productions of his pen
or his pencil—and the ladies of the State, never behind-
hand in any good work or beneficent object, crowned the
excellence of the whole with the multiplied beauties which
nature had yielded to their culture, and the varied and
tasteful attractions which had sprung from their handicraft.

To chronicle the agricultural progres:? of this

vast empire, we expect soon to be \inder the

necessity of publishing another paper as large as

t\^ Farmer once a month, so that the readers of

both may have a semi-monthly review of all the

important events and markets affecting the agri-

cultural interest.

Agricultural Addresses.—We are indebted to

our numerous friends and correspondents, for

many favors in the way of copies of addresses

delivered at the State and County Fairs during

the past autumn. They evince a gratifying ad-

vance in the rural literature of the country. "We

have marked several passages for copying and

comment in future.

Large and successfid exhibitions have been

held, for the first time, in Louisville, Ky., Raleigh,

N. C, Richmond, Va., Springfield, III, and iu

scores of counties. Progress in' agriculture, elo-

quent speeches, and sincere devotion to this para-

mount interest, are vi.'^ible in nearly every State

in the L^nion. At no distant day, all the earnest

friends of rural improvement will unite their ef-

forts, and accomplish as much in one year as they

now do in ten. Harmony and co-operation are

the only elements of substantial advancement

that we still lack to achieve great things. Time

will fuse all injurious obstacles, and bring men
who really have one object in view to act in con-

cert, and with infinitely greater effect. Agricul-

tural addresses should tend in this direction. Iso-

lation is weakness. If it were not so, no two

families need have the least intercourse whatever,

and all society be extinguished forever.

The recent great match on Long Island for

$10,000, betw'een "Prince," a trotter, and "He-

ro," a pacer—distance ten miles, in harness—was

won easily by the former. " Prince" is a chestnut

gelding, raised in Kentucky, nearly if not quite

thorough bred, of the Bertrand stock, his sire

being " Woodpecker." He is the property of

Dick Ticni-.roeck, who purchased him and another

at Louisville last Mtw, for $1,500. He has already

won some $1(5,000 with "Prince," and refused a

cash ofier of $3,000.

In an advertisement of Longett & Grtffing,

last month, we made a mistake, putting guano at

$16 per ton, instead of $45. The reader, no

doubt, corrected the mistake.

(6
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Enterprise in Farming.—In no other pursuit

are enterprise and sound business energy better

rewarded than in agi-iculture. " Slow coaches
"

in farming, like the old stage coaclies in competi-

tion with railways and loeoraolivcs, don't pay.

Time is every thing in turning capital in tillage

and husbandry. Instead of keeping a pig till

he is two years old before you pocket the cash for

the food he eats, turn his brfead and butter into

money every six months, at least. In this way
you will turn your labor into gold four times

over, with a good profit each time, where your

father and grandfather did once, with a small

profit. The same principle applies to the pro-

duction of beef, and every branch of husbandry.

Enterprise in farming is the order of the day

;

and such as cling to the effete notions of the past,

refuse to read agricultural papers, and oppose all

progress, will be lost and petrified as thoroughly

as Lot's wife. She was unwilling to look steadily

ahead, and many cultivators imitate her bad ex-

ample. Such a spirit of rebellion against advance-

ment is certainly punished, sooner or later. Blind,

headlong precipitancy, is equally to be avoided.

" Look before you leap" is a wise saw, venerable

for its antiquity. To look closely into rural affairs,

implies a good deal of thought and patient re-

search. Knowledge never comes without labor.

The most profitable study is itself nothing but

honest work.

tCU

Condensed Correspondence.—Mr. Ross, of Lon-

don, Canada West, writes that he has been a

keeper of bees for fifty years, and has had much

trouble in preventing moths from injuring and

destroying this valuable insect. He says that

moths seek for the pollen of flowers collected by

bees as suitable food for their young ; and that

he has trapped many of these depredators by
" placing a bol with its mouth open, and pieces

of comb with pollen (bee-bread) in it. After

sunset, as then is their time, I take a candle in

my hand, and have killed a dozen at once every

half hour in every trap I set. I have commenced

making my boxes with double heads. The upper

one*lift3 off at pleasure, to see if any moths are

there ; the under head rs full of holes, one-fourth

of an inch from the upper head, between which

they have a quiet retreat from the bees, where

they spin their web. Still, this is not sufficient.

The only way to prevent their entering bee-

hives is to see that there are no cracks or open-

ings, and to close the entrance for the bees every

night when they stop work. This is done by a

fine wire cloth which admits the air when the

entry is shut ; then remove the wire gauze in

the morning, and the cure will be perfect." We
thank ^Ir. Ross for his instructive suggestions,

derived from long and successful experience.

A friend in Washtenaw county, Miclygan,

writes us at some length on the subject of the

decrease in the number of sheep in this and other

States, and suggests that farmers petition Con-

gress on the subject of the present duty on im-

ported wool. He fears, and not without reason,

that the impost of 30 per cent, ad valorem may
be reduced to 20, perhaps. 15, at the next session.

At present the duty on wool is five per cent,

higlier than on broadcloths and coarse woolens,

of which manufacturers complain as a bounty

against their pursuit. The subject is of con-

siderable importance, but has two sides to it, and,

imfortunately, both are political. Farmers sel-

dom act earnestly and effectively together to ad-

vance their own interests, as manufacturers and

merchants do to promote theirs.

Our correspondent adds in a postscript that

autumn sown wheat "looks slim, owing to the

dry weather." His last crop averaged twenty-

seven bushels per acre, which we regard as an

evidence of good farming. Clover, seeded last

spring, and oats were poor crops ; hay and corn

about a fair average.

High Price of Whe.\t.—Rochester millers are

now (November 11) paying $1.52 a bushel for

wheat, aud grinding thirty-seven thousand bush-

els a day at that. Our farmers are literally coin-

ing money, and we rejoice at their prosperity.

Let every one subscribe promptly for the Gentsee

Farmer, and, our word for it, they will thank us

at the close of the year for the vast fund of use-

ful information which it has furnished them, at a

mere nominal price.

Wheat-culture has been our special study for a

quarter of a century, and we have facts in rela-

tion to this branch of tillage to communicate,

never yet given to the public.

^

OT-i-

Tue Scientific American says that Dr. James K.

Davis, who went out to Turkey seven or eight

years ago, on invitation of the Sultan, to attempt

the cultivation of cotton, failed in tliat enterprise,

but brought back some Persian goats, which pro-

duce the cashmere wool, and from which he is

raising up a flock of goats that promise to be a

valuable addition to the stock of the country.

A Great Wheat Crop.—The Le Roy (N. Y.)

Democrat says that Hon. A. S. Upuam, of that

village, from a field of one hundred acres, has

raised and gathered, in good order, three thousand

six hundred bushels of wheat the present season. / r



MTSTERns OF Beb-keeping Explained : being a complete
Analysis of the whole subject. By M. Quinbt.

Mr. Quinby has evidently had large experience

as a bee-keeper ; and his work is at once com-

prehensive, plainly written, and full of original

thought, prompted by personal observations of

the industrious insect of which it treats. The

more of such works published the better ; and Mr.

Saxton is rendering the country an essential ser-

vice, by making its agricultural literature more

popular, instructive, and interesting. The letter-

press, paper, and binding of his books, deserve

commendation ; and the one under consideration,

which contains STG duodecimo pages, will be sent

by mail, free of postage, for a dollar.

Landscape Gakdenixg ; or, Parks and Pleasure
Grounds : with Practical Notes on Country Eesidenoes,

Villas, Public Parks, and Gardens. By Charles H.
SMmi, Landscape Gardener, Garden Architect, etc. With
Notes and Additions, by Lewis F. Allen, author of Eu-
ral Architecture, &c. Published by C. M. Saxton, New
¥ork, Agricultural Book Publisher.

This is a reprint of an English manual on

landscape gardening, written in a plain style, by

an intelligent, practical man, who appears to un-

derstand his subject. It treats of planting fruit,

forest, and ornamental trees, of kitchen gardens,

and other matters of general interest, beside

parks, villas, and landscape gardening. It is a

book that ought to be read by every one who 's

so fortunate as to own a quarter of an acre of

ground. Price, $1.25.

Elemunts op Agricultural Chemistry and Geology.
By James F. W. Johnston, M. A., F. E. 8S. L. and E.

With a complete Index and Preface, by Simeon Beown,
editor of the New England Farmer.

No agricultural writer in England is better

known in this country than Mr. Johnston ; and

we are happy to see that some errors in his Lectures

have been corrected in this later and more con-

densed work.

Peinoe's Melodeons.—Our readers have noticed

the advertisement of Geo. W. Pei.nce & Co., in

previous numbers of the Farmer. Being well

acquainted with these instruments, we can say

that they are the best extant—the smaller ones

just the thing for the parlor, and the large size

unoqualed as an instrument for small churches.

Our friends would do well to note this fact

Inqitmc0 antr '^Ansxotvs.

Orchakd Grass.—A subscriber wishes to learn

if orchard grass has been much grown at the

North ; and we shall be thankful for any infor-

mation on the subject Our own experiments

with it have »ot been successful. We have twice

attempted to cultivate it in the District of Colum-

bia. We have, however, often seen it growing.

It is, we believe, more cultivated in Pennsylva-

nia, Ohio, and Kentucky than in more northern

States. Our correspondent resides in Wayne
county. New York, and desires to learn the kind

of land to which it is best adapted, the quantity

of seed to be sown per acre, <fec.

He suggests that we should publish the Gene-

see Farmer weekly, and devote a part of the

paper to the great mechanical interest of the

country. The idea of a weekly paper addressed

to the producing classes generally, but more
especially to farmers and mechanics, we have

long regarded with favor. But some how the

250,000 mechanics and 500,000 farmers in the

State of New York have always been disinclined

to co-operate in any way to build up their com-

mon interests. They permit a few politicians to

use them as the working men of political parties

from generation to generation ; and what fruits

which are really valuable do these partizan

labors bring forth? Weigh them in an even

balance, and see how little they accomplish to

elevate the honest industry of the country,

whether agricultural or mechanical*!

There is still great room for improvement in

our farming implements, while there are many
improvements already invented which are gene-

rally unknown. Inventors and manufacturers

will do well to advertise their goods in agricul-

tural papers.
•

Vitality of Egos.—It is well known th-it eggs will keep
a considerable time in milk of lime, or other means of en-
tirely excluding atmosphere. We have an account of some
(lug out of an old wall of a sacristy, near Lago, Maygiore,
quite sound, after having been encased SOO years. It be-
comes, then, a curious inquiry, how long the j)roductive

vitality of eggs can exist in this state of atmospherio exclu-

sion—whether they retain it like toads, snakes, and cold-

blooded animals, sometimes found in solids? Can any gf
your readers give or refer us to any instances respondent
to the question ?

The vitality of all sound and duly impregnated

eggs presents a wide field for economical and scien-

tific investigation. Why should not the egg of a

crocodile (the\' are about the size of a goose

egg, but of equal bigness at both ends), excluded

from the atmosphere and kept cool, preserve its

vitality unimpaired for indefinite ag's? May
ruot the eggs of our domestic poultry, and of other

birds, be kept for hatching months and years in

a similar manner?

Since railroads enable farmers and others who
raise poultry to send their produce fresh, and fre-

quently, to market this branch has assumed an

importance never anticij)ated twenty years ago.

The consumption of the flesh of fowls, and other

domestic birds, is enormous ; and it will increase

as fast as the supply.

--^dfe
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AGECULTUIIAL IMPLEMENT MANUFACTORY,
CORNER OF CAROLINE & THIRD STREET,

BUFFALO, K Y.

PKts' Patent Separator—Improved Double Pln-
kMi Horse Povrer—Pitts' Corn & Cob 511113, «Ssc.

I HEREBY give notice that since the extension of the
patent right on my Machine for Threshing and Cleaning
Grain, I have removed to Buffalo, N. Y., where I have per-
manlly located, and erected a large establishment for the
future manufacture of the above ^lachines.

The Separator has been enlarged, improved, and ren-
dered more permanent and durable in all its parts, while
the Horse Power for strength, ease, durability and cheap-
ness of repair is not surpassed by any in the United States.

This Power is warranted to stand the full strength of eight
horses—also to givo as much effective or usefulpower when
driven by one or two horses as any other Horse Power,
whether constructed on the endless chain or lever principle.

It was put on trial at the great exhibition of Horse Powers
and Tl'.reshing Machines at Geneva, July last, IS52, where
it received the New York State Agricultural Society's First
Premium " for the beat Horse Power for general purposes."
The Separator, at the same trial, also received the Society's
First Premium.

Illy Machines will thresh and clean from three to five

hundred bushels of wheat per day, and other grain in pro-
portion.

Two hundred of the above Machines are for sale at the
Agricultural Works of the subscriber in this city, all war-
ranted to be a better article than can be purchased at any
other shop, and if they do not prove on trial to be so, I will
take them off the hands of the purchasers at the price they
may pay me for tbera.

I further notify all persons who are purchasing Horse
Powers and Separators to be used in California or "Oregon,
that I will hold them accountable for any infringmants of
the rights secured to me by letters patent in the aoove Ma-
chines, as I am manufacturing a llorse Power and Sepa-
rator expressly designed for that section.

All orders ior the above Machines hereafter addressed to

JOHN A. PITTS, Buffalo, N. Y., will receive prompt at-

tention. JOHN A. PITTS,
May, 1S53—tf. Buffalo, N. Y.

HAVE YOU A DISEASED LIVEE1
THE question, though startling, is sulfieiently suggestive,
when the fact is taken into consideration that diseases of
the Liver have becume mnut alarmingly frequent in the
United States. Indeed, there are few formidable diseases
that are not in some way traceable to a deranged state of
that important organ. Many of the complaints usually
classed under the "head of Consumption, have their origin
in the Liver. " Any rpmedy that would insure regularity
and healthful action in the Liver, would be a blessing to
mankind," has been the exclamation of thousands. That
remedy has been found ; it is safe and sure. When a fair
trial has been afforded it, it has never been known to fail.

Reader, have you any disease of the Liver, or disease
which you believe proceeds from heptic derangement?
Lose not a moment, but purchase a box of Dr. M'Lane's
Pills, and they will restore you to health. It is the only
remedy yet discovered, in which implicit confidence may
be placed.

1^^ Purchasers wiU be careful to ask for Dr. M'Lane's
CdebraUd Liner rUls, and take none else. There are

other Pills, purporting to be Liver Pills, now before the

public. Dr. M'Lane's Liver Pills, also his Celebrated Ver-
mifuge, can now be had aJ; all respectable Drug Stores in

the United States and Canada.

Improved Fowls for Sale.
HAVING kept for several years the very best fowls to be
procured, and having the past season added to my stock
some exceedingly beautiftil specimens, 1 have rtow a great
number of fine young pairs, certainly as good as can be
found in the country, which I will nell at a much lower
price than that charged by fowl-dealers. I wUl seU the fol-
lowing varieties at five dollars per j)air

:

White S'umgha; Blurk Shitnglm, Biiff S/iavghm, andCochm China; and Bnilnim rootra,a.w\ Speckled Slian-
g/KCfi (a very beautiful bird), at ten dollars per pair.
These fowls will be ready for delivery by the first of Sep-

tember, and I will coop them carefullv, with feed, water,
&c., and send by raih'oad or express, as desired, without
charge, and warrant every fowl sent to be pure and fine.
Orders are solicited. Wm VICK
Rochester, N. Y., August 1, 1853.

French Zinc Patnt.
THIS new and beautiful article of Paint is now offered to
the trade and public, ground in prepared linseed oil. for the
first time in this country. It has been used successfully in
France for the last five years, where it has superseded white
Lead as a paint.

The French Zinc when properly prepared and used,
makes the most brilliant and durable white in use, and is
entirely fVee from all poisonous qualities.
The French Zinc is not more expensive than white lead,

and is prepared in such a manner that it requires no far-
ther preparation for use, than to thin it with Turpentine or
raw Oil to the CJinsistency of white lead paint.
The French Zinc is very much whiter, and has a better

body, than the New Jersey Zinc.
The French Zinc is offered dry, and prepared as above,

in quantities to suit purchasers, at the Manufacturer's De-
pot, No. 17 Buffalo st, Rochester, N. Y.

July, 1S52, M. F. REYNOLDS.

PEKUVIAN GUANO.
WE are receiving our supply of Peruvian Guano, per ships
"Blanchard," "Senator," and "Gray Feather," from the
Chineha Islands, and are now prepared to make contracts
for the spring supply. As the demand is large, we would
advise all who may be in want of this valuable manure to
make early application. Price, $45 per ton of 200(1 pounds.
Be particular to observe tLiat every bag ia branded

—

No. 1.

WAEEANTED PEEUVIAU
GUANO.

IMPOETED INTO TITE UNITED STATES BY
F. BARREDA BROTHERS,

FOE THE PEKUVIAN GOVERNMENT.
LONGETT & GRIFFING,

State Agricultural Warehouse, 25 Cliff st., New York.
November 1, 1853.—3t.

WHAT DO THE PHYSICIANS SAY?
LISTEN to the testimony of an eminent physician in favor
of M'Lane's Vermifuge, which is now universally acknowl-
edged to be the best in use ; even members of the medical
faculty (who are so otlen opposed to the use of patent medi-
cines), can not withhold their approval of this invaluable
remedy

:

LiND, Stark Co., Ohio Jan. S, 1840.

I have used Dr. M'Lane's Worm Specific in my private
practice, and am prepared to say that the unparalleled suc-
cess with which I have prescribed its use, both for children
and adults, induces me to say the most in its favor of any
specific or patent medicine ever before brought to my no-
tice. The mode of administration, the smallness of the
dose, and the certainty of its efficacious effects, give it, in
my opinion, a decided advantage over any other medicine
of the kind before the public.

1^" Purchasers will please be careful to ask for Dr.
M^Lane^s Celehrated Vermifuge, and take none elso. All
other Vermifuges, in comparison, are worthless. Dr. Mc-
Lanc's genuine Vermifuge, also his Celebrated Liver Pills,

can now be had at airrespectable Drug Stores in the
United States and Canada.

Choice Poultry for Sale.

THE SUBSORIBEE offers for sale one hundred pairs of
Brahma Pootras ; also, Shanghces, Cochin Chinas, and Bol-
ton Grays; all warranted pure. THOS. WRIGHT.

Utica, N. Y., Oct. 1, lS58.-3t.

OT-i
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THE GENliSEE FAEMEK.

PREMIUMS FOR 1854.

The Proprietor of the Gejtesee Farmer, encouraged by the liberal support long extended to

this journal by its fi-iends and patrons, announces that the Fifteenth Volume of the present

series, to commence in January, 1854, ^vill contain a quarter more reading matter than any

of its predecessors, and be otherwise much improved, without any increase in price.

To enlarge the usefulness by extending the circulation of the Genesee Farmer, the under-

signed will pay the following premiums on subscriptions to his next volume:

1. FIFTY DOLLAKS, in Cash, to the person who shall procure the largest number of

subscribers in any Couhty or District in the United States or Canadas, at the club prices,

before the 1st day of April next.

2. FORTY DOLLARS in Cash to the one who shall procure the second largest list as above.

3. THIRTY DOLLARS, in Cash, to the one procuring the third largest list.

4. TWENTY DOiLARS, in Cash, to the one procuring the fourth largest hst.

5. TEN DOLLARS, in Cash, to the one procuring the fifth largest list.

In order to reward every one of the friends of the Genesee Farmer for his exertions in

its behalf, we will give to those not entitled to either of the above premiums, the following

Books, free of postage, or Extra Papers, as may be preferred :

1. To every person who sends SIXTEEN subscribers, at the club terms of thirty-seven

cents each, one extra copy of the Farmer.

2. To every person sending for TWENTY-FOUR copies, as above, any Agricultural Book
valued at fifty cents, or two extra copies of the Farmer.

3. To every person ordering THIRTY-TWO copies, any Agricultural Book worth seventy-

five cents, or three extra copies of the Farmer.

4. For FORTY, any Agricultural Book valued at $1, or four extra copies of the Farmer.

5. For FORTY-EIGHT, any Agricultural Book worth $1.25, or five extra copies.

For larger numbers, books or papers given in the same proportion. To save cost to our friends'

Tre pre-pay postage on all books sent as premiums. Persons entitled will please state whether they

wish books or extra papers, and make their selection when they send orders, if they desire books;

or if they have not obtained as many subscribers as they intend to, we will delay sending until the

club is full, if so requested. We do not require that all the papers of a club should be sent to one

Post Office. If necessary for the convenience of subscribers, we are willing to send to as many dif-

ferent Offices as there are members of the club. We write the names on each paper, when a num-
ber are sent to the same Office, if so desired ; but when convenient, Post-Masters would confer a

favor by having the whole number ordered at their own Office, sent to their own address.

As all subscriptions commence anew with the year, places where the Farmer was never before

taken will stand an equal chance in the competition for premiums.

BACK VOLUMES of the Farmer will be furnished, if desired, and counted the same as new
•subscribers. We shall keep a correct account of the subscribers sent by each person, and in the

May number we shall announce the premiums.

IJ;^" Specimen numbers, show-bills, Ac, sent to all post-payiug applicants. All letters must be

paid or free. Subspription money, if properly enclosed, may be mailed at our risk.

The volume for 1854 will be printed on good paper, with new type bought expressly for it.

A gentleman, graduate of the University of Vienna, who is familiar witli the languages of

those nations in which the science of agriculture is most cultivated, will aid us in translating

for the Farmer whatever can instruct or interest its readers. This gentleman is by i)rofes-

sion a Civil Engineer and Architect—branches of knowledge intimately connected with the

progress of rural arts and sciences. The general character of our paper is thus pithily stated

by the Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, President of the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture, and

of the United States Horticultural and Agricultural Societies, in a letter now on our table

which closes as follows

:

"I have always had the Genesee Farmer. It is, without favor or affectation, the best paper in the

country. Marshall P. Wilder."

As our club price to each subscriber is only thirty-seven cents a year, no matter how many

other agricultural journals one may take, to patrouiso the FAitMEE can not impoverish him.

DANIEL LEE.



THE GENESEE FAKMER.

EDITED BY P. BAREY, AUTHOR OF THE "FRUIT GARDEN."

TnE IIoRTicrLTUEiST, as its name implies, is devoted to Horticulture and its kindred arts

Rural Architecture and Landscape Gardening, and will keep its readers advised of every thing

new on the subject, either in Europe or America. It is a Monthly Journal of forty-eight pages

of reading matter, beautifully printed on the finest paper, and elegantly illustrated. In addi-

tion to numerous wood engravings, each number contains a full page engraving on stone, of

some new, rare, and valuable fruit or flower, and is at least one of the most beautifulJournals

in the country; and tliepubhsher will not rest satisfied until the HORTICULTURIST, AXD
JOURN"AL OF RURAL ART AXD RURAL TASTE, is acknowledged to be the best Hor-

ticultural Jom-nal in the world. The honor of Ameeioan Hoetictjlture requires this—interest

and patriotism alike demand it. With proper support from the Horticulturists of the country,

I have full confidence this point can be reached. To accomplish this desirable end, the pub-

lisher has determined to devote his whole time and attention to this work, and his connection

with the Genesee Fanner as one of its editors (and in reality its publisher), which post he has

filled since 1849, wiU therefore cease with the present volume.

Mr. Baeet, so long and so favorably known as the Horticultural editor of the Genesee

Farmer^ is the editor of this work ; and those who wish to continue to receive the benefit of

his valuable instructions in Fruit Growing, can do so by subscribing for the Hokticultueist,

and in no other way.

The new volume will commence on the first of January. The Jaauary number wiU be

ready to deliver to subscribers,by the 10th or 12th of December.

We shall take pl.easure in sending specimen numbers to all who desire to inspect them, or

show them to their friends.

Many would do themselves and their neighbors good service by becoming agents, and

obtaining subscribers among their friends and neighbors. iNo man who raises Fruit or Trees

can aiford to do without the Horticultm-ist. Agents "will be allowed a commission of

25 per cent.

Teems— $2 per year, in advance. •

JAMES VICE, Je., Publisher, Rochester, N. Y.

We snbj(^ln a few notices by ^he press,

held by our editorial brethren

:

We are prlnd the -work has fallen into such excellent

hands.

—

Lnui-n'iUi' Journal.

Tts contents are spirited and various, the selections judi-

cious, the illustmtions elaborate.

—

Neio York Daily Times.

A standard work of authority upon all subjects discussed
or explained in it.— Viclcihurg Whig.

There is no work in this country of greater value to the
cultivator of fruits.

—

Inquirer, Portland, Me.

We conerafnlate the public on having so valuable a peri-

odical as the Horticulturist within their reach.

—

New York
Day Book.

This periodical is got up in excellent style, and well sus-

tains its former reputation under its present management.
MichJlehury ( Yi.) Iiegi.<iter.

We feel that we are doing our readers a real service when
we urge them to subscribe for this invaluable monthly.

—

Weekly Democratic Press, Chicago.

showing the estimation in which the work is

It is well got up ; its articles able, various, and appropri-

ate.

—

Genera Courier.

The plates alone are worth the year's subscription. The
letter press is of a highly instructive character, and embraces

a varietv of topics.
" None who have a taste for the beauti-

ful in nature should be without such a valuable publication.

—Hamilton (C. W.) Spectator.

There is substantial profit as well as pleasure in cultiva-

ting taste in buildings, yards, gardens, &c., and the sub-

scription price would becapitalwell invested by those who
will attend to the contents of the Horticulturist.

—

Daily
Courier, Zanesville, Ohio.

We are quite satisfied with the work, and are inclined to

believe that, to the mass of readers, the work will be even

more acceptible than it was imder the charge of the accom-

plished Downing. We recommend the work cordially to

the patronage of our fi-iends and the pubUc—J/as«ac/tt*-
setUi Spy.

iGr-i-

^
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PROSPECTUS FOR 1854.

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST.

UNRIVALED ARRAY OF TALENT.

THE proprietors of the POST, in again corning before the

public, would return thanks for the generous patronage
which has placed them far in advance of every other Liter-

ary Weekly in America. And, as the only suitable return

for such free and hearty support, their arrangements for

1S54 have been made with a degree of liberality probalily

nnequaled in the history of American newspaper htcrature.

They have engaged as contributors for the ensuing year the

following brilliant array of talent and genius

:

Mbs. SoPTDWOETn, Emeeson Bennett, Mes. Denkon,
Gea.ce Geeenwood, and Fannt Fern.

In the first paper of January next, we design commenc-
ing an Original Novelet, written expressly for our columns,
entitled

THE BKlDE OF THE WILDERNESS,
By EsTEESON Bennett, author of " Viola," " Clara More-
land," " The Forged Will," etc.

This Novelet, by the author of " Clara Moreland," wo
design following by another, called

THE STEP-MOTHER,
By Mrs. Mart A. Denison, author of " Home Pictures,"
" Gertrude Russell," etc.

We have also the promise of a number of

SKETCHES BY GRACE GREENWOOD,
whose brilliant and versatile pen will be almost exclusively
employed upon the Post and her »wn " Little PUgrim."

Mrs. Soutuwoeth—whose fascinating works are now
being rapidly republished in England—also will maintain
her old and pleasant connection with the Post. The next
story fl-om her gifted pen will be entitled

MIRIAM, THE AVENGER; OR, THEIFATAL VOW,
By Emma. D. E. N. Southwoeth, author of " The Curse of
Clifton," "^The Lost Heiress," "The Deserted Wife," etc.

And last—not least—we are authorized to announce a
new series of articlea from one who has rapidly risen very
high in popular favor. They will be entitled a

NEW SERIES OF SKETCHES, BY FANNY FERN,
Author of " Fern Leaves," etc.

We expect to be able to commence the Sketches by Fan-
ny Fben—as w^ll as the series by Grace Geeenwood—im
the early numbers of the coming year.

Engravings, Foreign Correspondence, Agricultural Arti-
cles, The News, Congressional RepoT-ta, The Markets, etc.,

also shall be regularly given.

K^" Cheap Postage.—The postage on the Post to any
^art of the United States, when paid quarterly in advance,
is only 26 cents a year.

Tek.mb.—The tenns of the Post are Two Dollars a yeax,
payable in advance.

4 copies, $5 per annum.
8 copies (and ono to the getter up of the Club), $10 per

annum.
13 copies (and one to the getter up of the Club), $15 per

annum.
2(1 copies (and ono to the getter up of the Club), $20 per

annum.
The money for Clubs always must be sent in advance.

Subscriptions may be sent at our risk. When the sum is
large, a draft should bo procured, if possible—the cfl.st of
which may be deducted from the amount. Address, always
pofit-paift, DEACON & PETERSON,

No. C6 South Third Street, Philadelphia.

Ji:^" N. B.—Any person desirous of receiving a copy of
the Post, as a sample, can be accommodated by notifying
the publishers by letter (poki-paid).

12^" To Editous.—Editors who give the above ono inser-
ticm, or condense the material portisns of it (the notices of
new contributions and our ternis), for their eilitorial col-
umns, shall 1)0 enUtled to an exchange, by sending us a
marked coi)y of the paper containing the advertisement or
notioo.

December 1, 1853.—It
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Ne^v York Agricultural Warehouse.
HORSE POWERS, Threshers, Fan Mills, Smut Machines,
Grain Drills, Hay Presses, Grain Mills, Corn and Cob
Crushers, Cider Mills, and a large assortment of Plows, and
all kinds of Agricultural and Horticultural Implements.
Peruvian Giiano, Superphosphate sf Lime, Borne Dust,

and other fertilizers, of the most superior kinds.
R. L. ALLEN,

Sept. 1, 1853. 189 and 191 Water street. New York.

The Practical and Scientific Farmer's ovjn Paper.

THE GENESEE PARMER,
A MONTHLY JOTTENAL OF

AGRICULTURE AM) HORTICULTURE,
illttsteated wrrH numerous engeavings of

Farm Buildings, Domestic Animals, Implements, &c.

VOLUME XrV, FOR 1853.

DAOTEL LEE, JAMES VICE, Jr., & JOSEPH
HARRIS, Editors.

P. BARRY, Conductor of Horticultural Department.

Fifty Cents a Year, In Advance.
Five Copies for $2— Eight Copies for $3, and any krger

number at the same rate.

S:^~ All subscrijitions to commence with the year, and
the entire volume supplied to all subscribers.

fS^Post-Masters, Farmees, and all friends of improve-
ment, are respectfully solicited to obtain and forward sub-
scriptions.

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may bo sent
(post-paid or free) at the risk of the Publisher. Address to

DANIELi liEE,
November, 1852. liochcdei; N. Y.

Postage Law.—By the new Postage Law,

which took effect on the 1st of September last, the

postage on the Genesee Farmer for one year is as

follows,—when paid quarterly in advance

:

Any wherein the State of J^ew York, , . 8 eta.

Anywhere in the United States, 6 cts.

StEEKOTYPED BY J. W. BEOWN, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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